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Barry Clifford to speak Sunday

Treasure Hunter Barry Clifford

To Speak

Barry Clifford who has
attracted world attention from
his apparent discovey of the pi-

rate ship Whydah and its loot,

will be the featured speaker at

the College Community Forum
Sunday, February 28, 3 pm at

the College's Arts Center Main
Theatre.

The 43-year-old former
teacher and lobsterman, found-

er ofMaritime Explorations sal-

vage company, first learned of

the pirate ship at the age of

eight from his uncle. The Why-
dah, captained by the infamous
Black Sam Bellamy was sunk in

1717 in the Atlantic about 700

yards off Wellfleet. Value of its

cargo is estimated as high as

$400 million. Remains of the
ship lie underneath 18 feet of

sand and 25 feet of water. It is

believed to be the first pirate

ship salvaged in U.S. waters.

Clifford's talk, open to the
public, is "The Discovery of the
Whydah." His appearance at

the college lecture series is

sponsored by the Cape Cod
Times and the Cape Cod Com-
munity College Educational
Foundation. General admission
is $5, or $4 for seniors and stu-

dents. Advance tickets may be

purchased at the Cape Cod
Times offices or at the CCCC
business office in the Adminis-

tration Building.

On that same day, the CCCC
Educational Foundation will

offer a special lunch on campus
at 1:15 in the Student Commons
dining area. The meal includes

chicken Kiev, Four Seas salad,

vegetable, rolls, chocolate
mousse chantilly, wine and cof-

fee. Food is prepared and

served by students in CCCC's
hotelrestaurant management
program supervised by Robert
Johnson, Gail McCormick and
Donald Witkoski of the faculty.

Seating for the luncheon is li-

mited and reservations are re-

quired. A combination lun-

cheonlecture ticket is package
priced at $13 or luncheon tick-

ets alone are $10 each.

For further information on
the Barry Clifford appearance
and the luncheon, call 362-2131,

extension 455 or 413.

Cooperation Needed While Parking Solutions Implemented
by Kevin E. Deckel
According to Robert A. Phil-

lips, Director of Facilities Man-
agement. The first weeks of

classes the parking problem is

at its worst, but it doesn't im-

prove much with only 950
spaces available and an enroll-

ment of close to 2,000.

This semester, deliveries to

the bookstore and trash remov-
al could not be accomplished
because cars blocked the ac-

cess roads leading to the Com-
mons and between the North
and South Buildings. Phillips

continued, "Safety was com-
promised as well since
emergency vehicles could not

have gotten to several buildings

or into some of the lots to deal

with a car fire. We need the

cooperation of the entire col-

lege community until solutions

can be implemented.
"Good judgement is needed

V hen the situation dictates that

you park illegally. Hydrants,
the entry ways to parking areas,

access roads, handicapped lots,

building entrances and the
campus side of the ring road
should not be used at all," he
said. "The right side of the ring

road is okay but do not park up
on the earthen mounds. Addi-
tional traffic and parking signs

will be going up soon and
should be heeded."

Phillips further stated. "We
are flexible in issuing tickets

early in the semester, but if

there is room in the overflow

lots (#'s 10. 11 and 12) vehicles

will be ticketed and towed if

necessary. Nonpayment of

parking fines can result in de-

layed graduation and halt re-

lease of transcripts." Phillips

wants to make it clear that

CCCC parking tickets are REAL
TICKETS and wind up costing

$25 rather than $5 when the
ignored ticket ends up at the

Registry of Motor Vehicles.
Non-renewal of driving pri-

vileges and vehicle registra-

tions will result if the fines are

left unpaid.

Campus wide constuction
(due to begin in May or June)

will aggravate the situation be-

fore it gets better, but an addi-

tional overflow parking lot is in-

clude in the first phase of these

improvements. It will be lo-

cated behind the tennis courts

in the area of the soccer field.

Phillips also said. "Land ac-

quisition and expansion of lots

4 thru 10 are among other
alternatives being looked at.

Permits, ordinances, zoning

laws, variances, enviormental

consideration, and other legal

ramifications slow these initia-

tives immensely."
Richard J. Sullivan. Dean of

Student Services says, "CCCC is

going through a period of

growth and development in re-

sponse to the communities
needs. We do not want to deny
anyone the opportunity to edu-

cate themselves and the over-

crowding can be dealt with by

carpooling, and developing an

awareness of campus parking

sites." Lot #12 behind the gym

often has room and the extra

distance to classes is a mild in-

convience the campus commun-
ity should be able to deal with.

Our rural location makes it

neccessary for people to use

their cars to get here and until

local and state agencies re-

spond to the growth of CCCC
with such things as expanded
mass transportation and alloca-

tion of additional funds for im-

provments, the CCCC family has

to exhibit patience and consid-

eration regarding our parking

problem. Dean Sullivan added,

"Suggestions from any in-

terested party are welcome and
can be directed to my office."
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DACUM: A PROJECT PROPOSAL

by Randy L. Viscio

Here at the college we've seen
some interesting new changes

and efforts on the part of the

professional staff and faculty

involved in this community. The
instigation of a faculty and staff

self study is one example of

these changes and efforts.

The self-study, initiated in re-

sponse to a request for verifica-

tion of effectiveness by New En-

gland Association of Schools

and Colleges (NEASC), is still in

progress. A report of the study

has been written and submitted

to a team of evaluators from
NEASC. This team will be visit-

ing the college on March 20-23 to

make their own evaluation
which will help NEASC deter-

mine this college's effective-

ness as an institution of higher

education. That is, to what de-

gree is the college doing what it

professes to be doing? Is it ful-

filling its obligations to stu-

dents? To the community?
Catching the tail end of this

self-study is a new project. The
Project for the Development of

Core Curriculum and Revision

of Graduation Requirements is

one of the top priorities for the

college. The program, proposed
by President Day, will be
directed by the Chairman of the

self-study initiative, Professor

Eben Johnson.
Johnson explained that

DACUM (DevelopingA Curricu-

lum) is a tool the college com-

munity can use to help review

the college's curriculum and
graduation requirements.

"Dacum is a process which

has been designed to facilitate

the achievement of a defined

goal," according to Johnson; it

is a tool to get what the college

wants to get done.

All of the college's commit-

tees currently concerned with

curriculum development and

the governance procedures
would still have to help develop

and evaluate the products ofthe

Dacum process. Johnson said

that trying to get the process

started by educating the faculty

and staff about what DACUM is,

and is not, is the first important

step.

Once the project gets moving
there are three general phases

in which a majority of the work
will be done:

Phase I consists of brain-

storming, identification and
analysis of the abilities, atti-

tudes and achievements a per-

son needs to be thought compe-
tent in a particular skill or field.

These are then refined and
sequenced into a DACUM chart.

This chart provides a graphic

statement which serves as a re-

ference for subsequent consid-

erations.

Phase II closely follows the

first phase. It is dedicated to

program review and the for-

mulation of the educational set-

ting that will be needed to de-

velop the initiatives of the

DACUM chart. There are two
primary steps in this phase.

Step one involves the review

of curriculum and curriculum
suggestions with tentative
course descriptions and sequ-

ences. Recommendations,
questions, and information are

formulated to aid in step two.

The next step is primarily de-

dicated to curriculum design;

this is the actual design and
approval stage of Curriculum
Development. The curriculum
review process is intergrated

into a design which can then be
submitted for approval. In-

cluded in this stage is the in-

formation from other faculty

and staff, advisory boards, and
formal involvement of various

decision making bodies of the

college. The expected outcome
is a new or revised course or

program.
Phase III is a process of furth-

er refining suggested, programs
or courses. This is done at the

appropriate levels of depart-

mental and divisional struc-

ture. Formal recommendations
are forwarded through estab-

lished networks of the college.

As both President Day and
Professor Johnson explained,

this process will be able to help
the faculty and staff better
understand if the college's
courses and programs are suffi-

cient to meet student needs. It

can also aid in the development
of new courses or programs
such as the proposed Early
Childhood Education Program
which is presently under con-

sideration.

The objectives of this prog-

ram are outlined in a memoran-

dum Day presented to the col-

lege faculty and staffon Decem-
ber 3, 1987. These objectives pa-

rallel the DACUM process.

Ultimately the success of any
project undertaken at the col-

lege will depend on the desire

and ability of the people in-

volved with it. President Day
doesn't see any problems in this

area. He stated, "We must pay
careful attention to this process
and not impose it on anyone.
DACUM has been extremely
successful tool at other institu-

tions. It can produce a high
quality product at low cost. The
college and staff at this institu-

tion are very capable of utiliz-

ing this process."

Senate To Investigate Bookstore Prices
by Tim Crowninshield

At the suggestion of Sopho-
more Senator Mike Blanton, the

Student Senate has established

an ad hoc committee to examine
the prices of textbooks and sup-

plies at the bookstore. Blanton,

who will chair the committee,
became concerned over com-
ments from other students that

the store's prices are exorbi-

tant. The committee will
attempt to determine whether
or not the store's wares are
priced at rates comparable to

those at other area institutions.

The findings of the three man
committee will be reviewed by
the entire Senate , who will then
ascertain whether or not any
changes should be recom-
mended to the Administration.

In addition to Blanton, Adam
Cordiero and John Crownin-
shield will also serve on the

committee.

The legislators also selected

three of their own to serve on a

college ad hoc committee
charged with reviewing the
issue of a smoking policy. The
three. President Bernie Zanoni.
Vice President Jane Asquino,
and Sophomore Senator Tim
Crowninshield, will join a

dozen faculty and administra-
tive personnel under the lead-

ership of convener Chet Yacek,
Director of PersonnelAffirma-
tive Action. They will attempt to

establish a college smoking
policy which will be acceptable
to smokers and non-smokers
alike.

In other action, the Senators
were informed that last semes-
ters extended library hours ex-

periment had proved less suc-

cesful than expected due to low
student turnout. Other alterna-

tives to keeping the entire lib-

rary open were discussed, in-

cluding the possibility of estab-
lishing an after hours study
area in the library or upper

commons. It is hoped that this

action would provide an atmos-

phere conducive to study while

remaining within current
budget limits.

A move currently afoot to

change or abolish the activities

period was brought to the Sen-

ate's attention by President
Zanoni. He informed his col-

leagues that many faculty are

supporting a proposal to change
the activities period from the

present TuesdayThursday 12:30

- 2:00 format to Mondays 1:00 -

3:00 or to remove the period
altogether. The proposal sup-

porters are seeking increased

class time in an attempt to pro-

vide more flexible scheduling

for students as well as to in-

corporate a time frame for the

addition of new courses. The
Senate decided to hold the mat-

ter in abeyance until further in-

formation could be obtained.

Smoking Ban Proposed
by James Cavaco

A proposed ban on smoking in

any part ofany campus building
by the Ad Hoc committee could
have long term health benefits
for non-smokers, according to

Barbara Fitzpatrick. The ban
would completely erradicate
all indoor smoking on campus,
as the science committee has
done in the science building.

This ban would mean that
non-smokers would no longer
need to jeopardize their health
with other student's second
hand smoke.

In a study done at the Uni-

versity of Zurich it was found
that if a non-smoker remains in

a smoky room for one half hour
he can attain the same amount
ofcarbon monoxide in his blood
as if he had smoked one
cigarette himself Over a long
term of periodic exposure of
this kind non-smokers could de-

velop heart disease, chronic
bronchitis, emphysema, and a

range of related cancers.
Although it would take a great

deal of time for healthy non-
smokers to develop these condi-
tions, it would not take a great

deal of exposure to aggravate
and made worse an already pre-

sent condition.

The implications of smoking
for pregnant women are well
known, but many people may
not believe second hand smoke
can also produce such dreadful
results as still birth, retarded
physical growth (well into the

future), diminished reading
ability, lower social adjust-
ment, and an overall depriva-

tion of intellectual functioning.

Studies have shown that
continued on page 10
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Homeless On Cape Cod

by Matgaret A. Sexton

Recently I held a yard sale,

and at the end of the day I took
the remains to the Salavation
Army drop off box. While I was
there, I met a woman, named
Jill, who was rummaging
through the boxes searching for

winter clothes. Jill was polite,

friendly, cheerful, and sincere-

ly appreciated the clothing I

offered her. I wondered about
Jill. What was she doing living

in the streets? Where did she
come from? Who was she? Jill

did not fit my image of a street

person.

My image was someone who
was an alcoholic or a junkie. 1

began questioning what assist-

ance is available for the home-
less seeking shelter on Cape
Cod. I feel the huge problem of

homelessness on Cape Cod is

the results of the inflated real

estate market and inflated sea-

sonal rentals which has caused
a gross lack of affordable hous-
ing on Cape Cod.
Who are these people living

in the streets of Hyannis?
Where did they all come from?
Why the increase in the num-
bers? I began my investigation

by exploring what the local

media had to say about the
homeless sitiuation. I read all

of the articles written in the
past two years at the Cape Cod
Times library concerning the
homeless. Statistics show that

there are approximatley60(T)n-
dividuals homeless because of
the lack of available and afford-

able housing for low-income
families and singles. Statistics

show that .13 of Massachusetts
homeless exist on Cape Cod.
Statistics show that 90 of the
homeless are natives of Cape
Cod, not newcomers seeking
shelter from off Cape. Statistics

also show that there has been
341 homeless families reported
in the past 12 months. Statistics

estimate that 70 are single
mothers with children and the

other 30 are alcoholics, drug
abusers, the mentally ill, run-
away teenagers and battered
women. (Karen Jeffrey). Ex-
perts agree with me that there
are no two people who share the
same reason for homelessness,
yet they all share one thing in

common and that is poverty.

So where do these people
sleep at night when it is cold
and rainy outside? What does
the community offer them for

shelter and protection?
Michael Sweeney, the Housing
Assistance Corporations' Man-
agement Systems Coordinator,
informed me about two shelter

programs they operate in Hyan-
nis. The goal of these shelters is

to take care of the immediate
crisis by providing temporary
shelter and then helping the in-

dividuals to locate permanent

housing. The Family shelter is

equipped to house three to five

families, approximatley twenty
people, until they can place
them in permanent homes. The
shelter offers a safe, comfort-
able and supportive environ-
ment for the families while they
are in transition. I feel this shel-
ter is wonderful. It has had
great success in placing fami-
lies in permanent homes
through the avenue of rental
assistance programs. The shel-

ter is a good program for a tem-
porary situation, but temporary
is exactly what it is. Permanent,
affordable, year-round housing
is the solution to the problem.
The second shelter is called

N.O.A.H. (Night Operations And
Help). This shelter is for single

individuals. In December
N.O.A.H will proudly be celeb-
rating their 1st year
anniversary as a permanent
year-round shelter. Prior to this

year, the shelter operated on ei

seasonal basis and the home-
less were forced to live in the
streets during the summer
months. The year-round shelter
was made possible by the con-
cerned citizens of Cape Cod. I

visited N.O.A.H and inter-
viewed Josie Bouvier, the shel-

ter coorindator who informed
me that the facility has 42 beds,
32 mens, 10 womens though no
one would be left outside on a

cold night as long as there were
floor space available.

The shelter has recorded 500
individuals who has used the
facility since their opening in

1984. This shelter has become
one of nutrition as well as pro-
tection because of the generos-
ity of 23 organizations and chur-
ches that contribute to supply
23 hot suppers monthly. A hot
supper and a breakfast are
served daily. The shelters hours
are 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.
Counseling services are also
available to the clients in areas
of alcoholism treatment on a

Who are these people

who live on the streets

of Hyannis?

volunteer basis and a housing
search advocate to help locate

permanent shelter. The success

of both of these shelter's is a

direct results of the caring, de-

dicated staff, local business and
church supporters, and volun-

teers. I also feel though N.O.A.H
is providing emergency help; it

is not home-sweet-home. These
individuals are kicked out into

the streets each day at 8:00 a.m.

until 6:30 p.m. They have an ex-

tremely difficult time locating

affordable rooms to rent on a

permanent basis because of

cost, no rental assistance prog-

rams for singles, and the availa-
bility of guest houses that have
been turned into profit-making
condos.

What are the rental assist-

ance programs and who is eligi-

ble for them? Do they help lo-

cate permanent housing for the
homeless? There are two prog-
rams, section 8 and chapter 707.

The Housing Assistance Cor-
poration subcontracts leases
with the E.O.C.D. (Executive
Office of Communities and De-
velopment) and H.U.D. (Hous-
ing and'Urban Development)
and together they provide year-
ly leased rental assistance for
eligible applicants. The prog-
ram is designed to provide for
three specific groups; families
with dependent children,
elderly people (62 years or old-
er), and handicapped or dis-

abled people. How the program
operates is the applicant pays a
ofthe rent and the Housing (Cor-

poration pays the rest to the
landlord directly each month. It

is the responsibility of the ap-
plicant to locate housing that is

within set price ranges and
meets state inspection require-
ments. The applicant must also
explain the program to the
landlord and find a landlord
who will accept a one year
leased rental assistance agree-
ment. I feel the program is a
lifesaver, because otherwise

Scholarship Season Opens At CCCC
by Anne Christopher

Each year around this time
students are invited to compete
for CCCC scholarships. Unlike
student loans, these are granted
outright. Last year's awards
totaled more than $45,000,
which should inspire students

searching for ways to finance

their degrees.

The Aletta Root Scholarship

Committee recently announced
criteria and a March 18 dead-

line for its scholarship, the sing-

le largest annual award given at

CCCC. The winner will receive

$3000 from the Cape and the Is-

lands Chapter of the World
Federalists USA. Nancy Hat-

ton, chairperson of the selec-

tion committee, indicated that a

second scholarship may be
awarded if a qualified runner-

up is found. "That award, the

Mariam Jordan Scholarship,
comes from an anonymous
donor who usually gives a con-

sistent amount," Hatton said.

According to the announc-
ment by the selection commit-
tee, the award is aimed at

advancing the study and know-
ledge of society, history and hu-

man behavior for the benefit of

man to help further the World
Federalist goal of seeking
world peace through world law.

The money awarded is to be
used to defray the recipients fu-

ture institutional expenses at

the college of their choice.

The late Aletta Root, a resi-

dent of Sandwich, was in-

strumental in establishing the

award at CCCC. According to

George Hoar of the History de-

partment, "Root was a guiding
spirit in putting the scholarship
together in 1968. In her early ac-

tive 60's, she died shortly there-

after and the new award was
named for her."

Hatton says," "The committee
is looking for someone who will

make a significant contribution

to society." To be considered
the student must have a 3.0 GPA
at CCCC and at least 15 credits

with a 3.5 GPA in any of the fol-

lowing subjects: history, poli-

tical science, geopgraphy, phi-

losiphy. sociology, anthropolo-

gy, law enforcement, psycholo-

gy or economics. Additionally,

he or she must have attended
CCCC for at least two semesters,

be a member of the August 1987,

January 1988, or June 1988 gra-

duating class and be accepted
or have acceptance pending at a

four year college, university or
equivalent.

For more information on the

Aletta Root Scholarship, con-

tact the Social Sciences depart-

ment at ext. 362.

"Announcements of other
scholarships are pending," says

Valorie Rand, whose CCCC
Educational Foundation
awarded $40,000 last year. The
Foundations Executive Direc-

tor says she will know by March
1st exactly what awards can be
offered. "At least four $1000 en-

dowments are definite," she
said. They have been donated in

the names offormer CCCC Pres-

ident James F. Hall, Thomas
and Barbara Lee, Bernard and
Grace Grossman and an Anony-
mous donor. That gift is called

the Life. Liberty, and Learning
Award.
Students struggling to finance

their schooling should recog-

nize the true value of a scho-

larship. Rather than drain time

and energy on a part-time job.

scholarship students can focus

on academics. Without help,

that is a luxury few of us can

afford.

Calendar Of Courses
And Events

Conservatory Art Program
Art courses are being offered

through the Cape Cod Conserva-
tory beginning this month and
running for 12 weeks. They are
open to all ages and college cre-

dit is given for some courses.

The scheduled courses in-

clude life drawing, all media
painting, silk screen, drawing
fundamentals and a special
creative monotype workshop
beginning on March 4.

For registration and com-
plete information about all

classes in Music, Art and Dance
call the Conservatory at 362-

2722.

Wetlesley College Campus Day
Wellesley College will be

sponsoring a Campus Day to in-

troduce women to it's Con-
tinuing Education program on
Thursday, February 25. In-

terested students are invited to

attend either a morning session

from 9.00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. or an
evening session from 6:00 p.m.

to 8:00 p.m.

Interested women are strong-

ly encouraged to attend the
Campus Day and can obtain
more information from the
CCCC Counseling Center.

Simmons College Representa-
tive at CCCC
A transfer Admissions Coun-

selor from Simmons College in

Boston will be on campus in the

cafeteria on Tuesday, February
23, to talk with students in-

terested in transferring to Sim-
mons.
Simmons also invites poten-

tial applicants to participate in

it's Transfer Overnight Prog-

rams held on Tuesday March 1

and Wednesday March 2. For
more information call 617-738-

2107.

Seminar
CCCC will host a public semi-

nar on proposed legislation to

revise the Nurse Practice Act

on Wednesday. February 24

from 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Mar-
jorie Mullin, chairman of the

College's Health Technologies
Division, is seminar leader.

Poetry Workshop
Poetry writers will meet for

workshop once a month. For de-

tails and information call 432-

6661.

China Tour Set To Leave In April
The third Adventure in

Understanding tour of China
led by former diplomatic ser-

vice officer and Dennis resi-

dent Robert Nichols, is set to

leave April 13 and return May 5.

This year's tour goes beyond
visits to the Great Wall and
several large cities, to areas

that help the traveler under-

stand different cultures and
traditions, according to

Nichols.

The home town of Confucius,

Qufu, is one of the areas now to

be visited. Another area is

Ningbo, once the economic hub
of China's east coast and inha-

bited for 7000 years, and also in-

cluded will be exquisite Buddh-
ist temples seldom seen by
Western travelers.

Traditional sites to be seen

include the army that guards

the tomb of China's first emper-

or outside Xi'an. the Great Wall

of China, Beijing's Imperial

Palaze. Hangzhou's West Lake,

and Shanghai's Bund, the Wall

Street of early twentieth cen-

tury China. Shanghai. Nanjing.

Guangzhou and Hong Kong are

included.

Nichols is the resident China

expert on campus. Having spent

half of his 30 years in diploma-

The tour is arranged through

the office of the International

Studies and administered by

CET, a Boston company which

specializes in Asian education-

al tours. Details are available

by calling 362-2131, extension

455 or from CET in Boston at 1-

296-0270.
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Editorials
Sandinista Revolution Survives Reagan
Revolution . . . For Now

by Randy L. Viscio

A stubborn House of Repre-

sentatives voted on Wednesday,
February 3. to "just say no" to

President Reagan's request for

more aid to the Contra rebels.

Although the aid package con-

sisted primarily of humanita-

rian aid, the general feeling was
that the military component of

that package ultimately de-

cided its fate.

The vote signals what many
hope will be an end to the

Reagan Revolution and a begin-

ning of real peace efforts on the

part of both the Contras and the

Sandanistas. It shows the Amer-
ican people that the "Great

Communicator" has lost his

special ability to con the con-

gress and the public. It shows
that, at least on the surface, we
as American citizens, are will-

ing to give peaceful solutions

the benefit of the doubt. And
this deciding vote, or more spe-

cifically, the debates which
took place directly before it,

provided a platform on which
our representatives could stand

and voice the American pub-

lic's attitude both for and
against the policy in Nicaragua
and Central America.

"It's not that we neccesarily

like the Sandanista govern-

ment, it's more that we like the

Contras much less," stated one
Representative. Another ex-

plained. "Sending military

weapons to the Contras is like

bringing a six-pack ofbeer to an

alcholics anonymous n^eeting."

Contra supporters and war-

mongers alike are feeling the

effects of the vote like a blow to

the head from Mike Tyson to

Larry Holmes. They're still

wondering "what happened?"
and "how can this be possible ?

Well, we can begin to under-
stand some of the reasons why
"Ronald Reagan's adventures

in Contra country" are coming
to a difTerent conclusion than

those of "Alice in Wonderland"
if we take a minute to look at

some of the situations and ac-

tions that have been provoked
by the policy toward Central

America.
Oldies But Goodies

One could delve far into the

past and use the long list ofCon-

tra human- rights abuses or

their alleged drug smuggling as

examples. We could site the

numbers of unarmed Nicara-

guan peasants that have been
murdered by the patriotic Free-

dom Fighters as another exam-
ple. The fact the Contras are in-

volved with the CIA is in itself

contemptible. As further exam-
ples I could return our thoughts

to the Contra-committed, point-

blank, murder of American
citizen Ben Linder or their 1986

kidnapping of two other Amer-
icans. But 1 don't have to go into

detail about these acts because

they're old news. Now we have

an updated list of Reagan-

Contra democratic initiatives.

Contra Democracy
Reporting on October 16,

1987, the Associated Press said

that "anti-Sandanista rebels

(Contras) threatened to execute

two clergymen who were kid-

napped while working with a

local peace commission near

Waslala in Northern Nicar-

agua." The Reagan Administra-

tion always seems to be accus-

ing the Sandanistas of being

anti-religious, and this is one of

the reasons that we must back

the Contras. It seems to me that

the Contras might have chosen a

couple of other hostages if they

were such God-loving people.

The fact of the matter is that

Ronald Reagan and his loyal

followers are not interested in

peace or religious freedom in

Central America, although this

Contras." When this became a

reality five days later, however,

Reagan refused to meet with

Ortega. House Speaker Wright

did.

October 4, 1987, the New York

Times reported that the

"Reagan Administration oper-

ated a prohibited covert prop-

aganda operation in the State

Department to favorably influ-

ence public support for the

Nicaraguan Contra rebels."

Now why would President

Reagan have to resort to such

low conduct if the American
people, as he constantly indi-

cates, are supportive ofthe Con-

tras?

Against American Citizens

How about the February 3,

1988, report by the Washington

Post that "the Reagan Adminis-

tration knew of the FBI's inves-

tigation which mounted a mas-

sive surveillance campaign

is what they tell the American
people. Mr. Reagan relates

military weapons to peace be-

cause he knows that is what the

American public want to hear.

Peace and Propaganda
House Speaker. James

Wright, helped produce a parti-

san Central American Peace
Plan with President Reagan in

August 1987. This proposal,

however, gave way to the Arias

Peace Plan about a week later.

Wright then met with Nicar-

agua's President, Daniel Orte-

ga, later in November at the re-

quest ofOrtega and peace nego-

tiator. Cardinal Miguel Obando.
This created an awkward posi-

tion for Reagan who refused to

meet with Ortega and furiously

knocked Wright's action. Wright

backed up his initiative saying,

"Administration officials are

literally terrorized that peace

might break out in Central
America." One cannot deny that

this is true and the proof is not

only in Wright's words but in the

Reagan Administration's ac-

tions.

Dates To Remember
On November 10, 1987, the

Washington Post reported
"President Reagan would be
willing to resume high-level

talks with the Sandanista gov-

ernment as soon as the Sanda-
nistas begin indirect peace
talks with the U.S.-supported

against American citizens
opposed to the administration's

Central American policy." FBI
officials were reportedly
"directed to photograph protes-

ters at peace rallies and record

their license plate numbers; in-

vestigate nuns, union members
and college students; and check
up on church forums and
Knights of Columbus dinners."

These are actions that Mr.
Reagan says only the Commun-
ists do to their citizens.

North and Noriega
Revelations surfaced on

February 4. 1988, that Oliver

North and his friend. Panama-
nian President Manuel
Noriega, had tried to frame the

Nicaraguan government. The
New York Times reported that

Oliver North had arranged for a

shipment of Eastern Block Rus-
sian weapons to be seized by
Panamanian officials, near
Panama, in order that the
Reagan Administration would
have "proof to show the world"
that the Sandanistas were ex-

porting revolution to El Salva-

dor. Why would North have to

frame the Sandanistas when
Reagan has been saying to the

American public for the past

five years that "we have proof
that the Sandanistas are export-
ing revolution?" It sure makes
you wonder about all those
mines we've been finding over

in the Persian Gulf. Can it really

be that we don't care about what

is, and is not, the truth

Address To The Nation

Finally, we have to consider

President Reagan's puke-
provoking speech given from

the Oval Office on Tuesday,
February 2, the night before the

crucial House vote. Most of

America was saved from this

senile display of Cold War idio-

cy only because the major net-

works opted not to show it, feel-

ing that the American public

could only take so much of it in

bits and pieces on the late news.

I think David Stockman is

back at the White House, only

now he's doing statistical work
for Reagan's foreign policy in-

stead of statistical work for the

economy. Stockman said in his

book Why The Reagan Revolu-

tion Failed that he had "grossly

miscalculated events and num-
bers." This is the only possible

conclusion I can come to after

hearing some of the statements

made by Reagan during the

address.

Reagan stated that "the con-

tras have 85% of the popular

support in Nicaragua" and that

"there are 7,000 Freedom Fight-

ers inside of Nicaragua." Sup-

posing that these figures were

in any way realistic, I would
think that the courageous and
powerful Contras would have

made an impact on the Sanda-

nista government by now. The
last report from the Foreign Re-

lations Committee in Congress

stated that the Contras had only

20 of the popular support and
that it was decreasing. It's

doubtful that the Contras even

have 7,000 members, let alone

real movement inside of

Nicaraguan borders.

Reagan also made that Ice

Age statement about "protect-

ing the world against Commun-
ist tyranny." As if Communist
tyranny were more threatening

at this point than Capitalist

tyranny. He spoke about his

new found friend, Nicaraguan
defector Roger Miranda, who's

been feeding Reagan's per-

verted ego for the past few
months. What Mr. Reagan forgot

to mention is the fact that

Miranda was given about
$800,000 in rewards, settle-

ments, and contracts for his pat-

riotic defection. All that money
will probably come in handy to

Miranda who only managed to

steal a million dollars from the

Sandanista government before

he left. Mayby some of our
homeless ought to defect to

Russia.

For the time being the Sanda-

nista Revolution has outlasted

the Reagan Revolution. At the

same time we must remember
what kind of mind works within

the Reagan matrix. It is one that

cannot comprehend peace or

peaceful solutions It constant-

ly produces inept thought and
irrational action. It spits out

propaganda and relies on the

trust of others in order to feed

its perverted fetish for war. The
Sandanistas have a chance to

end the fighting, barring future

overt and covert action from the

Reagan Administration. This
however.is a fairly unrealistic

hope. I do hope that the Contras

and Sandanistas will someday
be able to lay down their arm.s

Letters to the Editor

There is an appalling number
of smokers on the CCCC cam-

pus, and it seems imminent that

one must experience at least a

dozen of them every.

Upon entering either North

or South Halls, I am at first re-

pulsed by the stench of the stale

air that clings to the walls and

ceiling. As I continue to my
class, and open the next set of

double doors, I am over-

whelmed by the volume of blue

and grey smoke floating at head

level. I look around with horror

at all the students holding

cigarettes between middle and

forefinger. This feels almost

like unwittingly turning over a

wet stone and beholding with

horror the teeming masses of

malevolent crawlers. To count

them is only to sicken myself I,

naturally, hurry through this

vapid environment and wonder

if the smokers realize the extent

of their sickness.

Smoking is a dangerous and

disgusting habit; it robs a per-

son of the senses of smell and

taste. It poisons the clothes they

are wearing, and the fingers

they eat with. Smoking denies

an individual firsthand experi-

ence of the world: the air you

breath, the food you eat, and the

flowers you smell must all pass

through this filthy filter that's

been created by an ephemeral
moment of pleasure or relaxa-

tion. I invite some of you to re-

frain, and share the free air and

perfect pleasure ofgood health.

There are proven systems to

helpyou stop now; askyourdoc-

tor or pharmacist.

As for those who feel incap-

able of quitting, I implore you to

move outside to an area away

from those that we all must

share. She lobbies and entry-

ways should not be clogged with

such acridity.

Matthew R. Blackburn

HOW ABOUT LENDING A
HELPING HAND?
Dear Editor:

Most students heading for

class jump out of bed and drive

to the campus, praying for an

empty parking space. Others

are not so lucky. Karen Gould, a

new disabled student this

semester must plan her day
with care. Gould, who is both

blind and confined to a wheel-

chair, is up at dawn to be ready

for 9:00 a.m. b-bus which takes

her to the college. Returning

home to Bourne is another two

hour ride and she does not pull

into her dirveway until almost

4:00 p.m. All that energey is

necessary to attend just one
class.

Gould, who is very indepen-

dent and lives alone, already

holds an associate degree and
credits towards a bachelor's in

rehabilitative counseling. Her
disabilities have thrown a tem-

porary monkey wrench into her

educational plans but s-he is at

the college to give it another try.

Let's help her meet that goal.

Gould's confinement causes se-

vere back pain and her long day

on campus is taking its toll.

Any student heading to the

Bourne area at around 1:30 p.m.

on Tuesdays and Thursdays
who could give her a lift home
would be helping on special

lady. Call her at 759-4856 if you

can lend a hand.

Joyce Chasson
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Editorials
A China Adventure

by Prof. Allan Broadhurst

On December 31st professors

Allan Broadhurst, Lore Debow-
er, Larry Debower, Dan Mccul-
lough, John Mulcahy, and Nan-
cy Willets left for China to

spend two weeks with their

hosts at Shanghai Teachers
University. The purpose of the

trip was to assist in establishing

an exchange program where
our students could spend a

semester abroad studying at

Shanghai Teachers University.

The trip was initiated through
our own International Studies

OfTice and our campus leader

was Allan Broadhurst. Upon
reaching San Francisco, repre-

sentatives from seven other
community colleges from the

states ofNew York, Texas, Flor-

ida, and Massachusetts had con-

nected with the Cape Cod de-

legation to comprise a total of

twenty-nine members.
Founded in 1954, with the

goal of training secondary
school teachers, Shanghai
Teachers University has regu-

lar correspondence and
academic exchange programs
with twelve universities
abroad, involving both teachers

and students. For the under-
graduate, the university con-
sists ofdepartments of Political

Science, Chinese Language and
Literature, History, Foriegn
Languages, Educational Admi-
nistration, Music, Fine Arts,

Mathematics, Physics, Compu-
ter Science, Chemistry, Biology,

Geography and Physical Educa-
tion.

As visitors from the United
States we were treated to staff

lectures on Shanghai Teachers
University and higher educa-
tion in China today. The History

of Shanghai, China Since 1949,

China's Political System, and
Traditional Music and Art in

China. We were also given a

tour of the University's facili-

ties along with the opportunity

to visit classrooms and con-

verse with students.
As you might expect, student
life is quite different there, it is

harder to be admitted into col-

lege (at present only 2 ofthe stu-

dent population qualifies.), but,

once admitted, campus life is

more relaxed and somewhat
free from stress. The assump-
tion is that if you are admitted
you will graduate, and the gov-

ernment pays all expenses for

students. It surprised me to

learn that the study of English

begins in the elementary
schools and students are strong-

ly encouraged to enroll with the

expectation that they will learn

to read and write proficiently.

In addition to the classroom,

English is taught over the radio

and on the national TV network.

Most of the college students I

encountered enjoyed practic-

ing their English with me,
though with the usual Chinese

reserve.

The typical dormitory room is

crowded and furniture is

sparse. Studying takes place in

special campus rooms set up for

that purpose. On the whole,
facilites lagged behind what we
have grown to expect, but the
Chinese student seems to excel
in making the best of the situa-

tion. They all seemed healthy
both physically and mentally,

and their ever present smiles
were infectious. They awoke
each morning at 6:00 a.m.-as
everyone on campus does-to
music piped throughout the
campus by strategically placed
outdoor loudspeakers. The
music started out softly and
pleasantly with such renditions

(I kid you not!) as Amazing
Grace and other melodies that

any westerner would feel right

at home with. By 7:00 a.m. it

seemed as though the majority

of students had jogged their

morning miles, eaten breakfast,

and participated as a synchro-

nized group in their Tai Chi
Chaun exercises. The music
and announcements on the
loudspeakers stopped as 8:00

a.m. classes were ready to

begin.

Two campus facilities that

were outstanding were the
brand new foreign students
housing with modern convi-

ences that would match any
dormitory in the best American
university and the language
laboratories which were-to
quote Dr. Debower-state of the

art. And as Professor Mccul-
lough reported in his Cape Cod
Times article on January 31st,

their student music recital, for

our enjoyment and entertain-

ment, was the essence of perfec-

tion.

In addition to the opportunity

for us to interact with campus
faculty and students, our
Chinese hosts prepared an ex-

cellent off-campus series of
trips to explore their culture
and heritage. A cruise on the
Huangpu river introduced us to

perhaps the largest shipping
port in the world as well as the

Bund, the Wall Street of the
foreign powers. A cruise on the

Grand Canal introduced us to

one of the oldest shipping high-

ways in the world. A cruise in

Lake Taihu, one of the largest

and most beautiful lakes in Chi-

na, gave us the opportunity to

experience the scenic beauty
that attracts so many Chinese
citizens seeking rest and one-

ness with nature.

In Shanghai, an evening was
spent being entertained by the

Shanghai Acrobatic Troupe
composed of some of the best

acrobats in the world. In a silk

factory in Wuxi we saw the pro-

cess through which silk travels

from the silk worm cocoon to

the finished product. In Suzhou
we had a similar experience at

the National Embroidery Insti-

tute. In Xian we saw the recent-

ly unearthed Terra Cotta War-
riors that had been standing

guard by the tomb ofthe Emper-
or Qin Shi Huangdi for over two
thousand years. In Beijing we
traveled to the only man made
object said to be visible from
satellites in orbit, the Great
Wall of China.

The Imperial Palace (forbid-

den city), the summer palace,

the Temple of Heaven, the Ming
Tombs, Tiger Hill, the Garden
ofHarmony and many other his-

toric sites we visited gave us the

feel for what our interpreter

from Shanghai Teachers Uni-

versity referred to as the sense

of his Chineseness. the realiza-

tion of China's place in history

and his place as a citizen of

China.

I could not begin to capture in
words the full impact this trip

had on me personally. I will
probably be processing it for

the rest of the year. China is

clearly determined to carry out
the reform associated with the
People's Republic. It's a coun-
try that wants to modernize, to

exchange with the United
States in order to improve its

present and future economy.
Though it is a Communist coun-
try, I saw no signs of repression
or fear among its citizens. I saw
instead a nation of children
learning to speak english and
quick to practice their skills on
americans. I saw a nation of
young people with a pride in the

future of their country. I saw a

formerly closed society opening
itself to the world, recognizing

that world peace and economic
stability can only come through
international understanding
and cooperation. I saw a coun-
try with over one billion people
on the move, determined to adv-

ance from economic stagnation

to recognition as a world econo-
mic resource. I saw an oppor-

tunity for Cape Cod Community
College students and faculty to

expand their horizons by a

semester or year of study or

faculty exchange in china.

Students take note! Dr. David

Scanlon. Director of Interna-

tional Studies at Cape Cod Com-
munity College, is working to

have an opportunity for in-

terested students from our
school spend a semester at

Shanghai Teachers University

beginning fall 1988.
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by Prof. Larry DeBower

When I was asked to write an

article for tlie MainSheet, I im-

mediately felt anew the anx-

ieties that many students ex-

perience - what can I write ab-

out? What? Use creativity?

Reach my audience? Well, after

some thought, I rejected logical

subjects such as my recent trip

to China and my personel epi-

sodes of globetrotting. I de-

cided to remind you students

and members of the Community
about the wonderful opportuni-

ties available right here on

campus to begin your own en-

lightening trips abroad. Not

only can you visit many coun-

tries around the world, but you

can get college credit to boot

In the library, we have the

Office of International Studies.

There you can get information

on .semester or Summer prog-

rams in as many as twenty coun-

tries in South America, Europe,

North America, Asia, and the

Caribbean area. What a marve-

lous way to expand your hori-

zons and learn about strange

and different cultures, histor-

ies, geographies,and even lan-

guages!

I have had the great pleasure

of visiting and studying in

several foreign universities,

and I can assure you that the

experiences have been un-

forgettable and thoroughly en-

joyable. I'll never forget places

like the Algarve, the Great Wall,

Macchu Pichu, the Roman ruins

of Spain, Lake Titicaca, Andor-

ra, the Andes, Mayan and Aztec

ruins. (Forgive the language
pitch, but it helps to know some-

thing of the language.)

Not a few ofour students have

already attended the Universi-

ties of Versailles. Madrid,
Seville, Lisbon, Shanghai, and
others. Other students have
gone on pleasure/study trips to

Italy. Ireland. Belgium, Eng-

land, and Spain. The possibili-

ties are innumerable! The be-

nefits, unimaginable! These
people rave over places like the

Gardens of Versailles, the

Louvre, Saint Peter's Cathed-

ral, Venice, the Blarney Stone,

El Prado, the Alhambra... Need
I go on?
The logical question is "How

much is it going to cost?" Rest

assured that these programs
are reasonable, roughly the

price that an individual would
pay for a semester session here

in the States. But just imagine

the side benefits: living with na-

tive families, total immersion in

the culture, new friends from

all walks of life, scenery and
historical rites dreamt of but

never seen. The list is intermin-

able.

If I seem overly enthusiastic

about these prospects, it's be-

cause I am. Travelling, in my
opinion, is the greatest form of

education, particularly if you

are aware of some of the won-

ders which await you, wherever

you go.

So, how about it? Give these

ideas some thought. Visit the

Office of International Studies.

Do some research on your favo-

rite parts ofthe world. See some
of our well-travelled faculty

members. Join the ever-
growing numbers of students

who are taking advantage of

these outstanding programs.

See you across the pond!
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CAMPUS CLUBS OPENTO ALL

WKKL DJ's, Tom Morousas (headphones) and Paul Sevigny,
would love to train young, aspiring radio people.

Dance club at practice, soon to become a full dance company

Choral Club Participation and
dedication have made this chor-
al group one of the finest on
Cape Cod. Advisor: Lore De-
Bower ext.407.

Dance Club Dance activities for

students interested in modern
and jazz dance. Advisor: Joanne
Callum ext.414 T/R 12:30
Theater.

Janus Players Students with
theater interests can partici-

pate in all aspects of dramatic
life. Advisor: Delmadean Wills
ext.355 Thurs. 12:30 Stu.Thea-
ter. MWF 3—6 rehearsals.

Junto Club Trips to the Ken-
nedy Memorial Library and his-

toric Concord enhance club
members understanding of
American literature. Advisor:
Delores Bird ext.440 Thurs.
12:30 Arts Lobby.

Photography Club Students in-

terested in learning camera
equipment use, developing, and
printing are welcome. Advisor:
Mildred DeGiovani Tues, 12:30

Dark Room. Information
through Student Activities
ext.320.

Life Drawing Group In the near
future, an informal drawing
group dealing with live model
studies will be meeting on Mon-
days or Tuesdays, Watch for

posted notices.

Radio Club (WKKL) Mem-
bership offers the opportunity
to work in a small, FM frequen-
cy, college radio station. Advi-
sor: Charles Coombs ext.346
Thurs. 12:30 Station in Upper
Commons.

Sea Change The literary maga-
zine welcomes submissions of
creative writing, poetry, photo-
graphy, and illustrations for its

annual publication. Advisor:
Pat McGraw ext.453.

MainSheet Students interested
in journalism, photography,
and newspaper layout can par-
ticipate in the staff of the col-

lege paper's 6 issues. Advisor:
Bill Babner ext.408. MainSheet
office ext.323.

Explorers Club Out—door day
and weekend adventures to
promote nature awareness.
Advisor: Dan McCullough
ext.416 Thurs. 12:30 Arts G114

Student helps layout the CCCC newspaper, the MainSheet.

R to L- Student Senate officers Mary Chamber lain, Jane Asquino,
Bernie Zanoni(President), Beth Hawleg, and Kerith Roth fe 1 d

discuss campus issues.

R to L Guest Director Jim Silverman discusses a and Pat Campbell, actors

scene with Guy Trudeau in the Janus Players.

Criminal Justice Sponsors acti-

vities and events in the related

fields of law enforcement and
criminal investigation. Advi-

sor: Gary Seeley ext.401/362.

Dental Hygiene For students

who are interested in promot-

ing and sustaining dental

health for the public. Advisor:

Nancy DeLaive ext.428.

Nursing Club Promotes parti-

cipation in community projects,

campus activities, and lobbying

for state financial aid and im-

proved nursing conditions.

Advisor: Mary Khoury ext.437.

InnKeepers Club Films, guest

speakers, and tours of hotels

and restaurants provide mem-
bers of this club with direction

for career planning. Advisor:

Don Witowski ext.402.

Re—Entry Club Offers older

students support services, so-

cial, and academic needs to en-

hance the college experience.

Advisor: Verlyne Ryan—Ean-
niello ext.405 Tues. 12:30 N116.

Learning Disabilities Support

Group This club assists stu-

dents with learning disabilities

in a variety of ways. Advisor:

Helen O'Connor ext352.

Student Senate Encourages stu-

dents interested in campus gov-
ernment to interact with and
improve student activities.
Advisors: Andy Robinson. Rick
Nastri, and Nancy Willets
ext.353.

Clubs in need of advisors are:

The Fencing Club
The Model U.N. Club
The Karate Club
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Arts And Entertaiiimeiit
Joanne Galium

:

Dance Teacher Extraordinaire

by Tammy DeBarrows

Modern dance instructor,
Joanne Galium of CCCC,
teaches both Modern Dance I

and II. She also divides her time
with the up-coming college vari-

ety show. "Cabaret," and with

the dance club, which will be
joining the CCCC choir for this

semester's performance.
Modern Dance I is a basic

dance technique class. Stu-

dents learn dance terms, as well

as what is right and wrong in

dance training. Dancers also

learn the importance between
balance and coordination.
Without a sense of balance,
coordination can be difficult.

Choreography and exploring
the limits that the body can
reach, creates exhilaration and
exhaustion. However, the ex-

haustion creates a sense of

achievement and well being.

For a better understanding, a

text be provided.

Instructor Callum's Modern
Dance II class is a continuation

ofher first class. It is an indepth
study ofthe fundamentals ofthe
body, promoting coordination,

dynamic alignment, strength,

flexibility, and mobility. A
tremendous focus will be
placed on improving the stu-

dent's technique. Sometimes,
students will have four techni-

que classes in a row! These clas-

ses will help the students real-

ize their strengths and weak-
nesses. Again, a text will be pro-

vided.

The college variety show,
"Cabaret," will be a medley of
musicals. The performance will

show pieces of: "A Chorus
Line," "Man ofLa Mancha." "My
Fair Lady," "Gigi," "Mame,"
"Funny Girl." "Fiddler on the
Roof and other musical clas-

sics. The "Cabaret" members
were required to audition for

dance. This enabled instructor
Callum to see "how they
moved." Throughout the show
Joanne Callum will be staging
some musical numbers which
involve body movement and di-

alogue. Opening night will be
April 27.

Apparently, the dance club
will eventually become a dance
company. Basically, this idea
came about when the regular
dance club outgrew its current
system as a club. "I think what
happened to us last term was

that we got to be a real cohesive

group. And we were all pretty

advanced technically to be able

to do really good work." This

term, Callum feels the members
are even more advanced. Most
members are from her in-

termediate modern dance
class. Therefore, this term will

be the big test. Members will be
performing professionally for a

large group of people. The per-

formance will go on to be per-

formed as a lecture demonstra-
tion to area high schools. By

The college variety show,

'Cabaret,' will be a medly

of musicals.

next fall, Callum hopes the club

will be a bonafide company,
meaning that it's designed and
modeled after the Janus Play-

ers. So, that it's kind of a sister

club to the Janus Players. In ex-

planation, the dance company
will be performing on profes-

sional lecture demonstration
circuits. Hopefully the club will

be invited to perform and
observe performances at diffe-

rent places. The CCCC dance
company will be open to the

public, as well as students.
Joanne Callum is greatly sup-

ported by the school's president

and its Senate.

May 14 will be this semester's

performance date for the dance
club. The club will be collabor-

ating with the music and thea-

ter departments. Three
routines will be performed by
the club. First, one large group
piece will be danced in a very

primitive way. The second
routine will consist of 4-5 dan-
cers. It will have a story line ab-

out relationships that will be
uplifting, lyrical, and comical.

Third, the dance club will re-

perform their fall routine,
"Nasty Lonesome." It's an Okla-

homa-western dance piece.
Compliments on last semester's

performance of Nasty Lone-
some, made Callum proud. She
mentioned that she heard the
routine was well rehearsed and
the dancers looked really
together, unified.

When asked to define modern
dance, instructor Callum states,

"One definition of modern

dance that I've heard before
and suits me is that: it's the
creation of original movement
through a creative process." So.

it's about movement invention,

not being stuck in one mode.
Joanne Callum started pro-

fessional dance lessons in 1971,

when the cultural influence of

the 60's was still in strong focus.

The 60's became a rebellious

period in dance which was cal-

led the post modern movement.
Apparently , through this move-
ment Callum received great ex-

posure to improvisational work
which is characterized by diffe-

rent and bizarre types of move-
ment, such as when a person
goes up on stage, bounces a ball,

sits down, and then goes ofl'the

stage-this was and is consi-

dered art, dance. It's part of the

improvisational movement, the

post modern movement After
working with improvisational
movements. Callum received
classical training in ballet and
other technical forms of dance.
She feels it's important to have

the technical interest and im-

provisational interest of dance
on a plateau of equilibrium.

Before teaching at CCCC, Cal-

lum taught at high schools in the

Boston area. She then went on
to teach at the Joy of Movement
Center in Cambridge, MA. Wel-

lesley College was her final step

before CCCC. At Wellesley, she

taught students to dance
through dance therapy, a ther-

apy ofnonverbal movement; the

understanding of nonverbal
cues and realizing that the body
doesn't lie. Through this
realization, the dancer and
therapist will be able to nurse

the victim (the dancer) to the

right path of emotional health.

Dance therapy was very re-

warding for her. Callum also

has a degree in movement
analysis. Ms. Callum is pleased
in how the dance program has
grown and hopes it continues.

She urges all men and women of

CCCC to learn what dancing is

about. Learn to express
continued on page 9

Joanne Callum Dance Club-Company director

Now That's A Good Cup Of Coffee
by Gretchen Grabau

The fresh, smooth scent of
that aromatic blend wafts
through the cool morning air to

your snoring nose. You arise
and stumble zombie-like to the
kitchen for a mug of that fresh
roasted, mountain grown blend.
A hot cup of coffee is some-

thing that most of us relish in
the morning. Unfortunately for
many college students, a coffee
perculator is an inaffordable

, luxury. The inadequate
• alternative becomes a brief

jaunt through a fast food res-

taurant.

Therefore, I considered it my
duty to my fellow college stu-

dents to rate various Hyannis

Java emporiums in search of a
good and inexpensive cup of
coffee. I will judge each cup on
its own merit and then state my
favorite. The restaurants are
not listed in a hierarchy of pal-
pability.

1. Au Bon Pain. Prices: $.50,

$.60, $.85, Too hot. Don't even
bother unless you have 20 mi-
nutes to wait for it to cool down.
Bitter and overpowering.

2. Burger King. Prices; $.63
and $.73. $.66 with tax for a six
ounce cup. Watery and bitter. I

waited ten minutes at the drive
thru. Was it worth it? NO.

3. McDonald's. Prices: $.50
and $.60. Lethally hot. The

dangerous temperature mixed
with the bitter and watered
down flavor make this coffee my
least favorite.

4. Cape Cod Community Col-
lege Cafeteria. Prices: $.45 and
$.55. The CCCC's cafeteria has
created a miracle of modern
science; a cup of coffee bold
enough to keep you lively, witty,
and charming while chatting
with friends in the cafe, yet mild
enough to not keep you awake
during class. Professors are baf-
fled over this phenomenon.
Still, CCCC's coffee is full-
bodied, smooth, and quite
pleasant.

5. South Hall Hot Beverage

The Bald
Soprano

Sings
by Alan Samry

The Bristol Community Col-

lege Theater Rep performed
"The Bald Soprano." The play,

sponsored by The Janus Play-

ers, was directed by Rylan
Brenner. The audience wel-
comed the play with laughter,

caused by its dry English
humor.
The setting of the play is the

middle class suburbs of Lon-
don. The play began with the
maid (Molly Green) introducing
the style of living of the Smiths
(Lisa Cook, John Majkut). The
way the maid described the af-

ter dinner scene summed up the
whole idea of the play, a dull

evening at home that occurs
with dull friends.

The clash between the char-
acters' dullness sets the tone of
the play. The Martins(Mary
Dube, Sam Voiles) are house-
guests to the Smiths for an even-
ing of poor storytelling. The
Firechief (Ray Brousseau)
drops by for a spell, while hop-
ing to find a fire in the Smiths
house. While the Chief is pre-

sent, the maid loses her sanity.

Just your average evening with
Mr. and Mrs. Smith.

The characters in the play
displayed uniqueness. The cos-

tumes they wore and the over-
applied makeup highlighted
the mood and the setting of the
play. Even the set itself, when
the explosion struck and the
smoke poured in, looked real.

The actors performed wit(i

perfection. The delivery of the
lines were exceptional. All the
twisted, doublespoken lines
from the Firechiefs story to Mr.

and Mrs. Martin's many bizarre
coincidences. Another comical
incident occured when the
maid, dressed in an overcoat
with a magnifying glass, leaves

the set telling the audience,
"My real name is Sherlock
Holmes." The judges of the
play, the audience, approved
with a range ofquiet chuckles to

loud outbursts of laughter.

Machine. Price: $.40. Taking my
life in my hands, I braved the
coffee machine. I was im-
mediately put off by the brown
sludge floating on the coffee.
When it disappeared, I tasted. It

wasn't bad, for a machine. The
flavor was flat and the color a
little too dark. Reserve this cof-
fee for severe caffiene with-
drawal only.

My favorite was the CCCC
Cafeteria. It won not only be-
cause of its proximity but also
because for the price, its really
not a bad cup of coffee.
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Good Morning, Vietnam
Review

by Julie Hopkins

1965, a time when young
Americans were concerned
with two things, the Vietnam
Conflict and Rock & Roll. Link-

ing the two together is airman
Adrian Cronauer (played by
Robin Williams). A crazy disc

jockey for Armed Forces Radio
newly installed in Saigon, Cro-

nauer boots Lawrence Welk
and Perry Como off the air-

waves and plays James Brown
and the Rolling Stones for the

troops. Later in the movie Cro-

nauer starts using the airwaves

to express anti-war opinions
which get him into hot water
with his superiors.

Williams is exceptionally fun-

ny. If ever there was an actor

born to play a wacko D.J., it's

him. His gifted ability to pro-

duce quick ad-libs and non-stop

babble make him perfect for the

part. The supporting cast is

made up of some of our more
distinctive character actors, in-

cluding Forest Whitaker,
Robert Wuhl, and Richard
Edson.
"Good Morning, Vietman"

was directed by Barry Levin-

son, who directed last year's

"Tin Men." Based on a script by
Mitch Markowitz, it was shot in

Bangkok. I found "Good Morn-
ing, 'Vietnam" to be an enjoy-

able comedy, well worth seeing.

Don't wait for it to come out on
video, go see it now!

The Serpent And
The Rainbow

:

The Snake Wins
by Gerard K. Lyncii

Review
by Gretchen Grabau

Why is it that nothing is ever
as exciting or entertaining as

we anticipate? With all the hype
surrounding Robin Williams'
latest screen venture, "Good
Morning, Vietnam," I was sorely

surprised by the just average
film.

Williams' performance as the

irreverant and slightly unortho-

dox disc jockey, Adrian Cro-

nauer, is the actor/comedian's

best to date. In fact, the best mo-
ments of the movie are when
Williams is allowed to cut loose

in his familiar, manic comedic
style. It would have been a real

treat for the audience if the film

had been two hours of Williams

as Cronauer delivering his

riotous radio show.

Unfortunately, director Barry

Levinson decided to add a plot

(if it can be called that). The plot

appears to be thrown in as an
afterthought.

The story of Cronauer and his

higher randing opponents
could have been interesting if it

had been elaborated on.
However, Levinson chose to fol-

low a superfluous sub-plot in

order to thread the film
together. Levinson does fall

back on the opposition theme
when the love story sub-plot
starts to wear thin. Unfortu-
nately, most of the movie mean-
ders through this dull, often
aimless story line.

Despite all of this, I do recom-
mend "Good Morning, Viet-
nam" based on the excellent
performance of Robin Wil-
liams. However, prepare to be
disappointed by the lulls be-

tween Williams' antics.

If one came to see "The Ser-
pent and the Rainbow " as a re-

sult of the promise of scary
advertising one was surely dis-

appointed. This movie does not

portray director Wes Craven's
ability to frighten the movie
going audience, as did his

"Nightmare on Elm Street."

The fact that this movie is based
on truth does give a spine ting-

ling addition, but good scenes
are too few.

I thought that Bill Pullman
(Space Balls) played his part
well and convinced the audi-

ence. He starred as an Amer-
ican doctor seeking out a drug
that when taken induced symp-

David Lee Roth: "Sizzlin' To The Top"

by Alan Samry

"Skyscraper," the latest re-

lease from the David Lee Roth

Band, appears to be the best re-

cord the "king of entertain-

ment" has released since the

old days of Van Halen.

Many changes were done to

improve the sound of the music.

Look on the back of the album,

it's produced by Roth and co-

produced by his phenomenal
guitarist Steve Vai. The new
sound created is a combination
ofmusical backgrounds ranging

from jazz to blues to metal. The
album is pure rock and roll.

The new addition to the band
is keyboardist Brett Tuggle. He
adds a completeness that the

band lacked on the "Eat Em and
Smile" release. All the songs

come together as a whole
through the keyboards, but the

rough edge of the guitar and
drums will rock anyone.

Roth writes all the lyrics on

the album, continuing a

trademark from the past. Again,

a change occurs. The lyrics con-

tain structure and order. And

this from a man who rides a

giant microphone onstage
while wearing a cowboy hat. It's

suprising but after you read the

lyric sheet you understand just

how much fun he has with
words. The screams and yells

are heard but the real fun stuff

happens when he sings the

lyrics.

Songs with titles like "Knuck-

lebone," "Hot Dog and Shake,"

and "Two Fools a Minute" reas-

sure the listener that Diamond
Dave is not too serious. A ballad

is done by Roth, don't give up on

it. Listen to it again and it

sounds "Damn Good."

The David Lee Roth Band
combines habits from the past,

mixes them with the new, and
produces a great record. The
single, "Just like Paradise," is

an experience. Buy the album
for the adventure, and live the

exitement of entertainment.

toms of death. In essence the

drug did not kill, but put the vic-

tim in a zombie-like state. Pre-

sent day Haiti is the setting and
a voodoo like atmosphere does
keep the viewer guessing, but
the movie needs more subst-

ance.

While inspired by the book by
Wade Davis, and based on fact,

it is hard to comprehend there

is a drug made that can kill you.

but not really kill you. All bodi-

ly functions cease, the victim is

buried, then he wakes up.

Imagine that ! Well, you wit-

ness it a lot in this movie, but

when you leave, you might not

be satisfied.

Joanne Galium:
Extraodinaire

continued from page 8

yourselves next semester.

Finally, the Concert Dance
Company of Boston is coming to

the college March 24. It will be

on Thursday during activity

period. The company will be

giving a lecture demonstration.

The company is nationally
known. They are real risk tak-

ers, who will perform their

dance work and works from

famous choreographers. Ques-

tions are allowed and urged to

be asked after their demonstra-

tion. Following, at 2:00 p.m., stu-

dents are invited to watch the

Concert Dance Company per-

form a master class with the

Modern Dance II students.

Students Seek Inexpensive Alternative
by Debbie Reads

The students who seek an in-

expensive alternative should
take heed; there is a place other
than the Cafe, Burger King and
McDs to eat. As with any town
there are many other options.

Just a few ofthe options avail-

able are in the Mall or on Main
Street; and for some of us,

there's always Mom's. Most of

these choices can lose their

appeal when frequented too
regularly. So, consider this., a

real restaurant. The kind that

often is patronized by business

men and woniSn in suits. There

are many of these around.

In Hyannis, Fiddlebee's, Sam
Diego's, or Starbuck's all serve

good food in a pleasant atmos-

phere, just in case you'd like to

relax while you eat. Often the

prices in these restaurants are

comparable to the fast food

chains.

Starbuck's, located near the

college, offers a wide variety of

choices on its menu. Unlike

Sam Diego's which concen-

trates on Mexican dishes, Star-

buck's prepares many ethnic

styles of food.

The atmosphere is casual.

The decor, consisting of posters

and unusual objects cluttering

the walls and corners can be en-

tertaining to gaze at while wait-

ing for your meal. Trivial Pur-

suit cards on every table offer

another way to pass the time,

which sometimes passes too

quickly over lunch. Fortunately

the service is quick and accu-

rate (you get what you want, the

way you want it).

The portions are generous,

particularly for the price,

which means you can have lef-

tovers from a $5.00 lunch.

Seeing a tuna melt pushed away
by a hefty young man before

being completely devoured
proves that. The beverages are

good sized also. But if you're on

a tight budget, remember there

is always water.

For the waist conscious con-

sumer there is always soup or a

salad which are hearty and
appetizing. The price for these

is less than the average meal at

about $3.00, including beverage

and tip.

At Starbuck's the bill for a

good, niling lunch including be-

verage and tip, averages $5.75.

Not a bad price when you con-

sider there are no lines to stand

in, no chill from either the

breezes of the door or the

atmosphere, and no scrounging

to get every last bite to sustain

your hunger until snack time,

which you may skip after a good

lunch.

So there is a good alternative

for the lunchtime doldrums that

does not include over-priced

food. Try Starbuck's the next

time you want or need to get

something different. Remem-
ber, it's really no more expen-

sive than the fast food chains

and much more enjoyable.
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Scandal Rocks A Nation
by Gretchen Grabau

Nineteen eighty-seven, a year

of bimbos, bozos, blasphemers,

and blow-hards, will live in in-

famy. Not since Henry VIII's

schism with the Catholic
Church has political and reli-

gious scandal inflicted such a

profound shock upon a nation.

Ollie North, Gary Hart, and
Jim Bakker are products of

greed's folly, displaced dignity,

and unbridled gall. These men
surely prove Classical
Tragedy's assertion that unres-

trained pride is the downfall of

mankind. Aside from that, who
do these guys think they are?

Are they assuming that the na-

tion's intelligence quota is at

the same level as the ladies'

that assisted in their demise?
These women, who were also

central to the respective scan-

dals, are making people wonder
why the 19th Ammendment was
ever passed. Donna Rice, Fawn
Hall, Jessica Hawn, and Tammy
Faye Bakker are in no way
promoting equality for the
sexes. They have undoubtedly
set the ERA and the Feminist
Movement back at least a de-

cade. The ladies have given
creedance to the assumption
that women will never be any-

thing more than victims of
powerful and charismatic men.

If a system of royalty existed

within the U.S.. Tammy Faye
would now be the crowned
"Queen of Bimbos." She is the

perfect role model for money-
hungry harlots everywhere. Her
husband. Jim "the lecherous
troll," is more vile than his wife.

They make the perfect couple to

host a televangelist program - in

hell. It truly defies reason why
anyone would send money to

this transparent slug or his

"dyed-in-the-wool floosie" wife.

What really tries logic is that

Jessica Hawn remained with

them for 7 years after her
"rape." Most rape victims are

either too afraid or too angry to

speak out. Most rape victims

would not be willing to see their

assaulter every day. But then

again, most rape victims are not

being paid handsomely to keep
their mouths shut.

Speaking of keeping mouths
shut. Donna Rice certainly did

just that. Miss Rice kept quiet

while Gary took the heat.

Although America did not need
Donna to reveal all the sordid

details of her tryst with the
Presidential hopeful, it may
need her to tryst with him again.

Many Americans were glad

that Sen. Hart dropped out of

the race after the scandal was
revealed. And just as many
Americans were equally shock-

ed and appalled when he
shamelessly reentered. Who is

he trying to fool? The "tweed
sport coat" approach to his new
campaign is leaving many vo-

ters wondering what he did with

the tailored suits from last

spring, Did he sell them to raise

money for his new campaign or

did he shove them in the back of

his closet so he can wear them
out on Carribean cruises and go

unrecognized?
Popular comedians have

joked over people's shock from
Hart's infidelity. They say that

Europeans ask: "What is

wrong? He did not sleep with a

donkey." Some Americans that

are interested in asserting their

sophistication in favor of com-
plying with their moral stan-

dards agree with the Europeans
and continue to support Hart.

However, as the Iowa Caucus
proved, most Americans favor

ethics to voyeurism. Hart's 0%

continued from page 3

HomelessInHyannis

I know from first hand experi-

ence how difficult it is to locate

an acceptable and decent house
that is determined eligible for

the rental assistance programs.
I am currently on chapter 707.

and I viewed many houses that

were in the price range
allowed, but were trash and in-

eligible by the state inspection.

Fortunatley, I located a beauti-

ful, newer home acceptable,
affordable and comfortable for

my family. My landlord had pre-

viously been a single parent for

II years, so she clearly under-
stood my situation as a single

parent of three children. I am
there would be more families
living in the streets, motels sup-
plied by D.P.W. (Department of
Public Welfare), and in the shel-
ters. I feel the program has
some flaws that need to be
addressed such as the rental
rates do not meet the areas
rates, and year-round rentals
are hard to find because of the
seasonal rentals on Cape Cod.

thankful for the program and
my landlords understanding,
yet not all people have been as

fortunate as myself.

I feel the reason for the
homelessness on Cape Cod is a

direct results from the inflated

real estate market and the in-

flated seasonal rentals. The
people living in the streets and
temporary shelters are native

Cape Codders being forced out
of their homes, forced^into over-

crowed situations, splitting up
families, and causing the na-
tives residents to move off Cape.
The temporary shelters, the
Family shelter and the N.O.A.H
shelter provides temporary re-

lief from an emergency situa-

tion, but it is not the solution to

the major problem that is

affordable and available
permanent housing. The home-
less number is on the increase
and something has to be done as
a solution to this major
problem.

C.C.CC.

return shows that people do not

expectaman who cannot keep a

simple marriage vow to be trust-

worthy enough to uphold the
oath of office.

Now, the final solution is to

get Hart out of the running en-

tirely. Perhaps Donna's aid
could be enlisted here. She
could call him up and sing:

"Hey, Gary, let's tryst again like

we did last summer. Let's tryst

again like we last year!"

Deceit, secrecy, deterred
funds, covert operations, Swiss
bank accounts. Do these words
describe the latest insider trad-

ing b.ust or the National Secur-

ity Council? In 1987, it was tough
to tell. Ollie North and Fawn
Hall, the G.I. Joe and Barbie of

American government, were
catapaulted last year to heroic

status by breaking laws and
secretly establishing foriegn
policy. And Reagan asks why
Lenin, a German exile, is the
Soviet Union's most prominent
hero. Take a look in your base-
ment once in a while. Ronnie!

P.J. O'Rourke wrote this of
Ollie North's hero status: "This
is what happens to a nation
when it gets dumb enough to

violate the one cardinal rule of

democracy: Never let anybody
run the country if you wouldn't
let him sit at your table in the

high-school cafeteria." As juve-

nile as this may be, it's the only
real rule of thumb that Amer-
icans can go by. Perhaps it

should, however, incorporate
clauses stating; "Never elect a

man president ifyou'd be afraid

to be alone at a drive-in with
him" and "Never send money to

a woman who wears more
makeup than a drag queen."
Fawn Hall, Ollie's secretary.

despite popular opinion, is an
idiot. Miss Hall appeared on the
Barbara Walters Special last

fall claiming that she wanted to

become a reporter once the
scandal had died down. Howev-
er, it is doubtful that Fawn will

get a job with a newspaper or a

news program because most
editors consider it imperative
that their reporters possess at

least an ounce of knowledge ab-

out world events. Miss Hall, as
she testified to the Iran-Contra
Committee, has no knowledge
of world events.

During the hearings last sum-
mer, a Senator asked Fawn how
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she came to the opinion that the
Contras required U.S. support
if she had not read any of the
documents that Colonel North
had her type. She replied that
she just came to that conclusion
on her own. The Senator further
prodded her by asking if she
had read any newspaper article

or seen any news program deal-
ing with Contra Aid. Miss Hall
replied that she had not had
time to read a newspaper, ex-

cept to glance at a headline as
she passed a news stand, nor
had she had time to watch a
news program in the four years
that she served as Oliver
North's secretary. It is frighten-

ing to realize that there are peo-
ple in U.S. government who
think the term Yellow Press is a
euphemism for the cat box lin-

er. Barbara Walters really com-
promised her integrity when
she allowed Fawn Hall to
appear on her program.

If Dante were alive today.he
certainly would have included
these characters in his "Infer-

no." And what would their sym-
bolic retribution be? Jim, Tam-
my, and Jessica would forever
be emmersed in a conjunctivitis

infested vat of mascara.
Gary and Donna would be

locked for eternity in a cabin
aboard the Monkey Business
with a Miami Herald reporter.

Donna would be wearing her
"No Excuses" jeans and Gary
would be clad in his newly de-
vised "No Frills Campaign"
slacks. However, both of their
flies would be permanently
zipped.

continued on page 11

Smoking continued from page 2

second hand smoke can be even
more harmful than the smoke
that is drawn through a filtered

cigarette. This is due to the fact

that most second hand smoke
comes off the cigarette rather
than through it. The cigarette,

burning at a lower temperature,
gives off smoke that contains
three times the tar and ten
times the level of cancer caus-
ing agents, such as amonia, ben-
zene, carbon monoxide and
nicotine. In fact. Dr. J. R. White
and Dr. H. F. Froeb of the Uni-
versity of California showed
that non-smokers who worked
with smokers for many years
had lung damage comparable to

that of someone who smokes up
to ten cigarettes a day.

When the United States
Surgeon General C. Everett
Koop said, "I'd like bans where-
ver bans are possible," he was
not alone. Among the faculty at

our college Ester Landry, Ran-
dy Bartlett and Barbara Fitz-

patrick are voicing serious con-
cerns about this matter. Bar-
bara Filzpatrick stated, "Many
of the faculty members smoke
in their departments, and I find
it appauling ... 1 quit smoking
thirteen years ago but 1 am up-
set that other people's habits
are effecting me," She also said.

"Smoking increases your
chances of getting alzheimers
disease, and there is a clear link
between second hand smoke
and cancers in non-smokers."
Like the second hand smoke
that congests our air so to do the
calls for eradication of smoking
in public buildings.

Blockitis Strikes Campus
by Mat daSilva

I'm late! I'm late! For a very
important date, takes on a new
meaning here at the college. I'm
one of those people who are al-

ways madly dashing around this

campus, desperately trying to
get to point B from point A, as
fast as humanly possible, which
leads to the point of this
column.
I'm a somewhat intelligent

being, but I don't understand
one thing. Why is it that people
stand in the middle of a corri-
dor, or a doorway, to have a con-
versation?

Is it the fact that these people
have some type of disorder that
doesn't allow them to grasp that
their location is a hindrance to
the free flowing movement of
the student body; especially
this student body.
And really now, what advan-

tage is it to stand in a doorway?
Is it that these people don't
know if they're coming, or going,
or is it some strange pagan rite
ofpassage that leads to a feeling
of social importance, and one-
upmanship?
These questions may never be

answered, but this is not the
purpose of this column. These
questions were raised to get
these time consumers (hereaf-
ter referred to as Blockers) to
yield way. For these Blockers
who unconsciously perform this
dastardly deed, fail to remem-
ber a basic maxim of physics:
No two forms of matter can

occupy the same space, at the
same time.

I feel that this college is mis-
sing a golden opportunity here!
I'm sure that if President Day
would apply for it, he would re-

ceive funding to study this adv-
anced outbreak of Blockitis
which infests this campus.
Maybe with the excess govern-
ment money the college would
be granted, the corridors could

widen, so that the rest of us
could maneuver around the
Blockers.

We could even make this a

game named appropriately
enough — Blockhead.
The rules would be simple to

follow:

1. If the Blockee makes it to

his, or her class appointment on
time, he, or she, receives 1

point.

2. If the Blocker causes the
Blockee to endure the ire of an
irate professor, the Blocker re-

ceives 1 point.

3. Accumulated points mav
be used in exchange of tardy
slips for the Blockee, or a Block-
er may receive the property
rights to the hallway that he, or
she is blocking.

4. Tripping of a Blockee by a

Blocker is not allowed under
penalty of severe scorn by the
onlookers.

Now that these basic rules of
Blockhead have been ex-
plained to you, I'll see you in the
arena.
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Speaking Of Sports

by Chris Bergeron

New England has returned as

the top sports region in the
country. Four separate teams
made this happen.
BRUINS
The revival of the Bruins has

helped to malte the picture com-
plete. The Bruins have enjoyed

a successful season mostly be-

cause of outstanding goaltend-

ing and a balanced offense and

defense. The B's lead the NHL
in goaltending with a 3.07 goals

against average. Reggie Leme-
lin has been the stalwart while

Doug Keans has proven to be an

excellent back-up. The Bruins

should be in a dogfight with the

Montreal Canadiens for first

place in the Adams Division.

Don't buy your Stanley Cup tick-

ets yet, the' Bruins must win in

Montreal if they plan on win-

ning it all. This jinx will hope-

ftiUy follow the same fate that

the Patriots Orange Bowl jinx

found in the 1986 AFC Cham-
pionship game.
PATRIOTS
Speaking of the Patriots, who

really wants Tony Eason
around any way? Eason cries

for more money, he gets it, gets

injured and now says he won't

take a cut in pay. Tom Ramsey
has proven that he can do the

job when Steve Grogan can't.

Doug Flutie should figure into

these plans somewhere.
Eason's main flaw is his lack of

guts. At times Tony will stand in

there and take the hit, most of

the time he either falls pre-

maturely to the ground or

leaves the game with an injury.

If Eason was worth what the

Pat's are paying him, they

would have made the playoffs!

Billy and Patrick Sullivan back-

ed out on a deal to sell the Pat-

riots in January. The Patriots

must be sold to help wipeout the

Sullivan's $19 million debt. If

not, the Patriots could be play-

ing their games in Jacksonville.

The Patriots showed some
promise in the running depart-

ment with 2nd year man Reggie

Dupard and rookie Bob Perry-

man from Bourne running the

ball consistently through much
of the season. Big losses on the

defense will haunt the Pat's

next season. Don Blackmon's

career ending neck injury and

the retirement of Steve Nelson

leave a large hole in the once

outstanding linebacker corps.

The departure of defensive

coordinator Rod Rust doesn't

help New England's defensive

problems. All in all it was a

good year for the Patriots, ex-

cept, of course, the strike but we
won't discuss that until the next

one!

RED SOX
The Boston Red Sox have the

early advantage in the Amer-
ican League East with the deal

that shipped out Calvin "Game
6" Schiraldi and Al "HR" Nip-

per to the Chicago Cubs for

righthanded reliever Lee
Smith. The deal seemed too

good to be true and the funny

part was that Lou Gorman
actually worked it out! Actually

Lou Gorman and the Red Sox

managment should be com-
mended for their off season
efforts. The Sox have gone
through successful contract
negotiations, they have one
starter coming off of successful

surgery and have made a deal

for better bullpen help. The last

time these three things hap-

pened, the Sox were one strike

away from a World Cham-
pionship.

CELTICS
The Celtics are on the road to

their fifth straight NBA Finals

appearance. This is a much
different team than last year.

The main difference is Larry

Bird. Bird is once again the

main man in the Boston line-up.

Larry has done it all: rebound,

steal, pass, and, of course,

score. His most impressive
attribute is his ability to stay

healthy and rested, thanks to

the likes of Dirk Minnifield,

Mark Acres, Darren Daye and

Brad Lohaus.

Danny Ainge will break the

three point record for the sea-

son. Ainge picked up the slack

while the Celts were without

Kevin McHale to start the sea-

son. Was Kevin really in a cast,

or was he just hiding out impro-

ving his shooting? McHale has

improved his field goal percen-

tage and leads the league as a

60% shooter. Robert Parish fol-

lows McHale closely. Parish

was instrumental in the Celtics

mammoth win down at the Omni
in Atlanta over the Hawks. The
Hawks will no doubt be the

Celts only real competition in

the East.

After watching the NBA all-

star game, I am convinced that

Dominique Wilkins is the big-

gest ball-hog on the court.

Micheal Jordan is not too gener-

ous either. At (he halfway point

in the season Jordan, a guard,

has 300 assists. Only 44 more
than Larry Bird, a forward. Lar-

ry's performance in the all-star

game showed why he is the best

player in Basketball.

RACISM IN SPORTS
Is there any question that the

press is the main cause of rac-

ism in sports? Just ask Al Cam-
panis former General Manager

of the Los Angeles Dodgers,

Jimmy the Greek Snyder former

analyst for CBS Sports, or De-

nnis Rodman Detroit Pistons'

forward. Campanis faced a fir-

ing squad on ABC's Nightline

and Snyder was interrupted

during a meal at a public restar-

aunt, Rodman of course, fed the

press after the Pistons lost

game 7 of the NBA Conference

Championship in the Boston

Garden.
I'm not saying that these three

men are innocent, but 1 am
saying that the press should

find a more suitable way of

asking sensitive questions. In

Rodman's case, timing may
have been the big problem. Un-

fortunately these men made the

quotes and received their

punishment. Campanis: Fired,

Snyder: Fired, Rodman: no

Punishment. Real justice huh?

Women's

Basketball

by Tim Forrester

With the beginning of the new
semester came the end of the

women's basketball program.

The women's team, plagued by

injury, ineligibility, and lack of

interest, was forced to throw in

the towel with a month to go,

and hope for a better team next

year.

The women's team had trou-

bles from the beginning of the

season. Last year's coach res-

igned and the new coach, Al

Harrison, wasn't hired until

September. The team had nine

players in the fall semester but

lost three people. "We lost one
to another school, one had other

commitments, and another one

to academics," said Alan H.

Goodyear, athletic director. La-

ter another player was lost to

academic ineligibility, leaving

the team with five players.

Then injury struck a final

blow to the women's team, leav-

ing them with only four eligibile

players. "It was unfair to the

kids," said Al Harrison. "I was
very disappointed with only a

month to go in the season... It

was the only decision left."

Even with the stop ofwomen's
basketball this semester, there

is no indication of removal of

the program from varsity sports.

On the contrary, the athletic de-

partment has high hopes for

next year's team. Harrison
looks at the situation optimisti-

cally for the team next year
"Although things look bad, I

now recruit four to five days a

week."
Harrison has done heavy re-

cruiting at the Cape area
schools. He hopes to also draw
from the southeastern Mas-

sachusetts area for potential

players. "We need people com-

ing right out of high school who
will be coming here for a two-

year degree...who will be com-

mitted." He will later be re-

cruiting in the Worcester area.

The college is also in the pro-

cess of organizing a Tip-Off

tournament for the women's
basketball team as with the

men's team.

Scandal
continued from page 10

As for Ollie and Fawn, Ollie

would be single-handedly di-

verting arms from Iran to Nicar-

agua. This eternal punishment

would mean that he would swim

with each individual weapon
through the Mediterranean and

across the Atlantic to Central

America while being con-

tinuously flogged by certain

members of the Iran-Contra

Committee.
Fawn, of course, would have

her body constantly driven

through a shredding machine

while the evening news blares

at her from gigantic video

screens surrounding her eter-

nal hell.

Praise the Lord, folks, praise

the Lord!

HOW DOYOU
GETAJOB
WITHOUT

EXPERIENCE?

AND HOW
DOYOU GET
EXPERIENCE

WITHOUT
AJOB?

One answer is Cooperative Educnlioii. A niitioimide program thai helps

college students get real jobs tor re.il pav. while llieyrc gelling an educalion.

Ccme to South Hall Room 233 for some answers to

hovv to payyoui way through college. And aflenvards.

Co-op Education.
liirewliL'inovu'.irn.Hii'gree

$ i i 3 CREDITS

r;)-OI' JOB RCOJLSTS FOR SPRING AND SUfMER

ARf. COMING IN DAILY, SEE TE CO-{)P FACULTY

ijiORTilNATOR FOR YOUR PROGRAM FOR FURTER

OrTAlLS.

Account I Nr,

fO'UNISTRATIVE ASSTS,

ilFHA'v'ioRAL Science

mMPuTER Info, Systems

J.iMlNAL .IuSTICE

Hdtel/Restaurant

'iANAt.l-MHNT

"iA'.r, Communication

,'iATH/SclENCE

r-lFi/.iL Management

D. Merrill, 232

L. Sylvia, S211

R. Baker, 230

D. Merrill, 232

r„ SiiTH, 228

D. WiTKOSKi, 237

J. Souther, 238

D. LuMSDEN, Arts B_dg,

E. -Johnson, Science

G, SWAEBE, 233

362-2131 Ih
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Men's Basketball
by Bruce Hack

CCCC 79, MT. IDA 57

NEWTON • The Helmsmen
started off the 1988 half of the

1987-88 season with a big win on

the road as they crushed Mt. Ida

79-57 on January 26.

Andre Milhouse got Cape Cod

off to a fast start by connecting

on his first three three-point

field goals giving the visitors an

11-7 lead.

The teams swapped baskets

for the rest of the half until Mil-

house hit for his fifth three-

pointer ofthe halfsending Cape

Cod into the loclcer room with a

32-30 edge.

The Helmsmen came out

fired up in the second half and

on three consecutive posses-

sions went inside to Sean Whit-

man who responded with eight

of his 18 points giving Cape Cod

the lead for good at 40-32.

"I didn't know what to expect

with seven newcomers, " said

coach Frank Forker. "We had

some pleasant surprises."

Milhouse finished with a sea-

son-high 32 points, 19 in the first

half, and was 6-for-9 from three-

point range. Whitman also had

13 boards and went 10-for-ll

from the foul line. Bruce Schell

pulled down a team season-high

17 rebounds, 13 in the second

half
MASS. COLLEGE OF
PHARMACY 69, CCCC 57

BOSTON - Hal Norvin's 25

points led Massachusetts Col-

lege of Pharmacy to a 69-57 up-

set win over the Helmsmen in a

contest played on January 29 at

Emerson College.

With the Helmsmen up 22-20

MCP ran off 12 unanswered
points and outscored Cape Cod
14-2 over the last five minutes of

the first half to take a 34-24 lead

at the break.

During the opening minutes

of the second half the Helms-

men kept chipping away at the

Cardinals lead and managed to

close to within four, 40-36, but

could get no closer.

MCP put the game away for

good with a 20-8 run midway
through the
second period, giving the Car-

dinals their biggest lead at 60-44

and they coasted in from there.

"We were hurt by the absc-

ence of Manny Motto," said

coach Forker. "The MCP back-

court is very quick and are ex-

cellent shooters."

Motto, CC second leading

scorer, could not make the trip.

The Cardinals backcourt tan-

dem ofTom Langford and Steve

Duval combined for 26 points.

Andre Milhouse had 23 points

for the Helmsmen.

A.'TM.

CCCC 66, MASS. COLLEGE OF
PHARMACY 62

WEST BARNSTABLE - The
Helmsmen denied Mas-
sachusetts College ofPharjnacy

the chance of a sweep as Cape
Cod came away with a hard
fought win, 66-62, on February 3.

The teams battled back and
forth for most of the first half

before the Helmsmen ran offsix

straight points, all by Andre
Milhouse, to go up 25-24. Cape
Cod held the lead for the re-

mainder of the half and was up
37-34 at the break.

Scott Jepson quickly hit two
three-pointers and the Cardin-

als were up 40-37 early in the

second half Bruce Schell, who
finished with 12 points and 15

rebounds, and Milhouse led an
11-3 CC run and the Helmsmen
regained the lead, 48-43.

The Cardinals would not quit

and came back again to tie the

score at 55 on a three-point field

goal by Tony Cioce with 8:57 re-

maining.

Milhouse, with five of his

game-high 30 points, and Manny
Motto (12) combined for nine of

the Helmsmen's last 11 points

as Cape Cod pulled away down
the stretch.

"Andre pulled us through
offensively," said coach Frank

Forker. "He carried us on his

shoulders."

CCCC 85, MASS. COLLEGE OF
ART 73

WEST BARNSTABLE - Andre
Milhouse's second straight 30-

point effort led the Helmsmen
to an 85-73 win over Mas-
sachusetts College of Art and

their 10th victory of the season

in a contest played on February

6.

Despite having only five play-

ers, MCA played tough and had

leads of 21-17, 28-23 and 34-31

before the Helmsmen scored

the final four points of the half

for a 35-34 halftime edge.

The teams continued to battle

back and forth in the second

half Cape Cod extended its

lead to 45-39 only to have the

Artisans regain the advantage

at 49-45, as Steve Brooks hit two

of his eight three-pointers.

Cape Cod regained the lead at

53-49 but MCA came right back

and tied the score for the sixth

and final time at 55.

Milhouse then took charge

and scored 10 points in a 14-0

run by the Helmsmen to put the

game away for good.

"Andre again carried the

team offensively," said coach

Forker. "Bruce Schell and Sean

Whitman did a good job on the

boards."

Schell pulled down 13 re-

bounds and had a season-high

16 points while Whitman corral-

led 11 boards and contributed

eight points.

Jimmy The Geek
by Anthony Hennessy

Listen.

Do you know why short, near-

sighted, fat, white people are so

predominate as football predic-

tion analysts?

It is because of their
breeding.

Yes, it is true! In some north-

ern Mediterranean country the

town matchmaker put a short,

stout, ungroomed man, with a

family background in mafia
racketeering, in a room with an

equally short stout woman with

a rather large mouth. So large

was this woman's mouth that

both of her feet could easily fit

inside. The matchmaker pon-

dered the fusion of the two.

"Hmmm. I bet their children

would make fantastic NFL pre-

diction analysts." And so it was
done.

From childhood the boy was
forced to wear grey polyester

sport jackets with strange patch

logos on the breast. His side-

burns were untrimmed and
long like Elvis Presely's. His

hair was grown into a wild frock

closely resembling a multico-

lored steel wool pad.

The boy was trained in a

brightly lit room. He was sat be-

hind a desk that had the same
weird logo that was on his jack-

et glued on the front. A mic-

rophone would be constantly

pinned to his lapel. His eyes

would be fixed on the camera
and he would have a sincere

"trust me" expression.

And then game situations of

the 28 NFL teams were posed to

him. He was forced to predict

the outcome of the matchups,
give various reasons why, and
also come up with witty anec-
dotes and jokes. Kansas City

over Dallas by three. "I would
go with the Chiefs on this one.

Brent. Dallas is hurting on the

offensive line and the Chiefs

are going to make it look like the

'Battle of Little Big Horn' out

there today."

Like a prized racehorse, the

boy would mature into one of

the most sought after football

anylysts. When offered to the

market, he would be scooped up
by a major television network
and put in their Sunday pre-

game show. Millions of fans at

home would watch in awe as the

man flawlessly predicted close-

ly matched games. Other lesser

trained analysts would be in a

jealous stuper. The man fit into

his job like a key into a lock and
dominated his position because
of his childhood breeding.

Listen.

With the NFL-showcase Su-

perbowl over it is a terrible

thing to hear of Jimmy the

Greek Snyders demise over
comments he inade about black

football players. It is even more
terrible to realize that blatant

prejudice and racism still exist

in America and the World.

Oh, by the way, my theory on

the Greek's downfall; it was his

mother's big mouth that failed

him. As for a replacement? How
about Irv Cross?

Too bad Denver.

Basketball Wrap-up
Intramurals

Spring Sports Update

Athlete Profile
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14 Elected To
Senate
By: Tim Ctowninshield

Amidst some tricky legal pro-

ceedings, 14 new members were

added to the Student Senate at the

February 24 weekly meeting. The
number is 3 higher than legally

allowed due lo a ballot counting

discrepancy which resulted in a rule

of the constitution being suspend-

ed to legalize the overflow.

The new additions to the gover-

ning council consist of 6 Sopho-

more Senators. 7 freshman

Senators and one Officer. The
sophomores areRobert Jensen,

Christine Jones, Joseph Kozlowski,

Marshall Myers, Deborah Newson

and Brian Welch. Newcomers to the

Freshman Senate ranks are Amy
Buckley. Mat DaSilva. Bobbi Jo

Harvey, Vicki Powers. Chris Troc-

chi, Laura Wilson and David
tWrightson. The vacant office of

Secretary will be filled by Christie

Fierra.

Asked about her new position,

Fierra stated that it is "a great

opportunity to get involved in the

decision making process at our in-

stitution." Transplanted Califor-

nian David Wrightson agrees, add-

ing "I'm impressed with he great

deal of flexibility afforded to the

student government here, as well as

with the enthusiasm of the other

Senators."

Senate President BernieZanoni,

along with faculty advisors Andy
Robinson, Nancy Willets and Rick

Nastri, expressed their complete

satisfation with the election results.

They also indicated their con-

fidence in the now complete

Senate's ability to tackle the issues

of the spring semester.

College To Be
Placed On Stage
By: Randy LViscio

March 21. 22, and 23, will be

three unordinary days at CCCC.
During these three days there will

be a team of educators visiting the

college and examining the different

facets of this institution. They are

being sent here from the New
England Association of Schools

and Colleges and are charged with

the task of evaluating the college

in view of the recently completed

self-study.

The team will evaluate the col-

lege and make a report of what,

based on what they experience, this

college is doing for the students.

The ultimate reason for this visit

will be the determination of the col-

lege's accreditation standing. If this

school is to be in good standing in

the academic community it must
be accredited.

What exactly did the Self-Study

show [he college about itself after

months of investigation by those

whcf were involved (faculty, staff,

and students)? Here are some main
highlights that reflect directly on
student concerns:

PRESENT POSITION
1. This college has been, and re-

mains, a healthy and respected col-

lege. It has a strong, well-qualified

faculty, and a record of success for

graduates who have either transfer-

red to 4-year colleges or moved in-

to careers directly from college. The
Self-Study confirms the strength of

this institution.

CORE CURRICULUM
2. The study reinforced the belief

that it is lime for this school to have

a clearer picture of just exactly

"what the core curriculum should

include in terms of specific courses

and achievments." A program by

program evaluation seems to show

a broader general education core

for students should seriously be

considered, regardless of which

program they are in. (This would
not affect current students).

GRADUATION
REQUIREMENTS
3. A focus was put towards gradua-

tion requirements and what those

requirements should be. They need

to be clarified so two major ques-

tions can be answered: 1) "what

should educated people know?"
and 2) "how do educators know
when this has been achieved?"

REMEDIAL DEVELOPMENT
4. Some 50' of incoming students

are in need of some type of

remedial help before they can move
into college level courses in certain

areas. In addition the study inden-

tifies areas where further support

services are needed for special stu-

dent needs, career counseling,

financial support.etc.

NEW FACILITIES NEEDED 5.

Particular attention was given to

the need for facilities to accom-
modate all projected plans. Where
10 house day-care and early

childhood education needs, needs

for student parking, lockers,

transportation, and the need for

space to expand as the school

grows, One major question being

raised and confronted is that of

"where do we get the money it will

take to do these neccessary things?"

In all, some 200 questions and
suggestions emerged from the 12

chapters of the Self-Study. Some

College Budget Cut $20,000
Day: "Don't panic about College Budget

President Phillip Day at an

emergency meeting February 26,

reassured faculty, staff, and

students that the recent budget cuts

announced in the press will not

cause layoffs of teachers and staff.

According to an Associated

Press release "The state's public

colleges and universities were told

to find ways to reduce their already

lean budgets by $22 million for the

fiscal 1988 at a meeting yesterday

with the Governor's chief financial

advisor."

"Administration and Finance

Secretary Frank Keefe blamed the

need for belt-tightening on an

overly ambitious state budget."

"We will not disrupt the quality

of education at this college," said

Day. The major source for the cuts

at this college will probably be

unused student work-study money.

Day estimated that the unused

money would amount to approx-

imately $20,000.

CCCC President Phil Day

process's are already in motion to

deal with some of these issues and

others are being discussed. There

are many things to be done and the

enactment of those things will de-

pend largely on state approval for

funding and the ability of college

members to work together.

This is the picture the Accredita-

tion team will be observing from

the day they arrive until the day they

leave. .They may stop in and view

some classes, investigate library

facilities, pour over financial

records, and visit with students.

Basicaly they will try to get a feel

for this college and what we're

about.
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Senate Amends Constitution Student Trustee Column
By: Tim Crowninshield

In an unusual legislative pro-

cedure, the Senate entertained and

approved a motion to suspend a

section of its own constitution. The

pro\isions of Article I, section I,

which states that only 10 freshman

Senafors are allowed to serve on the

go\erninfi body, was suspended lor

the length o\ the spring semester.

The suspension was deemed
necessary after the Election Com-.

miilee discovered a discrepancy

between ihe number of voles tallied

and [he number of voters carried

on the Registrar's rolls. However,

according (o Senator John Crown-

inshield there is no indication of

foul play, "From what 1 under-

siand.this is a simple matter of

human error- . there is no evidence

of any aiienued ballot stuffing"

The rule suspension will allow all

seven freshman candidates to serve

as Senators throughout the spring

semester. Originally there were only

lour freshman seats to fill, but by

altering the rule all the candidates

can be accomodated without ihc

inconvenience of a repeal election.

In other action, the Senate heard

reports from two committees.

Treasurer Kerilh Roihfeld reported

thai the Food Service Committee

is circulating a questionaire to

determine the degree of student

satisfaction with the current

cafeteria situation. A report by

Senator Randy Viscio, who serves

on the Cultural Affairs Commit-

tee, informed the Senate that the

committee had allocated two mini-

grants totalling $IO(K) to provide for

a series of visiting artists and lo

defray the cost of an upcoming

dance concert.

Richard Sullivan, Dean of Stu-

dent Services, spoke al the meeting,

welcoming and encouraging the

newly elected members of the

Senate. He stressed the importance

of student government and urged

t he Senate to lake advantage of its

15 voles atall College Meetings.

ENROLLMENT SURGES AGAIN
by Tim Forrester

Once again, the enrollment

statistics for CapeCod Community
College showed a significant in-

crease for both day and night

school through application and

acceptance/registration figures.

Application numbers rose by 12%.

and the acceptance/registration

figures were up by 2\% giving a

total student count of 1915 students

for day classes. Night classes show

a new total of 2901 students, en-

compassing all of the locations that

classes are offered. Both day and

night class figures are still rising

because of late registering students

Arlene Simpson

For those who I ha\en't had the

opportunity to meet yet, my name
is Arleen Simpson and I represent

your interests on the Board of

Trustees here at CCCC. To relum-

ing students, I vs'ould like lo extend

a heartfelt welcome. I am looking

foward to working with you this

semester.

The Board of Trustees meets

every third Tuesday of each month
to make final decisions on various

policy issues which directly affect

the student body. These are open

meetings and I invite and en-

courage your attendance.

During the February Board
Meeting. Ihe committee dealt with

such issues as the Massachusetts

financial aid policies and the pro-

motions, hiring, and resignations

of faculty and administration

members.

Following the dispensation of

the Board's agenda, we had the op-

portunity to review and discuss at

length the college's Self-Study. The
Self-Study was an in-depth evalua-

tion and review of the college's pro-

gress toward accreditation.

Once again, 1 would like to en-

courage your involvement on these

and various other issues. The stu-

dent body has the potential amd
opportunity to shape the direction

and atmosphere of this college.

Your involvement and contri-

butions are welcomed and
encouraged.

Arleen F. Simpson
Student Trustee

and late semester courses.

Day classes were up greatly over

last year's total by about 130

students, "Since coming here in

1981 ... I haven't seen a decline in

enrollment for any semester. .

."

said Sue Kline-Symington, of ad-

missions. She feels that one major

factor of the increase in enrollment

is the growing number of part-time

students. These part-lime students

reflect people who are juggling

several committments at one time.

They have their jobs, homes,
families, plus their schoolwork.

So.many students now attend night

classes which are all part-time

courses. Night classes have increas-

ed by about 1000 students over the

last seven years. The enrollment

figures for night school reflect the

growing number of part-time

students. Night school courses are

offered all around the Cape as well,

which gives people easier access to

iheir schooling. Classes are offered

in Plymouth, Wareham, Falmouth,

Sandwich, Chatham, Province-

town, and the Islands. With this ex-

pansion, enrollment figures are ex-

pected to continue to grow at a

steady rale.

EMPLOYMENT
By Susan Walker

Need a job or just looking for

a better one? The Student Employ-

ment Office is a great place to start.

it has year-round, part-time, and

summer jobs, and can even aid

graduates in finding full-lime posi-

tions. There are an abundance of

prospective jobs ranging from
wailressing to secretarial work to

repossessing automobiles.

The Student Employment Office

is located in the North Building,

Room 210 (second alcove). The

hours are from 8:30 to 2:30, Mon-
day thru Thursday, closed Fridays.

The office extensions are 336 and

337. Available jobs are posted just

outside the office as well as in the

cafeteria.

Each year CCCC holds a Job
Marl. Companies from all over the

Cape send representatives to the

college in hopes of recruiting

students for part-time and full-time

help. Last year, over eighty different

business' participated in this event.

The Job Mart will be held Satur-

day, May !4th in the Commons
Building from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

It is very important to remember
that when interviewing, dress ap-

propriately and absolutely no gum
chewing. If an interview has been
scheduled and you are unable to

make ii, please be courteous and
contact the employer as soon as

possible.

STATE FUNDING SURGE CONTINUES
By Gerard K Lynch

CCCC students should continue

10 benefit from a 5 year trend of

record financial support from the

stale. According lo Richard Nastri,

CCCC Financial Aid Director. $19

million was given oui in 1983. In

1988 that number reached $84

million, a dramatic increase. Ac-

companying these increases in

allocations were a number of new

programs. Today the Board of

Regents is responsible for 16

separate and distinct programs.

The State of Massachusetts con-

tinues to demonstrate its financial

commitment to higher education.

In 1988 morethan$800million was

appropriated to support services

related to higher education. Policy

guidelines include providing a high

quality education program, preser-

ving thai system, and knocking

down student's financial barriers.

Those barriers are the key issue

here. Ordinarily, no single in-

dividual has the resourses to get

past their financial hurdles without

the assistance of Financial Aid per-

sonnel. At a place like CCCC,
where the college environment is

closely knit, Financial Aid staff are

able to keep the lines of com-
munication open with students.

Thus helping to keep them in

school.

During the early 1980's,

Massachusetts was very much
behind other states in its commit-
ment to student Financial Aid.

Now the Commonwealth has

become a leader, ranking fourth

among states in overall funding

growth. While state funds have in-

creased, federal funds have been

holding steady or even decreasing

in the last several years. In the face

of federal decreases, local and slate

Financial Aid offices have fought

lo fill funding gaps.

Locally, Nastri has committed
himself and his available resourses

to curtail fluctuations in funding.

Nastri and the CCCC financial aid

leam have made it theirgoaliosiop

any cuts in funding for eligible

studenls. Of all the students atten-

ding CCCC. 65% apply for aid and
49% to %50 receive it.

Help is available for students

through the Financial Aid office.

Students may see staff members
DianeGrondin, RitaWickman.or
Michele White lo apply for finan-

cial aid for next semesler. Inquiries

may also be made by calling

1-800-333-INFO.
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College Food Survey:

Your Opinion Counts
By Tammy DeBarros

The Food Service Advisory
Committee of CCCC issued a

survey on February 23. Questions

ranged from whether or not

students are satisfied with the food

to personal comments.
After a period of sporadic

meetings, the committee now con-

venes regularly and is beginning to

take action toward improving the

college's food services. The com-
mittee's responsibilities are to con-

firm that Daka Food Service, which

runs the cafeteria, is complying
with its three year contract due to

expire in 1989. Specifically, they are

examining whether or not royalties

are being met at the business of-

fice, vending machines are being

taken care of properly, catering to

specified meeting '/« such as student

senate) is being done, and the food's

quality and price are meeting the

standards proposed by the

committee?

CAFETERIA SERVICE TO BE
REVIEWED
By Susan Walker

This semester the Dining and
Kitchen Association, DAKA, ap-

proaches its mid-contract perfor-

mance review. The CCCC Food
Service Committee will evaluate the

efficiency, the quality, and the ser-

vice that DAKA has provided the

college. DAKA has held the con-

tract from CCCC for the past four

and a half years and is now in the

midst of it's second three year ser-

vice agreement.

When asked if there were many

complaints about cafeteria service,

Andy Robinson, director of stu-

dent activities, stated that although
[here have been a few gripes,it is di f-

ficuli to determine if the com-
plaintsactually have any merit. Mr.

Robinson staled that CCCC was,
very satisfied with the job DAKA
has been doing in both the cafeteria

as well as the catering aspects of

the contract.

The Food Service Committee
will be handing out questionaires

concerning the cafeteria to the

students and faculty in the future.

The committee welcomes any com-

menis and/or ideas in bettering

your food service.

Sam Lewis brings fencing skills to CCCC
by Michael A. Blanton

Sam Lewis (Director of the Fen-

cing Club), announced that the

club's first meeting will be on

March 7, from 6:30 p.m. until 8:30

p.m., at the racquelball court.

Lewis, who has over twenty years

of experience in the sport of fenc-

ing, first entered the sport in 1963.

Lewis, who was a very successful

competitor for his high school

team, was so skilled that he was

granted a fencing scholarship to

Eisenhower College to compete on

their team for the next two years.

After college, Lewis moved to

Florida where he taught fencing for

six years. Lewis had two students

that placedin the top twenty at the

Junior Olympics. Lewis was also

elected the vice-president of the

GoldCoast Division oftheUnited

Slates Fencing Association. He was

also rated fifth in the state of

Florida in 1980.

Lewis is still a member of the

Announcements

Events
Lesley College Scholarship

Lesley College has announced

Ihe esiablishmenl of a special

scholarship for outslanding women
graduates of two-year institutions

who are interested in pursuing pro-

fessions in Education, Human Ser-

ices, and Management.
Awards of $1000 will be granted

to those students who meet the

following criteria: a two-year

average of 3.0 or higher: contribu-

tion to the college and communi-

ty: and demonstration of a desire

nd skill in working with people in

the above inentioned settings.

The nomination deadline is e\-

lended to March 10 and nomina-

lioii forms aic available in the

CCCC counseling center.

Summer Employment

The Maintenance Dept. of CCCC
has positions available for grounds

keepers and painters. Students

must be recieving financial aid and

must be eligible for college work

study in order to be eligible for

summer employment.

For further information contact

the Financial Aid Office, second

floor in the Commons Building,

EXT.393.

Appointments Made

Trustees of CCCC have approv-

ed the appointment of Kathleen

Malenky, a business education

teacher at Nauset Regional High

School, to the business tech-

nologies faculty. She will be

teaching courses in accounting,

business finance, economicis, and

others. She replaces Margaret Grif-

fith who resigned last year.

Donna Limburg will take over as

director for career planning and

placement on an acting basis. This

following the retirement of Julie

Deveney. The search will continue

to find a permanent replacement

for the position.

Hygienist Scholarship

The Financial Aid OfficeofCCCC
and the American Dental Hygien-

ists' Association announces schol-

arships for dental hygienists pur-

suing full-time programs at the cer-

tificate/associate, baccalaureate

and graduate levels. Applications

are available from the Dental

Hygiene Director or the Financial

Aid Office.

Interested students should con-

tact Diane Grondin at EXT.393

immediately.

Martin Luther King:

A Man Who Shouldn't Be
Forgotten

BY Tony DeCicco

This past February 1 1 , as a part

of Black History Month, a film

tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King

was shown in the library language

lab. The film dealt with Dr. King's

life in general and specifically with

his relationship with the civil rights

movement. It told of how he turn-

ed the struggle for equal rights in-

to a mass movement with his stra-

tegy of non-violent civil disobe-

dience. This strategy proved quite

effective in accomplishing gains in

equal rights.

The film depicted the 1955 year

long boycott of buses in Mon-
tgomery. Alabama. This took place

after Rosa Parks was arrested for

refusing to move to the back of the

bus. Less than a year later the U.S.

Supreme Court ruled that segrega-

tion on public transportation was

illegal, it was this victory that gave

King nationwide prominence in the

cause for civil rights.

He participated in many free-

dom rides and sit-ins. As a result

of these actions King was often jail-

ed. While in jail. King wrote the

"Letter From the Birmingham Jail"

in which he appealed to all clergy-

man to join in the struggle for equal

rights.

August 28, 1963 King delivered

his famous "I Have a Dream"
speech to 250,000 marchers at the

march on Washington D.C. This

was a jcy and freedom demon-

stration.

The Civil Rights movement
received a boost when Congress

passed the Civil Rights Act. Also,

in 1964 Dr. King recieved the Nobel

Peace Prize for his efforts in the

civil rights cause.

King later turned his attention

towards poverty housing discrim-

ination, and the Vietnam War.

On April 4, 1968 King was

assasinated by James Earl Ray who
never disclosed a motive.

This film was one of several

events planned at the college for

Black History Month, The others

being a dance exhibition that was

held on Sunday February 21, and

The Scratch Band and Ethnic food

sampling which was held on Thurs-

day February 25. Dr Thelma Yar-

borough, who was in charge of

planning these events at the college,

said Ihe film was presented to show

the more serious side of Black

History.

United States Fencing Coaches
Association, and has had extensive

experience in directing up to the

Sectional level, which mostly en-

compasses the high school and col-

lege divisions. Lewis is proficient

in [he three weapons of fencing,

those being the foil, Ihe epee, and
the sabre.

Lewis is young and energetic and
very excited about the formation of

the CCCC Fencing Club, and
possibly the formation of a team

that could compete in tour-

naments. Lewis says that "begin-

ners are more than welcome. I'd like

to see anyone who is interested in

fencing try it." If additional infor-

mation is needed about the Fenc-

ing Club, or about Mr. Lew is, con-

tact Andrew Robinson in the Up-

per Commons in the Student Ac-

tivities office.

WKKL
Sets Line-up

The college radio station WKKL
(90.7 Lm.) has set its agenda of in-

formative features and specialty

shows for the Spring Semester.

WKKL comes on the air at 8:00

a. in. every morning and begins its

day with an informative feature. At

8:30 the music begins with all the

regular WKKL dj's playing the

Cape's most alternative and

obscure music-

Al 5:00p.m. WKKL presents its

second feature. Science Fiction. At

5:30 the station begins its specially

shows. Here's the line-up:

Monday at 5:30 it's Matt

Blackburn and the Mind Music

Show.

Monday at 7:30 catch the Hard

Core show with DJ Brett and

friends.

Tuesday at 5:30 Paul Sevigny

hosts the Heavy Show.

Tuesday at 7:30 WKKL takes

your requests with Rick Huber.

Wednesday at 5:30 it's the music

of the British with Tom Mourousas.

Wednesday at 7:30 catch all the

best of local music with Gary Ellis.

Thursday at 5:30 it's Mark Hen-

nen's Progressive Jazz show and

then the Altertiative Dance show

at 7:30.

Fridays feature the Reggae show

from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. with

hosts Caroline and Gary.

Friday at 5:30 catch Carolineand

the New Music Showcase. Then

rock into the weekend with Sparky

and his Rock-&-Roll Blowout.
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Editorials
Senior Forum:
Educating Seniors

by Walter O'Neil

A Jan. 10 Cape Cod Times fea-

ture article by Harry Rosenthal

quotes the president of Adeiphi

University as follows:

"What I find especially dispir-

iting is American education's

failure to deal with the continuing

needs — to the ends of their lives —

of aging Americans as also human

beings that can be viewed as

students and in an interesting way

as \ery special students."

The President is then makes

several morediscouraging remarks

about educational institutions'

neglect of the needs of seniors. The

article ends with his assertion that

all of society gains from educating

seniors.

I concur with President Diaman-

dopouios' conclusion. The conti-

nuing education of all citizens,

regardless of age, certainly will

benefit our society. However, I

don't believe his other critical

statements regarding the neglect or

misdirection of efforts by educa-

tional institutions for seniors are

universally valid. At least they are

not apparent to me from my exper-

ience at Cape Cod Community
College.

Although I enter with deference

into dispute with a man of such

rank in the world of education, my
experience leads me to argue for the

opposite of his conclusion.

i assume that most people think

of extention education programs

when they think of educating

seniors. Of course, such a program

is available here and its enrollment

is heavy. From reviewing the

catalog and/or talking to the

students, it is obvious that the ex-

tension program is effective. But

these evening courses are designed

primarily for career people seeking

to upgrade their potential compe-
titive capabilities and are not readi-

ly attended by seniors. With this

program our school makes a sub-

stantial contribution to the

community.

But I don't believe this is the pro-

blem addressed in Rosenthal's col-

umn. Thai problem is the educa-

tion of senior people, probably

retired, who already have made a

major business or professional con-

tribution to society. This should not

mean they are through. It should

merely mean that they have elected

a new way of living, learning and
contributing. I am convinced that

CCCC enhances our opportunities

for doing this. In testimony thereof

1 submit the following:

I've been retired for four years

after forty plus years as a naval

aviator and as a Washington ex-

ecutive. After a year of reorganiza-

tion as a retiree, during which time

I completed several house and land-

scape projects, I returned to school.

i did so, not because 1 needed

something to do. Lord knows that

between house projects, yard pro-

jects, family and social

obligations plus professional

and club involvement 1 had plenty

to do. The real reason 1 returned

is my COMPULSIVE SENSE OF
CURIOSITY.

i wanted to relearn what I had

forgotten and to learn what I never

knew. 1 also had a suspicion that

much that was valid during my
prior years of formal education

might not be so now. I felt that

those who have been involved pro-

fessionally in education could help

me fill in the gaps.

I'm in my fifth semester as a day

student at CCCC. I have concen-

trated in history and English, but

I've also had courses in the

humanities and political science.

This semester I'm taking a course

in drawing so that if 1 get old

enough to give up golf, I'll have

another hobby. I doubt I'll ever at-

tain any degree of proficiency but

noone will see my stuff except me.

Well, maybe my grandsons will

stick my art on their refrigerators

just as I do theirs.

There have been no restrictions

on what classes 1 can enroll in other

than the usual pre-requisites ap-

plicable to all students. My suspi-

cion has proven to be valid. There

were gaps. The body of knowledge

has changed. I've been challenged.

In addition to gaining new
knowledge, I've enjoyed being ac-

cepted as just another student by

both the faculty and the students.

(I guess I just feel younger in this

environment.)

But enough about me except to

say that 1 haven't felt deprived or

resticted in any way while attending

CCCC. All I have to do is get myself

to class on time and accept the

challenge.

As to what contribution I am
making to society as a result of my
attendance here, perhaps only time

will tell. On the other hand,

perhaps my mere attendance here

makes a statement to others thai

education is never ending and can

be enjoyed.

Whatever problems Dr. Diaman-
dopoulos has at AdelphI (and I

know that circumstances change
perspective), I don't have at Cape
Cod Community College. I'm en-

joying my time here.

OTHERS ARE INVITED TO
CONTRIBUTE TO THE SE-
NIOR FORUM
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The Melting Pot Boils,

Again
By Gretchen Grabau

Prejudice, borne of ignorance

and nutured by apathy, has yet

again crept into the minds of

mainstream society. Last year's

Howard Beach murder and the

anti-discrimination protests at

UMass Amherst and other institu-

tions this year, have forced

Americans to re-examine their feel-

ings toward racism and equality.

It is a sad irony that the UMass
incident should occur during

"Black History Month." This

celebration was designed to provide

provocative, insightful Investiga-

tion into the plight of black

Americans throughout the history

of our nation. Its purpose is to

reiterate to all Americans the strug-

gles of the blacks.

"Black History" is American

history and Is central to the

understanding of ourselves as a na-

tion and a people. Citizens of the

U.S. are forever extoling the virtues

of being "American" and all that

the title embodies. Yet when you

ask a third generation American

what nationality they are, they will

reply, "Irish," or "Italian," or

whatever. The fact that this ques-

tion is asked at all perhaps explains

why prejudice exists.

This Identity Is arbitrary and il-

logical. Our ancestors came to this

country because they sought the

equality that their homeland would

not provide. Some of our ancestors

were brought here against their will.

Bui as we must all be reminded,

"Lincoln freed the slaves."

It is perplexing to hear some
Americans speak of themselves as

more American (and therefore,

more equal) than their black

counterparts, whose families have

been in this country since before the

Revolution. These same people

realize the importance of their

ethnic heritage yet, by the same

token, assume superiority over

others of different ethnicity,

thereby rejecting their ancestors en-

tire purpose for immigrating to

America.

This Is not to suggest that the

United States should enlist a citizen

tenure policy, nor does it suggest

that we should forget our in-

dividual ethnicity. We do. however,

need to develop an American iden-

tity which incorporates all races,

religions, and ethnicities, and
transcends our hyphenated heri-

tage. America is described as a

Ethnic pride and heritage are im-

portant to a person's identity,

however, many people feel that

America is where they live, not who
they are. And that supposition is

contrary to the idea that America
is "#1."

Americans will classify them-
selves as such when compared with

the Soviets or Japanese, for exam-
ple. When compared with people

outside of our borders, we are

Americans. However, when
discussing ourselves within the con-

text of our own borders, we seem
to prefer a hyphenated American
approach.

melting pot; a place where the

beauty of all our cultures can com-
bine and become the base for a

diverse and glorious American
culture.

Until we can accept that we are

all Americans and that we are all

entitled to the same priviiedges, we
must wallow in the depths of con-
fusion and hatred. What is equal

for the least of us is equal for all

of us. Existing levels of "equality"

must be abolished. We can not even

begin to solve the problems of the

world until we can clean up our
own yard.

Understand

Accreditation

and Self-

Study

By: Editorial Staff

The faculty and staff of this col-

lege have just completed a massive

Self-Study evaluation and there is

a full report out on the findings.

Until recently there has been very

little student involvement in most

college matters. This lack of involv-

ment, however, is not completely

due to a breakdown of communica-
tion between administration, facul-

ty, and student.

A major reason for the lack of

student interest lies within the com-
munity college student's inability

to do much else except go to class

and then go home. Most often it

is the average student who views the

community college as a "passing-

zone" to a 4-year college or career

plan.

Students must begin to realize

that the way in which this college

is viewed by other 4-year institu-

tions, and even employeers, is ex-

tremely important to how the stu-

dent will be viewed upon trying to

get a job in their chosen fleldor at-

tempting to transfer to another

college.

Freshmen who are currently

enrolled should pay particular at-

tention to the findings of the Self-

Study. Questions were asked and
suggestions were made that will

directly effect graduate and transfer

candidates' status at this college. It

is of incredible Importance that

students are at least aware that the

questions are being answered and

the suggestions are being

considered.

The faculty and staff at CCCC
are concerned with the students'

best interests. But only the students

can truly understand what is going

to help them and be in their best

interest when they move on from

the "passing-zone."

Perhaps if the students were to

make some suggestions, ask some
questions, or follow some of the ac-

tion, they could transform this

"zone" into a challenging and ex-

jltlng place. If an institution has

a problem meeting the needs of Its

students, then part of the fauft has

got to be with the student who
"doesn't care" enough to pay atten-

tion to relevant changes. All

students must make themselves

awareof what accreditation means
and how it effects them.
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The Spread
of Rebellion:
by Ranciv Viscio

The weekend of February 5-7,

1988, saw Rutgers University(New

Brunswick,N.J.) host the largest

gathering of radical college

students since the late sixties. Near-

ly 700 student activists from 130

schools attended National Student

Convention '8 8, representing

various student groups on a

number of political and moral
issues.

A turnout of double the expected

number of students only added to

the overall statement that these stu-

dent activists would make. They
came to Rutgers in order to show
there solidarity with each other as

students who oppose governmen-

tal policies of racism, sexism,en-

vironmental destruction, nuclear

proliferation, CIA-supported ter-

rorism and US intervention in Cen-

tral America.

Students.and the Rutgers Host

Planning Council, who had been

planning the convention for the

past 18 months, originaly wanted

to be able to draft a Constitution

and an official name for the

organization at this meeting. An
extremely low turnout of minority

students, prompted a vole by the

majority to table those actions un-

til next year's convention. The low

minority turnout was only one of

(he major problems the students

faced, the other being the pestilence

of several hard-core Marxist-

Leninist groups.

I keep trying to figure out why

il is these hard-core groups are

never content with attempts to

organize. They always want more.

If they got therevolution they were

looking for. they still wouldn't be

satisfied. Time after time the Pro-

gresive Labor Party attempted to

control the discussions and make
party-line speaches that amounted
10 very little in terms of intelligent

action. Finally by the last day of
the convention, they were physical-

ly blocked from the microphone.
It was suggested they had been
planted at the convention by the

CIA.
Definite actions and solid results

were achieved during the final day
of the gathering. Eastern Michigan
University will host next year's con-

vention and regional organizations

were formed in orderjo coordinate

direct student activism and out-

reach for minorities before the next

convention.

Regional Networks set up several

joint actions for the April 4, an-

niversary of the assassination of

Martin Luther King, to protest

racism in the US. and April 23 was
slated for a national protest of US
policy in Central America.

Perhaps the biggest success for

the 700 students who attended was
their ability to overcome the

various problems which arose and
to keep the regional networks in

tact. This radical organization of

the Student Left are independant

of affiliation to the major parties

unlike the consevative student

organization, the Young Republi-

cans, who are viiually controlled by

the Republican Party and are

chaperoned by their conservative

'parents at every meeting. In view

of this fact, the convention was a

success.

These students showed there are

a growing number of radical in-

tellectuals on the college campus
in the 80's and they do have the

ability to organize and act. These

are the leaders of the future and

they hope to build equality and

peace through unity.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Any stu-

dent(s) who would like more infor-

mation about the National Student

Organization and its regional net-

works(there are many in New
England), should contact Randy
Viscio at the MainSheet office,

EXT.323.
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1988: Year of
Progression or AnEm«ti«nalPlea

Regression?
By Rob Migliaccio

Well, here we are again at the

start of a new semester and the start

of a new year. Many of you are pro-

bably wondering what this year will

bring. Well, if it's anything like last

year, or for that matter the last 15

years, we better brace ourselves for

the worst.

To say that the American social

mentality is deterrioraling rapidly

is an understatement. Does our
generation have anything to say?

Where once stood social activists

in college now sit couch potatoes.

Where once there was peace, love

and awareness now stands selfish-

ness, greed and corruption. You
don't have to be a social analyst to

figure this out. Just look around
you.

We. as people of a great coun-
try, havebecomeshellsof what we
should be. Do we really have to

mimic T.V. to the point that it

becomes reality? Do we have to live

in paranoia because of crime and
murder? As the future leaders of

this country, we must once again

activate ourselves. We must get in-

volved now, and it starts witheach

individual. Sure, you might be com-
fortable and living alright, but there

are a lot of people out there who
are miserable, poor and homeless

who need help.

Two recent books: The Closing

of The American Mind, and
Cultural Literacy, prove the point

as well as anything. In The Clos-

ing of The American Mind a point

is made that today's Americans are

uffering from tunnel vision. That

is to say that many Americans have

their sights set on one goal, usual-

ly money, and that it doesn't allow

ihem to expand into other areas.

This is not to say that money isn't

important. It's how it's used and

how people go about accumulatirfg

it that's the problem.

Cultural Literacy, the book
which draws on information and

data from testing our population

on cultural, geographical and
historical events has exposed the

fact that our country, especially our

young people, is severely lacking

knowledge of past and current

events as well as a dimmished
knowledge of geography. That is

important because if people can't

understand or do not know the

world around them, they are less

apt to be affective in it.

A good foundation was laid in

the 60's for social reform, including

equal rights and environmental

protection. We in the 80's seem to

be victims of a trend that's bring-

ng us right back where we started.

Do we want to be a voice that's

heard orjust a mass of people who
are herded and shaped by a ques-

tionable political system? It's up to

you to decide our future!

Letters to the Editor:

Dear Editor;

When will the President wake up
10 reality? He continues to pur-
chase another unneeded nuclear
weapon system of mass destruc-

tion, the Bl bomber at a final cost

of more than $280 billion per plane.

Meanwhile across the nation and
the world people are dying from a

ravaging AIDS epidemic.

Surely by cancelling the Bl, SDI,
and other unneeded nuclear arms,
enough money would be freed to

find cures for AIDS.
The FDA {Federal Drug Ad-

ministration) must wake up to reali-

ty also. While people die of AIDS
here in America, AIDS sufferer's

elswherearebeingsaved with AIDS
drugs, which the FDA stubbornly

delays testing and approval of. The
FDA must wake and cease its in-

humane policy.

The Supreme Court must also

see reality. They must realize that

the marriage bond is the strong love

and mutual sharing relationship

between two people — not a piece

of paper. It must recognize this and
the need to grant nothing less than

full human, civil, and economic
rights and privileges regardless of
sexual preference in such a relation-

ship. 1 urge everyone to write to

their Congressman/woman and
make a donation to an AIDS chari-

ly. Lei's all do our part.

Lenord DeFazio

Toy Guns

Should realistic looking guns be

banned from toy stores? How is it

jhat '/i visions of sugarplums" have

been transformed into visions of

Rambo and violence. The toys we
give our children are instruments

by which we teach them what we
value.

Naturally,it is too late for this

past Christmas but next year's

Christmas trees should have fewer

realistic looking toy guns,

preferably none at all, under them.

Wrapping violence and war as a gift

is a deception of the true spirit of

Christmas, which supposedly
means -z? peace on earth, good will

toward man."
Various disastrous incidents in-

volving toy guns being mistaken for

lethal weapons raise questions

about the million dollar toy

weapon industry. This past sum-

mer, a man wielding a realistic toy

gun forced television reporter

David Horowitz to read a statement

on the air. Recently, a woman went

to a police claiming a man had

threatened her with a gun while

driving on the freeway. Apparent-

ly the woman thought it was a real

gun. After the suspect was ap-

prehended, the police found that

he had a very realistic toy gun in

his possession.

These episodes have prompted

the cities of Burbank and Santa

Monica, California to adopt laws

that ban the sale of toy guns. The
City Council of Los Angeles has

been given preliminary approval to

ban the sale and distribution of

such products. Stores that continue

10 sell these items are heavily fin-

ed. In Boston, the first offense is

a $500 fine. A second offense car-

ries a $1000 fine.

Legislation has been introduced
in California requiring thai toy

guns be clearly marked as such.

One company has started applying

bright orange markings to its toy

guns to help differentiate from the

real thing.

Let us face the fact that guns are

available for one reason, to kill.

These kinds of toys only perpetuate

violence at a early age, and we
should take responsibility in

preventing the children's

playground from turning into a
battlefield.

Kathleen Dickie

Parking

Should we have lo park on the

grass at CCCC? The parking at the

college is an extreme inconvenience

for several reasons. The first being

that tickets are handed out left and

right. 1 don't consider this fair

because if there were parking
spaces available, people wouldn't

have to park on the lawn. Of course,

there are those who will park there

for their own convenience.

However, there are also those who
get tickets because of a problem

with the college parking s>stem.

It seems to me that there is quite

a significant amount of space bet-

ween parking lots 10 and II. The
property between these lots could

serve a useful purpose and the

money from the tickets could be us-

ed to make this a new parking area.

Lastly, I would like to say that

this is a simple problem that could

very easily be solved with a little

time and effort.

Kristen MacDona/d

Main Sheet Complimented

Dear Editor,

The recent issue of Main Sheet

was like a breath of spring! Repor-

tage was comprehensive, journal-

istic style tight, typos and assorted

bloopers kept to a minimum, layout

interesting {front page still a bit too

conservative for my tastes) with

clean lines and attractive graphics.

The centerfold revealed a broad

range of available activities (1 hope

many are participating) and articles

displayed a good mix of faculty/

staff/student interaction.

Thank you for your team efforts,

hard work, and classy product!

Keep up the high standards.

Cordially,

Prof. Louise Deutsch

EDITOR'S NOTE
The MainSheet would like to

note that Professor Donald Heines

was one of those who attended the

tour of China which Alan
Broadhurst wrote about in the

Feb.23. issue. We inadvertantly

omitted his name in the text.
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Steroids: The Bad Bargain

By Julie Hopkins

Tony DeCicco (R) works out in the weieht room

young man on steroids showed the

lowest HDL level he had ever seen,

and immediately admonished him

lo cease their use.

Other more subtle biochemical

changes can go virtually unnotic-

ed until it's too late. Athletes tak-

ing steroids for very long periods

without giving their bodys a break

can run the risk of shutting down

the gonad 01 rophic-hormone

mechanism that is responsible for

the production of teslosteron.e in

men and testosterone regulation in

women. Mep have reported devel-

oping secondary female physical

characteristics and feeling a lessen-

ing of sexual desire, sometimes to

the point of actual impotence. Boys

in their early teens and even

younger are now using steroids. In

children and adolescents who are

still growing some anabolic steroids

can cause bones to fuse premature-

ly, keeping the child from reaching

full height.

Psychological effects also take

place in the user's body. An increase

of violence and aggressiveness

among male and female athletes,

and also occasional psychotic

episodes are believed to be induc-

ed by heavy use of the drug. Some
athletes call these episodes, which

can resemble a prolonged temper

tantrum, " 'roid rage." An example

Steroids — are like a spreading

wildfire touching athletes at every

level of sport. From NFL stars to

iron pumpers in small town gyms,

from high school bench warmers,

to college All-American, thousands

of American athletes, male and

female, are routinely ingesting or

injecting anabolic steroids to in-

crease their strength or improve

their all around sense of athletic

and personal self-worth.

None of these drugs is suppos-

ed to be dispensed without a physi-

cian's prescriptions, yet a veritable

cornucopia is available on a

massive black market. So blatant

in its contempt for law enforcement

major dealers regularly send out

direct mail advertising and catalogs

listing prices and shipping costs. In

"Many athletes are making what

may prove to be a bad bargain with

drugs, specifically anabolic

steroids"

some instances coaches dispense

steroids to players. Players sell them

10 other players. Some doctors and

pharmacists freely prescribe or

dispense them lo athletes. Owners

of some bodyuilding and weight-

ifting gyms and hangers-on at such

places peddle them like chewing

gum. Jocks in almost every sport

use the stuff— track and field,

swimming, boxing, wrestling,

triathalon, cycling, and of course,

power lifting and body building.

Unfortunately many of these

.young athletes are making what

may prove to be a bad bargain with

drugs, specifically anabolic

steroids. They use them iffgrow big-

ger muscles, not knowing if, years

later the drug may shorten their

lives or cause chronic medical pro-

blems, such as heart disease, liver

trouble, urinary tract abnor-

malities, or sexual dysfunction.

Anabolic Steroids

Probably the most controversial

of all performance-enhancing

drugs are anabolic steroids — the

male hormone and it's synthetic

derivatives. The function of testos-

terone is to mediate the develop-

ment of adult male sexual charac-

teristics; it is responsible for the

build up of muscle tissue at puber-

ty. Anabolic steroids were deve-

loped primarily to correct mascu-

linizing characteristics and to aid

in the retention of nitrogen and

electrolytes lost due lo malnourish-

ment, recovery from life-threaten-

ing surgery, and other physical

trama.

Today more and more of these

drugs are being used by healthy

men and women for reasons such

- as improving strength and endur-

ance to simply looking great al [he

beach. Little do most of (hem
realize, they'll pay in the long run.

Side Effects of Steroids

The most commonly document-

ed sideeffects of anabolic steroids

-are changes in liver function. In

most cases, abnormal hver function

can be reversed when the drug is

stopped. A much graver risk is the

formation of liver tumors.

The athlete who takes "Voids"

may also be setting the stage for

cardiovascular disease. These drugs

lower the body's levels of high den-

sity lipoproteins (HDLs). People

with high HDL levels have been

found to have fewer heart attacks

than others. Normally, athletes

havehigh HDL levels compared to

the general population because ex-

ercise appears to aid in the forma-

tion of HDL concentration.

Body builders and strength ath-

letes who use anabolics change this

ratio dramatically. Whether the

drug using athlete had a history of

cardiovascular problems in the

family or not, he increases his

chances manyfold. It was recently

reported by one physician that a

"Men have reported

developing secondary female

characteristics and feeling a lessen-

ing of sexual desire, sometimes to

the point of actual impotence."

of this steroid induced psychosis in-

volved a 26 year old Navy aircraft

mechanic who was preparing for

a body building contest. Two days

after the competition, while on

heavy doses of steroids, the man
went on a two-day burglary and

arson spree and then turned

himself into the police. A judge

concluded that toxic levels of

anabolic steroids impaired his abi-

lity to appreciate the criminality of

his acts.

How Steroids Effect Women
Anabolic steroids are synthetic

versions of testosterone, a male sex

hormone. Women, however, do se-

crete a small amount of male hor-

mones through the adrenal glands,

although the amount is approx-

imately 100 limes less than in men.

This means that even low doses of

synthetic male hormones can have

a major effect on a woman's body.

Clinical observations indicate

that steiK)ids influence a woman's

mind to accept profound body and

appearance changes as a "natural"

part of herself during the period

she's taking the drugs. However,

when she stops using the steroids,

for whatever reason, this "self-

jusiilyin" syndrome wears off. She

then suffers through a progressive

internal struggle to accept her

altered perception of herself.

In other words, while she's tak-

ing the steroids, a female athlete

can easily accept such profound

(and irreversible) changes as a dee-

pend voice, acne scars, and dark

facial hair growth. When she slops

steroid use, this ready acceptance

of het "new look" slowly vanishes

— but the changes don't.

The potential for psychological

damage is enormous. Clearly, the

self-justifying aspect of steroid use

is something that any female

athlete should be aware of before

even considering embarking on this

destructive path.

It is worth stressing that steroid

"The potential for psychological

damage is enormous."

use by women athletes tends to be

a one-way street. Once obvious irre-

versible appearance changes occur,

there is no return to the presteroid

state. No matter how dedicated she

is. or how perfect her physique, a

beared, acne scarred, balding

female athlete with a deep voice

and a virilized face has paid a

dreadful price for whatever drug-

tainted success she may have

achieved.

Are All Steroids Harmful?

The oral forms are most closely

linking with liver damage. Original-

ly, orally ingested steroids were not

very effective because their

chemical structure was broken

down in the alimentary canal

before they could get into the blood

. stream. More recently developed

orals have been designed to be

metabolized much more slowly.

They concentrate gradually in the

liver, and (his slow concentration

can cause toxicity (this is why it is

extremely dangerous to drink

_ alcohol while on steroids). Injec-

ting steroids, which bypass the liver

and go more or less into the blood

stream don't cause this particular

problem.

Steroids are harmful, especially

if taken al large doses. You may
look great now. but you'll be

seriously harming your chances of

living a long healthy life in the

future.

Everyone is entitled lo make per-

sonal choices. It is the one thing we

have total control over in our lives.

Steroid taking should not be an

issue of ethnics, morals or com-

petitive edge; it should bean issue

of education, so that each of us can

make a realistic choice.

Anything can be accomplished

[ hrough nutrition and serious train-

ing. There is really no substitute for

nature. Anabolic steroids may be

a shorlcui to athletic or personal

goals, but theresultsaretemporary

and the cost to health is great.

Athletes should train harder and

become more and- more know-

ledgeable about their nutritional

needs and they'll have the great

satisfaction of obtaining those

goals through their own solid

efforls.

Strict

Controls

Exercised at

Canal Power
Plant

by James Cavaco

In today's society there are con-

stant concerns over the en-

vironmental impact of industry

and power generation. Locally peo-

ple may be concerned about the

Canal Power Plant in regard to its

impact. According to Common-
weahh Electric's environmentahsl,

Steve Wood, there are strict en-

vironmental guidelines that must

be followed during the operation

of the Canal generating facility.

These guidehnes define the extent

to which the plant's operation can

effect the environment. Among the

controls are regulations regarding

the pollutant level of smoke emit-

ted from the plant, the quality of

discharge water, used for cooling

and particulate matter collection

processes, the unloading of oil

from tankers to the facility, as well

as the quality of oil that can be

utilized by the. plant.

Concern for clean emissions in-

to the atmosphere is dealt with by

the use of electrostatic precipita-

tors, which filter the particulate

matter from the smoke. These pre-

cipitators filter the smoke by the use

of an electric current that charges

the particulate matter. Once charg-

ed, the particles are collected by op-

positely charged plates which at-

tract the particles. Using this

method of collection allows the

particles to be separated and secon-

darily treated to attain trace metals,

used in steal production, and other

harmless substances that can be

further cumbusted, leaving one

percent of the original mass, which

can then be safely dumped into

landfills.

Another major concern is the

quality of discharge water Most of

this water is used for cooling the

plant and must be treated with

chlorine periodically throughout

the system. However, Steve Wood
says, "The water is only treated for

three months of the year when the

algae and bacterial content of the

water is highest." Although this

water is only treated three months
of the year, there is always concern

for the temperature of the discharge

water. State requirements demand
ihal it not make the Canal exceed

86 degrees Fahrenheit fifteen feet

from the surface of the water above

the discharge. In order to achieve

this result the cooling water is

discharged through a specially

designed duct at the bottom of the

Canal where it is easily diffused

rapidly throughout the volume of

the Cape Cod Canal: Water that is

used in the collection process of

particulate matter from the smoke
is properly fihered and discharged.

Keeping the Canal water clean

and safe for marine wildlife does

noiend with the dischargeof water,

however, it continues to be a con-

cern during the unloading of oil

from tanker ships. The unloading

process is closely supervised by the

Army Corps of Engineers, whose

officials are aboard the ships. Fur-

ihermore. to lessen the impact of

continued on page 10
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by Alan Samiy

The "Music Extravaganza" on
Sunday Feb. 21 was filled with

black culture and great entertain-

ment. Thelma Yarborough began
the afternoon by saying that the

Africans "brought culture with

them." The first cultural form of

music was Gospel.

"Swing Low, Sweet Chariot"

was performed with great feeling

and emotion by the First Pentecos-

tal Choral Group from Mashpee.
During "All Go Back," the audi-

ence began clapping their hands

after the pianist's encouragement.

The next act brought a more
modem sound. Kathy Andrews
sang, "It's My Desire," a soft song

with her gentle touch. The song,

"Amazing Grace," had the audi-

ence watching her intently as she

reached inside herself to sing. Ms.
Andrews and Vanessa Britto sang a

duet entitled, "It Was For You."

Another Duet was performed with

Andrews and "Tiny" Tavares

called "You and I."

Tavares brought his sons out

onto the stage to sing a tune. His

five-year-old son, Marcus sat be-

hind the drumset. The sound was
not heard but his presencewas felt.

Gray Foxx and The Gents, a jazz

quartet from Plymouth, played
with style and talent. "Straighten

up and Fly Right," a Nat King Cole
song, was played and sung with so

much energy everybody began
moving in their seats. The pianist

was playing with all his soul, but he
and the singer even had additional

energy to belt out a few hnes of

"Boo Boobooshebap Awops" but
with much better flow and emotion
than this example. A few Duke
Ellington tunes wee sung. The ontf

that stood out the most was, "It

Don't Mean a thing If It Ain't Got
That Swing." It was applause after

applause when this group was on
stage. The audience knew the best

performers when they saw Gray
Foxx and The Gents.

The next choral group to per-

form were from the Zion United
Church in Hyannis. They also sang
"Swing Low Sweet Chariot." the

first choral had the song together,

this group did not.

Alison Thompson combined
gospel songs with modem songs.

But since the jazz act, the audience
wanted to swing. At the end of the
show everyone joined in and sang,

"Lift Ev'ry Voice and Sing."

SUBTLE STYLE IN
BROADCAST NEWS
by Anne Christopher

Don't be disappointed with the

ending of "Broadcast News". It un-

folds quietly, with such unllinching

realism that some viewers leave the

theater disoriented. Audiences ex-

pecting a happily-ever-after ending

may feel cheated when that does

not happen and areapl toquestion

iis billing. Romantic? Comedy?!
The story shows a trio of broad-

cast journalists — a woman and two

men — whose lives and loves o\erlap

Tor the brief time which the movie
spans. What makes the film ex-

citing has less to do with action

than with, dare I say it, character

development and relationships.

Unconsummaled longings and
private foibles are (he stuff that

romantic comedies arc made of,

and director James L. Brooks has

\\o\cn a rich lapcstry lor his au-

dience to \ ieu.

Holly Hunter, though short ol

stature, stands tall in her portrayal

of .lane Craig, a driven overachiever

who gets in a muddle. Jane and
Aaron, played by Albert Brooks,

share an exira-ordinarily close

friendship. So regular and intimate

are their conversations that when
the phone rings in her hotel room,

Jane picks up the phone and talks

into the receiver without even a

greeting for a preliminary. Jane

considers Aaron her best friend and

professionally relies on his think-

ing. He is the film's true intellec-

tual heavyweighi — when he gets

drunk he sings in Spanish.

Sadly, Aaron lacks sex appeal.

It just may be the chip he's had on
his shoulder since high school. A
cameo from then reveals a bookish

nerd threatening revenge on his

tormentcrs. Even his curses rinv>

hollow; the bullies found his taunts

amusing. His words couldn't beat,

punish, or stop the power of their

punches.

The film's saddest and funniest

scene happens when Aaron finally

gels a chance al the coveted anchor-

man slot. On camera he proceeds

10 sweat, or should 1 say melt, worse

than a popsicle on a beach in

Miami in mid-July. Later he tells

Jane he lost 61bs. and the audience

can't tell whether he is joking. The
poor guy doesn't have the right

stuff.

Enter Tom Grunick (William

Hun), a charismatic but less than

brillant reporter on his vvay to the

lop. In conirasi to Aaron, Tom
look^ai casein front of the camera
and elsewhere. Unfortunately he is

not above using shady tactics to

achieve drama in his newscasts.

Tom's endearing quality is his lack

o f ego — he k nows he's not especial-

ly smari.

The first Tom and Jane en-

counier lands them in her hotel

room: not in bed but kneeling, fac-

ing each other across it. They
discuss the state of their art. Early

on the audience sees this movie isn't

about simple sex and romance. It

may he a sort of modern parable

about workalcoholics who don't

have time for sex or a tale of the

nuidern woman who can't recon-

cile her ethics with her sex drive and
vice versa.

When events thrust Jane into the

producer's booth along with an un-

prepared Tom in front of the

camera as anchor, she feeds him in-

formation through an earpiece.

Later, he marvels ai her uncanny

continued on page 10
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Janus Players Perform '4H Club'
by Alan Samry

Sam Shepard's "4H Club" was
student directed and performed by

three members of the Janus Play-

ers, Brian Rice, Brian Oakes and
GuyTrudeau. The rest of the Janus

Players also played parts in prepar-

ing the performance.

The play focused on a small

A.M. radio station in the mid-six-

ties. The 4H Club was a program

that aired on the station, with three

men, Joe (Brian Rice), John (Guy
Trudeau), and Bob, played by

Brian Oakes. These men rambled

off their words like an everyday

occurrence, while action off the air

drew attention to the audience. For
example, Joe was talking about

coffee or apples and the disc

jockey, played by John Chambers,

came into the room where the

program was being broadcast from
and started waving around a Play-

boy Magazine centerfold right in

Joe's face while he's talking on the

air.

Radio stations always seem to

have problems with controlling

obscenities on the air. This station

was no exception when Joe kept

raising his voice louder and louder

until he burst out a four letter

swear. But the funny pan occurred

behind Joe in the discjockey booth,

John Chambers picked up the

phone and tried to explain the inci-

dent.

Bob delivered a hilarious line

because John was afraid of mice

and he thought they lived in the

kitchen (the actual setting for the

radio listeners) > Joe and Bob tried

to scare them out of the walls and
Bob said, "We know you're in

there." The words were not the

funny part, it was the delivery by

Oakes that had the audience in a

brief uproar of laughter.

The quick lines and fast talk did

not enable the audience to catch all

of the lines, but what was caught

was usually quite funny, and the

audience showed their approval

with numerous bursts of laughter.

A play is not all acting. The
people who contributed to en-

hance the play, the set designers

and the sound man, deserve just as

much credit.

CCCC Spins

Local Music
By Michael A. Blanton

Gary Ellis, the program director

of WKKL. is not only in charge of

the radio station but is probably

one of the most talented disc

jockeys on the radio staff. Ellis has

worked with WKKL for the past

two and a half years and has been

responsible for many successful

hows, including a reggae special

and a rock and roll show. In a re-

cent interview Ellis commented on
the "Local Band Show" that he

spins every Wednesday night from
7:30 until 10:00.

MS: What is local music?

GE; 1 include all music from the

New England area but 1 would say

[hat about seventy-five percent of

the local music 1 play comes from

Boston.

MS: Is there a lot of local music

out there?

GE: "Laughs" Sometimes we get

more music than we can handle in

here. You figure there are about two

hundred labels, each producing

bout twenty albums a month...

MS: You obviously have no pro-

blem filling the show. But who is

your favorite local band?

GE: 1 hear about thirty songs a

night on this show alone. It would

be really tough for me to pick a

favorite because I like so many dif-

ni kinds of music. What is im-

portant to me is if the band has a

really tight sound, if they work
musically.

MS: Do you get any bands to

come to the station?

GE: Yes. If a band wants to get

heard, they have to develop a good
relationship with a radio station

like ours that will play their music

We get a lot of bands to come here

with their albums to do promo-
tional media. 1 met with some big

bands at a convention in New York

that we went to last year. 1 hung out

with theCuIi, Billy Idol, Megadeth,

Savatage, Motorhead, and more. 1

got along so well with the guys in

the Cult that they sent me some
albums with tickets and backstage

passes to a show.

MS: Where do you think the

"Local Band Show" is going?

GE: I'm not sure how much
longer I'll be doing the show but

I wouldhopethat it would keep go-

ing after 1 leave. The local band

show is not only a good show in my
opinion but seems to be popular

around the school, ll would really

be sad to see it die because there

arealot of bands that benefit from

the exposure that this show gives

to them, not to mention the au-

dience that their music appeals to.

I think that the local band show will

be here for a long time.
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Campus Construction To Begin
By Kevin Deckel And David Thomas Verkade Contracts are to be awarded in

the near future for the first phase

of a campus wide renewal and

development program. Most build-

ings will be reroofed. outside ter-

races on several buildings will be

enclosed, the inner campus will

undergo a complete remodeling,

parking will be expanded, and

athletic facilities upgraded. The

work will begin in May.

Enclosing the terraces on the up-

per floors of the North. South,

Arts, and Administration buildings

will create more office and class-

room space which are presently in

,

short supply.

The inner campus will get a com-

plete facelift. The walkthrough at

the Common s is to be resurfaced

while alt of the walkways and the

apron in front of the lecture halls

will be demolished and replaced

with more direct paths to and from

buildings. No trees will be remov-

ed but existing stonewalls are to be

rebuilt and incorporated into the

design which includes improved

drainage. New lighting will be in-

stalled cmd a stairway leading to the

cafateria built in the area present-

ly posted "Do Not Enter".

Much of the initial phase of construction is directed at solving

drainage problems, (photo. 1981, courtesy of The Cape Cod
Times) ^ .

X
\

••'«.

'*<«
OAf-t: COD

COMMUN'ITV

COLLEGt

KEY PLAN

The dotted lines show the areas where work will be going on.

^.
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An additional overflow parking

loi is planned in the area behind the

existing tennis courts. Handicap-

ped parking will be expanded in

areas near the Administration and

Health Services Buildings.

The Baseball Field and the All

Purpose Field will be regraded and

reseeded. The baseball diamond

will be reoriented and a new

drainage system put in. Existing

tennis courts will be removed with

six new courts, a practise area, and

an outdoor basketball court going

in. An entry way to the gym will

be installed at floor level through

the wall facing parking lot # II.

Funds for the design and study

of a project to link the North

Building with the Science Building

have been requested in the 1989

budget. Further plans for the North

and South buildings include, inter-

connecting corridors, elevators, a

lobby between them and another

bathroom fully equipped for the

handicapped. Elevators for the

Commons and Gym are under con-

sideration and transformers in the

Library and South Buildings wil

be removed for enviromental

reasons.

Far left: Robert A. Phillips, Director of Facilities Management, is turn

ing ideas into reality.

Phillips would like to include an overflow parking lot in this

stage of the construction.

Terraces on the Arts, Administration, North and South build

ings will be enclosed.
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continued from page 6

accidental oil spills, should they oc-

cur, there are booms as well as catch

containers in place at the site. These

precautions complement the ex-

isting clean-up proceedures that

would be implemented in the event

of an accident.

The oil itself conforms to slate

regulations which require it to be

#6 oil grade and contain no more

than 2.2% sulfur content.

Environmental impacts of plants

such as the Canal facility are

prevalent concerns in the slate and

federal regulation agencies and re-

quire many licenses of operation to

be obtained. Mandating that cer-

tain requirements be met, the Cape

Cod Canal Power Plant has spent

over 18,500,000 dollars to best con-

form to these public expectations.

continued from page 7

timmg. She knew e\acil> when he

needed the iie\l feed. Spinning .lane

around in her chair, he leans o\cr

and e\ulis ihal their combined el-

lori "was like great sex." It's a

riveting scene, but once again with

these two, intensity revolves around

work, not sex.

Jane can't choose between these

iwo men any more than she can

stop being a bossy know-it-all.

Neither guy is exactly right for her

and she's not perfect either.

Throughout the film she hops into

taxis and barks astonishing block

by block directions to bemused
drivers. But Jane changes in the

films closing moments. Having

finally said good-by to Aaron and

no to Tom. she climbs Into a cab

and for the first time, leaves the

directions up to the driver. By then,

knowing Jane Craig, the audience

realizes that what she has just done

is no small thing.

IM':> +V\^ WuJ '\^i ftl'wm ;
T>n'hvc5ft4

-^Vvrt- (fuff^ &m>^ t^\r

'— Ajo 6oc[(s
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Life In The Dog Lane: Hero Hits the Campus

By Joyce Chasson

"Hero, come!" 1 called nervous-

ly into the gray shadows of the

lounge ai Guiding Eyes for the

Blind. After months of anxious

waiting, I was about to meet my

new guide dog for the first lime.

Hero, an 18-monlh-old golden

retriever, had been waiting across

the large room, his tail already wag-

ging in anticipation of this new

adventure. At the sound of his

name, he trotted toward me, his

enormous paws thumping on the

carpel marking his approach.

As I knelt down to caress his silky

head, he reached up and planted

a wet, sloppy kiss on my cheek. It

was a moment I will always

cherish-the beginning of our

bond of love and trust.

Diagnosed with Retinitis

Pigmentosa 15 years ago, the pro-

gressive eye disease has slowly but

steadily chipped away at my once

perfect eyesight. Now left with a

tiny pinhole of vision which fluc-

tuates in clarity daily, ii was time

to take that final crossover step. I

decided to apply for a guide dog.

Guiding Eyes for the Blind,

located in Yorklown Heights, New

York, is one of 10 schools through-

out the country dedicated to train-

ing dogs to be used for safe guid-

ance and mobility of the blind. The

school handles primarily retrievers,

finding these breeds adapt well to

ihe responsibility and pressure of

iheir mission.

Hero's journey from newborn

puppy to guide dog began on the

school's breeding farm. Named at

birth, each dog in Ihe litter is given

a name beginning with the letter of

the alphabet the school is using at

that particular lime of year. (All of

Hero's brothers and sisters have

names such as Hudson, Helen, and

Halo.) A puppy born during the xyz

stage could wind up with a name

like Zelda!

At about 8 weeks of age, each

puppy is placed with a volunteer

puppy raiser family, Ihe heart and

soul of the program. These

wonderful people not only take the

dogs through the chewing and

housebreaking stage, they also ex-

pose them to noises, places and

hundreds of daily life situations.

According to Ted Zubryzki, the

school's director of training, this

vital exposure allows the dogs to

react calmly to sudden noises and

obstacle.

Guiding Eyes currently has a lit-

ter of black and yellow labs in Den-

nis ready to be placed on the Cape

in early March. The pups need

families in which someone will be

at home most of the time to give

them the care, exposure and affec-

tion they need. '/« Contact Joyce

Chasson, 428-2987 or Amy Ziegler,

432-0226 for more information.)

Once the puppies have matured

and received the necesary socializa-

tion, they are returned to the

school. It is at this point, usually

when they are about 14 months old,

that the intense, 3 to 6 month in-

dividual training oegins. The dogs

are introduced to the harness and

laugth to walk at a steady pace.

They learn how to slop at curbs,

street crossings, stairs and barriers.

They are shown how to navigate

around obstacles, ride on subways,

escalators, trains and buses. Frank-

ly, I am still in awe of whal' Hero

is capable of doing.

Obviously, not all dogs can han-

dle the responsibility and stress of

the job. According to Zubryzki, the

dogs are constantly being evaluated

and observed from birth until the

time they leave the school with their

new blind owners. Even then,

owners having difficulty in Iheir

communities can return to the

school for a refresher course or talk

through the problem by telephone.

All potential guide dogs are

carefully screened for health, per-

sonality, temperment, attitude,

willingness to work and "sound-

ness." Janice Abbott, an instructor

at Guiding Eyes, explains sound-

ness as the dog's reaction to noise,

strangers and situations. "I f a dog

reacts to noises in such a way that

it poses a danger to the blind

student-if he drops responsibility

for that student-that is unaccep-

table."

Abbott recalled one dog who had

made it half way through his train-

ing when he had to be dropped

from the program. The dog was so

afraid of a railroad platform, he

was pushing Abbott into a barrier

to get away from the platform edge.

In his fear, he had completely

forgotten thai he was guiding.

Dogs w ho do not make the grade

are first offered to their original

puppy raiser family as a pet. The
school also has a long waiting list

evaluated to determine which of the

20 available trained dogs is best

suited to fill his or her needs. In-

formation such as the student's

walking pace, strength, home loca-

tion, lifestyle, and stamina are all

examined and extensively discuss-

"A working guide dog-when the harness is on--

should not be petted, fed, or called to."

obstacles as guide dogs. "Once we
get the dog back, our training can

be very concentrated, very deman-
ding," he said. "We don't have to

explain to the dog what a garbage

can is."

One day during my training with

Hero, Zubryzki deliberately kick-

ed an overturned garbage can
directly into our path. The unex-

pected, loud crash of the foiling can

made me jump three feet into the

air. I did not react well. Hero, on
the other hand, simply stopped

short and watched the can roll from

side to side. He then calmly guided

his still shaking owner around the

of people wanting these rejected

'Abut still wonderful '/») animals.

My experiences while at the

school in October for Iheir 26 day

training program are ones I will

never forget. Twelve blind and

visually impaired individuals were

brought to New York from all over

the country and all walks of life.

Two students were both blind and

extremely hard of hearing. One
diabetic student had recently had

a kidney transplant and had a very

low energy level. I soon realized

how lucky i was.

During the first 2 days at the

school, each student is closely

navigating around obstacles and

stopping at curbs.

The dogs are also not infallible;

they do make mistakes or become

distracted. Hero loves squirrels. I'm

convinced they spot him coming

and deliberately tease him. To get

"He reached up and planted a wet, sloppy kiss on

my cheek."

ed among the training staff before

a match is made.

Abbot! stated that a good pair-

ing between student and dog is vital

for a successful working team.

"Some dogs need a very strong cor-

rection to get through to them," she

him back under control, a very firm

two-handed leash correction may

be needed. At other times, he may

be pulling too hard or turning

before my command is given. If I

let Hero get away with this too

often, he will begin to take

said. "Putting a weak student with

a strong dog wouldn't work; the

dog couldn't be controlled." (1 re-

quested a fast dog and need roller

skates lo keep up with Hero!)

Once the matches have been

made, the real work begins. Up at

- 6 a.m. daily, students and dogs are

bused to various towns and cities

for training. Each student and dog
team works individually with an

assigned trainer. The students are

taught the commands needed to

control the dog (forward, left,

right, NO!) as well as handle street

crossings, stairs, curbs, etc.

Many people are under the

misconception that the dog is mak-
ing decisions such as when to cross

a street or turn left or right. Actual-

ly, it is t he blind owner who decides

when 10 cross or turn a corner by

listening to traffic sounds and
counting. It is the dog's respon-

sibility to guide his owner safely.

advantage.

A major problem of guide dog

users is the public's compulsion to

pet the dogs while working.

DON'T '/« A working guide dog-
when the harness is on-should not

be petted, fed, or called. The dog

can easily become distracted and

forget he is guiding.

Guide dogs are on a very strict

feeding and bathroom schedule '

and should not be given "people

food." Hero, however, is always

searching for a tasty tidbit.

Sometimes he succeeds. One day,

while getting coffee at the college

cafeteria. Hero discovered a pile of

spilled French fries on the floor.

While I unknowingly was juggling

coffee, finding the cream, and

hanging on to his leash, Hero was

joyously munching away, in total

ecstasy.

Abbott recalled one dog who
snatched a piece of pizza out of a

bystander's hand while guiding his

owner in the city. The dog never

missed a beat; the blind student

never knew it had happened.

Zubryski and Abbott both agree

that a good working team is a 50/50

proposition. A successful owner

must know his dog, finding the

right balance between praise and

correction and recognizing the

dog's needs. The dog, in turn,

begins to sense his owner's

strengths and weaknesses and will

adjust his guiding according.

I believe Hero has somehow
realized that with the setting sUn,

my remaining eyesight vanishes in-

to total blindness. Getting off the

b bus after dark. Hero becomes

more deliberate in his technique,

stopping carefully at curbs and

guiding me with extra caution

around that ill placed telephone

poll on my street. My "Good boy.

Hero" brings a gleeful wag of his

tail — he knows he has done a ter-

rific job.

Hero and I have only been back

on Ihe Cape for three months but

I don't know how I managed
without him. He has restored the

grace, dignity and freedom of

movement that had slipped away

over Ihe years. He truly is — my
Hero.

Ed. Note: Joyce Chasson. a

ormer journalism student here, is

now tutoring writing at Ihe

Academic Development Center.

Pli§^ & l^ltrdei

VINTAGE CLOTHING. ETC.

10/ off CCCC students w/ ID

605 MAIN ST., HYANNIS • 775-4467
OPEN 10-6 DAILY 'SUNDAY, 11-4
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It Isn't Always
Someone
Else's

Family
by Carol Parker

Thai Saturday afternoon I went

to the phone and Janet quickly said

in an upset voice, "Mom and Dad
didn't want me to call you yet, but

I thought you should know right

away. Vanessa was killed." Sudden-
ly my legs were weak and every

muscle in my body was trembling.

A beautiful afternoon suddenly

turned into a nightmare. Janet talk-

ed only a few more minutes and
then needed to get off the phone.

I hung up absolutely hysterical.

John held me tightly and tried to

calm me down. I told him what had
happened.

Steven was out hiking in the

backyard with Daniel and Vanessa

when a sewage pipe around some
construction came loose from a

pile. It began to roll ever so slowly

and Daniel yelled to Vanessa to

look out. By the time Steven turn-

ed around, the pipe had knocked

Vanessa down and had rolled over

her. It was too late to help. Steven

made every effort to save her but

she was crushed instantly. Swoop-
ing he^ up and racing through the

woods, driving to the doctor's clinic

and finding nobody there, then rac-

ing to the hospital that was twenty

minutes away, all of these efforts,

but nothing could bring her back.

My brother lost his beautiful.three-

and-a-half-year-old daughter.

Anyone's death is an emotional

experience but when it is an inno-

cent child, it is even more painful.

My brother Steven and his wife

Jeannette are dedicated parents. 1

refer to them as the all American

family; however, that afternoon 1

couldn't imagine them moving on

in their lives. John and 1 sat for the

rest of the afternoon in shock. At

four o'clock, John's parents came

home and were horrified by the

news. They were as comforting to

me as my own parents. Even though

1 have lived with John's parents for

more than a year and am as close

as any family member, this was the

first time they ever showed me any

physical affection. Of course, the

situation brought feelings out thai

otherwise would not necessarily

have been seen. It made me feel

comforted. Since my other family

was 250 miles away, 1 needed their

support.

Plans needed to be made for

leaving the Cape. We decided to go

to New York for the wake on Mon-
day evening. 1 did not sleep much
from the time I heard the news.

While John was at work, his father

spent lime with me. He gave me the

opportunity to talk about my feel-

ings over and over again. He also

offered me advice on how 1 could

help my family during this time.

Unfortunately, my stress and anx-

ieties would not go away until I

knew how my family was coping.

When we finally got to the

funeral home, John and I were

shaking. We had talked about be-

ing strong and helping one another

through this but the minute my
family greeted us we both fell apart.

With each person approaching us,

more tears followed. Steven and

Jeannette seemed to be quite

strong. They have always had a

good, strong Catholic faith and

continued on page 14

Associate Professor, Delores Bird: A True
Gem
by: Beth Cronin

Vivacious, concerned, delight-

ful, intellectual, sympathetic, a true

gem: these are the words Delores

Bird's students use to describe her.

She has been teaching here for

11 years and is an associate pro-

fessor of Enghsh.

Bird was raised in Rossville,

Georgia. "Rossville," she notes,

"was the home of John Ross, Chief

of the Cherokee Indians. I'm part

Cherokee. My great-grandmother

on my mother's side was a full-

blooded Cherokee, but I am told

that there is Cherokee on both

sides. I married befofe I got out of

high school and actually graduated

from high school in Mississippi."

She admits that the decision to

marry at such a young age did not

please Bird's parents. "When we
came back from our honeymoon,
my mother met us at the door and

said, "You're not taking her with

you; she's staying."

After high school, Bird studied

at the University of Mississippi. "I

attended the University of Miss-

issippi for three semesters during

the time that Meredith, the first

black to attend, was there. To attend

college under the watchful eye of

the National Guard is not a typical

experience."

"Then, I transferred to Boston

University where 1 was elected to

Phi Beta Kappa when I graduated

in 1967, summa cum laude, which

is the highest level you can achieve

in academics. After graduation I

began teaching public school in

Shrewsbury, Massachusetts; I

taught seventh and eighth graders

there for almost three years. I took

a maternity leave, and while Fred-

eric was a baby, I started working

on my masters degree at the Univer-

sity of Hartford in Connecticut."

"After my masters degree, I

began working on my doctor's

degree at the University of Massa-

chusetts at Amherst." She sudden-

ly grinned. "That is the one place

1 won't let my son go; 1 worry about

the atmosphere there." Obviously,

the atmosphere didn't have an

adverse affect on her. "I graduated

from there with a 4.0 average."

While attending college. Bird

continued teaching on a part-time

basis at several colleges and

universities including, Springfield

College, Springfield Technical

Community College, University of

Hartford. Tunxis Community Col-

lege, and the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. During

this time she also did some
substitute teaching in the Spring-

field Public School system and

taught part-time for a year at the

high school in Suffield, Connect-

icut.

When asked which teaching pos-

ition she has enjoyed the most. Bird

states,

"I love it here; I'm probably go-

ing to retire here. 1 Uke the students;

I just really enjoy teaching here."

In addition to leaching. Bird has

published two books. Her first one,

TheLifeofLidian Jackson Emer-

University of Missouri Press. Both

books are published under the

name Delores Bird Carpenter. "I

also have a chapter In the 1980 edi-

tion of Studies in the American

Renaissance."

Bird states that of all her ac-

complishments, "the greatest high"

has come from having her work

pubHshed. "When you think gf get-

ting the different degrees of per-

sonal experiences like having a baby

or getting married or getting a pro-

motion or some award, I think

publishing certainly competes.

There is just something special

about holding a book in your hand

and knowing that you wrote it and

that it's in print and that your name
is in the Library of Congress. It's

the most deeply satisfying thing I've

ever done."

aT this time, Bird has several

writing projects in the planning

stages. "I'm interested in develop-

ing a composition textbook, and 1

know exactly how I would do it. I

have been collecting students'

papers as positive models for some

time. 1 have requested a sabbatical

to be able to work on that book."

"Secondly, the Emily Dickinson

Society of which I am a charter

member, is trying to encourage a

prize essay contest. They are going

to publish the best ones. 1 thought

1 would try to write that essay which

is to examine one of the fascicles

(her gathering of poems) to see if

there was any reason for her group-

ing. If it didn't get the prize or

publication, then maybe someone

else would publish it."

The third thing 1 have in mind

is to take the materials from my two

books and write a short play on

Mrs. Emerson. My inspiration for

this is a seventy page play, the Belle

of Amherst, that is based on the

lifeof Emily Dickinson. I don't see

why I couldn't do a little scenario

from the Transcendental Times and

figure Mrs. Emerson into it. I

would use the letters that I have to

put the dialogue together."

"I also have a fourth writing op-

tion. After my second book was

reviewed by the New York Times,

a man from the West Indies has

repeatedly called me about writing

his memoirs."

Bird's advice to aspiring writers

echos that of many authors.
"Writing and getting published is

kind of like saying you're going to

be an artist or a singer or an ac-

tress," she slates. "There are just so

few who make it and it is just so

hard and disappointing when
you're not able to get published. So.

I would say that if a person really

has potential and has a burning

desire within him then he shouldn't

be discouraged by all the negatives.

They should just keep trying and
be prepared for the fact that rejec-

tion slip after rejection slip is go-

mg to come back. It's very dif-

tlLUlt."

When asked if she considers

herself successful, she laughs and
answers. "Yes, but I haven't made
lull professor yet. She goes on to

stale. "I'm doing something 1 love

to do, and I've been able to develop

professionally. I enjoy my students

and hope they enjoy me. What
more would I want for success?"

When not writing or teaching.

Bird enjoys a variety of activities.

"I'm interested in outdoor things.

1 love walking, hiking, and moun-
tain climbing (if they're little bitty

mountains)." I love wild flowers,"

she adds. "I like travelling, going

places I've never been before. Golf

is a new interest of mine. I also like

to eat, unfortunately. Food is a big

interest of mine, especially ice

cream with pizza running a close

second. I love being silly and light

hearted."

Bird credits the words of

Thoreau in helping to guide her

throughout her life. "Thoreau once

said, '!f one advances confidently

in the direction of his dreams, and

endeavors to lead the life which he

has imagined, he will meet with a

success unexpected in common
hours.' This quotation has helped

me get to where I am now."

"There is one realization," she

said in a very serious voice, "that

has helped me tremendously.

Things happen to us that we don't

continued on page 14

son (Mrs. Ralph Waldo Emerson)

is a revision of her doctoral disser-

tation and is based on a handwrit-

ten biography by Emerson's

daughter, Ellen Tucker Emerson in

the late 1890s. The second book

The Selected Letters of Lidian

Jackson Emerson, was just

published in May 1987, by the

TO EARN '25,200 FOR
COLLEGE, JUST PUTYOURMIND

ONAaiVEDUTY.
Today's Army is one of the best places around to prepare your

mind for college.

There's high-technology training. Mental workouts in elec-

tronics, communications, mechanics.

You'11-do some serious maturing. By meeting the challenges of

living away from home, learning from new people and demanding

more from yourself

And while you learn, you'll earn. Like $25,200 for college with

a four-year enlistment. Or $17,000 for just two years. Ask about the

Gl Bill Plus the Army College Fund.

Your local Army Recruiter can tell you if you qualify.

ARMY BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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By Grefchen Grabau

People Were Asked:

In view of the recent racially pro-

voked incidents, such as the oc-

cupation of "Africa House" at

UMass Amherst, what do you feel

has happened to the spirit of racial

equality in society?

Melissa Taylor

The way I see it. racial equality

is moving backwards. It's as if we

are starting from the 50's when

equality was almost nil.

Tom Carver

I feel that ahhough we do have

a racial problem in the communi-

ty, we should work to educate all

people. The black people are pre-

judice in the way they think all peo-

ple who are white are trying to put

them down. We should all treat

eachoiher equally and leave all our

doors open so that everyone can

learn from each other.

Jennifer Ousley

Racial equality has a long way

to go in America. It's not actually

getting any worse, it's simply com-

ing to the fore more as the

minorities gain more positions of

higher stature and become well-

educated about their rights.

President Phil Day
The "spirit of racial equality" has

not been viewed as a national,

regional, or local priority for some

time. In my judgement this is tragic

because at no time in our history

is it more important that everyone,

regardless of race, creed, color, or

national origin be given every right

that is due them. . . to benefit from

and to succeed with all of the op-

portunities that exist in our society.

iPresident Day

Elvis Banks

There never was any true sense of

racial equality in America. The
whole issue of racial equalhy was

more an issue of respect for the

negro, than equality. The racial in-

cidents happening today are

precipitated by fear and frustra-

tion. Whereas .whites once had

everything good reserved, ex-

clusively, for them, they now find

themselves having to compete. Our
number one television show ("The

Cosby Show") is black; our highest

ranking talk show (Oprah Winfrey)

is black; our number one morning
program (The Today Show) is an-

chored by a black man, Bryant

Gumbel. Our whole country is see-

ing an emergence of black people

and it's threatening the sense of

superiority.

continued from page 13

have any conlrol over. Bui we do
have contiol over how we are go-

ing to respond to what has happen-

ed. The response thai wedeliberate-

Is make will determine our lives,

our aniiudes."

When asked what she would like

her students to remember about her

and her classes, she responds, "That

I was approachable, that they could

come [o me and feel comfortable.

I don'i wish to be feared. I don't

want my personality to get in the

way of their learning.- If they

remember any particular thing I

would like for them to remember
the learning experience in a very

warm and positive way because of

the person Delores Bird.

Vanessa
continued from page 13

during this difficult period ii cer-

tainly helped ihem lo understand

w hy Vanessa was taken from them

after such a short time.

Vanessa's death was ihc most

tragic thing that ever happened to

my family. To be amidst something

so awful and look for the good that

must come of ii

This crisis has reinforced prior-

ities I olien let slide when life is go-

ing along just fine. The most im-

poriani being that every day should

be li\ed as though it is your last.

People should not be iaken for

granted and when bad things liap-

pen it isimperati\etolook lor what

good will come of it.
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FRANK FORKER STEPS DOWN AS MENS BASKETBALLCOACH
BY BRUCE HACK

WEST BARNSTABLE-Men's
head basketball coach, Frank
Forker, has announced he will be

stepping down as coach after three

years at the college. "I work in real

estate and September, October, and
November are when key national

and state conventions are held,"

said Forker. "These conventions re-

quire preparation. For me to be

away for 10-12 days would force me
to miss the beginning of the college

season."

The basketball program, which

recorded its first winning season in

seven years, 11-8, reached one of

Coach Forker's orginal goals

quicker than he planned.

"When I first came here, the two
main goals were to field a team each
semester and to have a winning

season by the fourth year. I'm pro-

ud to say we achieved both."

"Another goal was to constant-

ly upgrade the overall program,"

Forkeradded. "We did this by gran-

ting tuition waivers, getting more
comfortable buses for away games,

giving out meal money, having an

overnight trip and hosting our own
tournament."

This year CCCC took an over-

night trip to Mt. Wachusetts and

Hesser College. Cape Cod opened
the season hosting a Tip-Off Tour-

nament in November. The Helms-

men were not gracious hosts winn-

ing the tournament by beating

Worcestor Industrial Tech and
Hessei- College. '

^

'

Coach Forker said he sees a

bright future for basketball at

CCCC, even though some things

may come slawly.

"Because of the full-time athletic

director (Alan Goodyear), who
runs a very professional depart-

ment the program will continue to

grow and be successful in the long

run," The departing coach said.

Athletic director Goodyear

echoed Forker's thoughts about the

future of the basketball program

saying, "1 felt the program was

making headway and that a solid

foundation had been built for the

future. I'm disappointed to see

Frank leave. He is a good coach and

will be missed by the college."

Where does this leave the basket-

ball program at CCCC?
According to Goodyear, a job

description will be drawn up and

the postition will be posted and

advertised as being available.

Goodyear said the search com-
mittee will consist of Dean Richard

J. Sullivan. Chet Yacek, Director of
Personnel/Affirmative Action and
himself.

"We will also be actively look-

ing lor someone, but right now I

do not have a No. 1 candidate,"

Goodyear said.

Coach Forker has no idea who
should replace him but assumes
there are candidates lor the posii-

lion on iheCape. He has informed
ihe athletic director that he is will-

ing 10 help in the selection of his

successor.

One non-applicani for the job is

ihe current assistant coach,
William McShane.

"I've enjoyed the three years here

and my collabaration with coach
Forker, but because of my school

schedule 1 would not have the

time," McShane said.

McShane. who is a middle and
elementary physical education
teacher in Dennis, is also the
volleyball coach at CCCC and will

be staying on in that position.

"My three years here have been
very enjoyable," said Forker. "A
high point of my recent coaching
history was, that, despite a disad-

vantage in size, the players always

played tenaciously and hard."

in leaving, Coach Forker wanted
to thank everyone who helped the

program during his tenure and
wishes the new coach a good deal

of success.

Player Profile : Andre Millhouse

By Joyce Peacock

One would not su.spect Andre
Milhouse. a media communica-
tions major, to be the outstanding

athlete that he is. Andre, 5'9", plays

point guard for the Helmsmen and
leads the team in scoring, assists,

and steals.

1 spoke with Andre prior to the

last home game, Monday night,

February 22:

0- Where did you grow up?
A. i spent my first 17 years in

Boston and then moved to the Cape
with my family 1 attended Dennis-

Yarmouth High School my senior

year.

0- Did you play any sports during
that year?

A. 1 played basketball. The coach,

.Frank Forker, was coach for the

high school team , and is now our
coach here. 1 didn't play so much
back then. Forker said it was a dif-

ferent time and situation back then.

Q. After high school what did you

do?

A. I attended Mitchell College in

Conneticut on a scholarship. I went

for a year and then came to 4C's.

Q. How do you feel about the

basketball program here?

A. The record shows it hasn't been

a very good one. Finally there's

some good players, we have put

wins on the board.

Q. T:his semester there was a

problem with the team, what
happened?
A. The talent that we had the first

semester either dropped out or fail-,

ed. The guys that showed up for try-

outs never stayed with the program.

The club we have now is entirely

new.

Q. Troy Martin was leading scorer

last semester and he is no longer

with the team. Do you feel a cer-

tain amount of responsibility with

his absence?

A. We all miss him, he was a

tremendous athlete. As far as tak-

ing on a lot more responsibility, I

don't feel it was a big change. When
playing alongside with Troy, 1

would feed the ball to the guys the

first half, set up the plays, and the

second half of the game I would

bunch up my scoring. I had a 12

ppg average last semester. All 1 did

is adjust a few things with the coach

and try scoring consistently

throughout the game.

Q. When does the tournament
begin?

A. There's two more games on the

road then it starts. Thechampion-
ship game will be held here in the

gym whether we win or loose.

Q. What strength does this club

posess on the floor?

A. Definitely a halfcourt offense.

We don't have a running game, it's

a more controlled pace.

Q. Are you transferring after 4C's ?

A. Yes, I'm not sure as to where
though. 1 need to sit down, evaluate

what programs are available, and
wait to see what offers I receive.

Q. What are your personal goals

for this year?

A. To keep mygradepoint average

(o a 2.7 and above and transfer to

a good school.

Q. What about goals for the team?

A. To win the majority of games
left and win the championship
game.

0. Don't you feel that goal has

been acheived?

A. Yes. we've over achieved in that

department. We were known as a

loosing team. Now we have a win-

ning reputation.

Q. What would you like to be

remembered by?

A. Being academically sound, be-

ing able to handle myself on the

court as well as off. To be a person

first.

Q. What are your plans for after

school?

A. I want to work in the broad-

casting field for radio and televi-

sion. I'm interested in writing

scripts, something behind the

scenes.

Q. Can you see yourself behind a

desk in four years, in a nonathletic

situation?

A. No, definitely not. I couldn't be

satisfied without adventure. Maybe

Andre Milhouse lead

the Helmsmen Hoopsters

in scoring, assists and
steals^

a fighter pilot?

When Andre said fighter pilot,

1 thought he said fighter so I

asked . .

.

Q. You want to be a boxer?

A. No. i tried that when I was lit-

tle, and the first fight was fine. I

won. 1 thought to myself "I'm a

natural." Then the second fight

came along, let's just say HE was

a NATURAL!
Boxing may not be Andre's nitch

but basketball certainly is. He
demonstrates great leadership on

the court. Offthe court his friends

say he's down to earth and has a

good sense of humor.

Here's wishing Andre and the

rest of the club "Good Luck"
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HESSER 61,

CCCC 51

Sports

Skiing Route 4

BY BRUCE HACK

WEST BARNSTABLE -The
Helmsmen fought long and hard

only to come up short as Hesser

College held on for a 61-51 win on

February 22. This was the third

meeting of the season between

CCCC and Hesser. Cape Cod won
the first, 64-63, in the champion-

ship game of the Tip-Off Tourna-

ment. Hesser took the second

match, 60-46. at Hesser on Novem-

ber 14. It looked like the Helmsmen
weregoing to win the rubber match

as they held a 15-10 lead midway

through the opening half on the

strength of their 1-3-1 defense.

CCCC ran into trouble when
center Bruce Schell picked up his

third foul and went to the bench.

The youth and inexperience of the

Helmsmen made them change their

defense and allowed the Blue Devils

tooutscorethem 15-5 over the final

10 minutes of the half. Three of

CCCC points came on a shot by

Manny Motto from just inside half-

court at the buzzer."Our 1-3-1

defense worked well," said coach

Frank Forker. "Schell's foul trou-

ble and our inexperience hurt us."

Down 34-24 early in the second

half the Helmsmen rallied and clos-

ed to with two at 34-32 and 36-34

but Schell picked up his fourth foul

and the Blue Devils took advantage

of his abscence by increasing their

lead to 10 and putting the game
away.

"We had good moments and bad

moments." said Forker. "Unfor-

tunately the bad moments came at

inopportune times." Motto finish-

ed with 13 points and nine re-

bounds. Sean Whitman registered

his fourth double-double with 12

points and 11 rebounds, while

Andre Milhouse added 10 points.

CCRl 91, CCCC 53

LINCOLN. RI -The Helmsmen
brought their 1987-88 season to a

close on a down beat as Communi-
ty College of Rhode Island sound-

ly defeated them 91-53 on February

24. Cape Cod, under coach Frank

Forker, finishes with a record of

11-8; its first winning season in

seven years.

The Helmsmen tied the score at

10 when Andre Milhouse hit his se-

cond three-pointer. But the Knights

then then took control and ran off

15 straight points and never look-

ed back. "Rhode Island was quick

and if we missed a shot, they would

get the rebound and be off on the

break," said Coach Forker.

CCCC was hurt by the loss of

starter Manny Motto, who sprain-

ed his ankle in practice the day

before, and their inability to get the

ball inside. This caused the Helms-

men 10 take a season-high 24 at-

tempts from three-point range.

They connected nine times (also a

season-high). Four by Milhouse,

three by Sean Spencer and two by

Sean Whitman.
Milhouse and Whitman shared

game scoring honors with 14.

Spencer added nine points coming

off the bench and Bruce Schell

finished with eight, "it has been a

long but very satisfying season,"

said Coach Forker, who is stepp-

ing down as coach at the end of

season.

by Tony Hennessy

Alotofhooplahasbeenmade
in the Massachusetts area about
ski 93, or ofthe abundance ofski
resorts along Route 93 in New
Hampshire. Sure Waterville
Valley, Loon, Cannon, and Atti-

tash are great areas to ski. But
since New Hampshire does not

have all the mountains in New
England, it might be interesting

to seek a new road to ski.

Let us take a look at Route 4 in

Vermont. Starting in New
Hampshire, Route 4 snakes it's

way through the Green Moun-
tains in central Vermont to the
New Yor^ state line. Though it

is a winding, mostly two lane
highway, the scenic road offers

some of the most exciting, if not

varied skiing in New England.
First, one should stop off the

highway is Whaleback Moun-
tain in Lebenon, New Hamp-
shire. The mountain is close to

the highway so it appears that

the trails run right onto the
road. The mountain offers 700
feet of vertical and 31 trails ser-

viced by three lifts. The unique
thing about this resort is that it

is one of the most northern

mountains in New England to

offer skiing at night. Night
skiing may be a bit more
dangerous and a lot colder than

daytime skiing but it is usually

less crowded and conditions

are usually better.

Next stop is Suicide Six in

Woodstock, Vermont. In it's

54th year of operation Suicide

Six is aptly named. Though it is

small on verticle, 650 feet, the

summit trails offer the steeps

and bumps enough to satisfy

any skier. The area has 18 trails

serviced by three lifts.

The largest ski area in New
England, Kiltington, is about 20

miles down the road. Like birds

going south for the winter, many
New Englanders make it a point

of returning to Killington at

least once a year. And why not?

The three and a half mile gon-

dola ride (longest in North
America) is worth it alone. And
with six mountains with 107

trails there is something for

everyone at Killington. The
mountain is serviced by 18 lifts

including four high speed quad-
druple lifts. From the four mile

intermediate-beginner trail to

Outer Limits (the steepest
moguls in New England), Kil-

lington has the most varied ter-

rain ofany ski resort on the East

Coast. Killington also has the

highest vertical in New Eng-
land, so trails are long and
almost endless.

About five miles down the

road is the Pico ski resort. Liv-

ing up to its billing as the
friendly mountain Pico treats

its skiers with fantastic hospi-

tality and service. Whether it is

getting rentals or getting lunch,

the Pico people definitly go out

oftheir way to help you. And the

skiing is not bad either. Pico has

four mountains with nine lifts

including one quad that bring

skiers up 1,967 feet of vertical

and 35 trails.

But what happens ifthe skiing

goes bad? Do not despair. Route
4 has been blessed with an
abundance of retail and outlet

stores. The Killington access

road also has its share of stores.

restaurants, and nightlife. Also

Rutland and Woodstock, Ver-

mont; and Lebanon, New

Hampshire contain major shop-

ping malls for die hard shop-

pers.

So forget this ski 93 stuff.

Make your own road to skiing

satisfaction.

By Chris Bergeron

Al Harrison is working overtime

at the College these days. Without
the luxury of a woman's basketball

team, Harrison has put his efforts

towards organizing a competetive

intramural program.

With the asstistance of Athletic

Director Alan Goodyear, Harrison

feels that he has put together an

organized program that will be

beneficial to all the students at the

college. Harrison expressed the im-

portance of an organized in-

tramural program to benefit the

students who otherwise cannot
participate in the interscholastic

athletics. "1 can relate to the

students here, intramurals were a

big thing at my college. We always

had strong varsity teams and the

intramurals were a great release for

the people who couldn't play on the

interscholastic teams." he con-

tinued, "1 don't see any reason why
CCCC can't have just as good a

program."

The coed program is comprised

of basketball and soccer. The
basketball meets Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons from 12:30 to

2:00, Harrison held a registration

which he considered a success.

There are seven teams registered for

basketball. Four teams of three will

play two half court games up to

eleven. Standings will be kept and

a post season tournament will be

held in April. "We had originally

planned to run games until the first

day of spring break," Harrison

said, "once we saw the number of

teams and interest we felt that we

could go until early April."

The indoor soccer teams com-
pete Mondays and Wednesdays
from 2:00 to 4:00. There was a sur-

prisingly large number of people

interested in playing soccer. These

games will be played along the full

court, however time limits and team

sizes were not yet finalized.

The playoff winners for both

basketball and soccer will recieve

plaques and a large trophy with the

champions name-will be placed in

the trophy case at the physical

education facility.

Harrison hopes that the pro-

spects of a more organized and

competetive program will bring

more participants and hopefully

help out the weak number of

athletes trvi.ig out for our inter-

scholastic teams.

Speaking Of Sports

Tennis

H Softball

X
B Baseball
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Division Chairs Push to Change Activities Periods

L to R: Adam Cordeiro, David Wrightson; Laura Wilson, Mary EUen Chamberlain, Kenth"
Rothfeld, Mamie Cook, Chris Trocchi.

Senate denies Vaccination Funds
By: Tim Crowninshield

A request for $ 1000 to de-
fray the cost of hepatitis

vaccinations for Nursing/
Dental Hygiene students
was denied at the March 10
meeting of the Student
Senate on grounds of non-
constitutionality. The peti-

tion for funds had been
presented a week earlier by
Marge Mullin, Chairman
of the Division of Health
Technologies. Ms. Mullin
hoped to alleviate the fi-

nancial burden imposed by
the mandatory immuniza-
tion by acquiring money
from the Student Activity

Fund.

The legislators debated
the issue at length, but were
forced to unite when the

question of constitutional

legality was raised. Upon
denial of the request the
Senate agreed to suggest
alternate sources of fund-
ing to Ms. Mullin. Sopho-
more Senator Debbie
Simpson explained the
senate's action: "Because

Search For Dean
Continues

this money was requested
on the behalf of several

individuals, and not by an
organized club, we were
forced to deny the motion.
The Student Senate
Constitution only allows us

Senate President Bemie
Zanoni informed his col-

leagues that their services

would be required on the
Blood Drive slated for

April 20. The annual event
will be conducted in the

"The Student Senate
Constitution only allows us
to give Student Activity Fee
Funds to reorganized clubs...

Debbie Simpson

to give Student Activity Fee
funds to recognized clubs

which are chartered, ad-
vised, and open to all stu-

dents"

Freshman Senator Mich-
elle Gaumont informed the
Senate that plans for the
semi-formal are in full

swing. The dance has been
tentatively scheduled for

May 6 at the Tara hotel in

Hyannis. The decision is

pending on the question of
whether or not to serve
alcohol.

upper commons.

A report by the Smoking
Committee stated that a

tentative policy for smok-
ing on campus has been
developed. The new policy

would provide smoking
areas in certain sections of
North and South Halls and
the Science building.
Smoking would also be al-

lowed in private offices

providing no non-smokers
are present. This policy

recommendation wfll be
presented at the next Col-
lege Meeting.

By Mart Boulerice

As the midpoint of the
semester approaches, the

search for

qualified personnel to fill

the positions of Dean of

Academic Affairs and
Dean of Administration is

in full swing.

The search for a Dean is

a long and complicated
process, and for two Deans
it is twice as difficult. The
search begins with a nation-

wide advertisement of the

position available, which
includes a brief description

of what the job entails.

The next step is accepting

applications which are re-

viewed first by .President

Day and then by a commit-
tee created to organize the

search. When all applica-

tions have been reviewed,

the committee sets up
interviews with the top

candidates, and it is from
these interviews that the

final decision is made.
The search for the Dean

of Administration is now
reviewing over 100 applica-

tions, while the search for

the Dean of Academic Af-
fairs is still accepting appli-

cations, having recieved 20.

The college hopes to fill the

office of administrative

Dean by July and the office

of Dean of Academic Af-

fairs by mid fall semester.
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Cholesterol: The Facts

by Julie Hopkins

Yep, it's that word again-cho-

lesterol. By now you're probably

pretty tired of hearing about it.

Sources from television talk shows

to medical doctors have pounded

into our.brains that if we are not

careful about what we eat, dietary

cholesterol will clog our arteries,

stop our hearts, and leave us very,

veiy dead. For those of you who

are not yet convinced of this, it is

now the Main Sheet's turn to feed

you the facts.

Student Opinion

When asked how they feel

about all the controversy over

cholesterol students had mixed

opinions. Brent Hanley, a second

semester freshman says "It's a kil-

ler that many aren't aware of."

Len Sheeran of Plymouth agrees

"Cholesterol is bad news but diffi-

cult to really keep tract offwith all

the fast food of today." And as far

as Pat McManus is concerned he

isn't worried at air'I'm too young

to worry now!"

What Is Cholesterol?

There is a significant discrep-

ancy between what cholesterol

actually is and what most people

think it is. Many think that choles-

terol is a fatty substance obtained

from certain foods. Infact. it is a

lipid-a greasy substance insoluble

in water-but it is not a fat.

The word Cholesterol means

"bile solid" so named because the

wavyyellow substance ispresent in

large amounts in the bile from

your liver.

The body uses cholesterol to

make sex hormones and also vital

steroid hormones from the adre-

nal cortex gland over the kidneys.

It is also used in the sheaths that

form the outer layers of nerve fi-

bers. Your brain contains more
cholesterol than any pan of your

body. Infact, ifyou happen to eat

brains you may be surprised to

learn that a small 3 and 1/2 ounce

portion of raw brains contains

more than 2000 mg. of cholesterol,

about the equivalent of iiine egg

yolks.

Your Body Produces

Cholesterol

According to the American

Heart Association, the American -

diet supplements a great deal of

cholesterol (approximately 450 -

700 mg/day)/'But it is also impor-

tant to know that your body also

manufactures it (has since you

were bom).

It has been found that your

liver can aaually make cholesterol

out of table sugar. Also, when you

consume more calories than your

body needs, one way of handling

that excess calorieload is to make
fat and cholesterol. These com-

bine together to form fatty-choles-

terol particles which can often be

found building up on the walls of

the arteries causing atherosclero-

sis, a prime symptom leading to

heart disease.

The bile from your liver is

emptied into your small intestine.

It providesbetween 1500 and 2500

mg of cholesterol each day

(Muscle & Fitness). In addition

the cells lining yoursmall intestine

are shed and completely replaced

every three days. Those cells are

digested and used for food, and

provide another 500 mg of choles-

terol in a day. So that would mean

your body is the source of 2000 to

3000 mg of cholesterol secreted

into your sma'J intestine daily.

According to a recent issue of

Shape magazine, oneway ofknow-

ing if your body contains a great

abundance of cholesterol is that

many times it will be deposited

under the skin, causing orange-

yellow growths around the eyes

and unsightly lumps over the el-

bow and other areas.

High blood cholesterol can lead

to Coronary heart disease, the

number one killer in America

today.

According to the American

Heart Association, coronary heart

victims show a higher level of

blood cholesterol than does the

population as a whole. A person

with a blood cholesterol count of

more that 240 milligrams (per 100

milliters of blood) has more than

three times the possibility of aquir-

ing heart disease than does a per-

son with a blood cholesterol count

of less than 200. The ideal situ-

ation is tokeep the levelbelow200.

Lipids such as cholesterol are

chemically associated with pro-

teins carried in the blood. These

are refered to as lipoproteins and

can be classified either high den-

sity lipoproteins (HDL) or low

density lipoproteins (LDL). The

difference is that the ratio of pro-

tein to lipid is high in HDL. So, not

only is the total blood cholesterol

level significant, but also the rela-

tive abundance of the two classes

of lipoproteins in which choles-

terol is carried. The more LDL
present, the greater the risk of

heart disease; increased amounts

of HDL lower the risk.

There are several things you

can so to control your total choles-

terol level and regulate the HDL-
LDLbalance. OneistoUmityour

intake of cholesterol rich foods,

such as egg yolks, shrimp, and

organ meats such as liver. Another

is to limit your consumption of

saturated fats such as butter fat,

meat fat, and hydrogentated vege-

table fats. Also, frequent vigorous

exercise like aerobics and swim-

ming have proved effective in rais-

ing the beneficial HDL level

Cardiovascular Health

There you have it, more on that

worn out issue of cholesterol. As
tired of hearing about as you

maybe. ..the fact is blood choles-

terol plays a big role in your health.

So much that doctors are urging

that everyone know his or her

cholesterol level.

So keep that cholesterol at a

low by eating a diet low in fats,

participating in some form of vig-

orous exercise, and seeing your

doctor at least once a year and

you'll have made a big step up the

latter in your climb to great health.

What Is Wrong
With Success

by Karen Igoe

There is nothing wrong with

success. It beats failure every

time, but the idea that success

alone will make us happy ex-

plains what is wrong with our

culture. Win! Win! Win! What is

society's definition of "suc-

cess"?

It clearly defines material
terms met with power and
money. Within fact, there is no
one de|ihition of success. Ev-

erylj^y has their own.
^Although most people's defini-

tion of success includes money.
The only trouble with this is

we refuse the idea that success

is a combination ofevery part of

life.

"Get out there and fight your
way to the top, no matter what
price you have to pay."

What success should be re-

garding, is excellence in our
whole way of life, not just grasp-

ing for more money, a bigger

desk, great power, and live only

to win.
Success in life ought to matter

on making successful decisions

and viewpoints, not so competi-

tive that no success can ever be

satisfying enough.

What the point of this article

is all about, is not to tell you not

to become successful, but to not

necessarily measure yourself

against everyone else. If you

like what you're doing, you ha-

ven't failed.

Distorting the idea that suc-

cess only means money, power,

and your position, misses the

whole point of life. You should

succeed in the things that mat-

ter to you and be successful in

the eyes of who matters the

most. Yourself.

Announcements

Spring Luncheon

series

The hotel'hotel/restaurant man-

agement dept. will be hosting up-

coming luncheons as part of their

ongoing Spring Public Luncheon

series.The next luncheons will be

held on Thursday, March 24 and

Tuesday, April 5.

All meals are priced at $5.95.

Order forms with menus are avail-

able by contaaing the hotel/res-

taurant management dept. at 362-

2131 ext. 375. No tickets will be

available at the door.

Student Art Display

Student art work is now on exhibi-

tion at the college Library/Learn-

ing Resource Center until March

24. On display areworks from the

painting, studio art and design

classes. A second exhibition runs

from May 4 to June 3 including

works from the drawing ,visual

fundamental and graphic design

courses at CCCC.

Overseas Study

A number of overseas college

study courses and tours will be

offered this summer through the

CCCC international studies pro-

gram. Sessions concentrated in

France, Ireland, Portugal and

Russia are included.

Full details on overseas study pro-

grams and tours , open to students

and others who meet require-

ments, are available from the

CCCC office ofinternational stud-

ies by calling 362-2131 ext. 455.

Scholarship Opportunity

The Business and Professional

Women's Club of Cape Cod will

be awarding fmancial aid scho-

larshipsof approximately $500

each. The following guidelines

have been established for the

awards:

1. An applicant must have been

out of high school at least two

years.

2.An apphcant must be a resident

of Barnstable, Duke or Nantucket

County.

Scholarships will be awarded on

the basis of character, seriousness

of purpose and fmancial need.

AppUcations are available in the

fmancial aid office. Deadline is

AprU 15, 1988.
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Arts and Entertainment
Janus Players to Perform "Magic Time"

"Magic Time," one of the major

produrtions being presented this

semester by The Janus Players, is

scheduled to open on Thursday,

March 24 at 8 p.m. in the Studio

Theatre of the Arts Center. The
production will continue on

March25,26,and27at8p.m.,with

a matinee on March 27 at 2 p.m.

Jim Silverman ofSandwich is the

guest director for this production

which Clive Barnes of The New
York Times has called "hilarious,

and entirely winning!" Written by

the contemporary playwright

James Sherman, this off-Broad-

way hit is a delightful and engaging

production spotlighting the on and

off stage lives of a group ofyoung

actors on the closing night of

summer stock theatre. The plot

deals with the jealousies, conllicts

and personalities of theatre with a

behind the scenes look that reveals

the artistic triumphs and traumas

of a theatrical community.

Included in the cast are Jane

Winans and Guy Trudeau, Jr. of

South Yarmouth, Patrick

Campbell of East Sandwich, Marc

Connolly of Plymouth, Richard

Gifford of West Dennis, Brian

Rice ofYarmouth, KristaTzannos

of Hyarmis, and Gretchen C.

Widegren of Harwich. The pro-

duction is designed by Delmadean

Wills of the Theatre Arts Depart-

ment.

Reservations may be made by

calling theJanusPlayersbox office

at 362-2131, ext. 355 any weekday

and 362-2133 on weekends. Tick-

ets are $5.00 for general admission

and $3.00 for students and senior

citizens.

Eating Out?
Consider the Quarterdeck

"MagicTmie" Rehearsal; pictured are JaneWinans (left), ofSouth

Yannouth and Director, Jim Silverman (right) of Sandwich in the

production to open Thursday, March 24.

YES: A GENEROUS SERVING
by Rob Migliaccio

"Big Generator", the 16th album

from British rock group YES, is the

most accessible and perhaps the

most commercially successful ven-

ture in the bands 20 years. Packed

with two hit singles, some solid

rock songs and a few of the lengthy

solos the old YES were noted for,

the album stays clear of having any

filler songs.

Starling from the opening

cut."Rhythm of Love," YES proves

it is not bogged down by its tag of

being excessive and pretentious.

This song is a fast moving rocker

with Beach Boy style harmonies.

Us a song about being able to love;

lead singer Jon Anderson sings:

"Any way will do. Anyone will

do, when you dance to your darkest

tune."

We are reminded of the times we

live in and how we must be care-

ful in who we choose to love. The

whole album has a socially con-

scious message of peace, love, and

hope, as do most YES albums. The

dilTcrence here is its an easy album

to listen to, where as earlier YES

albums were concept albums with

great universal themes around

ponderous lyrics and music. "Big

Generator" is YES in a compact

form.

This can all be attributed to the

addition of South African guitar-

ist, singer/producer, Trevor Rabin.

Rabin, who look over for 5 time

Guitar Player Magazine "Best

Overall Guitarist" Steve Howe in

1981 alter he left lojoin ASIA, had

some big shoes to fill. Rabin did

just that and catapulted YES back

into the mainstream with "90125",

an impressive "comeback" album.

released in 1983. Rabin has helped

YES revamp their sound into a

more streamlined listening

experience.

"Shoot High, Aim Low," and

"I'm Running," are two songs that

showcase Rabins talent as a

guitarist. Both seven minute tunes

mix acoustic guitar with muhi-

effect guitar parts. In "Shoot

High," a song that Rabin also sings

on, he goes from a burst of acoustic

picking to an ever ascending elec-

tric solo, much in the same style as

David Gilmour of Pink Floyd. On

"I'm Running," he mixes mexican

"La Bamba" music in and con-

cludes with a blistering array of

guitar pyrotechnics.

"Love Will Find a Way," the first

single off the album is an uplifting

song about the power of love

Anderson sounds convincing as he

attempts to shed hope on broken

relationships.

Undetated drummer Alan White

does an outstanding job on this

album and keyboardist Tony Kaye

surrounds the music with layers of

sound.

This album isn't without faults

however. Lead singer Anderson can

go from spiritual harmonies to pop

singing all too quickly and the tran-

sitions hard to take. Also, Chris

Squiers driving bass, which used to

anchor the YES sound, is missing.

Squier unleashes some great bass

playing, but prefers to keep the

sound tight without getting into his

elastic bass line stretches of the

past. Also the production of the

album is a bit high and it loses some

depth.

With "Big Generator," listeners

no longer have to be on acid to ap-

preciate or understand the music,

although the album lends itself to

the psychedelic experience. The

great playing is still there, though,

which makes this album an aher-

native to the mindless dribble of

many of todays guitar-oriented

groups.

By Krista Randall

After hearing that the Quarter-

deck restaurant on Main Street in

Falmouth had recently undergone

a change in ownership, my fiancee

and 1, decided to see i f anything had

changed. You see, the Quarterdeck

had ceased to be a "pleasant din-

ing experience" due to, in our

estimation, an extreme lack of pro-

fessionalism thai is required to run

a restaurant. The decor was dark

and dirty, the service was spotty,

and the menu was overcrowded,

leading to substandard preparation

and freshness. The Quarterdeck

was not high on my list of places

to dine

Thankfully, the new owners have

spent some time in cleaning up the

previous faults. The new Quarter-

deck has been updated with a

brighter interior, a briefer more

innovative menu, and the attention

to detail that help make dining out

the aforementioned "pleasant ex-

perience" it can be.

Upon entering the restaurant, we

were immediately greeted by a well

dressed maitre d', who asked our

preference of tables. The Quarter-

deck is divided into two main din-

ing areas. The front room, where

a bar is located along with several

tables, give a view of the room with

its stained glass windows illumi-

nated by the lights of Main Street.

Straight through this area lies the

rear, more formal dining room.

This dining area is quieter, darker,

and more private Tables are set

with a candle as well as fresh carna-

tions. No tablecloths here; you get

woven, cloth placemais.

The menu provided a taste for

everyone All can be accommo-

dated from appetizers through

dessert. We chose to start with an

old standby, All American Skins,

deep fried potato skins with Ched-

dar cheese broiled on top. The skins

were crisp on the outside, yet tender

on the inside Unfortunately, our

waitress failed to serve these with

the requisite, sour cream, which we
had to ask for. We also ordered Pan

Blackened Scallops, which were ex-

cellent! These were tender, bay

scallops blackened with a spicy

saute and served with a creamy

mayonnaise dip. Altogether these

appetizers were a tasty prelude to

our entrees.

These entrees range from your

basic sandwich to the most delicate

seafood. We chose a basic Mari-

nated Steak and the Chicken Fran-

cais. The steak was a lean, tender

piece of top sirloin broiled to

perfection. The chicken was light-

ly batter dipped and delicately

sauleed with lemon juices and

white wine. The entrees were serv-

ed with a combination of potatoes

and vegetables. Potatoes were au

gratin, laced with red and green

peppers. The vegetables consisted

of a lightly sauteed medley of zuc-

chini, summer squash, celery and

mushrooms. They were very light-

ly seasoned which allowed their

flavor and freshness to come
through. Our salad was of the

generic variety. It would have been

a total bore if not for the house

dressing. It is a creamy, dill dress-

ing that livened up an otherwise

unoriginal salad.

The dessert selection is short but

sweet. We chose an Apple-walnut

Cheesecake Its crust was flaky; its

flavor was out of this world. The

only disappointment with our

dessert was the coffee; it was

nothing special.

Overall we found the

Quarterdeck to be well beyond

average in most respects, especial-

ly the food which was fresh, tasty,

and elegant to the eye The interior

appointments were much more

pleasant than the Quarterdeck had

previously offered. We give it a

"BC". With just a little more work

the Quarterdeck could move into

the "A" category
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Editorials
MONSTER ON THE LOOSE

by Kathleen G. Hannan

There is a monster loose m the

world today. 1 f we remain unpre-

pared, it will devour our children.

It's detection does not lie with a

blood lest. Unlike Bigfoot, it leaves

no giant footprints to track in the

snow.

Call it disillusionment, futility,

or despair it's an insidious drain on

our young people. Within it's grip,

lies the hope of the next generation.

Without question, AIDS is one

of the most powerful words in the

world today. From pro-athletes to

school children, musicians, and

street people, dentists or clergy, no

one will escape the impact of this

dreaded disease.

Not a day passes without a media

bombardment of AIDS informa-

tion. Newspapers, TV talk shows,

medical bulletins, the message is

grim at best.

Education is the best defense

against AIDS, stresses Surgeon

General Koop. He's quick to add

that prevention of AIDS is every-

one's responsibility. The guidelines

most often recommended are: no

sex without condoms, avoidance of

intimate relationships with high

risk groups, especially IV drug

users, prostitutes, and bisexuals. In

addition, Koop strongly empha-

sizes the need for more volunteer

AIDS testing.

Blood testing for AIDS is a

controversial subject that elicits

mixed responses from the differing

factions in our society. But putting

personal viewpoint aside, no one

debates the monumental tragedy

that lies ahead if we fail to meet

AIDS prepared. On this fact alone

AIDS education could benefit

from a more positive approach. If

AIDS is a legacy we are leaving our

children, adolescents, and young

adults, we have a moral obligation

to prepare them for the battle.

For me, AIDS is the Vietnam of

the eighties. Hopefully some things

have been learned from thai horri-

ble waste of young lives.

As the mothers and fathers of

our next generation our young peo-

ple have the most to lose from an

AIDS epidemic By the same token,

they also have the most to gain from

AIDS education. For them scare

tactics alone are not enough. What

parent has not experienced the ut-

ter futility that comes with any ver-

bal exchange with a 17 year old?

Along with an Al DS education,

we need to challenge our young

people to take a positive, more ac-

tive part in their personal well be-

ing. AIDS, by it's very, definition

implies powerlessness. Only with a

change of attitude will we begin to

regain some measure of control.

Attitude, be it positive or negative,

has an enormous, if not explainable

impact on any human condition.

Today, in many patient educa-

tion programs physicians stress the

importance of a positive attitude

in treating serious illness. With

cancer patients alone, a positive at-

titude has contributed significant-

ly, 10 longer remission rates.

Proper nutrition, adequate rest,

and physical exercise is a large part

of personal well-being. It is a sim-

ple prescription that is often

overlooked by students with limited

means and maximum needs.

Equally important is an honest

evaluation of any self-destructive

habits. Alcohol, drug abuse, eating

disorders, and addictive relation-

ships all contribute to an unhealthy

self image. Not to mention the

abuse to one's body. Above all this

is not a moral inventory but an

honest appraisal of our health

needs.

Awareness and self honesty are

powerful skills. Don't hesitate to

seek professional help, if you

discover a habit is running your life.

Never underestimate the power

of laughter. A lighter view of life,

contributes to relaxation and

reduced anxiety.

In Norman Cousin's book
Analnmvof an lllnes.s. the author

shares with his readers the power

humor wielded in his own personal

battle with cancer.

Stress and anxiety wreak havoc

on the immune system. Those who

choose to live life on the edge set

themselves at risk for any number

of medical problems.

All of life's experiences contain

hidden costs. Life in the fast lane

is much more than a BMW, recrea-

tional coke, and a Club Med
vacation.

No one ever gets just a little bit

of AIDS. Lifestyle changes should

begin today. Don't wait until you

contract AIDS to decide the price

is too high!

Battle of the Bulge:
Is It Necessary?

By Susan Walker

As the warm breeze makes its

entrance, students both male and

female, seem to get a rash of

"spring fever." Suddenly, every-

one is reminded of what is soon

approaching: 80 degree weather,

savage tans, and (oh no) bathing

suits.

This premature burst of warm

weather is great news for the

health clubs. People both young

and old join in massive quantities

with hopes of beconung "body

beautiful." There is a great mis-

conception that exercise is glamor-

ous. Warning to all whom are

about to attempt it: getting in

shape is probably the toughest job

you'll ever experience. The last 45

minutes of sleep each morning

now becomes the first 45 minutes

of each day, dragging your body to

the club for the 7 a.m. class. By

7: 15, your brain begins to dysfunc-

tion. Never before have the mes-

sages :pelvic tilt, tighten that abdo-

men, squeeze your buttocks and

breath, simultaneously been

screamed at you by an instructor

who makes it seem so easy. By 7:30,

you begin staggeriitg like a drunk

—

but at least you are still moving.

Alas, the end is near: Calisthenics.

Calisthenics, is an intense workout

of each part of the body and your

heart beat begins to finally slow

down.

What could be better? I'll tellyou

...a strong cup of coffee and the

morning paper. So before you go

charging to that health club with

$200 in hand, think aboutwhat you

are doing and prepare yourself for

it — the glamor girls' boot camp.

Grand Larceny

by Jonathan Can

Most people have thought at

least once, however fleetingly and

insincerely, of how they might go

about attempting some major

crime. Of course, most people don't

follow through with such ideas

because they fear the consequences.

I had convinced myself, though,

that everyone should attempt

something totally insane at least

once in his life, so in August of 1986

1 stole my uncle's mini condition

1985 Trans Am.
One weekday, while my uncle

wasoulof the house, having driven

his truck to work, I took the Trans

Am's keys to a local lumber yard

and had duplicates made. Three

o'clock the next Saturday morning,

while everyone was asleep, 1 took

the car. 1 drove to a near-by settled

district and tore a temporary license

plate froiTi the rear window of a

parked car, then ripped the local

dealership sign off theTTSns Am
and headed for the highwai?'J»ffew

hours later, Jacksoriville, Florida

was far behind, andVv^Wtf on

my way tO Cape Cod7""=""'^'

1 arrived on the Cape by Mon-

day noon, exhausted and out ot

No-dose. The first thing 1 did was

call a friend to arrange lor a place

to stay; then 1 did what I could to

find som-'one to take the car. 1 was

told that there was someone who
would take it, but it would be a cou-

ple of days. All I had to do was keep

out of the public mainstream in the

meantime. Everything seemed to be

working out jusi as planned. The

next day though, a girl I had met

a year earlier on the Cape in a

lingerie store, called to ask if 1 could

join her for lunch. Against all com-

mon sense, 1 drove the Trans Am.

1 told myself that this would be the

last time. Enroute to this passion

meeting, 1 was involved in an acci-

dent; subsequently, 1 was arrested.

After a cold night in one of Barn-

stable's finest cells, I was sent to the

Barnstable House of Correction,

to be released upon payment of a

$1000 bail. So much for the fast life.

My uncle didn't press charges,

and after three or four trial

postponements and no recurrent

criminal behavior on my part, the

severity of what 1 had done had

lessened in the eyes of the law. I was

lucky to get off easy. I was given

a $175 fine and told to "clean up

my act."The real penahy 1 suffered

was the severance of lies with my
family 1 haven'I talked to any of

'Wem since. 1 feel embarrassed and

'^guihy. What has bothered me the

most is knowing that my mother

has'prob'ably had tO endure that

predictalilc and tinjust rebuke, "see

what kind of child you've raised."

Only two days as a prisoner

laught me that freedom is sweet

and precious, and so every time 1

think back on what 1 did, I'm

grateful that I was given a second

chance, with no record against me;

but then I wonder if I'll ever be

gi\en that chance by my family.
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Arts And Eiitertainineiit
WKKL: Mark Hennen

By Susan Walker

Mark Hennen, a transfer student

from the University of Maryland,

will be graduating this spring with

a diploma in Visual Arts. Al-

though his major takes up much of

his time, Hennen is also actively in-

volved in the Student Senate.

Hennen's strong interest in music

led him to WKKL in hopes of ob-

taining a radio spot. In September

of 1987, Hennen volunteered for

thejazz show and has been the disc

jockey ever since. Hennen de-

scribes his show as progressive

jazz. Before each show, Hennen
chooses hisown schedule ofmusic.

He plays a touch of everything,

adding as many new cuts as pos-

sible.

Mark Hennen's specialty jazz

show is aired each Thursday, 5:30

to 7:30.

James laylor:
Never Die Young
By Scott Smith

It has been twenty years since the

release of his first LP, and after

two decades of chart topping al-

bums (fourteen in all ifwe include

a late 1960's release with a group

known as "The Flying Machine'),

James Taylor has seen some hard

times, but he still hasn't lost his

touch.

Many reviewers have said that

his latest album, "Never Die

Young" is a departure from his

usual style, while in actuality, it

sparkles with the very same style

and variety that JT. fans have

loved for years. This album offers

a masterful blend of Taylor's wide

range of musical tastes,talents,

st>ies, and lyrical quality that have

become his signature over the

years. From the country twangs of

"Run away Boy", to the up-beat,

can't sit-still rythms of "Sweet

Potato Pie", "Never Die Young"
clearly and unquestionably fmds

its roots in the albums that have

won Taylor his place in the hearts

(and ears) of his followers.

My only disappointment is that

my tape needs replacing ; after

only six weeks I've worn it rather

thin! For theJames Taylor fan, this

album is a must, for others I can

almost promise you'll enjoy it.

James, you've done it again!

Mark Hennen, DJ of Jazz Show from 5:30 to 7:30 on Thursdays

Grateful Dead Again
By Randy L.Viscio

Okay kiddoes, it's that time of the

year again and America's "favorite

family -fiin band," the Grateful

Dead, is set to begin the Spring 88'

East Coast Tour.

No one was really sure if there

would be a spring or summer tour

this year. The Dead had said that

they would do an Asian tour, the

fmal show of which would be

played at the Great Wall of China.

Given the present political circum-

stancesinChinalsuspectthat they

decided to hold off any tour until

1989 - that's the rumor anyway.

But now that we have set dates for

the spring shows let's turn our at-

tention to them and see if can find

some highlights and lowlights.

Atlanta, GA
March 24

the sets are consistent. The only

set-back at Hampton is the author-

ity problems that arise. Between

1985 and 1987 the Hampton police

have arrested over 500 Dead-

Heads on every charge from

"Svearing an American flag" to

"spitting on a police horse."

East Rutherford, NJ
Narcg30,31abd

April Fool's Day

Shows in E.Rutherforri are usuallv
veiy good. In the past the Dead
have chosen shows at the Mead-
owlands as the spots where they

bring out special guests. Stephen

Stills was there one year, David

Crosby the next. The main prob-

lem with these shows is the pre-

dicament that Heads usually find

themselves in after the show; if the

officials don't allow you to camp-

out

you've got to go somewhere, and

therein lies the problem.

Nobody really knows where At-

lanta is. The Dead are playing only

one show there and depending on

whoyou are,where your from, and

what your preference for a show is,

this date is good or bad accord-

ingly. If you live in Atlanta it's a

great spot for you because chances

are you'll know everyone who
goes. If your from the East, you

would probably prefer to miss

Atlanta rather than any of the

other shows.

Hampton, VA
March 26,27,28

Everyone knows where Hampton

is. Shows in Hampton are usually

some of the best shows on tour. It

is one of the smaller spots with the

Coliseum holding about 11-13,000

people. The energy levels in

Hampton are usually soaring and

E.Rutherford is in Uke this really

weird spot halfway between New
York City and Newark - you get a

choice ofwhere to go, but neither

is very appealing.

It's also very important for us to

remember what went on back in

1985. About 75 people( we won't

considerthemHeads) broke down

the doors at the Brendyn Byrne

Arena. They not only gave a real

bad name to DeadHeads, but they

also succeeded in hurting a lot of

people when they smashed

through the doors. The band was

banished from playing there for

two years. Hopefully this time

cooler Heads will prevail.

Hartford, CT
AprU 3,4,5

Hartford made a name for itself

ABRAMS&
ANDERSON

12:50-1:30
back in 1983 when the Dead

played their last St.Stephen there.

Hartford is a special place and

shows there have been consis-

tently good for the past 5 years.

Rumor has it that the show on

April 3, is going to be very special

- but you know how rumors are.

Worcester, MA
April 7,8,9

The shows at the Centrum are

fairly good but let's not kid our-

selves. These shows areNOT con-

sistently good. One year they play

allright and the neitt year bunk.

There is a highlight in that mem-

bers of the Boston Celtics usually

appear on stage for a few minutes.

Some Headsmight remember that

back in 1984, Jerry, while in the

midst of playing a tune, actually

moved around for approximately

10.99 seconds, and this drew a tre-

mendous ovation from the shock-

stricken crowd. Now it's no big

deal because the "FAT MAN,"
who isn't that fat anymore, has

been moving a lot on stage. At the

time, however, it was quite a thrill.

For the sake of time and interest

I'll stop here. The Dead will go on

to play in Detroit^Iichigan and

Rosemont.IUinois before they

head back out west. I'll leave you

with some interesting trivial pur-

suits about the Dead.

1)THE DEAD last played

St.Stephen 5 years ago on October

15,1983 in Hartford,MA.. It's due

to come up again some time soon

so good luck all you St.Stephen

watchers.

2)RUMORHAS IT that the Dead

have set a tentative date for their

last show which would be held,

rain or shine, someplace on New
Year's Eve in 1999.

3)THIS PAST New Year's Show

saw Ken Keasey (main character

of the Electric KoolAid Acid

Tests, and author of "One Flew

Over The Cuckoo's Nest") as the

band's special guest.

4)A CABLE TV REPORTER
asked Trixie Garcia (Jerry's wife)

at the New Year's Show, "Why do

you wear those kinds of clothes?"

Trixie replied,"Should there be a

reason?" Right -on Trixie.

5)QUECTION: Why did the

DeadHead cross the road?

ANSWER: To dose the chicken.

Letter From England

Continued from Page 3

ferry to Fishguard in Wales. We
now know why the Irish Sea has

such a reputation. It makes the Bay

of Fundy seem Uke a mill pond.

In Wales we saw regional crafts

and building techniques. With the

dismantling of the coal industry,

they are trying to develop a tourist

economy, but many of the locals

are highly resistant to this change,

and burning the second homes of

"outsiders" is quite common.

The cathedral towns of Worc-

ester and Shrewsbury were busy

and seem to be rather prosperous

in contrast to the rundown and

impoverished north.

We tried to get to London as

much as possible. When the

weathergotbetterwewent toKew

Gardens, the Viaoria and Albert

Museum, the Tate, and many

other galleries, shopsand markets.

The Towerand all the usual "must

see" places were duly covered, and

wewent to theweddingof a cousin

in an ancient church in London.

All in all we tried to make the

best use of the year and come

home with many memories, some

new friends, and ideas about living

in another culture.
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Iproximatlyagclassroom hours Willi
Jbecome available between 12:30-1

2:00 on Tuesdays and Thursdays.l
This figureis based on the assump-l
Ition that 38 classrooms will be frccl
Ifor an hour each on each day.'
however, the actual classroom
hours available may be different

because some classrooms can only
accommodate certain courses. Of
priority concern are the 23 al

purpose classrooms now in use.

iMany of these rooms could be
lused to add sections to such over-
Iburdoned classes as English Com-
position 101 and Oral Communi-
(cations.

Bell fears that unless this new
_.„rmat is accepted ihe only time
frame available for

"^i) Intramural News c.^^
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question of whether or not it is

advisable, or c-ven po.ssiljle, lo

have instructors work a passible
ten hour day.

Bell emphasized th^it the new
proposal is only the most attractive

of several examined, adding that

he and other proponents would be
happy to entertain creative solu-

tions from any source.

The proposal has aheady
found n source of resistance in the
form of student leaders who have
voiced several objections. Student
Senate President. Bemie Zanoni
worries that students will be un-
able to join more than one club if

the proposal is adopted because all

y the clubs will be forced to meet at

yt the same time. Secretary Christie

1^1^ Fierra adds that "students who
don't participate in activities be-
cause they have to work may find
their schedules adverselv af-
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Iicld expressed concern that the
student body has not been polled
to establish a majority opinion on
the subject.

I

Both sides expea the issue to

be hotly debated when it comes up
at the next College Meeting
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Editorials

A Glimpse of Death:

A Surge of Strength
Letters to the Editor:

By Kathleen Bresette

Entering the house, my heart

beats rapidly. I become nervous

and scared. I linger outside the

bedroom door of a dying man. My
mind scatters over the experiences

I have shared with this man and his

family, wliile my heart yearns to

engulf their sorrow. Finally, his

wife motions for me to enter the

room. Grief blankets the room like

a dense fog. I sit on the man's bed,

and he grasps my hand, Alone in

the room with this shriveled, sick

man, tears flood my eyes and pour

down my cheeks. 1 feel scared and

empty. In a raspy voice, the man
whispers, "Kathleen, I love you

and Iwant you to be there forMary
Katewhen I die. Do this for me...I

love you."

As his eyes flutter and finally

close from exertion, I reply that I

will take care of his daughter, my
best friend. Sobbing, I rise and

bend over his dying body to kiss

him goodbye. The grip of his hand,

engulfed in mine, does not sub-

side. Pulling my hand away, I real-

ize I will never see this man again.

A good friend and role model had

prepared to die.

Death is painful. It traps the

heart and reluctantly releases it

from bondage. Confusion and fear

conquer the soul when a close

friend dies. Although death causes

depression and sorrow, it can also

inspire strength and new Hfe. Ev-

eryone experiences trauma and
tragedy. Universally, sorrow

reigns. Grief extinguishes heart-

ache and provides an escape for

fear and emotional chaos. Tears

wash away the pain. Perhaps death

can be transformed into a learning

experience for the mourner. Have

not we all experienced a tragedy

that in someway inspired growth?

I happened to me last summer.

On June 22, 1987, my best

friend's father, my role model,

died. Although I was not in the

area at the time, my ten hour drive

from Boston to Washington in-

duced a period of grief, sorrowand

soul-searching. Since I had been at

his bedside two weeks before, his

death did not shock me. Because

of the time spent with him, I had

slowly come to realize and accept

that his illness had conquered his

spirit aswell as his body; therefore,

death provided a peaceful release

from the pain. To understand his

death, and grow from this experi-

ence, I tried to recall e\'erything I

had learned from him, my role

model. This man taught me to

laugh, to be tender and to listen.

In high school, it seems that

there is always a father figure

whom all respert and love. This

man was Mr. Rowe. Hours were

spent in his livingroom, discussing

topics that were 'taboo' in normal

households. Over a few beers and

spontaneous laughter, students

became comfortable, and dis-

cussed their problems openly.

With abig smile, but serious brow,

he would give advice. Because he

never forced his ideas, but offered

his experience and wisdom, we lis-

tened intently. His words created

an atmosphere of fun and happi-

ness. He made us realize that no

matter how big the problem, the

ability to laugh should never disap)-

pear. Often laughter reduced the

pain or problem. I learned to

laugh.

This man cared. He was tender

and warm. If bothered, one could

lean on him. T>ie usual harshness

of paternal advice did not exist. A
big hug from this teddy bear, at

times, bore more importance than

a stream ofwords. Words can drag

on where a smile or a pat on the

head emits love and caring. From
him I learned to be tender when

people yearn for comforting. 1 am
tender. I care.

This man listened. His powerful

presence was often subtle, but he

was always there. He drifted into

the shadowsand surveyed people's

needs. He heard things that words

could never describe. He could

search a person's soul and hear

their thoughts. He taught me to

listen. I learned to be sensitive and

aware. I have been transformed

from a speaker to a listener, by his

example. Since he inspired me to

become aware, I now hear the si-

lent heart that aches for comfort

and recognize the smile that is only

a facade. I am a listener. I am
aware.

At forty, with a wife and three

children, Mr. Rowe entered the

hospital for a few tests. He re-

mained in the hospital, trapped by

lung cancer. Six months later, in

the comfort of his friends and

family, he died at home. When in

the hospital, his room overflowed

with laughter and love. Hundreds

of students visited weekly. Death

escaped into the shadows of the

room. The illness seemed to

evaporate into the air, as an in-

credible spirit permeated the

room.
Slowly, his health deteriorated,

as did his courage and hope.

Friends still sunounded him and
provided in^iration, but now
their smiles were masks used to

hide their sorrow. Finally, the

struggle ended; he died. Hundreds
flocked to his funeral. I had the

honor, along with six other young
adults, of speaking at his funeral.

We each dedicated a personal

petition to his family. On the alter,

gazing into his daughter's eyes, I

did not feel grief. I felt inspiration

and strength. I remembered my
promise to Mr. Rowe and only at

that moment did I realize that I

could fulfill his hope. Because of

everything he had taught me, I

would be able to coach his daugh-

ter along her path of sadness.

I now shield her pain. My shoul-

der absorbs her tears. My laughter

blankets her frown. My ability to

listen inspires her to talk through

her problems. She has slowly be-

gun to heal, and I have helped her.

I only thank Mr. Rowe. He taught

me strength and love.

Hopefully, my personal experi-

ence will encourage others to re-

spond to death in a new maimer.

Everyone has experienced sorrow.

Remember, death can also inspire

growth.

Financial Aid fh)m National Guard

The Massachusetts Army Na-

tional Guard can prove to be very

advantageous in meeting the rising

cost of today's college expenses.

Unlessyou area recipient of finan-

cial aid or maybe you have the

unique priviledge of being the son

or daughter of affluent parents,

you connot help but have difficul-

ties making ends meet. The Mas-

sachusetts Army National Guard

can provide substantial financial

relief for the student. The Guard

will provide 100% tuition assis-

tance for Slate school students,

and will repay previously accrued

student loans. In addition, stu-

dents enlisting in the Guard may
receive a cash bonus. The amount

depends upon the Military Occu-

pation Speciality(MOS) they elect

to enter. And, like most jobs, a

stipend will be sent to the student

once a month for weekend duty.

What is important here is that one

not only supplements his income,

he expands his formal education,

and he developes self-awareness

and practical experience by virtue

of the challenge the Guard pro-

vides.

The Guard does require stu-

dents to attend both basic training

and Advance Individual Training

(AIT). Upon completion of ATT,

students may apply for college

credits related to their MOS.
These are subject to acceptanceby

the college attended.

Basic training and AIT can be

done in eitheronephase or maybe
broken into a split traming pro-

gram, which allows the student to

complete training during a break

between school semesters.

For a student, it all boils down
to plarming for a career and using

his options effectively.

Incidently, during this spring

break, I am using my military I.D.

card on a space available flight to

Florida to further my education in

the fine art of surfing.

Robert Fitzgerald

Viscio's Views Unrealistic

To The Editor

In the interest of public health,

please discontinue distnbuting the

MainSheet in the cafeteria area.

Randy Viscio's left wingviews, and

bleeding heart liberalism is mak-
ing all the realistic people in this

school sick. Maybe someday Mr.
Viscio will come out of his idealis-

lic shell and see what the "real"

^vorld is like, and most of all what

it takes for the United States to

survive in the "real" world.

Sincerely,

Two Views on Smoking

Evefyone is so concerned about

the rights of the non-smokers.

What about the rights ofthe smok-

ers; after all these years, suddenly

we aren't allowed to smoke where

and when we want. In the last few

years we have all picketed for the

civil rights of the minorities, and

now I find myself with my civil

rights endangered.

In the cafeteria, the smoking

section is fenced off with "spite

fence." I think it looks like a stock-

ade fence that we are suppose to

hide behind. We aren't even al-

lowed half or a quarter of the area.

So while there are plenty of empty

tables in the non-smoking section,

we can hardly find a seat in the

smokers' section.

Now they are trying to take that

away. Trying topassabillthat will

ban all smokingon the campus. My
father has never smoked, and no

one in the house smokes.He rarely

comes in contact with anyone

smoking, yet he has emphysema
and heart problems. My grand-

mother died of cancer of the liver;

she neither drank or smoked. This

week my Aunt in Worcester was
operated on, and they found can-

cer of the throat. Again, neither

she or anyone near her smokes.My
twenty-nine year old son has heart

problems as do I. He doesn't

smoke. My point is, none of these

people acquired these diseases

from other people's smoke. It is

hereditary.

So please don't preach to me
about my dying of cancer. I don't

tell you how to live, and I don't

expect you to infringe on my life-

style. I could give up smoking

(something that I enjoy very

much) and get hit the next dayby a

train.

When I read the "Letter to the

Editor" from Matthew Blackburn,

I thought I was reading about lep-

ers. Asyou can tell from my letter,

I have no intention of quitting,

thankyouMr. Blackburn. I respect

Mr. Blackburn's and Professor

Fitzpatrick's right to their opinion,

but in return I expect they will

respect MY RIGHTS TOO!
I hope all you fellow smokers

out there stand up for OUR
RIGHTS and OUR privledges>

Don't let them be taken awayfrom
us both here and everywhere else.

Mariester L. Robbins

To smoke or not to smoke in the

workplace? This is a question that

has been a recent issue throughout

many businesses in the Bay State.

It is my opinion that smoking

should not be allowed in the

workplace where a non-smoker

becomes an iimocent victim to the

harmful affects of second-hand

smoke.

There are two types of second-

hand smoke given off by a careless

co-worker and his or her cigarette.

First, there is mainstream smoke.

This is the smoke that is exhaled by

the smoker after he or she takes a

drag from a cigarette, in what they

consider tobegoodtaste. Second,

there is sidestream smokewhich is

the smoke given offby the end of a

burning cigarette. For example,

the cigarette that a "friendly" co-

worker left burning in the over-

flowing ashtray while he or she

went to use the copy machine on

the next floor, is releasing harmful

smoke into an unprotected envi-

roiunent. The fact is that the inno-

cent non-smoker is breathing in

twice as much tar and nicotine in

second-hand smoke than the

smoker himself is inhaling while

smoking.

The non-smoker who is uncon-

trollably forced to inhale the

harmful second-hand smoke is

effected physically. Breathing in

second-hand smoke in the

workplace causes one's heart to

beat faster, one'sbloodpressure to

rise, and the carbon monoxide in

one's blood to increase. Also the

non-smoker suffers from unde-

served eye irritation, headaches,

and nasal discomfort caused by a

neighoring co-worker's cigarette

smoke smothering them through-

out thework day. Finally, the inno-

cent and unproteaed non-smoker

who is exposed to second-hand

smoke for many years will show
disfunctions in the small airways of

their lungs.

It is unfortunate that the major-

ity of businesses still choose to

allow smoking in the workplace,

even though it causes harm to

everyone involved. Isn't it a high

price to payfor something that can

be stopped so easily?

Lisa Greenbiist'

Gregory P. Taylor

MainSheet Letters Policy

Letters lo the Editor nrc both welcomed and requested.

Names withheld by request only.

Please sign your tetters and include telephone number
for verification.
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Arts And Emtertaimneiit
Prof. Marie Canaves Brings Ancient World To life

By Gretchen Grabau

Art History possesses that elu-

sive quality so many other CCCC
courses lack: snob appeal. It is

difficult to find a class at a commu-
nity college that warrants preten-

tiousness but Marie Canaves

admittedly offers just that.

Art History I, offered at noon
and 2 p.m. on Monday, Wednes-

day, and Friday, is the most un-

likely candidate for a popular

coursfe. What exactly is it that is

causing the clamor to study the

ancient arts? New comer to the

CCCC faculty, Marie Canaves, is

one answer. Ms. Canaves, origi-

nally from Miami, is a delightful

person who readily brings the

ancient world to life.

A graduate of Miami Dade
Community College, Ms. Canaves

received her BA. in Fine Arts

from Rorida International Uni-

versity. She had majored in Studio

Arts and minored in Art History.

From there, she attended South-

em Methodist University where

she received a Masters degree in

Art History.

Canaves decided to pursue Art

History for two reasons. "One of

them was that I felt I had a limited

background in terms of just doing

studio art...I wanted to broaden

my horizons. So, I decided to go

into Art History because I thought

itwould complement my degree in

Fine Arts," she stated.

Ms. Canavesworked as an intern

New Professor from the Sunshine State, Marie Canaves

in education at the Dallas Mu-
seum of FineArts, She also taught

at the University of Texas. "I love

to teach," she replied to an inquiry

about the origins of her instruct

tion. "I'd much rather be teaching

than just exclusively doing mu-

seum work, for instance. In fact,

that's why I became a curator of

education and not a curator of

collections because of the faa that

I like to teach. A lot of timesyou're

in that position [as curator of

education] where you get to

teach...andyou get to lecture to the

public."

Upon her return to Miami, Ms.
Canaves served as Curator of

Education at the Bass Museum,
located in Miami Beach. She also

served as the Acting Curator of

Collections at the Bass Museum
before relocating on Cape Cod.

She described her reasons for

moving to the Cape as more per-

sona! than professional. "1 moved
to the Cape because I always

wanted to live in Massachusetts. I

wanted to be in a cultural center. I

loveMassachusetts so I applied [to

y CCCC] and I got in." She is very

"^ pleased with her decision,

•v^ >;tating,"rm really glad I came. I

> think I made a good decision."

S Ms. Canaves joined the CCCC
I faculty in the fall of 1987. She

f^ attributes the popularity of her

T3 courses to their broad based cov-

§ erage of interrelated cultural

Q fields. This also inspired her own
^interest in Art History. She

S stated,"Everything interests me
X about Art History..-it'sfascinating.

When you study Art History, you

learn about the techniques, the

different artistsyou see. You learn

about the background of different

artists."

She added emphatically,"You
also learn all this other great stuff

like, Svhat the religion was like'

and Svhat was the political situ-

ation that inspired particular

works of art?' You get a really

good overall picture of what soci-

ety was like" through the study of

Art History.

Art History I chronicles man's
aesthetic progression from Prehis-

tory through the early Medieval

Period. Beginning with the fa-

mous Caves at Lascaux in France,

the course describes in detail

man's advancement in intellec-

tual, religious, poHtical, and artis-

tic pursuits. Thecourse ends with a

detailed analysis of Early Chris-

tian, Romanesque, arid Gothic art

and architecture. This study lends

an understanding and insight into

Christianity and Western Civiliza-

tion that otherwise might not be

achieved.

In closing, Canaves stated,"rm

hoping that I can impart in the

students the enthusiasm and the

love that I have for the field. I'm

hoping that once they finish the

course with me they can go into a

museum and not feel like a

stranger; they can feel at home."

Marie Canaves' exuberance

about the course has allowed stu-

dents to feel at home in the class-

room. She has also enabled them

to be familiar with ancient cultures

through their art wor':. Canaves is

a welcome addition to the CCCC
faculty. Many students currently

enrolled in her courses are happy

to take advantage of the knowl-

edge she has to offer. Hopefully,

many more students will be wise

enough to benefit from her course.

Boston Modern Dance Company to Perform

By Randy L.Viscio

The CCCC Dance Club, in coop-

eration with student activities, will

be presenting a performance by

the Concert Dance Company in

the Main Theatre on Thursday

March 24 from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.

The performance/demonstartion

wij be open to students, faculty,

staffand the general publicwith no

admission charge.

Concert Dance Company is

Boston's oldest modem dance

troup and they are considered one

of the leading reperatory compa-
nies in the United States.

Joanne Callum, head oftheCCCC
dance club, initiated the perform-

ance and has previously studied

with the Dance Company's Artis-

tic Director, Deborah Wolf.

Callum descibes modem dance as

being "rebellious of classical

dance. The artists who choreo-

graph the dance pieces are "risk

lakers'." The Boston Globe re-

cently noted that modem dance is

"irrespeaive of gender." The
Concert Dance Company is itself-

known for outstanding ensemble

performance and versatility of

style.

At the end of the demonstration

the performers will host a discus-

sion taking questions from the

audience. Callum says that she

hopes studentswho aren't dancers

wiU attend as well as those who are

currently dancing. She said that

this kind of dance is modem and

unique and many students may
have never experienced it.

^'^^ONCERT DANCE COMPANY of BOSTON

Concert Dance Co. is set to perform March 24, in the Main Theatre
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Editorials
Opinion Vital to News Media

by Deborah Reade

Ofieniimes news is Ihe conflict

of opinions, wiilioui editorials

much of what news is would be lost.

The Fairness Doctrine is s topic of

great concern to many people in or

out of Ihe media industry simply

because it affects the way editorial

material is presented.

If a radio or television station

wishes to editorialize, under the

doctrine, it must present equal time

fortheopposingpointsof view. In

1949 the Federal Communications

Conimission revised the doctrine to

say that editorializing by radio and

television is not only an important

part of news broadcasting but is

also necessary.

Last year the Reagan Ad-

ministration, after appointing

David Fowler Commissioner of the

FCC, overturned the Fairness Doc-

trine. Now a radio or television sta-

tion is allowed to editorialize

without giving equal time to the op-

posing view, much likea newspaper.

The FCC has granted broadcasters

a more libertarian system to work

with but at what cost to the public?

Suppose that a T.V. station were

run as most newspapers are. The

people in charge could bring their

own bias to the station and air it.

They have editorialized and with-

out the Doctrine they are not re-

quired to show the opposing view.

They could do this not only

about beliefs but about people

because an editorial is considered

an opinion. Granted, the station

can not make slanderous remarks

but it is given more freedom to slant

things. Will ihey do so?

Suppose, on the other hand, tele-

vision continues to be run as it is.

There is such a thing as good jour-

nalism which is defined, in the

business, as including certain

ethical standards.

Incoming information will be

handled with regard for both sides

of the story. I f there is an editorial

statement made, rebuttal would be

encouraged. There is always truth

amidst'the information that a good

journalist will attempt to seek out.

Is there recourse other than an

editorial reply? Yes. when the doc-

trine was initiated -the _air waves

were considered public prtjperty

and were protected under the First

Ammendmeni.
Today .however, that concept is

considered outdated. There is cable

television which does not fall under

spectrum broadcasting rules. Cable

has a wide spread influence and has

brought about many of the changes

in the industry.

Air time is considered a product

of sales, meaning the consumer can

have the final say. The consumer

can always change the station or

iTefuse to buy the products adver-

tised. This damages the broad-

caster's profit. The recourse as a

result becomes capital loss for the

station.

Since money is such a big con-

cern of the broadcaster, it should

be shown that the doctrine costs

money to the individual broad-

caster to enforce. When an editorial

view was voiced, the source of op-

position had to be hunted down to

be given the air time. The

bureaucratic red tape, in addition

to the time and money spent on

such projects, was outlandish.

The print and other non-

spectrum broadcasters have never

been forced to spend their time and

money on fairness. Yet they are con-

sidered just as valid a source of in-

formation as spectrum broad-

casters. Is it right then to have the

spectrum broadcaster be limited

under the doctrine?

Under Ihe ideal libertarian

system, the market of the broad-

caster will police itself. Therfore it

would not be right to limit the spec-

trum broadcaster. Unfortunately,

•this is not the "ideal libertarian

system." So, then it must be

wondered whether the consumer

should have some protections. If

the broadcaster is limited, is it then

a violation of his rights?

The actual function of the

broadcaster regarding news is to

determine what news is and then

present it objectively. But is any

news as seen from the eyes of an

individual ever without bias?

No form of expression is ever un-

biased: this has always been true.

The Fairness Doctrine attempts to

restrain editorial views from being

voiced. However, it never actually

succeeds. It serves to punish the

broadcaster after the fact.

Once information has been

presented, it is up to the individual

to consume it. The pubhc must see

the information as provocative

rather than definitve That is good

for the people. Even if information

is presented slanted in one direc-

tion, there is the option to seek it

out slanted the other way. The

choice is always there in this socie-

ty and Ihe individualsmake many

decisions based on the information

they take in.

Professor Dale Lumsden found

this answer most suitable: "There

is a marketplace of ideas and a

truth emerging from a variety of

different sources of information.

It is up 10 Ihe public to seek out the

diversity rather than the press to

provide the diversity." Imposition

of the Fairness Doctrine aside, the

people still have the final decision

about listening.

Letter From England
by Professor Harold Smith

Editor's Note: In the faU of 1986

and the spring of 1987 semesters,

Professor Harold Smith of the

Business Division exchanged posi-

tions with Arthur Holland, a pro-

fessor from Bolton Institute of

Higher Education in Bolton, Eng-

land. The two exchanged not only

their teaching assignments, but

their homes and cars as well. His

observations on his British experi-

ence follow.

The experience of a year in

England was both culturally ex-

panding and techiucally benefi-

cial.

The use of modular teaching by

teams of teachers from a cross-

disciplinary perspective gave the

English student a real feel for the

practical solutions of business

problems, and required them to

make well thought out decisions

from which they received quick

feedback.

They were required to work in

groups and share responsibility for

each member's learning. The in-

struaor aaed more as a clarifying

consultant than as a lecturer

chiefly responsi"ble for their learn-

ing.

Projeas were assigned with a

deadline and a team of teachers

marked these projeas jointly, ref-

erencing their discipline and mak-

ing a defmite attempt to flavor

their advice with a cross-discipli-

nary approach.

Theory was amalgamated to

practice, and every student was

asked to continually make
thoughtful decisions based on his

learning material and research

data.

A Broadening Experience

My wife and I experienced a

broaxl span of social, economic,

political and cultural experiences

that would not have been possible

on a short visit.

We arrived in the UK at the end

of August 1986, and after a hassle

at the HeathrowCustoms.wewere

allowed to enter the country pro-

viding we went to Manchester

Police Station to be photo-

graphed, fingerprinted and to pay

for an immigrant "green card."

Living in a country for an ex-

tended period was quite different

from a quick three week tour

through the high spots. Driving,

shopping, the dentist, and all the

day-to-day operations that we do

abnost automatically, had to be

renegotiated. Things like the

dryer, dishwasher and bundle per-

son at Angelo's were fond memo-

ries. Milk was delivered to the

door at four in the morning. We
had to bring our own shopping

bags to the market, and plan meals

very carefully, because the refrig-

erator was about the size of a 24

inch stove. Many people do not

have central heating, and the lay-

ered look was a necessity.

Cocaine: A Dead End

By Rob Migliaccio

Cocaine abuse in the United

States has reached epidemic Pro-

portions. Its wake has caused a

serious backlash of tragedy and

death as well as an internal dete-

rioration of our society. With

countries like Columbia, Bolivia,

Panama, and Peru illegally smug-

gling in tons of cocaine annually,

America finds itself at war and it's

losing the battle. The was is from

within as well as from outside

forces.

Although American troops

have helped destroy some jungle

factories in Bolivia and the federal

government has put economic

squeezes on Panama, it is the war

from within that can be blamed

first and foremost. Cocaine addic-

tion and the demand for cocaine

by U.S. citizens is the central prob-

lem. Until Americans abandon

their self-absorbed craving for this

substance, we can readily dismiss

any attempt to stop trafficking into

our country.

The recent shooting death of a

drug enforcement officer in New
York has called attention to the

severity of the problem. In only

twenty years, driig-related crimes

have gone up astronomically.

Some studies suggest that nearly

80% of all crime is somehow re-

lated to drugs.

In 1986 Congress spent $1.7

billion on drug enforcement which

did make some impact. The Drug

Enforcement Agency last year

seized $500 million in assets of

drug traffickers, which included

the seizure of planes, speedboats,

and property held by drug smug-

glers. Also, 35,790 kg of cocaine,

estimated to be 1/3 of the U.S.

consumption, was intercepted last

year. Comparably, only 1872 kg of

cocaine was seized in 1981.

A solution carmot be found

until we examine the roots of the

problem. People get addicted to

cocaine because they lack some-

thing in their personal life,

whether it's confidence, happi-

ness, or good feeling. These

people need instant gratification

which they can't otherwise receive.

Cocaine is the perfect drug for the

80's, expensive, stimulating and

overly hyped. In fart, cocaine is the

"Big Lie," where happiness can

onlybefoundinthedrugstateand

lastsonlyaslongasthe effects. It is

a plastic fantasy where everything

is wonderful until the craving for

another line quickly ends the eu-

phoria and the need to look for a

score becomes the main priority

for the user.

Len Bias' death did little to

shock the nation with its "that

can't happen to me" attitude but if

the trend continues, something is

going to happen to all of us.

Professor Harold Smith

Weekend Exploring

We tried to go somewhere each

weekend. The lake district in the

fall reminded us of New Hamp-

shire and Vermont, and the "fells"

walkerswere out in force until late

November rain or shine, mostly

rain!

Because we were in the north,

outside of Manchester, we ex-

plored nearbyChester, a medieval

town with timbered buildings,

Roman ruins, an ancient cathe-

dral, crooked rambling streets, a

great chess show and print dealers.

There was an ancient rivalry

between the red rose of Lan-

cashire and the while rose of York,

and it still persists today in football

(rugby) rivalry. You can't play

football for York if you're not a

native son, so many a Yorkshire

lass goes home to have her babies,

even though she may have moved

elsewhere.

In York, we climbed the

remnants of Hadrian's Wall and

examined the foundation, built

after the fact, of the old minster.

Therewas evidence that there had

been buildings on the site since

before Roman times. They found

artifacts of early iron age, Roman,

Viking, Norman and modem habi-

tation layered under the miQiter.

The English do not celebrate

our Thanksgiving, but several of

our friends were married to

Americans, so we got together to

celebrate Ihe holiday. We man-

aged to get some cranberries at

Marks and Spencer Department

Store for an incredible $8.50 per

pound, but the resulting cranberry

sauce was worth the trouble.

Christmas in Germany

For Christmas, we went to

Germany to visit Martin

Bernhardt, a German student who

had lived with us during the 1984-

85 school year. He was a student at

CCCC during his first semester

andworked at his trade, carpentry,

during his second semester. This

was a program sponsored by the

Carl Duisberg Society and the

West German Bundestag. We had

a wonderful visit with the

Bernhardt family, and toured

Kohl, Dusseldorf, Aachen and

Elsdorf. They have many special

events for Christmas. Outdoor

fairs, musical events, church serv-

ices and visiting with Martin's

friends and relatives kept us very

busy.

At the New Year, we went to

Glasgow, Scotland especially to

see the work of architect and de-

signer Charles Rennie Mcintosh.

Whilewewere there we visited the

Burrill Collection, a new museum

built in an ancient garden,

Macintosh's work at the Huntar-

ian Museum at the University of

Glasgow, the College of Arts and

Crafts and visited with a Scottish

friend.

The weather was cold and rainy

for several months so we tried to

keep busy and ignore it. My wife

worked onherquiltsandhelpedto

complete an album quilt made as a

fund raiser for St. John's Ambu-

lance Cork. It was a major fun-

draiser, countiy-wide, for their

centenary year as an organization.

Visits to Ireland and Wales

We went to Ireland and Wales

during April and spent Easter

week traveUng through Roscom-

mon, Galway, Cork, the Dingle

Peninsula, and to Wexford for the

continued on page 8
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Sports
Speaking of Sports

By: Chris Bergeron

NBA

The key to winning the NBA
championship is simply a matter of

whenyou peak. It definately helps

to win as many games as possible

to start the season, but the faa still

remains that the hottest team

come playoff time will win it all.

The Los Angeles Lakers will

not win the NBA championship

this season. I look for the likefy

representative from the Western

Conference in the finals to be the

Dallas Mavericks. Paced by vet-

eran Mark Aguirre, who is averag-

ing 26.2 ppg, the Mavs have the

second best record in the league

and are one of the only teams in

the West to play consistently

against the Lakers. The Lakers are

fighting with injuries to Earvin

Johnson, Micheal Cooper and

Wes Matthews. Celtic fans know

what late season injuries can do to

a playoff run.

The good news for the Celtics is

that the supposed "non-existent"

bench is finally coming to life. The
addition ofJim Paxson appears to

be the major difference. Paxson is

an immediate producer off the

pine. He appears to be just what

Artis Gilmore needed to get into

thescoringact. Gilmore andMark
Acres are playing very tough on

the boards and are giving Robert

Parrish a much needed rest before

the playoffs. Brad Lohaus has

quickly become a scorer as well.

Lohaus has shown that he is not

afraid to put the ball in the hoop.

Perhaps the biggest disap-

pointment is the lack of time for

Reggie Lewis. When Lewis was

drafted the Celtics brass claimed

he would be used as a big guard.

That was a big mistake. Lewis is a

forward. He set scoring records at

Northeastern so there is no ques-

tion that he can score. He has

played the fewest number of min-

utes on the team yet he is only 30

pointsbehind Lohaus, the leading

rookie scorer. His height has been

his only draw back. Reggie stands

about 6'7"(considering that

Adrian Dantley is maybe 6'5" if he

eats a light lunch) a decent size for

a small forward. Maybe Lewisjust

needs is a chance.

Baseball

In the Boston Red Sox first

televised appearance of the sea-

son, Soxfanswere given a surprise.

In the second inning of the game
against the Baltimore Orioles, Lee

Smith made his first appearance

on television in a Boston uniform

and struck out the three batters he

faced in just 12 pitches. Smith has

yet to give up a hit or walk during

the spring. Roger Clemens ap-

pears to be ready to roll into the

1988 campaign as he struck out 9

batters in four innings against the

Royals giving up just one un-

earned run.

Jim Rice entered training camp
with his mouth flapping again

striking out at the press for report-

ing that Jimwas going to haveDH
while Mike Greenwell occupied

left field. The facts show that Rice

plays left field in Fenway better

than anyone in the league. That

still doesn't mean he deserves the

$2 million he receives yearly. Only

time will tellwho is going to end up

in left this season. Neither Rice or

Greenwell have had good per-

formances so far this spring.

My pre-season picks in both the

American League and the Na-

tional league may come as a sur-

prise to some but I will stand by

them until atleast the 2nd month

of the season.(rm no fool, if my
picks flop I can always say Iwasjust

joking.)

American League

East: It will be close between

Boston and Detroit. Boston has

got too much pitching, power and

youth. Look for the Sox to pull

away in late July. Toronto must

start fast and stay healthy to be

considered. The Yankees haven't

quite learned yet that pitching

wins championships, not home

runs.

West: Minnesota rests it's pen-

nant hopes on Jeff Reardon.

Reardon will slide the same way

Calvin Schiraldi did in 1987.

Contract problems in the off sea-

son will haunt the team early.

Oakland has an ace in the hole

with righthander Dave Stewart

and the mix of good starters with a

potent offense will leave the A's

tops in the West. Texas is the team

towatch. The Rangers will finish a

close second behind Oakland.

National League

East: Montreal is the only legiti-

mate choice in this division. The
Expos came on strong last season

and that will likely carry over this

year. The Mets have the pitching

but its the lack of team unity that

will be their downfall. Remember
Danyl, there is no "I" in team!

West: There is a lot ofhype these

days over the Los Angeles Dodg-

ers acquisition of right fielder Kirk

Gibson. Big deal! Gibson has

never hit over 30 home runs, never

driven in over 100 RBI, never hit

over 300 and has a weak throwing

arm. Gibson won't make the

difference for LA. San Francisco

has the potential to repeat as N.L.

West Champs. Once again the mix

of pitching and strong offense will

make the difference. San Fran-

cisco will take this divisionwhich is

up for grabs to whoever wants it

the most.

Interested in a Journalism Career

or Just Looking for

a Strong Course in Writing?

Journalism EN 161

May Be The Ticltet to Your Future.

And it Fulfills your EN 102 requirement.

You'll learn word processing, layout,

production, and many oth6r skills.

VINTAGE CLOTHING. ETC:

'- 605 MAIN ST., HYANNIS • 775-4467

OPEN 10-6 DAILY • SUNDAY, 1 1
-4

stokM^

TO EARN "25,200 FOR
COLLEGE, JUST PUTYOURMIND

ON ACTIVE DUTY.
Today's Army is one of the best places around to prepare your

mind for college.

TTiere's high-technology training. Mental workouts in elec-

tronics, communications, mechanics.

You'll do some serious maturing. By meeting the challenges of

living away from home, learning from new people and demanding

more from yourself

And while you learn, you'll earn. Like $25,200 for college with

a four-year enlistment. Or $17,000 for just two years. Ask about the

GI Bill Plus the Army College Fund.

Your local Army Recmiter can tell you if you qualify.

ARMY. BE ALLYOUCAN BE.

C.C.C.C.
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Sports
Softball Preview
By Bruce Hack

First-year softball coach,

Kathy Andrews, is optimis-

tic about this years squad

and feels the team can play

.500 baU.

"I think we will do well,"

said Andrews. "From what

I've seen in practice our

hitting is good, and I'm

pleased with the infield. As
long as we have players with

some experience, I feel that

I can get them to play com-

petitively."

Andrews arrived at

CCCCafter being the assis-

tant Softball coach at

Chatham High School

since 1983. A graduate of

Chatham, she has also

coached field hockey and

basketball there. After

high school, Andrews was

recruited to play at Ameri-

can International College

in Springfield where she

was a four-year starter.

This year's team has

been plagued by a numbers

problem. Thirteen girls

signed up for softball but

only five or six have been to

every practice.

"Some of the players have

to rearrange their sched-

i ules because of work and

classes," said Andrews.
"Hopefully everyone will

be able to make practice so

I can get a better idea of the

team."

When asked what type of

team she would like to

have, the first-year mentor
replied, "I stress defense.

On hitting, I like the players

to be able to do everything.

Also it's always nice to have

a fireballing pitcher or one
who can get the ball over

the plate.

Some of the players to

watch this season are Nikki

Todd (D-Y), Lauren Mor-
rison, Sharon Anacki
(Sandwich), Ginny
Johnson and Laura
Seabury-Rooney (Sand-

wich).

"Right now all position

are wide open," said An-
drews. "I would like to

know the players' preferred

position. But I will move
players around to fit the

team's needs."

Coach Andrews wanted

to emphasize that it is not

too late to come out for the

team. She urged anyone

who is interested to stop by

the athletic office.

Andrews is already look-

ing to the future and im-

proving the program at

CCCC.
"I will start recruiting

after our season ends. I'm

confident that I can get

local student-athletes to

come to CCCC and play

softball," said Andrews. "I

have an advantage in that I

know some of the local

players and they know me,

so this should help my re-

cruitment.

The team opens a 14-

game schedule on Satur-

day, April 2 with a double-

header at Massasoit Com-
munity College. The first

home game is at 4 p.m. on

Tuesday, April 5 against

New Hampshire Tech. All

home games are played at

Marshall Lopes Field on

Old Colony Road in Hyan-

Where Are The Fans?
by Manuel J. Motto III

The CCCC men's bas-

ketball team has been
trying to make their pro-

gram into a success. This

year they came one step

closer to doing that. With a

record of 11 and 8, they

achieved their first winning

season since 1980. Sadly,

their victories, even at

home, were accomplished

without a show of support

from their classmates.

Fans are vital to a team's

performance at home
games; they are a major
factor in the 'home team
advantage.' This year there

were many emotional
games where every point

was crucial. The encour-

agement players receive

from spirited fans, particu-

larly during close games,

can affect the outcome of

the game. Attending the

college's athletic events not

only helps the players, it

also can be enjoyable for

the fans.

This season there were

on the average, 20 people

supporting the Helmsmen
at every home game. Con-
sidering the Helmsmen's

success, the team hopes

that next year they can en-

joy another winning sea-

son, with the larger num-
bers of dedicated fans

cheering them on to vic-

tory.

Baseball Season Opens

Coach Bill Chcslock prepares his team for the upcoming campaign

By Tony DeCicco

Spring is rapidly ap-

proaching and with it

comes the start of the

Helmsmen's baseball sea-

son. Coach Bill Cheslock is

pleased with this year's

turnout of players which is

up from last season. Al-

though practices have only

just begun. Coach Cheslock

feels there are some prom-
ising hitters on the squad,

and he's encouraged by the

players' enthusiasm about

playing this season.

The only returnee from

last year's team is Dan
Wood, who Coach Ch-

eslock expects will provide

leadership to a young team.

One factor that Coach
Cheslock believes will be

beneficial to the Helms-

men is the addition of three

players formerly of HoUis-
ton, the Division II (Massa-

chusetts High School)

champions, Steve Kiley,

Matt Brown, and Darren
Mangan. Coach Cheslock

feels the team is fortunate

to have these three players

not only because of their

talent but also because of

their previous experience

as teammates.

All in all it should be a

successful year on the dia-

mond for the Helmsmen.

Tennis Preview

By Bruce Hack

Another new coach is

being welcomed to CCCC
this semester as Dave
Boehk begins his initial

season as tennis coach.

This is Boehk's first col-

lege coaching position. He
coached high school tennis

in Ohio and has been a

tennis professional for 17

years. Recurrently teaches

at Tennis of Cape Cod in

Hyannis.

"I think the team is al-

most as strong as last year's

squad," said Boeh'!:. Tennis Coach, Dave Boehk in his first year as Head Coach.

"There are a couple of real

talented playei's here."

John Bilano is the only

returning player. Boehk
likes what he has seen of

Phillip Olsthoom and feels

that he will be the number
one player.

"I'm hoping to have nine

players," said Boehk. "The
more players you have the

greater depth you have. I

believe a problem in the

past has been a lack of

depth."

At least six players are

needed on the team. A ten-

nis match consists of six

single matches and three

doubles matches and is

worth nine points. After

the players compete in the

singles event, they then

match up and play doubles.

When there are more then

six players, the team has

greater depth and versatil-

ity.

The tennis team plays its

matches on the courts be-

hind the gym and opens the

season on Friday, April 8 at

Community College of

Rhode Island. The first

home match will be played

on Saturday, April 23

against CCRI.
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Jenifer Sugars

Tuition Hike
By: Tim Crowninshield

Chancellor of Higher Education

Franklyn Jenifer has unveiled a

financial aid packagewhich would
revamp the way in which state

money is distributed to needy Bay
State students. The proposal,

presented before the Joint Educa-

tion Committee at the Statehouse

on March 22 is designed to

"sweeten" the tuition hike cur-

rently being offered by the Board
of Regents. That hike is expected

to raise tiution at public colleges

an average of 13% over each of the

next five years.

According to Jenifer, the new fi-

nancial aidpackagewill help offset

these tuition increases. "What
we're sayingon tuition is that we're

going to raise it, but we're also

going to put a safety net there so

that .10 one will suffer from it."

As part of the package, Jenifer

assured the committee that the

Regents will guarantee that all

needy students will have their total

costs covered for attending public

colleges. In addition, needy stu-

dents who attend private colleges

will receive an amount equal to

what it costs to educate them at the

most expensive public college.

Currently, students who are

awarded state financial aid receive

only a portion of the total cost for

attending public and private col-

leges. The State presently pro-

vides 84$ million a year in financial

aid—more than quadrupling the

15$ million available five years

ago, according to a recent Boston

Globe article.

Jenifer's proposal was heard by an
estimated 250 students, including

a CCCC contingent, who packed

room 436 under the Stu.ohousn

dome in Boston. The students

were nearly unanimous in their

opposition to the proposed tuition

raises.

Chancellor ofHigher Education , Franklyn Jenifer trys to sell hispack-

age The Hearing Room waspacked with Students

Senate to Investigate

Auto Break-ins

Regents Propose

Tuition Hike
By: Tim Crowninshield

In the wake of several recent car

break-ins and acts of vandahsm,

the Student Senate has decided to

look into the security system on
campus. A number of scntii >rs

spoke of incidents related to them
by their constituents over the last

few weeks, while three Senators

admitted to being victimized

themselves. On the 24th and 25th

alone six cars were reported van-

dalized or robbed. Senate Vice

President Jane Asquino was
"shocked to learn of the extent of

the situation. It is imperative that

we act immediatly to combat prob-

lems of this nature."

The Senate will look into the issue

in an attempt to determine what

preventative measures are called

for. Some suggestions included

beefing up the current security

force and requesting periodic pa-

trols by Barnstable police. No
action will be taken until campus
security representatives are con-

sulted.

On a more pleasant note, the

Senate was informed by President

Zanoni that the revised donation

totals from the March of Dimes
indicate that CCCC students, staff

and faculty contributed $4659.

This all time high more than

doubles last years efforts.

Andy Robinson, Director of Stu-

dent Activities, conveyed a mes-

sage from the reaccreditation

team which indicated that the

team was very impressed with stu-

dent awareness and involvement

at CCCC. They also congratulate

the students on the general ap-

pearance of the campus.

Activity Period Issue

Referred to Committee
By: Tim Crowninshield

The controversial Activities Pe-

riod Reorganizational Proposal,

sponsored by the Division Chairs,

was referred to an ad hoc commit-

tee at the March 24th College

Meeting. The committee, who's
members are yet to be named, will

work in conjunction with the Stu-

dent Senate lo determine the fu-

ture of the proposal.The proposal,

which calls for changing the aaivi-

ties periods from Tuesday/Thurs-
day 12:30-2:00 to Monday 12:00-

1:30, was hotly debated before it

was sent to committee.

Student Senate President Bemie
Zanoni opened discussion by in-

forming the meeting that the Sen-

ate was unanimous in its opposi-

tion lo the proposal. Represented
I he gathering with a memorandum
outlining the current philosophy

and uses of the activities periods.

The document also showed a

sampling of other Massachusetts

community colleges' activity pe-

riod scheduling, the majority of

which were similar to that of

CCCC.
Zanoni's case was strengthened by

Senator Brian Welch who pointed

out that the proposal would elimi-

nate studio time for art students.

He also expressed concern over

the number of activity periods

which would be cancelled due to

holidays should the Monday for-

mat be accepted.

Louise Deutsch, Chairman of the

Humanities Division, presented

the proposal on behalf of Bruce

Bell, Chairman of the Math, Sci-

ences and Related Technologies

Division, who could not attend.

Although an advocate of the pro-

posal, Ms. Deutsch admitted that

recent discussions within her divi-

sion had led her to believe that

more discussion is necessary be-

fore any definitive action is taken.

Student Trustee Arleen Simpson
indicated her support of the pro-

posal, "I feel it is in the best inter-

est of thestudents because I see no

other way to coordinate decent

class time for upper level classes."

Professor Greg Fisk also showed
support for adding midday class

time citing the high rate of with-

drawals in late afternoon classes,

"With eighty five percent of the

students at this institution work-

ing, the attrition level in many af-

ternoon classes reaches as high as

fifty percent in four weeks."

The ad hoc committee and the

Student Senate are expected to

poll the student body to determine

opinion on the issue. Both groups
will report back to the College

Meeting on April 28.

By:Rob Migliaccio

The Board of Regents of Higher

Education has prepared a plan

that calls for tuition increases at

state colleges and universities.

This could cause a doubling of

tuition costs over the next five

years at some schools.

The controversial plan aims to

increase tuition costs at schools

around the state at an average of

13% every year for 5 years. Surely

this wiU promote an outcry from

the 130,000 students in state sup-

ported educational programs.

According to Bruce Mohl of the

Boston Globe, tuitions would rise

each year for 5 years until they

reach 33% of the cost of the stu-

dent education. In subsequent

years, tuitions would keep pace

with rising costs so that the stu-

dents would continue to pay one

third of the cost of their education.

The University of Massachusetts

would see a doubling of tuition

costs. At 15 percent a year the

present cost of $1,296 would con-

tinue to rise until it reached $2,606

in fiscal 1993.

State colleges would see a rise of

11.3%. The present figure of $938

for tuition would increase to

$1,604 in 1993. Community college

tuitions would rise 12.7% for the

next 5 years until they reach

$1,237.

Franklyn Jenifer, chancellor of the

regents, who helped develop the

plan with his staff, says that the

proposal should be seen in con-

junction with a new financial-aid

policy which was designed to pro-

vide aid to poorer students. This

new policy requires the state to

assume 100% of a needy student's

tuition and fees.

In the new tuition package there is

also a plan to freeze campus fees

for 5 years. Campus fees have

been rising rapidly with a 76%
increase since 1982, a rate seven

times as fast as tuition costs which

have not gone up in 3 years.

It is assumed that the rising cost of

tuition within the proposal comes

at a time when state revenues and

budgets are expected to be leaner.

Revenues retained from tuition

hikes may be the only source of

new funds available for public

college and university growth,

claims the Board of Regents.
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WPXC Holds Softball

Tryouts on Campus
By: Tim Crowninshield

Although more used to spinning

records than fielding grounders,

local radio personalities Hany
Jacobs and Chris Barnes ofWPXC
joined station owner Al Makkay

on theCCCC baseball field to help

audition players for the stations

fledgling Softball team. The widely

publicized tryouts, which occurred

on March li included an unusual

incentive- a free trip to Florida for

"spring training".

According to Jacobs, the antici-

pated 30 to 4C hopefuls quickly

swelled to well over twice that size.

An estimated 100 ballplayers

eventually showed up to compete

for less than ten positions.

According to Barnes, the rigorous

search for the best players was

promptedbyMakka/s past record

in athletic sponsorship. Makkay

himself elaborated," I got tired of

my teams getting their butts

kicked. This year I want to do

some kicking."

The team should be especially

strong in the pitching position as

former Red Sox star louis Tiant

will be on the mound.

Coaching should also prove excep-

tional with former Barnstable

High School coach Roily Hicks at

the helm. Hicks' credits also in-

clude positions in the Barnstable

Baseball Conference and Ameri-

can Legion leagues. Asacoach, he

is considered one of the most pro-

fessional on Cape Cod.

The team will play two games in

Winterhaven, Florida the week-

end ofMarch 26-27 before return-

ing to start the season in earnest.

They are willing to take on all

comers and will probably play

some charity events.

WPXC receptionist Paula SaWa-

tore predicts that the team will fit

right into the stations "have fun"

philosophy.

The complete team roster is: lb

Mike King, 2b Mike Leavitt, 3b

Bill Murphy, SS Ken Wlinich, OF
JeffLemos, OF Jay Wells, OF Ray
Joska, OF Jim Dooley, C Chris

Barnes, P Brian Ramona, Louis

Tiant, Al Makkay.

Harry Jacobs and Chris Barnes prepare to get WPXC softbalt tryouts underway
Photo by Tim Crowninshield
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Announcements
Thanks To students

Pat Austin, Chairman of the

March of Dimes Telerama, would

like to eittend thanks to all stu-

dents, faculty members, and ad-

ministrators who contributed to

the very successfull 1988 March of

Dimes Telerama.

The final total was $4659. This

amount was $2000 over the total

amount raised in 1987. The final

overall Telerama total was

$85,000.

New Women's Softball Coach

KathyAndrews ofChatham is the

newwomen's Softball coach. She is

a native ofChatham who was cap-

tain of her Softball team at Ameri-

can International College in

Springfield and previous coach of

the sport at Chatham High School.

Home games will be played at

Lopes Field in Hyaimis.

Resignation

The college's men's basketball

coach Frank Forker has resigned

following attainment of the teams

best won-loss record in recent

years.

Scholarship Opportunity

The business and Professional

Women's Club of Cape Cod will

be awarding financial aid scholar-

ships of approximately $500

each.The following guidlines have

been estabUshed for the awards:

1An applicant must havebeen out

of high school at least two years.

2An applicant must be a resident

01 Barnstable, Duke or Nantucket

County.

Scholarships will be awarded on

the basis of charaaer, seriousness

of purpose and financial need.

ApUcations are available in the

financial aid office. The deadline is

April 15.

Scholarship Fund

The Women's Republican Club of

the Upper Cape is offering a $500

scholarship to a graduating senior

of an Upper Cape High School.

The scholarship is also open to

previous graduates who are cur-

rently enrolled in an accredited

United States college.

Preference will be given to appli-

cants of Republican parentage

who have demonstrated an inter-

est in polirical science and/or

government. Students planning to

major in these areas will also be

given special consideration.

The scholarship will be awarded

following the completion of the

first college semester. Applica-

tions are available in the Financial

Aid Office in the Upper Com-
mons. The application deadline is

April 15, 1988.

Spring Luncheon

The spring public luncheon series

operated by the hotel/restaurant

management department at

CCCC, featuring American style

menu choices, will hold its next

luncheon on Thursday, April 14 at

noon. The event will be held in the

CCCC Hospitality Education

Suite.

The menu will include a carrot and

orange salad with dill. Codfish

Cakes Remoulade or Grilled

Hamburgers with Peppercorns,

and Plymouth Cranberry Pie. All

food will be prepared and served

by students of the quantity foods

course and the dining room and

beverage management course.

Meals are priced at $5.95. Tickets

are available by calling the hotel/

restaurant management depart-

ment at 362-2131, ext375. Tickets

will not be available at the door.

hll£re^

Enrollment
Rises Again
By: Staff

Dean of Student Services, Rich-

ard J. Sullivan reported to the

trustees that 540 new students

have brought the total to at least

1920 day students which is excep-

tionally high for a spring semester.

According to Susan Kline-Syining-

ton, director of admissions, stu-

dents studying liberal arts are on

the increase while a decline was

noted in some business courses.

In the continuing education de-

partment which operates the eve-

ning school, Dean Peter F. Birkel,

Jr. reports more than 2999 stu-

dents eruoUed in over 330 classes.

The increase over last spring is

already 5% and will go higher

when late starting evening classes

are counted. Birkel also found

some business courses down -

especially real estate which
dropped 58%, a reflection of the

softer Cape Cod homes sales in

recentmonths.Hesaid enrollment

has jumped in social sciences,

math/science, humanities and
community services.
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College Offers

Overseas Studies

Professor Lore Dehowcr leads trips to France Photo by David Thomas Verkade

Protest? What Protest?
By: Tim Crowninshield

As protests go, this one was less

than spectacular. The CCCC
contingent arrived just after ten

A.M. on Tuesday March 22 to find

a small, but obviously confused

throng milling about the State-

house steps. The main issue at that

point seemed to be the where-

abouts ofCathe Boudreau, protest

organizer. Ms. Boudreau, of the

Massachusetts College of Art, had

contacted this reporter on the 21st

with a plea for support of a tuition

hike protest and a statewide stu-

dent strike. Both events were

scheduled for the 22nd. With such

short notice it is remarkable that

anyone showed up at all, but show

they did. Student representatives

were in evidence from colleges as

far away as UMass at Amherst

and, of course, CCCC. Onewould
assume that Ms. Boudreau, who is

affiliated with a Boston situated

college would be right in the fore

marshalling her troops. Not so-in

fact, no show!

At elevenA.M. word drifted down

that the hearing was commencing

in room 436. As 1 squeezed into

the room, it became evident that I

had underestimated the size of the

crowd. There were at least 250

spectators present, all attentively

listening to Chancellor of Higher

Education Franklyn Jenifer's at-

tempt to justify the Board of Re-

gents proposed tuition hike.

In his opening statement Jenifer

made it clear that he understands

human nature. He attempted to

mollify a hostile student audience

by emphasizing a proposed fees

freeze and de-emphasizing the

real issue of the tuition raises.

Those raises will more than double

tuition at public universities over

the next five years. Jenifer was

using an obvious "I'll snatch your

back if you'll scratch mine " ploy.

This prompted Joint Education

Committee member Representa-

tive O'Leaiy to compare Jenifer to

the Isuzu salesman of the popular

television commercials.

After Jenifers remarks. Represen-

tative Paleologos, Co-chairman of

the committee, showed his under-

standing of college student men-

tality by suggesting that the stu-

dents go to lunch for an hour.

Savoring the phrase "pizza and

beer" the protesters immediatly

filed out. In one masterful stroke

the backbone of the protest mon-

ster had been surgically severed-

only six lobbyists returned! Of

these however, three were CCCC
representatives.

Thus ended my first college pro-

test. I must say I was very disap-

pointed. Therewere no screaming

radicals, no howling dissidents.

Why even the police were polite!

As we sat on the steps with the

other three die-hards (two from

Boston College and an especially

dedicated co-ed from Mass Art)

we could almost see the ghosts of

the sixties shaking their heads.

After about two hours spent dis-

cussing the issue with interested

Bostonians, both of whom wished

us well, we too were forced to

concede defeat and meekly walk

away. In a fmal act of defiance, we

penned a note to the committee

and left it on the Statehouse steps,

"Yes we need a fees freeze, but

please, no tuition squeeze"!

As an institution, CCCC was the

best represented that breezy after-

noon on Beacon Hill and we left

with our consciences clear. I

wonder ifCathe Boudreau and the

other "shadow protesters" can say

the same.

ByTonyDeCicco

The CoUege's international stud-

ies program is offering overseas

stu<^ courses and tours of France

and the Soviet Union.

The trip to France is scheduled to

leave Tuesday June 21 and return

Wednesday July 31. The trip is 34

days long and is equivalent to 3

college credits. The courses being

offered are Contemporary French
Language Study or French Classi-

cal Civilization.

Contemporary French language

study is designed for foreign par-

ticipants wishing to improve their

knowledge of the French lan-

guage. Students in both advanced

and intermediate levels will have

40 hours of language instruction in

small classes and 20 hours of lec-

tures and workshops in French on

Contemporary French civiliza-

tion. Participants will be tested

and placed at appropriate class

level on arrival in Versailles.

Dr. Lore DeBower. the faculty

leader of the trip says that the

students would have a choice of

three places to live. They could

live with a French family, have a

studio apartment or stay in a dor-

mitory with other students. Ac-

cording to Dr. DeBower most stu-

dents choose the studio apart-

ments.

The four week teaching sessions at

the Versailles Conference Hall are

supplemented by practical educa-

tional afternoon trips. These tours

will include trips into Paris as well

as Versailles. In addition, optional

Saturday excursions will be of-

fered (past excursions included

Rouen, Vincennes, Champagne,

Vaux-le-Vicomte, Fontainebleau,

Givemy and Chartres). These

excursions will be at the students

expense.

Modestly priced luncheons and
dinners may be enjoyed in Gov-

ernment restaurants near the

Versailles Conference Hall.

The tour will be in France on July

14 and IS, Bastille Day. Students

willbe able to observe the celebra-

tion which includes a 2 hour fire-

works display remiiuscent of the

days of Louis XTV.

This trip costs $ 2,145 and partici-

pants must be eighteen years of

age and have one year of college

level French experience or the

equivalent.

The tour of the Soviet Union dur-

ingSeptember led by Prof George
Shiverwill concentrate on Russian

history and culture. The tour is set

to depart from Boston for Moscow
on September 12.

Once in the Soviet Union the

group will tour some major Soviet

cities including Moscow, Ulya-

novsk, Leningrad and a day of

sightseeing in Helsinki, Finland.

There are also several day trips

scheduled to other historic sights

such as Vladimir and Suzdal, the

Tolstoy estate-museum at

Yasnaya Polyana. The group will

visit the sister town of Sandwich,

Sengilei for a day and will visit

Novgorod and Puskin.

They will depart Helsinki for Bos-

ton on September 30 via Kennedy

International Airport.

The trip will cost $ 2800.00 and

there is a administration fee of

$125.00.

For full details on the overseas

study program and tours open to

students who meet the require-

ments contact the college's office

of international studies 362-2131,

extension 455.

Studentbody President ofCCCC < Bemie Zanoiu, protests tlie t

hike plan outside the statehouse in Boston.
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Has AIDS Epidemic
Affected Sexual Activity?

Senior Forum:
Senior Education

By Susan Walker

AIDS, Acquired Immune Defi-

ciency Syndrome, a virus in the

Human T cells which impairs the

body's abilityto fight infection and

ultimately leads to death has cap-

tured the attention of Americans

since 1981 when it was first discov-

ered.

As the infected population grows

and spreads from just hoir-i exu-

als to IV drug users and ultimately

to heteroseiual non-drug users,

people eveiywhere are beginning

to question their own morals and

change their attitudes in hopes of

never contracting this lethal virus.

When the question of whether or

not attitudes are changing because

ofAIDSwas posed to manyCCCC
students, there were diverse an-

swers. Forthe most part, students,

between the ages of 19 and 24, are

thinkingabout theAIDS epidemic

a little more, but there really hasn't

been a major change in sexual

ethics. The concensuswas that yes,

people were looking for long term

relationships, but that the drunken

one night stands aren't something

of the past. Of the older students

polled, the concern was not for

themselves, but for their children

and the affects this epidemic will

have on them.

A recent Newsweek Magazine

noted, as the death toll rises

people are gradually realizing that

"AIDS is not a disease of homo-

sexuals or intravenous drug users

alone: it threatens millions ofsexu-

ally activeAmericans regardless of

age, gender, race or place of resi-

dence." This deadly threat is

changing the rules of the dating

game. In a poll published in the

March 1988 issue ofPeople Maga-

zine an alarming 75% of the re-

spondents said they were "ex-

tremely" or "veiy" concerned and

40% said their sex lives had been

directly affected"

Although there are people who

are unwilling to change or com-

promise, more are taking time to

get to know each other before

entering into a sexual relationship.

Society hasn't given up on sex, they

are just more cautious. The

Newsweek article went on to say,

"Condoms seem to be the most

reliable form of protection against

theAIDS virus, which is transmit-

ted through exposure to the blood

or sexual secretions of infected

people. As a result, sales have

soared from $182 million in 1980

to $338 million in 1986." Men no

longer are the sole buyers. These

days,women purchase more ofthe

estimated 800 million condoms

sold annually. One 22 year old

student added that he hasbegun to

run into the situation where the

girls have the condoms on them.

When posed with the question of

going to school with possible

AIDS carriers, the majority of the

student body answered alike. It is

believable, ahnost expected, to

walk on the same campus asAIDS
carriers, but to sit next to one in

class seemed a bit odd.

The arricle in People Magazine

concluded in calling on Dr. Harold

Jaffe, Center for Disease

Control's chief epidemiologist in

the AIDS program, for advice.

"Limit your number of sexual

partners, know the people better

before you have sex, and use con-

doms. We should be willing to do

that to decrease our risk."

By: Walter O'Neil

This continues in a slightly dif-

ferent vein the first article pub-

lished in the last issue

.

One way to find out what you

don't know is to write about what

you do know. In my case I have

learned about our college's

"Academy for Life Long Living"

by writing about my own experi-

ence and perceptions as a regular

student at CCCC in the March 8

issue of Main Sheet.

Kevin Garvey the Director of

our Center for Successful Aging

caught up to me soon after the

story appeared to not only inform

me of his on-going program but to

convince me(and he did) of its

great value to the participants and

to the community.

Kevin's alternative learning

program is,..." designed to pro-

mote intellectual vigor in an edu-

cationally supportive environ-

ment." It challenges its members

to explore new areas of interest in

peer-supported learning. This

translates as follows. Interested

seniors are provided with the

opportunity to participate in intel-

lectual and physical challenges

using the school's facilities. The

members themseh/es, who have

WhatA Long Strange Trip It's Been
Six months ago, I would have

never believed that I would be

living my life the way i am today. I

was a drugged out, manic-depres-

sive, self-proclaimed hippie,

whose biggest ambition in life was

to attend the most number of

Grateful Dead concerts. All my
planschanged with a single experi-

ence, which altered the coarse of

my entire future.

I packed up my red V.W micro bus

and headed towards Woods Hole.

I was going to meet my friends

Rachael and Merideth on the 9:30

boat. Theywere right on time, and
we were bound for Providence,

Rhode Island to see the Grateful

Dead perform. Once we were on
the highway, excitement gripped

our bodies; we started singing

every Dead song we knew.
Merideth suggested I turn on the

radio. I did so and couldn't believe

my ears, theywere playing 'Terra-

pin," by the Dead. Good omen, 1

thought to myself.

It seemed like an eternity until we
reached that golden sign which

read, "Providence, R.I, next

right." Atlastwewerethere;itwas

like a miracle. I weaved my way

through the maze of roads, came

to the end and found a parking

space. We set out through the

masses to sell bumper stickers and

other Grateful Dead paraphema-
Ua. I imagine I bought and traded

more stuff than I sold. None of us

had any tickets, so when we had

made enough money we bought

tickets for all four performances.

Now that I had my golden tickets,

I decided to "vegetate" for a while.

Soon show time came around, and
we dropped the add that we had
t>ought earlier. We got some seats

and were anxiously awaiting the

show. Everywhere I looked, all I

could see was He dyed shirts and

people walking around in their

own little dream world. Soon the

band came on and started playing.

This is when the acid started to

"kick in" and everythingwent sick.

I thought 1 was going mad. I

looked over at my friend and tried

to speak but the only words that

came out were in some crazy lan-

guage. At any rate, Rachael knew
exactly what Iwas saying. She told

me not toworry because everyone

elsewas freaking out to, and that I

just had to get a grip on myself. I

knew she was right, but realitywas
too far out of reach. I remember
looking into some woman's eyes

and seeing right into her soul. She
looked so distant and gone, that I

prayed I didn't look like that.

When the show finished, I was still

"out ofmy mind," and I knew that

I had to get out of Providence.

There were so many people, I

couldn't deal with it, I was going

insane. I gave away my tickets and

said good-bye to my friends. At
1:00 a.m., I headed bade toward

Hyatmis, so I thought. Little did I

know, I was actually on my way to

New York City. Every sign I

passed read, "Hyaimis, next right."

I saw a truck driver on the side of

the road. I pulled over and asked

him if he knew were I was. He
laughed and told me how to get

back to Hyannis. I finally got home
at 5:00 a.m., only to find that my
roommate had locked me out of

the house. Swearing, Iwalkedback

to my car and went to an all night

diner I had passed. I was so tired

and a total mess that I walked in

andsat down. I had visions of giant

eggs coming after me. A man sat

down next to me and asked me
what was wrong. I told him my
stoiy.

He told me that he used to be into

the same kind of stuff but had

many special qualifications which

they developed in their other

life,B.R. i.e. before retirement,

provide the leadership and guid-

ance and share their knowledge

with the others. Subject matter for

each session is selected by the

group and they meet at regularly

scheduled times to explore.

Current meetings are held at

10:00 or 1:00 on Wednesdays,

Thursdays and Fridays. Subjects

discussed are: Cape Cod History,

International Events, Psychology,

Financial Fitnessand Health Care

and Well being. They also sched-

ule field trips and social events in

pursuit of these interests. Areas of

interest vary considerably and are

flexible, perhaps unlimited be-

cause they have so much talent

within the groups.

It is most likely that this is the

type ofprogram that Dr. Diamdo-

poulus was decrying the lade of in

his environment. If so it appears

that CCCC Already has in place a

program which would negate his

protest in our neighborhood.

It is possible that, after I've

taken all the coursesl'm interested

in as a daytime student, I'lljoin this

gang. I niight even try to do both.

There is no appropriate time to

retire from learning.

found something better. I asked

him what, not knowing that I had

just opened the door to my entire

future. He told me that Jesus

Christ diedformeandmy sins, and

that I didn't have to live that life

style any more, Jesus could fill the

empty^ace inside ofme. This guy

is a bigger freak than I am, I

thought to myself and I told him

so. He then invited me to a rock

concert his church was having the

following night. I told him that I

would chedc it out if I didn't have

anythingbetter to do. It turned out

that I didn't, so I went and it was

fun. What was said there touched

me, and I ended up acceptingJesus

Christ into my heart, and was
saved. It is frightening to think

that if I hadn't gone into the diner

that night, I would stillbe traveling

down a path to destruction.

Interested in a Journalism Career
or Just Looking for

a Strong Course in Writing?
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Americans Duped by Reagan Letters To The Editor
By Randy L.Vudo

"A stubborn House of Repre-

sentatives voted on Wednesday
February 3, to "just say no" to

President Reagan's request for

more aid to theContra ret>els...For

the time being the Sandinista

Revolution has outlasted the Re-

agan Revolution.At the same time
we must remember what land of

mind works within the Reagan
matrix. It is one that cannot com-
prehend peace or peaceful solu-

tions. It constantly produces inept

thought and irrational action. It

spits out propaganda and rehes on

the faith of others in order to feed

its perverted fetish for war. There

is a chance to end the fighting,

barring any further overt or covert

actions from the Reagan Admini-

stration. This however is a fairly

unrealistic hope."

These are the words which I

wrote at the conclusion ofmy edi-

torial published in the February 23

issue of the MainSheet. As we can

tell by the Reagan
Administration's actions of late, I

was right on the mark.

Reagan decided to send troops

into Honduras on March 15. The
Administration maintained that

the President of Honduras had

"asked" for our involvement. I

think itwouldprobablytruer to say

that the Reagan Administration

"asked" Honduras to "ask" forour

assistance. The Honduran Presi-

dent didn't even tell his own citi-

zens that American troopswere in

Honduras. It took him three days

to do this.

I,and many otherAmericans, have

some serious questions about

Reagan's actions. I won't call these

actions irrational because they

were well planned and clever be-

sides.No the sending oftroopswas
just a means with the intention of

creating a destructive end - inter-

vention, control, and power. The
end is quite irrational.

I want to know how come the

Honduran government has re-

fused to let a United Nations

committee in^>ect their border

territoiy. The Hondurans main-

tain that their are "no" Contra

rebels located and situated on
their border. Perhaps they do not

want the UX. committee to lind

out that this is a he.

I am very curious as to "why" it

took three days for the Honduran
government to get their troops to

the border if the "invading" Nica-

raguan troops were such a threat.

Perhaps it is because there was no
threat.

I seriously doubt that Nicara-

guan troops even went into Hon-
duras. American officials said that

"American intelligence operators

in Honduras confirm that Nicara-

guan troops are in Honduras."

The fact that the source of infor-

mation was coming from an

"American inteUigence opera-

tion" ought to tell us right away

that the information is probab^
false.

Many Americans beUeve that

the sending of troops was a ploy to

get the Congress to pass a militaiy

aid package for the Contra terror-

ists. Some feel that it was an at-

tempt to divert attention from the

long awaited/overdue indict-

ments handed down against the

alleged criminals in the Iran-Con-

tra Scam. Still others feel that the

Reagan Administration is plain

out of control and is trying desper-

ately to gain some type of control

by making the only kind of deci-

sions it can...ones that happen to

quickly for anyone to object to.

It's easy to see that the Reagan
Administration is trying to con the

people once again - it's getting

kind of old by now. Our jellyfish

congressmen/and women, will

probably waste some more money
on the"freedom fighters." This, of

course, will be done at the expense

ofthe real "freedom" that so many
Americans think is theirs...the

freedom of choice.

I'm personally wondering if any-

body has realized that President

Reagan, a few days after sending

the troops, vetoed a Civil Rights

Bill before that veto was overrid-

den in Congress. I think that is far

more important because it proves

that Reagan truly is a

racist...something that Black

people in America have been tell-

ing the rest of us since the 1960's.

Ronald Reagan has made Amer-

ica a place to be ashamed ofwhen
mentioned with regard to "free-

dom" and "equality." He has

proved that he is aperson rotten to

the core. Contempt for thisman is

warranted. The daywe elected

man is the day thatwe realized t

the problem isn't with i

system.. .its with the people.

Vandalism In Parking Lots

Two weeks ago I parked my car

in lot 12 near the gym area. It was

late morning and there were no
other immediate spaces available

in which to park.

I returned to my car at around

4:30 to fmd that it had been van-

dalized and that someone had

broken into the car. Mywindshield

had been damaged and someone
had gone through my personal

belongings.

I immediately brought it to the

attention ofcampus security. I was

assured that the matter would be

looked into. I was also assured that

special attentionwouldbebrought

to the parking areas.

It has since been brought to my
attention that other minor inci-

dents invohdng theft and vandal-

ism to cars on campus have oc-

curred.

I am sure that campus security is

doingthe best they can to dealwith

this situation. However, I strongly

urge the student body to check

their vehicles at least once during

the day, especially if you plan on

being here for a long period of

time. Night students should also

do the same if possible. If not for
'

the sake of your car, perhaps for

anyvaluable itemsyou may have in

it.

Chris Trocchi

Praise For MainSheet

Dear Co-Editors

On behalf of the Student Serv-

ices staff, I would like to extend

our congratulations to you and the

entire staff of MAINSHEET for

the highly professional quality of

format and content of the newspa-

per. Bravo on your indepth cover-

age of important issues together

with an appropriate blend of infor-

mation, news and highlights for

your readers.

Most Sincerely,

Richard J. Sullivan

Dean of Student Services

MainSheet Letters Policy

Letters to the Editor are both welcomed and requested.

Names withheld by request only.

Please sign your tetters and include telephone number
for verification.

Exploitation In Nambia
By Walter B.O'Neil

In an article in the local paper

recently there was a Letter to the

Editor which extolled the reform-

minded Botha regime for its suc-

cess in instituting measures to

completely eliminate segregation

in South Africa. This comes as a

great surprise to me because my
research tells mejust the opposite.

In both speech and aoion as re-

ported by the media universally

the South African Government

under Botha not only makes no

such effort but Botha himself con-

tinually says there will always be

separation of the races. In addi-

tion, a stoty appearing in that same

paper on March 23 tells of life,

education and opportunity under

Botha's government in Namibia.

Namibia is an unwilling protector-

ate ofSouth Africa. This new story

is told by a Ufelong resident of

Namibia who is a student here.

It is a story of

conquest.subjugation and exploi-

tation of the black natives by a

Fascist government which contin-

ues to violate human rights and

U.N. edicts because of its belief in

white superiority and in the inter-

est of satisfying economic greed.

It tells of the separation of the

tribes in the school system under a

policy of "divide and control." In

each of these separate schools only

the tribal languages are used. This

not only separates the people by

tribesbutencourages strifeamong

them. It also makes it basically

impossible for black students to go

on to higher education because

they must have a certificate in

Afrikaan, the official language,

which is not taught in those

schools. This is the cradle lan-

guage of all whites in South Africa

and it is taught in the white schools

so they are universally certified.

There are private

schools,sponsored by religious

denominations, which do not con-

form to these prindples,but they

are illegal. This "Catch 22" keeps

almost all blacks from advancing.

Our student also tells of the frus-

tration and persecution of black

religious leaders. These leaders

have united to help their people

attain freedom and economic self-

sufficiency despite the unfair legal

system and the brutality of the

SouthAfrican military force which

illegally occupies their country.

This is the same force which peri-

odically invades neighboring

countries to pursue Namibians

who flee to escape their savagery.

This is a sad story, especially in

these days of supposed political

enlightenment. It is especially dif-

ficult to understand our own

government's recent stand in this

matter when in a UJ^. vote the

U.S. stoodwithEngland in vetoing

an effort to sanction the South

African government for its inhu-

man treatment of the blacks. We
Americans had no trouble in con-

demning the superior race tactics

of the Nazis. In this instance we

seem to have persuaded ourselves,

probably in the interest of obtain-

ing the sttategic metals mined

there, that such action would not

be in the best interest of the subju-

gated, persecuted and exploited

blacks. This we were able to do in

spite of the protests of the blacks

and their continual expression of

willingness to accept temporary

hardships, regardless of how long,

in the interest of eventually attain-

ingthe freedom necessaiy to live in

dignity. Perhaps some solace can

be taken in the fact that the blacks

seek freedom through legal and

peaceful means only.
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Members ofthe Janus Playersperform 'Magic Time.

'

Members of the Boston Dance Co. performed a free showforstudents
andfaculty in tlie Main Theatre. Their modem 'rebellious' dance is

hailed throughout the country.

a.
E

The newestform ofart on campus. Thispiece was on exhibU in the upper commons. The artist is

anotiymous - but we'd like to know who it is.
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NO SECTION TITLE
HUMANITIES ••••««««««ARTS/MA$$

TIME
CQMM

OATS CRED IT INSTRUCTOR ROOM PREREQUISITES
>TEST - PLACEMENT TEST

NOTES
PERMS - PERMISSION OF INST

ED101-01 ELEMENTS OF THEATRE
ED102-01 ELEMENTS OF PLAT PR SPQTH

12:00-12:5OP
2:00- 3:15P

M W F

T R

3 WILLS
i HILLS

STUTH
STUTH

E0103-01 ACTING I

E0113-01 REHEARSAL t, PERFORMANCE
11iOO-12:15P
3:00- «:00P

T R
M W F

3 WILLETS
1 WILLS

STUTH
STUTfl

ED113-02 REHEARSAL t PERFORMANCE
E0113-03 REHEARSAL t PERFORMANCE

3:00- «:00P
3:00- tsOOP

N W F

n M f

2 WILLS
i HILLS

STUTH
STUTH

£0120-01 MOD DANCE TECMNIOUES I

ED125-01 STAGE MOVEMENT
11j0O-12s15P
9:30-10:*5A

T R

T R

3 CALLUM
3 CALLUM

THTR
THTR

E0131-01 RADIO BROADCASTING
tOUO-01 INTRO AUDIO PROOCTN

2:00- 3:15P
2:00- 3:50P

T R

M W
3 LUHSDEN
1 LUMSOEN

TV STU
TV STU

£0140

£0141-01 INTRO TELVSN PROOCTN
E0U2-01 INTRO TELVSN DIRECTNG

2:00- 3: SOP
2:00- 3:50P

M W 1 LUMSOEN
1 LUMSOEN

TV STU
TV STU £0140 E0141

£0261-01 MASS COMH COOP WORK
EH102-01 HUMANITIES

EXP TBA TBA
M F

3 LUHSDEN
3 B^O^BMUllST

TBA

St193
EN10S PERMS
EN101

EH102-02 HUMANITIES
12:00-12:50
1?:00-12:50P

W

•1 F 3 MCPHEE
THTR
NIO* EN101

EH102-03 HUMANITIES
12:00-12:50
12:00-12:50P

W
M F 3 STILL

THTR
UC B EN101

EH118-01 VISUAL FUNDAMENTALS
12:00-12:50
»!00-10iJ5»

W

1 w 3 CANAVES
THTR
STU B

EH121-01 STUDIO ART I

EH123-01 DESIGN I

11:00-12:50P
11;00-12i15P

M W

T R

3 MCDONALD
3 MCDONALD

STU A

STU A

EN127-01 DRAWING I

EH127-02 0R4UING I

11:00-12:50P
llOO- ?:50P

W F

W F

3 KELSEY
3 KELSEY

STU B

STU B

EH128-01 PAINTING I

EH129-01 GRAPHIC DESIGN
2:00- 3:15P
2:00- 3:15P

T R

T R

3 MCDONALD
3 KELSEY

STU A

STU 6

6H131-01 HISTORY OF ART I

EH131-02 HISTORY OF ART I

12:00-12:50P
2;00- 2:50P

M U F

M W F

3 CANAVES
3 CANAVES

LEC C

LEC C

EH138-01 ART PRESCHOOL CHILDREN
EH139-01 MODERN ART HISTORY

2:00- 3:15P
9:30-10:45A

M W

T R

3 STAFF
S CANAVES

GYM B

LEC C
EHUO-01 MUSIC APPRECIATION
EHU1-01 ELEMENTARY MUSIC THEORY

2jOO- 3:15P
10:00-10:50A

T R

M W F

3 KELLY
3 KIDD

NGS
NG5 EN101

ENU3-01 MUSIC HISTORY I

EHU5-01 CHORUS
1:00- 1:50P
3:30- 4:45P

M U F

T R

J KIDD
1 KIOO

NGS
ACLOB

EHU6-01 CHAMBER CHOIR
EH150-01 APPLIED MUSIC

TBA
TBA

TBA
TBA

1 KIOO
1 KIDD

TBA
TBA

PERMS
PERMS

EH1SS-01 ADVANCED APPLIED MUSIC
EH227-01 DRAWING II

TBA
11:00- 2:50P

TBA
T R

2 KIOO
J STAFF

TBA
STU B

PERMS
EH127

EH230-01 WATERCOLOR I

EN105-01 SURVEY OF MAS? (;(lr4MUNCTN

9:30-10:«5A
11:00-12:15P

T R

T R

S KELSEY
J LUMSOEN

STU B

NGS
**********LANGL

EB101-01 COLL REAONG t STUDY
AGES
SKL5
SKLS
?IH5

'ORAL
8:00- S:50A M W F 5 GROVER N104 PTEST

EB101-02 COLL REAONG t STUOT
EB101-03 COLL REAONG 8 STUDY

10:00-10:50A
11:00-11:50A

H W F

H W F

5 GROVER
5 LEE

SCC19
NGS

PTEST
PTEST

EB101-0A COLL READNC t STUDY
EB101-0S COLL REAONG 1 STUOT

SKLS
SKLS

12:00-12z50P
1:00- 1:50P

M W F

M W F

S GEARY
5 GEARY

SCG19
SCG19

PTEST
PTEST

EB101-06 COLL REAONG 8 STUDY
EB101-07 COLL REAONG 8 STUDY

SKLS
SKLS

1:00- 1:50P
2:00- 2:50P

M W F

H W F

S GALLAGHER L

J GALLAGHER L

S105
N1U

PTEST
PTEST

£6101-08 COLL REAONG t STUDY
£8101-09 COLL REAONG 1 STUOT

SKLS
SKL?

2:00- 2:50P
8:00- 9:15A

M W F

T R

( STAFF
) STAFF

SC103
NGS

PTEST
PTEST

EB101-10 COLL REAONG ( STUOT
EB101-11 COLL REAONG 8 STUDY

SKLS
SKLS

9:30-10:«5A
2:00- 3:15P

T R

T R

1 BABNER P

1 STAFF
NGS
SCG19

PTEST
PTEST

EB101-12 COLL READNG 8 STUDY
EB101-13 COLL REAONG 8 STUOT

SKLS
SKLS

11:00-12:15P
9:00- 9:50A

T R

M H F

1 BABNER P

! STAFF
S104
NG6

PTEST
PTEST

EB101-U COLL READNG 8 STUDY SKLS
£8103-01 FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING
EB103-02 FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING

11:00-12:15P
8:00- e:50A
9:00- 9:50A

T R

M W F !

M W F ;

S STAFF
SHAPIRO
SHAPIRO

SCG19
SC103
SC103

PTEST
PTEST
PTEST

EB103-03 FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING
EB103-04 FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING

10:00-10:50A
11:00-11:50A

M W F ;

M U F !

HCGRAW
MCPHEE

NGS
SC103

PTEST
PTEST

EB103-05 FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING
EB103-04 FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING

12:00-12:50P
12:O0-12:5OP

M W F 3

M W F ;

MCGRAW
BABNER P

NG8
N103

PTEST
PTEST

EB103-07 FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING
EB103-08 FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING

1:00- 1:50P
2:00- 2:50P

M W F !

M W F ;

STAFF
STAFF

NGS
NGS

PTEST
PTEST

£8103-09 FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING
EB103-10 FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING

3:00- 3:50P
8:00- 9:15A

M W F ;

T R 3

STAFF
CLARK

NG9
N104

PTEST
PTEST

EB103-11 FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING
EB103-12 FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING

9:30-10:*5A
9:30-10:«5A

T R 3

T R 3

CLARK
STAFF

N104
SCG19

PTEST
PTEST

EB103-13 FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING
EB103-U FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING

2:00- 3:15P
3:30- 4:45P

T R , 3

T R 3

STAFF
JOHNSON C

NGS
NGS

PTEST
PTEST

EB103-15 FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING
EB103-16 FOUNDATIONS IN WRITING

3:30- 4:45P
10:00-10:50A

M W 3

M W F '

JOHNSON C

MCPHEE
Nia3
NG6

PTEST
PTEST

EBIC-OI DEVELOPING VOCABULARY
EB105-01 BETTER SPELLING

11:00-11:50A
12:00-12:50P

M W F

M W. F 1

GROVER
GROVER

S107
S107

S=PT 26 THRU OCT 51

SEPT 26 THRU OCT 51

EB106-01 STUDY SKILLS
£6107-01 GRAMMAR REVIEW

1:00- 1:50P
9:3Q-10;45A

M W F

T R

STAFF
STAFF

S107
S107

SEPT 26 THRU OCT 31

OCT 18 THRU NOV 17

£6108-01 WRITING MEMOS/LTRS/ REPTS
EB109-01 READING: TACTICS 8 TECH

11:0O-12:15P
12:30- 1:45P

T R 1

T R 1

STAFF
STAFF

S107
S107

OCT 18 THRU NOV 17

OCT 18 THRU NOV 17

EL101-01 ELEMENTARY FRENCH I

EL101-02 ELEMENTART FRENCH I

10:00-10:50A
1:00- 1:50P

MTWRF '

M W F (

OEBOWER MS
OEBOWER MS

N107
N107

EL105-01 ELEMENTARY SPANISH
2:00- 2:50

11:00-11:50A
T R

MTWRF 1 OEBOWER MR
N107
N120

EL10S-02 ELEMENTARY SPANISH 1:00- 1:50P
2:00- 2:50

M W F t

T R

OEBOWER MR N120
N120

EL201-01 INTERMEDIATE FRENCH I

EL205-01 INTERMEDIATE SPANISfl I

11lOO-11:50A
10:00-10:50A

MTWRF 4

MTWRF '

OEBOWER MS
OEBOWER MR

N107
N120

EL102
EL106

EL301-ai ADVANCED FRENCH
EN101-01 ENGLISH COHPOSITION

9:00- 9:50A
8:00- 8:50A

H W F 3

M W F 3

OEBOWER MS
STAFF

N107
NG6

EL2Q2
PTEST NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL

EN101-02 ENGLISH COMPOSITION
EN101-03 ENGLISH COMPOSITION

9:00- 9:50»
9:00- 9:50A

M W F 3

M W F 3

STAFF
HEINES

%i6r
NG7

PTEST
PTEST

NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL

EN101-04 ENGLISH COMPOSITION
EN101-0S ENGLISH COMPOSITION

10:00-10:50*
11:00-11:50A

M W F 3

M W F '

3

BABNER H

aiRD
S107
N116

PTEST
PTEST

WORD PROCESSING USED

EN101-06 ENGLISH COMPOSITION
EN101-07 ENGLISH COMPOSITION

11:00-11:50A
12:00-12:50P

M W F 3

M W F 3

HEINES
STAFF

NG6
Nils

PTEST
PTEST

EN101-08 ENGLISH COHPOSITION
EN101-09 ENGLISH COMPOSITION

1:00- 1:50P
2:00- 2:50P

M W F 3

M M F '
3

BIRO
STAFF

NG7
NC6

PTEST
PTES?

EN101-10 ENGLISH COMPOSITION
EN101-11 ENGLISH COMPOSITTOM

3j00- 3:50P
3:00- 4:15P

M W F 3

H U 3

HEINES
MCCULLOUGH

NG6
N117

PTEST
PTEST

EN101-12 ENGLISH COMPOSITION
FNiai-13 ENGLISH COMPOSITION

8>00- 9:15A
9:30-10:4SA

T R 3

T R 3

STAFF
MCGRAW

NGS
Nil 4

PTEST
PTEST

EN101-U ENGLISH COMPOSITION
EN101-15 ENGLISH COHPOSITION

2:00- 3:15P
3:30- 4:45P

T R 3

T R 3

HASELTON
HASELTON

N103
N103

PTEST
PTEST

EN101-16 ENGLISH COMPOSITION
EN101-17 ENGLISH COMPOSITION

3:30- 4:45P
1:00- 1:50P

T R 3

N U F 3

STAFF
STAFF

NG9
N117

PTEST
PTEST

NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL

EN102-01 ENGLISH COMPOSITION
EN10?-n? FNGI ISH COMPOSITION

8:00- 9:1SA
9:30-10:45A

T R 3

T R 3

MARTIN
MARTIN D

NG4
NG6

EN101
EN101

EN102-03 ENGLISH COMPOSITION
EN102-04 ENGLISH COMPOSITION

8:00- 8:50A
10:00-10:50A

M W F 3

M W F 3

STAFF
STAFF

NG7
N104

EN101
EN101

EN102-0S ENGLISH COMPOSITION
imai-Oi FNGII^H COMPOSITION

2:00- 2:50P
3:00- 3:50P

N V F 3

M W F 3

HASELTON
HASELTON

S107
S107

EN101
EN101

EN102-07 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 11:00-12:15P T R ! POLITO NG7 EN101
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NO SECTIOM TITLE
HEULTH TEHNOLOG*

TIME D«TS CREDIT INSTRUCTOR

NURSING
ROOM PREREQUISITES

PTEST - PL«CEMENT TEST
NOTES

PERMS - PERMISSION OF INST

7:30- 2:30P T

7:30- 2!30P
NU501-01 FUND OF NURSING CLINIC
NU501-0? FUND OF NUHSIHC CLINIC
NU506-01 FUND OF NURS C»MPU$ L«B 7:30- 9:30A T

NU50t-02 FUND OF NURS CtMPUS LtB 1Q:D0-11:}0» 1
NU506-03 FUND OF NURS CAMPUS LAB '

"" '

MU506-0* FUND OF NUBS CAMPUS LAB

STAFF
_iIAFF_
STAFF
STAFF

HOSP
HOSP

ALSO
ALSO

REQUIRES
REQUIRES

NU101
NU101

SC104
SC10«

ALSO
ALSO

1:00- 2:50P T

7:30- 9:30A S_

STAFF
STAFF

NU506-05 FUND OF NURS CAMPUS LAB 10:00-11:50A

NU506-06 FUND OF NUBS CAMPUS LAB 1:00- 2:S0P
STAFF
STAFF

SC1Q4
>C1 0^

ALSO
ALSO

REQUIRES
REQUIRES

SC104
SCIO*

ALSO
ALSO

REQUIRES
RE QUIRES
REQUIRES
REQUIRES

NU101
NU101
NU101
NU101
NU101
NU101

NU601-01 PHYS t HENT MEA I CLINIC 7:00- 2:00P T R

.TH200-01 PHARMACOLOGY 8:00- 8:50A M X F

«•... •••••DENTAL HYGIENE
DH1Q1-01 OBAL TISSUES I 8 : QQ- y : }0«—I

12:30-

M

9:0n-10:S0A TDH103-01 PRIN OF OB Al BADIOLOCT
DH121-01 DENTAL HYGIENE I

DH122-01 CLINICAL DENT HYC I

0H203-01 NUTRITION

11:00-12:50P F

9:00-10:50A M H

9:00-10:50
11:00-12:50P

DH205-O1 ORAL PATHOLOGY 10:00-11:50A M

10 = 00- H-
DH211-01 PERIODONTICS
OH230-0t DENTAL HYGIENE III
DH2J1-01 CLINICAL DENTAL HYG III

1 :00- 2:50P M
12:00- 1:;0P M

9:00-12:00N T R

1:00- 5:00 I_6_

STAFF
SMITjl P

HOSP
LEC C

ALSO REOumES NU201

MADDEN S07

DELAIVE
BOX
BOX

TBA
SG7 ALSO REQUIRES PH503
SG7
SGt

ALSO REQUIRES 0H122
ALSO REQUIRES DH121

B6l /> » Ye

SG6
SG7

LAU DH122

MADDEN
_aa8

SG7

SG6
SG«

0H123 0H124
DH123
DH123 DH124

ALSO REQUIRES DH231
ALSO REQUIRES 0)4230

DH503-01 ORAL RADIOLOGY LAB
OH503-02 OBAL RADIOLOGY LAB

1:00- 3:50P M

1:30- t:30P
DH503-03 ORAL RADIOLOGY LAB 12:00- 3:00P F

HISTORY/SOC SCI^««*"*«**SOC/BEHAVRL SCI

OELAIVE
OELAIVE

SG11
SG11

ALSO REQUIRES DH103
ALSO REQUIRES 0H103

SG11
PTES PLACEMENT TEST

ALSO REQUIRES 0H103
PERMS - PERMISSION OF

GE100-01 INTRO TO GERONTOLOGY
GE100-02 INTRO TO GERONTOLOGY

12:00-1 2: SOP M u F

3:30- t:A5P T R

LARSON C

LARSON C

GYM B

SC103

MB101-01
HB101-02
(16101-03
HB101-0t

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

8:00- e:50A
9:00- 9:50A

U F

U F

ROCHE
ROCHE

NGS
NG5

EN101
EN101

ALSO
ALSO

REQUIRES
REQUIRES

HBSOI
H6501
HB501
HB501

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

9:00-
9:00-

9:50A
9:50A

W F

U F

CAHOON
BAXER

N104
N115

EN101
EN101

ALSO
ALSO

REQUIRES
REQUIRES

HB101-05
H6101-06

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

9:00- 9:50A
8:30- 9:20A

U F

T R

HATTON
DOUGLAS

N116

H11?

EN101
EN101

ALSO
ALSO

REQUIRES
REQUIRES

HB501
MB501

H8101-07
H6101-08 CE

GENERAL PSVCHOLOGY
NERAL PSYCHOLOGY

10:00-10:50A
1:00- 1;5QP

T R

H f

DOUGLAS
CAHOON

Nile EN101
EN101

ALSO
ALSO

REQUIRES
REQUIRES

HB501
HB501

HB101-09
HB101-10

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1:00-
1;0Q-

1:50P
1:5QP

BAKER
HATTON

S106
SG8

EN101
EN101

ALSO
ALSO

REQUIRES
REQUIRES

/IBJOI
HB501

HB101-11
HB101-12

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

1:00-
2:00-

1:50P
2:50P

u f

M F

DOUGLAS
CAHOON

N103
N10*

EN101
EN101

ALSO
ALSO

REQUIRES
REQUIRES

HB501
HBSOI

H6101-13
HB106-01

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
PRIN OF SOCIOLOGY

2:00-
11:00-

2:50P W F

M W F

BAKER
LORTIE

S106
tllf

EN101 ALSO REQUIRES HBSOI

HB106-02
NaiQ6-oi

PRIN OF SOCIOLOGY
PRIN OF SOCIOLOGY

10:00-
2:00-

10:50A
2:50P

M U F

H M F

LORTIE
LORTIE

N118
N117

HB106-04
HB106-05

PRIN OF SOCIOLOGY
PRIN OF SOCIOLOGY

9:30-
2:00-

10:4SA
?;15P

FALLOWS
fALLOUS

N117
1117

HB106-06
<1t1117-Q1

PRIN OF SOCIOLOGY
INTRO ANTHROPOLOGY

11:00-

?i3l)

12:15P T R

T R

FALLOUS
_iIA££_

Nil 7

Wt5
HB114-01
HB201-01

TEACH PRE-
CHILO PSYC

SCHOOL CHILORN
HQLOCT

2:00-
11:00-

3:15P
11:5QA

T R

H W F

STAFF
ROCHE

GYM B

NIC* HB101
HB201-02
Hfl201-03

CHILD PSYC
CHILD PSYC

HOLOGY
HOLOGY

2:00-
3:30-

2:50P
t:*SP

ROCHE
STAFF

NG7
Nils

HB101
HB101

HB202-01
MB207-01
He210-01

ADOLESCENT
ABNORMAL P

MARRIAGE t

PSYC
SYCMO
FAMI

HOLOGY
LOGY
JU

9:30-
11:00-
12:00-

10:«SA
12:15P
lliiiP.

T R
T R

M M F

HATTON
DOUGLAS
FALLOWS

LEC B
N105
N117

HB101
HB101
HB106

HB212-01
HB21S-01

HUMAN SEXU
SOCIAL PRO

ALITY
BLEMS

2:00-
11:00

3:15P
12:15P

T R CAHOON
LORTIE

LEC
N118

HS101
HB106 OR PERMS

HB219-01
HB2«1-01

PSYCHOLOGY
COOP WORK

OF
EXP B

OMEN
EHV SCI I

12:00-
TBA

-12:50P N W F

TBA
STAFF
BAKER

S105
TBA

HB101
PERMS

HB501-01
HB501-02

GENERAL PS
GENERAL PS

YCHOL
YCHOL

OCT LECT
act LECT

9:00-
9 :00-

9:S0A
9i5fiA.

STAFF
STAFF

IHTR
THTR

ALSO REQUIRES HB101
ALSO REQUIRES HBIOt

HG111-01
HG111-02

AMERICAN G

AMERICAN G

OVERN
OVERN

MENT
MENT

2:00-
3:30-

3:15P
»:*SP

T R

T R

MCKEY
MCKEY

NG7
NG7

HH101-01
HH101-02

CROC ISS
CBUC ISS M

EST C

EST e

IV 19(20C
IV 19t20C

2:00
10:00-

3:15P
10:50A

M U

M W F

FISK
HOAR

Nil A

N115
EB101 EB103
EBIOI EB103

HH101-03
HH103-01

CROC ISS W

HISTORY OF
EST C IV 19t20C

1

1:00-
Z:00-

1:50P
3:15P

HOAR
fISK

Nils
N114

EB101 EB103
EB101 EB103

MH103-02
HH103-03

HISTORY OF
HISTORY OF

U.S.
U.S.

8:00-
9:00-

8:50A
9:50A

M W F

M M F

BARTLETT R

BARTLETT R

Nil 4

N1U
EB101 EB103
EB101 EB103

HH103-04
HH10t-01

HISTORY OF
HISTORY OF

U.S. 12:00-
2:00-

12:50P
3i15P

BARTLETT R

BARTLETT II

Nil 4
N115

EB101 EB103
EB101 EBia3

HH104-02
HH10A-03

HISTORY OF
HISTORY OF

U.S. 10:00
i;9P-

10:50A
1;50P

M W

W W

MCKEY
MCKEY

N114
N1U

EB101 EB103
EB101 EB103

NH206-01
MP100-01

ANCIENT HI
VALUES t

STYORY
ECSN >

11:00-
2:00-

11:50A
3;15P

M W F

T R

jlOAR
HATTON

N1U
SG8

HP10t-01
HP10t-01

INTRO PHIL
PRAC OF PM

OSOPH
ILOSO

Y

PHY
9:30
2:00-

10:45A
3:50P

HOAR
MCCULLOUGH

N11S
N104

HP113-01 THINKING CLEARLY/ LOGIC
00-
30-

3:50
A;A5P

w

T R MCCULLOUGH
N104
N10A
"mTTT EB101 EB103Hr104-01 GEOG: CULTURE ( ENVIRON

CRIMINAL
11:00-12:15P T R

JUSTIC
ML101-01
"ML101-02

SUBSTANTIVE CRIMNL LAW I

SUBSTANTIVE CRIMNL LAW I

8:00-
8:00-

8:50A
9:15A

M W F

T R

DEMPSET
LONG

N116
N117

HL103-01
HL103-02
HL105-01
HL105-02

CRIM JUST SUPERVSN t MGT
CRIH JUST SUPERVSN i MCT

12:00
2:0 0-

11:06-
12:00-

12:50P
2:30P
n:50A
12:50P

H W F

M W F

STAFF
STAFF

NGS
NGS

PERMS
PERMS

INTRO CRIMINOLOGY
INTBO CRIHINOLOGY

HL106-01
HL106-02

SEELET
SEELEY

PRIN OF INVESTIGATION I

PRIN OF INVESTIGATION I

8:00-
8:00-

B:50A
9:15A

Nils
N115

M W F

T R

FLETCHER
FLETCHER

N115
LEC C

PERMS
PERMS

HL115-01
HL115-02

INTRO CRIMINAL JUSTICE I

INTRO CRIMINAL JUSTICE I

lOlOO-
11:00-

10:50A
12:15P

M W F

T R

SEELEY
SMITH W

N117
N104

HL220-O1
HL220-02

MATH/PHY
DE051-01

SEN IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
SEN IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

SC/ENG^^«
BASIC ARITHM

•••MATHEMATIC
ETIC SKILLS

3:30-
?;00-

4:45P
3:15P

T R

T R

SMITH W

SMITH W

LEC C

LEC C

PERMS
PERMS

8:00- 9:1SA T R GETCMELL
PTf ST

N106
PLACEMENT TEST

PTEST
PERMS - PERMISSION OF INST

DE051-02
DE051-03
DE051-04
0E051-05

BASIC ARITHM
BASIC ARITHM

OE051-O6
DE051-07

BASIC ARITHM
BASIC ARITHM

ETIC SKILLS
ETIC SKILLS

DE051-08

ASIC ARITHM
BASIC ARITHM

ETIC SKILLS
ETIC SKILLS

9:30-
10:00-

DE060-01
DE040-02

BASIC ARITHM
BASIC ARITHM

ETIC SKILLS
ETIC SKILLS

11:00-
1?;0Q-

10:45A
10:50A

T R STAFF
STAFF

OE060-03
OEO»Q-04

ELEMENTARY A
ELEMENTARY A

ETIC SKILLS
STIC sruis

2:00-

11:S0A
12;50P

ELEMENTARY
ELEHENTABY A

LGEBRA
LGEBRA

2:00-
3:00-

3:15P
2:50P

H W F

M W F

LGEBRA
LGEBRA

8:00-
9; 30-

2:50P
?i?OP

T R
M w F

STAFF
STAFF

N105
N106
N10S
N106

PTEST
PTEST

NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL

PTEST
PTEST

NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL

DE06O-O5 ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

11:00-
I liQQ-

8:S0A
lOitSA

M U F

M M F

STAFF
STAFF

N106
SCG19

PTEST
PTEST

BOCK
80CK

WOT AVLABLE IN APRIL
N106
N106

PTEST
PTEST NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL

11:50A
11:50A

T R

STAFF
GETCHELL

N106
N104

M W F

M W F

PTEST OR ARITM
PTEST OR ARITH

3:30- 4:45P T R

STAFF
PANITl

SCG19
N106

PTEST OR
PTEST OR

ARITH
ARITH

NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL

PTEST OR ARITH NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL



MainSheet
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OPE COO COMMUNITt CO
FALL SEHESTER 1988 0*r SESSION OURSE SCHEDULE

NO SECTION TITLE
HUHtHITIES
EN102
EH103
EN103
EN103

08

ZSiL

eN103
EN103

-02
-03

ENGLISH COMPOSITION II
OBtL COMWUmOTIOH

TIME
«NGU«GES/OII«L

DATS C8E

-0*
-05

ORAL COMHUNIOTION
OBAL COMHUmOTION

3:00-
8:00-

EN103
EN103

-06
-07

ORtL COHMUNICitTION
ORAL COMMUHICtTION

8:00-
9; 00-

^:15P
8!50A

H U

H H F

8:SDA
9;50A

M U F

M W F

EN'i03
EN103

-08
-09

ORAL COMMUNICATION
ORAL COMHumCATION

9:00-
10:00-

ORIL COMMUNICATION
ORAL COMMUNICATION

10:00-
11:00-

9:50A
1Q:50A

U F

H F

ENt03
EN103

-10
11

EN103
EN103

12
-13

ORAL COMMUNICATION
ORAL COMMUNICATION

12:00-
12:00-

10:SOA
11:50A

U F

W F

ORAL COMMUNICATION
ORAL COMMUNICATION

2:00-
3:00-

12:50P
12:30P

EN103
EN103

-U
15

ORAL COMMUNICATION
ORAL COMMUNICATION

8:00-
9; 30

50P
15P

EN104-
EN108-

INTERPERSNL COMHUNICATN
CRITICAL READING

11:00-
2:00-

9:15A
10;t5A

T R

T R

EN108
EN108

-02
-03

CRITICAL READING
CRITICAL READING

1:00
9:30-

12:15P
3:15P

T R

T R

EN108-
EN116-

CRITICAL READING
PERSUASIVE SPEAKING

11:00-
11:00-

1:50P
10:t5A
12:15P
11;50A

M W F

T R

T R

< M F

EN122
EN131

-01
01

CONCEPTS WESTERN RELIGN
TECHNICAL WRITING

1:00-
9:30

EN135-
EN161-

SHORT STORY i HUM VALUS
JOURNALISM

11:00-
2:00-

1:50P
10;t5A

EN201-
EN203-

LITERARy MASTERPIECES I

ENGL LIT THRU 18TH CENT

9:30-
11:00-

12l15P
3;15P

M W F

T R

T R

T R

10:ASA
12;15P

I R

T R

1:00-
10:00-

EN205
EN20B

-01
01

EN209
EN212

-01
-01

AMERICAN LIT TO 1890
THE MODERN NOVEL

2:00-
11:00-

1:50P
10:50A

BUSINE
SAIOI

SS T
-01

CREATIVE WRITING
ORAL INTERPRETATION
ECH
ACCOUNTING I

11:00-
11:00-

2:50P
11:50A

M W F

M W F

12:15P
12:15P

T R

T R

BAIOI
BA101

-02
-03

•BUSINESS/SEC
8:00- 8:50A MTMRF

ACCOUNTING I

ACCOUNTING I

BAIOI-
BA101-

9:00-
9:00-

9:50A
9i50A

MTWRF
MTMRF

ACCOUNTING I

ACCOUNTING I

10:00-
11:00-

10:50A
11:50A

MTWRF
MTWRF

BA101-
6A101-

ACCOUNTING I

ACCOUNTING I

2:00-
3:00-

2:50P
3;50P

MTWRF
MTWRF

BA102'
gA102-

ACCOUNTING II
ACCOUNTING II

8:00-
9:00-

BA105-
BA201

MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
INTERNED ACCOUNTING I

1:00-
10:00-

8:S0A
9;50A

MTWRF
MTWRF

1:50P
10;50A

M W F

TWRF

INSTRUCTOR

STAFF
STILL

ROOM
_P1

NG5
NG9

PREREQUISITES
EST - PLACEMENT TEST PERMS

NOTES
PERMISSION OF INST

STAFF
STAFF

NG8
NG8

STILL
9tRP
STILL
"Ht-jTS

NG9
N116
NG9
NG9

NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL
NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL

WILLcTS
LEE
STAFF
STAFF

NG9
NC6
NG9
NGS

LUMSDEN
6R0A0HURST

NG9
NG9

NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL
NOT AVLABLE IN APRI L

BROADHURST
BROADHURST

NG9
NG9

STAFF
OCONNOR
OCONNOR
POLITO

NG9
SCIO?

EN103

SC103
NG8

POLITO
Wl lL tT ?
HCCULLOUGH
MCCULLOUCH

N116
NG8

DEUTSCH
BABNER

LEC B

NIOt

EN103

NG7
NG6

EN101
EN101
EN101

HEINES
POLITO

SC103
NG7

EN101
EN101

BIRD
BABNER W

N103
Nt7

EN101
EN101

MCGRAU
LEE

N106
NG8

EN101
EN103 OR PERMS

PTEST - plaCCmEnT test t>efiH$ - ^ESmISSIOn of Ii4ST

N103
BOTVIN
STAFF

N103
SG8

STAFF
STAFF

SG8
N103

WARD
STAFF

N118
H118 NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL

COLE
COLE

N118
Nil 8

BA101
BAIOI

WARD
BOTVIN

N118
N103

BAIOI
BA102

BA20S-
BA261-

COST ACCOUNTING
ACCTNG COOP WORK E«PtR

11:00-
TBA

11:S0A M W F

TBA
COLE
STAFF

Nil 8

TBA
BA102
BA1C2

BB100-
BB120-

INTRO TO BUSINESS
BUSINESS LAW I

8:00-
8.-00-

9:1SA
9:15A

T II

T »

BURRILL
STAFF

N116
S106

88120-
BD100-

BUSINESS LAW I

INTRO COMPT BASED SYSTMS
12:00
8:00-

12:50P M W F

M W F

CDNLET
BtRNARDIN

N116
SG8

80102-
BD205-

APPL PROC DEVELPMNT II
MICROCOMPT APPL SOFTWARE

8:00-
lOiOO-

8:5aA
10;50A

H W

H W

SMITH V

BERNAROIN
S105
S105

80101
B0100

B0205-
B0205-

MICROCOMPT APPL SOFTWARE
MICROCOMPT APPL SOFTWARE

9:00-
11:00-

9:50A
12;15P

H W F

T R

SMITH V

BERNAROIN
S105
S105

B0100
BD100

B0205-
BEIIC
BE111-

MICROCOMPT APPL
FUND OF ECONONI
PRIN OF ECONOMI

SOFTWARE
cs
CS I

2:00-
8:00-
9; 00-

3:15P
9:15A
9;50A

T R

T R

M W F

BERNAROIN
STAFF
?WfT" "

S105
NIK
S106

B0100

BE111'
8E111-

PRIN OF ECONOMI
PRIN OF ECONOMI

CS I

CS I

12:00-
8:00-

12:S0P
9;15A

H W F

T R

CRONIN
SMITH H

SlOi
S105

BE111-
BE111-

PRIN OF ECONOMI
PRIN OF ECONOMI

3:30-
ZjOQ-

A:45P T R

T R

SMITH V

SMITH V

sia6
S106

BE112-
8E112-

PRIN OF ECONOMI
PRIN OF ECONOMI

CS II

CS II

9:30-
2:00-

10:45A
3:15P

T R

H W

SMITH H

SMITH H

S105

519?

BE111 OR PERMS
BE111 OR PERMS

SG103-
BGIOt-

SUPERVISION
MANAGEMENT

30- 4:45P
?;1 ?P

T R

T R

STAFF
BURRILL

SG8
NIK

30104-

BfilO't-

MANAGEMENT 9:30-
11:00-

10:4SA
12:1SP

SOUTHER
SOUTHER

N116
N116

BG261
8M103-

MANCT COOP WORK
ADVERTISING

TBA
11:00-

TBA
M W F

SOUTHER
CRONIN

TBA
S1QS

BM104-
»M1Q?-

PRODUCT ANALTSIS 8 DEMO
MARKETING

9:30-
2:00-

10:45A
2:5QP

T R

H K f

RAND
CRONIN

S106
SG8

8M10S-
BMIOS-

MARKETING
MARKETING

11:00-
12:00-

12:15P
12:SDP

T R

M W F

CRONIN
STAFF

SG8
SG8

BM108-
BMIOB-

PRIN OF RE

PRIN OF RE

TAILI
TAILI

10:00-
11=00-

10:S0A M y RAND S106
S1Q6

BN109-01 RETAIL BUYING
flM?A1-ni RETAIL COOP WORK EXPER I

8:00- 8:50A
TBA

M W F RAND
SWAtBE

S106
TBA

BMIOB
PERMS

BS100-
BS101-

PERS TYPING KEYBOAROING
TYPING I

11:00-
9;0Q-

12:15P
9:50A

T R

MTWRF
STAFF
CONLEY

S115
S115

BS101-02 TYPING I

BS103-Q1 SHORTHAND I

11:00-11:50A
10:00-1Q:50A

MTWRF
MTWRF

HOYER
tgHt-jY

S116
S116

BS110-
BS113-

WORD PROC
WORD PROC

CONCE
APPLI

PTS 11 :00-

1?;QQ-
12:15P
12:5QP

T R

M W F

8EALE
STAFF

S117
S117

8S101 0R--
BS110

BS122-
8S230-

PERSONAL D
SECRETARIA

EVELO
L TRA

PMENT
NSCRIPTN

10:00'
9:00

BS2S0-01 MEDICAL SECRETRL TRNG I

BS261
BS270-

01 ADM ASST COOP WRK EXP I

01 LEGAL TRAINING I

9:00-
10:00-

10:50A
9:50A
9:50

lOiSOA

M W F

M W F

STAFF
HOYER

S115
S116

BS102
gS102 BSIOt BS212

T R

M W F

.•«*.*>t««HOTEL RESl
-01 INTRO H/R COOP WORK

TBA
11:00-11;50A

TBA
M W F

STAFF
BEALE

S117
S116
Tba—

8S102

12:30-
8H110-
BH140-

01 HOSP SANTATN ( PROP MGT
01 INTRO HOSPITALITY MGT

BH150-
BH150-

01 FUND PROFSNL COOKING
02 FUND PROFSNL COOKING

9:00-
8:00-
9:00-

10:00-

1;20P R

9:S0A M W F

9:15A T R

MITKOSKI
JOHNSON R

N117
LEC B

9:S0A M W F

10:50A M W F

MCCORMICK G
MCCORMICK G

CG11
CG11

ALSO DeOUKES 8HJ50
ALSO REQUIRES BHSSO

BH160-
BW208-

01 DIN RM t BEV OPERATIONS
01 HOSPITALITY LAW

9:30-
8:00-

1:50P R

8;50A M W F

JOHNSON T

WITKOSKI
LEC A

LEC B

ALSO REQUIRES 8H360

8H212-
flH215-
BH261-
BH550-

01 QUANTITY FOOD PREPERATN
01 LOOGING OPERATIONS
01 HOTL/REST COOP WORK EX I

01 BAS FOOD LAB

9:30-
11:00-
TBA
1:00-

10:50A T
11;50A M W F

MCCORMICK G

WITKOSKI
LEC
SG8

BH1S0
BH140

ALSO REQUIRES BH612

TBA
;50P M

WITKOSKI
MCCORMICK

TBA
CG11

PERMS B)<086
ALSO REQUIRES BH150

BH550-
BHS50-

02 BAS FOOD LAB
03 BAS FOOD LAB

1:00-
1:00-

2:50P
2:50P

MCCORMICK G
MCCORMICK G

CG11
CG11

ALSO REQUIRES BH1S0
ALSO REQUIRES BH150

BH560-
BH612-

01 OIN RM LAB
01 OUAN FOOD LAB

9:30-
9:30-

10:50A
1;50A

JOHNSON T

MCCORMICK
CG11
CG11

HEALTH
NU100

TEHNOLOG* •••••« •••NURSING
01 PHARMACOLOGY CALCULATNS 1:00- 2: SOP M

PTEST - PLACEMENT TEST PERMS
SC104

ALSO REQUIRES BH160
ALSO REQUIRES BH212

' PERMISSION OF IMST

NU100-
NU101-

02 PHARMACOLOGY CALCULATNS
01 FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING

1:00-
9:00-

2:50P F

10:50A M w F

STAFF
STAFF

LEC A
LEC A

NU2ai-01 PHYS i MENTAL HEALTJI I 12:00- 2:50P M W 10 STAFF NU111 NU112
ALSO REQUIRES NU501
ALSO REQUIRcS NU601
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CAPE COD COMNUNITT COI LEGE -

COURSE
FALL SEMESTER 1988 OAT SESSION ( CURSE SCHEDULE

NO SECTION TITLE TIME OATS CRE[ IT INSTRUCTOR ROOM PREREQUISITES
PTEST - PLACEMENT TEST PERMS

NOTES
- PERMISSION OF INST

DE060-04
OE060-08

ELENENTART ALGEBRA
ELEHENTART ALGEBRA

12:00-12:50P
2:00- 2:50P

H U F

M U F

3 BOCK
3 LEONHARDT

N105
N105

PTEST
PTEST

OR—
OR—

ARITH
ARITH

OE040-09
DE061-01

ELENENTART ALGEBRA
INTERMEOIATE ALCEBRA

3:00- 3:50P
9:00- 9:50A

N W F

M U F

3 LEONHARDT
3 YOUNG

N105
N106

PTEST
DE060

OR—
OR

ARITH
PTEST

NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL

OE061-02
DE061-03

INTERNEOIATE ALGEBRA
INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA

1:00- 1:50P
2:00- J:15P

H U F

T R

3 MACADAM
3 MOYNIHAN M

N106
N105

D6040
DE060

OR
OR— PTEST

PTEST
OE041-0«
H4102-01

INTERNEOIATE ALGEBRA
FINITE NATHENATICS

3:00- 3. SOP
9:00- 9:50a

M U F

M U F

3 MACADAM
3 MACADAM

SC103
N105

0E040
DEQ60

OR
OR

PTEST
PTEST

NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL

MH102-02
MA103-01

FINITE NATHENATICS
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS

2:00- 3:15P
8:00- 8:50A

I R

M W F.

5 MACADAM
3 PEIRCE

NG6
N105

DE040
PTEST

OR-—
DR-

PTEST
ARITH

NJ103-02
M410J-03

BUSINESS NATHENATICS
BUSINESS NATHENATICS

12:00-12:50P
11:00-12:15P

M U F

T R

3 LEONHARDT
3 PEIRCE

NG7
N115

PTEST
PTEST

OP
OR

ARITH
ARITH

H4106-01
N«106-02

ELENENTART STATISTICS
ELEMENTARY STATISTICS

10:00-10:50A
1:00- 1:50P

N W F

M M F

3 LEONARD
} LEONARD

N105
N105

DE060
DE060

OR—
OR—

PTEST
PTEST

M«107-ai
MA108-01

CALC FOR BUS t SOC SCI I

PRECALCULUS NATM I

12:00-12:50P
10:00-10:50A

N W F

H H F

3 LEONARD
A YOUNG

SC114
SC103

MAtOB
DE061 OR PTEST

Nt10S-02 PRECALCULUS MATH I

10:00-10:50
2:00- 2: SOP

T

N U F ^ GUItlANI
LEC A

Nil 5 0Ea61 OR PTEST
-

M»109-01 PRECALCULUS MATH II

2:00- 2:50
1:00- 1:50P

T

N M F J PEIRCE
LEC A

NG6 MA108
M«130-01
H«201-01

BASIC «/ TECM APPLCTNS
CALCULUS t

8:00- 9:15A
11:00-11:50A

T R

NTW F

3 STAFF
A MOYNIHAN M

N105
SC114

DE060
MA109

OR PTEST

HA202-01
MA236-01

CALCULUS II
ASSEMBLY LANG PROGRNNG

8:00- 8:50A
9:30-10:*5A

MTW F

T R

4 YOUNG
4 MOYNIHAN M

SC114
SC101

MA201
NA233

M6101-01
..........NATURAL SCIENCE

SURV OF HUMN ANAT t PHTS 11:00-12:50P N U 3 DOWNEY LEC A PTEST OR ARITH ALSO REQUIRES HBS01
M61C2-01
MB102-02

MAN S ENVIRONMENT
MAN t, ENVIRONMENT

10:00-10:50A
1:00- 1:50P

U F

M U

3 SUAROSTRON
3 STAFF

LEC B

LEC B

PTEST
PTEST

OR
OR-—

ARITH
ARITH

ALSO
NOT

REQUIRES NB502
kVLABLE IN APRIL

N6107-01 HUM ANAT i PHTSIOLOGT I 11:00-11:50A M U F 4 KAHLER LEC B MSCHM
0Ea40

OR NC109 ALSO REQUIRES M8S07

NB107-02 HUM ANAT t PHYSIOLOGY I 11 :00-11:50A N U F A NORAN LEC C HSCHM
DE060

OR— HC109 ALSO REQUIRES MB507

, MB108-01
H6109-01

HUN ANATOMY ( PHTS II
MICROBIOLOGY

9:00- 9:50A
9:00- 9:50A

M U F

N U F

4 KAHLER
A SWAROSTROM

SC114
SC107

PTEST
MB131

OR
OR

ARITH
MC109

ALSO
ALSO

REQUIRES MB508
REQUIRES MB509

HB131-01
MB132-01

CONCEPTS IN BIOLOGY I

CONCEPTS IN BIOLOGY II

1:00- IjSOP
9:00- 9:50A

M W F

N W F

4 flOLEYN
4 OOUNEY

LEC C

LEC C

OE060
NB131

OR PTEST ALSO
ALSO

REQUIRES M6531
REQUIRES MB532

N6501-01
M8501-02

SUR
syR

OF HUNAN AN t

OF HUMAN AN i

PH
PH

LAB 10:00-11:50A
LAB 2:00- 3:50P

T

T

DOWNEY
DOWNEY

SCC3
SCG3

ALSO REQUIRES NB101
ALSO REQUIRES NB101

NB501-03
N6502-01

SUR
NAN

OF HUNAN AN t

8ENVR LAB
fji LAB 10:O0-11:50A

10:00-11:50A
P

T

STAFF
BOLEYN

SCG3
SCG7

NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL
ALSO REQUIRES NB102

MB502-02
N6502-03

NAN
NAN

SENVR LAB
tENVR LAB

2:00- 3:50P
12:00- 1:50P

T

U

BOLEVN
SWAROSTROM

SCG7
SCG7

ALSO REQUIRES NB102
ALSO REQUIRES MB102

N6502-04
N6507-01

MAN
HUN

tENVR LAB
ANAT PHYS LAB

10:00-11:50A
1:00- 2:50P

N

N

STAFF
NORAN

SCG7
SC107

NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL
ALSO REQUIRES MB107

M6507-02
MB507-03

HUN
HUH

ANAT PHYS LAB
ANAT PHYS LAB

1:00- 2:50P
10:3O-12:30P

U

R

MORAN
MORAN

SC107
SC107

ALSO REQUIRES MB107
ALSO REQUIRES NB107

MB507-04
MB508-01

HUM
ANA1

ANAT PHYS LAB
LAB

. 8:00- 9:50A
1:00- 2:50P

T

N

STAFF
KAHLER

SC107
SCG3

NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL
ALSO REQUIRES MB108

HB5O8-02
NB509-01

ANAT LAB
MICRO LAB

2:00- 3:50P
10:00-11:50A

U

M

KAHLER
SWAROSTROM

SCG3
SC107

ALSO REQUIRES MB108
ALSO REQUIRES Mfl109

MB531-01
MB531-02

CONCPTS BIOL LAB I

CONCPTS BIOL LAB I

2:00- 3:50P
10:00-11:50A

U

F

BOLEYN
BOLEYN

SCG7
SCG7

ALSO REQUIRES MB131
ALSO REQUIRES HB131

MB531-03
M6532-01

CONCPTS BIOL LAB I

COHCPTS 6I0L LAB II

9:00-10:50A
2:00- J:50P

M

M

STAFF
DOWNEY

SCG7
SCG7

NOT AVLABLE IN APRIL
ALSO REQUIRES •18132

NB532-02
MC101-01
MC103-01

CONCPTS BIOL LAB II
GENERAL CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS I

10
10

?

:00-11
00-10
00- 9

:SOA
50A

in*

M

M

F

W F

WE '

DOWNEY
. SCOFIELO

OEUTSCH

SCG3
LEC C

LEC B

DE041
OE061

OR
OR-—

PTEST
PTEST

ALSO
ALSO
ALSO

REQUIRES
REQUIRES
REQUIRES

MB132
MC501
MC503

MC104-01
MC109-01

SURVEY OF CHEMISTRY
CHEN FOR HEALTH SCIENCE

10

11

00-10
00-12

50A
15P

M W F

T R

. JOHNSON E

MORAN
SC114
LEC C

PTEST
DE040

OR
OR

ARITH
PTEST

ALSO
ALSO

REQUIRES
REQUIRES

MC504
MC509

MC201-01
MC20J-01

ORGANIC CHENISTRY I

PHYSICS III: MCCHflNICS
12

1

00-12
00- 1

SOP
SOP

M

M

W F '

H F

. SCOFIELO
! SHAW

SC101
SC101

NC102
NC104 HA201 MA202

ALSO
ALSO

REQUIRES
REQUIRES

MC401
NC403

HC501-01 GEN CHEN LAB I

2:00- 2:50
9:00-10:50A

M

T SCOFIELO
SC101
SC220 ALSO REQUIRES MC101

NC501-02 GEN CHEN LAB I

HC501-03 GEN CHEM LAB I

11:00-12:50P
2:00- 3:50P

T

T

SCOFIELO
SCOFIELO

SC220
SC220

ALSO REQUIRES HC101
ALSO REQUIRES MC101

MC503-01 PHYS I LAB
MC503-02 PHTS I LAB

9:00-10:50A
12:00- 1:50P

R

R

SHAW
SHAW

SC114
SC1K,

ALSO REQUIRES NC10J
ALSO REQUIRES NC103

MC506-01 SURV OF CHEM LAB
MC509-01 CHEM HLTH SCI LAB

11:00-12:50P
8:00- 9:50A

T

T

JOHNSON E

NORAN
SC218
SC218

ALSO REQUIRES MC104
ALSO REQUIRES NCia9

NCSa9-02 CHEN HLTH SCI LAB
MC601-01 ORG CHEN LAB

8:00- 9:50A
2:00- 3: SOP

R

N
NORAN
SCOFIELO

SC218
SC221

ALSO REQUIRES MC109
ALSO REQUIRES HC201

ES100-01
.......... ENGINE ERINC/OTH

ENGINEERING GRAPHICS 12:0O-12:5OP H W F 3 PANITI N107
ESIOI-OI
ES200-01

ENGR PRIN S ORIENTATION
ENGR MECHS I - STATICS

12:00- 1:50P
10:00-10:50A

R

N W F

1 PANITZ
3 PANITZ

SC112
SC101

PTEST
NC104

OR— ARITH

IE177-01 DC CIRCUITS 9:00- 9:50A
10:00-11:50

N W F

T

4 CAPUANO SCIOI
SC112

0E041 OR PTEST

TE178-01 FABRICATION 11:00-12:50P
12:00- 1:50

M W

T

3 CAPUANO SC112
SC112

PTEST OR— ARITH

TE201-01 ELECTRONIC NEASURNNT 12:00-12:50P
11:00-12:50

M W

F

3 CAPUANO SC112
SC112

TE172 TE174 TE204

TE206-01 MICROPROCESSORS 8:00- 8:50A
9:00-10:50

N W F

R

4 PERRON SCil2
SC112

TEl7i TE.i74 T6204

TE210-01 ASSENBLY LANGUAGE 10:00-10:50A
LIFE FITNESS •«..« LIFE FITNESS

M W F 3 PERRON SC112 TE206
PTIST - PLACEMENT TEST PERMS - PERMISSION OF INST

PE101-01
PE102-01

DECISON MAKING IN HLTH
FIRST AID I EHERG CARE

2:00- 3:15P
8:00- 9:15A

M W
T R

3 FITIPATRICK
3 LARSON C

LEC B

SC103
PE102-02
PE103-01

FIRST AID t EMERG CARE
PERSONAL FITNESS

5:40- i:\iP
11 :00-12:15P

T R

T R

! LARiON t

3 FOSTER
SCIflJ

GTM B

PE103-02
PE105-01

PERSONAL FITNESS
DRUGS IN SOCIETt

10:00-10:50A
9:00- 9:50A

M W F

N W F

3 FOSTER
3 FITIPATRICK

GYN 8

N120
PE105-02
PE110-01

DRUGS IN SOCIETY
ADVENTURE CONCEPTS

8:00- 9:15A
11:00-11:50A

T R

M W F

3 FITIPATRICK
3 FOSTER

NG7
GYN B

PE112-01
PE155-01

ORIENTATION OUTOR REC
SWINNING ( LIFESAVING

9:00- 9:50A
»i30-10;^5A

M W F

T R

3 FOSTER
3 FOSTER

GYN B

GYM B PERNS
STUDENT SERVICE' 'STUDENT SERVICE PTEST - PLACEHENT TEST PERMS - PERMISSION OF INST
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Professor Jim Shaw Spearheads

Changes in Physics Department

Jim Shaw, Physics Professor, is

about to implement some changes

in his department. He is spear-

heading a drive to bring our phys-

ics program more in line with col-

lege and university programs na-

tionwide.

Shaw received a bachelor's de-

gree in industrial engineering

from Lafayette College in Penn-

sylvania. After completing col-

lege, he was employed t»y Eastman

Kodak in Rochester, Mass. Shaw

concluded that "industrial engi-

neering wasn't for me." He then

enlisted in the U.S. Army and

served for three years. After his

discharge, Shaw taught high

school physics for two years in

Manning, South Carolina.

Shaw discovered that he "en-

joyed" physics and later received a

Master's Degree in Physics at Old

Dominion University in Virginia.

While at Dominion, he began to

teach college classes. Shaw real-

ized he was interested in both

teaching and physics. He decided

to guide lus career toward a combi-

nation of these areas. Upon com-

pletion of his Master's, Shaw

taught college physics classes at

Dominion University for a year.

He later taught at Williamsport

Community College in Pennsyh'a-

nia for 7 years. Shaw came to Cape

Cod Community College after

leavingPennsylvamia. Hehasbeen

with the CCCC staff for the past 2

yearsand mentions that he has"no

intentions of packing up tomor-

row."

Changes are being made within

the physics program. Shaw states

that "the courses that CCCC cur-

rently offers do not best serve our

students." The upcoming courses

will give students the best ofwhat

physics can offer. These courses

will be easier to transfer and more

appropriate for the "background

and level of mathematical skill that

our students have." CCCC will

keep Physics 1 & 2 but will "phase

out" Physics 3 & 4. The latter will

be replaced by University Physics.

Shaw believes this course to be

equivalent to the standards of

Lowell University.

University Physics will cover the

same topics as Physics 1 & 2.

However, it will use a more ad-

vancedmath—calculus.The course

will also be a continuation of the

previous courses.

University Physics will start in the

SpringSemester of '89. Itwill meet

five days a week. Two of the days

are for lectures and three will be

lab. periods. Students will recewe

4 credits for the course.

Shawwould like to see all students

who are interested in the way "the

earth ticks" to enroll in his physics

class. He also urges all students of

engineering, mathematics, and

health-science to take part in Uni-

versity Physics. Shaw advises stu-

dents who are leaving before the

new program is instituted to take

Physics 3 & 4. Whereas, students

who will be at CCCC during the

1989 Spring Semester should take

advantage of the University Phys-

ics program. Stated Shaw:"It's the

best course for them."

Pops By The Sea

To Enrich

College and Community

Focus On
Gay Issues
By: Staff

The college's Health Services in

conjunction with the Humanities

Division willbe q>onsoring a "first

ever" roundtable discussion focus-

ing on the misunderstood and

controversial gay lifestyle.

The discussion, titled "Straight

Talk About G^ Issues" will be

held on Thursday, April 14, from

12:30 to 1:45 pm. in Leaure Hall

A. The presentation attempts to

provide a forum for sharing ideas

and insights about homosexuality

within an educational context. It is

the same style ofexchange that has

been seen in previous noontime

discussions dealing with such top-

ics as death and dying, stress, chil-

dren of alcoholic parents, AIDS,

and other important social issues.

Esther Landry of Health Services

and acting division chairperson of

the Physical Education division

will introduce the panelists. Dan
McCuUough professor of history

and philosophy, will provide a

brief overview of gay and lesbian

persons in society. Humanities

division chairperson, Louise

Deutsch, will facilitate the discus-

sion.

Let's Re-examme Our Priorities

By James Cavaco

The Arts Foundation of Cape

Cod, sponsor of the Pops by the

Sea concert, has chosen our col-

lege to be the beneFiciary of the

concerttobeheld Sunday, August

14 at the Barnstable Town Green

inHyannis.

The money donated to the college

as a result of this event has been

allocated by College President

Philip R. Day, jr. to enhance the

role that the college plays in arts

for the students and the surround-

ing community. President Day has

said, "We've been tiying to reaf-

firm and emphasize the college's

community orientation and this

concert will help provide the col-

lege with a unique opportunity to

expand our own offerings and

commitment to cuUural and per-

forming arts."

Nevertheless, the money that is

channeled into the college's arts

will be aimed at expanding the

current arts focus of the college

curriculum as well as providing

funds that will allow the college to

sponsor aris eventson campus. Dr.

Robert W. Kidd, Chairman of the

college's arts department, em-

phatically welcomes the new en-

thusiasm that the benefitsfrom the

Pops Concert will bring to his

department. He said, "These

funds will enable the college to

produce concerts, ballets, theatri-

cals and other arts events, which

could cost up to ten thousand

dollars...We want to make the col-

lege not just a place where stu-

dents can come and study the arts,

but a place where the community

can come too and enjoy as a cul-

tural center; that is the function of

a community college and any col-

lege.

We as students and the commu-
nity are fortunate to have a college

that has such concern for the arts

and such a dedicated energetic arts

department. The fact that the arts

foundation has chosen our college

to be the beneficiary to the Pops by

the Sea concert demonstrates the

high regard of our school and our

arts department by the commu-
nity. The proceeds from the Pops
by the Sea concert will no doubt

enrich the school, the students and

the community.

Arleen Simpson

The proposal to change the activ-

ity period to Monday afternoons

made by the Division Chairper-

sons has become the subject of

heated debate. The student activ-

ity period is currently held on

Tuesdays and Thursdays from

12:30-2:00. Rather than any classes

being scheduled, these times are

reserved for club meetings and

various other extra-curricular ac-

tivities. These three hours occur

during what is conunonly referred

to as "prime time."

Due to increased enrollments,

classrooms during "prime time"

have become overcrowded, forc-

ing many students to make diffi-

cult choices between satisfying

core requirements and their work

schedules and/or family lives.

Secondly, more students are find-

ing it increasingly difficult to

schedule upper-level courses due

to slim offerings. It seems as

though the general rule of thumb

has become that these courses are

only held semi-annually with just

one section available.

Of course it's unrealistic to think

class offerings or activity perios

times can suit every student's var-

ied needs. For instance, the nurs-

ing students are unable to partici-

pate in the current activity period

due to clinical schedules.

However, 1 feel quite strongly that

changing the aaivity period time

to Tuesdays and Thursdays from

2:00-3:30 would be in the best

interest of the student body as a_

whole. After all, extra-curricular

activities are meant to enhance the

learning process, not take priority

over valuable classroom instruc-

tion.

Cape Cod Community College

Office of Career Planning & Placement

SPRING

PRE-EMPLOYMENT

WORKSHOP

LISTEN...

CCCC.

A. Resume Preparation-April 19

B. Job Search & Interview Strategies-

April 21

LECTURE HALL A
12:30-1:45
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Photo by Pat Campbell

By Susan Walker

John Crowninshield, a second

semester freshman, recently

moved to the Cape from Taunton.

A 1985 graduate ofTaunton High,

Crowninshield joined the army for

two years. He trained in South

Carolina and thenwas stationed in

Georgia for the remainder of the

time.

Although unactive throughout

high school, upon enteringCCCC,
Crowninshield became involved

with the Policy and Standards

Committee and the Student Sen-

ate. When asked why he joined

these, he responded,"Getting in-

volved helps me to be a better

person."

Sincejoining the Student Senate in

September 1987, Crowninshield

has been on various committees

such as the March of Dimes Fund
Raiser including the telethon, and

selling flowers for the Innkeepers

Club. "I have gotten on as many
conmiittees as possible." Cur-

rently, there is a committee put

together in hopes of increasing

student participation at sporting

events. He eitplained, "We are

beginning to send out flyers in

hopes of making people more

aware of these events." John

Crowninshield will be running for

Student Senate President this

spring. Crowninshield feels that

he would make a good president

because,"rve got more experience

here." If elected, he will address

the parking situation and promote

a strong student government.

"The policy of the college is that

the student's vote is recognized

and valued. That is important."

When Crovminshield isn't in the

Senate office or doing homework
for his major in Management, he

partakes in sports. "I'mnotonany

teams, but I like playing around

with my friends."

Although a four-year college is

three semesters away, the Univer-

sity of Rhode Island will be a col-

lege he will look in to. Upon
completion of his education,

Crowninshield will be looking for

an authoritive position. He noted,

"I want to be pan of making deci-

sions, but I've got no problem with
putting my hands on it and work-

ing hard."

Professor David Still: One of the Best
By Gerard K Lynch

When asked, students describe

David Still as an understanding,

helpful, great guy, truly one of the

best. He has been teaching Eng-

lish, Speech, and Humanities here

at CCCC for fifteen years and is a

Professor of Humanities.

Stillwas raised in Hudson, Massa-

chusetts. "Hudson," henotes,"was

a small mill town with hard work-

ing people." He was brought up

directly following WWII at a time

of social upheaval. "There was no

electricity. Hand water pumps

werecommon and kerosene lamps
were our light source. I was

brought up in the house my
Grandfather built for my Grand-

mother in 1912."

After graduating from Hudson

High School, he began his coUege

career in 1961. "I was the first one

in my entire extended family to go

to college. Democratic opportuni-

ties were just beginning to expand

and I took hold."

After receiving an academic schol-

arship. Still studied at Boston

University. He then transferred to

Nebraska Wesleyan University.

"By the time I graduated, I was

married and had a kid. I then

picked up a master's degree at the

University of Rhode Island one

year after I receivedmybachelor's.

By the time I received my master's,

we had two kids. By the time I was

teaching at the coUege level for

one year, we had three kids. So by

the time I was 24, 1 was teaching

coUege level for a year, had three

kids, a couple of degrees, and

things were rolling. We had kids at

ayoung age and itworked out well.

It was fun." When asked if he

would do it again. Still smiled and
replied, "No."

Still explained his reasons for en-

tering the teachine orofession as

varied: "I conscientiously chose

education as a life style at a rela-

tively young age. The things I

bought with my education were

essentially two fold. One, it al-

lowed me the opportunity to

choose a profession that I found

personally rewarding, andworking

with students is that opportunity.

The second thing that it allowed

me was time to spend with my
family, withmy kids." When asked

ifthingshave changed Still replied,

"No arguments, I am still commit-

ted to that."

"When I reach the point where I

don't find the excitement I want or

I don't enjoy it, I would leave

teachingbecause Iam sure there is

someonewho is 24 and looking for

a rewarding career."

Still states that, "The real high and

real excitement ofteaching is turn-

ing people on to what they have

not been turned on to before, and

that can happen in any level

course. It's a Wgh when it works.

When it works it's really, really

good. When it doesn't, and occa-

sionally it doesn't, then it's disap-

pointing. Then it's time to go back

to the drawingboard and reassess.

When asked if he is content with

his life at this point. Still replied,

"Yes, but my life is a continuing

growing process and I am growing

more everyday".

On top of teaching and his family

David Still is invoked in quite a

number of policy making commit-

tees on campus. He is the chair-

man of the College Meeting and

he was an advisor to the Student

Senate for tenyears.He states that

he also "tries to find time for a.

basketball game with the stu-

dents."

In addition to these responsibili-

ties. Still likes to camp. "My family

and I spend a lot of time in Maine

in the summer. North of the Mer-

rimack, there is a little framed

cottage [where we stay]. I can run

fifteen miles away from the cot-

tage and never run into another

living soul. My kids grew up there

during summers, so it is a nice

escape."

David Still is a man truly admired

by his peers and respected by his

students. His outlook deserves

attention, and so does his his three

point shot.

Spring Is In The Air
By James Cavaco

Nowthat spring is approaching the

campus, studentsand facultybegin

eagerly awaiting its arrival and all

the color, warmth and happiness it

brings. For Gloria Mott, a campus

custodian, it is a chance to show off

flowers that she has been cultivat-

ing in the campus greenhouse.

After many years of disuse the

campus greenhouse is now being

used again. Under the supervision

of Gloria Mott new shelves have

been added as well as an array of

beautiful plants.

These plants are grown to be

planted around the campus walk-

ways and buildings to bring color

and happiness to those who work

and study here. The students who
attended last semester will recall

the tulips she planted around the

campus and the pleasure that they

afforded.

Photo by David Thomas Verkade

AQUESTION EVEN STRAIGHTTSTUDENTS

FIND TOUGH TO ANSWER.

Youre probably going 10 n«d loi real pay. while Iheyre gelling

helpr,llingin«™ol.heblanks
»"g^*"to the Co-op Ed

about your future. ^-^^
_^X.» ,

•mals why there's Cooperative off ice, S233 loisonieansvi'en

Education. A naiioiiwide pragram that to how to pay jwjr way through

helps college students get real jobs college. And aftowaids.

CcHipEducatioiL

Gloria Mott does her Oung and brmgs the greenhouse to life.

Having a bright cheerful campus .

is not only important to the ap-

pearance of the campus but to the

health of the campus as well. In

fact, psychological studies have

been done that show there is a

definite link between emotional

state of mind and produaivity, as

well as physical health. The

brighter and happier the campus is

the better it serves the students

and its function. Gloria Mott's

contribution to the campus is an

important part in cultivating

higher learning and growth.

Gloria has also provided a helpful

gardening tip for all the campus

greenthumbs: Plant roses any

time, but first prepare the soil

thoroughly by digging deeply and

adding peat moss, dehydrated

manure, compost or other soil-

building organic matter.
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Who would you like to

become the next Presi-

dent of the United

States?

Rob Migliaccio - 22 Liberal

Arts

" I like Jesse Jackson for some

reasons such as equal rights, which

can only help our socially con-

sciousness. But I really don't like

the mixture of church and state in

politics, especially the extreme

lengths of right wing conservative

Pat Robertson. To me he is a

contradiction. Republican evan-

gelist? I would have to go with

Dukakis because being from Mas-

sachusetts there is a chance for

more state aid with the Duke."

TinaRinaldi-18 Liberal Aits

Sue Larson - 19 Liberal Arts

" I would like to see Jesse

Jackson up there as president " I like George Bush and what

because it's totally wrong that the he believes in. He is stnvmg

majority neglect him for racist harder for the well being of the

reasons. It's like having a woman people of the United States than

up there; It's never been done. He any other candidate. Most candi-

stands for equal rights and rights dates tell half of the truth. He
for the poor, give the man a wants to make life better and try

chance!" not to cause problems."

Trisha Anderson - 19 Legal

Heather ChaUies - 19 Nursing

" We feel George Bush is the

best candidate for president be-

cause he has been vice-president

for the past eight years and so he

has a good idea about our eco-

nomic standing and foreign policy,

so he won't have to relearn the

systems he has already been a part

of."

Sam McConnick - 20 Liberal

Arts

"
I feel Dukakis is the only

person who can balance a budget.

I also feel he will help the Ameri-
can Educational System, and he

drinks a lot of vodka."

I

Matt Igoe - 19 Liberal Arts

" I thought Bruce Babbitt was
the only candidate with good ideas

on reducing the deficit and pro-

tecting the environment. Nowthat
he's out of the race I'll supportwho
ever the Democratic nominee is,

or anybody who can beat Bush
"
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The Legend Of
Athena's Earring

Winter Depression:

Sufferers Can Be Treated
By Kevin E.Dedcel

Flyers inviting attendance on a

sojourn entitled "Overdose on

Boston Art" appeared on the bul-

letin boards around campus last

month. The ambitious schedule

for the field trip included a visit to

the Museum of Fine Arts (MFA)

.

A return to those hollowed halls

seemed a tonic to me.

Fourteen years ago while pursuing

an undergraduate degree at the

now defunct Boston State College

(It has been absorbed by UMass
Boston) the core curriculum re-

quired a choice between music

appreciation or a similar course

with art as the subject. Neither

stirred me. Having been brought

up Catholic I thought this the

penance 1 had never done. 1 didn't

care about going to heaven but I

did want to graduate. "Roll over

Beethoven" was moremy style so I

elected the art offering.

My reluctance to embrace the

anomoly ofart quicklybroke down
in the darkened lecture hall as

slides of paintings, fresco's, sculp-

tures, and etchings melded with

the practiced verse of a skilled

professor's narration. Entranced

by these presentations the manda-

tory museum visits became an

adventure and Art a catalyst to

thought and creativity.

Upon arriving I toured the special

exhibition of Dutch "Landscape"

paintings. It brought to mind the

self-portrait of a young Rembrant

from which I had learned the les-

son of how light can be utilized in

painting. It hangs in the Gardner

Museumjust across the Fens from

the MFA.
A darkened gallery lent a rever-

ence to the masterful stained glass

work of Lafarge and the accompa-

nying array of his paintings and

drawings testified to his artistry.

The Monets and Cezannes were

still exquisite. The Copleys still

boring. "Old Models", a Harnett

which had been a favorite ofmine
no longer did it for me.

I marveled at the armour and
weaponry of ancient Japanese

warriors and the carved ciimabar

from China. Weavings, painted

panels, sculpture, scrolls of callig-

raphy, silver, Buddhas, pottery,

porcelain, coins, and funishings

collected from throughout the

world, some, thousands of years

old were before me.
Nothing got me thinking more
than the earring ofAthena. Some
2200 years old, it hung in a case

with a host of other jewelry from

an era when people believed a

group of immortal beings dwelled

onamountain called Olympusand
affected their world.

Thesupremerulerofthisclan was

Zeus and from his head sprang a

daughter, Athena. She was the

goddess ofwisdom, war, and coun-

sel, protectoress of Greek cities

and patroness of useful and ele-

gant arts.

Believers in this mythology

sculpted a 40 foot embodiment of

her and adorned it with the finest

fabrics and jewels. The earring,

built to scale, stands about two

inches high and three inches long,

131 pieces of gold, making a pair of

horses, pulling a chariot, carrying

Nike, Goddess of viaory.

It struck me that a statue of this

same Athena, also 40 feet tall sits

atop the Capital Building in Wash-

ington D.C. and that a legend

inight exist whereby anyone fas-

tening this ancient bauble on the

earlobe of the present statue

wouldbe granted awishwhispered

into the bejeweledoreille. Ifonly it

Platoon: Understandmg

The Message
By: Mart Boulerice

In March, "Platoon," OUver

Stone's critically acclaimed movie

about a group of American sol-

diers in the Vietnam war became

available on the home video mar-

ket. When Platoon was released

last spring, advertisements for the

film described it as, "The first real

film about the Vietnam war" and

urged movie goers to "Experience

Platoon."

Millions of people across the

country did what the ads said, and

although the film was an

enormous box office success, the

experience illicited by most view-

ers was a frustrating and depress-

ing one. This phenomena was

widespread enough and the expe-

rience powerfulenough to warrant

the need for crisis hotline numbers

to be posted around the exits of

theatres showing "Platoon," giv-

ing audiences an avenue to help

shake the feelings of frustration

and depression that, for many,

were the two main components of

the "Platoon experience."

Now that "Platoon" is out on

home video, the opportunity for

those who did not see it on the big

screen to "Experience Platoon"

has arisen; and for those who did

but had a negative "Platoon" ex-

perience to see the film in a differ-

ent light, and hopefiiUy make the

experience a positive one.

Watching "Platoon" does not

have to illicit a negative experi-

ence, and this was not the film's

intent. The key to watching "Pla-

toon" and coming away not frus-

trated or depressed is in listening

to what the main character has to

say, especially at the end of the

film.These lastwords of themovie

are the most important, they con-

tain the essence of "Platoon's"

message, and should not be

missed.

The message is very simply one of

understanding; and the intent of

the message is to serve as a warn-

ing. The understanding Oliver

Stone wants the viewer to arrive at

is of the living Hell American sol-

diers in Vietnam were exposed to,

and the message that comes from

this understanding is not to let this

happen again.

So see "Platoon", experience

"Platoon", and if your experience

is depressing try to understand the

movie's message, and use that

understanding as a motivating

factor in an effort to not allowwhat

happened in Vietnam to happen

again.

By Cheri Routhier

As the suimy suiruner starts to

dwindle away and the days start to

shorten, do you feel yourself get-

ting depressed? Do you feel all

your spontaneity evaporating? Do
you feel fatigued, sluggish and lose

your zest for life? Then you could

be suffering from a Seasonal Af-

fective Disorder (SAD). SAD is a

disease related to lack of sunlight.

According to the National In-

stitute OfMental Health (NIMH),
Seasonal Affective Disorder is a

chemical imbalance of the body

caused by lack of sunlight. Most
SAD sufferers feel sluggish and

depressed all winter long. Some
withdraw socially, from family and

friends, sleep more and feel day-

time drowsiness. Most gain 20-25

pounds because they crave high

calorie and high carbohydrate,

fatty foods. SAD sufferers find it

difficult to hold a job during the

winter ifthey canwork at all. Some
suffer seasonal alcoholism and
become suicidal.

Most SAD sufferers experi-

ence symptoms of this disease

during late adolescence although

it has been found in children.

According to Yankee Magazine,
"80% of the sufferers are women.
During winter months women
sufferers experience severe pre-

menstrual distress and believe it is

linked to their first childbirth."

The NIMH has studied, experi-

mented and concluded that there

is no real pharmaceutical cure for

this disease. The only positive

remedy for SAD is Bright-Light

Therapy. According to Dr. John
Docherty, a researcher who spent

five years at NIMH researching

SAD,"Bright-Light Therapy is

when SAD sufferers are exposed

to bright light three hours before

dawn and three hours after dusk

with bright fluorescent lights de-

signed to mimic the daylight of the

time of year when thier symptoms
would typically disappear." With

this treatment SAD patients got

better almost immediately and

stay well as long as they continue

the light therapy.

According to NIMH, in Yan-
keeMagazine, "SAD is not merely

a deficiency of light, but a disloca-

tion of the bodies biological

rhythms, that the secretion of cer-

tain hormones occurs at a different

lime than it should in relationship

to the sleep cycle, and that bright

light in the morning appears to

advance the delayed phase of dis-

located rhythms." The NIMH
concludes that bright full spec-

trum lights are remarkably effec-

tive therapeutic agent for treating

the disorder. It is proven that

patients will immediately relapse

when Bright-Light Therapy is dis-

continued during the darker,

dreary seasons.

Dirty Dancing's Deeper Meaning

By Krisla Randall

After the first fifteen minutes of

Dirty Dancing it seemed it should

have been called "Gidget meets

Denny Terrio". Fortunately for us.

its plot and relationships are much
more than first imagined.

My first impressions were based

on an opening scene where we find

thecliched, clean-cut, all-American

60's family on their way to summer

vacation at a plush, up-scale moun-

tain resort in New York. A mono-

logue leads us into the life and fami-

ly of "Babe," Jennifer Grey, the*

youngest daughter of a successful

doctor; her mother the standard

side piece of this success; and an

older sister, with that 'well adjusted'

teen-age innocence

Babe is the bright-eyed, shelter-

ed, naive offspring brought forth

from this sheltered environment.

She has faith in her father, much

as she has faith in mankind. She

sympathizes with both Vietnam

War protesters and starving

children in Asia. She believes in the

goodness of mankind and sees

things through rose tinted glasses.

Their choice of vacation spot

reinforces my first impression. Il is

a secluded, mountain hotel with all

the amenities: horseshoes, poker,

golf, and dancing of course. It is

here that Babe meets Johnny,

Patrick Swayze, the leading male

stud of the hotel dance floor. He
is tall, darl<, and handsome; his

tough, resonant, city accent, along

with his muscled, hard body tweak

the libidos of the mostly middle

aged clientele he serves.

She is immediately intrigued

with Johnny; he embodies what

Babe has not been exposed to,

namely the seemingly unreachable

fantasy of romance and passion.

You see il in her eyes.

Thankfully, as we get into the

core of the film, Babe and Johnny

start to become real human beings.

Babe is rapidly growing into a

mature woman with altitudes,

beliefs, and opinions which are be-

ing tested by the deluge of events

in her world, such as seeing the

result of an unwanted pregnancy,

discovering the joy of applying

oneself to an art form such as dan-

cing, and feeling passion as well as

compassion tor the one she has

fallen in love with. Johnny is also

being tested in that he must decide

between pursuing what is, in his

mind, the brash blue-collar, entrap-

ping environment in which he grew

up and which he can return to —

the life of being an iron-worker in

a labor union or he can pursue the

dream of becoming a professional

dancer. He knows that he could

become one, yet he doesn't feel that

his present circumstances could

help him achieve this goal. He
thinks of his present circumstances

as less than perfect, yet doesn't

know how to really improve them.

Watching these two learn about

themselves and about their world

is a joy By the end of the film these

two had me so absorbed in their

world, that I actually cared what

happened to them. They finally had

an inner beauty to match their

outer beauty.

I found Diriy Dancing to be a fun.

exuberant, entertaining ride

through a summer in 1963. So

much for first impressions! Dirly

Dancing is playing at theaters and

video stores everywhere.

Library Book Sale

April 20, 21 , 22

Good Cheap

Paperbacks 25C

Hardcovers 50C
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Helmsmen Wrap Up
Wimiing Basketball Campaign
By Bruce Hack

The men's basketball team fin-

ished off its first winning season in

eight years with a banquet and
awards ceremony at John's Loft on
March 16. The first award of the

evening was Most Improved
Player and Sean Whitman was the

recipient. Whitman, a freshman

from Cambridge, New York, only

played during the second semes-

ter. A guard on his high school

team, Whitman was asked to play

inside at CCCC. TTie transition

was successful as Whitman paced

the team in rebounding [11.9 re-

bounds per game] and was third in

scoring (11.7 points per game] for

the second half.

"Sean adapted very well to the

move inside," said retiring head

coach Frarik Forker.

Whitman scored in double figures

six times, including a season-high

18 points at Mt. Ida. He was in

double digits for rebounds on
seven occasions, including a sea-

son-best 15 at Naval Prep.

Mike Scrivani, from Nauset, was
thewinner of the Coaches Award.
This award is for the player who
attends every practice, always

makes his best effort, is a team
player and yet is probably not the

most talented player on the team.

Scrivani, who played both semes-

ters, averaged 3.8 ppg and 5.2 rpg

coming off the bench. He had

personal bests of 10 points vs.

Worcester Industrial Tech and 14

rebounds at North ShoreCommu-
nity College.

"Mike always gave us a good ef-

fort, especially on the boards,"

said Forker.

The Tmal award was for the Most
Valuable Player and Andre Mil-

house, of Dennis-Yarmouth, was
the recipient. Milhouse played

both semesters at point guard and
really increased his offensive out-

put in the second semester. He
went from scoring 12.7 ppg in the

first half to 20.7 ppg in the second

and finished the season at 16.5 ppg

and a team-leading 313 points.

Milhouse also paced the team in

assists [71] and three-point field

goals [30]. He had a personal-best

of32 points vs. Mt. Ida and scored

28 or more points on three other

occasions. Milhouse also had a

team-high nine assists vs. Mass.
College of Art and connected on
six three-point field goals at Mt.
Ida.

"I told Andre he would have to

score more in the second half (due

to the loss ofTroy Martin] and he
responded very well," said Forker.

Another awardwasgiven to Coach
Forker by Athletic Director Alan
Goodyear in recognition of his

three years of service and dedica-

tion to the college.

Coach Forker leaves the program

regretfully, but on a winning note.

With the returning nucleus ofplay-

ers and continued support from

the administration, the new coach

should be able to continue the

winning seasons at CCCC.

Outward Bound:
An Adventure in Learning
By: Bruce Hack

Outward Bound is the nation's

largest and oldest adventure-

based educational organization.

Five schools, in Maine (Hurricane

Island), North Carolina, Minne-
sota (Voyageur), Colorado and
Oregon (Pacific Crest), offer over

600 diverse programs year-round

in 20 states.

Courses are designed to develop

and enhance self-confidence and
self-esteem, leadership qualities,

teamwork and empathy for others,

community service and sensitivity

to the environment.

Included in the broad spectrum of

course offerings are experiences

ranging in variety from cycling,

backpacking, sailing and sea kay-

aking—to mountain climbing,

Whitewater rafting and even do-

gsledding. "All told our courses

this year will use the vast majestic

wilderness and urban areas of 22

slates," notes John F. Raynolds,

president of Outward Bound.
In conjunction with the many dif-

ferent courses it offers Outward
Bound sponsors programs for a

broad variety of special groups.

Among the programs offered are

semester courses for college stu-

dents. The student may choose

from full semester courses, quar-

ter courses or "Januaiy Term"
courses. Academic credit may be

earnedby the student for Outward
Bound courses.

Otherprograms offered are those

geared to 14, 15 or 16-year olds,

courses for educators, programs
for troubled youths, professional

development programs and spe-

cial alumni courses.

"Regardless of which course is

selected, students are almost cer-

tain to discover new things about

themselves," explains Mr.
Raynolds. "They expect more of

themselves, become confident

where before they were hesitant.

Th^ learn to share, to lead and to

follow, and to work together as a

group. Insafeguardingeach other,

they form bonds of mutual trust.

Theydiscover that many problems
can be solved only with the coop-

eration of all members of agroup."
Outward Bound is not a survival

course but an education on how to

live comfortably and safely in the

wilderness. The courses are physi-

cally and mentally challenging

and, above all, fun. You do not

have to be an athlete nor do you
have to know how to paddle a

canoe or climb a mountain. Any-
one with average physical abilities

can succeed because you only

compete against yourself. All that

is expected ofyou is that you go to

Outward Bound with a willingness

to try.

Outward Bound will teach you all

the technical skills that are neces-

sary, and you'll quickly discover

unknown talents and abilities that

will helpyou realize that nothing is

beyond your reach.

As one Outward Bound student

said: "We are better than weknow.
Ifwe can be made lo see it, perhaps

for the rest of our lives we will be

unwilling to settle for less."

The cost of Outward Bound pro-

grams range from S405, for a four-

day hiking and raftingtrip in Colo-

rado, to $4300, for an 88 day se-

mester course. Financial aid is

available in the form of full and

partial tuition grants, low or no

interest loans, deferred payment
options or work plans.

For more information, Mr.

Raynolds suggestsyou write or call

Outward Bound at Outward
Bound USA, 384 Field Point

Road, Greenwich, Connecticut

06830 or toU-free 1-800-243-8520.

Final 1987-88
Basketball Stats

POINT PRODUCTION

OFFENSE DEFENSE DIFF.
OVERALL (11-8) 66.5 66.7 .0.2

HOME (6-2) 70.5 60.5 +10.0

AWAY (5-6) 63.5 71J -7.8

WINS (11-0) 75.6 59.2 +16.4
LOSSES (0-8) 53.9 77.1 -23.2

SEASONAL HIGHS
TEAM

POINTS: 98, at Mass. CoUege of Art, 11/19/87
FGM: 45, at Mass. CoUege of Ait, 1 1/19/87

75, vs. Northern Essex, 11/11/87

75, at North Shore, 12/9/87
21, at Mt. Ida, 1/26/88
29, at Mt. Ida, 1/26/88

REBOUNDS: 56, vs. Mt. Ida, 11/23/87
OFFREBS: 23, vs Mt. Ida, 11/23/87

23, vs. Mass. CoUege of Pharmacy, 2/3/88
DEFREBS: 36, vs. Northern Essex, 11/11/87
ASSISTS: 21, vs. Mass. CoUege of Art, 2/6/88
STEALS: 14, at Bunker HUl, 12/3/87
BL.SHOTS: 9, at Worcester Industrial Tech, 2/13/88
3-PTFGM: 9, at CCRI, 2/24/88
3-FT FGA: 24, at CCRI, 2/24/88
FEWEST
TURNOVERS: 13, vs. Mass. College of Pharmacy, 2/3/88
FEWEST POINTS
ALLOWED: 44, vs. Worcester Industrial Tech, 11/6/87

INDIVIDUAL
POINTS: 35, Manny Motto, at Mass. CoUege of Ait, 11/19/87
FGM: 16, Manny Motto, at Mass. CoUege of Art, 11/19/87
FGA: 25, Troy Martin, vs. Northern Essex, 11/11/87

FTM: 10, Sean Whitman (11 att), at Mt. Ida, 1/26/88
FTA: 12, Troy Martin (made 9), at Bunker HUl, 12/3/87

FGA:

FTM:
FTA:

REBOUNDS: 17, Bruce ScheU, at Mt. Ida, 1/26/88

OFFREBS: 8, Bnice ScheU, at Mt. Ida, 1/26/88

DEFREBS: 11, Troy Martin, vs. Northern Essex, U/U/87
ASSISTS: 9, Andre MUhouse, vs. Mass. CoUege of Art, 2/6/88

STEALS: 5, Troy Martin, vs. Mt. Ida, 11/23/87

5, Troy Martin, at Roxbury, 12/11/87

3-PT FGM: 6, Andre MiUiouse, at Mt. Ida, 1/26/88

3-PT FGA: 14, Andre MUhouse, at CCRI, 2/24/88

BL.SHOTS: 5, Bruce ScheU, at Worcester Industrial Tech, 2/13/88

5, Bruce ScheU, vs. Hesser, 2/22/88

The Helmsmen in action. They came out oftheyear with one ofthe best seasons in recentyears.
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Panel Sets High Standards For CiDlIege Curriculum

What should a student at CCCC
be able to dowhenhe or she gradu-

ates?

That's the question a panel of

"experts" mulled over for two days

last week on can^us. Made up of

faculty from CCCC and other in-

stitutions, as well as graduates of

the college and business people,

the panel tried to capture onpaper

what skills andknowledge a gradu-

ate of the college should possess.

Their efforts are part ofa review of

the graduation requirements, and

the first part of a three segment

DACUM (DevelopingA Curricu-

lum) process led by John Low of

Dundalk Community College in

Baltimore.

Starting with the phrase; "The

CCCC graduate will be able to;"

the panel explored broad func-

tional areas such as; Understand

the natural environment; function

successfully in one's society, and

reason quantitatively and qualita-

tively.

They covered the back wall of the

large all-purpose room in the

Commons Building with multicol-

ored cards as they discussed and

sorted out qualities graduates

should have.

Faculty Members looked on as

silent observers. Professor Bar-

bara Fitzpatrick said, "It's faci-

nating, but very frustrating watch-

ing them go over my area of the

curriculum."A thought echoed by

Ester Landry, ActingChair ofLife

Fitness and Wellness Education,

"I've been going out of my mind
watching them."

Many spiecific competencies were

listed under the board areas as the

panel filled in theDACUM Chart.

Forexample under: "Demonstrat-

ing an understanding of the Natu-

ral Environment," three specific

competencieswere recommended
by the panel. "See himself/herself

as an integral pan of the natural

universe; acknowledge the impact

of man on the environment; and

finally, demonstrate an under-

standing of the natural sciences."

Ginger Carpenter, a biologist at

the Cape CodMuseum ofNatural

History, one ofthe panel members
said, "We made some progress

with our charge. It should benefit

future generations of students."

Others on the panelwere Rebecca

Bernstein, aaivity therapist, from
Falmouth and a CCCC alumna
and Carolyn Ehringhaus, doctoral

candidate at Syracuse University,

also an alumna.

CCCC Faculty members on the

panel were Barbara Swaebe, Divi-

sion of Business Technologies;

Barbara Swardstrom, Division of

Mathematics, Science, etc.; and
Daniel McCuUough, Social Sci-

ence Division.

Richard Cohen, joined the panel

from his post in the English De-
partment at the University of

Maine at Presque Isle. "I see excel-

lent results for curriculum and
students," he said.

Leslie Dolhenty, Department of

Psychology Greenfield Commu-
nity College; Kathiyn Luttgens,

Associate Provost, Northeastern

University; Roger Richards, Asso-

Dacum panel membtrs (left to right) Kathrya Utagcns, Barbara Swardsimm, Barbara Swaebe, Rebecca Bernstein, Ginger Carpenter, E.Leslie

Dolhenty, Carolyn Ehringhaus, Atme Walther, Dan McCtMougfi, John Low, Marthal Farley and Righanl Cohen. Photo by Gretchen Wldegnsn.

date Dean of Faculty at Bunker
HillCommunityCollege, aswell as

Richard Upchurch, Mathematics

and Computer Science Depart-

ment of Southeastern Massachu-

setts University served as aca-

demic representatives on the

panel.

The business representativeswere

Marshall Farley, proprietor of the

PancakeMan Restaurant ofSouth

Yarmouth and Aime Walther,

President of the Cape Cod
Women's Credit Union.

Eben Johnson, one of the organiz-

ers of the project, commented on

the chart saying, "It's going to be

considered by the Graduation

Requirements Committee and
will influence their judgment."

According to Dan McCuUough,
"It's been a creative and exciting

venture. I have the feeling that

we're doing something right. This

is something we should have done
ten years ago."

At the close of the session, the

panel rewrote their original focus

statement to say: "The graduates

of CCCC wiU be able to lead a

produaive and satisfying life, and
will possess those abilities neces-

sary for further development and

to funaion in and contribute to

society."

The entire chart containing more
than fifty items, will nowbe sent to

the Graduation Requirements

Committee. "This chart repre-

sents an information gathering

process and will be useful as that.

The decision making process will

come next, said John Low, the

DACUM facilitator.

Social Sciences Division

Revamps Prerequisite Policy
By: Tim Crowninshield

The Division of Social Sciences

has aimounced that prerequisites

will be required for all its courses

begitming with the class entering

in fall of 1989. According to Dr.

Helen Goolishian, Chairman of

the division, only studentswho do

not achieve an acceptable score on

the englishplacement examwillbe
subject to these prerequisites. The
courses slated to become pre-

requisites are College Reading
and Study Skills (EBlOl) and

Foundations in Writing (EB103).

Currently, freshman level Social

Science courses (predominantly

history and psychology) do not

require any prior college level

courses. This has caused a serious

problem with the quality of work

being performed by students who
have a weak background in eng-

lish, says Goolishian. There is a

widespread belief within the divi-

sion that Many studentswho's low

placement exam scores require

them to take EBlOl and EB103
are delaying taking those courses

by taking social science courses

instead. All too often this leads to

poor grades or even outright fail-

ure because the students are not

performing to their full potential.

Goolishian believes that this po-

tential will only be realized if the

EB courses are taken before fur-

ther college level courses, espe-

cially if those college level courses

require much reading comprehen-

sion or writing. "Without pre-

requisiteswe are allowing students

to take courses for which they are

unprepared. This is actually cruel

to the student in that it promotes

failure and hinders confidence and

self-esteem."

Initially, the Social Sciences Divi-

sion had sponsored a motion

which would have made EBlOl

and EB103 prerequisites for all

courses which do not carry an EB
or DE designation. This motion

failed to pass, largely because of

suspicion by some faculty that the

motionwas a step towards a closed

door policy. CCCC's open door

policy provides that every effort be

made to accommodate any person

who wishes to attend the college.

Dr. Delores Bird's testimony at

the meeting appeared instrumen-

tal in the motion's defeat. She

voiced the opinion of many when
she said,". ..the all inclusive nature

of the motion troubles me. I hate

to think of the consequences of

putting everyone at the college

under the same blanket."

When asked, Goolishian denied

that adding prerequisites to the

Social Science Division might

contribute to a closed door policy.

She emphasized that the new pro-

gram has the student's best inter-

ests at heart because they will be

better prepared and will inevitably

get better grades.

The new prerequisite system

adopted by the Division of Social

Sciences does not have to be ap-

proved at the college meeting

because it effects only the courses

offered by that division.
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News

Money For Renovations Commencement
Caught In Red Tape Ceremonies InA Tent

By: Rob Migliaccio

A solution is being implemented

which will speed up the flow of

funds to CCCC. The college is to

receive these funds from the Capi-

tol Budget for renovations.

According to the recently passed

House Bill #3010, CCCC is to

receive $1^ million for renova-

tions. Most of the renovations

sought are aimed at expanding the

Business Department. Business

Technology programs at CCCC
have grown 14.5% in the past

seven years. The ^ace currently

occupied by the BusinessTechnol-

ogyprogram is not adequate forits

new and ocpanding program
needs. Laboratories with ade-

quate electrical service are

needed. The buildings also will

have to be modified to make them

accessible to handicapped stu-

dents.

A study wiU determine whether

the program growth is sufficient to

justify an addition to an existing

building or if programs can be

appropriately accommodated
through renovations to existing

classrooms and laboratories. This

appropriation will funddesign and

construction of renovations iden-

tified in the study.

Although CCCC is entitled to

these funds, it has yet to receive

any part of them due to legislative

red tape. There has been an effort

by various people at the college,

including President Day, urging

The Board of Trustees to get in-

volved in bringing the money to

the school more quickly.

By: James Cavaco

Commencement ceremonies for

graduating seniors will be held on
TTiursdayJune 2, at 7p.m. on park-

ing lot 12 in a tent that is said to

hold more than 2,000 people. A
reception for the graduates and
their guests will be held after the

commencement ceremonies. Stu-

dents who are going to attend the

ceremonies are required to meet
in the gym at 6:15 p.m. the night of

the ceremonies for preparation.

Students who are not plaiming to

attend the ceremonies are re-

quired to notify the Dean in writ-

ing before May 15.

Prior to the commencement cere-

monies, however, there will be a

commencement dinner held on
May31, at theSheraton in Hyannis
at 7 p.m. The commencement

Announcements
Wentworth President's

Scholarships

Wentworth Institute ofTechnol-

ogy is offering several Wen-
tworth President's Scholarships

to first-time applicants for ad-

mission to Wentworth. The
Scholarships, amounting to a

minimum of$1000 eachyear, will

be awarded to students entering

Wentworth in the fall of 1988.

They will be awarded primarily

on the basis of academic ability

and involvement in ejctracurricu-

lar activities. Applications must
be received by June 1, 1988. For
more information please contact

Maiy Solomita.

Mixed Media
Art Exhibit

The art work of Ann Guiliani of
Dennis will be on display in the
CCCC Libraiy until May 1. Mrs.
Guiliani is a part time visual arts

instructor here at the college.

Her paintings on exhibit include

oils, water colors, and collages.

Preregistratlon For

Fall 1988

If you are planning to return to
CCCC next semester, you should
make an appointment with your
faculty advisor between April 11
and April 25. Course enrollment
for'^ext semester takes place

dufiiigthfe'a'fterriAori of April 26.

Your advisor will have all the in-

formation ydli need including

your Sppointment time and the
course schedule. Depending
upon your appointment time you
may have to alter your transpor-

tation or work schedule for that

afternoon. For further iirforma-

tion please contact the
Registrar's Office.

Discounts For

International Studies

The Office of International Stud-

ies at CCCC has been designated

an issuing office for ID cards that

can enable CCCC students to re-

ceive substantial discounts and

other benefits related to travel on
all continents.

CCCC is part of a network of 400
colleges and universitieswhich can
provide the cardsfrom the Council

on International Educational Ex-
change. Priced at $10, benefits

from these ID cards include: lower

prices on all forms of travel, sleep-

ing accomodations, reduced ad-

missions to museums, theaters,

cultural attractions and historical

sites. Eligible students must be
enrolled in a collegeprogram lead-

ing to a diploma or degree.

For more information please con-
tact the Office of International

Studies located on the top floor of
the Library or call 362-2131, ext.

455.

Open Auditions For
Summer Theatre

The Cape Cod RepertoryTheatre
Company will be holding open
auditions for its 1988 Summer
Season. Auditions for all parts in

the productions of "Godspell" and
"Gaslight" will be held on Thurs-
day, May 5, from 12:30 to 2:00 pm
in the Studio Theatre and from
6:30 to 9:30 pm in The Main The-
atre. Studfents interested in help-

ing with the technical aspects of
the sKUws are encouraged to stop
by during the audition times. For
more information please call 255-
4021.

Spring Sports

The low player turnout for a
women's Softball team has forced

CCCC to cancel the program for

this spring. However, varsity base-

ball and tennis contests will pro-
ceed as originally scheduled.

Insurance Company
trainee Program

Begiiining May 3, CCCC will be
offering a new 17 week study pro-

gram to train customer service

representatives for the insurance

industry. The classes, mainly in-

tended for area insurance com-
pany employees, have been de-
signed to relieve individual agen-

cies from continuously training

employees in insurance terminol-

ogy, procedures and office skills.

Each of the 17 classes will cover a
specific topic. The sessions will run
from 8:30 to 11:30 am. Class seats

not occupied by participating in-

surance agencies are available to

the general public The program
fee is $225. For further informa-

tion please contact Dot Burrill,

ext. 322, or Agustin Dorado, ext.

386.

China Slides

A slide presentation ofthe January
1988 faculty trip to China will be
held in Lecture HallC onTuesday,
April 19 at 12:30 pm. All interested

students, staff, faculty, or commu-
nity members are invited. For
more information please contact
Allan Broadhurst, ext. 411.

ClowningfAround,
Seriously

The Ringling Bros, and Bamum &
Bailey Circus is holding auditions
for itsrenownedClown Collegeon
Saturday, May 7 at 1pm in the
Boston University School for
Theatre Arts. Applicants must be
17 years old and able to travel. For
information call 1-800-237-9637.

dinner will follow a commence-
ment rehearsal to be held in the

main theater at 5:30 p.m. Caps and
gowns as well as invitations for

guests can be obtained by students

at the campusbook store. Students

who wish to apply for awards of

scholarships to be given at the

commencement diimer must apply

before April 30. Applications for

awards and lists of awards can be
obtained at the Financial Aid Of-
fice. The commencement dinner is

free for students but guests are

required to pay $15.

The commencement speaker for

the ceremonies is Herb Gross, a

professor at MIT and Bunker HiU
colleges, and is acclaimed as being

a veiy powerful speaker and
should complement the ceremony.

Senate

Elections

To Be Held
By; Tim Crowninshield

The Student Senate will hold the

annual spring election to deter-

mine its ranks for the fall of 1988

on April 24th and 28th, according

to Jane Asquino, Chairman of the

Election Committee. All officer

positions as well as five Sopho-
more Senator seats will be on the

ballot. Persons interested in run-

ning for candidacy should pick up
a set of nomination papers from
the Student Activities Office lo-

cated in the , upper commons.
These papers merely require the

prospective candidates to collect a

list of names of fellow students

who support their candidacy. The
papers must be turned in no later

than 3:30 on April 25th.

Ms. Asquino wishes to assure any-

onewho is interested that theymay
feel free to come to the Student
Senate Office at any time for more
information regarding running for

office or the actual responsibilities

of specific offices.
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News Profiles
Professor Robert Kidd To
ConductA Tour Of England

Professor Robert Kidd,

Chairman ofFine and
PerfromingArts.

BY: Michael A. Blanton

Is anyone looking for a nice place
to hang out this summer, where
one can see many historic sites,

consumegood food and drink, and
even get a first-hand knowledge of
one the most popular and prestig-

ious countries in the world?
CHEAPLY!
Look no further. This summer
from June 30-JuIy 11, Dr. Robert
Kidd CCCC will be conducting a
tour of London and the surround-

ing countryside, and all students as

well as citizens of the community
arewelcometoattend.Thecostof
the tour will be about $1400., a
remarkablylow price foratripthat
encompasses as much Kidd's does.

The tour of England will include
day trips to some of the country's

most prominent areas, including

visits to Salisbury, Canterbury, the
Windsor Castle and Hampton
Court, Stratford-Upon-Avon, and
of course, London. Some of the
historic sites to be featured are

Stonehenge, Henry VIIl's Great
Hall, the Shakeqjeare Theatre,

Westminster Abbey, St. Paul's
Cathedral, the Tower of London,
and much more.

Kidd is a professor of music at the
college, as well as chairman of the
department of Fine and Perform-
ing Arts. Kidd has traveled in

Europe many times and knows the
country well. He has extended his

invitation to all interested stu-

dents, and is veiyexcitedabout the

upcoming tour. Kidd is confident

that the tour will be an educational
as well as exciting experience for

all who attend. He is also positive

thatNO ONE can purchase a tour
of this quality somewhere else for

such a low price.

There you have it. The chance of
a lifetime to enjoy a big bite of

England this summer. For more
information contact Dr. Robert
Kidd at 362-2131, Extension 350,

in the Arts Center.

Barbara Fitzpatrick

Mind Altering

Matt Blackburn, WKKL, DJ

By Deborah Reade

There is a program on WKKL
called the Mindaltering Show that

in no way attempts to alter the

minds of its listeners. The DJ for

the show is a new student at

CCCC, Matt Blackburn. The show
broadcasts a different style of

music than most of us are used to

listening to. New Age is its name.
The music attempts to provoke
thought Matt states. And it seems
that Matt has done a lot of that

himself since he took on the DJ
slot for the show. Never having

been exposed to this type of music

before. Matt has had a chance to

grow with the show.

In the beginning of the semester

Matt only drew from the "bin"

which contains the station's music.

The only band in the bin Matt was
familiar with was Pink Floyd, so

their albums got spun a lot. Now
Matt knows that New Age (not

New Wave which is passe), has

much more to offer.

Matt is not sure exactly who his

audience is since most of his listen-

ers don't call him at the station

with requests. This is fine with him
though since the aim of his show is

to introduce listenersto new music

rather than to play everybody's old

favorites. Many ofthe calls he does

receive are from people eager to

learn the title ofthe album he'sjust

played because they've enjoyed

what they've heard. Matt reasons

that this type of response from his

audience must mean he's doing

Matt Blackburn, WKKL DJ

ii-'lji'di
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somithitigit^t.^i'Li ,

Matt spends a minimum of3 hours

a videk previewing the music for

thd'Show. Sometimes though his

airtime goes by too quicklyand not

everything gets played.

Matt is planning to continue the

show next semester with some
added features. He plans to in-

clude some ofhis own albums, new
local artists, and anything anyone

recommends which would lit into

his growing format.

After completing another year at

CCCC, Matt's plans include trav-

elling to Europe. He speaks Span-

ish fluently and hopss to cohtinue

his education while living in Spain.

Matt states that he is very happy

with CCCC and with his profes-

sors' commitment to their stu-

dents. After graduating from a

verysmallschoolinthe Berkshires

(class of about 10 students) he

feels this college is just the right

size for him. When he decides

which the four-year college he

would like to attend, he believes

that schoolwillbe small aswell. He
feels that the best thing about both

this school and his show are the

individual artention they get.

By: Susan Walker

Sixteen years ago, Barbara Fitzpa-

trick moved to theCape and began
teaching at CCCC. The available

position at the college was attrac-

tive because, "It looked interest-

ing. It was in health which is

something I am interested in, as

well as education. It was the start

of a new program and I thought

that was exciting." While not in a

classroom, Fitzpatrick can be

found in one of many places. She
participates in the Graduation

RequirementsCommittee and the

Academic Computer Committee
though she always finds time for

teimis and golf.

After teaching at such universities

as Cornell, PennStateand Univer-

sity of Park Peimsylvania, there

was a noticeable difference in

teaching at a community college.

The town and the atmosphere it

offers is quite different. Fitzpa-

trick found that community col-

lege towns don't have the abun-

dance of cultural and intellectual

events ofthe university town. She

also noted that here, "I can teach.

I can pretty much do what I want.

I get on any committees I want to

get on."

Currently, Fitzpatrick teaches two

courses: Drugs in Modem Society

and Family Health. Although the

Division of Physical Education

and Life Fitness Education is not

to date part of the core, she sees

that it might in the future become
part of the graduation require

ments. ty

AIDS

When asked about the question of

sexual behaviors changing be-

cause of the AIDS epidemic, she

replied, "Have you read the Cape
Cod Times? They report thirty-

five new cases of AIDS on the

Cape. Anyway, I haven't heard any

students talking about drastic

changes." She feels that people

are still under the 'It's not going to

happen to me. It's not my prob-

lem' syndrome. Homosexuals are

one of the few groups that have

made a noticeable change in their

sexual behavior. Even though
behaviors haven't been modified,

at least the public is still being

educated about the virus. The
desire to put a stop to it is still

strong.

Teenage Pregnancy

Because of the alarming rate at

which teenage women become
pregnant each year, Fitzpatrick

sees the problem as, "People are

under the mentality of 'If it feels

good, do it' with no regard for the

consequences."

She went on to say that each year

the government is forced to aid

these women because of a self-

imposed situation. Each year

thousands of teenagers carelessly

indulge in premarital sexual be-

haviors and illegal drug use. Why
not? Doesn't the govenmient in a

backwards sort of way reward the

irresponsible people? Why would

a teenager try to avoid such actions

if it could lead to government

handouts? Aren't handouts bet-

ter than paying taxes? Where are

the rewards for the child who h^s,

stayed drug free ajid pregnancy
,

free?, ",':,'
,, , ,,,,,,

Mrs. Fitzpatrick believes, 'Tui-

tionatCCCC shouldbe free and at

nany of our state schools for any

student who gets through high

school not having been involved in

drugs or a pregnancy in any way.

We have no reward system for our

good kids."

When asked what is the most

important message that should be

conveyed to students, Fitzpatrick

responded, "Young people need

to grow into mature and respon-

sible adults. They need education

to do it."
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Editorials

Your Future's In Jeopardy Ignorance In Today's Society

^ Tim Crowninshield

The future of Massachusetts'

young people has been placed in

jeopardy, and the culprit is the

spiraling cost of higher education.

Although tuition increases have

been moderate in recent years,

college fees have skyrocketed. At

the same time, federal financial

aid has decreased by over 21% in

the last four years. Increased state

financial aid has not been able to

cover the losses that have occurred

on the federal level (especially at

the public colleges which get only

30-35% of that state aid). The

result is a system of higher educa-

tionwhich ranks among the twenty

most expensive in the nation.

Expenses continue to rise, while

overall financial aid continues its

downward trend. The outcome is

sadly predictable; persons who
come from families with a net in-

come of less than $30,000 per year

are dropping out in ever increasing

numbers and, according to a re-

cent Boston Globe article, many
Massachusetts families are being

faced with the painful dilemma of

decidingwhich of their children to

send to college rather than which

college to send their children to.

How has the Chancellor of Higher

Education responded to this

emergen<y? By pushing the Board

of Regents to adopt a financial aid

policy which will very likely award

the public collegesand universities

even less aid than they are getting

now and by proposing a 100% tui-

tion raise over the next five years.

Even with a fees freeze, this pro-

posal will change Massachusetts

from the 17th most expensive

higher education system in Amer-
ica to the 7th, according to statis-

tics experts from the U.S. Depart-

ment of Education.

Many Massachusetts residents

already cannot afford a college

education. Chancellor Jenifer's

proposal threatens to drive the

cost of higher education beyond

the reach of thousands more. His

plan will double the cost of attain-

inga degree through apublic insti-

tution, yet it still allows an exorbi-

tant percentage ofstate aid to go to

private colleges. It ignores the faa

that there are 165,000 Massachu-

setts residents in public higher

education as opposed to 70,000 in

private education. Nor doRS it

consider that there are twice the

number of students on financial

aid in the public higher education

system than there are in the private

higher education system.

Before there is any tuition hike at

our public colleges and universi-

ties the Chancellor must first im-

plement a financial aid policy that

can begin to reverse the tide of

gentrification in the public

coUeges'student financial aid ap-

plicant pool as well as begin to

attract more high school seniors

from low and moderate income

neighborhoods. It must also in-

sure that not more than50% of all

state scholarship money go to

public institutions to insure access

for all Massachusetts residents.

Without first fulfilling these condi-

tions, a tuition hike at this time

would only aggravate the existing

problem of cost in Massachusetts

higher education. Something
must be done now. We cannot

afford to wait until we cannot af-

ford to attend. Too many of our

peers are already in that position.

<i)TJt%. n«wi.uau w^M4
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Interested in a Journalism Career
or Just Looking for

a Strong Course In Writing?

Journalism EN 161

May Be The Ticket to Your Future.

And it Fulfills your EN 102 requirement.

You'll learn word processing, layout,

production, and many other skills.

By Michael WordeU

Making a paper aiqilane may
sound like child's play to you, and

it is for some, but for the handi-

capped it can be a great achieve-

ment. This is just a simple example

of what we ordinary people take

for granted, butwhat it expresses is

much more important. It expresses

that we should not judge a person

by what he or she can do, but by

who they are and what they can

contribute toward the community.

A person with a handicap should

be treated just like everyone else,

with the same rights and opportu-

nities as the rest of society.

The truth is that discrimination

against the handicapped does

happen and it happens every day,

not just by one or two people but

by society as a whole. Laws are

being made to prevent this kind of

discrimination from continuing,

but this is not enough to stop it any

time soon. Discrimination is the

number one problem for the

handicapped. It prevents them
from living in ordinary houses,

they must have a house that is

suppliedwith special equipment to

make it easier to live there. That is,

of course, if they can find such a

house. Discrimination is such a

problem that it could deprive a

handicapped person from choos-

ing the house that they would

choose to call their own.

Jobs are frequently withheld from

the handicapped for the sole rea-

son that the employer doesn't want

"one of them" working for the

company. This, too, is being cor-

rected t^ the law, but should never

have been allowed to occur in the

first place. The handicapped have

the right to work just as much as

you or I do. I should know, I'm

handicapped by law, but I work. I

would never allow anyone to tell

me that I couldn't work just for

physical reasons. The one thing

that the handicapped person must

remember is that if an employer

doesn't want them working for

him, that is his problem, not

their's. The employer is the only

one with a true handicap and that

is ignorance.

The law, however, cannot super-

vise or prevent eveiything that

happens in society. For instance,

street gangs prefer to single out

handicapped people because Ihey

can't defend themselves as well as

others might be able. Therefore,

the handicapped are prime candi-

dates for harassment by gangs,

both in and out of their own
homes. This form of abuse is even

worse than being singled out by

your peers because it can be both

mentallyand physically harmful.A
handicapped person caimot pro-

tect himself against one person, let

alone against five or six at once.

It is difficult enough to live in

peace with one another, but when
you are handicapped it makes even

the simplest things in life hard to

accomplish. As I stated in the

begirming, discrimination is the

number one problem for handi-

capped people today. It is a prob-

lem so great that it can break the

spirits of even the strongest human
wills, and can shatter the dreams of

the mortal man. All this urmeces-

sary cruelty could be avoided ifwe
each took a few minutes every day

and thought about what it would

be like to be in the position of the

handicapped. To be tormented

and treated like an outcast, to feel

hatred toward you not because of

something you have done but be-

cause you are different are bur-

dens that the handicapped must

struggle with every day. TTie handi-

capped have a lot to offer to soci-

ety, if society could only stop long

enough to recognize that faa.

I leave you with a thought: Try to

think what it would feel like to be

the one that everyone watched

walk into a room or down a street.

Think about what it would be like

to be that person. For all of hu-

manity can live in peace with each

other if we would only take the

time to think about it.

Letters To The Editor
To The Editors:

In this semester's series of editori-

als. Randy L. Viscio continues to

display an incredible ability to dis-

tort history and fact to justify his

intellectually deficient, philo-

sophically empty, pragmatically

impossible, soulless, socialist,

closed-minded propaganda. I

guess he has the right to cloud the

minds of the anti-estabUshment

element of our school population.

However, I feel it is my duty to

reveal Mr. Viscio's attempts to

manipulate the facts and influence

the way people think.

He has made statements that are

paranoid, vague, and boldfaced

lies. He claims to understand the

"matrix of Reagan's mind". How
can a person of his obvious left

wing slant even begin to grasp

Reagan's mind? To him, Reagan
doesn't want or understand peace.

What about the recent medium
and shori range nuclear missile

treaty? What about the recent

Soviet pullout in Afghanistan?We
haven't seen a Libyan terrorist or

heard from Khadafy since the raid

on Tripoli. To me, things have

been quite peaceful.

He doubts the Nicaraguan inva-

sion of Honduras. He doesn't be-

lieve his own countiy. However,

the Nicaraguans have admitted

troopshave crossed the Honduran
border in hot pursuit of Contra

rebels. Who does he beUeve?
Where does he get his facts? Is this

belief just another fabrication?

He claims that the CIA plants

communists at student rallies. One
usually questions a person's men-

tal status when they begin to see

CIA plots around every comer.

It would consume several pages to

clear up Viscio's smear campaign.

Point for point, he lies and seiisa-

tionalizes eveiy event of signifi-

cance. The next time you read a

Viscio editorial, I hopeyou realize

that his views are warped fabrica-

tions. He intends to subvert and
socialize the American govern-

ment. In so doing, he hopes for an

elitist minority of left wing fanat-

ics to gain control of the press and
other institutions. He will hand the

country's pride over to a bunch of

third world nations.

I know of at least four letters

opposing Viscio's views. Let us see

how many are printed!

Robert Young

Dear Mr. Viscio:

Asa veteran, patriot, and member
oftheArmy National Guard, I feel

compelledto attempt to open your
opinionated eyes. Obviously, you
are trying to live in the 60's, which
discredits immediately most of

what you Have to say. I have been
all over the world, including East

Berlin, and I have seen the oppres-

sion of communist countries. Why
shouldn't we help the Contras?

Daiuel Ortega, the president of

Nicaragua, is a murderer and a

scum. Torture andsuppression are

his methods of leadership, and
freedom of the individual is not in

his bill of rights. Perhapsyou'd like

to try living there for a while.

As far as your views on "Reagan
the Warmonger", don't you think

that if thiswere truewe'd be atwar
with the Sovieu now? There is

nothing new about sending U.S.

troops to Honduras, either. As a

former member of the 2nd Battal-

ion, 7Sth Infantry Rangers, I know

from first hand experience thatwe
train with the Honduran forces

every year.

Let's take this "perverted fetish

for war" statement of yours into

discussion. Let me tell you about

perverted, mister. Khadafy was
perverted-do you see any peace-

ful way to deal with a maniac like

that? I and many others agree that

our president took exactly the

steps required to stem the bloody

flow of fanaticism that this man
was propagating. President Re-
agan likes peace just as much as

any of us do. I suppose he just

signed a missile treaty with Gor-
bachev for propaganda purposes,

right? And who told you he was a

racist, anyway? Or is that just

another one of your grountUess

attacks on the man that you are

most biased'against?

I've got something to say to you
about your remarks on AJnerican
imelligence and our Congress, as

well. You just like to think that all

military officials are liars, but you
have no way of substantiating this

since you're obviously not a vet-

eran ofany military service. And if

you're ashamed ofAmerica, I have
a final note for you. We real

Americans work hard to uphold
our system so that you can have
your freedom, and ifyou don't like

it buddy, get out. And when you
leave, don't write in theMairuheet

anymore- save the space for some
real journalism.

Staff Sgt. Brandt E. Bersani

Correction:

In the last issue of MAIN-
SHEET Professor Brad Fisk

was misidentified as Professor

Greg Fisk. The MAINSHEET
apologizes to Professor Fisk for

the error.
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Editorials

The Ethics Of Using American Military

Power To Protect Democracy

Letters To The Editor

By. James Cavaco

The ethical relevance ot using

American militaiy power as a

force to protea democratic safety

in a hostile world of expansionist

states seems to be a chronic prob-

lem. People have failed to defme

the circumstances which warrant

its use, and view the world with a

post-Vietnam stigma. This very

problem could be seen as bringing

upon us much of the need to have

such a force. This problem also

stands as aprime obstacleto align-

ing the democratic western Euro-

pean nations in a constructive

stance against the presence of to-

talitarian expansionist states and

the terrorist groups they inspire,

supply and perpetuate. The very

significance of their existence

compels us as a nation to resolve

the ethical problems of protecting

ourselves and our allies, who rely

on our leadership for their secu-

rity. I will examine the issues of

terrorism, prc^-terrorist states,

aggressively expansionist totalitar-

ian states and the ethical role of

American military power as a pro-

tective force for ourselves and our

allies, concerning these obviously

dangerous anti-western forces.

Terrorism has been a significant

problem for thewestern democra-

cies formore than two decades and

demands a resolution. Some
members of our Congress, the

"leaders of our more "squeamish"

allies and the states that have cre-

ated and directed many of the ter-

rorist groups, such as the Soviets,

claim that it is wrong to use mili-

tary force to combat terrorism.

Their claims are based on th^ as-

sumption that to use. force to

combat terrorism would not only

cause a greater escalation of vio-

lence by the terrorists, but would

cause a great loss of life and there-

fore be immoral. Instead these

forces would have us reason with

groups who have no basis ct rcv

son, nor any realistic reason for

being hostile toward the western

democracies; needless to say, at-

tempts at resolution of this kind

have and will continue lo fail.

Nevertheless, there arc ethers,

who operate on a more realistic

level, such as Reagan, Benjamin

Netanyahu and our more coherent

allieswhostatethattheonlywayto

stop mihtant terrorists and their

supporters is with a combination

ofmilitatypower, economicpnwer

and a firm resolve by all our aUies

to stick together to eradicate the

menace. We must after all analyze

the problem itself, after which we
would fmd that terrorism is merely

a way in which the nations that are

atwar with us, primarily theSoviet

Union, can wageJwar on our citi-

zens while escaping the costlyire-

sult of an obvioiisi war with ithe>

United States ahfl her allies. After

analyzing this, it would seem a

rather simple deduction that to

make the terrorist war very costly

for the terrorists themselves and

those who support them would be

a very realistic way to stop the

terrorist warfront. This can onlybe

done, however, through the use of

military force, as was demon-

strated in regard to Libya, eco-

nomic power and a firm alignment

of our allies against the terrorist

war. For an example of how well

this course of action works we can

turn our attention to the problem

ofterrorism that the Israeli's expe-

rienced in the 70's; they put an end

to their problem by maintaining a

strict poUcy of severe military re-

taliation against any terrorist act,

"For a decade afterward, not a

single IsraeU or Israel-bound

plane was hijacked, and virtually

no attempts were made to seize

Israeli hostages abroad."(Time

April 14, 1986 p. 51)

When dealing with the issue of

combating terrorism we are essen-

tially drawn to the issue of pro-

terrorist states, such as Libya, Iran,

and the Soviet Union.These states

provide political shelter, to allow

terrorists to escape responsibility

for their actions, economic sup-

port, weapons, training, inspira-

tion, direction and intelligence

information; therefore it is essen-

tial when devising a plan to stop

terrorism to incorporate methods

of dealing with the states who
support the terrorists, in order to

destroy any bases of operation

from which the terrorist attacks

are launched. In regard to this

area, the only opposition to using

military and economic power to

retaliate against such states is

based on the fear of an escalation

of terrorism sponsored by these

states, or all out war with these

states; again, thisis avery squeam-

ish and spineless position consid-

ering that the acts of these states

against western societies are em-

pirically acts ofwar. Who then has

been the villian who declares war

on whom? This being the case,

however, there are many who will

take the realistic coiirse ofajJipn,

uncomfortable through' it may.Ve..

and use raihtaiy and economic

might to silence the terrorist villi-

ans among us. This was done in

1986 by President Reaganwhen he

literally "shut Khadafi's mouth"

and proved to the free world that

military power can be used to si-

lence the terror for good; even to

this day terrorists have not been so

I Jjrazen; the^oUcy works.

. i'nAbovela»**se,c«(iough, in dealing

-- with th»pro^B«ii«/o£terrorism and

pro-tenssrististatesis the problem

ri iiof.a tot^tarianjoxpansionististate

OL which iJitlmacceptably hostile to-

ward the United States and the

democracies of the world; this

state is the Soviet Union. Since

World War II we have seen this

nation either directly or indirectly

subjugate all of the central and

eastern European nations, many
of the poverty ridden Indo-Chi-

nese nations including Vietnam,

Thailand, Cambodia and North

Korea, Cuba, and now we can see

them doing the same in Afghan-

stan, Nicaragua and Panama.

There are still many, nevertheless,

who claim that there is no "red

storm rising" and demonstrate

their obvious denial of an uncom-

fortable reality or the fact that

their cognitive abilities are at a

pathetically inunature level; I be-

Ueve the former to be true. This

problem is nothing new. President

Truman said in regard to the So-

viet threat to Greece, Turkey and

South Korea, "The free people of

the world look to us in maintaining

their freedom; if we should falter

in our leadershipwemayendanger

the peace of the world, and we
shall surely endanger the welfare

of this nation." Those were very

wise words from a very wise man,

and thosewords are echoed by the

current state of the world, espe-

cially concerning Nicaragua and

Panama.

In Nicaragua we are faced with a

situation that sorely needs the in-

tervention of United States mili-

tary forces, land, sea and air to

stabilize it and keep it from

spreading to other CentralAmeri-

can nations. The freedom fighters

of Nicaragua, the same people

who overthrewSamosa, claim that

they caimot win their struggle for

freedom and democracy without

American military aid. This claim

is not hard to beUeve considering

that the communist regime im-

posed on that country by the Sovi-

ets is directly supported by the

Soviets and indirectly supported

by the Soviets through their pup-

pets in Cuba and Libya. It is clear

that in the face of modem weap-

ons, such as helicopters, that are

suppliedby the Soviets, theContra

freedom fighters stand no chance

of winning on their own. We,

. . therefore, have a choice: We can

use our iniHtary power to prevent

what Ronald Reagan aptly called

"a Soviet beachhead in Central

America", and end it at that with

no risk of a prolonged conflict, a

prolonged conflict will be emi-

nent, however, if other Central

American nations fall to the

Communists, or we can sit back as

we did prior tOiWofld War II and

watch a totahtarjajiefggjme race

headlong into a^ wpf^iwd^sfMli-

taiy conflict, as tl^e Soyjet? hoped

wewould do in Qr?ec§, Korea and

Grenada; the .fhoicft is ours.

MainSheet Letters Policy

Letters to the Editor are both welcomed and requested.

Names withheld by request only.

Please sign your letters and include telephone number

for verification.

Coming Attractions..

May 8, 1988

2:00 p.m.

In the Studio Theatre

3 One-act plays

4:00 p.m.

In the Main Theatre. . .

Elizabeth Kelley

presents A Song Program

Grateftal Dread

Randy Viscio's article "Grateful

Dead Again" which appeared in

the March 22 issue of the Main-

sheet was an insuU to reader's in-

telligence. The article was run on

the Arts and Entertainment page

but should havebeen on the classi-

fied page as it was actually a huge

classified ad written specifically

for a few friends and thiiUy dis-

guised as a review.

He opens with "Okay kiddoes"

and then calls the Grateful Dead
America's "favorite family fun

band". I seriously doubt Viscio can

find one family in America whose

parents round up the kids, dress

them in tie dies, dose them on acid

and take them on tour with the

Dead. Give me a break.

He then starts the article with "No
one was really sure if there would

be a spring or summer tour this

year?" assuming that the question

"will the Dead tour" is of such

magnitude to most students that it

troubles their eveiy waking

thought. In reality, most students

don't care, but Viscio's article is

not for most students, it is for

Dead-Heads, period.

Throughout these ramblings

Viscio has the gall to use "we"

when making a statement about

the Dead or their fans; "now that

we have set dates for the spring

shows" in his opening, and "we

won't consider them heads" when
describing unruly fans in NJ. Are

readers tobeUeve that Viscio is the

band's P.R. mai\, or is it simply that

He's taken the royal plural from

Elizabethan times and warped it

into his own version, applying to

(King) Viscio and (God) Garcia?

His article ends with Dead
trivia and a stupid joke which glo-

rifies the fact that most Dead-

Heads are usually on hallucino-

genic drugs at shows. He does not

give any information about the

band's music or it's members be-

cause he is writing for people who
alreadyknow all that. 'The intent of

the article is not to tell people what

the Grateful Dead are like, but

rather to tell the few other Dead-

Heads at CCCC that Viscio can't

wait to go on tour. It is a cliquey

article written for Dead-Heads

only with no attempt to offer any

information to the vast majority of

students on campus who aren't

Dead-Heads. I am not anti-Grate-

ful Dead (1 have seen about a

dozen shows and enjoyed them all)

but I am against the eUtist Dead-

Head attitude that Viscio's paper

embodies.

An article of this sort might

land Mr. Viscio high praise in a

Grateful Dead Fan Club newslet-

ter, but it has no place on the Arts

and Entertainment page of a col-

lege paper, and after reading it 1

couldn't fathom how it got there-

until I remembered that Mr. Vis-

cio is one of the paper's Editors.

Mart Boulerice

Dear "Mr." Viscio:

I am absolutely disgusted by your

completely uninformed and abso-

lutely ridiculous article "Ameri-

cans Duped by Reagan". When
the hell are you going to open your

eyes and realize that the world of

1988 is not the land of Oz. The real

worid, like it or not, is an un-

friendly place full of conflicting

ideals and values. I, for one,

(among many others) have had

more than enough ofyour leftwing

propaganda. Either get off your

Uttle "save the world with love"

trip or stop nauseating the rest of

us by throwing it at us issue after

issue. I'm sure that in your opinion,

you would make a much better

leader than Mr. Reagan. It's obvi-

ous that you have access to much

more privileged information than

he does. After all, all he has is one

of the most advanced inteUigence

networks in the world. And you

actually doubt that Honduras was

ever invaded? PLEASE! I'm sure

that the friends and families of

those Honduran troops and civil-

ians lost in that invasion would

have a few choice words for you.

If you are so opposed^to the

-

American way of life, then stop

disgracing our flag and nation by

using one of the principles of that' r

way of hfe (namely freedom of the

press) to turn around and whine

about it. Many other forms of

government (Nicaragua's, for ex-

ample) would have you impris-

oned for this type of treasonous

garbage. Come to think of it, that's

not such a bad idea.

The Contras are hard working,

hard driving soldiers, dedicated to

a free Ufestyle for the land they

love. These men and women are

truly patriots that deserve all our

respect and all the support we can

give them. Why don't you take a

lesson from them.

Jeff Doyle

Editor's Note:

The MainSheet would like to ac-

knowledge that the opinions ex-

pressed in Randy Viscio's editori-

als are not necessarily the views of

MainSheet. We wish to make

clear that we firmly adhere to our

letters policy of printing any let-

ter we receive within the bounda-

ries ofjournalistic protocol. As of

this writing, we have received 3

letters concerning the topic out-

lioed in Bob Young's editorial

response, not 4 as Mr. Young

contended. The MainSheet also

takes exception to Mr. Young's

implication that Randy Viscio

solely dictates what is printed in

the college paper. Mr. Viscio and

Chris Bergeron are co-editors of

the paper and are both equally

responsible for what MainSheet

prints.

Dear Co-Editors:

Kudos to you and your staff for

the high quahty of the MainSheet

this year! Each issue has been in-

formative, diversified, and well

written. Your hard work has been

worthwhile and appreciated.

Sincerely,

Mary E. Solomita

Director of Counseling
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Students Explore Art

mi i_Jl---

'U •

Trinity Church, Copley Square, Boston

Left To Right Dennis Egan, Marie Canaves, Paula Lavaltee, Peggy

Knight, Kenney Friedman.

by: Gretchen Grabau and

Tammy DeBarros

On Thursday, April 14, students oftheArt

History II and the Visual Fundamentals

classes travelled to Boston with their in-

structor, Marie Canaves. The tour in-

cluded visits to the Trinity Church, an

exhibit entitled "Surviving Visions" at the

Mass College of Art, the Isabella Stewart

Gardner Museum, and an exhibition by

Judy Chicago called "The Birth Project."

The Trinity Church, located in Copley

Square, was consecrated on February 9,

1877. Considered to be a masterpiece of •

American church architecture, the church

was styled after 11th Century French

Romanesque cathedrals with the major

emphasis of the structure placed on the

lantern tower.

The interior of the church was decorated

with reproductions of famous frescoes

from European cathedrals. The stained

glass windows, planned by John LaFarge,

were also reproductions of frescoes by

Renaissance masters. The nave was deco-

rated in marble and gold-leaf. Embossed
in the walls were reliefs depicting scenes

from the lives of church elders, Anglican

martyrs, and Christian saints.

After leaving the Trinity Church, the

group travelled to the Mass College ofArt

toviewan exhibit by Iri and ToshiMaruki.

The exhibit consisted of a series of murals

rendered in a combination of Eastern and
Western styles and techniques that de-

picted the suffering of the Japanese in the

wake of the Hiroshima bombing and, in

general, man's inhumanity to man.

The exhibit possessed an intense emo-

tional attraaion to viewers because the

Maruki's not only created their art but

werewitnessto its subject as well. Techni-

cally, their art was rendered in ink, brush,

and chalk on stretched Japanese paper

upon wooden panels. The Western tech-

nique of chiaroscuro, or shadowing, also

served to enhance the dramatic affects of

their work.

"The Hiroshima Panels" were emotion-

ally taxing. The Maruki's arrived in Hiro-

shima only three days after the dropping

of the atomic bomb. Their closeness to the
subject lent a startUng authenticity to the

works. The panel entitled "Ghosts" is one
_

example of this harsh realism.

"Ghosts" depicted a procession of flgures

whose clothes had been burned from their

bodies and their flesh had been melted

from their bones as a result of the bomb-
ing. "The temperature reached 6000 de-

grees at the center of the blast. A human
shadow was etched on stone steps. Did
that body vaporize? Was it blown away?

Therewas no one to tell uswhat it was like

near the hypocenter." The Maruki's had

written of their purpose for this mural.

The only inference of hope in "Ghosts"

was a child sketched in an illuminated

aura. "One lone child slept innocently,

with unbumed skin. Perhaps it survived,

sheltered by its mother's breast..." as is

affirmed on the accompanying tablet by

the Maruki's.

Another panel, "Rainbow," depicted the

smoke and dust that covered Hiroshima

after the bombing. Great sights of tor-

ment, horror, and suffering were ex-

pressed through the faces of the figures.

Through the deathly dust a rainbow ap-

peared and the sky cried out for itspeople.

The "Surviving Visions" exhibit consisted

of 6 murals. Four of the murals were part

of "The Hiroshima Panels" series but the

two others were dramatic renderings of •

the overall theme of genocide.

"The Battle of Okinawa" depicted the

mass suicides that occurred prior to that

battle. It is a tumultuous barrage of dying

and suffering figures drenched in blood,

ultimately plunging to a dark abyss where

macabre masks of insanity and hate are

piled amid rotted skulls and fallen

corpses.

The final mural, "Auschwitz," considered

by critics to be the most masterful of the

series, depicted in a chronological proces-

sion the transport of the Jews to concan-

tration camps. The cycle continued

through mass hangings and prison, to the

eventual debacle of the gas chamber.

Naked, rotting corpses lay strewn across

Dennis Egan, Marie Canaves Background: (Left to Right) Florence Anderson, Peg^ Knight,

Foreground: John KrawcynsU, Greg Smith, Kale Breslin
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" One lone child slept innocently,

with unbumed skin. Perhaps it

survived, sheltered by its mother's

breast..."
In and Toshi Maruki

eachother at the bottom left of the work.

The exhibit possessed an overwhelming

sense of gloom, hate, despair, and death.

The work evoked a feeling of acute de-

pression as one might feel when within an

abandoned execution chamber. The art

itselfwas relentless in its depiction of the

failure of mankind. It did not serve to

warn viewers that this misery had oc-

curred and could occur again. It was a

bleak depiction of what had happened; a

dark, unflinching, brutal recounting of

our past.

Mary Cotter, a student at the Mass Col-

lege of Art and a graduate of CCCC,
stated of the exhibit that it has "a strong

emotional attachment everyone should

experience." "Surviving Visions" will be

on exhibit until April 28. On a less sober-

ing note, the toiir continued to the Gard-

ner Museum.
The Gardner Museum was once a private

home. It was designed around a central

rectangular court with a mosaic floor, a

surroundinggarden highlighted byClassi-

cal statuary, and a working fountain. The
court was four stories high with a pitched,

greenhouse-style roof. Made of marble,

the court had been moved, piece by piece,

from an actual Italian Renaissance villa.

Theworks at theGardnerwere so vast and

rare that it became staggering to realize it

had once been a private collection. The
works of great Renaissance masters such

as Piero della Francesca, Gentile da Fab-

riano, Simone Martini, Botticelli, and

Raphael graced the walls of the Early

Italian Room.
In the Dutch Room hung Rembrandt's

"Self-portrait of 1629." Durer's "A Man
in a Fur Coat" stood vigil beside it. The
Dutch Room was perhaps a misnomer as

the artwas a mixture ofDutch and North-

em European. Mrs. Gardner had insisted

when the house was opened to the public

that the art be displayed in the exact

manner that she had arranged it, which

explained the odd discrepancies in the

layout ofmuseum and art. The furnishings

in all the rooms were authentic period

pieces that derived from the same area as

the specific art.

The Yellow Room boasted works by

Degas, Whistler, Matisse, and John
Singer Sargent.The BlueRoomwas orna-

mented with paintings by Corot, Manet,

and John LaFarge, decorator of the Trin-

ity Church.

TheGardner^vaslessamuseumandmore
of a shrine to man's aestetic progression.

Works by Titian, Tintoretto, and Ve-

lazquez intermingled with Graeco-Ro-
man sculpture, 16th Century glazed alter-

pieces, tiny reliquaries, and jeweled

crowns. Medieval tapestries and reliefs

illuminated corridors. The Gardner Mu-
seumwas a breathtaking treatise to man's

accomplishments.

The tour concluded with a visit to Judy

Chicago's 'The Birth Project" exhibit at

Northeastern University. "The Birth Proj-

ect" dealt with the birth and creation of

mankind and his universe. The exhibit

presented a wide range of imagery.

The content of Judy Chicago's art con-

sisted of graphic depictions of the physical

process of birth, the contentment of birth

and nursing, and the abstract images of

creation and rejuvenation. These works

were illustrations rendered in embroi-

dery, quilting, needle-point, petit-point,

smocking, weaving, macrame, crochet,

filet-crochet, applique, and pulled thread

work. With many different kinds of stitch-

ery in one piece, Chicago's work was in-

genious and highly creative.

In "Birth Tear/Tear," Chicago created

the imagery, drawing, and color scheme.

A stitcher, Pat Ruby-Baese, performed

the macrame over the drawing. "Birth

Tear/Tear" depicted a woman giving

birth to triplets. The color scheme utilized

multiple shades of lavender around the

mother and hues of fuschia to discern the

childem. In the comer ofthe mother's eye

appeared a mammoth tear of indigo.

"The Birth Project" struck the hearts, and

minds of viewers. CCCC students com-

mented on the art as, "spiritual,"

"earthy," and even 'Smlgar."

Overall, the tourwas genuinely stimulat-

ing.

Above: Mike Wallick, Ellen Coutts, Peggy Knight, Julie Mahannah.

Tammy Debarros, Andre LaFlamboy, Leigh Simoneau, Ellen Coutts,
Julie Mahannah, Dennis Egan.

Kristen Miller and Paula Lavallee
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Science & Environment

by Julie Hopkins

In a world where people are con-

stantly disillusioned t^ advertise-

ments like Virginia Slims "You'll

go a long way, baby," and by those

strong, silent, hardworking

Marlboro cowboys trying to make
people think that "they too could

be this man" if they smoke this

brand, it is easy to forget the risks

of cigarette smoking.

The world has seen the smoking

habit move frommen to women to

teenagers, with the number of

women smokers increasing as they

move into a combination of high-

stress positions. The sad fact is that

smoking is probably the largest

single preventable cause of ill

health in the worid.

Why Do People Smoke?

Curiosity probably prompts the

average adolescent to start smok-

ing. To prove his adult status, he

continues despite his intial dis-

taste. Some people smoke to feel

more intimately a part of a conviv-

ial^oup, to share a relaxinggroup

aaivity. For others, a cigarette

provides a protective smoke
screen in an uncomfortable social

situation, such as a party at which

the smoker feels ill at ease. For

others still, smoking provides an

outlet for the tensions of a busy

world. These are but a few of the

reasons people smoke.

Up In Smoke

Why Is Smoking Hazardous? loss of teeth.

More than 3,000 components of

tobacco smoke have been identi-

fied, and several have been impli-

cated in the development of spe-

cific diseases (Michigan Cancer

Foundation). Upwards of 90% of

cigarette smoke is composed of a

dozen gases that are hazardous to

health and contribute further poi-

son to the polluting smoke. Even

cigarettes low in tar and nicotine

still contain dangerous amounts of

these gases. The three most poi-

sonous are hydrogen cyanide,

nitrogen oxides, and carbon mon-

oxide.

The Risks Involved

According to the U.S. Surgeon

General, the death rale for all age

groups is nearfy 70% higher in

smokers than nonsmokers. The
death rate from cancers of the

lung, larynx, oral cavity, esopha-

gus, kidney, urinary bladder, and

pancreas are all markedly higher

amoung cigarette smokers. Other

risks include male impotence, cer-

vical cancer, coronary heart dis-

ease, emphysema, chronic bron-

chitis, peptic ulcers, and periodon-

tal disease, such as gum infiama-

tion, bony tissue destruction, and

Tips On Tanning

By: Julie Hopkins

After the dreadful winter we New
Englanders have just faced it is

inviting to know that summer is

just around the comer. Ah yes, to

feel that warm sunshine on our

bodies will be more than wel-

comed. We're going to show that

sun just how much it was missed,

and for most of us that means
hours and hours at the beach, or

pool side, quenching ourselves in

those wonderful,warm rays. Some
of us may even go to siich extremes

as to achieve a "Savage Tan" - if

these sound like your plans for the

upcoming season read on.

Mechanism OfA Tan

SuiUight's ultraviolet (UV) por-

tions, invisible to the human eye

and unfelt by our skin, are the

segments of the sun's spectrum
responsible for what are known as

photobiological reanions. Ultra-

violet A (UVA) rays are longer

wavelengths causing tanning to

occur but at a slower rate. Ultra-

violet B (UVB) rays are shorter

and are responsible for most pho-
tobiological reactions such as sun-

bum, aging, skin cancer, vitamin D
formation and rapid tanning.

UV rays striking the skin cause

melanocytes - specialized skin cells

with the pigment melanin - to

produce, transfer and distribute

more of this black/brown pigment
vertically and horizontaljy, such
that cellular mechanisms in skin

cells are more protected melanin

filters and reduce the amount of

light that reaches the skin cells.

Red heads and people with fair

skin (Scottish and Irish heritage)

do not synthesize enough pigment

for protection from UV effects

and produce a yellow-red pigment

that will not produce a dark color.

Mechanically, UV radiation is

scattered and/or blocked by the

melanin because of its opacity.

Chemically, it "traps" chemical

species (free generated by UV
Ught, absorbing their energy and
converting it to heat. In these two
ways, solar damage is kept to a

minimum, although some damage
does occur. Additionally, the out-

ermost layer of the skin thickens,

thus absorbing and blocking some
radiation. Tanning is a natural

protective response to solar rays

and resulting damage.

Skin is seriously damaged when
burning occurs. Damage and al-

teration of cellular components
result - but may not be evident for

years. Skin that has tanned slowly,

unbumed, has also sustained some
damage, because even with proper

use of sunscreens some rays get

through to skin cells. Solar dam-
age accumulates over the years, so

that skin cancer or weathered,

porous, aged-looking skin may
result.

The more we avoid burning, the

more slowly we tan (allowing the

skin time to fully marshall it's de-

fenses), and the more indiciously

we use sunscreens, the more we

Smoking And Your Heard

Nicotine causes the release of

chemicals influencing the body's

nerve centers, which, in turn, re-

lease chemicals controlling blood

pressure and heart rate. The re-

sults are an increase of tension in

the heart walls, a more rapid heart

rate, a rise in blood pressure, and

some heartbeat irregularity

(Health Magazine). The heart

muscle must work harder because

it needs more blood. Only by an

increased blood supply, can more
oxygen and other nutrients be

brought to the more active heart.

Ironically, having created the need

for more blood, cigarette smoking

decreases the body's ability to

supply it in several ways.

Smoking And Pregnancy

Smoking while pregnant in-

creases the risk of complications

which include, deliveiy of a child

before term, spontaneous abor-

tion, and still birth. Children bom
towomen who smoke during preg-

nancy are more likely to die during

the early weeks of life than chil-

dren of nonsmokers. Also, the

chances of a newbom beingunder

weight and having congenital

minimize this damage to our skin.

If a tan is necessary to you, bear

these ideas in mind and tan slowly

-donotallowyourself tobum. A
maximum tan is at least three

weeks in the making.

When beginning a tan stay out of

the sun between 10 a.m. and3 p.m.,

the time when the greatest

amounts of solar flux reaches the

earth. Higher altitudes also mean
more UV rays, as do locations in

the southern United States. Take
extra precautions such as hats and
protective clothing ifyou are in the

sun under these conditions.

Clouds and fog do not screen out

UV rays, so you can bum even on

cloudy days. Such things as snow,

sand, sidewalks and water do ex-

cellent jobs of reflecting UV rays

into faces of people sittmg in the

shade. Here is yhere a good sun-

screen comes in.

ChdosTng A Sunscreen

A sunscreen is a topical agent

designed to prevent or lessen cer-

tain UV rays from reaching the

skin.

Some preparations (taiming oils)

absorb alinost no UV rays; others

absorb almost allUV radiation; in

between are products that absorb

UVB or "burning" rays and admit

UVA or "tanning" rays.

In order to avoid a severebum and
to offset premature aging it is

important to choose a sun screen

heart disease maybe greater if the

mother smokes during pregnancy.

Why is the unborn affected?

Smoking causes the flow of blood

through the placenta to decrease,

while increasing the poisonous

carbon monoxide gas content of

the placental blood and decreas-

ing the supply of oxygen and other

nutrients to the baby's body.

It is also important to note that

men who smoke run a higher risk

of siring stillborn, premature, or

malformed children.

Danger To Nonsmokers

It seems that the smoke that

comes off a cigarette can be far

more toxic that the smoke that

goes through the cigarette. The
unfiltered "sidestream" smoke
can contain three times as much
tar and ten times the concentra-

tion of cancer-causing agents. In

addition, the carbon monoxide in

the smoke, like that coming from
your auto exhaust, decreases the

ability of red blood cells to cany

the oxygen to the muscle cells.The
nicotine in the smoke steps up the

flow of adrenaline to counter the

ingested poison, q>eeding up the

heart rate and constricting the

blood vessels.

Smoking, either direct or second

hand, impairs one's circulation, as

well as opening one's body to a

world of cancers and implications.

Any Hope?

Thanks to intensive media cam-

paigns and educational efforts,

there are indications that smoking

is becoming generally less ac-

cepted in the developed world,

particularly in America. The
American Cancer Society's

"Smoke Out" day each year helps

many to "kick the habit." Numer-
ous cessation programs that in-

clude group therapy, counseling,

and self-help guides are available,

as well as new methods of therapy

such as drugs, electric shock,

hypnosis, and acupuncture. The
U.S. Surgeon General has placed

newwamings on cigarette packag-

ing and advertising. There has

been strict enforcement of desig-

nated no smoking areas. In addi-

tion, anew law is soon to bepassed

that will disallow smoking on all

airline flights under two hours.

These are all signs of positive

change leading to hope for the

smoker wanting to quit.

It is a personal choice to smoke.

However, the hideous effects of

smoking, as demonstrated
through scientific study, will,

hopefully, get people to quit, just

for the health of it!

that is right for you. You must
decide which of the four skin type

catagories you fall into.

Skin Type One : always bums and
never tans.

Skin Type Two ; usually bums
easily and tans minimally.

Skin Type Three : bums moder-

ately and tans gradually.

Skin Type Four: bums minimally

and tans readily.

The Food and Drug Administra-

tion devised a rating scale to indi-

cate the degree of protection of-

fered by particular sunscreen

products. The system is based on a

"sun protection factor" (SPF). It

goes from 2 to 15, with 2 providing

the least protection and 15 the

most. An SPF of 2 me^Siyo^ ?ani

stay in the sun twice as,long.wear-

ing the sunsereeiJ'eefore'yod de-

velpp p light sujibufn. Afl SPFpf 2
admits most UV rays to the skin;

medium ranges screen out most

UVB rays; 15 blocks most UVA
and UVB rays.

Total sunblocks reflect all light

reaching the skin, but tend to be
cosmetically undesirable oint-

ments such as zinc oxide or tita-

nium dioxide. They are therefore

only used on particularly vuhier-

able small spots, such as the nose.

It is also advisable to dab a total

block on skin lesions like moles,

warts and sun-damaged areas.

Melanocytes are approximately

equal in number in black andwhite
skin, but are more diffused and

larger in black skin. However, do

not be mislead into thinking that

black and dark-skiimed peoples

are invulnerable toUV damage, as

is often implied in writings. They
are susceptible to solar damage
also, but they require greater

lengths oftime and more sun expo-
sure.

Very fair-skiimed people who
never tan but onlybum and freckle

would do well to stay out ofthe sun

altogether. These people should

wear an SPF-15 sunscreen at all

times outdoors.

Sunscreen Ingredients

Choose a sunscreen with PABA
ij (para-aminobenzoic acid) or its

derivatives such as pedimateO for

good "iWerali 'protection. Better

j

jpr9te«tion exists^yhen the benzo-

pheriones (oxybenzone, dioxyben-

zone) are added to the PABA
preparations.

One can be allergic to any of the

ingredients found in these prepa-

rations, especially PABA and it's

derivatives. In this case, such

people should use PAEA-free
sunscreens, which are based on
homosalate, methoxyciimamate

and benzophenes.

Continued on Page U
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Arts & Entertainment

Abrams And Anderson

Batteries Included

The Dark Side Of BaUet:

"Dancing On My Grave"

By Gerard K Lynch

The comedy act of Abrams and

Andersons was hilarious and well

worth attending. The improvisa-

tional comedy was a combination

of voluntary audience suggestions

and quick wilted theatrics. I was

truly impressed with the aealivity

of the humor and the use of the

audience to create wonderful, off-

beat scenes. I could not stop laugh-

ing from beginning to end, and

neither could the audience at

hand.

The way Abrams and Anderson

involved the sometimes reluctant

crowd was something to see. The

pair's easy and friendly style made
people want to get involved and

the result was unequaled creative

humor. 1 enjoyed the slap stick

comedy as well as the good feeUng

I experienced when I met these

two extraordinary individuals.

Tom Anderson and Lesley

Abrams are professionals in every

sense of the word. They trained at

the Players Workshop of Second

City in Chicago and have been

working together since 1979. In

addition to being seen regularly on

local television programs, includ-

ing Boston's "EveningMagazine,"

the two have been nominated

twice for Campus Entertainers of

the Year by the National Associa-

tion of Campus Activities. I rec-

ommend the comedy act of

Abrams and Anderson to every-

one who has the time to see it, and

I hope they return to CCCC very

soon.

Review By. Kathleen G. Hannan.

Painfully honest. ...Gelsey

Kirkland's magnificent autobiog-

raphy is now available in paper-

back. Not for the faint of

heart,Ms.Kirkland offers her

readers a blow by blow assault, of

what has to be, the darkest side of

ballet.

Ms.Kirkland entered the School of

American Ballet at the age of

eight. Conditioned in early child-

hood by family alcoholism, young

Gelseyslipped easily into the self-

destructive habits rampant in the

world of dance. Anorexia,

bulimia, diet pills, and bone crip-

pling deformities; Ms Kirkland

states 'no one within ballet family

ever questioned these horrific

practices'.

After catching the'eye'of the leg-

endaiy dance master, Balanchine,

there was little MsJCirkland

wouldn't do to please him. She

underwent dangerous and un-

ecessary cosmetic surgery, solely

to conform to his ideal figure..

It was during her early teen years

that she became aware, of the ex-

tensive drug use within the ballet

itself. According to Ms.Kirkland,

Balanchine was clued in, to the

excessive drug use among his stu-

dents,'yet he did nothing to stop it.

It was not long after this period

that she began a series of sexual

encounters and unhealthy rela-

tionships. Hermostfamous liasion

was with Mikhail Baryshnikov, the

Russian dancerwho defected from

the U.S.S.R. in 1974. Ms.

Kirkland's sometimes dance part-

ner is considered to be one of the

finest, male dancers of all times.

D.OA. -A Murder WithinA Murder,

WithinA Murder...

by Kathleen G. Hannan

A murder within a murder, within

a murder.. ..if it sounds confusing

that's OK because D.OA. star-

ring Dennis Quaid is exactly that

and much more. The opening

scenes filmed in black and white

introduces Professor Cornell

played by Quaid, drenched in

sweat and stumbling into a police

station to report a murder.. .his

own.

A remake of a 1949 thriller, I'm

certain I was the only one in the

cinema, who didn't moan aloud at

the prospects of 2 hours of enter-

taiimient sans living color.

The audience settled dowm once

they realized that this 'home
movie' of Quaid was being filmed

by the police, and part of the movie

itself. The films clever editing

grabs the audience and holds

them, slightly off balance for the

entire film.

Fast paced and action oriented we
soon find ourselves panic stricken

along with the fatally poisoned

Cornell, who has only 48 hours to

find his killer.

Quaid's portrayal of the gifted

young author, who slips into the

mediocrity ofthe status quo maybe
his finest performance yet. This is

a super movie worth the price of a

ticket and 2 hours of your time.

Movie Review:

The Last Emperor

By; Tammy DeBarros

Capturing the attention of one
billion viewers. The Last Emperor
received its Mnning Oscars in:besl

cinematography, screenplay,

sound,editing,direction(genre),art

diiection,costume, and best pic-

ture. Upholding these Oscars,The
Last Emperor is a movie that

should be seen.
'

Accurately reflecting reality,Last

Emperor re«als the beauty and
horror of thf ' Dragon Throne of

Beijing's Forbidden City in China.

Last Emperor's story

line,beginning in 1908,is of a six-

year-old boy,PuYi,who was
crowned Dragon Emperor,Son of

Heaven, and Lord of Ten Thou-
sand Years. Being at such a young
age,PuYi was stripped of all effec-

tive power. The young emperor
was also forced to remain within

the walls oftheForbidden City. At
eighteen, PuYi was committed
into exile from the city;yet,he was
forbidden to leave the country.

With the help of the Japanese

govemment,PuYi escaped from
China. In exchange,he became
Japan's puppet ruler of the con-

quered Manchuria. However,the

People's RepubUc ofChina caught

up with him and made PuYi a

prisoner of his own country. The
Republic charged him with trea-

son. Experiencing more bitter

turtnoil after his

imprisonment,PuYi was finally

rewarded a title,citizen of Cliina.

As reported from his memoirs,

PuYi found happiness in being a

caretaker for Mother Naiure,a

gardener.

Director Bernardo Be.nolucci re-

ceived the rights to enter and film

in the Forbidden City. Heallowed
the world to capture China as it

was, during the era of its last

emperor. Bertolucci admits that

filming the three hour epic was a

risky process.Takingachancewith

virtually two unknown actors,Joan

Chen and John Lone,was a risk

itself. The othei plunge was the 25

million dollar budget on the

Hemdale Film Cooperation(also

responsible for Platoon). Obvi-

ously, Bertolucci knew what he

was doing;the results at the Oscars

speak for themseSKis.

HopefuUy.I^st Emperor will soon

«61he bSScm the theaters for all to

see. In asking a CCCC student to

comment on the previous

statement,Meredith Quinn,art

history student,replied "I didn't

see it the first time." But she will

see the flick when it comes back to

the cinema, because "it sounds

really interesting... ancient China

is the unknown, the mysterious,

and the fascinating." Other stu-

dents and non-students echoed
Meredith's response. Apparently
the favorable verdict on "The Last

Emperor is unanimous.

There is little doubt that Ms.

Kirkland's perfectionism and low

self esteem, coupled with her

stormy relationships with both

Baryshnikovand Balanchine pro-

vided her with the final push into

the 'pain-killing' world of

dnigs.But, by no means is this

another sensational drug expose'

but rather, one woman's search

for personal dignity and her com-

mittment to restoring the classi-

cal integrity back into ballet.

For those readers looking for a

Sunday afternoon of light read-

ing, continue you search. But if

you love the ballet and are pre-

pared for some gut level honesty,

you will be well rewarded. In my
opinion Ms. Kirkland's book is

her finest performance and her

greatest triumph.

Book Bus:

WeildingA Red Sword

BY; Michael A. Blanton

Wielding a Red Sword, a book

by famous sci-fi author Piers

Anthony, hit the bookshelves a

couple of months ago, but is still

selling hard.

Wielding a Red Sword is the

fourth book in a series by An-

thony called the Incarnations of

Immortality. The Incarnations

of Immortality deals with the
"

real " people filling the offices of

Death, Time, Fate, War, and

Nature, and how they make the

transition, accidently, from

monal to immortal.

Wielding a Red Sword tells the

story of how a man inherits the

office of War, and learns, with

much difficulty, to accept the

lofty responsibilities that come
with the job. And just when he

thinks that he's got the hang of

managing the Earth's wars, Sa-

tan decides that he doesn't like

the new War. In an effort to get

rid of War, Satan tries to pro-

mote world peace, and War is

faced with unemployment.

Anthony demonstrates his time-

tested ability not only to con-

stantly hold the reader's atten-

tion with his magnificent writing

on exiting themes, but also to

sneak in his own philosophy on

life in universal terms that are

clear to everyone. Cleverly

masked behind expert character

development, Anthony teaches

us a little more about the world

around us.

Although Wielding a Red Sword

is the fourth book in the series,

the books can be read in any

order, being complete novels in

themselves. The other books in

the Incarnations of Immortality

are: On a Pale Horse (Death);

Bearing an Hourglass (Time);

and With a Tangled Skein

(Fate).

Piers Anthony has been a

noted science fiction/fantasy

novelist forthe last twentyyears.

Among his many accomplish-

ments are the Nebula Award

winning novel Macroscope, and

the Magic of Xanth series which

garnered the Hugo Award.
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Vietnam As It Was
By. Rob MigUaccjo

"Dear America: Letters Home
From Vietnam," a documentaiy-

type movie currently being shown
on HBO is more than just your

normal look at Vietnam. This film

is not a Hollywood back lot "Pla-

toon" or "Apocalypse NoV
movie,butrathera genuine look at

one of the most turbulent times in

U.S. history.

"DearAmerica" brings us through

10 or so years of U.S. involvement

in Southeast Asia. Throughout the

movie, actual letters written by

troops are read by various people,

including Michael J. Fox, while

footage of that soldier is shown.

One at least gets a better under-

standing of the conflicts the sol-

diers were having abroad and at

home through this film. Many sol-

diers openly admitted to notknow-

ing their purpose in Vietnam.

There are also frequent slices of

footage from the 60's and early

70's which show various news sto-

ries that include social unrest and

protests against the war, hippies,

Martin Luther King, and the Kent

State shooting. Music from that

era is played at different times in

themoviewhich lends an eerie feel

to the film footage of battle. Key

terms are defined throughout the

movie so that the viewer under-

stands the important mechanics of

this war.

In viewing "Dear America," one

can see the Vietnam Conflict,

especially the battle footage,

through the lens of realitywhich is

a bit unsettling. Vietnam is seen as

it was, a confusing war which had

everyone looking for answers,

while 58,000 young Americans
died.

Wrestling IV:

Hulkamania Comes Up Short

By: TonyDeCicco

On March 27 in Trump Plaza in

AtlanticCity, the World Wrestling

Federation held an unprece-

dented tournament in Wrestlema-

nia IV. The surprise of the day

came when the two prohibited

favorites. Hulk Hogan and Andre
The Giant, were both disqualified

during their second round match

when a chair was thrown into the

ring. This proved to be part of a

master plan devised by "The Mil-

lion Dollar Man," Ted Difiase,

Andre's manager. The plan was

for Dibiase to win the title, which

he almost accomplished with the

help ofAndre's interference in the

tournament's matches on
Dibiase's behalf.

Tanning Tips
Continued From Page 8

Living today does have it's good

points about being stuck in a cli-

mate like ours. Especially if you

are one of those people who abso-

lutely MUST have a tan at all

times. For those who haven't the

time to lie in the sun or find it

impossible because ofourweather

or climate, yet desire a year-round

tan now have threeways to achieve

their bronzed skin.

Suntan Booths

Many spas, gyms and beauty shops

have tanning booths, in fact you

can even purchaseyour own if you

have a bit of extra cash sitting

around. A tanning booth, or bed,

lined with sunlamps and reflectors

tansyou withUV radiation, just as

the sun does.

These devices maybe more pleas-

ant than sitting in the sun to some

people but the damage to the skin

is very much the same. Some
booths utilize UVB rays, which

meanitcanbumyoujustasthesun
can. UVB can also damage the

eyes so protective goggles must be

worn.

Ifyou tan the "tanning boothway"

regard it with the same cautionyou

would the sun.

Tanning Tablets

You can find these usually in your

local health food store, as well as

through ads in many fitness maga-

zines.These pills don't actually tan

you but giveyou the appearance of

being tanned.

Made up of a food coloring agent

known as canthaxaittMn, (proi

nounced kan'thazan'thin ) which

belongs to a group of substances

called carotenoids, : mat can tie

found in both plant and aiumal

tissue, they serve several func-

tions, but their most familiar role is

that of natural pigments. The ca-

rotenoids run from yellow to or-

ange to red and every shade in

between. Extremely common in

nature, particularly in the plant

kingdom, these substances give

chromatic complexion to eveiy-

thingfrom carrots to orangejuice;

from egg yolks to lobsters, Carote-

noids are also present in green

leaves, where, in the fall, their rich

variety gives to the kaleidoscopic

- splendor of an autumn woodland.

The tournament final pitted Dibi-

ase against "Macho Man," Randy
Savage. Savage was escorted to

the ring by his manager "The
Lovely Elizabeth" and Dibiase, by

his bodyguard, "Virgil and The
Giant." The match was all Savage

until Andre started to interfere.

Savage sent Elizabeth to the

locker room for her own safety, or

so it seemed. The match then

swung in Dibiase's favor and Sav-

age was taking a terrible beating.

Then from the locker room came
Elizabeth with none other than

"The Hulkster" to even out the

odds.

Dibiase got Savage in a sleeper

hold and it seemed like it was

dreamtime for the Macho Man,

but The Hulk jumped in the ring

and knocked Dibiase out, in a turn

of fair play. Savage then hit Dibi-

asewith a flying elbow then pinned

Dibiase and won the Champion-
ship belt.

In other matches Bad News
Brown won a twenty Man Battle

Royal. Brutus Beefcake beat The
Honky Tonk Man by diqualifica-

tion but didn't win the Interconti-

nental title. The Ultimate Warrior

defeated Hercules Hernandez.

Bobby "The Brain" Heenan and

the Islanders defeated The British

Buldogs and Koko B. Ware when
The Brain pinned Koko and

Demolitionwon the tag team belts

from Strike Force, Tito Santana

and Rick Martel.

Of the 100 or more known carote-

noids, only a handful have been

isolated, or chemically duplicated.

The best known by far is a yellow-

orange substance called carotene,

named after the carrots from

which it was first extracted. The
carotenoid family is named after

carotene exists in several closely

related forms, the most common
ofwhich is beta-carotene, which is

responsible for the coloring in

carrots, squash, sweet potatoes,

leafyvegetables, cheese, egg yolks,

milk fat and human skin.

These tablets work by building up

concentrations of these pigments

in the system through storage in

the fatty layer just beneath the

skin, as weU as in other tissues.

Since the skin is translucent, the

red color shows through, produc-

ing an effect much like a tan. Col-

oration can vary from person to

person depending on their own

natural pigmentation. These tab-

lets will "tan" you all over includ-

ing the palms of your hands and

soles of your feet.

According to Muscle & Fitness,

they are safe to take, even in large

doses. The only side effects known

are the skin coloration and red-

dening of the stool. Only one pre-

caution need be noted with tan-

ning tablets—theydo not utilize the

skin's own protecth/e mechanism

of melanin formation.

"Quick Tan" Lotions

These lotions employ a chemical

called dehydroxyace tone, which

reacts with the ddnprotein, kera-

tini, in the oiiteflayer of the skin to

produce a dark color.

7 The on^ sideeffect of these lo-

tions is"str^akjhe»s" due" to the

inability of many people to apply

the lotion evenly. Again, this skin

darkening does not involve the

skin's melanin and providesno su^

protection.

Thereyou go, three alternate ways

to tan for those of you who are

interested.

For thosewho are counting down

the days until summer,my advice is

to startpreparing—get yoursehjes a

good sunscreen. And, to those

stubborn few who would rather

not protect themselves, Noxema
will always do it's job in cooling a

bum.

Are you uncertain about your future?

COME JOIN US!

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME!
For the Business Career Day

in the Upper Commons
Wednesday, April 27, 1988

9:00 a.m. to 12 noon.

BUSINESS CAREER
REPRESENTATIVES WILL

HELP YOU ELIMINATE

THE QUESTION MARK!

WantAJob?

The Student Employment

Officecanhelpyou find

summerjobs, year-round

yoSs; part-time jot)s and

full-time jobs.

Visitus inRoom N210
MondayThursday

8:30-2:30
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Sports

Sports Commentary:

Where The Girls Aren't

By: Bruce Hack

Once again student apathy has

struck :'.-'»wn a women's athletic

program at CCCC.
This time the victim was the soft-

ball team since only six girls at-

tended practices and the season

was scrubbed because of insufH-

eient players.

Women's volleyball and basket-

ball suffered the same fate earlier

in the school year, since not

enough interested players could

be found on campus.

These actions leads one to ask the

question. Why are the women at

CCCC so uninterested in playing

sports?

"The number one reason given is

that this is a commuter school and

the majority of the students work
after classes and don't have the

time to play a sport.

Granted, this is a valid reason, but

one which applies to all the stu-

dents here, not just the females.

The men's teams all managed to

have seasons (basketball did have

its problems) andyetthemen have

the same responsibilities as the

women have.

Other explanations as to the lack

of support for women's athletics

are; not enough publicity about

the programs, girls coming out of

high school aren't informed of the

athletic programs at CCCC,
women are not as dedicated as

men when it comes to playing

sports, while playing on a team is

an *in' activity in high school col-

lege offers many more non-aca-

demic interests which take time

away from playing a sport, lastly

the general lack of support or

school spirit which the majority of

the students here practice.

There are many ways of showing

school spirit. The most visible one
is to participate on a team orgo to

a sporting event and support your

fellowstudents. You can also show

spirit by getting involved in a club,

student government, the newspa-

per or byjust showingthatyou care

about what happens at your

school.

Just because this is a conununity

college and a commuter school is

no excuse to not get involved with

an extramural aaivity. Everyone

here has demands on his or her

time by jobs, family or whatever

but if everyone could just make a

little extra effort to support an

athletic team, club or some other

activity the college and allwho are

here would benefit.

Women's Softball

Team Folds

By Bruce Hack

For the third time this school year

a women's athletic program could

not field a team due to student

apathy. The Softball program has

now suffered the same fate as the

volleyball and basketball teams

and was cancelled for the spring

semester.

"I was very disappointed about the

cancellation," said new head
coach Kathy Andrews. "I had

great enthusiasm for the program

and felt that the team would be
successful."

At the beginning of the semester

13 girls had signed up to play soft-

ball. By the time practices began

eight girls showed up but only six

of them came to every praaice.
"

"Itwastoobadtohavethishappen

to the program," said Athletic

Director, Alan Goodyear. "We
have an excellent coach and some
good players and they are the ones

that lose out."

Despite this setback Softball will

not totally disappear from the

campus.

Starting on April 12, and on every

Tuesday and Thursday thereafter,

intramural coed Softball will be
played at 3 p.m. on the Softball

field behind the tennis courts.

Everyone is welcome to come out

and play and you only need to

bring your body as equipment vrill

be provided.

When asked what she thought

were some of the reasons for the

cancellation Andrews replied.

"There is a lack of interest by the

students. In the past recruiting has

not been that strong. Also there is

not enough attention brought to

the program."

Andrews plans on spending three

days a week watching and talking

to local high school players trying

to convince them to come to

CCCC.
"My biggest selling point will be
that if a girl comes to CCCC she

will get a lot of playing time. Also

she will be in on the beginning of

building a program."

Hopefully Andrews will be suc-

cessful in her efforts and will bring

in players who will be an asset to

the college both on the field and in

the classroom.

' The Karate Academy
I
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Spring Sports Schedule

'E ACnVTTY TIME
Baseball vs. Massasoit (DH) 12:00 p.m.

Baseball vs. Naval Prep 3:30 p.m.

Temiis at CC of Rhode Island 3:30 p.m.

Baseball at Mass. Bay (DH) 12:00 p.m.

Baseball vs. Bunker Hill 3:30 p.m.

Baseball vs. North Shore (DH) 2:30 p.m.

Baseball at Dean Jr. College 4:00 p.m.

Baseball vs. Middlesex CC (DH) 12:00 p.m.

Tennis at Dean Jr. College 1:00 p.m.

Baseball at Greenfield CC (DH) 1:00 p.m.

Baseball at Naval Prep 7:00 p.m.

Tennis at Naval Prep 3:30 p.m.

BasebaU vs. Northern Essex (DH) 12:00 p.m.

Tennis vs. CC of Rhode Island 1:00 p.m.

4/25 Tennis vs. Dean Jr. College 3:30 p.m.

4/26 Baseball vs Tufts J.V. 3:30 p.m.

DAY DAI
SAT. 4/02

WED. 4/06

FRI. 4/08

SAT. 4/09

MON. 4/11

WED. 4/13

FRI. 4/15

SAT. 4/16

MON. 4/18

WED. 4/20

SAT. 4/23

MON.
TUES.

Note: Home baseball games are played at Lowell Park, Lowell Street,

Cotuit.

Women's Softball team schedule cancelled due to low turnout.

Further details available from Al Goodyear, Athletic Director at

362-2131, ext. 369.

Tennis
CCCC AT COMMtTNITY COLLEGE OF
RHODE ISIAND, APRIL 8 CCRI 9, CCCC

SINGLES
Shane Harrold def. Phill Olsthoom, 6-0, 3-6, 61.

Paul Cabral def. Peter Marquis, 6-0, 6-0.

Keith Newman def. John Balano, 6.0, M.
Corsino Lopes def. Will Sgarlat, 6-1, 6-0.

Kevin Ratte def. Chris Danek, 6-0, 6-0.

Forfeit

DOUBLES
Bill Nera and Phan Phoul def. Olsthoom and

Marquis, 6-4, 6-3.

Steve Lori and Dave Brouillard def. Balano

and Sgarlat, 6-2, 6-0.

Team Record: CCCC 0-1.

Baseball
April 2

Massasoit 3/7 CCCC 2/4

April 6

Naval Prep 004 000 000 - 4 5 4

CCCC 200 026 21x -13 7 4

NP-Mark Maisonet, Dennis Boyd (6),

Scott Gordon (7) and Dave Prest. CC-Dana

LaVangie, Brian Welch (5) and Matt Brown.

WP-Welch (1-0). LP-Maisonet.

CCCC Record: 1-2.

April 9

CCCC 003 1141-10101
Mass. Bay 000 0010- 1 43

CC-Darren Magan, Mike Zantini (4) and

Dana LaVangie; MB-Jim Edwards and Tom
Dorsey.

HR-(CC) Steve Kiley (1). WP-Zantini (1-0).

LP-Edwards.

2nd Game

CCCC 510 700 - 13 10 1

Mass. Bay 010 000 0- 1 13

CC-Brian Welch and Matt Brown; MB-Jim

Dorsey and Jeff Reardon. HR-(MB) Dan

Newcom.

WP-Welch (iO). L»-Dorsey.

CCCC Record: 3-2.
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Election Results for Fall Semester Senate

Tim Cmwninshield

"My office will be open at

any time to any student who
has a question, comment, or

idea that they wish to express.

"

Campus Renovation

Faces Delay
By: Tim Crowninshield

Campus renovations originally

scheduled to begin this summer
may face a considerable delay,

according to President Phil Day.

Speaking before the Board of

Trustees, Day revealed that House
Bill 3010 is apparently being delib-

eratly delayed in the House Ways
and Means Committee. The Bill

would provide 1.5 million dollars

to initiate construction of an addi-

tion linking North Hall with the

Science Building. It would also

provide 800,000 dollars to improve
handicapped accessibility.

Day speculated that the pro-

jected fiscal deficit may have influ-

enced Representative Richard
Volk, Chairman of the Commit-
tee, to "tie up " the Bill in an
attempt to conserve funds. He

emphasized that the Bill is ex-

pected to pass in both the Senate

and the House if Volk will allow it

to go beyond his committee. Be-

cause the possible length of the

delay is indeterminate. Day is

exploring alternatives to the new
building. Chief among these is the

possibility of leasing Hyaimis town
property to house certain adminis-

trative offices.

The Trustees were then informed
by Day that the Title III Grant
Application has been completed.

This grant program is federally

funded and could provide up to 2.S

million dollars over the next five

years if approved.

Day also armounced that he will

bring a proposal before the Trus-

tees soon which will eliminate the

twenty five dollar fee for testing

charged to incoming students.

Day feels that the college is ca-

pable of absorbing the cost of test-

By: Randy L.Viscio

In near-record numbers, students

turned out to vote in this Spring's

campus election. The top spots for

student leadership positions were

taken by two brothers. Tim
Crowninshield, Sophmore Jour-

nalism major, was eleaed as next

year's Student Trustee and his

brother, John Crowninshield,

Freshman Business major, was

voted in as next semester'sStudent

Body President.

According to student activities Di-

rector Andy Robinson, there were

more votes cast in one day of vot-

ing for this election than in any

complete election in recent years.

Robinson said, "I've never seen

such a spirited election at this col-

lege." It seems as though the ar-

dent campaigning of all the candi-

dates heightened voter awareness.

In other contests the seats for

sophomore senators were filled by

Adam Cordiero, Bobbi Jo Harvey,

Julie Fayhy, Tina Rinaldi, and

Mamie Cook.

The sophomore officers on the

Senate are Michelle Gaumont,
Public Relations Officer, and

Laura Wilson, Senate Secretary.

Positions for vice president and
• treasurer are still open and will be

decided in the Fall semester when
Freshmen elections are held.

A Mainsheet reporter asked Stu-

dent Trustee-elect, Tim Crownin-

shield, how he intended to main-

tain a close visible working rela-

tionship with CCCC students.

ing and should do so because "we
ought not have a user fee. ..we

should not charge students for

services we provide as part of our

mission."

The Board was also informed that

the end result of the Chancellor's

tuition hike plan will be an in-

crease of8.5% forCCCC students.

This translates into about a 60

dollar increase in tuition.

Several sabbatical requests were

presented to the BoardbyDay and
cosequently approved. As a result,

eight faculty members will be

given sabbatical leave next year.

This is the highest total in the

history of CCCC.
TheTrustees then approved salary

increases for thirty faculty mem-
bers.The raises are based on merit

and represent an unscheduled

promotion. In addition, twenty six

faculty and administrative person-

nel were promoted a step in rank.

Financial awards do not accom-
pany these promotions. Finally,

four faculty members were
granted tenure. They are Patricia

McGraw, Edward Perron, Marvin
Ward, and Donald Witkowski.

John Crowninshield

Crowninshield replied:

"As Student Trustee I will attend

all Student Senate meetings, as

well as Trustee meetings. I will

have a written, itemized report to

present to the Senators foUowing

each Trustee meeting. I will also

have a column in the MainSheet

which I will use to communicate

directly with the student body.

"My office willbe open at anytime

to any student who has a question,

comment, or idea that they wish to

express."

When asked to make a statement,

President-elect, John Crowninsh-

ield, responded:

"I would like to compliment my
opponent on her enthusiastic

campaign. I think the intensity of

the competition was responsible

for the incredible voter turnout.

I'm looking forward to next year,

we have a lot of original ideas to

explore."

The new Senate and Trustee ac-

tivities will convene in the Fall

semester.
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News
World Federalists

Sponsor Forum on Rights

Noted Speaker to Address Graduates

By: Randy L.Viscio

On FridayApril 22, in the Main

Theatre, a forum on Human
Rights and citizen input on

strengthening the United Nations

was held.

The forumwas chaired byTufts

ProfessorJohn Gibson who is also

an Advisor to the U.N. Secretary

for Human Rights Commission,

Marge Fallows, Sociology Profes-

sor at CCCC and Esther Landry,

Chairperson of the Health Tech-

nologies Division.

The forum centered on open

discussions between the chair-

people and the audience about

human rights issues ranging from

"The Right To Die" to the con-

flicts in El Salvador

Professor Gibson stated that

Worid War II and the rise of Nazi

Germany opened a new era in the

realm of Human Rights because it

became clear that sovereign na-

tions could no longer protect the

rights of their own citizens. "The

Nurenberg Tribunal said that

there was need for an Interna-

tional court over and above, the

supreme courts of any sovereign

nation, to try criminals of Human
Rights abuses."

Gibson also made clear his

frustration with the Reagan

Administration's lack of concern

for overall Human Rights in the

international worid. He said thai

there was a strong need for the

input of everyday citizens in the

goals of the United States Human
Rights Commission to the U.N.

At the present time there are

two treaties that govern the sphere

of the United Nations protections

for Human Rights; the Covenant

on Civil and Political Rights

(CCPR), and the Covenant on

Economic, Social, and Cultural

Rights (CESCR). The U.S. has

thus far refused to sign either

treaty, in part because of the prob-

lems with the way that our signing

would affect our Constitutional

procedures and premises.

The forum was attended by

about forty students, faculty and

the public. Many students felt that

the forum should havebeen longer

than the two hours it ran. Overall

most felt that the forum for Hu-

man Rights was enlightening.

Announcements
Summer Registratioo

The registration process has

started for the college's summer
semester which features a

choice of morning or evening

classes for a seven week period

beginning June 27.

Many of the students in the

college's summer session regu-

larly attend other colleges and

combine studies with jobs and

recreation on the Cape. More
than 2000 students have taken

summer courses in each of the

past few years.

Registration is available by

telephone with payment by

check or approved credit card.

The number to call is 362-8550.

In person, registration may be

made during any regular

school day at the college's of-

fice of continuing education

4th Annual Job Mart

The fourth annual Job Mart
is scheduled for Saturday, May
14 at CCCC. Students are in-

vited to attend the Job Mart
and meet more than 100 em-

ployers and housing officials.

TheJobMan will be held in the

Student Commons from 9 a.m.

to 3 p.m. with food service

available. For more informa-

tion, call 362-2131 ext. 318 or

336 between 8:30 a.m. and 4

p.m.

Herbert Gross, described as "a champion of

community colleges.

"

By. Randy L.Viscio

Herbert Gross described as "a

champion of community col-

leges," will deliver the commence-

ment address to the 1988 graduat-

ing class of CCCC.
Gross is currently a mathemat-

ics professor at Bunker Hill Com-
munity College and at MIT.

The Student Senate nomi-

nated Gross because of his com-

munity college orientation. Senate

President Bemie Zanoni has

heard Gross speak before and was

quite impressed with him. Appar-

ently Gross has a good sense of

humor as well as a serious orienta-

tion toward the idea ofcommunity

and college.

It appears that Gross is in

demand in many places. Between

1987 and 1988 he has had been the

Keynote Speaker or Corttmence-

ment Speaker at seventeen differ-

ent colleges and Universities. Ten
of those appearances were at

community colleges.

Gross, a graduate of Brandeis

University, attended Graduate

school at M.I.T.The author offour

major math textbooks, he was the

Volunteers of America's choice

for Educator of the Year in 1978

and 1979. He was recipient of the

Association Of Community Col-

legeTrustees Outstanding Faculty

Award in 1986. He also has re-

ceived a Citation for Outstanding

Performance and the Governor's

Award for Excellence in Public

Service in 1987.

The CCCC graduating class of

1988 will hold their commence-
ment ceremonies on Thui»lay,

June 2 at 7 PM. on the Campus.
More than three hundred students

are esqiected to graduate.

Hundreds of students have

found summer jobs and housing

on Cape Cod in the past three

yean as a result of the Job Mart.

Models Wanted

Contact Rose Petals

Photo, Box 130, Teaticket,

MA 02536. You get free slides

of poses as payment. Send

Two Soviet visitors, Alexander Koudryashov and Vyatcheslav Chumachenko answer
questions at a press conference held on campus. The two Russians are upper level busi-

ness executives They are visiting CCCC 's Business and Industry Center as part of the
U.S.-U.S.S.R Bridges for Peace and the Soviet Peace Committee Executive Exchange
Program.
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Faculty Offices Beautified
By: Matt Blackburn

Early this semester, Vincent

Valentino and Robert
("Frenchy") Verrier of the main-

tenance department were as-

signed to improve the faculty and
staff offices on the second floor of

North Hall. They are painting the

cinder blocks that have long stood

as dreary reminders that the

school budget is less than it should

be. The walls have been inwant of

paint for eighteen years. That was
when the pair first came to work
for the school.

There are some sixty offices in

all that Valentino and Verrier

must attend, each takes two days

work. First, they prime the room,

and then let it sit overnight before

applying the coat of finish paint.

"Cinder block is very porous,"

explains Verrier, "so we use be-

tween six and eight gallons on
every office," depending on its

size.

Needless to say, this is a time-

consuming project, and it prom-
ises to take them through the

summer; that is if, as they hope,

they can move on inmiediately to

South Building after they've fin-

ished in North. In addition to the

offices, the hallways and stairwells

need their attention, too. The
school's standard colors are white

for the primer, and an antique, or

off-white, for the paint.

It should be added, that even

before they begin the first brush-

stroke, they must empty the office

and clean it. Then, when the job is

complete, they replace everything.

The faculty has been helpful in

packing up, and getting out of the

way, although there is some appre-

hension about a certain professor

whose office is in South Building.

Reportedly, he has so many books

as to prohibit even the slightest

inclination to move about the

room.

Those who were asked for

comment rephed invariably in

favor of thework being done. Said

Spanish instruaor, Larry De-
bower, "It's as cheery and fresh

today as it was dreary and drab for

eighteen years." "Thepaint makes
an amazing difference," added
Lawrence Gallagher of the Eng-
lish department, "It's a much more
pleasant atmosphere. I'm sure it

raises morale. They [the painters]

have done a great job; we're very

pleased." Indeed, the reaction is

enthusiastic all the way around,

even spawning other improve-

ments. Phyllis Lee, who teaches

Communications, noted, "It com-
pelledme to organize my shelves."

There seems to be no end to the

benevolence of this project.

Verrier and Valentino make a

lively duo, which without a doubt

brings a first-class touch to their

work. While painting, they keep
moving by listening to big-band,

swing era music on the radio. The
tunes are from their time, a period

when people and ideaswere a little

more straight forward. There was
a profound element of morality in

their up-bringing, one which they

find sadly lacking in today's youth.

By their standards, American
students have gone soft, weaned
on the easy life. Our over-abun-

dance of jobs, especially here in

Massachusetts, is a fine example.

Employers have been forced to

seek laborers from overseas, par-

ticularly such places as Ireland and

Brazil, where unemployment runs

high. Foreigners take two of the

jobswe citizens ofAmerica fmd so

reproachable, and bring the

money back home with them. This

is still the land of opportunity, but

no one here seems willing to take

their advantage.

The painters, who only want to

enhance this college, know what it

means to work for a living.

Perhaps the most telling char-

acteristic about this project, now
undertaken after eighteen years, is

the primary rationale for its delay,

that is, that we have "maintenance

free" buildings, insured against

ever needing repair or improve-

ment. Well, nothing is "mainte-

nance free," no matter how badly

we wish it to be so.

But Vincent Vallentino and

Frenchy Verrier are relaxed in

their attitude, "We could paint for

one hundred years."
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Hot Shot: Me To We
by: Gerard K Lynch

Hot Shot Tropical Fruit

Schnapps has conduaed a nation-

wide poll of nearly 500 college

newspaper editors. The poll indi-

cated that today's students are

more idealistic in their views to-

ward their personal futures than
would be expected. For instance,

most college editors said that

when considering a job the most
significant factor would be "mak-

ing a difference." Almost 43% of

respondents made this their first

choice. "Opportunity for advance-

ment" was chosen by 31.4% and,

on the other side of the spectrum,

8.4% chose salary. Power ranked

at less than two percent.

The students of today are often

stereotyped as being materialistic,

however, this poll shows a growing

similarity between them and their

college counterparts of the 1960s.

In faa more than half of the re-

spondents expected to earn be-

tween only $10,000 and $20,000

during their first year working.

Ask today's college students if

winning a million dollars would
change their career plans and,

according to this poll, 80 percent

would answer no. This surprised

James H. Mckee, spokesman for

Hot Shot Schnapps. "I'm not sure

we would get the same response

from the post-yuppie "me" gen-

eration- those in their late thirties

or early forties, who would likely

want to retire immediately if they

came into big money."

Stability in one's life was one
prime factor the poll indicated,

caution was another. Over 60%,
for example, said that during their

first year in the "real world," they

would be spending most of their

income on rent and living ex-

penses. Almost half plarmed to

rent their own apartment or house
during their first year out of

school, and more than 73%
planned to be married within ten

years.

AIDS ranked the most impor-

tant societal issue on students

minds. This crisis has changed

many of the students' personal

habits. 86% stated that they in-

tended to use caution in any sexual

relationship, have only one part-

ner, or remain celibate. A small

percentile chose the latter.

Responding to the Hot Shot

Poll were student editors at col-

leges and universities in all 50

states and the District of Colum-
bia.

Senate Bails Out WKKL
By. Tim Crowninshield

WKKL, struggling to stay on

the air due to equipment failure

and fmancial mismanagment, re-

ceived a shot in the arm on April

27th When the Student Senate

voted to "bail them out of a 1038

dollar debt", according to a sena-

torwho requested anonymity. An
accounting error is blamed for the

large debt.

Charles Coombs, WKKL fac^

ulty advisor, had informed the

Senate of the starionswoes a week

earlier in a request for 3643 dol-

lars, in his remarks he pointed out

that in addirion to the overbudget-

ing problem, an audio mixing

board was defective and needed

replacing at a cost of 2605 dollars.

Coombs' proposal hinted that

without the debt bailout and new-

equipment WKKL would have to

shutdown at the end of the semes-

ter.

The Senate debated WKKL's
request at length. Treasurer Ker-

ith Rothfeld, who also chairs the

Budget and Finance Committee,

recommended covering the sta-

tions debt, but stopped short of

agreeing to the equipment re-

quest. Although several Senators

objected to the request on grounds

it might set a precedent, the mo-

lion toabsorb WKKL'sdebt even-

tually passed. The Senate will

reconsider the equipment request

at a later meeting.

In more routine action, Secre-

tary-elect Laura Wilson intro-

duced a motion to pay the remain-

der of the cost of Pat Ford's trip to

Washington D.C. Ford is a handi-

capped student who was selected

to represent CCCCs at a national

convention in the Capitol. Earlier

efforts to raise the required 600

dollars had fallen short, prompting

Wilson's action. The Senate voted

unanimously in favor of the mo-

tion.

The Legislators also agreed to

a request by the Nursing/Dental

Hygiene Department for 300 dol-

lars to help defray the cost of their

Pinning Ceremony. The Pinning

Ceremony is an annual part of the

Commencement proceedings for

graduating Nursing/Dental Hy-

giene students.

Senator David Wrightson in-

formed t he Senate that the Library

has agreed to once more extend its

hours during finals. The issue of

Library hours extension had been

in doubt due to a lack ofvolunteers

towork the later hours. However,

Greg Masterson, Director of the

Library/Learning Resources Cen-

ter, has personally come to the

rescue. According to Wrightson,

"Mr. Masterson has generously

donated his own time to fill in the

gaps. Ifhe hadn't, theywould have

stayed on their usual hours."

The Senate then voted their

approval of next year's budget.

TTie budget provides 71,550 dol-

lars which will be distributed to

twenty four separate clubs and

organizations. Next year's budget

is 300 dollars less than that of the

/l)ftrtt wotj^ boys,

wll\ stt. -to 1+ -Hvft
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Arts & Entertainment

Mixed Media Concert Scheduled
By: Tony DeCicco

A Concert of Chonis and

Dance, featuring the Cape Cod

Community College Chorus,

Chamber Choir, Dance Club and

art students is scheduled for Fri-

day, May 13 and Saturday, May 4

with 8 p.m. performances in the

Arts Center main theatre on cam-

pus.

The musical portion will

feature a semi-staged presentation

of the Rodgers and Hammerstein

classic, "Oklahoma."Included will

be eight of the best known selec-

tions from that long ruiming hit.

Other choral music to be pre-

sented will include "In the Begin-

ning of Creation," "Russian Pic-

nic," Weep, O Willow", "He's

Gone away," "Ching-a-Ring

Chaw."

The Chamber Choir, which is

comprised of 15 people selected

from the chorus, will perform

"Georgia on My Mind,"

"Alexander's Ragtime Band," and

"The Manhattan Transfer in Con-

cert."

Robert W. Kidd, chairman

of the Department of Fine and

Performing Arts, will direct the

musical segments of the perform-

ance with Fred W. Drifmeyer as

assistant director and accompa-

nist. Soloists will include Carl

Jenkins and Clare Coughlan.

Those in special parts of "Okla-

homa" are George Rucher, Carl

Jenkins, John Chambers, Paul

Coleman, Oma Gail Young,

Luaim Hersey, Julie Allenby,

Mary Gauruder, Nicole Travers,

Tina Rinaldi, also, Robin

MacDonald, Derek Sweene, Tre-

vor Peterson, David Griffm, Tho-

mas Rodman, Carl Homberg,

Lazarus Uaandja, Leona Tanner,

and Shirley Mcintosh.

10 members of the CCCC
Dance Club choreographed by

Joanne Galium will perform

"Chiaroscuro" and "Hasty Lone-

some." Their musicwas composed

by Professor Kidd and Richard

Koff of the pan-time music fac-

ulty. Artwork was createdbyMary

Kelsey and students in her Draw-

ing II class.

The Dance Club performers

will be Donny Powers, Tina Ri-

naldi, Elizabeth Tinsley, Kathleen

Tinsley, Mamie Weaver, Joanne

Galium, Tammy DeBarros, Lu-

cille Dyer, Gisele Huard andMark
Peterkin.

Costumes for the concert are

designed by Bobbi Harris with

lighting by Steve LeClair, Mark

Peterkin and Lucille Dyer.

Admission to either concert

performance is $4, $3 for non-

CCCC students and $2 for stu-

dents with CCCC ID and senior

citizens. Tickets are available in

the business ofTice upstairs in the

Administration Building. Reser-

vationsmybe made by calling 362-

2131, extension 426.

The Chamber Choir is also

performing at the Daniel Webster

Inn in Sandwich with Mattatuck

Community College on May 22.

The Choir is considered to be one

of the premier choruses in New
England after competing in the

recentCommunity CollegeChoral

Fest.

or

John's Loft:

Heavenly Heights
by: Gerard K. Lynch

John's Loft Restaurant has a

great atmo^here with excellent

entrees. Located on Barnstable

Road in Hyannis, John's Loft is a

unique appearance that adds to

the ultimate dining experience.

When I entered the establishment,

I was ^eeted by a veiy courteous

host, who seated mealmost imme-
diately. On busy nights waiting for

a table is not a problem because a

very spacious lounge is direaly

around the comer.

The host was weU mannered
and the lounge was well stocked.

The atmosphere at John's Loft put

me immediately al ease and that

makes for a better dining experi-

ence. I then was seated at a dimly

lit table, which was set with the

utmost care. The table was not

cramped, on the contrary, it was
very spacious. I did not wait long

before a gracious lady look my
order. She catered to my every

need with the utmost professional-

ism, I was impressed. The fresh

salad bar offered a number of fine

choices, and my entree was simply

delicious. I took the liberty to ask

other patrons how their meal was

and their response was positive:

"the best food I've had on the

Cape" and "mouth watering."

Every aspect of the evening at

John's Loft was exceptional. I rec-

ommend you to make an appear-

ance very soon.

MI\IN5H££T
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Health Insights

Meditation, Zen and You Separate Lives
By: Robert Migliaccio

What do Robert Redford,

Raquel Welch, Kareem Abdul-

Jabbar and George Harrison all

have in common? Well, for one

thing, they are all known practitio-

ners of forms of meditation, yoga

and other relaxation techniques.

T^s does not mean that ifyou

meditate, you will become famous.

It might however, indicate that

people in stressful occupations or

in the spotlight look to these prac-

tices to help them adapt to the

complexities in their lives.

There are many forms of medi-

tative exercises ranging from the

very disciplined Zen concentrative

techniques to simply relaxing and
lettingyour mind wander. They all

share the same common aims

however, which is to relax the

body, slow the heart beat, lower

blood pressure and at the same
time, clear and strengthen the

mind. Unlike sleep, meditation

seeks to heighten the awareness of

the mind as it focuses on a re-

peated image or word [mantra],

while bringing about bodily relaxa-

tion. Some claim, and there is

medical data to suggest this, that a

person meditating for twenty mm-
utes twice a day can bring bodily

relaxation comparable to about

three hours of sleep while suffer-

ing no mental grogginess. This is

because slow, deep breathing ac-

companied by heightened control

of the central nervous system via

the mind, can bring a deeper re-

laxation in a much shorter time.

Meditation is easy to learn but

does require discipline and a

steady, ^adual ability to reach the

desired state. A person just start-

ing out should set apart times

where he can develop his abilities;

preferably in the morning and/or

early evening. Ten minutes per
session is good. The personshould
be in a quiet setting with medium
light. It should also be comfortable
and clean as environment is im-

portant. The main goal when be-

ginning is to just relax whUe keep-
ing your mind on deep rhythmic

breathing.

The most important part of

the early stages of meditation is

that you get into a pattern of set-

ting apart time foryourself.As one
learns to control his abilities to

relax and an actual state of tran-

scendence is sought, more discipli-

nary practices should be incorpo-

rated.These include proper sitting

such as cross-legged (Indian style],

or various yogic positions like

"The Lotus." These sitting posi-

tions are meant for balancing and

centering the body. Also, more
strenuous concentrative exercises

should be used. Concentrative

exercises can incorporate a lot of

different things. Some of these

exercises include concentrating on

one visual object such as a man-
dala, an object that through pat-

terns draws your focus to the cen-

ter. Other forms require your eyes

to be closed and to focus on inter-

nal images, breathing or the re-

peated mantra such as "OM."
Psychedelic drugs such as LSD

[acid], mescaline and psilocybin

mushrooms are known catalysis

for entering and understanding

meditative states, and use ofthese

substances should be limited to

just these exercises if used at all.

Psychedelic drugs used for social

events [rock concerts, parties] en-

tails risks and activities of this na-

ture should be discouraged alto-

gether. By there very action of

accelerating thought processes

and heightening the ability to

concentrate [some users claim an

ability to stare at the same objea

for hours] these chemicals may
someday prove to be a valuable

tool in understanding the mecha-

nisms of positive mind-alteration

for the masses but for now use of

these agents should be limited to

individuals who take them respon-

sibly, in a supportive environment,

and with prior education about the

good and bad sides of these sub-

stances.

Many claim that through medi-

tation, stress is relieved, creativity

is enhanced, time is stopped and
the mind is cleared of negatives. A
feeling of "oneness with nature

and the universe" can also be

reached. Although a oneness with

the cosmos cannot be measured,

studies of brain alpha-wave read-

ings of someone meditating show

marked activity.

Just as meditation helps Jabbar

sink his "sky-hook," and just as

meditation helps Harrison write

his music, so can meditation open
up a new dimension of thinking for

you. As long as you stay away from

the bias that you have to be a

spaced-out hippy or an Indian

guru to be involved with it, you can

do.

As life becomes increasingly

complex in future years, we will all

be seeking ways to cope and suc-

ceed in life. Meditation is one way

to open the door.

Suggested readings: The Natu-

ral Mind and The Marriage of the

Sun and the Moon by Andrew
Weil. Three Pillars of Zen.

Suggested meditative music:

Any New Age music. Human
Interface, Patrick Moraz.

A New High Risk Category

By: Kathleen G. Hannan

This editorial grew out of a

debate, over the mandatory AIDS
testing that begaasome twoweeks
ago, on selective university and

college campuses.

As a biologist and even more
importantly, as a mother of 3 sons,

aged 18 to 22 years, I feel very

strongly about AIDS prevention

through education. From my read-

ing, I've consistently found myself

in agreement with Surgeon Gen-
eral C. Everett Koop. He has held

his position on the wide-spread

need of extensive and in-depth

AIDS education for all students,

from elementary school on

through high school, regardless of

the position ofthe social conserva-

tives. I find him to be a fair man
and a genuine champion of the

needs ofchildren, teens andyoung
adults.

As I began reviewing the AIDS
literature, in an effort to support

niy position for the need of AIDS
testing on college campuses,

Koop's rationale didn't add up. As
I continued my AIDS inquiry, the

developing scenario was almost

too frightening to consider.

At present, college students

and teenagers are not members of

the high risk categoiy, as we know
it. For the most part, our young

people are neither homosexual

nor heroin addicts. The majority of

them, see AIDS as someone else's

problem, but the emerging statis-

tics tell another story. The March

7, 1988 edition of Time, clearly

demonstrates that "the rale ofnew
AIDS infection among homosex-

ual males has plummeted, due

simply to lifestyle changesand safe

sex practices." Like it or not,

heterosexuals are not going to get

away with, referring to AIDS as a

'gay disease', much longer.

Time goes on to state that "I.V.

drug users now make up 1/4 of ail

AIDS patients in the U.S. They are

responsible for 70% of the heter-

osexually transmitted cases and

most AIDS cases among new-

boms." To those who attribute

high risk behavior solely to the

poor, the uneducated and the

underclass of the ghetto, 1 suggest

a closer look.

A Boston Globe article in the

Sunday Magazine of April 24,

1988, offers a chilling picture.

Globe reporter David Ruben re-

ports that "by age twenty, 7 out of

10 women and 8 out of 10 men
have become sexually active.

added to the fact, that more than

1% of U.S. high school seniors

report, having injected intrave-

nous drugs." These activities may
have once fallen under the loose

category of 'rites of passage', but

no longer. It's not safe to try out

one's masculinity in the 'combat

zone,' but how much do young

people really know about each

other before intimacy is initiated ?

What I find most frightening is

the fact that young people in gen-

eral have remained aloof and

detached from the very real dan-

ger AIDS has waiting for them.

They continue to distance them-

selves from the reality of its danger

in their lives.

So perhaps Koop plans to sta-

tistically measure the inroads the

AIDS virus has forged in this most

difficult to reach segmemt of our

society. But I believe his real mo-

tive for this mandatoryAIDS test-

ing, is to shock young people into

responsible sexual conduct and to

open their eyes to the often unseen

danger of drugs.

This disease is ultimately and

unquestionably preventible but

education is the only weapon we

have. We are at war with a killer. I

could not concern myself with

First Amendment rights in this

editorial in light of the ultimate

right in jeopardy, America's next

generation.

Editor's Note: Sandy X. has

been 'clean' for seven months now.
She still takes each day 'just one
day at a time.' In the future, she

would like to transfer to North-

eastern, majoring in nursing, and
on to graduate school to specialize

in chemical dependency. With this

and the help of others, Sandy X.

would like to open a rehabilita-

tion/recovery house for drug de-

pendent women.

Most people have one, cats are

said to have nine. Because of the

grace of God in my life, 1 had two.

I was born in Springfield, MA
on February 27, 1952. The eldest

oftwo girls, I grew up in Chicopee,

MA, a small city outside of Spring-

field. My dad was a very promi-

nent builder and contractor, a

well-known man in the commu-
nity. My mother had the luxury of

a maid and a healthy checking

account, with unlimited plastic to

keep her happy all day, Sounds

wonderful, doesn't it?

My home was a battleground.

Both of my parents suffered from

the disease of addiction. Funny

how I believed that everybody

drank the way that they did. And 1

was sure everyone's mom took

pills for all kinds of reasons too.

Insanity, physical and mental

abuse came and went during my
childhood. My emotions were like

a boat at sea. At a very young age

I learned how to be a survivor. I

became self-reliant and protective

of not only myself, but my younger

sister as well. Someone had to take

charge!

I did not bring loo many friends

home with me after school, it was

hard to tell what kind of night it

was going to be when I left for

school in the morning. I couldn't

sharewhat my parents were doing

with anyone, for I was too embar-

rassed. I spent a good deal of time

living in fear. I even felt respon-

sible for the craziness in our

household. If I hadn't been bom,

maybe they wou Idn't fight so

much! To other people not close

to us, it appeared we had a "nor-

mal" family life. In faa, people

thought I was lucky to have such a

nice home, beautiful clothes, and a

car before I graduated from high

school. Those that knew, well,

after a while they closed their eyes.

Marriage was a perfect escape,

and I marriedyoung and for all the

wrong reasons. To keep the ar-

rangement together, I had two

children. I was blessed with a

beautiful son, and a precious

daughter two years later. In just

four years, I had a husband, two

children, a new home, a new car

and a divorce. I was wrong about

using children like scotch tape. My
marriage was torn apart anyway.

Single-parenthood and single

bars became a reality for me. The

two didn't mix well, and of course

one suffered. I chose my freedom

to party over the responsibility of

raising two small children in an

economic state I couldn't fathom!

I somehow remember saying to

myself once when I was younger,

that I would never drink like my
parents. I didn't understand the

disease and in a short time, I found

myself dririking like dad or better.

And doing pills and drugs my
mother never heard about. Iwasa
full blown addict in no time at all.

Luckily, my children didn't have to

stay around and watch their mom
slowly kill herself.

I won't go into the many war
stories. 1 won't describe the nights

I spent in protective custody in a

police station, or tell you how
many times I should have died

driving a car, or how many times I

tried to die by my own hand. What
I will tell you is how drugs mademe
feel. In the begirming, drugs made
me feel good. They made me feel

special, loved, warm and cheery.

When I felt lonely, drugs wrapped

themselves around me and held

me. Ihadlotsoffriendswhenlhad

drugs and that made me feel im-

portant.

After a while, I couldn't always

afford to buy the drugs I needed to

get high, so I began to steal to get

them.

I became very dishonest, self-

centered, manipulative and des-

perate when I had to get high. I

didn't have a choicewhether to get

high or not, nor did I have the

choice when I stole hundreds of

dollars from my own flesh and

blood. The drugs stopped work-

ing. At some point, I found I

couldn't get high any more, and I

couldn't make the pain inside of

me go away. When I wasn't using,

I didn't like myself. My self-es-

teem was on empty, as it had been

for so long. I lived to use and used

to live on a daily basis. Despera-

tion and loneliness crept in and I

just wanted to die.

I needed help and I had no one

or nowhere to tum. I found out

about a rehabilitation center and a

program ofrecovery. At this point,

I was willing to try anything. I

admitted myself to a rehab and

there I learned all about my sick-

ness. It's called the disease of

addiction, not drug specific, and

it'sfatal and incurable. But recov-

ery is possible if I'm willing to

follow some simple suggestions. I

had found HOPE!! This new way

of life was a gift from God, and I'm

a miracle each day I don't pick up

that first drink or drug. Through

the love and guidance of a self-

help program with its 24 principles

and traditions, I was able to stay

clean "a day at a time". I learned

to liveJUST FORTODAY! I also

got the answers I needed to the

many painful questions surround-

ing my crazy childhood.

Collegewas a dream that drugs

destroyed for me, and at age 35 I

returned. A bit fearful but ever so

grateful, I attempted to take some

risks. I am currently finishing my
first semester at CCCC.
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Editorials

Mideast Madness
By James Cavaco

As allAmericans know, the Middle East is a boilingpot ofturmoil that

has been scaldingAmericans and Europeans for more than 20 years. The

reason for all this turmoil is based in the Zionist movement that pro-

claimed and seized for the Jews a homeland, Israel. By the end of WWII

the Jews, who had been fleeing pogroms in Russia and finally the Nazi

death camps, that epitomized the anti-Semitism experienced by the

homeless Jews all through history, estabUshed their homeland of Israel.

To do this, however, the Jews had to force out the Arabs who inhabited

the region. This displacement of the Arabs as well as the fact that the

United Kingdom and, more importantly, the United States made it

economically and militarily possible for the Jews to proclaim their

homeland and transform it from a stagnant barren land of nomads into

a fertile modem paradise for homeless Jews are the issues that not only

cause the Palestinians, who are the displaced Arabs, but the rest of the

Arabs to get hostile toward the west. Who is right and who iswrong in this

situation?To decide this both the Jewish and theArab points ofviewmust

be studied.

The Jewsoftheworldandthelsraelis view the land of Israel astheland

where the Jews came from. They claim, accurately, that the Jews lived in

that region since before the time ofMoses and built temples to theirGod

long before the Arab mosqueswithin the more recent Turkish Wallswere

built. They also claim that Israel is the land given to them by their God;

the Bible documents this quite specifically. Finally, since it is a fact that

the Jews did come from the region of Israel they demand that they should

have their own state there where they will be sheltered from the hellish

consequences of another holocaust, which was solely the result of their

homelessness.

The Palestinians claim that they are the descendents of the Canaan-

ites, who were in Israel when Moses brought the Jews back from Egypt

after hundreds of years of slavery under the Egyptians. Even if the

Palestinians are the descendents of the Canaanites that only makes them

the descendents of the Arabs who moved into Israel after the Egyptians

enslaved most of the Jews and took them away. Nevertheless, the

Palestinians say that all the land of Israel belongs to them and that the

Jews don't need a state.

After examining the points of view and the historical events it is easy

to conclude that the Palestinians are really just the same Arabs as those

in Oman, Iraq and Iran; in fact the arabic religious fundamentalist

movement sweeping that region as a result of all the controversy demon-

strates that culturally, ethnically, and religiously the Palestinians are no

different at all from the rest of theArab world. Why then must they refuse

to interfuse with their Arab brothers of the bordering Oman, or another

Arab nation, and continue to try to force out the Jews who rightfully

belong there, and who, unlike the Palestinians, have a totally different

culture from the Arabs or anyone else? It seems rather apparent that the

Arabs as a whole arevery selfish in wanting all of the Middle East and not

allowing the Jews to have a state that is only the size ofNew Jersey. Any

claims that any Arabs make to the land of Israel are totally groundlessand

just demonstrate why the Jews must have their rightful homeland.

The Panama
Alternative: Invasion

By: Gerard K Lynch

Panama is in turmoil, its people

are being subjected to a form of

government that should not exist

in our time, dictatorship. General

Manuel Noriega took control of a

Democratic Government by force

and he remains in control. The
Panamanian people and their

eleaed president are calling on the

United States to insure democracy

will return to their country. Pana-

manians have enjoyed a free soci-

ety under democratic leadership

for many years, their neighbor-

hoods are similar to ours, and their

hopes and dreams resemble

Americans' dreams-to prosper

and do well. The opportunity to

achieve these dreams does not

exist in Panama anymore.The
United States is the only power
that can bring back democracy

before it is to late.

The United States has a mili-

tary presence of 13,000 troops di-

rectly around the Panama Canal,

one of the most vital strategic ar-

eas in the world. The entire Pana-

manian Defense Force (PDF) is

comprised of only 7000 personnel,

4000 of these are military soldiers,

the rest are police and support

personnel.

The Panama alternative is

invasion, the United States must

oust Noriega and his regime.

Population casualties is the main

concern here, as to deter unpopu-

lar sentiment toward the United

States. The masses are calling for

our help, lets help them.

The United States has to make
this commitment to the Panama-
nian people. We have to stand

behind that Panamanian resolve

and swallow our own frustration.

Economic sanaions are not going

to result in Noriega's departure.

Noriega is getting fmancial sup-

port from the Cubans, Nicara-

guans, and our o

The Emotional Trauma

of Abortion

By: Susan Walker

Abortion, the dictionary de-

fines it as, "the premature expul-

sion ofa fetus; miscarriage", but to

the more than 1.5 million women
that experience this surgical pro-

cedure each year its meaning is so

much more. Although the imme-

diate pain subsides within hours,

the emotional trauma that women
experience will last them a life-

time.

For 25% of the women that

become pregnant each year, being

faced with the unexpected and

unwanted pregnancy brings sad-

ness and bewilderment. The

woman must now consider her

options, often only contemplating

what will get her through the cur-

rent situation. Women are unwill-

ing to consider the emotional end

result.

Females that become impreg-

nated as a result of violent crimes

often find solace in assuming that

a simple operation may bring a

quick end to a terrifying and hor-

rible experience. Often, these

women believe that an abortion is

the only answer.

For the women who accidently

become pregnant because either

they did not practice birth control

or the birth control theywere using

failed, the question to abort be-

comes a more personal, moral is-

sue. Within herself, she must de-

cide if she can live with the deci-

sion to abort. Through this self-

examination, she must consider

many points.

She must take into considera-

tion what her religious back-

ground would allow her to do.

Catholic practitioners feel that

abortion is a basic wrong, a viola-

tion of the Fifth Commandment,
"Thou Shalt Not Kill". Another

judgment the woman must decide

is when a soul enters an unborn

child. The most important concept

the woman must realize is: What

would I actually be aborting?

What is a fetus? Is it the beginning

stages of a human being or just a

blob of cells? Fetus is merely the

Latin term for young one in the

womb.
Upon entering the clinic many

women, although aborting the fe-

tus is their ultimate decision, feel

guilt and remorse. The most com-

mon abortion performed today in

the United States, the suction

abortion, takes from seven to

twelve minutes. After the opera-

tion and the physical pain ends,

also is where the counseling often

ends.

After the pain, anguish and

self-doubt these women experi-

ence, they realize that they now
are alone with no one to share

these horrible feelings with. They

feel very isolated; no one could

possibly understand them.

As time goes on, the emotional

turmoil increases. One woman
felt,"the mental pain I was going

through was far worse than the

physical pain." The feelings of

doubt, instabilityand thebeliefthat

there is a total loss of control in

one's life surfaces.

Often , the guilt, the depression

and the pressure of having the

abortion is too much for the

women to deal with. To have all of

this emotional anxiety and no way

to release it becomes dangerous.

Thewomen beg for help yet never

seem to find the agency or the psy-

chologist to help them and listen.

A good portion of the women
in the end, visualize suicide as the

onlyanswer. According to a recent

article inThe NewEnglandCorre-
spondent, the girls, if they are

going to kill themselves, very often

do it in the month theirbabywould

have been bom.
Much of the emotional insta-

bility affecting the millions of

women who have abortions is due

to the inability to acknowledge

that something major has just

taken place. Since abortion is not a

topic highly discussed, therapy

groups must be designed to help

these women.
We have to realize that abor-

tion is not ending a problem; it's

just a whole new set of problems.

After terminating a pregnancy,

there is still a feeling of painful

incompleteness.A recent Madem-
oiselle article states, "women have

just experienced something big,

something emotional and impor-

tant and there is no approved way
todealwithit. Thesewomen need

a ceremony, or a ritual- a ritual in

which they can mourn. It is a basic

human need to observe rituals for

important events." And that's what

we need for abortion. We need to

find a way to mark an experience

that so marks us.

PALESTINIANS FINALLY GErTING LAND IN ISRAEL
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The Spread of Rebellion:

American Dissent and

"Blind Faith"
By: Randy L.Viscio

1) dissent: (di-sent')v. l.To disagree; differ. Difference of opinion.

2a) blind: (blind) adj. l.Being without the sense of sight. 2.0f or for

sightless persons,

b) faith: (faith)n. l.Confident belief; trust. (Webster's Dictionary)

One of the most common misconceptions among the American
people is that *Sve", as a "free" people, receive our freedom solely

because our country and our govenmient are willing to give it to us. It is

therefore believed that "we" as dedicated, proud, patriotic, and loyal

American citizens, should not call our government's actions into question

without fear ofbeing accused of treason. It is further implied that if"we"
do wish to question the actions of our government, and then choose

(because we are free) to speak out about those actions, that "we" should

leave the government and the country rather than speak our mind.

Believer's in the "Blind Faith" philosophy would hold that the

statements made above are completely satisfactoiy and in line not only

with their values, but with the values of most of the American people

living in our country today. The Blind Faith philosopherwill say that those

Americans who dissent are unpatriotic, disloyal, and un-American. They
make these statements, however, out of an ignorance for American
principles that is so prevalant in our society today.An ignorance that has

been manifested in the successes ofthe failed Reagan Revolution. Let us

now dispel the empty-headed belief that says "Americans should not

question their government."

America stands as a symbol of the American people and of the

American goverrunent. The American government is subservient to the

American people. It receives "its" "freedom" through the people- by

their consent. As the Constitution of the United States reads, the

American people reserve the "right" "to alter or abolish it (the govern-

ment) and to institute a new government, laying its foundations on such

principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem

most likely to effect their safety and happiness."

Because of the remarkable system of checks and balances which

characterizes the American government and because of the flexibility of

the United States Constitution, for the past two hundred years the

American government has succeeded and been "allowed" to exist.

At the same time, theAmericanpeople have maintained theirposition

as that part of the society which "gives" the American govenmient its

"freedom." They have accomplished this because they have maintained

their role as the fourth check, along with the "Executive" the "Congress"

and the "Judicial" branches in our system of government.

As we can see, the American govenmient has existed because the

people have played apan in its actions.Americawould not stand a symbol

asweknowit if theAmerican people didn't question, and therefore check,

the actions of the government.

This was exemplified in American history when in 1787 a Constitu-

tional Convention was organized in order that the United States

Constitution could be drastically "reformed" to more obediently cover

the "rights" of the American people. Thiswould not have happenedwere

it not for the dissent of the American people.

Whatwas the Declaration Of Independence? Diditnotlist27actsby

the Government of Britain and call those acts into question. Every last

person who signed that declaration was a dissenter.

Topically, it is the Blind Faither in today's society, indeed right within

our midst, that would charge the Dissenter with treason. It is all to often

the "Reaganite" prototypes in our country who will charge the contem-

porary dissenter with "living in the sixties." But what they so casually

forget is that the "movement" for peace, which re-surfaced in the 1960s,

was but a part ofthe ongoing "movement" instigated nearlytwo thousand

years ago by a man named Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ was one of the first

non-violent revolutionaries. Did he not "question" the odsting order?

Is it true that because America may embody the most "just" and the

most "free" system in the world today that the American people should

not question the judgements, the intentions, and the actions of the

government which they charge with running that system? Should Ameri-

cans believewhatever the government tellsthem and be content to agree

that what the government doesn't tell them- they shouldn't know? What

are we to question?

Are the American people to question the American government's

systematic attempts to re-distribute the land of millions of Native

American Indians? Are the people to question the history in America of

the enslavement of the Negro and the prejudices against Black men and

women which still exist today? Should the American people question

their government when it admitted Nazi War Criminals into the country

after WW II, a fact stated in ex-CIA Executive Assistant, Victor

Marchetti's 1974 book called CIA "the cuh of intelligence."

Is it that the American people should not question the American

government's attempts in the 1960s to forcefully, and often violently, put

down anti-war protests and uprisings as was done at the Democratic

National Convention in 1968 and at Kent State in 1971 ? Do theAmerican

people decide not to question the actions of their government when it

imprisons draft- resistors and causes thousands more to flee to Canada?

Are Americans not to scrutinize the government when situations

occur such as Watergate or the Iran-Contra scandal? Are the American

people to look the other way when their government supplies Contra

tenorists in Central America and then allows those flying the planes to

Continued on page 13

Thanks

To The Editors:

We would like to extend our

thanks to everyone who voted in

the recent election, regardless of

their choice of candidate. We also

wish to express our gratitude to

everyone who tolerated the dis-

tractions resulting from the inten-

sity of the campaigning. Please be
assured that we will display equal

intensity in executing the responsi-

bilities of our offices next year.

We are especially grateful to

the many people who donated

their time and effort to further our

cause.

Finally, we would like to thank

our erstwhile former opponents

for an exiting race and wish them
success in their future endeavors.

Tim Crowninshield

John Crowninshield

Campaign Pollution Deplored

I am a student at the col-

lege, and am very upset! Between

the awful sight pollution all over

campus, covering windows, mir-

rors in bathrooms, doors, build-

ings, and everywhere I look, I can't

help but see all the campaign slo-

gans the candidates have put up!

And if that isn't bad

enough, when the candidates said

their peace, it was more like War!

Enough is enough!

One would think that these

students were running for the

presidency of the United States!

Thank you

Bhargavi Werbner

Kudos

To The Editors of the Main-

Sheet:

The recent (April 12, 1988)

edition of MainSheet was one of

the fmest I've read. Thepaperwas

mature and full of real news; the

writing in the editorials and ar-

ticleswas serious, informative and

excellent. A newspaper issue of

such high quality only proveswhat

many of us faculty members have

known for years: Cape Cod Com-
munity College students are the

best.

Keep up the good work.

Faculty Commentary:

Pen Pals From China
By: Professor Donald Heines

While Mrs. Heines and I were at Shanghai Teachers Unwersity
this past January we observed a class in Intermediate English. It

was an absorbing experience.

Later that day, strolling through campus, a young lady said

"Hello" and introduced herself as a member of the class we had
observed. We had a wonderful chat, the three of us-what she was
studying (English and French, language and literature) Thomas
Moore's Utopia, the philosophy ofJohn Dewey-and I was struck

with her intelligence and charm. But I failed to get her name.
The stoiy gets complicated; bear with me. In February I wrote

to Professor Gu of the English Department who had asked me to

find some appropriate texts for his advanced class in English. I

requested hego to the class we had observed and ask for theyoung
woman who had talked to an American couple about Dewey's

philosophy of education. It worked and last week I received this

letter which I would like to share with our students and staff

Dear Professor Heines,

It's a nice surprise that you still remember me. Mr. Gu told me
that you want to contact with me. I'am veiy happy about that. I can

still remember those nice conversationswe had. I admire your rich

knowledge about English literature and the philosophy of Educa-

tion. I learned a lot from you . I think I will learn a lot from you in

the future, if we keep in touch with each other.

Your kindness and enthusiasm left a deep impression in my
mind, so I wish I could exchange academic viewpoints with you.

Because we are under different cultural environment, both of us

can learn a lot from each other.

In order to let us communicate well, I would like to tell you

something about my background. I am from a peasant's family. As
you know, economic situation of Chinese peasants are not good.

But my parents try their best to provide me with money for my
education. So I study hard and at last, I passed the entrance

examination and gained the opportunity of high education. As I

have grown up in the country, I know the peasants need to have

educationvery badly,when I got the chance to have high education,

I promise, I will try hard to help them. Now I am a third year student

in the university. I know I still need to have more studies in English.

I know I can learn a lot from you, 1 hope you can give me some

help in my study of English. If possible, I hope I can study English

in your university.

Sincerely yours

Lu Wen-Hong

If there is anyone who would like to be in letter contact with a

student at Shanghai Teachers University, exchange ideas and in-

sights, find out about student life there and help a student learn

more about our life, will you please contact me in North 212. 1 am
quite certain Lu Wen-Hong will fmd another student who would

like to become your "pen pal."

Sincerely,

Barry R. McPhee
Professor of English

Glad to See such VluUty

To the Editors:

It has been a joy to observe the

enthusiasm and vitabty generated

by the recent student campaigns

and elections. The involvement of

so many students will result in

better student government, re-

gardless of the outcome. The can-

didates distinguished themsehres

through their commitment to the

process and their seriousness of

purpose and are to be com-

mended.

Yours truly,

Richard G. Rand
Associate Professor

Retail Management Program

MainSheet Letters Policy

Letters lo the Editor arc both welcomed and requested.

Names withheld by request only.

Please sign your tetters and include telephone number

for verification.
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Enjoying some time between dosses

Spring Fever Hits the Campus

Studentspacked the outer commons area for the Casuals performance

The Casuals were incredible

Guitarist Jim Femino rocked the commons

Ib ^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^r

JI^S^IBh!.

^^^^H^ vi^^^V^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^
i/\

r ^^^
£,«a<2 guitaristfor the Incredible Casuals

That's whatftiends are for
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SPRING 1988 - FINAL EXAMINATIONS:
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MAY 16,17.18.19,20

Courses are listed by Division. The day and period key is as follows:

DAYS: MONDAY MAY 16

TUESDAY 17

WEDNESDAY 18

THURSDAY 19

FRIDAY 20

Anv student with three exams on one day may request one of

conflicts to your INSTRUCTORS IMMEDIATELY AND NOT TO THE REGISTRAR!

i

I

II

III
IV
V

the

TIME PERIODS:
1 8:30 - 10:30 a.m.

2 11:00 - 1:00 p.m.

3 2:00 - A:00 p.m.

EXAMPLE - IV-2 WOULD BE THURSDAY MAY 19 Q 11 a.m.

Instructors to provide a make-up on another day. Report any

HUMANITIES
Course
No. /Sec. Title

Coll. Read. & St.

Found, in Writ.

Comp . I

Comp. II

EBlOl-1,2
3

4.5
6

EB103-1,2
3

A

5,6

7

EN101-l,2,9,10Eng
3,5.8
A

6,7
11

12,15
13

lA

EN102-1,A,7 Eng

2

3

5

6,8
9,10

11,12

EN108-1,2
3

EN103-1,A,6 Oral Comra

2,3.8
5

7

9.10

11,12

ttlitM-l

EH102-1
2

3
HISTORY (. SOCIAL SCIENCES

Critical Read.

Music Hist.

Humanities
II

HBlOl-1,2
3,6.10
A.

7

5.8
9.11

12

HB201-1.2
3

A

HB202-1
2

HB207-1
HB212-1.2
HB106-1.2.6

3. A,

5

HB107-1
HB205-1.2
HB215-1
HB225-1
HHlOl-1
HH102-1,2
HH103-1
HHlOA-1,2

3

HH207-1
HGlll-1.2
HG102-1
HPlOO-1
HP102-1
HPlOA-1
HP120-1
HYlOl-1
HL102-1

2

HL107-1
HL116-1

2

HL120-1

HL2A0-1,2

Gen. Psych.

Child Psych.

Adol. Psych.
M n

Abnormal Psych.
Human Sexualty.
Prin. of Soc.

ti II II

Intro Anthro.
Juv. Del in.

Social Prob.

Cur. PI. Erly. Chid.

Hist. W. C. I

Hist. W. C. II
Hist. U.S. I

Hist. U.S. II
II II II

^^1

Medieval Hist.
Amer. Govt.

Interntl. Rel.

Val. & Dec. Mkg.
Philosophy
Prac. of Philos.
Ethics
Amer. Geog.
Crim. Law II

II ti

Prln. Invest. II
Int. Crim. Just.

II II II

Org. Crime.

Selected Issues

Time
II-2
II-2

II-2
II-2
I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

I-l

II-2
II-2
II-3
II-3
II-3
II-3

II-

3

II-3

II

Rm.

NIOA

S105
N105

N120
N115
N103
8107

IV-2
1-2

1-2
II-2

V-1
V-1
V-1
V-1
V-1
V-1
II-2

IV-1

IV-3
1-2

III-2
lV-1
IV-3
II-l
II-l

III-2
1-3

IV-1

III-l
V-2

IV-2
1-2

V-2
V-2
IV-2

III-3
V-2
IV-3
IV-1
V-2
1-2

IV-1

II-2
III-l
II-2
III-2

1-2

IV-2

II-l

Proctor
Gavin
Babner.P.
Geary
Lee
Clark
Babner,P.
Shapiro

N117/116 McGraw

NIOA
Lee A
Thtr
Lee B

NG7

Grover
Gillespie
Gallagher
Polito
Conroy

N117/116 McGraw

Thtr
NG9
NG8

Lee C

Thtr
N106
N105
N118
NllA
Lee B

SC103
N115
Lee A
Thtr
NllA
N117

Lee B

Le6:C

NG5
N103
MIOA
N105

Thtr
Thtr
Thtr
N115
N117
NIOA

N116.117
NG7

N115
N115
NG7

N115
N117
Lee A

Lee B.C
N117
Lee A
N117
N120
NllA

NG6,7
NllA
Thtr
Nil?

NG6,7
Lee A
N117
NIOA
NIOA

N106
SG8

NllA

S106
NllA
NG5
N115
NG7

Nil 7

NG7

Yosgandes
Johnson
Upton
Heines
Yosgandes
McPhee
Babner,W.
Yasuna
Martin
Polito
O'Connor
Polito
Bird
Still
Lee
Willets

Broadhurst
Brock

Kidd
Broadhurst
McPhee
Still

Roche
Douglas
Hatton
Baker
Gaboon
Dimitri
Roche
Goolishian
Demaree
Baker
Hatton
Douglas
Gaboon
Fallows
Lortie
Fallows
Seeley
Lortie
Demaree
Fisk

Hoar
Fisk
McKey
Polito
Hoar
McKey
Polito
Hatton
Hoar
MeCullough
McCullough
Fisk
Long
Dempsey
Fletcher
Smith
Seeley
Whearty
Smith

Course
No./Sec.

EN103-13
lA

ENlOA-1,2
EN105-1
EN115-1
EN120-1
EN131-1
EN161-1
EN20A-1

EN206-1
EN207-1
EN123-1
EL106-1,2
EL206-1
EL102-1
EL202-1
EL30A-1
ED115-1
EDlll-1
ED1A2-1
EH118-1
EH122-1
EH12A-1
EH127-1

2

Eni30-1
EH227-1
EH228-1
EH131-1,2
EH132-1
EHlAO-1
lilIlA2-l

Course

No./Sec.

Title
Oral Comm.

II II

Intrprsnl. Comm.

Mass Comm.

Public Speak.

Child. Lit.

Tech. Writ.
Journalism
Eng. Lit. II

Amer. Lit. Snc. 1890
Shakespeare
East. Relig.
Elem. Spanish
Inter. Spanish

Elem. French

Inter. French

Adv . French

Thtr. Design
TV Prod/Dir.
Intro TV Dir.

Visual Fund.

Studio Arts II

Design II

Drawing I
II

Graphic Design II

Drawing II

Painting II

Hist, of Art I

Hist, of Art II

Music Appree.
Adv. Music Th.

Time
II-3
II-3
III-l
IV-1
1-3

III-3
IV-3
IV-1
II-l
1-3

I1I-2
IV-1

III-l
II-l
ll-l

III-3
IV-2
IV-2

IV-3
V-2
1-3

III-3
IV-1

III-3
III-2
IV-3
1-3

IV-3
II-2

III-2
IV-3
ll-l

Rm.

N103
N105
N117
N106
S105
NIOA
N118
NG5

S105
NIOA
NllA
NG9
NG8

NIOA
N106
NG8

NIOA
Stu B

TV Stu
TV Stu
Stu A
Stu A
Stu A
Stu B

Stu B

Stu B

Stu B

Stu Th

Lee C

Lee C

NG5
NG5

Proctor
Deutsch
Hofmann
Willets
Lumsden
Lee
Babner.P.
McCullough
Babner.W.

Heines
Bird
Babner.W.
MeCullough
DeBower
DeBower
DeBower
DeBower
DeBower
Wills
Lumsden
Lumsden
Canaves
McDonald
McDonald
Kelsey
Oilman
Kelsey
Kelsey
McDonald
Canaves
Canaves
Kelly
Kidd

Title Time Rm.

MATH, SCIENCE. ENGR. & IND. REL. TECH.

DE0A3-1
2

3

A.

5

6

DE060-1 ,

2

3

A

5

6

7

8

DE061-1.2
3

MAlOl-1,2
MA103-1,2

3

MM06-1.2
MA108-1

2

MA109-1
MAI 17-1

MA201-1
MA202-1
MA203-1
MA210-1
MA233-1
MA237-1
MBlOl-1
MB102-1

2

mb:o7-i
MB108-1

2

MB109-1
MB131-1
MB132-1
MC102-1
MClOA-1
MC108-1
MCI 09-1

MC202-1

Basic Math Skis.

Elem. Algebra

Inter. Algebra
11 II

Surv. of Math
Bus. Math

II II

Elem. Stat.

Pre-Calc. I
II II

Pre-Calc. II
Calc. Bus. & SS II
Calculus I

Calculus II

Calculus III
Linear Algebra
Comp. Prog: Pascal
Data Struct.
Surv. Hum. Anat.

Man & Envifon.

Hum.

Hum.
A & P I

A & P II

Microbiol.
Cone, in Biol
Cone . in Biol
Gen. Chem.

Physics II

Fund, of Astron
Chem. for Hlth.

Org. Chem.

II

Sc

III-l
III-l
III-l
III-l
III-l
V-3
V-3
V-3
V-3
V-3
V-3
V-3

III-l
III-l
II-2

II-3
V-2

III-l
III-l
V-2

III-l
1-2

III-3
III-3
1II-3
IV-3
11-2

II-l

II-l
1-3
1-3

1-3

IH-3
I1I-3
III-3

1-2

IV-2
II-l
1-3

IV-2
. 1-3

1-2

N106
S105
S106
NG5

N107
N117
Nil 5

Nil 7

N106
N105
NIOA
N103
NG6
NG7
NG7

NG6,7
N106
Lee A
NG7
N115
N103
Nil 7
NG6
N103
SC10.3

N106
NG7

N107
N118
NG5
NG6
SC103
N105
N106
NG5

Lee A
Lee B
SC103
NG9
SC103
N105
SC103

Proctor

Getchell
Belzer
Coulter
Bock
Butler
Coulter
Young
Panitz
Guiliani
Bock
Getchell
Leonhardt
MacAdam
Guiliani
MacAdam
Peirce
Leonardt
Leonard
Young
Guiliani
Pelree
Leonard
Moynihan
Belzer
Young
Bell
Moynihan
Moynihan
Downey
Swardstrom
Boleyn
Kahler
Kahler
Moran
Swardstrom
Downey
Boleyn
Seofield
Shaw
Johnson
Moran
Seofield
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Page 3 MATH,
Course
No. /Sec.

MC204-1
ES202-1
TE172-1
TE174-1
TE204-1
TE207-1
TE211-1
TE215-1

SCIENCE, ETC. (Cont.)

Ill

Title
Physics IV
Engr . Mech

.

AC Circuits
Semiconductors
Int. Circuits
Microprocessor
Data Conv & Tr.

Robotics

BUSINESS TECHNOLOGIES
BAlOl-1,2

3

4

BAI02-I,2
3

BA105-1
BA202-1
BA209-1
BB120-1

2

BDlOO-1,4
2,3

BDlOl-1
BD106-1
BD202-1
BEllO-1
BElll-1,3

2,4
BE112-1,2
BG104-1

2

BG107-1
BG201-1
BG204-1
BH130-1,2
BH160-1
BH170-1,2
BH20'5-1

BH212-1
BH230-1
BH240-50
BM106-1
BM108-1
BMllO-1,2

Accounting I

Accounting II
II

Mang. Acct.
Intr. Acct.
Tax Acct.
Business Law I

II II

Intro. Cptr. B. Sys.
II II II II

App. Prgm. I

Basic Prog.

Syst. Analysis
Fund. Econ.

,5 Prin. Econ. I
II II

Prin. Econ. II

Prin. of Mgt.
II II II

Personnel Mgt.

Bus. Finance
Managemt . Prob

.

Food & Bev. Mgt.

Din. Rm. 6. Bev. Op.

Hosp. Purch.
Hosp. Acct.

Quantity Foods
Hosp. Marketing
Housekpng. Oper.

Consumer Behavr

.

Prin. of Retail.
Merchandising

Time
IV-2
II-l
1-3

IV-2
III-3
III-2
II-l
1-3

II-2

ll-l
V-2
II-2
IV-1
lV-1

II-l
IV-2

II-2
1-2

1-3

IV-2
III-l
III-3
IV-1
II-2
IV-3
IV-3
1-3

III-2
IV-3

II-l
1-2

IV-1
1-3

III-2
IV-1
1-2

III-2
II-2

III-l

III-l
1-3

III-2

Rm.

N106
SClOl
SC112
N115
S105
SC103
SC112
N116

N103,118
SG8

N118
SG8

N118
N118
N103
N103
NG8

N118

N114,115
Lee A
SG8
SG8

SG8

NG9
Lee A

Lee B,C
N116,117

SG8

N114
S106

S105
N103

NC7
NG5

Lee A
N106
N104
N114
N118
N105

S106
NG6

Plush & Plunder
VINTACi CLOTHING, ere.

10/ Off CCCC students w/ ID

^ 605 MAIN ST., HYANNIS • 775-4467

OPEN 10-6 DAILY 'SUNDAY, 11-4

Proctor
Shaw
Panitz
Capuano
Capuano
Capuano
Perron
Perron
Perron

Botvln
Merrill
Ward
Cole
Merrill
Cole
Botvln
Ward
Seder
Conley
Bernardin
Smith, V.

Smith, V.

Bernardin
Smith, V.

Burrill
Cronin
Smith, H.

Smith, H.

Souther
Burrill
Cronin
Ward
Souther
Wltkoskl
Johnson
MeCormlck
Wltkoskl
McCormick
Johnson
Vitale
Rand
Rand
Rand

GUESS WHAT?!
Sea Change,

CCCC's magazine of the

Arts is out! Each student

may pick up one free copy

at the bookstore or in

North Building

EngUsh Department

(9-12 a.m.).

No. /Sec.
BSllO-1
BS113-1
BS240-1
BS251-1
BS271-1

Title
Cone. Word Pr.
Applications
Office Proced.
Med. Trng. II
Legal Trng. II

Time Proctor

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PElOO-1
PE102-1.2
PE103-1
PE105-1
PEllO-1
PE112-1
PE135-1
WL107-1

NURSING
NUlll-1,2
NU112-1,2
NU202-1
NU203-1

Family Hlth. 1-2
First Aid & Em. III-l
Personal Fitness IV-1
Drugs in Society 1-3
Adventure Cone. II 1-3
Outdoor Rec. 1-3
Swimm. & Lfsv. III-2
Mang. Stress III-3

Maternity Nurs. 1-3

Pediatric Nurs. 1-3
Phys. & Mentl. HI. III-l
Found, of Profesn. II-2

NG5

SC103
Gym B

N118
Gym B

Gym B

Gym B

N114

Hoyer
Beale

Fitzpatrlek
Larson
Foster
Fitzpatrlek
Foster
Foster
Foster
Fitzpatrlek

Lee B Staff
Lee C Staff
Lee B,C Staff
Lee A Staff

To transfer

to Suffolk, get off

at Park Street

Then walk up Beacon Hill

We offer a convenient downtown Boston location, smaller

classes, a faculty and staff thafs always easy to reacti,

and lower tuition than ottier major New England universities.

So if you are cun-ently completing a two-year program or thinking of

transferring, make it Suffolk University. Our College of Liberal Arts and

Sciences can open new doors for you — in Computer Science, Biology,

f>re-Law. Communications and Journalism, Education, Economics and

many other fields.

; For more information, use the coupon t)eldW or call our Admissions

Office at 573.8460.

Transfer to Suffolk
Admlask>ns Ofllce/Suflolk UnlvenJty

e Ashburton Place. Boston. Massachusetts 02108

Doors 10 the Future

cc

address __

city/town _

phone -

(^ Suffolk University
^^yif College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
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Over 300 Attend Cape Cod Women's Expo '88

By Cheri Routhier

Over 300 women gathered on

campus to celebrate a "Coming of

Age" at the Cape Cod Women's

E^o '88 sponsored by the Cape

Cod Women's Organization. This

May Day celebration was held to

honor all the women of the world.

Dot Burrill, co-chairwomen,

introduced the key note speaker

and explained what the "Coming

of Age" symbolized. She said.

"Bright colored balloons are the

symbol of 'Coming of Age' be-

cause it symbolizes joy and

antidpation....the feeUng of gayity

and celebration that belong in all

of us," Burrill also explained that

the "Coming of Age" is a grand

celebration of all thewomen in the

world: "Women of all colors,

races, ages and religions symbolize

our spirit. We can all grow, and we

can all soar no matter what our

situation is,"

The celebration started when

an array of bright colored balloons

where set free "to soar" to symbol-

ize a "Coming of Age,"

The second speaker. Janet

Kirsh, co-chairwomen introduced

the workshops and events that

would be going on throughout the

day.

Helen Goolishian, Division

Chair of the Social Sciences De-

partment, a Professor of Psychol-

ogy, and feminist therapist gave

the keynote speech.

Goolishian. a graduate of Cape
Cod Community College with high

honors, went on to Mount Hol-

yokeCoUegewhere she majored in

psychology. She continued her

education at the University of

Massachusetts and finally finished

her college career with a Master's

Degree and a Doctorate Degree in

Psychology. She introduced the

topics thai the "Coming of Age"
workshops would deal with; sexu-

ality, health, family and career.

The workshops covered women's
lives from teenage through sixty

plus.

She denned the theme of

"Coming of Age" as women "no
longer being dependant on others

to get our needs met or to rely on
others to make decisions for us.

Reaching our majority and being

recognized by our society as hav-

ing reached an age where we are

control of our own lives, our own

destiny and responsible for our-

selves as well as others who are

dependent upon us. Being a re-

sponsible citizen and caring for the

human race."

Two short films were shown,

"Taking of Power" and "Some
Fine Day," while she gave an auto-

biographical speech about her life

and her role models. She ex-

plained how her exploration of life

has put her where she is today.

After the keynote address, over

80 exhibitors displayed informa-

tion in the gym which focused on
family, sexuality, health and career

opportunities.

The workshops began directly

afterward with topics such as "The
Teens-Career Exjjloration," "The
Trying Twenties," "The Transi-

tional Thirties," "The Feisty For-

ties," "The Flexible Fifties," and

"The Sensational Sixties Plus."

The 'Teens-Career Explora-

tion" covered the topics of career

opportunities, choosing a college,

understanding the job market,

non-traditional careers, and the

decision making process.

Expo '88 provided teenagers with

the opportunity to meet profes-

sionals from many fields including

college personnel, women in busi-

ness, the field of art, and service

agencies Susan Kline-Symington,

Director of Admissions, facili-

tated this workshop. Amy
Bejtlich, Jan Butler, Pat Duty
spoke to the teens.A special guest,

Angela Rizzolo, Program Depart-

ment Specialist Womens Bureau -

U.S Department of Labor also

addressed the group.

"The Trying Twenties," cov-

ered the topics Choices-Choices

and More Choices, Nutrition and
Exercise, Managing Stress, Mar-
riage-Family or Career, and
Today's Sexual Concerns. Ac-
cording to the "Coming of Age"
description "The Tiying Twen-
ties' is a decade full of excitement,

enthusiasm and challenge. We 'try

on' life for the first time as inde-

pendent adults. In our jobs, rela-

tionships and lifestyles we face

choices which, only a few years

earlier, were strongly influenced

by others." Marcia Hekking, fa-

cilitated this workshop and Bar-

bara Fitzpatrick, Wendy Harrison,

Esg., Ester Landy, R.N., and
Bobbi Moritz spoke.

"The Transitional Thirties"

dealt with changing lifestyles, the

"biological clock," fitness priori-

ties, daycare and adult children of

alcoholics. According to the

"Coming of Age" description,

'"The Transitional Thirties' is a

time for solidifying personal iden-

tities to become capable, self-con-

fident women. Having plunged

into problem-solving, risk-taking

and shifting gears in relationships

and careers, we begin to flex per-

sonal, intelleaual and economic
muscle unhindered by traditional

sex roles. Meanwhile, first signs of

physical changes motivate us to

tune and tone this wonderful fe-

male machine." Susan Monson
facilitated this workshop and Ley
Coe, Marcia Galazzi, Jane Mc-
Nally, Ph. D., Joanne Foulds, RJ4.

spoke.

"The Feisty Forties" ^ealt with

new horizons, major medical con-

cerns, health maintenance, role

changes, career transitions, and

staying fit and trim. According to

the "Coming of Age" description.

consisted of areas entitled:

"Grandma's Off Her Rocker!,"

"Changing Responsibilities,"

"Retirement-A New Beginning,"

"Mental Fitness/Lifelong Learn-

ing," and "Self-Assurance/ Sensa-

tivity/ Self-Actualization/ Stead-

fastness." According to the

"Coming of Age" description,

'"The Sensational Sixties' decade

is an intergenerational balance act

involving bonds and responsibili-

ties with children and grandchil-

dren aswell aswith the parent gen-

' Women ofall colors, races, ages and relifforu

symboUze our efmiL We can grow and we can soar

no matter what oursituation is.

'

Dot Burrill

'"The Feisty Forties' reflectsanew

found feeling of self-control, ac-

ceptance and maturity in the"New
Woman". A sense of your capa-

bilities, talents, strength, and en-

durance begins to emerge." He-
len Goolishian was facilitator and
Wendy Bone, M.D., Candida
Brush, Cindy Parmenter, Sheny
Rougeau, R.D. spoke at thiswork-

shop.

"The Flexible Fifties" con-

cerned the topics of stay fit/not

fat, rejuvination through nutri-

tion, role reversals, yearning/ be-

longing, responsibility for tradi-

tion, friends as family, and goo-

dbye to stereotypes. The "Coming
of Age" description states, "This

decade demands flexibility, con-

flict resolution and shifting of bal-

ance to meet constantly changing

roles we play as women. The rich

experience and history in our lives

enpower us much more than we
realize to use this decade as a

bridge to our later years." Isabelle

King, Ph. D. facilitated this work-

shop and Peg Dietzgen, Deletes

Deluz, Claudette Novak, R.D.,

Rita Zipf spoke.

"The Sensational Sixties Plus,"

eration; a balance act between

full-time occupations and transi-

tional employment or retirement;

a balancing act between old path-

ways and relationships and new
interests and friendships." Marge
Fallows was facilitated and Maiy
Bosley, Ph.d., Janet Gamier, Betty

Pease, and Karen Sexton spoke.

Bobbi Moritz wrote the poem
that demonstrated the essence of

the Expo:

We weave the threads of
knowledge and experience

into the unique fabric

ofour lives...

Reflect on the past

project to thefuture

orstay richly embued

with the hues of today...

Selectyour strand

and createyour tapestry

as we 'Come ofAge.

'
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Gerontology: A "Growing" Field The Spread of Rebellion

by Julie Hopkins

Next faU CCCC wiU feature a

day course in Gerontology, the

study of aging,(GE100-Gerontol-

ogy) which will be offered on

Tuesdays and Thursdays from

3:30pm to 4;45pm and on Mon-
days, Wednesdays, and Fridays

from 12:00pm to 1:00pm. The
course is intended to raise people's

consciousness regarding what

some call the "Graying of Amer-

ica", and will cover such topics as

the myths and perceptions of ag-

ing, sociological overview, family

concerns, depression and mental

health, practical experience work-

ing with aging, hfestyle changes,

retirement and financial planning,

and political advocacy.

What is Gerontology? It is the

study of aging as a basic and ap-

plied social science. It examines

specific changes in older individu-

als as well as the broader social

issues confronting them. Geron-

tology is a broad multidisciplinary

core of knowledge encompassing

several disciplines: Biology and

Physiology which investigates the

retention of effective biological

and physiological functioning into

the later years, as well as the physi-

cal changes associated with aging.

Psychology explores stability and

changes in intellectual and emo-

tional processes, coping and adap-

tive behavior, self-concept, and

personality through which people

express themsehfes as they age.

Sociology studies the nature of

individuals' roles and responsibili-

ties in situations where they inter-

act with others-family, education,

religion, the economy, politics,

science, leisure, and community—

and the way these change as, with

the passage of times, individuals

and societies age.

Also, gerontology includes

other human service-related pro-

fessions, like social work, recrea-

tion, home economics, law, public

administration, personnel, and

adult education; disciplines such

as the humanities, economics, and

political science; and several pro-

fessions including medicine, nurs-

ing, public health, occupational

therapy, and physical therapy.

Professor Chuck Larson, along

with Mr. Dennis Garvey, the Di-

rector of the Center for Successful

Aging, will teach the Gerontology

classes during the upcoming se-

mester.

Larson feels there is a "tremen-

dous need to get knowledge out"

so that people will learn to see the

elderly in a whole different light,

and start realizing that life doesn't

stop at 65. Too many people have

a stereotypical view of the elderly.

Many see them as old, incapable of

enjoying life, grouchy and mean.

Some people feel they should be

kept separate and placed into

nursing homes. These views are

unfair, and are slowly being

proven false. Fully half of all

people now 75 to 85 are free of

health problems, are participating

in recreational activities, getting

married, buying homes, and prov-

ing that aging doesn't necessarily

mean a life that is sick, senile,

sexless, spent or sessile.

Why study Gerontology? As
Dennis Garvey put it "1 of 4

people here on Cape Cod is over

65,andbytheyear202025%ofour

country will be over 65. People are

living longer through advances in

technology, nutrition, and health

care. In fatt, statistics show that

the age group 65 and over is dou-

bling, 75 and over is tripling, and

85 and older is quadrupling"which

makes the elderlygroup the fastest

growing segment of the popula-

tion in the United States in terms

of numbers and proportions.

These facts raise important

questions about the future of the

nation's economy, subsequent

public policy and public expendi-

tures for Social Security, health

care and social services, levels of

taxation, employment opportuni-

ties and retirement, continued

education, andqualityoflifeof the

older population. By studying ger-

ontology you can find answers to

these questions. The study of ger-

ontology will create an opportu-

nity for a rewarding career or vol-

unteer experience. On a personal

level, it will benefit members of

your family and community and

help you prepare for your own
later years. And certainly, if you

participate in the field of aging,

you will find endless opportunities

to make new friends among the

other people who are attracted to

this interesting and exciting field.

In the eyes of Dennis Garvey it

is of great importance to realize

that "People are people, no matter

what age. We have to perceive that

all individuals are worth while. If

they have talents, needs, desires,

wants and abilities to contribute

then they should have a place for

that in our society—not a segre-

gated, place for just old people."

That's what this course is going to

say, and hopefully it will make
people see with different eyes, that

being old doesn't have to be the

end of the world

The Center for Successfbl Aging

The Center for Successful Ag-

ing at Cape Cod Community Col-

lege was estabUshed in May 1987

to meet the educational needs of

the population served by the col-

lege with emphasis on "successful

aging". The Center offers:

-a Certificate Program in

Gerontology consisting of seven

core, three credit courses.

-a Geriatric Lecture Series

providing a forum for discussions

regarding the latest developments

impacting the field of aging.

-an Academy for Lifelong

Learning for the retired popula-

tion to challenge its members to

pursue current interests in

peer-supported education.

-Centralized Training for

Home Health Aides/Certified

NursesAides insuring quality,

consistency and the flexibility to

adapt to future changes in the

field.

Older Americans' Month

May is Older Americans'

Month, and The Center For Suc-

cessful Aging has arranged for

FatherJohn Paris to give a lecture

on: The 'Right' to Health Care:

Does it Exist in the 80's? It will be

held on May 20 from 3:00pm to

5:00pm in lecture hallA located in

the Science Building. Fees for the

lecture are $8.00 per lecture, $4.00

for students and Academy for

Lifelong Learning members. Stu-

dents, faculty and friends are

urged to attend.

For further information please

contact The Center for Successful

Aging, 362-2131 Ext 439.

Take One For The Road
By: Cheri Routhier

Can most college students

honestly say that they perform safe

sex? This reporter has contem-

plated the issue to evaluate what

precautionsyou should betaking if

you don't practice abstinence or

monogamy.
The best way to protect your-

self, according to Ms. Magazine,

from unwanted pregnancies and

sexually transmitted diseases

(STD's) is to use a condom. An-

other way to prevent pregnancy is

birth control pills. The only prob-

lem with this method is it is s*

effective that people don't think

they have to protect themselves in

any other way.

That isn't true! It might pre-

vent pregnancy but it doesn't pre-

vent sexually transmitted diseases.

Today the most feared STD is

AIDS. AIDS damages the body's

immune system, so the body can't

fight against infections. AIDS is

100% fatal.

According to a pamphlet that I

picked up around campus, a few

other common STD's are Ch-

lamydia, Gonorrhea, Syphilis, and

Trichomoniasis. The best way to

protect yourself and your partner

from these sexually transmitted

diseases is by wearing a condom.

As a student, I can say that the

subject of condoms can be very

embarrassing to talk about and at

the same time can be very confus-

ing. An article I read in Ms. Maga-

zine gave some real great ques-

tions and answers that one might

have about condoms.

What Kinds of Condoms
Are There?

You can buy condoms that are

Continued from page 7

bring cocaine and heroine back into the country? Can the American

people find it commendable to not question their government when it

sells weapons to the terrorists who murder American citizens and the

people of other nations? Tell me, when are the people to question their

government?

The people in Americawho are products of the "Reagan Revolution"

would not question their government. Often it is those in the United

States Armed Services who will blindly go along having no thought of

their own. One of the basic goals of Boot Camp is to strip the subject of

his "inferior identity." He is taught not to question. These are the same

peoplewho patronize those Americanswho do question the government.

These are the same people who would tell theAmerican dissenter, "Ifyou

don't like it here, why don't you get out."

But we've aheady addressed the idea of dissent in America therefore

we realize that it is the dissenter who truly loves his freedom and the

symbolic embodiment of that freedom in the idea of the place known as

"America." It is the dissenter, the onewho questions his government,who

beUeveswith a passion in the possibilities ofhis nation as a symbol for the

world.

"The people in America who are products of the

'Reagan Revolution' would not question their govern-

ment. Often it is those in the United States Armed

Services who will blindly go along having no thought

of their own. One of the basic goals ofBoot Camp is

to strip the subject ofhis 'inferior identity'.

"

lubricated, textured, transparent,

colored, latex or natural lambskin

(made ofnatural lambs intestines)

condoms. They all come in one

length;which is about seven inches

when unrolled. They are generally

lubricated inside and outside with

silicone, jellies, or a lubricant that

contains a spermicide. With all

these choices, you have to find out

which condom is best for a you and

your partner.

What Kind Should You Use?

The best protection against

both unwanted pregnancies and

sexually transmitted diseases is to

use latex condoms with a spermi-

cide containing nonoxynol-9. Con-

doms that have nonoxynol-9 are

the only type proven to prevent

most STD's including AIDS. The

Reversely, it is the blind faith believer who has such a lack of respea

for his own freedom that he has not the capacity nor the motivation to be

thatfourth check in the system. It isthe modem era Reaganite, the"Cold

Warrior", who would rather distort American history than face up to the

implications of that history. These people don't want to help soh/e the

problemsofAmerica.theywould rather find abetter waytojustifythose

problems. They care, not about America, but only about their own

perverted egos.

What are the implications to a society that does not question its

government? Authoritarian, totalitarian power that runs rampant and

goes unchecked. Taken to its fullest extreme we would see the rise to

power of a charismatic leader and the hkes of another facist Nazi

Germany. The citizens of Nazi Germany, for whatever historical and

economical reasons, were true prisoners of Blind Faith. The "good little

Reaganite" of today would have served Hitler well.

But let's not give up hope; there are some fruitful days ahead.

President Reagan is almost out of office, and thatjolly idiot EdwinMeese

is being dealt with. We can look forward to a Nuclear Peace Treatywhere

we'llbe getting rid of those nuclearweapons which President Reagan had

built andputinplace.Wedon't really reduce anything but we do get back

to wherewewere before Reagan took office. The filth-ridden administra-

tion of Reagan has been exposed and the naked view is a warranted

eyesore.

But most of all, one thing has happened, and is happening, that gives

me a positive outlook for the future. In the past two years at CCCC there

has been an inaease in political and social awareness among students. It

is my sincerest hope that the MainSheet newspaper will continue to act

as the 'Voice of the campus" where all students can express themselves,

their views, and their ideas for that is how we all exercise our freedom.

Peace and Power to you.. All of you!

lambskin condoms are considered

to to be the best as far as comfort

and sensitivity are concerned but

they don't contain a very strong

spermicide to prevent STD's.

Some cautions according to

Ms. Magazine are: For assurance

of a reliable condom don't ever

buy a damaged package or a pack-

age that has been subject to ex-

treme heat or direct sunlight be-

cause the condoms could be faulty.

A condom should not be used if

it is more than three years old,

even though on a box of condoms

may say up to five years.

You can find condoms located

near the prescription counter or

near the female hygiene products.

If you can't find them on the shelf

be sure to ask a clerk; don't ever be

afraid to ask. I asked a pharmacist

at Brooks Drug Store what his

reaction is when someone buys

condoms, male or female, of any

age? He said, "I personally am

glad to see people are taking pre-

cautions such as condoms." He
also said he treats the condom

buyer just as he would any other

customer. The only time that he is

worried is when young kids, 13 to

16 years old, buy condoms. But, at

least they are protecting them-

selves.

Condoms are packaged indi-

vidually, each in its own air tight

wrapper which is easily opened

when needed.

Condoms can be bought in

boxes of 3, 6. 12, or 36. Prices for

latex condoms run from 51 .50 to $6

for a package of 3, to $5 to $16 for

a package of 36. Prices will vary by

brand. The lambskin condoms are

more expensive.
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A Tribute to Dean Young as He Retires

Dr. WUSamYoung,AcademicDeanoftheCoUegeforOK

pastsixteenyears has announce his retirement as ofAugust

31.

He joined the staff in 1971 as Associate Dean and as-

sumedhiscurrentpositionthenextyear. Heservedas acting

presiderutwiceduringhis tenure here. Once, when PresiderU

Hatlwas on sabbatical, andt^ain beginning inMarch, 1987

what Hall retired until tiu: Sqrtember arrival ofPresident

Day.

At a recent dinner in his honor. Young's friend and

colleagues came together to pay tribute to his lor^ and

valued service to the college and the community.

Presented here are some ofthe tu^iligfits ofthat event

Dean Young

President Day
"Dean Younghas provided this institution high

quality leadership and invaluabU assistance in es-

tablishingCape CodCommunity College asone of

the finest in the country. The quality ofourfaculty

and programs art a reflection ofhis commitment,

past and present, to excellence. He'll be sorely

missed.

"

To Dean William D. Young

With appreciation for distinguished

and meritorious service.

1971-1988

Fromyourfriendsandcolleagues

M(ty4,1988-

Inscription on plaque given to

Dean Young.

S^mm*
mmr^i '^ ^^

Bl d^. ,m

w^fe
Dean Sullivan

'It has been my pleasure to work with Dean

YotmgandlhaveerownprofessionaUvthmusft my
association with him.

"His dedication to the interest (^students has

given him the reputation as a truestudent advocate

in the bestsense ofthat tarn. Regardlessofthe ad-

ministration issues underdiscussion, Dean Young

always kept the needs of students

first andforemost in his mind.

"

|i M
DeanBitkel

"Dean Young's gentle way, kind counsel, gra-

ciousness will long be remembered. "

Professor Heines

"We respect you. We envy you. We wish you

well. We wish you continued fine sailing with the

wind always at your back. You have deserved it

Bill, you will be missed.

'

Louise Deuisch

"BUI has been called a strange mixture ofYan-

kee and Califomian. But surely he is a man who

can share a joke and act as a statesman.'

^^!iJm^A>i*Sh-»i^i^ii^^^
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Picture Yourself on

The Cape this Summer!

CAPE COD
SUMMER JOB MART

ALL EWITED:

Saturday, May 14, 1988

9 AM - 3PM
Cape Cod Community College

West Barnstable, Massachusetts

-Open (0 anyone interested in summer employment

-Free! Absolutely no charge!

-Housing information available

-Food service all day

JOBS:

-Over 100 employers ready to hire

DIBECTIOIVS:

Route 6, rxit 6, left on lite. 132

tlii-ougli trudic lights. College on riglit.

SPOiXSOKED by Cape Cod Community College, Uirision of Employment Security &
The OiTicc ofJob Partnership.

AQUESTION EVEN STRAIGHT "A" STUDENTS

FIND TOUGH TO ANSWER.
Voii K' |.iij),ihlv •.'/iiii; Id iii-uI (ui kmI |),iy, nliilc llu'V ir ji.-lliii.ij

help filling in some of Ihe blanks an education,

aboul vour future.
' Come to the Co-op Ed

That s why there's Cooperative office, ^233 for some answers

Education. A nationwide program that to how to pay your way through

helps college students gel real |obs college, .^nd allemards.

Co-op Education.

Whether You're Leaving School

For Good, Or Just

For The Summer,

I Don't Leave Us

Out Of Your

"^ Plans.

Does getting out of nursing

school mean getting into a new career - or just

getting a summer job near the beach? Either way.

get a closer look at lylount Auburn, and you'll see
the perlect solution tor your summer plans. Combine
sunshine, seasides and city living with the kind of

exciting clinical experience only a community leach-

ing hospital, affiliated with Harvard, can offer.

Remember - the best-laid summer plans include

Mount Auburn!

Graduate Nurses:

We'll encourage and support your professional

growth with;

Z on-site CEU's
C transitional support

groups
l; nurse clinician

support

C $29,000 first year

salary with rotation

C clinical skills

seminars
C free boards review

course

Nursing Students:

Share in the challenges and rewards of clinical nurs-

ing as a nursing assistant, and learn aboul the friend-

ly and rewarding atmosphere of a community

teaching hospital with our:

C weekly seminars il preceptorship

C specialized program
orientation Z rotation option -in Ihe

specialty of your

choice

For more information aboul great nursing oppor-

tunities at Mount Auburn, call Eileen P. Ahlsledl

at (617) 499-5082.

MOUNT AUBURN
H«0«S«P-I*T-A«L
330 twit. Auburn Street, Cambridge, MA 02238

An equal opponumty employer

Tha Karats Acadsmy
South Yarmouth • 394-1223

. 20% OFF

FOR C(kL-F<ii£

STUPE WTS

i*^*fc:Vfct-»-t-l4C -is for everyone! i
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Sports

Sports Talk
By Bruce Hack

The CCCC intramural pro-

gram concluded the basketball

season with the championship

matchonApril21. Thetitlematch

was a best-of-three series and fea-

tured the top two teams from the

regular season.

After finishing first in the

regular season the Cheebers,

Andre Milhouse, Duane Alves

and Mike DePaolo, showed they

were indeed number one by com-

ing from behind and defeating the

Grizzlies, Bruce Schell, Edgar

Duran and Dan Palchanis, two

games to one.

The Cheebers, behind the fine

outside shooting of all three play-

ers, fought back after losing the

opening game, 11-8, and came
away with 13-11 and 16-14 deci-

sions. Schell's inside play and the

outside shooting by Duran and

Palchanis were not enough to off-

set the balanced attack of the

Cheebers.

The Helmsmen baseball team

is 7-6 at this writing and looking to

finish with a winning record.

Southpaw, Brian Welch leads

the pitching staff with a 2-3 mark
including a one-hitler against

Mass. Bay CC. Welch's other win

was a five-inning relief stint in a 13-

4 viaory over Naval Prep.

Dana Lavangie earned his

second win of the season when he
went the distance in a lO-inning, 6-

4, triumph over the Tufts JV
squad. Darren Magan delivered

the winning run with a 2-run

homer, his first, in the bottom of

the tenth.

Currently the baseball team is

trying to raise funds for a trip to

Florida next year for spring train-

ing. The team must raise all the

money itself and has had a conces-

sion stand at the home games.

Other fund-raising events will be

upcoming.

The Helmsmen tennis team
did not fare as well as the diamond
crew, going 0-4, but they played a

very tough schedule and had some
fine individual performances.

"I'm pleased with the way the

guys played," said tennis coach

Dave Boehk. "With the two or

three guys that are returning next

season there is a good foundation

to build on."

Alan Goodyear is completing

his first year as athletic director at

CCCC and had some thoughts

about the athletic program for the

1987-88 campaign.

"It has been a good year," said

Goodyear. "CCCC is well on it's

way to establishing a competitive

athletic program. Our goal is to get

students into the gym and in-

volved, whether it be through in-

tramurals, varsity sports or as a

spectator."

"I was disappointed that we
didn't have any women's teams

this year but that will change next

year. The men's teams had suc-

cesfull seasons even if their record

doesn't reflect that and overall

there is a good foundation and
next will be better," said

Goodyear.
Now lets take a look at profes-

sional sports.

Congratulations to the Bruins

for finally breaking the hex of the

Montreal Canadians in the play-

offs. The Bruins are peaking at the

right time and are getting superb

goaltending from Reggie Lemelin

and could bring home the Stanley

Cup.
Forty-five years may seem like

a long time to Bruins fans but for

Red Sox followers it is only equiva-

lent to a long weekend as the

Fenway faithful have not been
rewarded with a World Champi-
onship since 1918.

The last time the Sox won it all,

Woodrow Wilsonwas in the White
House, there were only 16 major

league teams and Babe Ruth and

Carl Mays each won two games as

Boston defeated theChicagoCubs
4 games to 2.

If the Red Sox and Bruins fail

to come deliver championships at

least there are the Celtics who are

ready to make a run for title num-
ber 17. People keep talking about

how 'old' the Celtics are but it

doesn't seem to affect them that

much. What the Celts have is the

best starting five in the NBA who
know what it takes to win. Look
for another Celtics-Lakers cham-

pionship bout in June with the

Celts denying LA consecutive

titles.

Baltimore, Cleveland and
Pittsburgh have been the biggest

surprises in baseball this spring.

It doesn't seem possible that a

franchise that has the best record

over the last 25 years, Baltimore,

could have fallen so quickly. The
Orioles had reached 0-21 and

looked to be a sure bet to go 0-for-

April.

Cleveland was picked to win

theAL East last season appears to

be on theirway to winning in 1988.

If the Indians starters hold up they

could surprise some people. If not

look for the Yankees, Blue Jays

and Red Sox to battle it out down
the stretch with the Red Sox com-

ing out on top.

The young Pirates have

jumped out to their best start in

years and are currently ahead of

theMets. TheMetshave too much
talent not to win the division and
will finish in first. Pittsburgh will

gain battle experience for its

youngsters and will be the team to

watch in 1989.

In the two western divisions it

wiU be a Bay Area sweep as

Oakland and San Francisco will

bring home the pennant.

The A's have an impressive

offensive lineup and a good mix of

youth and veterans in Jose

Canesco, Mark McGwire, Dave
Parker and Don Baylor. The key to

their pitching staff is how well

Dennis Eckersley performs out of

the bullpen.

San Francisco will hold off the

challenge from Pete Rose's Reds

and win its second straight title.

The Giants have good all around

balance and a budding superstar in

WiU Clark.

One final random comment.
Whereveryou are next year go out

and get invoWed in an activity at

the school, whether it be as a spec-

tator, player or some other colle-

giate activity both you and the

college will benefit.

Have a great summer.

Scoreboard

BASEBALL

April 15 April 23

CCCC 0001100-270
DEANJC llOOOlx-3 53 1st Game
Dean-Bob Gilbert, Dale Defreitas (4) NORTHEN ESSEX 114 100 4 -11 14

and Kevin Mich; CC-Brian Welch and Dana CCCC 0110101-4 102
Lavangie. WP-Defreitas. LP-Welch (2-1). NB-Jim Olson and Mike Currier; CC-Brian

Welch, Antly Cahoon and Dana L.avangie.

April 18 WP-
Olson. LP-Welch (2-3).

1st Game
CAPE COD CC 140 050 4-1410 2 2nd Game
GREENFIELD CC 324 000 4 - 13 10 2

CC-Darren Magan, Mike Zontini (3), NORTHERN ESSEX 10(11) 400 -15
Andy Cahoon (7) and Dana Lavangie; 101
GCC-Geny Grader and Dennis Lively. CCCC 200 2100-5 83
WP-Zontini (2-0). LP-Grader (0-1). NE-Joe Bergeron and Mike Currier; CC-
S-Cahoon (1).

Darren Magan, Andy Cahoon (3) and
2nd Game Matt

CAPE COD CC 0501010-7110 Brown. WP-Bergeron. LP-Magan (1-2).

GREENRELD CC 032 100 - 6 6 1 CCCC Record: 6-6.

CC-Dana Lavangie, Andy Cahoon (6) and
Matt Brown; GCC-Bob Waterman and Dennis April 26
Lively. WP-Lavangie (1-1). LP-Waterman TUFTSJV 0100003000-462
(0-1). S-Cahoon (2). CCCC 003 000 100 2 - 6 9 1

T-Jon Brandmere and Bob Darwin;
April 20 CC-Dana Lavangie and Matt Brown.

CCCC 3020000-5 83 WP-Lavangie (2-1). LP-Brandmere.
NAVAL PREP 100 332 X -9 101 HR:CC-
CC-Mike Zontini, Brian Welch (5), Andy Darren Magan (1).

Cahoon (6) and Dana Lavangie; NP-Tedd CCCC Record: 7-6.

Addisi and Mark Haines. WP-Addisi.

LP-Zontini (1-1).

CCCC Record: 6-4.
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College Gets Ten-Year Reaccreditation

By Tim Crowninshield and Lou
PeUs

CCCC has been re-accredited

for a full ten years by the New
England Association of Schools

and Colleges. This is the maximum
number of years possible, accord-

ing to President Phillip Day,"and

tells a great deal about the supe-

rior quality of the college's faculty

and staff. . . both professional and

classified."

The latest self-study began two

years ago and involved over 95%
of the professional staff, who vol-

unteered their time and effort to

put together a realistic appraisal of

the colleges strengths and weak-

nesses. The study was headed by

Professor Eben Johnson.

At a recent Board of Trustees

meeting. Day praised Johnson's

efforts, stating that the amount of

work he acomplished and the

degree of leadership he provided

were "extraordinary." Johnson,

however, refuses to take all the

credit, saying instead "that too

many people worked veiy hard to

paint a realistic picture of this in-

stitution for any one person to be

singled out."

After the studywas submitted to

NEASC, the campus was visited

for an on-site inspection by a team

of educators from several two and

four year New England colleges.

CCCC's received a report follow-

ing that visit which mentioned

such strengths as strong concern

and leadership by trustees and

administration, strong and well-

qualified faculty, comprehensive

plaiming, an attractive campus,

broad-based community services,

student activities and learning re-

sources.

The visitors also made recom-

mendations about improving de-

' greerequirements and providing a

full range of student services for

evening students. "When taken

together," Day stated, "the evalu-

ation team's assessment was very

strong in its praise for the college.

Any issues that were raised and
identified as areas that needed

New Dean Takes Charge

By Melissa Weston

Coming from a small town of

9,000 in Wyoming, Vem Bueke

has made his presence felt at

CCCC as the new Dean of Ad-

ministration Services.

Beuke came to Cape Cod two

months ago with his family of

three. He brought with him con-

viction, and a caring attitude about

his new job.

Bueke, formerly a junior high

school teacher, began his adminis-

trative career at the district level.

He spearheaded programs to aid

handicapped children.

Subsequently, Bueke decided to

further his education at Cornell

University. There he worked as a

graduate assistant. While attend-

ing Cornell, Bueke was offered a

job on research grants. He contin-

ued this endeavor by directing a

research grant in Cambridge, MA.
Eventually, he returned to Wyo-

ming where he served as Dean of

Administration at Central Wyo-
ming College. He remained there

for six years, before relocating at

CCCC.
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students Register for Fall Classes

some adjustment were those same

areas that our faculty had identi-

fled in its self-study."

In a letter to the Faculty and staff

announcing the re-accreditation.

Day noted that "this reaflirmation

is notjust a strong statement about

the quality ofthis institution, but it

is also one of the greatest tributes

and recognitionanyone can give to
our faculty and staff who make
everything work so well. . .for our

students, for each other, and for

our community."

As Dean of Administration,

Bueke is required to balance the

schools' eight-million dollar

budget. Hisjob also entails signing

requisitions, reviewing personnel,

and hiring new faculty members.

Bueke aims to develop a man-

agement information system that

allows college managers to know

the exact condition of their budg-

ets. He is also serving as temporapf

chairman ofthe BusinessTechnol-

ogy Department. Bueke hopes to

help consttua a classroom build-

ing within the next 5-8 years. Fur-

thermore, he plans to correct the

drainage problemson campus and

initiate a program that would pro-

vide easier mobiUty for the

college's handicapped students.

Bueke is a welcome addition on

campus. His eagerness and ability

to initiate new programs will cer-

tainly serve to enhance the college

and the community.

Student Trustee, Tun Crowninshield with

Governor Dukakis at his swearing in ceremony.
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CCCC Women's Center Becomes Reality

Bjr Manha McLane

Fall semester '88 maiks the be-

gmning of a new facet of college

life: a women's center. The CCCC
Women's Center provides for the

needs of the female re-entty stu-

dent, plans and implements the

annual Women's Bqx), and pro-

vides an advisory board that ad-

dresses women's issues.

Why a women's center? Accord-

ing to Professor Dot Burrill, Di-

rector of the Women's Center,

Barnstable County needs a

women's center. "Barnstable

County has the largest population

of single-parent households

headed by women.. .in the state,"

notes Burrill. Burrill feels that

thesewomen need ejttra support in

returning to college, and this cen-

ter hopes to meet the needs of

these women in transition.

What do these women need that

the Women's Center can offer?

According to Burrill,women today

have to work to support them-

selves. Thus, they need to upgrade

themseh^es academically in order

to maximize their learning poten-

tial. "Traditionally, women nur-

tured other people, their hus-

bands, their children... conse-

quently they don't spend much

time developing goals for them-

selves." This center will provide

career exploration, as well as aca-

demic suppon.

What is the purpose of the

Women's Center? Burrill stated

Prot Dorothy Burrill, Director

that there are two main aspects:

"To provide an academic frame-

work for career eiq>loration in the

business field." And, "to foster

professional development and

provide practical Ufe skills." Life

skills include goal setting, time

management, assertiveness train-

ing, and professional job search

skills.

of the Women's Center

Who has joined this pilot pro-

gram? This fall, 42 women en-

rolled in the fall, evening,

"Women In Transition" program.

Thirtywomen remain on a waiting

list, with additional inquiries re-

ceived daily. According to Burrill,

most students current^ work, yet

feel their jobs lack future opportu-

Trustees Request Eight Million

For New Building
By Matt Blackburn

The Board of Trustees has ap-

proved a budget request for the

fiscal year 1990 that would include

$8 million to construct a building

linking North Hall to the Science

Building. Funds for the construc-

tion were given top priority in a

report subtitled, "Blueprint for

Excellence."

The addition of a new building

will provide for more classroom

space, and allow for the expansion

and updating of several programs.

The area most likely to benefit is

the school's business and technol-

ogy program. Increased office and

classroom space is vital to CCCC's
future.

The budget request also in-

cludes over halfa million dollars to

construct a new Child Care Cen-

ter. President Day calls the current

facilities, "a stop-gap measure,

totally inadequate to meet the

need." There is hope that CCCC
will soonbe able to provide qu ality

child care for the children of its

students.

At the September 20 meeting.

Day spoke of his missions and

goals, aswell as hisstrategicpriori-

ties for the school. The budget

request had been accepted by the

Trustees in early summer, and

Board members reiterated their

support and consent in Tuesday's

meeting.

SubArts Center Trust Fund

In addition the Trustees' estab-

lished a trust Fund for the Center

of Performing and Cultural Arts.

Monies received from CCCC par-

ticipation in the "Pops by the Sea"

this summer, is said to exceed S30

thousand, will go directly into this

Trust Fund. The fund is intended

to provide, administer, and main-

tain the business operations of the

Arts Center. The success of "Pops

by the Sea" is an example of the

fund-raising that will help further

the school's commitment to the

fine and performing arts. Day

called this "a strategic initiative"

. that will benefit the entire com-

munity.

The Arts Center is expected to

sponsor performances and pro-

ductions which will enlarge its

Trust Fund to an eventualworking

sum of SSO thousand. The new

partnership with the Province-

town Playhouse will be an impor-

tant start. Day spoke with enthusi-

asm about the new program, call-

ing it "financially, a no-lose situ-

ation." He pointed out that the

school will take a percentage of

ticket receipts and receive reim-

bursement for any security or

health personnel to be hired. The

Trustees expressed delight at the

opportunities that total utilization

of the Arts Center would provide

and furthered their commitment

to the fine and performing arts.

Sub:Challenge Courses

In other action taken by the

Board, a motion was made to re-

vise the policy for challenge exams.

Previously students who wished to

challenge a course by taking the

final exam were required to pay

the full course fee.The average fee

for a 3 credit course was approxi-

mately $150.

The new fee of $75 is intended to

allow students greater access to

challenge courses, while prevent-

ing any who would do so frivo-

lously. It is believed that with a 10-

year limit on course credit accep-

tance, there will be more students

seeking to challenge courses, and

the school is responding by allow-

ing for a more reasonable struc-

ture.

nides.

What does the "Women In

Transition"program consist of? In

the fall semester, the Evening

School will offer General Psychol-

ogy 101 and Introduction to Busi-

ness 101. Concurrently, a Life

skills/ career development semi-

nar is offered. Spring semester

courses include: EnglishComposi-

tion 101, Keyboarding, and Micro-

computer Applications 205. Start-

ing Spring Semester '89, the iden-

tical courses and support system

will be offered to day students

during a one semester period.

After completing the "Women In

Transition" program, the students

will be mainstreamed, and will

continue their education without

this specialized support.

Who staffs the Women's Cen-

ter? As Director, Burrill is well

qualified, having obtained her

AA., B.S., and M.PA. as a single-

parent and re-eniiy student. Three

part-time peer counselors have

also been hired. Those hired are

former re-entiy studentswho have

faced obstacles similar to those of

the students. A vocational coun-

selor may be hired in the spring.

How is the Women's Center

funded? Burrill states, "Special

programs exist to support women
returning to college. One grant is

Displaced Homemakers available

through the Department of Edu-

cation." Obtaining additional

grants will allow further program

development, additional^, fund-

raising is a function of the

Women's Center Advisory Board.

What is Women's Expo?

Women's Expo includes diplays,

demonstrations, and booths fea-

turing women in business, arts,

health care, fitness, and politics.

This day-long, springtime event

also includes workshops and a

keynote speaker. "Coming of

Age" was the theme of Expo '88.

Workshops centered on the needs

and problems of different age

groups.

What is the Women's Center

Advisoiy Board? Fundraising,

networking, providingmentors for

the "Women In Transition" pro-

gram, and developing a seminar

series are the main functions ofthe

advisory board.The seminar series

will include ^eakers on develop-

ing entrepreneurial skills, health,

fitness and other women's issues.

Seminars will be open to the pub-

Uc.

Finally, will there be a men's

center? "Focusing on a totalpopu-

lation doesn't accomplish

anything...Thus, the next issue is

that we turn to another target

market [men]. We are talking

about a "Men In Transition" pro-

gram, which I am excited about,"

states Burrill.
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Dukakis Has Stars In His Eyes
By James Cavaco

Michael S. Dukakis has advo-

cated the formation of a federal

student-loan program which

would allow students topay for the

loan, through paycheck deduc-

tions.Thepaybackwouldbebased

on how much was borrowed and

how much money the borrower

makes after graduation, over their

working lifetimes.

This Student Tuition and Re-

payment System, STARS, would

not replace flnancial-aid programs

offered by the State and Federal

governments but rather to be a

supplement to them.

According to The Chronical of

Higher Education, Dukakis said,

"Its purposewill be to reach out to

the millions of youngsters from

middle-income families who are

not eligible for grants and loans

today, or who choose not to take

advantage of loans because they

don't want to start out in life bur-

dened by tens of thousands of

dollars in debt." He continued to

claim that the program would cost

the Federal Govertunent little or

nothing because the loans would

be suppliedby banks,which would

be assured of prompt collection

due to the paycheck withholding

provision. "For our taxpayers,

we'll be providing a reliable, self-

fmancing new mechanism for

making and enforcing the collec-

tion of student loans," Dukakis

said.

Gene Sperling, a Dukakis cam-

paign aide who hasworked on the

new loan idea, said that many of

the specifics of the program had

yet to be developed. One such

important specific that Dukakis

has failed to develop is the ques-

tion of what portion of the

borrower's salarywouldbe used to

calculate the repayment. Sperling

said that the example currently

being used to explain the idea

would have borrowers repay one-

eighth of one percent of their

yearly salary for each S1,000 they

borrowed. Under this proposed

system a person who borrowed

$8,000wouldpay back onepercent

of his salary each year. This plan

would be designed so that borrow-

ers would pay off the loan by the

end of their working lives.

Under this program it would be

possible, of course, for a borrower

to repay the entire loan in one

lump sum with a premium. In

addition there would be a cap set

for the salary used to determine

the amount to be paid back, so that

students hoping to become
wealthywould not be discouraged

from participating.

Day Addresses

Local Businessmen
By Martha McLane

At the September 14 breakfast

forum of the Hyannis Area Cham-

ber ofCommerce, President Philip

Day spoke of the new CCCC
Center for Business and Industry.

This newly staffed center was

created in response to strategic

plaimlng done last year. Day told

the forum that a multi-disciplinary

task force reconmiended that

CCCC more directly address the

needs of the local business com-

munity.

This new orientation towards

business has resulted in the expen-

diture of thousands of dollars to

create a 16 station personal com-

puter business center. Day stated

that fall courses utilizing this cen-

ter were quickly filled. He also

stressed, "that college faculty was

available to create custom-tai-

lored programs to train employ-

ees, both in-house and on cam-

pus."

In addition, CCCC has begun an

exclusive offering of Dennis

Waitle/s "Psychology of Win-

ning." The "Psychology of Win-

ning" program involves course-

work which helps one develop

both personally and professlon-

aUy.

This course can be specifically

oriented towards maximizing sales

potential. Currently, this program

is offered to area health and bank-

ing industries.

In response to questions from

the audience. Day stated,'That a

state-funded 4 year college is

highly unlikely to be locatedon the

Cape." Rather, he feels that

Work-Study: Earning More Than A Few Dollars

By Lisa Rondeau

The Federal College Work
Study Program allows students to

make moneybyworking at school.

Rick Nastii, Director of Financial

Aid, stated that in addition to

making money to defray college

costs, great experiences and t€-

warding relationships can be

achieved through the program.

Work study is available to stu-

dents who meet certain financial

requirements. Eligibility for work

study is determined through the

completion of a Financial Aid

Form (FAF) and ajob application

which can be found in the Finan-

cial Aid Office.

Students can apply for work

study by talking to Diane Grondin

at the Financial Aid Office. The

Work Study Program provides

jobs in many areas on campus,

including general office work in

the Business and Registrar's of-

fices, maintenance jobs, Ubraiy

and A.V. help, and working in the

Wellness Center. Job descriptions

are available in the Financial Aid

Office. Job space is limited, how-

ever.There are currently five posi-

tions open in the Audio/Visual

Department while all other posi-

tions have been filled. There is a

waiting list for the other jobs.

In addition to demonstrating

College Implements
New Smoking Policy

According to the office of Presi-

dent Philip R. Day, a new policy

for smoking was passed by an ad-

hoc committee on May 23. The

committee, consisting of college

employees and students and rep-

resenting smokers and non-smok-

ers, developed a new policy over

the spring 1988 semester.

The revised smoking policy,

whichwent into effect July 1, 1988,

was designed to comply with cur-

rent state regulations. Reasonable

accommodations were made that

reflected the needs and wants of

the college community.

Smoking will be permitted on

campus in the following desig-

nated areas:

1) Outside any building at any-

time.

2) South Building: Main Floor

Lobby, South End.

3) North Building: Lower

Level Lobby, North End.

4) Science and Lecture Halls:

Lower Level Lobby.

5) Commons Building: Desig-

nated area in Cafeteria and desig-

nated alcove in Upper

Commons.

6) Arts Center North End

Vesn"bule of Lobby Area.

Smoking will also be permitted

in enclosed private offices except

when a non-smoker is present.

Smokingwill alsobe prohibitted at

all times in offices sharedbysmok-

ers and non-smokers.

.All smoking and non-smoking

areashave been clearly designated

with appropriate signs. The policy

is considered to be an "evolving

plan" that will be periodically re-

viewedby theDean ofAdministra-

tive Services, Vem Beuke. Com-

plaints and suggestions regarding

the policy may be directed in care

of his office.

As the smoking policy will be

difficult to moiutor and enforce,

the administration is relying on the

cooperation of students, faculty,

and staff to comply with the new

rules.

financial need, applicants must

also be at least part-time students

of the college. Students are al-

lowed to work fourteen hours a

week during a semester and 35

hours a week during breaks (if

enough need is shown.) The work

study wage is $6.50 per hour.

Aside from earning money,

Nastri feels that the relationships

and experiences gained through

the study program are Invaluable.

The program strives to match stu-

dents with jobs in their areas of

interest so that valuable skills may

be obtained. Students learn the

fundamental skills invoh/ed in a

specific area and they also learn to

successfully relate to others in an

occupational setting.

Questions concerning the Work

Studyand FinancialAid Programs

should be directed toward either

Nastri or Grondin.

o
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Focus

Tip To Talk

Tip OT^eill, former speaker of

the U.S. House of Representatives

will address the College Commu-
nity Forum in the Arts Center

main theatre Sunday, October 16,

at 2:30 p.m. Ticket prices are $12

for adults and Slu lor semors and

students. According to CCCC's
Educational Foundation the Cape
Cod Times is again acting as a co-

sponsor.

Gambling Your Life Away
by Julie Hopkins

It is an age old sport, it's sociable

and it's exciting. Gambling is easy

too, as easy as marking a Mega-
bucks ticket, rolling dice, buying

stock, or getting to the track.

But if you're one of the esti-

mated 2% of Americans who get

hooked - gambling can destroy

your life. According to a recent

article in the Boston Globe, be-

tween 60% and 80% of the popu-

lation gambles, and 3% to 5% of

gamblers get into trouble because

of it.

It's easy to get hooked because it

starts out fun: you win some cash,

it feels good — so you go again.

Then you begin playing more fre-

quently. You think about it when
you aren't doing it. Then you play

for bigger stakes - sometimes
having to borrow to bet. You lie

and make excuses to everyone so

that they'll "lend"you money. You
sometimes dip into your kid's col-

lege fund or even the cash drawer
at work — figuring you'll pay it all

back once luck changes - no one
will ever know.

Eventually - and unfortunately -

you're no longer in it for the win-

ning or the losingbut for theaaion
of it all. It takes over your mind.

you live to gamble — which can

sadly result in hurting the ones

who loveyou and the loss of all that

ever meant anything to you.

Compulsive gambling became a

subject of study around the early

1970's. Because it is so "new,"

treatment is harder to come by

than for alcohol, drugs or tobacco.

Dr. Robert L. Custer, a psychia-

trist who pioneered gambling

treatment at Breckville Veterans

Administration Hospital in Ohio,

said he's seen gamblers who had

been admitted to the hospital

develop cold sweats, sleeplessness,

shakes, stomach pains, and trem-

ors. These reactions are similar to

a drug or alcohol withdrawal.

Gambling is the hardest addic-

tion to detect because no sub-

stance is injested and abused. Only
when a gambler flnacially crashes

or gets in tfouBTe with the law can

it be seen. It's an easy addiction to

hide.

According to a recent report by
Gambler's Anonymous, ties be-

tween alcoholism, drug abuse and

depression are common in the

addia

and their relatives. They're also

reseaching whether gamblers and
other addicts have a chemical

imbalance that predisposes them
to getting hooked.

pCCC Students Study In China

By Stephanie Shay

Two CCCC students have cho-

sen an exciting environment for

their fall semester this year. Mike

Blanton ofMonument Beach, and

Evan Gurvitz, of East Falmouth,

are studying in Harbin, China.

According to Gretchen

Famham, ofCCCC International

Studies Program, the China pro-

gram is a unique opportunity that

doesn't cost a student much more

than attending a Massachusetts

state school. The estimated cost,

including tuition, room/boardand

airfare, is $4530..

Blanton and Gurvitz are study-

ing at the Harbin Institute of

Technology,(Hrr), which is lo-

cated in China where Manchuria

once was. HIT works with the

College Consortium for Interna-

tional Studies. Through this asso-

ciation, the students have the same

requirements as CCCC students

do. Instruction equals twenty

hours a week, including four hours

of one-on-one tutorial. One
course that these students will take

is an extensive program on Chi-

nese language, which is Mandarin.

There are no language require-

ments to enter this program.

Learning the language will come

greatly out ofthe social interaction

between our students and the

Chinese students, said Famham.

The American students live on

campus in dormitories. They are

on separate floors than the Chi-

nese students because their ac-

commadations are of higher stan-

dards than those of the other stu-

dents. This is because the living

conditions, in China, are not as

advanced as the United States.

Students in the program are

given student identification cards

for travel purposes and discounts

on train travel. These are valid

throughout the students entire

stay in the country.

Students may chose how long

they wish to stay in China, one

semester or the entire year,"Often

it is easier to stay the year.", said

Famham. All courses taken will

transfer back to CCCC and most

other colleges or universities. At

the end of Blanton and Gurvitz's

time in Harbin, they will receive a

bi-lingual diploma and transcript

for future schooling or reference

China is just one of many coun-

tries to study in, said Famham,
"the list is to long to name, there

are students now studying in Eng-

land and Ireland also. The only

prerequisite to study abroad is a

grade point average of a 2.5 except

for the China program which is a

3.0. Before leaving student are

enrolled in a seminar, in Califor-

nia, with the other exchange stu-

dents, to familiarize them with the

Chinese culture,money and life-

style. There are brochures avail-

able in the Office of Foreign

Studies,on the third floor of the

library. The deadline for applica-

tions for the next trip to Harbin is

November 1, 1988.

Denise Levertov To Recite Poetry

By Rob Migliaccio

Internationally admired poet-

ess, Denise Levertov, will be ad-

dressing the college on Friday,

October 28, in the Studio Theatre.

Her work is greatly respected by

her fellow poets as being both

mystical and provocative.

During her appearance, she will

recite some of the poems and

anecdotes that helped earn her a

The treatment for gambling

mirrors that for drug and alcohol

abuse. Addicts can receive indi-

vidual, couple, or group therapy to

help face their problem. A prime

source of good help is Gamblers

Anonymous, modeled after Alco-

holics Anonymous, and open to

family members.

Relapses are common. Studies

by Havard Medical School's Cen-

ter for Addiction show that, while

flgures for gambling aren't yet

known, relapses among other

addicts run about 75% after each

treatment. The only solution is to

keeptiying.

People around the gambler,

such as a husband, wife, a relative,

or close friend are all asked not to

"support" his habbit. Doing so is

only exacerbating his problem.

Usually gamblers have no inten-

tion to steal from their families.

Most often they're thinking of the

wonderful things they'll get then

when they "win big." Unfortu-

nately, this most often backfires,

resulting in the loss of family ties,

employment, and eventually self-

worth.

Ifyou or someone you know has

a problem with gambling and
would like more information, call

the Massachusetts Council on
Compulsive Gambling at 426-

4554.

large following. She describes her

work as seeking to create an "inner

harmony" that is in "utter contrast

to the chaos" in which poetry ex-

ists.

Bom in Ilford, Essex, England

on October 24, 1923, Levertov

received no formal education. Her
parents preferred to educate her at

home. In 1947 she married writer

Mitchell Goodman.
In the late sixties Goodman,who

opposed the Vietnam War, was
put on trial with other notable

persons and branded a conspira-

tor. This prompted Levertov to

writepoems about the warand her

sympathies for the mistreated

people invoKied.

The body of her work is not of a

political nature, however, as

for example the poem Pleasure:

I like to find.

What's not found

at once, but lies

within something

of another nature

Announcements
Junto Club is sponsoring a field trip to Art Center 218 or contact Professor

Concord on Oa. 13 which includes Delores Bird inArt Center 218 or call

the following: 362-2131, ext. 440.

Ralph Waldo Emerson House

Thoreau Lyceum

North Bridge

Sleepy Hollow Cemeteiy

Picnic at Walden Pond

Friendly Ice Cream Parlor

Those of you who are planning to

graduate in January 1989 have until

October 1 to file a graduation form

(available at the registrar's office).

If interested, come to a breif Junto Ifyou do not file,you cannot graduate

Club meeting Sept. 20 at 1:30 p.m. in in January. Don't delay. Do it now! ! !

!

ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Polly Babner (North 238) or to the

The Academic Development Cen- ADC. Student tutors may earn inde-

ter is in desperate need oftutors in the pendent study credit or pay for their

following areas: writing, study skills, efforts.Ifanyofyouhavetimetohelp

and reading. Please refer capable us out with tutoring, we certainly

students to Phyllis Lee (North 203) or won't tum you away!
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And The Winner Is .
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By Gretchen Grabau

Sunday night's Presidential

Debate proved to many Ameri-

cans that Michael Dukakis is the

best candidate to be President of

the United States. Often, the se-

lection of chief executive is based

on "the lesser oftwo evils" theoiy.

However, Michael Dukakis truly

illustrated that he is the best pre-

pared, most visionary candidate.

George Bush appeared snide,

abrasive, forced, often doddering,

andveryrude.Not once during the

entire debate did George Bush

refer to Michael Dukakis by name.

The Vice-President addressed

Dukakis as "my opponent," "he,

him, or his," and once or twice as

"the Governor." Although this

may seem petty, it is a very serious

breach of etiquette.

It is apparent that Bush does not

regard Dukakis as an equal. This

raises the questions that have been
troubling the Bush campaign from
the start: does Mr. Bush regard

himself as superior to anyone who
is not of similar social class? And
are we willing to elect a biased,

elitist to the highest office in the

land?

Mr. Bush seems to have other

delusions of grandeur as well. At
one point during the debate he
stated, 'Svhen I took the oath of

office as President..." Apparently,

Mr. Bush was president when
Pearl Harbor was attacked in

September. What is he thinking

about? Is he thinking at all?

Reflection and introspection do

not appear to be among Bush's

strong character traits. Although,

that statement in itself is oxymo-

ronic. Bush's character seems to

consist of what his advisors deem
correct. During the debate he

appeared scripted and often

forced, but that is not a major

departure from his usual persona

anyhow.

"The deal" that Bush offered to

makewith thepanelists illustrated,

yet again, his poor judgement.

Bush stated that hewould take the

full blame for the Noriega situ-

ation and the Iran-Contra Affair,

if they would give him half of the

credit for the positive aspeas of

the Reagan Administration. What
is this supposed to mean? Should

we smile on record low unemploy-
ment and ignore the fact that Bush
lied and defrauded the American
people in connection with Iran-

Contra?

Mr. Bush continuously utilizes

poorjudgement. His dealings with
Manuel Noriega, his role in Iran-

Contra, and his selection of Dan
Quayle as his runningmate prove
conclusively that Bush does not

make decisions with any sem-
blance of discretion. Does Amer-
ica want a president who consis-

tantly neglects to "sort things

out?"

Michael Dukakis is the candi-

date for America's future. He
proved this Sunday night. The
Governor appeared cahn, self-ai-

sured, commanding, articulate.

and most importantly, honest.

Mr. Dukalcis was in control. He
was knowledgeable and in touch

with important issues. He spoke

openly and eloquently about the

connection between welfare

mothers and health insurance.

Dukakis is not blinded by irrele-

vant statistics; he is impassioned

by fact.

Dukakis' proposed job training

program to get people off of wel-

fare is based on good old fash-

ioned common sense; a quality

that Dukakis has in plenty.

As to the question of who won
the debate, the answer is obvious.

Michael Dukakis won without

question. George Bush appeared

as he is, unprepared and out of

touch.

Faculty Viewpoint
Hello, my name is Lore Loftfield

De Bower and I teach French at

Cape Cod Community College. I

have the honor or dubious distinc-

tion of having been asked to write

a "faculty opinion" article for the

first MainSheet of the 1988-1989

academic year. What can I write

about? How can I capture your

attention? I need a catchy and

compelling topic sentence. Let's

see..."A mind is a terrible thing to

waste."... "Ifyou think education's*

expensive, consider the cost of

ignorance."..."A day that you

don't learn anything is a day you'll

never learn anything."... One of

the above, more than one of

above, none oftheabove? Whyam
I doing this to myself? Why did I

agree to do this? What am I doing?

Actually those last are three

questions that just about all stu-

dents and staff members ofCCCC
must have asked themselves on

September 1, 2, and 6. We all must

admit that in the beginning there

was chaotic confusion: Group A
(pretested, preregistered, pre-

sumably prepared). Group B
(untested, clearly unregistered,

unsure, mostly unhappy), GroupC
(returning, relaxed, refreshed,

ready); and sUps, drop slips; perils

of parking; over-enrolled class

sections; "where's N120?"; ad

nauseam. I don't believe that Iwas

the only one to leave West Barn-

stable with a headache and those

questions ringing in my ears. But

on September 7 1 remembered the

answer to these questions clearly

and unequivocably - I'm back in

the classroom again. I know how

that happy cowhand feels when

humming "Back in the saddle

again." Happy, enthusiastic, at

home.

For me, the classroom is "where

• it'sat."Educationisexciting.Even

Student Survey
By Dan Hennessey

What do you think of the new

smoking area in the cafeteria in

terms of size and location?

Tom Lowell: Originally, the first

three days, it was too small. Al-

though expansion has made it

more comfortable, it may still be

too small. Demographically, if

smokers represent 30%-40% of

the 18-45 years old population in

America, approximately, then the

smoking area should represent 30-

40% of the total seating in the

cafeteria.

Rob Cart: I think you should put

half the cafe smokeless and in the

rest ofthe placeyou shouldbe able

to smoke if you want.

Laura Battari: I think that the

smoking area in the cafeteria is the

appropriate size. During lunch

time orwhen people have a break,

some smokers sit in the non-smok-

ing area to get away from the

smoke while they eat. During af-

ternoon or early morning breaks,

there is enough room in the area

because everyone's classes and

schedules are different. All in all, I

think it's a pretty good setup, ex-

cept for that white picket fence!

Daune D. Ah/es: I think that the

smoking area should be totally

removed from the cafeteria be-

cause secondary smoke effects

other people, such as myself, and

therefore could increase my

chances of lung cancer, and de-

crease my abihty to live a longer

and more prosperous life.

Jeimifer Chtistensen: I find the

smoking area acceptable except in

one respect. I always feel like I'm

being treated asan animal because

of the fence. I know where I can

smoke, why cage me in there?

after 16 years of teaching I can

think of no place I'd rather be.

Close friends, even people who
should know me well, ask me if I

am bored by repeatedly teaching

irregular verbs to new students.

The answer isNO! Sometimes it is

repetitive and less than exciting;

but my students and classes never

bore me, and I hope I never bore

them. There are no lights, no

cameras, no glamour, but there is a

lot of action and interaction. Stu-

dents and professors, together

discover new ideas, new ways of

expressing oursehres, new friends

and colleagueswithwhom toshare

what we know and what we are

learning. Martin Luther wrote of

the "priesthood of all believers." I

like to believe that at Cape Cod
Community College, a school

dedicated to teaching, the "teach-

erhood of all learners" exists and

flourishes. Here education is a

participatory sport. Would that it

Prot Lore DeBower

could be declared our national

sport.

Add slips and drop slips, aca-

demic advisees, overcrowded

classrooms, pandemonium in the

parking lots, lost classes, cluttered

desks, memos, meetings, commit-

tees, confusion: all of these are

part of what it means to be a pro-

fessorand learner at CCCC. It is in

the classroom that I pursue per-

sonal happiness and professional

statisfaction, as a teach and

learner. I hope that you too will

think of the first day of classes as

the best day of the best year to

date. Welcome to Cape Cod
Community College.

MainSheet Letters Policy

Leilers lo the Editor are both welcomed and requested.

Names withheld by request only.

Please sign your letters and include telephone number
for verification.
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Arts & Entertainment

Student Artists Paint Their Way Through France
By Sarah Bradshaw

For the first time in my life I am
anxious to write about "What I

Did on My Summer Vacation."

Qutching my passport tightly, I

felt the Boeing 747 set down

smoothly at De GauUe Interna-

tional Airport. It was the culmina-

tion of a "dream come true." I was

one of three students who took

part in an International Studies

advanced art class. We painted on

location in France.

The first stop on our 33 day tour

was one glorious week in Paris. A
boat ride down the Seine River on

the "Beateau Mouche," was a

wonderful introduction to the old

city. As I passed under the stone

bridges, magnificent buildings

came into view: the Cathedral of

Notre Dame,The Louvre, andjust

as the boat turned on the placid

river, I got my first glimpse of the

Eiffel Tower. In the evening I

stood on the second level of the

'Tower Eiffel" with the other stu-

dents, and watched Paris light up.

The lights from the river boats

beneath me looked like glass crys-

tals reflecting in a mirror.

My dream really did come true

when I walked into The
Louvre.The famous works of art I

had studied about, but had only

seen in books, were right before

my eyes. The Venus de Milo, the

Squatting Scribe, the Mona Lisa,

there they were, close enough to

touch. But my heart thundered in

my ears when I passed into the

world of the French Impression-

ists, in the Musee D'Orsay. Here

were the works of Monet, Renoir,

Sisley, Van Gogh, Millet, and

countless other great masters.

Standing next to Millet's

"Angelus" made me feel very

small in the presence of such

beauty. It was especially exciting

because I knew we were going to

visit Vernon, and Aries. At Ver-

non we would visit the small town

ofGivemy, andpaint in the garden

of Monet. At Aries, well, that is

Van Gogh countiy.

We saw all of Paris by Metro,

bus, and train. The people were

warm and friendly. I had broken a

pair of presciption sunglasses,

which I needed veiy badly. I

walked into a small shop and had

them fixed in ten minutes, free of

charge. The food was absolutely

superb. The breads and cheeses,

pastriesand fresh fruit, thewines-

oui, the French cuisine alone is

worth another trip!

While still in the Paris Basin, we

went to Versailles and Chartes.

Each has a beauty all its own, and

both are wonderfully historical.

Next, we traveled to the coast of

Normandy. I will never forget my

first sight ofLeMont Saint Michel.

A note in myjournal reads; 'Truly

spectacular - next to the Grand

Canyon." It rises up out of the sea

and salt-fiats like a mountain

touched by magic. The small town

and abbey are built on an immense

rock that is centuries old, and our

hotel was about half way up! (We

carried our own gear, including

paintingequipment in backpacks.)

Narrow winding passages lead

everywhere; my hand touched

walls that were built in the tenth

century. The stone steps were

unevenly worn from millions of

footsteps that went before me,

including the early royalty of

France. It is rich in histoiy and

purely unique. An English tour

inside the abbey is worth the

twenty-two francs.(About $4.00)

I was lucky enough to get two

paintir^s finished in that fascinat-

ing place. In July, the sun sets over

the water at about 10 p.m.. My
camera captured one precious

moment ofa sight I know I will see

only once in my lifetime. As the

sun lowered over the horizon, the

sand on the salt-flats turned black

violet. Long scarlet rays refieaed

in the shallow water, making the

earth resemble moulten red lava

pots. The clouds above the abbey

slowly turned orange and purple.

As darkness set in, the gold statue

of Saint Michael, which rested at

the very top of the abbey, gleamed

brightly against a cobalt sky. I felt

very rich that night - rich in the

things that money can't possibly

buy. I also enjoyed some of the

best food in France.

After three perfect days there,

we headed for the town of Tours,

and the Loire Valley.TheChateau

de Chenonceaux was a special

treat. I walked through a garden

full of rose trees, originally de-

Concert Pianist

Dazzles Audience

signed by Catherine de Medici,

and visited by Louis XIV.

On the train to the south of

France, we passed through miles

of countryside. Great slabs of yel-

low earth turned into huge sun-

flower fields. When we reached

the town of Langeac, we felt the

train climbing, gaining altitude

with every hair-pin curve. Fields of

heather and wild poppies dressed

the sides of the rising mountains.

We passed through areas where

there were no roads. I thought of

Van Gogh, once he had taken the

train to Aries,just as Iwas doing at

that moment.

And then I was there, and I knew

why he had loved it so much. The

sky has a brilliance, like a bouncing

rainbow. Colors are warmer and

more intense. Aries is a maze of

narrow cobble-stone streets lined

with flowers and our hotel was

right in the middle of it all. From

Aries we rented a car for the short

ride to Saint Remy, where we

found St. Paul de Mausole - the

sanitarium where Vincent Van

Gogh had spent the days of his

worst illness. He did many of his

paintings in that area, including

"Fieldwith Enclosing Wall." Have

you ever been in a place all by

yourself, yet felt as thought some-

thing or someone else was there?

That is how it was for me inside St.

Paul, behind the enclosing wall. I

was filled vrith great emotion, and

it showed in the tears that filled my

eyes. My whole trip to France was

worth every penny, just for that

one feeling. The memory of it will

ahvays be with me. I walked in his

fields, and felt his great passion for

life. I did a painting ofthat wall, the

exact stone wall he had painted

years before.

From Aries we continued on to

the double-walled city of Carcas-

soime. This fortress dates back to

the year 406, when the Barbarians

overran Gaul. In 1226 it was occu-

pied by Louis VIII. Our hotel was

within the fort, which lies at the

foot ofthe PyianeesMountains. In

the cool evenings I listened to a

group of Andes Indians play en-

.

chanting music on bamboo flutes.

The town of Biarritz sits on the

coast at the Bay of Biscay, and it

was our last stop before returning

By Moe Rondeau

On Wednesday, September 14,

concert pianist Seth Kimmelman

performed at the Fine Arts Cen-

ter. Kinunelmanperformed pieces

by such composers as Bach, Schu-

mann, and Gershwin.

Kimmelman dazzled the auili-

ence throughout the entire eve-

ning l)y executing a well-trained

control over the keyboard. Before

he played each piece he gave a

to Paris. Here,we took a daytrip to

St. Jean de Luz- and another ride

on a cog railroad that took us to the

top ofabeautiful mountain,where

we crossed over the French border

into Spain. This area ishome to the

Basque people, and it is quite

love^.

Every place we stayed was very

clean, and definite^ French. I

have only touched on the main

highlights of the trip. The customs

of the country are different and

delightful. I miss the coffee served

with hot milk, and theslowpaceof

the ditmer hour— whenwe shared

laughter and friendship. I brought

many happy memories home with

me.

For a good portion of the tripwe

were fortunate to share the com-

pany of the French Class, and their

teacher. Lore De Bower, Ph.D..

Thanks to their expertise, I knew

whether I was ordering eggs or

liver pate for breakfast! Our art

instructor, Jane A'Lee Heyerdahl,

has been to France many times,

and the whole adventure was very

well planned. They knew how to

get around Paris, where the best

places to eat were, and they could

speak the language. Theywent out

of theirway to make sure our trip

to France was wonderful, and it

truly was.

The more I see of this world the

more I realize how little I know,

and how much there is to learn.

brief background on each com-

poser. He continually impressed

the audience by brilliantly playing

the various songs with incredible

intensity and grace.

When members of the audience

were asked what they thought of

the program the comments were

all favorable. Maty JaneTucci of

Mashpee said"On a scale ofone to

ten, it was an eleven." Another

member of the audience believed

Kimmehnan was extremely tal-

ented and charismatic.
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Science & Environment

Lyme Disease Lurks Amidst Nature's Beauty
by Jacqueline A. Duaite

A leisurely stroll through the

woodlands and shores of Cape

Cod and the Islands could result in

one of nature's hidden dangers —
Lyme Disease.

According to a recent report by

the Massachusetts Department of

Public Health, Lyme Disease is an

infectious syndrome that humans

and animals contract from the bite

ofan infected deer tick. Caseshave

been reported in 32 states and on

Ave different continents, in areas

where grassy, brushy, and wooded

areas are prevalent. These areas

provide the tickwith vegetation to

cling to while awaiting a potential

victim. Wherever Lyme disease

occurs, an unlikely trio has been

found responsible: the deer tide,

the white footed mouse, and the

white tailed deer.

Dr. Allen Steere, who discov-

ered the disease in Lyme, Con-

necticut, in 1976, found that the

adult tides both feed and mate on

the deer then drop off to lay eggs.

These eggs hatch into small larvae

which contract the infection by

feeding on the mouse, the primary

carrier of the bacterium that

causes Lyme Disease. The larvae

ticks soon molt into their adoles-

cent stage — it is in this stage that

animals and humans are at great-

est risk of contracting the disease.

During the adolescent stage,

which occurs in late spring and

summer, the tick (now called

nymph) isonly about thesize ofthe

head of a pin and thus harder to

spot on clothing or skin. By biting

its "prey" the tide transmits the

infectious organism. The trans-

mission appears to require at least

18 hours ofattachment and, there-

fore, prompt removal could pre-

vent the disease.

Experts estimate that 90% of all

cases occur from early June

through September when people

are most active and spend lots of

time outdoors. This holds true for

animals as well. Dr. David

Romeiser of the Barnstable Ani-

mal Clinic treated seven cases over

the past summer.

Symptoms

The disease may initially surface

as a rash and, if untreated, effect

the joints, nervous system, and

heart in its later stages. The rash

starts as a small red area at the site

of the bite and gradually enlarges.

These symptoms may disappear

on their own if ignored, but do

recur in approximately 50% of

cases. The rash is sometimes ac-

companied by a fever, headache,

stilt neck, aching muscles and

joints, fatigue, sore throat and

swollen glands - in short, symp-

toms associated with the flu.

Treatment at this time consists of

oral antibiotics such as tetracy-

cline, penicillin, or eiythromycin

and can prevent serious complica-

tions which follow.

Later stages of the disease in-

voke the joints, nervous system,

and sometimes the heart. The

Mass. Dept of Public Health

claims that in up to 60% of un-

treated persons, arthritis attacks

the large joints, primarily at the

knee, elbow and wrist. The arthri-

tis may spread from joint to joint

and become chronic. Common
problems with the nervous system

include severe headache, stiff

neck, facial paralysis or other cra-

nialpalsies. Also,weakness or pain

in the chest or limbs may occur.

Intravenous antibiotics may t>e

used to treat symptoms in this

stage. Experts estimate that 10-

20% of infected people suffer

neurological complications and a

smaller number, 6-10%, develop

heart symptoms such as inflamma-

tion of the heart muscle.

Diagnosing Lyme disease can be

difficult. In a small number of

people the early skin rash does not

appear and symptoms reveal

themselves only in the later stages.

A blood test to detect the casual

bacteria is helpful, however it is

only reliable in the later stages.

Some tips to follow if you are in

the coastal areas of the Cape

where there is tall grass, or in

wooded areas include, wearing

light-colored clothes, long sleeved

shirts, long pants, high socks, and

tucking your pant bottoms into

your shoes. These should aid in

recognizing the tick and prevent-

ing risk of infecdon.
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Professor Warns Against

Radon Gas Scare

By Meg Hunter

Sdence professor Ebeh Johnson

believes that there are many

people who are "being taken in by

a small hysteria and are spending

their money needlessly to buy

radon detection kit." He stressed

that an overly concerned attitude

is a perfect breeding ground for

"unscrupulous business persons"

to zero in on the homeowner,

pressuring he or she into purchas-

ing the radon kits, whether the

homeowner is in a highradon area

or not.

The September thirteenth issue

of the Cape Cod Times reported

that some sdentists believe that

the method utilized by the EPA
and its surveys overstates the ra-

don problem. These same sden-

tists doubt that every home needs

to be chedced for the gas.

Because of recent national and

local fmdings linking radon with

lung cancer, the government and

local health authorities have is-

sued warnings urging the public to

have their homes tested for the

presence of the radioactive gas.

There are, however, certain ar-

eas more predisposed to radon

then others. According to the

September thirteenth issue ofThe

Boston Globe, Western Massa-

chusetts, New Hampshire, Con-

necticut, Pennsylvania, Maine,

Vermont, New Jersey and parts of

the midwest all have higher than

normal radon levels in private

dwellings. Persons who are at

highest risk for developing the

radon induced lung cancer are

usually long term residents in their

homes.

Radon gas is a natural occurance

in the earth when the uranium

beneath the earth's surface disin-

tegrates. It is colorless, odorless

and can only be detected using

spedal radon detector kits.

Once radon is detected in a

home, it is by no means perma-

nent. According to Professor

Johnson, "the gas is highly mobile

and can be flushed out if it has

been concentrated in any particu-

lar area." Also, according to

Johnson, radon gas is not the type

of gas that enters into a combina-

tion and becomes stable perma-

nently in the house. Professor

Prot Eben Johnson

Johnson stresses the fact that the

Cape and Islands tend to have

smaller amounts of radon due to

the fact that "basement rock lies

very deeply beneath the earth's

surface under various sands and

gravels."

Professor Johnson recommends

two ways in which a person can

radon proof his or her home. Be-

cause radon is a gas that moves up

through rock and soil materials, it

follows the path of least resistance.

Knowing this, the homeowner can

provide channels that the gas can

pass out through the atmosphere.

Furthermore, impermeable barri-

ers set up under the foundation

can be erected. Because the gas

cannot penetrate the barriers, it

rises laterally outside the house.
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Helmsmen Kick Off Soccer Season
BjfTonyDecicco

On Saturday, September 17, the

Helmsmen started off a new soc-

cer season on a sour note by losing

to Mass Bay Community College

2-1 at home in a close battle.

The Helmsmen had a chance to

tie the game, but an additional

goal was not allowed because the

whistle blew for a foul on Mass

Bay. The whistle was blown pre-

maturely as the Helmsmen had

controloftheballatthetimeofthe

foul. In soccer a foul is only called

when the offending team is in

control of the ball.

Coach Goodyear feels that with

the new talent and speed, theteam

has the potential for an exc^
tional season. Pedio Garcia is the

only player returning from last

year's squad but Coach Goodyear

is still optimistic. He is eiq>ecting

big things from a few of the new

players. Center fullback Jason

Snell is the keyman and looks tobe

very good as a stopper. Full- back

Seeing Gatsby
By D.G. Gillespie

Watching the Cape empty out

towards the end of the summer

and then on into the fall, I think of

Gatsby's house in F. Scott

Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby. In

his mansion the rich and extrava-

gant Gatsby sports luxuriant,

bright parties throughout the

summer, but at the end of these

parties solitude swallows the

scene. As Fitzgerald's narrator,

Nick Carraway, describes Gatsby's

after-party mansion, "A sudden

emptiness seemed to flow now
from the windows and the great

doors, endowing with complete

isolation the figure of the host,

who stood on the porch^ his hand

up in a formal gesture of farewell."

The mansion seems to be a tan-

gible symbol of emptiness, of

Time's passage, and it reminds me
of the ebb and flow of Cape Cod,

of the cars leaking off from our

roads, and the bright sun leaking

away from our sky. In faa, the

poignant symbolism in The Great

Gatsbymakes it one ofmy favorite

novels.

Perhaps the book's most glaring

(pardon the pun) symbol is the

huge pair of eyes of Doctor T. J.

Eckleburg. The eyes are an

optometrist's old billboard adver-

tisement, and are, as Nick de-

scribes them, "gigantic": "They

look out of no face, but, instead,

from a pair of enormous yellow

spectacles which pass over a non-

existent nose." The eyes look over

a desolate, small-town Long Is-

land scene beside a railroad track,

and everything about them sug-

gests decay. "Over the ashheaps

the gjant eyes of Doctor T. J.

Eckleburg kept their vigil," says

Nick.

What do the omnipotent yet

seemingly benign eyes symbolize?

They make me think of Orwell's

1984, of Big Brother who is ahvays

watching. They make me think of

faded faces on billboards, stripped

faces, smiling, forgotten, faces

looking out, growing invisible yet

existing. They make me think of

Christianity, and clearly Fitzgerald

wants us to draw that conclusion:

after the climactic hit-and-run

accident that kills the adultrous

Myrtle Wilson, and later leads to

her husband's murder of Gatsby,

the "emerging" eyesappear to one

character, "pale and enormous,

from the dissolving night," where-

upon Wilson says, "God sees eve-

lything." Some readers might see

this as evidence of an avenging

God, others as a dead, or dying, or

empty God—a God that can reach

out or one that can only glare. But

I think of the eyes as something

hideous, an object that can do

nothing but cause fear, a spider

crouching in the darkness at the

nadir of its coned web.

Compared to the eyes of Doctor

TJ. Eckleburg, the green light at

the end of Daisy's dock, and the

one that Gatsby watches from

across the water night after night,

pales (another pun!). It is a weak,

intangible symbol next to the over-

powering, albeit fading, eyes. The

green light seems to be Gatsby's

personal symbol. When Nick first

sees Gatsby, who is in love with

Tom Buchanon's wife, Daisy, and

who locates her house by the green

light that shines from the dock

near it, he does not say hello, for

Gatsby "gave a sudden intimation

that hewas content to be alone—he

stretched out his arms toward the

dark water in a curious way, and,

far as I was from, I could have

sworn he was trembling." Nick

sees nothing in the distance to

cause such emotion but "a single

green light, minute and far away,

that might have been the end of a

Steve Buckley and goal tenderJim

McKenna also show promise. Al-

though it is McKenna's first year in

goal, he looks good in the net.

The only drawback to the team

is that it lacks depth. Because of a

low player turnout, injuries to

anyone could upset the season.

The addition of Dean Jr. Col-

lege, Holyoke Community Col-

lege, and Springfield Tech, three

exceptional competitors, makes

this season's schedule one of the

Helmsmen's toughest in years.

dock."

The ambiguous nature of the

green light is one key to under-

standing the powerful symbol. To
me the light is a dream, Gatsby's

tangible evidence of his love for

Daisy,whom he had met in France

during the War To End All Wars

five years earlier, and whom he

had loved ever since. The color

green suggests a rebirth, a fresh-

ness, the innocent gloiy and re-

newed life of spring. Gatsby longs

for a rebirth of his and Daisy's

love. Green, the color oflife-what

other color could the light have

been? And isn't light a symbol for

hope? The lighthouse calls to the

lonely, perhaps lost, boats at sea.

Lighted windows bedcon to trav-

ellers the warmth within. The
Olympic torch flidcers a parallel

passion of the beauty of unity

somewhere in all of us. Without

light there would be not life, figu-

ratively, literally.

Yet Gatsby's light, like the eyes

of Doctor T. J. Eckleburg, like his

tremendous mansion itself, is a

symbol of emptiness, as Nick ac-

knowledges at the stoiy's end; "1

thought of Gatsby's wonder when

he first picked out the green light

at the end of Daisy's dock. He had

come a long way to this blue lawn,

and his dream must have seemed

so close that he could hardly fail to

grasp it. He did not know that it

was already behind him..." The

green light is Langston Hughes'

"dream deferred, " one that has

exploded. It is a sad, solitary, misty

image, but one that, like Gatsby,

we must never lose, even ifwe can

never truly hold it in our hands.

Editor's Note: David Gillespie has

been a part-time composition

teacher at CCCC for the past sev-

eral years. He asked his class to

write about their favorite book.

This essay is his completion of that

assignment.
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Registrar Cole Arrested For Charity

by Tim Crowninshield and
Wendi Bordonaro

Students and administration

alike were shocked to see Regis-

trar Ernest Cole led out of the

Administration Building in

handcuffs on September 27.

Scandal hunters were disap-

pointed, however, to find that

his conTmement was actually

part of an annual fundraiser to

benefit the American Cancer

Society.

Cole was taken to a temporary

holding facility at the Cape Cod
Mall, where he was confronted

by the infamous hanging-judge,

the Honorable Richard Sulli-

van. In his time away from the

bench, Judge Sullivan also

holds down the job of CCCC's
Dean of Student Services.

Cole was charged with an as-

sortment of crimes, including

impersonating a registrar, fail-

ure to share cookies, and hall-

way harassment. Sullivan,

unmoved by Cole's protesta-

tions of innocence, levied a $200

fine on the hapless captive. Cole

found more sympathetic ears by

using the telephone to raise the

bail and was eventually re-

leased.

While still imprisoned, how-
ever. Cole was heard to say that

the charges against him were
"totally false, flctitious, and
drummed-up." He added that

"Judge Sullivan will pay for

this." Cole reported that dur-

ing his ordeal he was denied

bread and water and was not

allowed to contact his lawyer.

Other prisoners joined Cole in

his condemnation of the judge.

State Senator Paul Doane, who
received a stiff $500 flne, said

that Sullivan was "out of con-

trol. I will speak to the Gover-

nor about having his commis-

sion revoked." Greg Bush, of

TV58, locked up for frequent

frowning and distasteful dress,

called Sullivan a "harsh man,
unmoved by the suffering of

innocents."

After they had calmed down,
however, the prisoners all

agreed that they had suffered

for a good cause. Doane ex-

pressed the opinion of all con-

cerned when he said that "this is

a cause we cannot overlook. It is

important for all of us to get

personally involved. We must

continue to concentrate all our

efforts to find cures."

Senate Announces Halloween Party
by Tim Crowninshield

The Student Senate has an-

nounced its plans for the annual

Halloween party. This year the

event will be held on October 27

at the MiU Hill Club. Tickets

will cost $2 for those in cos-

tume and $3 for those who are

not. Tickets will be available at

the door the night of the party.

Live entertainment will be pro-

vided by "Innocence." Prizes

for costumes will be awarded in

several categories, including

most original and most humor-

ous. Alcohol will be available

to persons of legal drinking age.

Student Senate President John

Crowninshield anticipates a

large turnout this year. He cited

the huge success of last year's

event, which far exceeded
anyone's expectations. "We
raised over $800 for the March
of Dimes last year at the Hal-

loween Dance. Anyone who
attended that event will recall

what a good time it was. Because

of this we are confident that the

turnout will be substantial."

Crowninshield also pointed

out that the proceeds from this

year's party will revert back to

the Student Activities Fund,

thereby providing more greatly

needed capital for future func-

tions.

The Senate also announced that

the bi-annual blood drive will

be conducted in the upper com-

mons on October 26. There is

hope that a goal of 100 pints can

be achieved.

The Senate, which had been

operating at about half strength

since the beginning of the se-

mester, received its newly

elected members at the meeting,

making it the first full Senate

since last May. The new mem-
bers were made welcome and

immediatly were cast into the

legislative process when called

on to decide the Halloween

Party ticket price motion. New
freshman Senator Wendi Bor-

donaro said, "I was a little sur-

prised to be thrust into the

mainstream so quickly. But it

was obvious that there is much
to do and only a very limited

timeframe within which to

work."
Senate Secretary Laura Wilson

echoed the feelings of many of

the returning legislators when
she commented on the energy

and concern of the new mem-
bers. Wilson stated, "they are

definitly excited to be here and

appear willing to get right to

work on the issues ahead of us."

The new and re-elected sena-

tors are: at Vice President,

Michelle Gaumont, Treasurer,

Jane Asquino. New Sophomore
Senators are Lisa Adamson, Amy
Buckley, Tina Corrado, William

Greenwood, Anthony Lacerda,

and Mark Lawrence. The Fresh-

men Senators are Wendi Bor-

donaro, Michael E. Gonsalves,

NichoUe Jordan, Matthew J.

Lasorsa, Steven M. O'Neill,

Christina Ortelt, Chris Trocci,

and David Wrightson.
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Continuing Education Enrollment Up 20%

by St^hanie Shay

CCCC Continuing Education

enrollment figures this semes-

ter amounted to a total of 3650

students, a 20% increase from

last year.

According to Peter Birkel,

Dean of Continuing Education,

"The night classes are booming,

more and more people are be-

coming aware of our program."

Con-Ed classes run four nights

a week. Each class meets once a

week from 6:00 to 9;30,

Classes have already started

and cannot be added to sched-

ules. There are late starting

classes that are designed to meet

student's special interests,

these classes are not for credit.

Con-Ed has seven off campus

centers. These are for the stu-

dents that can't come to the

campus itself. They are located

in Plymouth, Bourne, Fal-

mouth, Martha's Vineyard,

Provincetown, Chatham and

Nantucket. These centers don't

offer all available courses so

the class offerings and location

should be checked.

Also this fall, a new center

was started. The Womans Re-

source Center is very success-

ful, said Birkel, "It gives

women support, counseling and

guidance, as well as their educa-

tion."

The Continuing Education Of-

fice has begun working on ob-

taining a grant to finance night

courses in the nursing program.

Up until now, nursing students

were restricted to day school

for their required courses.

The Continuing Education

Program consists of about sixty

percent women and fourty per-

cent men, and the average age is

thirty-seven.

These night programs are not

subsidized by the state and are

tuition supported, therefore

the tuition at night does in-

crease slightly from the day

school's tuition. There is

though, a tuition waiver for all

senior citizens and veterans.

New Trust Fund Approved

By Lisa Rondeau

On September 20 the Board of

Trustees approved a trust fund

for the new Fine and Performing

Arts Center. According to John

Keefe, Associate Dean of Ad-

ministrative Services, the trust

fund will be opened with at

least $30,000. The money which

the Fine and Performing Arts

Center will receive is from the

success of the summer concert,

"Pops by the Sea." CCCC co-

^onsored the event.

"The money will now benefit

all of the arts at the school,"

said David Hofmann, "includ-

ing dance, chorus, the Janus

Players, and the Visual Arts."

A gallery is in production to

provide for student art exhib-

its. A new box office is under-

way from which all accumu-

lated monies will be trans-

ferred to the trust fund. Par-

tially the fund will be used to

cover expenses incurred during

various productions.

The trust fund will be man-

aged by the Board of Trustees.

The purpose of the fund "shaU

be to provide, administer, and

maintain the regular business

involved in the purposes con-

nected with the operation of the

Center for the Performing

Arts."

New RN Program Created

By Martha G. McLane

This semester a new Nursing
program has been added to the

evening course schedule. The
new program will allow Li-

censed Practical Nurses to be-

come Registered Nurses.

Sixteen LPN's from Jordan

Hospital in Plymouth have en-

rolled in the pilot program.

Upon completion of the cur-

riculum, these nurses will

qualify for the RN exam.

Eleanor Murphy RN, Phd.,

director of the new program,

states, "this program is primar-

ily aimed at the LPN who needs

to continue working, while

completing her Cape Cod Com-
munity College nursing cur-

riculum." All students cur-

rently matriculated in this

course have completed general

education credits, such as Eng-

lish Composition 1 and General

Psychology. These basic credits

must be completed for admis-

sion.

Jordan Ho^ital and CCCC
cooperated and co-wrote a grant

to receive appropriations for

this training. State funding

from the "Bay State Skills"

Editor's Note:

Due to a rushed layout sched-

ule, the continuance of Martha

McLane's article, "Day Ad-
dresses Local Businessmen,"

was accidently omitted. The
ending paragraphs appear be-

low.
We genuinely regret the over-

sight.

Sincerely,

Gretchen M. Grabau

Tim Crowninshield

Co-Editors

Day Addresses Local Businessmen

In re^wnse to questions from

the audience, Day stated,'That a

stat&-funded 4 year college is

highly unlikety to be located on

the Cape." Rather, he feels that

CCCC may become an "educa-

tional broker." This brokerage

would allow ^ecific 4 year

college degrees- such as degrees

in business and nursing- to be

offered at the CCCC campus.

Currently, a BA. degree in Busi-

ness Management, awarded by

SMU, is available in the evening

division.

Day stressed the importance of

a healthy connection between

the college and the local busi-

ness community. Day stated

emphatically that, "If the areas

business' prosper, then the col-

lege will prosper."

program provides the financial

backing for this course.

Actual clinical preparation

for these nurses will be done at

Jordan Hospital. Jordan has

agreed to release the aforemen-

tioned students one woikday
per week to complete their

clinical training. Two years, on
a part-time basis, is the scpected

duration of this new program.

Although thu pilot program
is currently lirmted to Jordan

Ho^italf Murphy states, "we
hope to have a more open evening

program in place by Fall 1990."
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Addiction Expert Addresses Seminar

by Martha G. McLane

"We all lie on the addictive

curve somewhere. Anything
that can give pleasure can be-

come addictive, for example

nicotine, drugs, alcohol, sugar,

salt, sexual behavior, gam-
bling," claimed Tom
O'Connell, an addictive behav-

ior spedalist and Cape Cod
Times columnist. He addressed

the college on September 22 in

the first of the Health Center's

seminars entitled, *'Is Everyone

Addicted to Something?"

Although addictive behavior

does not always lead to death,

O'Cormell feels that it is a pro-

gressive disease. In aU cases the

individual's quality of life is

diminished.

The nature of addiction is "the

whole in the doughnut, the

empty spot in the gut," stated

O'Connell. He feels that addic-

tion is the result of feeling un-

comfortable in life, and seeking

relief from this uncomfortable

feeling through pleasurable

substances and activities. Other

possible contributing factors

are a lack of self-love, and in-

sufficient nourishing love as a

child.

O'Connell believes that addic-

tion affects "the whole person.

It affeas us physically, men-
tally, emotionally, socially,

and spiritually." When a per-

Something New:

International Students Club

As communication and trans-

portation links around the

world have created a very mo-
bile world society, it is not

surprising that i^erican stu-

dents are studying abroad and

that foreign students find their

way to Cape Cod Community
College. This fall (for example)

our college has students from
the Azores, China, El Salvador,

India, Ireland, Jamaica, Japan,

Malayasia, Nigeria, Pakistan,

Poland and Portugal. Perhaps

there are other countries that I

have missed.

To offer an opportunity for

our international students to

meet and interact not only with

each other but also with their

fellow American students, a

new International Students
Club has been organized. In

addition to the social nature of

the club a major purpose is to

internationalize our campus, to

help all of our students become
aware of the countries and cul-

tures of the world so that they

can fulfill international peace

and understanding.

The first meeting of the club

will be held on Tuesday, Octo-

ber 17th, 1:00 PM, in N116. Any
interested student is not only

invited but encourages to at-

tend. The club advisors are: Ms.
Sandra Brito, Assistant Direct

tor of Admissions; Mr. Agustin

Dorado, Direaor of Community
Services; Dr. Allan Broadhurst,

International Student Advisor.

son, place, or thing causes a
continuing problem in any area

of an individual's life,

O'Connell thinks that it is time
to look at addiction.

Recovery from addiction is not

an easy process. First, "one
must abstain from the problem
area or substance. One must
learn to relate to others. Also,

one must accept one's own limi-

tations," stated O'Connell. In
addition, one needs to acknowl-
edge, accept, and communicate

one's feelings. He prescribes

that one should learn to live a
healthy, balanced, and whole-
some life, as well as leam to

accept reality.

To affect these changes,

O'Connell recommends a combi-
nation of self-help groups and
therapy. In addition, one needs
to develop "a relationship with

one's Higher Power." Finally,

he reminded us that recovery is

an "endless process, a life-long

challenge".

TYPISTFORHIRE
Fast, efficient service. Contact
Barb Swimm, ext. 313
(registrar's office).
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S. Yarmouth & dent Employment Office-Up-

N. Fataiouth-$5.50 per hour per-Monday through Thurs- • Many of today's jobs will vary over the next ten

day-8:30-2:30
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Day Care Teachers

South Dennis-$5.50 per hour

• From now on, most Americans will change jobs

Retail Stores many times during their career.
Hyannis-$5 on. up

ACT NOW! SAVE FOR
Secretaries CHRISTMAS! • A high percent of the new jobs will require good
Hyannis to Falmouth-$5.50 on

basic skills in reading, writing, mathematics.
up Forty-four stores in the Cape

Cod
Mall (Hyannis) are looking for

and science.

part- • Rapidly changing technology will require con-

time employees NOW and for stant upgrading of your skills.

Library Aide the Christmas
Bamstable-$6.50 per hour shopping season. Plan now to

get the • Because technology is changing so rapidly, the

Service Agents job that suits you best! most important qualification one can have is the
Hyannis-$5.85 per hour

Contact your.
.ibility and a willingness to learn.

Telemarketing Student Employment Of-

South Yannouth-$6.75 + bonus fice

Upper Commons
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Gas Attendant Monday-Thursday
East Sandwich-$6 per hour 8:30-2^0 From "Winning Your Career Game '
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A Sabbatical Well Spent

by Randy Bartlett

"Welcome back, Randy! How
was your sabbatical? Did you

get alot accomplished on your

banana research?" "No", I re-

ply. A long pause. Some raised

eyebrows. "Well then, what

did (emphasis on the "did") you

accomplish?"

I can't blame them-my col-

leagues. Professionally, you

see, when a professor goes on a

sabbatical (a paid leave of ab-

sence for which one is normally

eligible after seven years of

teaching) he or she is oqpected to

put that time to good use. My
students, on the other hand, are

not at all skeptical: "Hi, Dr.

Bartlett! You're back! Where

were you last semester?" This

fall I have been asked these

questions by colleagues and

students so often that the time

has come to make a formal reply

on paper.

Just for the record, this was

my first sabbatical since I began

teaching histoiy here in 1970.

OfTicially, I was supposed to be

doing research on a young Cape

Cod woman's high school/col-

lege education in the 1890s. Her

name was Mattie Baker and she

was "Banana" Baker's only

daughter ("Banana" you ask?

It's another stoiy- take my
'U.S. History since the Civil

War' and d you'll hear about it).

By the end of the fall semester in

December, 1987, I had nearly

500 of her letters sorted, organ-

ized, and ready to delve into.

For years I had been Hiking for-

ward to having a large block of

uninterupted time to devote to

this project, but it was not to

be. Instead, I was privileged to

help organize and teach a course

that stenmied from the Cape Cod
community. It was called "Vi-

etnam: A Soldiers' Story", and

it 'fell into my lap', so to speak,

just before Christmas. It proved

to be perhaps the most reward-

ing teaching experience I have

ever had.

It came about largely due to

the efforts of several local Vi-

etnam War veterans, who felt it

was time to tell about their

experiences in that miserable

conflict. However, when they

approached the college last De-

cember, they were in a bind. On
their own initiative, they had

already lined up ten speakers,

six of whom were of national

stature on the Vietnam speaking

circuit. But they had tyfficulty

finding a receptive, conven-

iently located place to meet

people willing to listen. Thus

there was alot at stake in time,

effort and money when they

first spoke to President Day and

Continuing Education adminis-

trators to ask if their efforts

could be presented as a formal

course. Fortunately for them,

for me, and for the sixty Cape
Codders who eventually regis-

tered for the course. President

Day and his community-minded

admitustration bent over back-

wards to accommodate this

spontaneous, grassroots initia-

However, there were condi-

tions: it must be a non-credit

course; they would have to

"drum up" at least 17 custom-

ers willing to pay $45 for ten

classes; and it would only be

approved if a fuUtime historian

on the faculty was willing to

coordinate the project. That's

where I came in.

While I ahvays discuss the

Vietnam war in class, I had

never submerged myself in

enough historical data to qual-

ify me as "an expert" in this

complex American experience,

so it required a tremendous

amount of reading, collecting

materials, and planning for lec-

tures.

I organized the course in three

parts each evening (it was of-

fered from 6.30-9:30 on Thurs-

day nights). For the first 45

minutes, I would present an

historical overview of the par-

ticular year and/or time period

that corresponded to the phase

of the war to be discussed by our

guest speaker. I felt this was

necessary to provide a historical

"framework" for the class.

You see, American involvement

in Vietnam lasted for 25 years

(1950-1975), during which time

alot happened within the

United States and in the world

around it. One must see the "big

picture" as a reference point,

before one can even begin to

comprehend America's changing

motives, objectives, and actions

in that Southeast Asian nation.

After a short break, the guest

speaker took over. He or she

spoke specifically about the

individual's personal experi-

ences. We had former officers (a

Marine Corps aviator; a Navy

carrier pilot who was shot

down and spent 8 years as a

P.O.W.; an Army nurse) and

enlisted men, representing Air-

bom, River Rats (as Navy Swift

Boat personnel were called).

Rangers, Advisors to the

ARVN, Air Force Air-Sea Res-

cue-to list a few. Ahways dif-

ferent, sincere and honest, these

decorated (and frequently

wounded) veterans were super

human beings. They told it as

only they could, describing

their feelings, frustrations,

horrors, successes and failures

with emotion and, ocasionally,

real difficulty. Believe me, they

captured the hearts of those of

us fortunate enough to hear

them. After their presentation,

we had a question and answer

session. I was amazed at the

level of caring, understanding,

and consideration that was evi-

dent between questioners an

speakers. For all of us it was a

very educational, therapeutic

experience-one that I person-

alty will ahvays remember.

That, in a nutshell (or maybe
clamshell), is what I did on my
sabbatical. My gratitude and
deepest thanks to the Cape Cod
vets, students, and the many
others who helped make it pos-

sible. Mattie Baker just had to

wait. I hope my next sabbatical

is even a fraction as retvarding as

this one was.

Correspondence From Spain

by Michele Kirby

September 24, 1988

Buenos Dias!

Here we are in Seville, Spain.

There are 45 Americans enrolled

in the International Program at

the University of Seville. Each

person in the program is veiy

different. There are students

from all pans of the United

States, from Florida to Wash-

ington state. There are those

who speak Spanish fluently and

those who speak no Spanish at

alL There are students who have

travelled abroad to many other

countries, and those whose
flight to Spain was their first

experience in an airplane. To say

the least, there is a very diverse

group of Americans enrolled in

this program.

While waiting to attend a

meeting with Dr. Juan Dura, the

Director of the International

Program at the University, I had

a chance to talk to a few of the

American students. It felt won-

derful to be able to communi-
cate in English. In my Spanish

home, nobody speaks English

except me, therefore everything

is spoken in Spanish. Although

this is the best way to learn the

language, it can be very frus-

trating, especially when it is

difficult to express yourself.

Upon arrival, my first thought

was, "Oh my God, I can't under-

stand a word they are saying-

they speak so fast!" As each day

passes, I find myself under-

standing the language more and

more.

I asked a few students what

they thought was different

about Seville, besides the lan-

guage. Sandra Langlois, a native

of Paris, France, who has been

educated in the United States, is

a junior at the University of

Miami. She admits, "I'm Euro-

pean, so the difference between

all of Europe aijd America is like

night and day for me. There is so

much more interest in culture

here. Europe, and particularly

Spain, has so much history.

Whereas the United States, if

you ask me, has none."

Ann McDonald, a Spanish ma-

jor from St. Bonaventure Uni-

versity in New York, was also

taken abadt by the historical

aspects of the city. "Seville is

beautiful," comments Ann.

"When you look at all the

buildings and the elaborate

statues, you can tell that this

city is very old. The architecture

is so different. It feels as if I'm

waHdng around in a huge, an-

cient, historical museum." This

trip to Spain is Aim's first time

overseas. She confessed that she

did not expect Europeans to be

"so friendly and helpful to

Americans."

Not all American students

feel that the Spaniards are espe-

cially friendly and helpful.

Steven Ellis, from North

Adams, could not believe how

'laid back' people in Spain were

as compared to the States.

"When my taxi driver was

bringing me to my new 'reseden-

cia' from the airport, halfway

through the drive he says, 'I'm

hungry, I'm not going to work

anymore today.' So he pulled

over and let me out right there in

the middle of town. He didn't

tell me where my house was or

anything! He was hungry — so

he didn't want to work. That

was that. In America, people

have practically been sued for

lesser things than that," re-

marks Steve.

We all expected Spain to be

very different from America,

and it's quite an experience dis-

covering just how different it

really is. Every day is such a

learning experience. Until next"

time-!Adios Amigos!

Editors Note:

Michele Kirby is a special cor-

respondent to the MainSheet.

She is a senior at North Adams
State College, currently study-

ing at the Seville in Spain. Her

major is journalism.

NOTICE TO CO-OP STUDENTS

Pre-Employment Workshops

October 25 - Resume Writing
October 27 - Job Search and Interview Skills

12:30 - 1:45 in NG8
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Counselor Warns Against Acquaintance Rape

By Meg Hunter

Part one of a two part series

According to Debra Krumholz

of Independence House in Hyan-

nis, both women and men are

being more attuned to the very

real hazards of acquaintance

rape. She believes that acquain-

tance or date rape has not re-

cently made a substantial in-

crease. It has ahvays existed,

however, society is now ad-

dressing the issue. Krumholz

believes that once the problem

has been addressed as a whole,

eventually the acquaintance

rape dilemma will be reduced.

Krumholz states that until

recently many women did not

even realize that acquaintance

rape was an actual rape, rather it

was something that the women
"should just put up with".

Often, according to Krumholz,

'Svomen felt that they caused

the rape just because they en-

tered the man's apartment," or

even worse, that it was "some-

thing that they deserved".

Krumholz prefers "the title

'acquaintance rape' to 'date

rape' because the woman is not

only at risk on dates. The perpe-

trator could be a next door

nei^bor, serviceman, or just

any person thai the woman once

trusted." Krumholz stresses

that the social connotation that

acquaintance rape is not emo-

tionally damaging or violent is

a very dangerous altitude.

While there is a greater ten-

dency for weapons to be used in

a "slranger rape," acquaintance

rape can be just as physical. Of-

ten it is even more psychologi-

cally damaging because the per-

petrator was once a trusted

party.

Krumholz offers several sug-

gestions to the person who
wishes to avoid acquaintance

rape. The most important factor

is to be aware and educated

about the problem. Second, it is

important to have the "it can

happen lo me" approach. Deny-

ing that the problem exists sets

the foundation for the crime.

Third, it is crucial for women to

be more assertive, and to clearly

state to the man that when a

woman says no, she means no.

Furthermore, a woman should

never fork over her autonomy to

the perpetrator.

Obtaining one's control is vi-

tal in the avoidance of acquain-

tance rape. Moreover, a woman
could choose the place that she

would like lo go on a date.

Krumholz suggests a place

where many persons frequent.

Last but not least, it is vital for

a woman to let her conscience be

her guide. If something appears

to be wrong, it probably is.

Krumholz cites some alarming

statistics. "Only one in ten

rapes are reported. Even fewer

women report a rape if the crime

is committed by an acquain-

tance. For women between the

ages of seventeen and twenty-

four, ninety to ninety-five per-

cent of rapes will be committed

by someone the woman knows.

Furthermore, one out of four

females in our society is sexu-

ally molested by the age of

eighteen. One out of three

women will be raped at some
point in iheir adult lives."

Krumholz believes that the
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metlia and its portrayal of

women as sex objects is a defi-

nite contributing factor to ac-

quaintance rape, and rape in gen-

eral. A woman's self worth is

often stimmed up by the way she

looks, while no value is given to

the woman's inner self.

Recovery from acquaintance

rape depends upon the individ-

ual. While the recovery period

might vary, it is crucial that the

woman seek help from non-

blaming parties. Furthermore,

it is vital that the victim be able

to express her feelings about

the crime, and to acknowledge

that the incident was not her

fault. While all of these factors

play a significant role in recov-

ery, Krumholz stresses that

"rape is something that a

woman never forgets." Fur-

thermore, "it will change a

woman psychologically, par-

ticularly in her attitudes to-

ward people in general."

Fall 1988 Health Seminar Series

September 22 "Is Everyone Addicted to Something"

Tom O'Connell, MA-Medical author on addictions

October 4 "Date Rape"

Debra Krumholz-Independence House

October 6 "AIDS"

Stephen W. O'Keefe-Mass.Dept.of Public Health

AIDS resource developer

Jean Harmon-Mass.Dept. of Public Health

Health Educator

October 18 "Dysfunctional Families"

Dr. Jane McNally-Psychologist in private practice

October 20 "Stress Dynamics-Keeping Stress Within Heahhy Limits"

Marcy Smith RN, MS-Professor of Nursing, CCCC

October 27 "Keeping Your Anxiety Out of It"

Frances Burlin Ph.D.-Executive Director Associates

in Counciling and Psychology

November 3 "The Gift of Menopause"

Nancy Buchanan RN, NP-Director of Health Services

Greenfield Community College

Joan Wilson RN, NP-Family Planning Services,

Greenfield

November 17 "Relax!"

Richard Cahoon Ph.D.-Professor of Psychology, CCCC

All seminars will be held in Lecture Hall A at 12:30 PM.

These presentations are free and open to everyone.
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Arts & Entertainment

Nancy Willets: A Star in the Arts Center

ByMoe Rondeau

Nancy Willets is known to

.her students and friends as a

vibrant person with an incred-

ible personality. In her six years

of teaching at CCCC she has

grown to love her acting and

communicatons classes. She

finds her new job as coordinator

and director of the college's

Fine and Performing Arts Cen-

ter to be very challenging.

' Willets majored in sociology

and minored in music at Cort-

land State University in upstate

New York. "When I first

started college, I wanted to

save the world like all good

girls from Long Island did,"

Willets said smiling. She had

hoped to one day be a counselor

or a social worker. However,

she demonstrated an interest in

the Arts and participated in a

theater group and a wind en-

semble.

After completing her under-

graduate work, Willets stayed

at Cortland State to receive her

master's degree in speech and

theater. As a graduate student,

she continued her involvement

in the theater. She also taught

public speaking as a graduate

assistant.

She received her master's de-

gree from Cortland and became a

part-time faculty member. She

was also an instructor at Th-

ompkins Cortland Community

College for one year. In 1982,

Willets moved to Cape Cod.

Currently, Willets has a new

position on campus. She organ-

izes and runs the Fine and Per-

forming Arts Center which

will bring many cultural events

to the campus for the benefit of

students and the community at

large. "I was able to have the

best of both worlds. By sharing

my new job with David

Hofmann, I am still able to

teach." She seems to greatly

enjoy her many roles on campus.

When Willets was asked about

her acting class this semester,

she replied, "they're great.

They're fun to teach."

In her spare time, Willets

enjoys travelling and shopping.

She has been to many places,

including China, Europe, and

the Carribean. She recently en-

rolled in a women's self-de-

fense course. She stated that

"not only am I doing something

that is practical, but I'm learn-

ing about something which in-

terests me." Willets works out

daily, listens to music, reads,

and attends as much theater as

possible.

One day, when she finds the

time, Willets hopes to receive

her doctorate. For now, how-

ever, she is a wonderful example

of the bright, vibrant, and ener-

getic kind of person that is a

CCCC professor.

Boston Bewitches Garden Crowd
By Dean Wong

On Monday September 26 the

musical group Boston played an

AIDS benefit concert at the Bos-

ton Garden. The show was held

in order to raise funds for the

battle against the deadly disease

but it also marks one of the last

concerts that the quintet shall

ever perform.

Tom Scholz, band mastermind,

MIT graduate, and lead guitar-

ist cracked open the show with

"Rock and Roll Band," rousing

the crowd from their apparent

slumber caused bv the warm-uo

band. Boston also did several

other songs from their debut

album, including, "More Than a

Feeling" and "Something

About You." "To be a Man,"

"Amanda," and "Cool the En-

gines" from their most recent

album, 'Third Stage," were

also played. The high-energy of

the band overcame the poor

acoustics of the Garden to make

it a fantastic show.

Vocalist/Rhythm-guitarist

Brad Delp sounded ageless after

the ahnost ten-year lull which

the band experienced. They were

sued by EPIC Records for breach

of contract because the band did

not produce the number of aU

bums promised over a period of

years. However, Boston has a

new record label and will

hkely be around for a long time.

After the first set, the band

returned to the stage and played

three encores. Ending with a

thirty minute rendition of

"Peace of Mind-Foreplay/l^ng

Time," Boston displayed a mas-

tery of melodic and harmonic

flow that few bands ever

achieve. Afterwards, the band

mentioned how glad they were

to be back in their hometown

and enthusiastically thanked

the crowd for their support in

the fight against AIDS.

Should Boston perform again,

it would be a show worth see-

ing. Boston is one of the few

70's supergroups to have perse-

vered because of their mastery

of heavy Rock & RoU.

Playwright Visits Campus

by Mark Lawrence

What is a play? Playwright

Tom Crehore's favorite defini-

tion is that "a play has a begin-

ning, a middle, and an end." He
says today the rules are broken

and it is hard to define a play. He
thinks videos are plays, song

lyrics are plays, and commer-

cials are plays. "They have a

beginning, a middle, and an

end," he says.

Crehore, a former play writ-

ing instructor at CCCC, re-

turned Tuesday, October 4 to

lecture informally to a small

group in the studio theater of

the Arts Building. He said his

talk would be a random discus-

sion about writing plays be-

cause "no one can learn to write

plays in an hour. I've been doing

it for 30 years and I'm still not

satisfied."

He has written one act plays

and three act plays, films, and n

book. He has done radio, print

and TV advertising. He has done
broadcast produaion and direc-

tion which he "loved."

Crehore recently completed a

complex advertising assign-

ment with other writers. They
developed a single character for

use simultaneously on TV, ra-

dio, and in print. They first gave

a name and then developed his

character. They made him as real

as possible incorporating stut-

ters, breathing, hesitations, and

other acting mistakes to make

him believable. Explains Cre-

hore, "commercials are plays 30

seconds long. You have 28 sec-

onds to say everything. They

have a beginning, a middle, and

an end. Sell, yes. But create a

believable character."

He mentioned the "thing

about making money and selling

out," but smiled and said "I like

making money." He recalled the

lean years when it was impos-

sible to live off writing. He
once earned S15,000 for three

months work vmting a movie.

He thought he was all set be-

cause he just had to sell four

scripts a year. His next sale was

a year and a half later. "Writing

had better be a lot of fun for

you," he said,"because it is a

bitch. Hopefully you get better

and more confident all the

time."

"It makes you very nervous

the first time you see your play

done. You've lost control," the

playwright said. "But if you

have luck and good people to put

it on, you don't need control."

He says the help a good director

can give is amazing. He dis-

played a deep reservoir of bitter

scorn discussing a bad director

he worked with in New York
years earUer.

Watching a play grow in re-

hearsals is fas^ating to Cre-

hore, He goes to all the rehears-

als, but tries not to make
changes. He feels his plays are

never finished, thus he continu-

ally rewrites because he is never

satisfied. He said, "It is always

fascinating when the people

involved with the play like it."

When Crehore was teaching at

CCCC, his students had differ-

ent reasons for wanting to

write plays. One woman in her

seventies wanted to write a

thriller. "And she did. A damn
good thriller," he said. A law-

yer took the course and wrote a

play so he could write the dia-

logue of others. He felt it

would help him to write for his

law cases. A novelist didn't

want to write a play at all. He
was uncomfortable with "and
lousy at" writing dialogue.

During the course he concen-

trated on his characters conver-

sation, not on plot, but he pared

down the dialogue until it

"really moved," says Crehore.

Crehore draws ideas from life.

While listening to someone he

often feels his eyes glazing over

as he thinks "that would make a

very interesting play." He
hopes the person he is talking to

doesn't notice but "I do that all

the time," he confessed.

ALL- CAPE COLLEGE DAY

OCTOBER 19

2:30 - 5 p.m.

GYM . CAFETERIA UPPER COMMONS

100 colleges from .throughout New England

COMING ATTRACTIONS

MARK YODR CALENDAR

SEPTEMBEH 29

THURSDAY
12:30 p.m.

Commons 106

OCTOBER 13
THURSDAY
12:30 p.m.

Commons 106

NOVEMBER 8

TUESDAY
12:30 p.m.

Commons 10&

READING A TEXTBOOK
Learn to make the most of the time you

spend reading and remember more!

PASS THAT TEST
Learn to relax - shed your test anxiety.

Use the proven strategics which helped

last year's class to graduate.

LISTENING and NOTEMAKING
You heard but did you listen?

Learn to make your notes work for .you

with the Cornell method or if you prefer,

map your way to success.
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Sun Blistered Planet

By Julie Hopkins

Global wanning, an issue

which only recently has gained

the concern it deserves, is pos-

ing a threat to the world as we
now know it. Also referred to

as the "Greenhouse Effect" it is

deflned as a wanning of the

atmo^heric temperature, re-

sulting from solar radiation or

light coming to the earth but

outgoing heat radiation being

absorbed instead of reflected.

("Environmental Science"

1987)
The Greenhouse Effect is the

result of two factors: increased

concentration of carbon dioxide

in the air, and the addition of

materials to the atmosphere
that cause the depletion of

stratospheric ozone. Ozone is

the gas necessary to screen out

harmful ultraviolet radiation

from the sun.

For a better understanding of

global warming take the ex-

ample of a greenhouse. In a

greenhouse, visible sunlight

passes through the glass and

heats up the soil warming the

plants. The warm soil emits

radiation in longer wave-
lengths, particularly in infra-

red. Because the glass is opaque
to these wavelengths, it ab-

sorbs and reflects the infrared.

This is why a greenhouse is

warmer than the outdoors and
warmer than a room that does

not allow visible light to enter.

The glass in a greenhouse is a

one-way window open to vis-

ible light and closed to infra-

red. Carbon dioxide, along with

other gases, and water vapor act

in the same way, although con-

densed water droplets in clouds

are opaque to both infrared and
visible light. Thus a change in

the atmosphere's concentration

would change the thermal char-

aaeristics of the earth's sur-

face.

During the 19th century, the

burning of fossil fuels, espe-

cially coal, became prevailent.

By 1900, carbon dioxide levels

in the atmosphere had begun to

rise steadily, reaching 340 parts

per million. According to a re-

cent article in "Discover," lev-

els of the other greenhouse

gases, methane, ozone, nitrous

oxide, and chlorofluorocarbons

have also risen. This is caused by

decomposition of organic mat-

ter, nitrogen based fertilizers,

and human activity. Surpris-

ingly, these gases are more effi-

cient than cartMn dioxide tn ab-

sorbing infrared energy, the

invisible radiation that ordi-

narily carries earth's excess heat

into space.

Factors which contribute to

the Greenhouse Effect are defor-

estation, industrialization, en-

ergy production, cattle, human
activiqr, and poverty. Poverty

contributes to the problem by

encouraging destruction of for-

ests. Approximately 75% of

deforestation occuring in the

world tod^ is accounted for by

landless people on a desperate

search for food, says Jose

Lutzenberger, director of Gala

Foundation, a Brazilian envi-

ronmental group.

Commercial logging accounts

for just 15% of tropical forest

loss worldwide. Another
interesting fact, according to

the 1988 edition of State of The
World, affirms that the

buildup of carbon dioxide and

other gases could increase the

respiration rate of trees. When
respiration occurs more rapidly

than photosynthesis, trees re-

lease more carbon dioxide than

they remove. By doing so, trees

reinforce the verv buildup that

intiated the warming. If respi-

ration exceeded photosynthesis

for an extended period, trees

would stop growing and ulti-

mately die.

suit?

What could re-

As stated, it is the Greenhouse
gases (carbon dioxide, methane,

nitrous oxide, ozone, and chlo-

rofluorocarbons) that disal-

low infrared radiation to escape

the planet, this could result in a

shift in weather patterns

around the world. By the

middle of the next century the

resulting warming could boost

global mean temperatures from
three to nine degrees farenheit.

This equals the total tempera-

ture rise since the end of the last

ice age.

Fluid Dynamics Laboratoiy

predicts that the U.S. will actu-

ally have much drier winters,

and the winter is when most

areas get their precipitation. In

other parts of the world
drought could come to once fer-

tile areas and heavy rains could

go to deserts that carmot handle

them. Such a rapid change in

climate could accelerate species

extinction, as plants and ani-

mals fail to adapt quickly

enough.

Another disaster could occur

from runoff of melting glaciers

and wanning sea water result-

ing in a rise in ocean levels to as

much as 6ft and the loss of low

coastal areas and islands. The
effect would be devastating as

the dramatic disruption of agri-

culture, water resources, fish-

eries, coastal activity and en-

ergy use would incur. World-

wide the encroaching ocean
could devastate major port fa-

cilities and wreak havok on
drainage systems, locks and ca-

nals. Saltwater intrusion into

fresh water rivers and aquifiers

could result in the contamina-
tion of drinking water.

Food is also a resource that

may be disturbed by the Green-
house Effea. A temperature
rise of only 3.5 degrees in the

tropics could reduce rice pro-

duction by more than 10%. Live-

stock is also at risk by the

change.

The effect of global warming
wfll destroy the earth if not

stopped. One way of slowing

down the warming would be to

increase the rate of reforesta-

tion, unfortunately not every-

one wants to invest millions

into tree planting. In fact, many
people today remain unbothered

by the whole idea of the Green-
house Effea. In truth, many
people feel that global warm-
ing is a problem for future gen-

erations to face.

We as an industrialized world

seem to have established a simi-

lar attitude. We continue to

bum fossil fuels ignoring the

fact that the only true way to

eliminate the greenhouse prob-

lem is to return the world to it's

preindustrial state.

A recent issue of Discover re-

vealed that researchers agree

that plenty can be done to at

least slow down the warming.

Energy conservation such as us-

ing less coal, fmding more effi-

cient ways to use cleaner burn-

ing fossil fuels, and taking a

new look at nonfossil alterna-

tives, everything from geother-

mal energy to nuclear power,

could curb the effects.

Global wanning is surely on

the rise, we all felt it this sum-

mer. People must start taking

the entire situation more seri-

ously to that future generations

can enjoy the beauty of the

world in which we now live.

Remember the saying,"Give a

Hoot Don't PoUute"? Well,

it's about time we did.

Pollution In Our Own Backyard
By Sarah Bradshaw

Cigarette packs must cany a

warning on their label because

they are dangerous to our

health. But often people are

oblivious to real health threats

in the environment. There are no
written warnings for drinking

water or the air people breath.

There are not warnings for

woodland creatures or shell-

fish to protect them from con-

tamination.

We only have to look back ten

years to our local newspapers to

see the warnings written be-

tween the lines. In 1978, Strep-

tococcus Bacteria, from man,

was finding its way into ponds.

In the early 1980*1 warnings of

increased population, over-

growth, and the dilicate nature

of Cape Cod were iitued. By
1986, terms like pesticides,

ground tun-ofT, failing septic

systems, Polychlorinated

biphenyles (PBC's), and in-

creased cancer rates were house-

hold words.

In the November 1987 issue of

"The Cape Codder" water was

labeled and "endangered spe-

cies." A study led by Dr. Joseph

Moran, which was panially

funded by CCCC, announced a

new approach to water testing.

It would be done county-wide

instead of just in isolated areas

where problems arose. Several

shellfish beds have already been

dosed, and some people have

started buying bottled water.

This year, the "Cape Cod
Times" reports that Cape offi-

cials are working now to pre-

vent pollution in the future.

Millions of dollars have been

spent studying the warning

signs. Scientists admit there is a

serious problem that will con-

tinue to be investigated.

In the meantime the Cape's

character is facing possible de-

struction. One direa effect is

trash pollution, as illustrated

by the death rate of the Cape's

wildlife. According to Ginger

Carpenter, a naturalist at the

Museum of Natural Histoiy,

seabirds have been found dead

from starvation with plastic

six-padc rings wrapped around

their beaks. Sea turtles die with

plastic bags stuck in their

throats. They mistake the bags

for jelly-fish, one of their food

sources. Oil runoff destroys the

feather structure of all birds,

leaving them unable to swim or

fly.

Ponds have been contaminated

by antiquated septic systems

that spill into the water table.

Ground water is the only source

of supply on the Cape. Lawn
company treatments and fertil-

izer runoff fill both ponds and

lakes. Coliform bacteria levels

are on the rise, and shellfish

beds are closing in large num-

ber. When a pond becomes too

acidic from acid rain, it can no

longer balance its own ecosys-

tem. To counter this effect, lime

is dumped into the water. Fish-

ermen who catch fish from a

stocked pond catch them all,

because the food supply for the

fish is mostly killed off by the

lime.

PBC's reach very high levels in

small organisms at the bottom

of the food chain; they are eaten

by animals higher up on the

chain, such as fish, whales, sea

and game birds, and eventually,

man. Recently, people were

warned against eating the Mer-

ganzer Ducks they were hunt-

ing. A food chain is the system

all organisms live by, the chain

follows . from small to large

with man at the end.

A number of ways to help

properly dispose of trash are

avoiding food wrapped in plas-

tic, purchasing returnable con-

tainers, keeping informed on the

pollution issue, and pressuring

local political representatives

to continue the investigation.

Pollution is not just a problem
on the Cape, the concern of pol-

lution is world wide.

This is an age where people
become ill from drinking tap

water or sick from eating shell-

fish. They can contract Hepati-

tis from swimming in the ocean
and acquire skin cancer from the

thinning Ozone layer.

The issue of pollution can no
longer be ignored. At the recent

presidential debate, the issue of

world pollution was over-

looked. Neither candidate men-
tioned what should be a major

issue at this time. Ignoring the

problem will not make the pol-

lution go away.

If the problem regarding the

pollution of this planet contin-

ues to be ignored, the planet

will eventually cease to exist.

Future generations are counting

on us.
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Alzheimer's Disease Care Guide - A Boost For Caregivers

By Jacqueline A. Duarte

The Alzheimer's Disease and

Related Disorders Association

(ADARDA) has prepared a guide

for those caring at home for

persons diagnosed with

Alzheimer's. This manual of-

fers suggestions on daily man-

agement, including guidelines

for nutrition, toileting, and

shopping. Respected caregivers

also supply information con-

cerning personal experiences

and helpful "tips" throughout.

Alzheimer's Disease, first di-

agnosed in 1906 by neurophysi-

cist Alois Alzheimer, is a slow,

progressive, irreversible

neurological disorder. Accord-

ing to Marjorie M. MulJin,

Chairman of the Health Tech-

nologies Division and vice-

president of the Cape & Islands

chapter ofADARDA, the disease

attacks men and women almost

equally from age 65. /\Ithough

Alzheimer's is perceived as oc-

curing primarily in the elderly,

MuUin stresses that of those

"over the age 85, only approxi-

mately 5% are aifflicted. More-

over, it shouldn't be equated

with growing old. It's a dis-

ease, like any other."

A gradual decrease in the abil-

ity to think, remember, and rea-

son, known as dementia, is ex-

hibited in patients with

Alzheimer's. The severity of

these symptoms varies.

Ultimately, the patient may be

unable to recognize loved ones,

as illustrated by one man's ex-

perience. In tiie Family Care

Guide he wrote, "When it was

time for us to go to bed, my wife

would refuse to sleep with me
because she did not know who I

was. I solved the problem by

sitting on the bed with her for

about a half hour prior to bed-

time and going through old

photo albums."

The guide also Qq)tains that

while other well known dis-

eases such as Huntington's and
Lou Gehrig's produce dementia,

Alzheimer's is the most com-
mon. In addition, depression,

nutritional deficiencies, brain

tumors, and certain medications

are also symptoms of conditions

which cause or mimic dementia.

As the disease advances other

symptoms, including disorien-

tation, personality changes,

wandering, depression, bellig-

erence and incontinence, may
surface.

Wandering can be dangerous

because the patient, often un-

aware that they are lost, may
wander into areas of traffic and

risk being strudc by a car. Addi-

tionally, the wanderer risks the

chance of becoming a crime vic-

tim.

The guide suggests that car-

egivers have the memory-im-
paired person carry identifica-

tion in the form of a necklace,

bracelet or wallet card. Also it

is a good practice to give the

name, description, and a recent

photograph of the patient to the

local police and fire depart-

ments.

Alzheimer patients may act

hostile and demanding toward

the caregiver because of a misun-

derstanding of a situation or

justifiable frustration with the

disease. "People are uneducated

about the disease and may fear

the victims. They are usualfy

not dangerous," says MuUin.

One caregiver from Carlisle,

MA wrote, "a psychiatrist told

me that the angry lashing out of

a patient is displaced anger at

the disease."

Once the caregiver under-

stands that the belligerence is

often not aimed at him, the fol-

lowing approach might be at-

tempted: Provide the dementia

patient with a pet, doll or

stuffed animal because all seem
to have a calming, soothing ef-

fect. The guide warns that the

caregiver must try not to show
personal anger for the patient

could easily misinterpret it.

causing increased anger to re-

sult.

At present there is no cure for

Alzheimer's. It is treated

through behavior management
with much love, support, and
patience from those involved

with the victim. The famity of

an Alzheimer patient witnesses

a steady, progressive deteriora-

tion tasting from 2-15 years.

IhGADARDA Family Care Guide

is especially for these families

and is written in simple, easily

understood language. Copies
are available and may be ot>-'

tained by calling the Cape &
Islands chapter of ADARDA at

(508) 362-2211.

Health Services Open To All

by St^hanie Shay

The CCCC Health Center pro-

vides students with quality care

at both the physical and emo-
tional levels. Students are for-

tunate to have one of the state's

top health facilities available

for their needs.

According to Esther Landiy,

Director of Health Services, the

campus health center was one of

the first of its kind in the state.

The Center is equipped with

most "over the counter" medi-

cations and offers the latest

information on almost any ail-

ment encountered.

From aspirin to counseling,

"There is always someone to

help," said Landry. "And if I

don't have the answers, I will

do my best to find someone who
does."

The Health Center is open from
8:00 until 4:00. Dr. Williams is

in from 8:30 until 10:30 a.m. on
Wednesdays. Appointments are

recommended,
but Landry stated, "I hope I am
never so busy that I can't take

care of someone who walks in

with a real need."

A shift in college funds has

resulted in a shortage of staff

this semester. Landry feels more
concentration in health educa-
tion is necessary.

The funds have been diverted

to a new Health Center seminar

series that is based on problems

and questions Landry has en-

countered with various stu-

dents. "It gives people a chance

to realize they are not the only

ones with these particular

problems," said Landiy. The
last seminar concerned the issue

of date rape and was held on
Oct.4. Other seminar topics in-

clude, AIDS, Dysfunctional
Families, and Stress Dynamics.
Some of the other services that

the Health Center offers are

nutritional information, preg-

nancy testing, stop-smoking
clinics, and any counseling
needed.

All students qualify for

health care, which is covered by
the tuition's multi-purpose fee.

Referals are also given when
needed.

The emergency extension for

the center is 333. There are also

medical staff available in the

evening from 6:00 until 10:00.

Landry and the Health Center
staff can or will try to answer
any questions regarding any
topics of concern to students,

from handicapped parking to

anonymous AIDS testing cen-

ters. Landry's commitment to

health service is admirable. She
believes that "if you really care

about people, then you must
help them live the healthiest,

happiest, most productive lives

possible and that is what this

center is all about."

Wanted Spring Break
Representive for

Natl. Tour Company
Great Benefits

Caii Today
(612)784-2287
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Summer Games Plagued With Controversy
ByTonyDeCicco

Now that the Summer Games
of the 24th Olympiad are beMnd
us we have the time to reflect on
their high and low lights and all

the controversy in between.

The games had their share of

superstars and dramatic stories.

Greg Louganis splitting his head
on the diving board in the pre-

liminaries and coming back to

claim two golds. Florence Grif-

fith-Joyner was also quite un-

forgettable with three gold
medals and a silver.

But these games, unfortu-

nately, will not be remembered
for their great athletic feats.

These games will be remembered
for the controversy that

plagued them. Everyday it

seemed there was something

new, such as American boxing
coach Ken Adams incorrectly

reading the schedule of the day's

bouts. The error caused An-
thony Hembuck to be disquali-

fied in the opening round for

failing to show up for his match
at the allotted time.

After the Hembuck incident

and the shocking first-round-

knockout of World Champion
Kelcie Banks, an American, the

boxing squad rebounded quite

well to gain three gold, three

silver and two bronze medals.

But controversy again reared its

ugly head in a gold medal round

match between American Roy
Jones and South Korean Park Si-

Hun in the Jr. Middleweight

class. Jones totally dominated
the fight and won by a shutout

on two of the judges score cards,

but the other three somehow
gave the decision to Si-Hun.

Later the U.S. coach said he saw

a Korean official handing a gold

bar to one of the judges,

prompting an investigation by

the International Olympic
Committee.

Then came the steroid contro-

vert- First, the disqualifica-

tion of the Bulgarian weight-

lifting team, who completely

dominated the event until one of

the lifters was caught with

steroids in his system. After

having that gold medal
stripped, the whole team left

the games to avoid further em-
barrassment.

Next came the worst emba-
rassment of all. Canada's Ben
Johnson, who had defeated Carl
Lewis for the title of the
"World's Fastest Human," was
found to have steroids in his

system. After being stripped of

his medal, he fled the games in

shame. He went from conquer-

ing hero to humiliated man in

the span of 24 hours. This, more
than anything, rocked the
Olympic Games.
After the Ben Johnson incident

people started to accuse many
other athletes of steroid use.

Among the accused were swim-

mer Matt Biondi and runner

Florence Griffith-Joyner. Their

total domination of their re-

spective sports caused su^icion
to befall them. Both came out
negative after being tested for

the drug.

It became quite clear that the
Olympic committee must devise
a more accurate way of testing

all the competitors. It's just

not fair to all the athletes that

don't use steroids to have to
compete with the ones that have
benefitted from the use of the
drugs.

The first step was taken at

these summer games. However,
in the future the athletes using
steroids should be screened out
of the competition long before
the Olympic Games roll around.

New Hoop Coach A Proven Winner
By Matthew Igoe

If you looked up the word
"winner" in the dictionaiy, you
may find a picture of Mark
Southworth. The new men's
basketball coach begins his first

season at the coUege this month
and is veiy enthusiastic about

bringing a winning program
here

"I am veiy excited," said

Southworth on the outlook for

the season. "To get the chance to

coach at this level and not have
to move my family is a great

opportunity."

Southworth, a social studies

teacher at Bourne High School,

spent six very successful years

as basketball coach for

Fairhaven. In his last two sea-

sons he compiled a 40-8 record.

DONT GET CAUGHT BY YOUR BOSS!

-

Weak Writers

Eighty-three percent of surveyed chief

executive officers said their younRer
executives can't write well. "The most
common probiems:

• Wordiness

• Poor orcanization

• Style or tone inappropriate for the

intended audience

• No cleaxiy stated purpose

Source HwuK-Cnynxn ife AmjuhtoUM /nc. -

COME

IMPROVE YOUR WRITING SKILLS

TO THE ADC (Academic Development Center)

South BuUding HI

PHYLLIS LEE, WRITING ADVISOR

POLLY BABNER, READING 4 STUDY ADVISOR

including a trip to the State

Finals in 1987. That year South-

worth gained great recognition,

receiving Coach of the Year
honors from both the Mass
Coaches Association and ,the

Boston Globe for guiding
Fairhaven to a 23-3 record. He
gained even more merit by two

coaching assigrmients in the Bay
State Games and he was chosen

to sit on its scholarship com-
mittee in 1988.

Coach Southworth will stress

academics as much as basketball

to his troops this season. He
will also serve as a recruiter for

the college. One can't help but

feel that this will be one great

season for the Helmsmen and

their new coach.

Looking for a CAREER DIRECTION ?

We won't tell you what to do, but we can help you make

good career and life decisions! Stop by today!

COUNSELING CENTER

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

Or call Ext 318 for an appointment
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Mainsheet Slaughters Administration

by Gretchen Grabau

The agile MainSheet volley-

ball team massacred the arthri-

tis-stricken Administration

squad in a best of 5 match on

Tuesday, Oct.4. Although the

Administration team put up a

good fight, the MainSheet
pulled through, winning 3

games to 1.

The Administration took the

first game, IS-ll, with Lori

Crawley and Andy Robinson

serving for five points each.

"Jailbird" Registrar Ernie Cole

served on game-point and

brought the Administration to

its dark victory.

The MainSheet, however,

shattered their dreams. At the

onset of Game 2, the Admini-

stration led by seven points.

They were not to savor their

victory for long. MainSheet's

Matt Igoe stepped in to serve

and raised the score to 13-11,

Mainsheet. The
Administration's Lori Crawley

returned to tie it up, 13-13. But

Crawley's magic was lost this

time. The Administration lost

the serve and Lisa Rondeau,

fledgling MainSheet reporter,

served on the two points that

tied the match 1-1.

Game 3 began with MainSheet

scoring six nonconsecutive

points. Andy Robinson (Mr.

Intimidation, as he is known in

volleyball circles) stepped m
and tied the game six-all.

Peter Brib served on 2 points

for MainSheet but Dean Sulli-

van (yes, Dean Sullivan) served

for three points, bringing the

score to 10-7, Administration.

Lisa Rondeau returned to bail

out the MainSheet, serving for 5

consecutive points. Bruce Bell

brought the game within 3 but

lost the serve. The Administra-

tion regained and the score was
12-14.

Peter Brib dashed any hopes the

Administration may have had to

take game 3 by bringing the

MainSheet over the top. The
final score was 15-12.

MainSheet led 2 games to 1,

forcing the Administration to

hustle. Their efforts were use-

less. MainSheet's ace in the hole

turned up for game 4.

Reporter Dan Heimessey, just

back from Seoul, brougjit in

some much needed relief for the

tired MainSheet team. Hen-
nessey scored the first 4 points

but Andy Robinson countered,

bringing the game within 1.

MainSheet's Matt Blackburn

stepped in and ground 3 points

off of Dean Sullivan. Adminis-

trator Augustin Dorado ex-

claimed, "they've found our
weak spot now!" After Black-

bum put the score up 10-3, Sul-

livan made a comeback of 2
points.

Dan Hermessey brought the

MainSheet to game point but

lost the serve. Bruce Bell made a

strong attempt and brought the

Administration within 5.

The attempt was futile as Matt

Igoe served the wirming point.

The final score was 15-11.

The Administration made a

valiant effort but they just

could not stop the MainSheet

powerhouse. Dean Sullivan

balked that the ethic-driven

reporters had cheated so a re-

match may be in the air. Other

players for the Administration

were Jane Cunninghani, Carol

Call, and Kathy Paniss. The
women played hard and played

well. Tim Crowninshied, Moe
Rondeau, and Maureen Bnggs
held down the fort for Main-

Sheet and were instrumental in

setting up the ball for scores.

The MainSheel welcomes

challenges from any other sniv-

eling campus organization.

Next victim please!

THE BIG DEAL
ON MADONNA

STREET
October

17, 18, 19

Mario Monicelli's classic spocf
of "perfect crime" fi-~.= abcut a

hapless pack of amateur
safecrackers. Starring Marcello
Mastroianni, Toto, Vitorio Gassman,
and Claudia Cardinale. 195B.

TOKYO STORY
October 24, 25, 26

"one of the greatest of all
Japanese motion pictures. "-Donald
Richie

,

"A masterpiece. "-Charles
Michener, Newsweek.

1353. In Japanese with English
subtitles

.
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Regents Bow to Presidential Pressure
by Tim Crowninshield

Chancellor Franklyn P. Jenifer and the

Massachusetts Board of Regents of

Higher Education have agreed, in prin-

ciple, to the demands of state and commu-

nity college presidents to recommend a

base budget figure for fiscal year 1990

which does not fall below the current 1988

operational budget. That agreement, as yet

not in writing, came about as a result of

negotiations between the Public College

and University Presidents and Jenifer and

his staff. The negotiations were held on this

campus on the 19th and 20th of October.

In an October 11th letter to the Presidents,

Joseph Finnegan, Vice ChanceUor for Fis-

cal Affairs and Management, proposed a

budget which represented a 4.5% de-

crease in overall funds from the 1988 level.

At CCCC this percentage would have

meant a reduction of $323,850. President

Philip Day found this unacceptable, saying

that the recommendation "doesn't even

come close to addressing our needs."

Surprisingly, the Regents' proposal is less

than the one previously considered by

them last June. In that proposal they re-

quested exactly what Governor Dukakis

had requested for fiscal year 1989 in his

House Bill 1. This also included a 5% annual

adjustment for inflation as well as a provi-

sion which would have allowed each col-

lege to request an additional 3% of their

base budget to cover 'critical needs'. At

CCCC this would have amounted to about

$185,000, much of it earmarked for the

Developmental Education field.

By requesting less than the Governor's

;i

Chancellor Jenifer

offer, the Regents are missing out on ' an

opportunity to get additional monies, ac-

cording to Day. "You're not going to get

what you don't ask for", he observed.

In addition. Day feels that the Regents'

failure to adopt the Governor's request as

a base for their own represents a breach of

faith because "there was a previous

agreement between the Board of Regents

and the colleges and universities that at the

very least the Board of Regents' fiscal year

1990 budget request had to reflect what the

Governor had originally requested in his

own fiscal year 1989 budget bill (House Bill

1), adjusted by 5% to accommodate infla-

tion."

Although slightly mollified by the Re-

gents' agreement to rework their recom-

mendation. Day is not completely satisfied.

"The irony of the situation is that the Re-

gents are making us feel as if we've been

given a gift, when in reality we are simply

bringing our Request for Fiscal Year 1990

up to the level of our actual budget for fiscal

1988."

Day went on to point out that the lack of

inflationary adjustment for the next two

years, coupled with strong enrollment

growth (17% in 1988), form a situation in

which the need for increased funding is

obvious. He remarked that the current situ-

ation remains fluid and that it will stay that

way until the Presidents receive the Re-

gents' written assurance that the 1990

proposal win not fall below the budget of

1988.

The Board of Regents expects to finalize

its proposal in December.

College Seeks to Increase Parking by 50%
by Matthew Blackburn

At a recent Trustee's Meeting, President

Day proposed the expansion of lots 2

through 7 in a plan that would yield over 400

new parking spaces. According to Direc-

tor of Facilities Bob Phillips, the project is in

its preliminary stages. Once underway, the

additional spaces will be convenient to

North and South Buildings, and any further

construction will provide access to the

Science Building.

Presently, project managers are trying to

find a cost estimate. The estimate is based

on costs to clear, fill, light, landscape, and

provide proper drainage for the sight. The

target is to expand lots 2 through 5 as soon

as possible, providing an additional 242

spaces by as early as next fall. Plans have

also been drawn for the expansion of lot 6.

Included in the plan will be the develop-

ment of a large parking area between lots

6 and 7.

The funds available for the construction

of new lots total $120,000. The cost esti-

mate will show how much funding will be

needed for each new space. The school

will then accept bids for construction.

While the current expectation is that the

242 spaces will go in first, there will be a bid

alternate. This alternate will stipulate that

any company wishing to continue their bid

by constructing behind lot 6 will be allowed

to add 63 more spaces in that area. This

ensures that the school will benefit from

market competition.

Aesthetic concerns over changes in the

landscape were addressed by both Day

and Phillips. Phillips assures that visually,

the campus will not suffer. The lots will

extend 60 feet beyond their present curbs,

;
and this will require, in some places, the

clearing of from 20 to 50 feet of trees,

rocks, and brush.

Phillips wants to keep any major natural

outcroppings by requiring that the contrac-

tor build around them. He specifically

noted the large rock in the middle of lot 12

as an example of what will remain un-

touched by construction. Day said that

measures will be taken to block the sight of

Route 6 from the campus, as is presently

the case. He is, "deeply concerned that we

not disrupt the natural beauty of this cam-

pus."
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News

Tip Wows College Audience

by Stephanie Shay

A thundering applause greeted former Speaker of the

House, Thomas P. 'Tip" O'Neill, Sunday, Oct. 16 as he

entered the CCCC auditorium.

O'Neill, the only man in history to serve ten consecutive

years as the Speaker, began his career in public office in

1936. He has known ten presidents and held office during

eight administrations.

With anecdotes relating to presidents from Franklin

Roosevelt to Ronald Reagan, O'Neill enthralled the audi-

ence with his candor and sense of humor. Each president

that O'Neill worked with had his positive and negative

points, and he went on to describe the legacy each had left.

O'Neill ^oke of his appreciation for Franklin Roosev-

elt and what he stood for. He added that Roosevelt "used

the radio and his famous 'Fireside Chats' to ralty the

people behind him."

O'Neill's respect and admiration for Hany Truman was

clearly evident. He spoke of Truman's presidency as, "a

thing of beauty." Dwight Eisenhower, in O'Neill's

mind, was a "sharp, shrewd politician, who used his staff

wisely."

O'Neill spoke at length about John Kennedy, a fellow

Democrat and friend. According to O'Neill, "Kennedy

was a political genius." Although Kennedy did not fare

well with the legislature, O'Neill feels that, "If Ken-

nedy had Uved, America would have never been enmeshed

in Vietnam." He bases this on off-the-record comments

made by Kennedy during a discussion they had preceding

his fatal trip to Dallas. This conversation is not a figment

of his imagination, O'Neill stressed, as some parties seem

to think. Kennedy's legacy, said O'Neill, was that "he

brought more people into public life around the world

than anyone else, and he stood up to Kruschev."

"If Lyndon Johnson had stuck to legislative goals he

would have gone down in history as one of this country's

greatest presidents, but he got caught in the quagmire of

Vietnam," said O'Neill.

O'Neill spoke of a "meanness" in the government during

the Nixon years. "No one ever entered the presidency as

well prepared as Richard Nixon... his problem was the

people he chose to work with." He stated that Nixon,

prior to the '72 election, was stricken with paranoia,

which resulted in the Watergate scandal.

O'Neill on Gerald Ford: "He served briefly, but well.

He brought the country together after the meanness of the

Nixon administration." He felt that Ford was the "right

man at the right time" but that his short presidential

career will be downplayed by historians.

Jimmy Carter, said O'Neill, "was one of the smartest

men 1 have ever met." O'Neill praised Carter's decision to

boycott the 1980 Ofympics because it opened the eyes of

the Russian people. He stated that it made the Soviet

people think that, "America is not here competing because

we do not have freedom." O'Neill feels that through

historical perspective. Carter will be regarded as a great

president.

According to O'Neill, "Ronald Reagan was the presi-

dent with the least knowledge of government; he sur-

vived by surrounding himself with the best people." He
referred to Reagan's popularity as a "honeymoon with the

press." Regarding some of the mistakes made during the

Reagan administration, O'Neill said, "I honestly believe

he was la^ and didn't do his homework." The greatest

legacy Reagan will leave is his success in reducing the

Cold War, stated O'Neill.

When asked about this year's election, O'Neill replied,

"The race is closer than the people are being led to be-

lieve." He seemed disappointed by the transformation in

the character of the two canidates.

The main issue of this campaign is the deficit, "We are

the largest debtor nation in the world," he said. He spoke

about ihe-erosion of the Soviet Union and the United

States as world powers and that in the next century, West

Germany will be the richest nation in the world and Japan

will be the industrial power.

In a final remark regarding students' voting apathy,

O'Neill staled, "If you don't actively participate, then

you are responsible for the results." He advised that the

most important question that should be asked in the vot-

ing booth is: "Who can best lead America into the 21st

century?"
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President Philip Day accepts a check for $32,000 from George Tuttle and Ted Wilson, President
of the Cape Cod Arts Foundation. The money is half the revenue from this summer's
"Pops by the Sea" concert. It wiU be used to further arts and cultural events at the coUege.
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News
Students Dispute The Presidential Debate

by Matt Igoe

Many students at the collegejoined the estimated

62 millionAmericanswho viewed last week's presi-

dential debate. According to national polls, the

ninety-minute debate was a victory for Vice-Presi-

dent Bush and CCCC students echoed a similar

sentiment.

"Both candidates did a commendable job, but

Dukakis did not get a knockout blow," said sopho-

more SeanWitman. Witman, who says he's leaning

toward Bush in the election, feels that time is

running out for Governor Dukakis.

Some students saw Bush as the clear cut winner.

Freshman, Sandy Harrigan, felt that "Bush ruined

Dukakis." She explained that "Dukakis tried too

hard to make himself likable."

Basil Peyton supports Bush. He is confident of

the Vice-President's experience adding,

"Dukakis's chances are slim and none and Slim left

town!" He felt that Dukakis's stand on capital

punishment, the question which opened the de-

bate, was ridiculous. "Dukakis is a Uar if he says he

wouldn't suppcwt the death penalty for the person

who raped and killed his wife."

Chris Kent, a law enforcement major, also ques-

tioned the Governor's stand on crime. "I feel that

Bush is behind police officers, whereas Dukakis is

weak in this area."

However, one student did come to the defense

of the Duke. "I love Dukakis," said Dan Hen-

nessey, "Bush will not get any of the military vote

because of Quayle."

With just a little more than two weeks to go until

the election. It seems Dukakis has hiswork cut out

for him, especially here on campus. The debatewas

seen by many, as his last chance to get his message

across to the voters, but his attack seemed punch-

less and the teflon that Bush borrowed from Re-

agan is still working it's magic."

-i

/
Chris Kent Sean Witman

Announcements

student Art Exhibit Schedule

Monday, Oct 31

Friday, Nov 11

Tuesday, Nov 29

Visual Fundamentals

Drawing (a)

Watercolor

Sea Change

Studentswho with tojoin the editorial staff of Sea Change, 4 C's

literaiy magazine, should sign up on the sheet on the door ofN-

237 (Patricia McGraw's office.) Since Sea Change is published

in late April, the staffwill meet most frequently during the spring

semester. The first meeting of the staff will be aimounced soon.

Public Affairs Series

The Social Science Division's Public Affairs Series will sponsor

a program entitled, "The Presidential Election: Dilemma of

Democracy." Presented by Dr. Richard H . McKey, the program

will be held on Thursday, Oa.27,at 12:30 in C106 (Student

Commons.)

Denise Levertov

David Gcier Photography, New Directions Publishing Corporation

"America's foremost contemporarywoman poet," Denise

Levertov, will be presenting her poetry on Friday, OctTS, at

3:00 p.m. in the Arts Center. Levertov has published many

volumes of poetry, includingThe Freeing ofthe Dust, which

won the 1976 Lenore Marshall Poetry Prize.

"Levertov is a poet of flexibility, depth, and imaginative

growth. She has become one of those figures around

whom a large part of our sense of what has occurred in

American poetry in the last fifteen years or so revokes."

- Ralph J. Mills, Parnassus.
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Student Commentary

A Vote for the Future
by Ellen Bums

It's 1992. Just four years after the '88 elections. You're watching

the tube when an emergency news broadcast appears on the

screen. The Massachusetts town in which you live is being

evacuated. It seems there was an accident in which a truck

canying nuclear wastewas overturned. Deadly radioactivity has

already penetrated the primary water supply for the town and

over 100 people within the immediate area are already dead.

In a state of panic you run to the phone. Your spouse works

within 1/2 mile mile ofthe accident andyou want to try and reach

him/her. Before you can pidc it up, it rings, and voice on the

other end says, "I'm sorry to have to tell you...."

Sound farfetched? It's not! This is one of the many risks we

take by allowing the generation of nuclear power lo continue.

Every day that Pilgrim I and Yankee Rowe are in operation, they

produce 150 lbs. of deadly radioactive waste that remains

dangerous for over 200,000 years. There is no adequate method

of storage or disposal, and a leak in our "containment" systems

could be far more disastrous than a core meltdown. By using

electricity that produces this awful waste, we are placing a

burden upon our children, their children, and generations there-

after. The financial and health costs are unthinkable.

The grassroots campaign against unsafe forms of energy has

worked to place a binding referendum on the November ballot.

Passing this questionwould force the shutdown ofthe state's two

nuclear plants by July 4, 1989 Of course, the utility opposition is

fierce. Th^ have $5.5 million on their side-we have the the

truth.Th^ stand to lose theirhuge investments. We stand to lose

much, much more.

Pilgrim I is "one of the worst run nuclear power plants in the

country," according to the NRC (Nuclear Regulatory Commis-

sion). It has been shut down for 2 1/2 years. When it was open,

it only operated 50% of the time. It's cost 500 million dollars to

"fix" and if you pay an electric bill, you've paid for this costly

project plus for the replacement power. And the replacement

power is cheaper than the nuclear power!

Yankee Rowe is the oldest plant still in operation. If it were a

new plant, it would never be granted a license under today's

standards. Westinghouse, the manufacturer of the plant's tur-

bine confirmed that this important part was deteriorating with

age and eqjosure to radiation. The risks of keeping these plants

open are boundless. And we don't need to take these risks.

Combined, these two plants will onty produce about 4% of the

region's power supply—4 lousy percent! Boosting efficiency ui

the Boston area alonewould reduce the demand by 12 times the

amount produced by these plants! And 61 utility companies have

offered twice the amount we'd get from the reactors through

hydro-electric, cogeneration, and other safe sources of power.

And in the meantime, we could put our resources into develop-

ing our own renewable source power facilities. So why don't we?

Because the utilities are allowed to make a huge profit from

nuclearpower even if it isn't in the best interest ofthe consumers.

On November 8, vote"YES" on Question 4 and force the

utilities lo be re^onsible in its production of electricity.A "yes

" vote could very well be a vote to save your life.

To join the campaign, contact BUen Bums at 394-5201.

Letters to the Editor...

student Abhors Cigarette Smoke
Being a student at Cape Cod Conununity College, I feel I

have the right to voice my opinion. IVe noticed that

everywhere I go on campus I'm unable to escape the foul

stench of the cigarette.

This tends to bother me the most when I'm in the cafete-

ria. I walk in and instantly feel ill. My eyes begin to water

and my head starts to spin, not to mention my clothes reek

of the disgusting cigarette smoke. This makes it hard to

enjoy eating my lunch.

There are "NO SMOKING" signs posted all over the

cafeteria. The only contribution these signs provide is to

take up wall space. It's interesting how so many college

students are unable to read.

My only request is that there would be non-smoking

areas in the

cafeteria. It would make eating lunch enjoyable.

Kristin Torrance

Smokers Resent Discrimination

If we are required by law to have a certain amount of

seating for smokers and non-smokers then let's do so by

all means. Ventilation is also an issue that should be

looked into carefully. People would be more likely to sit

in the smoking area if a few changes were made.

First of all, it needs to be a more reasonable size, how can

one expect people to be comfortable if we're all crammed

into one small area. People who smoke need a little

breathing room too. Also, non-smokers as well as smok-

ers sit in this crowded area to visit with their friends.

Another thing that bothers me, and quite a few others is

the fact that we are caged in by a huge barricade. I feel that

it is quite hidious. Are we animals? No, I don't think so. 1

get the feeling of being secluded from the rest of the

college students, and it shouldn't be that way, because

everyone is human and shouldn't feel left out. If we were

able to open these gates, I feel that we would all have a

better sense of what's around us.

The greatest help of all, would be a better ventilation

system. Right now we are unable to breathe even in the

non-smoking sections. Please, don't try to tell me to open

a window, that is not the best solution to our problem,

maybe in the summer time it's fine, but not in the winter.

Further more, if it is absolutely essential to have a barri-

cade, then why not use a rope or big signs? Anything, but

that white pidcet fence.

We as people, are not any different because we smoke, we
are still human, so please don't treat us like animals, for

we are not.

Kimberly J. Hobnes

Cotuit Busing Unsafe

Last week was bus safety week. We have been sent home
bus safety rules with each of our children to educate

parents and children on bus safety praaices. The question

I'd like to ask is how concerned is the bus company with

the safety of our children?

I've lived in the Cotuit area for one year. Upon starting

school here my daughter had a perfect place to wait for the

bus. The bus stop is visible from my house, and the

neighbor's house down the street; furthermore, the chil-

dren were allowed to stand on the neighbor's porch in the

event of rain and snow. If there were any oncoming traffic

the children could see it, and would also be seen by an

oncoming car.

Suddenly, after being sent home a notice, this bus stop

has been changed to the comer of Newtown Road and

Brittany Drive. This is an extrodinarily dangerous comer!

The cars come around the comer excessively fast, without

expecting to see children waiting at a bus stop. There is no

warning ahead of time, because the comer is sharp. This

was considered the bus stop in previous years, but because

of the dangerous situation, was changed to the safer stop of

the two. It took my neighbor a year to get it placed there,

only to have it changed back again.

From what I've heard, the reason it was changed back is

because it was dangerous for some of the children to wait

on Newtown Road; so they needed a halfway point be-

tween the two. Some of the children are now walking

down Newtown Road to get to the new bus stop because of

it. 1 can understand the situation, but I do not think this is

a solution.

To solve the problem, I would not recommend calling

the bus company. We've done that only to arrive at no

conclusion. The only solution I can see is to make arrange-

ments for the bus to stop at the children's houses who live

on Newtown Road, stop at the comer of Newtown Road
for the people who want a halfway point, and stop at the

comer of Westbuty Way for the other children. I don't

think the bus company would agree with this, because

they are overly concerned with consolidating time. The
sheet they sent home was written down to the last min-

ute. I'd rather see the children arrive at school five min-

utes later and be safe.

After all, what is more important? The safety of our

children, or saving time on the bus route?

What is bus safety all about if the bus company is not

practicing it?

Shauna C. Mayo

No Daycare for Handicapped Children

I would like to comment on the daycare center at this

College. This is the second year it has been open and the

center still doesn't accept handicapped children. I tried to

get my son in when it opened, but wasn't able to. The
center was and still is only accepting "normal" kids. I

could see a point in the beginning, but now it's time to

reconsider the issue. The Center has had ample time to

work the kinks out. Handicapped children need daycare

also.

If there was a place for handicapped kids to go, more of

their mothers could attend school. This would be a benefit

to the College. Increased eiuoUment means more revenue

and so on. Isn't that the new President's goal?

Mr. Day has been very vocal about helping the conmiu-

nity. I see this as one of those ways. Starting an Inter-

grated Daycare would be a great benefit to everyone. One
of those benefits I've already stated. Others have to do
with the children themselves.

Melody St.Pierre

Furniture Fails for Notetaking

Good design dictates that form follows function. The

design of the trapezoidal tables used in several classrooms

have aesthetic value, but fail to fulfill their primary

purpose—function—a surface to write on.

Several classrooms use the trapezoidal tables in a row or

two together to make an hexagon. Arranged in a row, the

students sitting at the end have no place to put their arms

as they write. If this happens to be a class where a good

deal of note taking is required, it becomes fatiguing. Tables

arranged in an hexagon are convenient for group discus-

sions; otherwise, about one-third of the class has to tum

to see the instructor and the blackboard.

Again, if a student needs to take notes his arm is half off

the table. Not to mention that one cannot see the black-

board and write at the same time. It becomes turn, look at

the blackborad, turn, write, turn, look at the blackborad,

tum, write.

I have one class in which the tables are arranged in this

way. In the five weeks the class has met, only on one

occasion, for about 15 minutes, have we had an exercise to

do where this type of arrangement was advantageous.

Classroom furniture with the flexibility of these tables

is needed, but if classes that utilize these rooms were only

two-thirds full, they could then serve the needs of both

without any compromise.

In the whole realm of less than ideal stituations at

CCCC this is a small issue. I am not suggesting a "Bum the

Trapezoids Party," but when future selections are made

for classroom furniture the primary function should be

the primary consideration.

NancyLee Cormier

Dorms Improve Student Life

Should Cape Cod Community College have dormito-

ries?

Over the past couple of years, this school has greatly

increased its enrollment. These new students are not all

from Cape Cod. Many of these students have a hard time

finding places that they can afford. Some caimot even find

a place to live and have to commute a total of three hours

a day to and from school.

The college has extra land that it is not using. If the

administration were to invest in dormitories it could be a

major asset to this school. Though this would cost a great

deal of money to start with, this project could bring in a

great deal of revenue once it is completed. This plan would
also help local businesses in the terms of employment .

A more indepth look into the option of dormitories

would prove that this is a necessity not a luxury.

Thomas McDermott
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Election '88: Plodding through the Mire

by Gretchen Grabau

We are at a crossroads in our

time where we are confronted

with a myriad of decisions.

These choices now will greatly

effect our future and the future

of our nation.

Our decision on Nov.8, rests

largely on our ability to impart

change, no matter what party

we adhere to. We must decide

"whether tis nobler in the mind

to suffer the slings and arrows

of outrageous fortune or to

take arms against a sea troubles

and by opposing end them."

Truth

Our "sea of troubles" is a

deficit of nearly S3 trillion and a

secondary education level

populace that is unaware of the

victor in the Civil War or of the

location of Mexico. Our cur-

rent problem is that the Federal

Budget for Fiscal 1988 encom-

passed $291.4 billion for de-

fense yet only $203 billion for

education. Essentially this

means that 10 or 20 years from

now, we will have enough nu-

clear weaponry to annihilate

the earth yet our leaders will

lack the education and knowl-

edge to disallow our destruc-

tion.

Adam Smith's "Invisible

Hand" is choking our economy

and we're opening our collars

so it can get a better a grip.

Laissez-Faire economics just

doesn'twofk in a fiscal situation

ascomplexand out ofcontrolas

ours.

But Americans are afraid. We
ignore these incontrovertible

facts because we are afraid of

forfeiting our material goods.

We are heartless in our pursuit

of skin-deep morality. The
Reagan Administration has

truly illustrated this triumph of

style over substance.

The theme has recurred

strongly in the last eight years.

Many of us have come to be-

lieve that it does not matterhow
rotten or shallowwe are as long

as we look good.

And Americans do look

good. We have the highest stan-,

dard of living in the world yet

we still complain because we do

not have enough- Then we see

the homeless and starving on

television and are riddled with

guilt. We make false gestures of

attrition. We make a small

donation and are on our merry

way.

Yet we never try to affect any

serious change. We continue to

believe that ignored problems

fade away. They don't. They

fester inside ofus and our coun-

try until, eventually, we attempt

to re^ond.

The guilt-induced trepida-

tion thatwe are unworthy of our

success and that one daywe will

be stripped of it "makes us

rather bear those ills we have

than fly to others we know not

of. Thus conscience does make
cowards of us all."

So asserts William

Shakespeare, but, are we really

cowardfy? Are we willing to

eschew our moral dignity for an

unfoundedfear oflosingwealth

and status?

The Reagan Administration

has been cor^ested by more

corruption than any other in

Hli

The fleeting illusion of Rq>ublican prosperity

recent history. Why do we think

Bush would be any different?

Afterall, one of the Vice-

President's major campaign

tenets is that he and Reagan are

cut from thesame cloth, isn't it?

It seems that only the naive

and unfeeling of our country

support Bush. People who
don't follow the news or under-

stand politics and government

are waving the flag and chant-

ing Bush's name.

Young soldiers are affirming

that they plan to vote for Bush

because he is strongon defense.

Yet they fail to realize that Bush

plans to cut back on conven-

tional defense in order to fi-

nance SDI.

Bush, like Orwell's "Big

Brother," perpetuates these

untruths by feeding us political

doublespeak and rewriting his-

tory by capitalizing on

American's ignorance of cur-

rent affairs.

We are encumbered by the

myth of Republican prosperity

to the point that we refuse to

examine what is happening in

ourworld. Yes, some of us have

prospered in the last eight years

but at what cost?

The number of homeless

people has escalated; incidents

of racial violence have in-

creased at an alarming rate.

And we no longer care.

Perhaps this explains the cur-

rent resurgence of superficial

Sixties popular culture. In ro-

mantic 80's retrospect, it was a

periodwhere the adversarywas

easily recognized and the con-

flictwas accepted. Thus, people

were able to make a stand in

clear conscience.

Yet, we have rapidly become

a passive society, allowing

things to happen to us rather

than making them happen. We
are blindly led. We do not ques-

tion; we do not care.

George Bush and his Repub-

lican cronies feed us hal/-truths

and circular answers. Weren't

we all taught as children that

not telling thewhole truth is the

same as lying?

Michael Goldman, a political

consultant in the higher eche-

lon of the Dukakis campaign,

described his candidate at a re-

cent press conference.

Goldman stated that he
Governor's major flaw is that

he truly believes that if people

are well educated, they will

make thoughtful and proper

decisions. Is that so awful? How
many of us would take offense

at being described as having

genuine faith in a person's abil-

ity to reason?

The problem with Bush's

campaigning style is that it is all

"hit and run." He throws out a

few misleading facts, never fully

explains anything, and then

moves swiftly along to his next

non-issue piece of strategy.

The Massachusetts Prison

Furlough Program, Bush's lat-

est non-entity, has been blown

entirely out of proportion. Ac-

cording to the Directory of

Juvenile and Adult Correc-

tional Departments, Institu-

tions, Agencies, and Parohng

Authorities. Massachusetts is 1

in 40 states to have such a prison

release program. Bush also

neglected to point out that the

furloughprogram in Massachu-

setts was instituted 16 years ago

under Republican Governor,

Frank Sargent.

Why do we insist on buying

everything a candidate has to

sell? Why won't we examine

issues instead of digesting

sound-bites like they were the

word of God? Would anyone

buy a sweater on clearance

without first examining it for

defects?

The principle here is the

same. Bush is the clearance

candidate with one large and

obvious defect.

Speaking of Quayle

George Bush and Dan
Quayle continuously misspeak

themselves. Does this reinforce

the concept of a confident

leader? If neither of these men
can exen any command or con-

trol over the English language,

how can we expect them to suc-

cessfully command the nation?

As Peter OToole's character

in'The Last Emperor" told the

young Pu Yi, "Say what you

mean or, otherwise, you will

never mean what you say."

If, by some cruel tridc of

fate. Bush were to become
President and die in office, how
would Quayle react? Visualize

President Dan at the first Cabi-

net meeting, seating chart in

hand. Says Dan, "Now, gentle-

men, at least for the next few

meetings could you please sit in

the same seats? I want to make
' sure that I get the names and

the faces matched right."

Considering that the Repub-

licans, prior to the debate fell

that if Quayle got his own name

right it would be a major coup,

getting other's monikers could

prove a real challenge. Perhaps

this estplains why Quayle did

not respond to questions con-

cerning his ideas were he to

become President. It is difficult

to think in philosophical terms

when one's mind is confused by

obvious detail.

Dan Quayle lacks the intel-

lectual capacity to serve as

President. This is not to say that

all "average" students are not

Continued on page 12

Move Toward Center
by Rob Migliaccio

The old Zen proverb states: "When looking for the answer,

always start at the center."

At first that maysoundvague butwhen one applies this proverb

to real situations it becomes apparent. In 1988 it is still an

innovative and refreshing way to look at life and aU the absurdi-

ties that go with it.

One of the main applications of this concept is how it applies

to ideals in an individual. This whole "us vs. them" attitude that

people have is not bringing people together any sooner, regard-

less of which side they are on.

Unity among people is, without a doubt, beneficial for all

human beings if thought ofon a global level. Global unity starts

with each individual. If people and governments could center

their beliefs and blend ideals they could work towards this goal.

It is happening, little by little, in our lifetime. TheUSSR is letting

American rock groups perform in their country. Millions of

Americans are turning towards Eastern philosophies and turning

against a total Western industrial and material view. Also, Euro-

pean and American cultures are being adopted by many coun-

tries around the world. In other words "It Can Happen."

As many of you have noticed in life, we are, unfortunately,

made up of cliques and social groups which cause friction. So

much time and energy is wasted on pointing fingers and fighting

that we really have lost much ground for progress as people who

share the same air, water and planet.

Given this concept we can easily see that ertremist groups who

think their side is right all the time are really pulling people away

form each other and probably hurting their own movement.

Staunch Liberals are just as much to blame as Conservative

Right-Wingers. Religious Fundamentalists just as bad as Free

Sex, Free-Morality, Free-Everything people. Racist, of course,

have no idea either.

In the sixties we had a huge movement by young people to

change the world for "the better." These young people had high

goals set. Fueled bypsychedelic drugs such as L.S.D., they saw the

world in a"new way."Theybegan calling the government corrupt

and rebelled against established norms. What they wanted was

perfect freedom and peace. Aworld without anyviolence. Some

oftheir goalswere uiuealistic, but most of themwere obtainable

with some effort by the people of this country. What happened

was that thisgeneration also fragmented into little groups. Social

pressure by older, established people stretchedsome people this

way. Peer pressure to stay rebellious stretched others that way.

Still others just drifted from ideals of any sort and vanished into

mediocrity.

What started out as a beautiful movement full ofoptimism and

awareness eventually disintegrated intoamovement where only

a fewpeoplecarried their earlyviews into older adulthood. Many
became strung out on hard addictive drugs like cocaine, alcohol,

speed or heroin; they burned out too much over the years to

make any positive social change. Many others that made it

through the acid years condemmed the whole movement and

became self-absorbed money-making machines. Here again we

see a splintering of ideals. One side took the position that being

a total loser was still "cool and rebellious," although it really

meant they were just lazy. The other side said "Oh well, I just

needed that Porsche, sorry I steppped on my brother to get it."

Of course some of these people did stay atthecenter. These

people took the best of both worids. They became people who

could enjoy life, attain measured success, and most important,

they did not put themselves in little cubicles which for some led

to physical and mental stagnation and in others led to a pathetic

absence of any integrity or feelings towards their fellow man.

This whole centering concept applies to politics and religion as

well. For thousands of years countries have been fighting over

political and religious supremacy and nothing has ever been

attained by the countrieswith extremist views for long periods of

time. There are always uprisings by groups on the furthest end

of the spectrum.

Unfortunately, politics in America is so overcast by media

garbage that one really can't tell who the betterman is.A fusion

in politics would be too good, and unfortunately is a long way

away from this "primitive" era.

Just remember that before you call someone a "jock," get up

off your couch, extinguish the joint, and exercise. Before calling

someone a "head" try loosening up a bit to new things, such as

music and a good time. Taking sides and labeling yourself and

others is really just an old, stale idea that will stunt your growth.

Move in all directions, but more important, move towards the

center.
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Date Rape: There Are No Easy Answers
by Meg Hunter

Part 2 of a 2 part series

"After women have been raped, their autonomy has been

taken away. Furthermore, their esteem is very low and they feel

out of control with their lives. Independence House is there to

aid them in regaining their control." Stated Debra Krumholz on
Oct. 4 to a group of concerned students. Krumholz is rape

guidance counselor at Independence House in Hyannis.

She explained to the students the functions of Independence

House and its important philosophy. The Crisis Center has

obtained a contraa to help rape victims, and firmly believes in

community awareness while stressing preventive measures.

Furthermore, it offersa 24 hour hotlinewith a counselorpresent.

The center also guides women through the legal system and
accompanies the victim to the hospital if she so desires.

The Independence House philosophy is "self help," meaning
that the woman is the one that regains her own autonomy and

esteem. Independence House only provides them with security

and counseling. Krxjmholz explains that the center does not

pressure the victim about the legal decisions concerning the

perpetrator. The center "goes along with what the victim

chooses."

Rape has more myths surrounding it then any other crime,

explains Krumholz. First, it is the only crime where the law

interrogates the victim to seewhat she did to cause the incident.

Krumholz pointed out that when a person gels robbed, the law

does not believe that the victim wanted it to happen.

To demonstrate this pervasive attitude, Krumholz picked a

female student from the audience to play the part of a victim in

a skit. Krumholz played the lawyer. The scenario demonstrated
the law's ridiculous questions and statements, which are so

concerned with what the victim was wearing, and what the time

was when she was walking, that the main point of why she was
raped is conveniently bypassed.

Second, the counselor states that people have a preconceived

notion that rape iswhen awoman is walking down the street late

at night wearing a "se^" outfit and "a manjumps out at her from

behind the bushes." Krumholz warns that this mediaversion of

rape is in most cases, a myth.

Third, rape has nothing to do with what the person looks like

or their age, affirmed Krumholz. Females have been raped as

young as two months, and as old as ninety-eight years. Some
other myths that Krumholz described are: "if there are no

weapons involved, there is no rape, if the woman is not a virgin,

the incident was not a rape. If a man spends a lot of money on

a woman, she owes him sex. If a woman says "I do," then the

husband can have the wife sexually whenever he wants. If the

woman kissed the man or made other physical contact with him,

she must want to have sex." Krumholz explains that while a

woman might want emotional affection, it is not necessarily an

invitation to have sex.

The effects of date rape on the woman can be devastating. Not

only has the victim been assaulted emotionally and physically,

but her sense of trust, integrity and friendship has been de-

stroyed. The woman no longerknowswho to trust. Furthermore,

she continually questions her own judgement and attitudes

toward others. Moreover, if the victim ever confided to the

perpetrator about her sexual past, this incident will be brought

out in open court if the victim decides to press charges.

The woman feels a betrayal of her own judgement and tends

to replay the incident over in her mind, wondering what she

could have done differently to prevent the crime. Krumholz cites

that female jurors tend to be harsher on rape victims then male

jurors. The female jurors have an attitude that one of their

gender acted a particular way, that is why she got raped. The
jurors psychologically build a protective barrier, t^tancing

themselves from the victim, pretending that it could not happen

to them. Sometimes, awoman will simply deny that she ever was

raped, exonerating the rapist. Furthermore, according to

Krumholz, there might be intense anger followed by temporary

sexual dysfunction. Krumholz states that almost all ofthe victims

that she has counseled have had thoughts of suicide.

Citing a poU taken from college campuses across the nation,

Krumholz states that 61% ofmen polled have touchedawoman
against her will.Most ofthe college menandwomen did not view

forced sex after a date as being rape. According to Krumholz,

one of the men questioned in the poll stated, "you are always

going to score, it just depends on how far you have to push

yourself." Often, according to the poll, women complained that

men that later raped them had "Jekyil and Hyde" behavior. At

first, these men were the perfect date. However, as the date

progressed, and it was evident to the man that he was not going

to seduce the woman, he would try to rape her.

Krumholz detailed some interesting factors that women

should look for in a male offender in trying to avoid rape. "If the

man is continually condescending or belittling, always has to be

in control ofevery aspect, such aswhere the woman goes orwhat

she wears, this is a definite indicator for the woman to be extra

cautious. Extrenle jealousy accompanied by anger is another

factor thatwomen should be aware of. Often," states Krumholz,

"this is a sign of insecurity and a need for dominance." Other

factors are: misogenistic ideology, trying to get the female into

an intoxicated or drugged state; threatening a woman with rape

for not wanting to get "high", drunk, or wanting to have sex;

displayed physical violence, unwanted advances, fascination of

weapons, and an enjoyment ofcruelty to animals and people are

behaviors of a potential rapist." Krumholz stresses that women
should not be paranoid, just cautious. She cites driving as an ex-

ample. "One^oes not drive paranoid, but defensively. Women
should try to use the same principles in choosing a date."

Krumholz states several factors on how men can help women
in the avoidance of acquaintance rape. First, a man should never

have sex in an unsure environment, as when the woman shows

hesitant behavior. Second, men need to understand that when

women say no they mean no. Third, a woman should not be

pressured into having sex. Fourth, if either partner has been

drinking, it is best not to have sex. Fifth, don't equate "scoring"

with beii\g a successful person. Six, men should not assume that

th^know what the woman wants sexually. Krumholz adds that

it is always good to talk to the woman and to obtain her insight

on the subject. Last, but not least, Krumholz stresses that men
should not be defensive with the subjea of rape. It is important

for them to know that they can be an important part of the

preventive process.

...Letters Continued from page 4

Art Students Need Space

Cape Cod Community College is fortunate to have the

art teachers they do, too bad the adminstration does not

show more appreciation to the arts by giving teachers and

students more space to work in. Being an art major I have

found it difficult to find my own space to do assigned

projects.

The art center is a good sized building with a lot of

potential, but no one has taken advantage of it. The visual

art classes are held in the basement of the building in only

two working class rooms. The rooms contain about forty

desks all pushed together leaving absolutely no space for

moving around. To get around the desks, one has to

continualy bump into other people and their projects, for

which one receives armoyed glares.

Solutions to these reoccuring problems are many. Some

of the art majors suggest adding another classroom in an

other part of the campus; excluding non-art majors from

the program; offering various times for the more popular

classes; and many more.

Being a learning artist I feel this is a serious problem

which should be delt with in a more appropriate mapjier.

To an artist not having enough space can be frustrating.

Support the upcomming artists of today.

Julie Larsen

Please Stop
by Stephanie Shay

How do you explain to a

group of 19 and 20 year old

people why their young, beauti-

ful friend has died? Do you tell

them it's all right, it happens all

the time; that 25,000 people die

in drunk driving accidents each

year, and the group with the

highest fatality rate is the 16 to

24 year olds.

The country's campaign of

"Just Say No" is admirable, but

it is not enough. Although sta-

tistics show that adults are

drinking less, the same statistics

show that young people are

drinking more. I recently at-

tended a funeral for a young

man, he was only 20 years old, I

realized there that the "Just Say

No" campaign will not stop the

killing that is taking today's

young people off the road into

the cemeteries.

I am not saying that I have an

answer, I don't. I just keep ask-

ing myself "why?" Why are

these kids on such a self-de-

structive path? What can we do

to stop it? I don't know. At this

young man's funeral, a man said

that if the boy could have one

last wish it would be that his

friends would not die as tragi-

cally as he did. The most tragic

part, is that at least one ofthose

distraught young people at the

funeral will drink and drive in

the near future. And the trend

will continue, they drink, they

drive, and they die.

The death of this young man,

whose life had only just begun,

has affected me deeply and

thoroughly. I don't have a solu-

tion to stop this terrible trend,

but please, before you let your

friends or even yourself get

behind the wheel after drink-

ing, STOP. To learn the conse-

quences of drinking and driving

as I have is too tragic, too late,

someone has already died.

Student Art Exhibit Schedule

Monday, Oct 31

Friday, Nov 11

Tuesday, Nov 29

Wednesday, Dec 7

Visual Fundamentals

Drawing (a)

Watercolor

Drawing (b)

"If you don't know where you're going . . . you'll

probably end up somewhere else!" Don't let this

happen to you! Visit the Career Planning

and Placement Office, Counseling Office,

Administration Building- -Monday- Friday 8:30-4:30.
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Jumo Club at the Emerson House

Junto Club Tours Historic Concord
Shortly after eight on Thursday morning, 23 students,

led by literature professor Delores Bird, left campus by

bus for a foliage-lined drive through leaves brightly col-

ored to the town of Concord. The trip was sponsored by

the Junto Club, and Ms. Bird has guided the tour numerous

times. The intent of the visit was to see and learn about the

places where many great American writers of the 18th

Century lived, worked, and died. Concord, although a

tiny town, was the center of an exciting intellectual

world, and the seat of Transcendentalism.

The first stop on the tour was the home of Ralph Waldo

Emerson, known for his many great lectures. Emerson

settled in Concord in 1833, the same year he began his

career as a lecturer. One year earlier he left his pulpit in the

Unitarian Church, for he was unable to accommodate his

Transcendentalist beliefs. Having bought a house, he

settled in with his widowed mother, and his second wife,

Lidian. They had four children, the first of whom,

Waldo, died. He had two daughters, and a second son,

Edward Waldo Emerson who lived to cany on the line.

The house was large and comfortable, spacious and ele-

gantly furnished in every way, including portraits and

sculptures of friends and family. It was charming, for the

most part, except in its want of adequate cUmate control.

The Emerson's used open fireplaces to warm the house, and

no alternative source of heat has been implemented since.

Walking through the house gave students a sense of what

life was like, and an insight into Emerson's life and writ-

ings.

The house is privately owned and maintained by the

Emerson family. Mrs. Sheatsley and her staff of knowl-

edgeable guides organize tours and run the operation. The

house will close for the season shortly, but reopen next

spring.

The next stop for the Junto Club was the Thoreau Ly-

ceum, where Anne McGrath, the curator, lectured to an

attentive group on the life and works of Henry David

Thoreau. The organization provides information and re-

sources to the pubhc for study on this famous former

resident of Walden Pond.

Thoreau attended Harvard College, where he studied to

become a true classical scholar. Proficient in many, lan-

guages, he began a teaching career in Concord upon gradu-

ation. His advanced view of education cut short his rela-

tionship with the public school. He detested the punish-

ment meted out to students each day. He beUeved that

children were people, and treated them with regard and

appealed to their .desire to learn.

With his philosophy differing sharply from the New

England tradition, he opened a preparatory school with

his best friend and older brother, John. To the surprise of

all Concord, the school was a success. And while giving

lessons on water safety seemed dangerous and unorthodox

to some, his ahead-of-the-times practices proved appeal-

ing to many parents.

Thoreau's life was to change course dramatically with

the death of John, just a few years after their school

opened. The school was then closed, and crisis and tragedy

pervaded all of Thoreau's life.

Thoreau knew he had to resolve his plight on his own.

He talked to friends about getting off by himself to write

a book. It was then that Emerson offered his friend land on

Walden Pond. They agreed that Thoreau could clear and

build as much as he wanted, but when he'd fmished, he had

to remove everything. There is a replica of Thoreau's cabin

behind the Lyceum; it was just as deschbed in his book,

truly . for the ascetic.

John's death had a profound effect on Thoreau's life.

While Uving at Walden, Thoreau wrote "A Week on the

Concord and Merrimack Rivers," which told of a journey

he had taken by boat with his brother. Although a psy-

chological boost, the book was a flop commercially.

Thoreau was forced to return many of the copit: to his

home, which he did using a wheel-barrow. His character-

istic wit and good humor were evident, however, in a

remark made to Emerson, "I have the pleasure of saying

that I have a library of 900 volumes, 700 of which were
written by me." Thus cured of his depression. Thoreau
left Walden; the book that is known as Walden, widely

read and reprinted, is taken from the journal he kept while

living there.

Thoreau began his "Plea for Civil Resistance," later to

be known as "Civil Disobedience," shortly after his

experience in jail. The book was widely read, and affected

Such great minds as Tolstoy and Gandhi.

Thoreau was active in his community, contrary to be-

liefs that he was a hermit of some kind. He loved his

community, and said he would always feel fortunate to

say he was from Concord. He was a Civil Engineer, and
surveyed other men's land, made maps for the town, and

helped to lay roads, some of which still exist.

Mrs. McGrath's discourse truly illuminated the life and
character of really a fascinating man. Anyone who visits

the Lyceum would surely come away with a fmer appre-

ciation of Thoreau's writing,, and a feeling of having

known him.

The next visit was to Walden Pond, where a walk

around its perimeter led to the former sight of Thoreau's

cabin. In its place, ntAv stands a pile of stones left to mark

the sight. This practice began many years ago. Each of the

group added a stone to the cairn.

Sleepy Hollow Cemetery, the burial place of many
important writers and artists, was the next stop. There

was the grave of DC. French, who sculpted the Minute-

man Monument in Concord and the Lincoln Memorial in

Washington. The Emerson family was buried there; a

large rock with a plaque stands over the ground where

Ralph Waldo lies. On either side of him are his wife, and

eldest daughter. Emerson's first son was moved there

from another cemetery, and at that time Emerson looked

inside the coffin. Also buried at the cemetery were the

Thoreau, Alcott, and Hawthorne families.

The last stop of the tour was the Minuteman Monument.

It was erected near the Old North Bridge to commemorate

the first battle of the Revolutionary War. At the base of

the statue is an inscription written by Emerson, "By the

rude bridge that arched the flood. Their flag to April's

breeze unfiirled. Here once the embattled farmers stood.

And fired the shot heard round the world."

Physically drained, but mentally invigorated, the group

voted to make one more stop before heading for home.

Refreshing themsebes with Friendl/s ice cream, the

tour of Concord was officially ended.

The trip yielded for all a greater sense of the lives of

American writers, and gave new meaning to their works.

Education found its way out of the classroom, and every-

one appreciated having learned so much.

Sunbathing onLa Costa del laLuz

by Michelle Kirby

Buenos Dias! MicheUe Kirby

With cloudless skies, daily temperatures in the 90's, and

no classes on Fridays, many students take advantage oi

three day weekends by travelling to one of Spain's many

beaches. Although southern Seville is approximately 40

miles from the coast, a bus trip takes at least one and a half

hours. The roads near the coast have many pot holes and

bumps and are many times interrupted by fields of olive

trees or other crops. It's very different than the States,

where you can hop on the highway, cruise at 55 m.p.h.,

and take exit "A" to get to the beach. One thing that is

better than the states when it comes to getting to the beach

is the price; it costs only three American doUars for the

ride, which is in a nice, comfortable coach bus. Surpris-

ingly, the beach itself is also better.

The first beach I visited was Matalascanas. Matalascanas

is on La Costa del la Luz which stretches along side the

Atlantic Ocean. The beach's smooth white sand stretch-

ing for mUes was everything I expected. One of the best

things about my weekend at Matalascanas, besides my

suman, was a nice long jog on the beach under a fuU moon.

It was as beauriful at night as it was during the day, and

much more peaceful.

Gregg Noreel, an International Business major from it.

Mary's University in San Antonio, Texas, also visited

Matalascanas. "The major difference between this beach

and the beaches in Texas is that this beach is just one huge

mehing pot of nationalities," comments Gregg. "In one

day, 1 met people from France, Germany, Portugal and

Italy. Even though we couldn't carry on conversations

with everyone we met, we communicated through ges-

tures. Everyone was so friendly and interesting."

Sue Dineen, an International Relations major from Lake

Forest CoUege in Illinois, chose to head in the opposite

direction and visit the beaches along Costa del Sol. Costa

del Sol is along the Mediterranean Sea in southeastern

Spain. Sue remarks, "I went to Narbella beach and had a

great time, but I went with a group of eight other Ameri-

cans. There were many foriegners there, and I would have

Uked to meet some, but they didn't seem too friendly. I

think maybe we intimidated them a bit because we had

such a large EngUsh-speaking group." Sue also said that

this weekend, she'll be traveUing to Portugal with two

travelling companions instead of eight.

Travelling is obviously an integral part of the overseas

experience. Within the next three months, students will

have countless opportunities to travel throughout Spain

and its surrounding countries. The beaches seem to be most

inviting now because of the warm weather. Once tempera-

lures begin to decline, so will trips to the beach. But for

now, the beach is 'Vhere it's at." As Greg Noreel so

easily put it, "I'm a beach bum at heart, and for less than 30

bucks, I can't think of a better way in the world to spend

a three-day weekend than to enjoy fun and sun along the

coast of Spain." After all, -Life's a beach!'

Hasta Semana Pasatla - Adios!

(until next week)
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Progressive Rock
Review:

The Screaming Tribesmen
by Bill LaPine

Over the past year and a half, Austrailian

bands have been invading the American

music scene: Midnight Oil, INXS, and

Crowded House, to name a few. Now

there is one more name to add to the list and

it is The Screaming Tribesmen.

The Screaming Tribesmen's American

debut album, "Bones + Flowers" is

screaming up the college music charts. It

includes such hits as, "I've Got A Feeling,"

"Casualty Of Love," and "Our Time At

Last." The new album revolves around a

Progressive Rock style, but most of the

songs seem to appeal to anyone who likes

a good Rock beat.

The Tribesmen, being a new group to

America, will bring another form of Aus-

traihan sound to the melting pot of Ameri-

can music. The music scene always needs

new voices, and if The Screaming Tribes-

men continue their success, it is most defi-

nite that they will have a bright future ahead

of them.

Neil Young & Crazy Horse
by Dan Hennessey

Although Neil Young has been around for

more than two decades, his raw style of

acoustic music is still selling records. He
was recently touring the country, and

appeared at Great Woods.

There was a major change in the new

show, as his backup band. Crazy Horse,

has left. They are off doing some solo

shows of their own. The absence of Crazy

Horse, in my opinion, left a major void in the

music of Neil Young. "The Blue Notes"

attempted to fill the void but their overall

reviews were not good.

However, the new album "Live Rust",

performed by Neil Young and Crazy

Horse, will satisfy fans disappointed by the

live show. The album contains the hits

"After the GoldRush," "Hey-hey My-

my," and "Cinnamon Girl." It also con-

tains newly released live music from old

shows that has not yet been heard on rec-

ord. The combination comprises the menu

of this intense record. Young's music flows

like water. His intensity is feh throughout

the record by the roar of huge crowds

reacting to his every note.

As of late, talk of a Crosby, Stills, Nash,

and Young reunion has diminished. Neil

Young has stated that he would not reunite

with the band until David Crosby got off

drugs.

Young's music in concert replicates the

precision of his albums. Either live or in a

studio, he doesn't use synthesizers or rec-

ord dubbing. Some groups sound terrible in

concert. Neil Young in concert is exhaust-

ing. His shows have been known to last for

Two Views: Dead Ringers
bjr Dan Hennessey

There are many ways to waste five dollars. "Dead Ring-

ers" doesn't rate even the lint out of your pocket, never

mind the money.

It was hard to keep an open mind during the movie

because people were fleeing the theater as if there were a

fire drill. Can you tell how much I liked this movie?

The movie got off to a slow start. The main characters,

EUiot and Beverly ManUe, played by Jeremy Irons, were

identical twins living Toronto in 1957. The aspiring doc-

tors constantly tinkered with dolls, pretending to per-

form surgery. The plot crept slowly to 1%7 at Harvard

Medical School. The twins were on their way to becom-

ing premiere gynecologists

As they continued their education something really bad

happened, they spoke. This actor spoke in an English

accent that resembled pig latin; it was that hard to under-

stand. When one brother spoke, I found myself on the edge

of my seat, trying to understand the question by the re-

sponse the other brother gave. But I had forgotten they

by Lisa Rondeau

David Cronenberg has done it again. Director of such

movies as "Scanners," "The Fly," and "The Brood,"

Cronenberg has proven once again that your body can be

your own worst enemy.

"Dead Ringers" is Cronenberg's newest release, and also

his least gory horror film. Instead of blood and guts,

Cronenberg relies on psychological terror to send chills

up and dovra the spines of his audience.

He places twin brothers Elliot and Beverly Mantle

(both played by Jeremy Irons) in Toronto, Canada as prac-

ticing gynecologists. Here the men run a clinic together in

conducting research on the abnormalities and infertility of

women.
Elliot, the more outgoing twin, does all the publicity

and receives all of the recognition for the brothers' work.

Beverly, the shy sensitive twin, does all the research that

wins the brothers' fame. Bev holds down the clinic while

Elliot is out charming the world. The Mantle twins share

everything their whole lives, including their women.

Elliot, the suave one, would seduce the woman and break

the ice and then Bev would take over the courtship and the

woman wouldn't be the wiser. This had ahvays worked

well, until the twins met an actress who came to the clinic

to be treated for infertility. Claire, played by Genivieve

Bujold, caught on to the little scheme and confronted the

brothers face to face^and vowed never to see either one of

the pair again.

After careful reconsideration, and probably with the

idea of teaching Elliot a lesson, she started seeing Bev

again. The two fall in love, but Bev cannot deal with his

were identical. I couldn't understand either one. By this

point in the movie, I found myself thinking of that beau-

tiful five dollar bill I handed the movie lady. A tear came

to my eye and a lump swelled in my throat.

Well, I hate to waste this valuable ink, but I guess I

must go on. The climax of the movie occurred when both

brothers become drug addicts. That's right, uppers,

downers, and their favorite, heroin. Think about that for

a second. Two extremely talented doctors, living in a

plush penthouse, "shooting up" before seeing their first

client! That's kind of like going on a field trip to the

White House and seeing President Reagan playing hacky-

sack with a few select cabinet members. Did I mention

that they had a girlfriend? Yes, one girlfriend between the

two of them. But, I won't get into that.

When it was all over, I wanted to be like a professional

movie critic and say either "thumbs up" or "thumbs

down," but I'll have to be unprofessional and say thumbs

off!

emotions. Claire must go away for ten weeks to shoot a

picture, and from here on in it is all down hill for Bev. He
becomes a drug addict, and can no longer function at work

or even at home. He employs a sculptor to make some
grotesque gynecological tools because he now believes the

women coming to the clinic are all mutated. Elliot real-

izes that Bev is endangering the Mantle name, the clinic,

and all the money they have been granted for research.

Elliot tries to bail out his brother and save all that they

have worked for. He attempts to dry Bev out with his

own detox techniques only to become an ad(^ct himself. If

you remember any of Cronenberg's movies at all you

realize there is no "living happi^ ever after" for his

characters.

Jeremy Irons puts on a spectacular performance as the

brothers. He makes you feel very different emotions for

the twins. You can tell the difference between the two by

the smirk on Elliot's face and the serious, frown on Bey's.

But by the end of the movie, the only way to tell them
apart is by the way they part their hair. Geneviere Bujold,

as Claire, delivers a wonderful performance as the neu-

rotic actress who falls in love with Bev. The film, unfor-

tunately, is not as good as the actors performing in it.

Jay Carr of the Boston Globe says "Dead Ringers seems

to be the ultimate yuppie nightmare." The Old Colony

Memorial states "...David Cronenberg is the director so

expect the unusual." And Boston Herald critic Vemiere

only gave the movie two stars. Do yourself a favor and
wait for "Dead Ringers" to come out on video.

Your Student Senate presents a

Halloween Party

at the

$2.00 Admission with Costume

$3.00 Admission without Costume

^
8:00pm - 1:00am

October 27, 1988

College ID Required

Student May bring One Guest

Costume

Judging

Contest

Only those with Proper ID will be served alcohol

more than two and a half hours.

Listening to "Live Rust" brings back

memories of Young's incredible acoustic

guitar playing while he simultaneously

plays a blues harmonica. He also would

switch to a classical piano. When it's all said

and done, Neil Young's "Live Rust" album

is a hit.
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Student Cast

inTV Mini-Series

by Maureen Briggs

For many people, the dream of being an actor on stage and

screen is just that, a dream. But for Kevin Shackett, a

CCCC sophomore, it has become a reality. He has been cast

as an extra in the upcoming mini-series, "The Fitzgeralds

and the Kennedys." It will be broadcast in January or

February.

Shackett, who is a Theatre major, hopes someday to

become a professional actor. He performed in many campus

productions last year and was eager to take advantage of

this unique opportunity. He attended the open casting call

with high hopes.

Shackett was one of hundreds of people who auditioned

as an extra. The casting call was held at the Knights of

Columbus Hall in Falmouth. Apparently, he had the

look. Shortly thereafter, the producer called to inform

Shackett that he had the part. The aspiring actor was

elated. Shackett was required to be on the set for ten to

twelve hours each day. The movie was filmed in various

locations on the Cape. He was paid fifty dollars for each

day of work. According to Shackett, the pay didn't mat-

ter. "It was a lot of fun. I got to meet the stars. They were

really nice people."

The mini-series stars Charles Duming who played Jes-

sica Lang's father in "Tootsie." Annette OToole, Clark

Kent's high school sweetheart in "Superman III," and

Tracy Pollan of "Family Ties" fame also star in the film.

One scene in which Shackett appears was set in the

1920's. The scene is a Gatsby-style gala for Duming, who

plays a singer. Shackett does not speak during the scene,

but can be seen laughing and enjoying himself with other

guests.

Shackett is hoping that this will be the start of a success-

ful career. "My dream is to be an actor, to be in movies,"

Shackett stated. "Being an extra has been a good experi-

ence. I'm learning the repes. It's a lot of hard work, but

it's worth it."

Bravo! Stromboli's
by Julie Hopkins

On the lookout for great Italian food? Well search no

more. I have found the taste of true Italy just miles from

campus! StromboU's on Route 132 in Hyannis will satisfy

the hungriest Italian food lover at a price that makes

eating out worthwhile.

One step inside the restaurant and you'll be carried away

to Venice by the warm romantic atmosphere and Venetian

music that surrounds you. The menu is in Italian, with

English translations, and is variety-packed with choices

from pasta, chicken, fish, beef, and veal. Traditional Ital-

ian salads, appetizers...and heavenly desserts are also

available. And if you're in the mood for pizza, calzone, or

stromboli you can get that too.. .the options are limitless!

The service is exceptional; both a waiter and waitress are

Breakfast Anyone?
by Dan Hennessey

There is are great breakfast spot in Plymouth that I

discovered last weekend. The restaurant is called Percy's

and I highly recommend it.

On the outside it looked like a bam, but the herds of

people told me differently. I pulled in and tried it out. The

inside of the restaurant looked like a country kitchen. It

had little baskets hanging on the wooden beams, cans of

jams and jellies for sale, and, of course, how could I forget

the loft, where even more people enjoyed this charming

atmosphere.

Kevin Shackett

Wanted Spring Break
Representive for

Natl. Tour Company
Great Benefits

Call Today
(612)784-2287

at each table, eager to help and make you feel at home. The

mood is casual so you don't need to worry about getting

very dressed up. If you don't fee! like eating in the restau-

rant, any order can be put up for take-out.

Once again, the food is scrumptious! I recommend the

Ravioli Nudi for an appetizer along with a nice salad and

PoUo Alia StromboU's for the main course, follow it up

with a cannoli...ummmm... That's Italian!

Stromboli's restaurant was the idea of Marty Bloom,

owner of "Bloom's" in Yarmouth and "Starbuck's" in

Hyannis. It is a great idea that I'm sure many Italian food

lovers, such as myself, will agree with completely! The

restaurant opens at 11:30 a.m., so head down during lunch

and experience the taste of Italy just down the street!

My only complaints were that the service left a great

deal to be desired and the small accommodations made it

difficult to fully enjoy my breakfast. Aside from that,

everything from the coffee to the Belgian waffles was

fabulous. Percy's recently opened another restaurant in

Bourne. They also have a large bakery section in the Ply-

mouth location. Percy's leaves you with a good feeling; a

full stomach, a homelike atmosphere, and prices that are

competitive anywhere. In closing, Persy's is one of

Plymouth's best kept secrets.

Cape Cod Community College

Fine & Performing Arts Center

presents

Michael Jones

in a special benefit performonce for

the Fine & Performing Arts Center

Thui sday, November srd 8:30 p.m.
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SoccerTeam Loses

After Brawl
by Brian Sauro

A tightly played game against Beikshire was marred by

fighting on Columbus Day. The 1-0 match was disrupted

when rough action after the play against CCCC forward,

Tom Burt, caused a scuffle. It quickly escalated until both

teams became involved.

Burt and Ken Sherman were ejected for fighting along

with two Berkshire players. Three other Berkshire play-

ers also received yellow cards, or formal warnings. The

game was finally completed with only 9 of 11 players

remaining on each side. CCCC gave up two more late goals

to fall 3-0.

In the first game of the long weekend, the CCCC and

Greenfield soccer squads were disappointed. The were

forced to settle for a 2-2 tie, after two hours of play in the

worst weather of the Fall, including cold wind, rain, and

sleet.

Greenfield scored first but Steve Buckley quickfy an-

swered for CCCC with his second goal of the season. In

the second half Chris Hilley and Tom Burt set up Jason

Snell for his third goal of the year. CCCC had a 2-1 lead,

which looked like it would hold. However, with five

minutes to play, Greenfield's Tom Cleveland tied the

game on his second score of the day. Both teams, by then

very cold and wet, went scoreless through two 15 minute

overtime periods.

In This Corner
by Tony DeCicco

Patriots Find Quarterback

It seems that the Patriots have finally started to iron out

their quarterback problems now that Tony Eason has been

re-activated. Tom Ramsey has been sent packing and Doug
Flutie has seemed to backslide. The role of Eason is now
most important as the backup quarterbadc. I feel that this

is the only alternative that Raymond Berry has because

Flutie has to be given a chance now that he has proven

himself in a few clutch situations. Eason, though a proven

commodity, must accept his role as the backup and try to

help Flutie in anyway possible. I know this may be tough

for Eason since he's not used to being a backup and must be

anxious to play after being sidelined for so long.

Steve Grogan must also make some adjustments in his

psyche now that he is 35 years old. He can't do all the

things he could a few years ago and his injuries seem to

come a little easier now. Grogan must realize that his time

has come and gone, it is now time to give way to youth.

Steve should still play a major role for the Patriots with

his play calling and he should be called on in certain

situations to quarterback the team. For now, Grogan will

be more of a Don Strock than a Dan Marino. *

All this may change in the coming weeks but with three

quahty quarterbacks like Flutie, Grogan, and Eason, I can

think of worse things for the Pats to worry about.

Tyson's Turmoil

By now I'm sure that you are all sick and tired of the

Robin Givens/Mike Tyson story. But, be thankful the

story now seems to be winding down and lyson seems
ready to get on with his career and get rid of the wench.

Their divorce is probably the best thing that could have
happened to Mike. Ms. Givens has been nothing more than

a thorn in the side of Mike's boxing career and has nearly

ruined it on more than one occasion in the pursuit of her

own fame and fortune.

In the weeks and months to come, there will be more
revealed on the subject, showing Ms. Givens and her

mother Ruth as a couple of money hungry people who
almost ruined a young man's life. In doing so, they aUnost

deprived the world of one of the truly "great" athletes of

our lime. I only hope that Iron MUce can put these personal

problems aside, resume his title reign, and continue his

quest to be the greatest of all time.

That's all for now, see you in two weeks.

^IfPlO fllA ^^^V>
November 1

JONAH WHO WILL BE 25
IN YEAR 2000

iONAH WHO Will BE 25 IN YEAR 2000, Oct. 31, Nov. 1, 2. Direled by Alain Tanner. Alain
Tanner describes Jonah as 'a dramatic iragi-comedy in political science fiction." This rich
concoction of color, black and white, songs, skits, economics, dreams, sidebars, speeches, and
sexual experimentation tells the story of eight veterans of 1968, stranded between revolution and
accomodation, whose paths cross briefly in a search for a common purpose. The ensemble acting
is fantastic, especially Jean-Luc Bideau a a disillusioned editor who has turned lo roulette,
Miou-Miou as a supermarket cashier who performs revoluntionary acts with her cash register, and
Jacques Denis a highly unorthodox professor who sees history as a sausage. Survivors of the late
'60's will find themselves deeply moved by Jonah; its speaks for an entire generation.

1976. In French with English subtitles,

no min/color
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intelligent, many are under-
,

achievers. But Quayle's over-

achieving seems to have

stunned even the man himself.

Quayle lacks the ability, faculty,

and intellect to identify and

understand the overall picture.

He can't see the forest

through the trees. Neither can

George Bush. They are both

short-sighted. They are men of

limited abilitywho managed to

rise into the higher echelons of

our government based on who
they knew and who knew of

them.

Democracy does not work

that way. Our goverrmient was

designed so that it could func-

tion if run by mediocrity. But

Bush and Quayle are ridicu-

lous. How many more years

must we endure these white-

bread, milk-fed, country-club

elitists?

The Future

If George Bush becomes

President, we'll be looking for-

ward to fouryears of Excederin

headaches. Worst of all, the

Bush Administration would

undoubtedly increase the tax on

medication, adding yet another

burden to the elderly. Drug

Kingpins would, of course, be

absolved of this and would re-

ceive their own "democratic"

Central American nations,

I would like to congratulate

the Republicans on their one

success in the last eight years.

They have systematically trans-

formed us into a dishonest, dis-

honorable, apathetic nation.

Albert Camus in his novel

The Plague wrote: "All I main-

tain is that on this earth there

are pestilences and there are

victims, and it's up to us, so far

as possible, not to join forces

with the pestilences."

In this case, the pestilence is

apathy. We have been propa-

gating this maniacle indiffer-

ence for the last eight years.

And we must not perpetuate it

by re-electing its current em-

bodiment, George Bush.

On November 8, let's give

back to the Republicans exactly

the kind of leadership they've

been dishing us for the last eight

years. Just Say No!
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State Slips on Higher Education Funding
by Matthew Bladcbum

Massachusetts, once ranked third in the nation for in-

creases in higher education support, has slipped to 41st

with a two year increase of just 6%, a 2% reduction when

taking inflation into account. According to a report ^in

"The Chronicle of Higher Education," the figures repre-

sent an anomoly for a state with so strong an economy.

There are three New England states in the top 10 for 2-year

increases.

The poor increase in 2-year spending for the state puts it

at sixth for New England, but Massachusetts still ranks

high for total spending. It is first in New England, and

twelfth in the country as a whole for total spending on

public higher education. The decline in 2-year spending

also reflects a national trend. Of the 10 states which spend

most on public higher education, all have realized de-

creases over the past 2 years.

The change in Massachusetts, however, is perhaps most

striking. A drop from third in the nation for 2-year in-

creases last year has staggered public school officials.

Although it appeared that state pending on community

colleges was up 17%, President Day dismissed this as a

"skewed figure," saying it r^resented a retroactive pay

increase for faculty. He added that student aid at the state

level has improved. Administrators at CCCC have found

it necessary to look for additional mon^ in student fees.

Dean of Administration Vernon Beuke comments, "stu-

dents have borne the additional cost."

An 8.5% tuition increase, which the Board of Regents

recently authorized, has brought an additional $104,000

to CCCC. In a plan known as Tuition Retention, presi-

dents of state colleges and universities agreed to the tui-

tion hike if the mon^ went into a separate account to be

used by the colleges.

In order to supplement the deficient state budget, the

school has also found in excess of $145,000 generated by

continuing education revenues. These monies are used to

help with utilities, and day to day campus operations. Day

said that the day school enrollment is self-supporting.

Student fees and tuition contribute in targe part to accom-

modating every student. Day has remarked in the past that

he refuses to manipulate students as pawns in this affair.

There will be no cuts in enrollment forthcoming.

D^ and Beuke hold different opinions of the state's

position. Day feels that the legislature is out of touch

with community colleges, and the reductions in appro-

priations to public schools are unrealistic. Support for

new initiatives on Beacon Hill blocks attempts for a bal-

anced state budget, and are designed only to make every-

body look good. Beuke thinks the state is doing all it can

under the circumstances. Tax revenues are down, and this

has hindered the ability to provide increases. He projects

next year will be worse.

Montage Yields Culture & Cash
by Grachen M. Grabau

The CCCC Eduociontl Foundation has recetved « Pop

Alt montage by renowned anist Robert Rauichenberg.

The montage was donated by WiUiam S. Beinecke, a re-

tired chief executive officer of S & H Green Stamps.

Beinedie, a summer resident of Chatliam, estimates the

worth of the woiii to be $30,000 or more. The Educational

Foundation, which establishes college programs and stu-

dent scholarships through fundraisers, is currently wait-

ing for an appraisal of the montage.

Sotheby's Fine Arts and Auctioneers of New York will

appraise the piece. The college will then decide whether

to sell the work or to wait for it to appreciate in value.

Rauschenberg, a New York based artist, is credited with

being a pioneer in the field of Pop Art. He opened the

medium for artists such as Andy Warhol, Roy Lichten-

slein, and Claes Oldenberg.

According to Professor Maiie Canaves, the montage was
rendered on paper that had been "soaked in a photo transfer

solvent. Photographs, computer printouts, and other

images were then pressed on it, faced down, so that the

images transferred to the paper." The work consists of

eleven "juxtaposed scenes including the image of Moham-
mad Ali, a boxing ring, the facade of a house, a city sky-

line, and a computer printout that appears lo be a phone
list," states Canaves.

Rauschenberg created the 41-inch by 47-inch montage in

1982. It is not on display on campus. According to the

office of President Philip R. Day, the work is "locked

safely in a bank vault, somewhere."
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News

Denise Levertov Reads Poetry

by staff

Denise Levertov eloquently addressed a fonim of 165

eager students and faculty members on Friday Oaober 28

in the Main Theatre. Levertov is considered to be

America's foremost contemporary woman poet.

According to Donald Heines, a professor of English and a

member of the CCCC Cultural Arts Committee, "Denise

Levertov was a catalyst in bringing the students, faculty

and community together." He also eitpressed his pleasure

at the large audience and positive response to the poetess.

Levertov read from her various works and previewed

some of her most recent, unpublished poems during the

forum. An exceptional speaker, she has also taught at the

collegiate level in institutions such as Tufts, CCNY,

Vassar, MIT, Brandeis and Stanford.

Jean Lunn from Sandscript, a literary magazine, stated,

"Denise Levertov addresses very political and environ-

mental problems of the times. Her goal is to bring aware-

ness, not to take any particular stand on an issue."

Kathy Shore, a reporter from WOMR, a radio station in

Provincetown, said, "At times the poetry that Denise

writes seems abstract, but that is the way she tries to

approach the subject. She removes herself from her topic

to help her audience better understand her themes."

Levertov's poetiy reading was co-sponsored by the

Cultural Arts Committee and Sandscript Magazine.

Poetess Denise Levertov and Prof. Donald Heines

Revamped
Graduation Requirements
by Lisa Rondeau

A dramatic change took place at the college meeting

Tuesday, October 25. The faculty approved the process for

changing the graduation requirements for all CCCC stu-

dents. According to David Still, Chairman of the Gradu-
ation Requirements Committee, the new core will in-

crease the "general abilities and specific competencies of

aU CCCC students."

Still stated that any changes made in the general require-

ments over the past twenty to twenty-five years have
only been piecemeal and the new changes are long overdue.

The committee did not build on the ab-eady standing re-

quirements, but instead "started fresh and wound up with
a whole new approach and set of ideas for what a CCCC
student should be able to do."

"Education should allow a student to grow as well as be
employable," said Still. He continued by stating "the
degree should be an enabling degree."

The new set of general abilities and specific competencies
has taken three years to put together. The focus statement
used by the college community in helping to achieve their

goal is worded as follows:

"The graduate of CCCC vriU be able to lead a productive
and satisfying life, will be able to function in and contn'b-

ute to society, and will possess those abilities necessary

for further personal and career development." Based on
this statement the Committee has agreed upon eight gen-

eral abilities and specific competencies it feels should be
achieved. The ensuing statement outlines these ideas.

"CCCC graduates will be able to:

1. demonstrate a knowledge of social, political, eco-

nomic, and historical issues in a multi-cultural world.

2. develop one's own value system.

3. communicate.

4. reason.

5. demonstrate an awareness of the natural world.

6. demonstrate an understanding and critical appreciation

of arts and literature.

7. develop realistic bases for self-sufficiency and re^on-
sible behavior.

8. demonstrate knowledge of human behavior.

Still explained "the next task is to design a new curricu-

lum which would involve the creation of new courses and
changing other existing courses."

The new curriculum should take shape within the next
few months and will probably be finished by the end of
the academic year.

Typesetter Needed
The MainSheet is seeking a

part-ti.Tie typesetter izr the Sprin-g

Semester 1SS3. Applicants must have
some word pro-cessing experience, .ar-d .'',

be eligible for financial aid; '•-"'•< I''

Please contact Prof. Willian; Babner
at e:-;t.'i''3 for rr.cre inf .::rn5atica

.
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Halloween: A Party Big Success
By Tim Crowninshield

For the second

straight year the Student Senate Halloween Party was a

howling success, according to Andy Robinson, Director of

Student Activities.

With more than three hundred people in attendance and

gate receipts approaching the $750 mark, one would be

hard pressed to disagree.

Student' Senate President John Crowninshield is cer-

tainly not one to disagree, citing (he fact that this is the

third CCCCs off-campus event in a row in fli'hich alcohol

was served which did not have any major behavioral

problems. "I think that it should be obvious now to

anyone that CCCC students do not have any difficulty

conducting themselves as adults. Wc have (President)

Phil Day to thank for recognizing that fact and acting upon
it."

Day was one of several faculty members who added

some life to the party, driving aU the way back from a

meeting in Worcester to attend. Others included Profes-

sors Bill and PoUy Babner, Nancy Willets, and Dave
Still, all of whom came in costume.

Two mystery revelers were eventually identified as

Dean of Student Services, Richard Sullivan and Professor

Roger Cole, who came as The Tin Man and Santa Clause,

respectively,

A number of prizes were given out in a variety of catego-

ries, but the hit of the night and the recipients of the Best

Costume award were David Wrightson and Laura
Wilson, who went as Popeye and Olive Oil.

Due to the overwhelming success of the a^air the Stu-

dent Senate will probably sponsor another event some-

time before Christmas, according to Treasurer Jane

Asquino.

Julie Hopkins and Lenny Sheeran enjoy Halloween at the Mill HilL

Students Form
International Studies Club

by David Wood

The newly formed International Studies Qub held its

flrst meeting on Tuesday the 18th. Members took this

opportunity to acquaint themselves with one another and

to discuss what they wished to accomplish as a group.

Club advisors Allan Broadhurst and Agustin Dorado

asked those in attendance for suggestions regarding what

the purpose of the club should be and ways to go about

fulfilling this purpose.

Generally, club members agreed that the I.S.C. should

serve as a forum for both foreign exchange students and

new U.S. citizens to voice their problems and oppress

their concerns. Another goat of the club is to familiarize

th&se people with their new surroundings and newly

adopted customs.

Some of the countries represented by these charter

members were Japan, El Salvador, Poland and India^

among many others. Also in attendance were a number of

native Americans interested in hearing what the group had

to say.

At this point what the group plans to do as far as func-

tions or events is still up in the air, however , what they

lack in direction they more than make up for with enthu-

siasm.

Discover the Explorer's Club
by Jacqueline A. Duarte

The Explorers Club is a group of approximately 12

members with one thing in common - they all love the

outdoors. If you are interested in hiking, canoeing, back-

packing, mountain climbing, bicycling, Whitewater raft-

ing, and the like, then this is the club for you.

Prof. Dan McCuUough, the group's leader, said that the

group makes trips throughout New England to places

such as the Quabbin Reservoir, Smuggler's Notch, the

White Mountains, Mount Washington, etc. at the ex-

pense of the college.

Sue, who has been a member since she started studying at

CCCC, said that she joined the Explorer's because, "I love

the outdoors and you meet good people in a different ele-

ment than that of school."

The Explorer's Club consists of about 12 members, half

female and half male. In the past, it has been the most

active of the college's clubs.

If you are tired of the "couch potato" mode and have some

free time, you should check it out. Meetings are held once

a week on Thursdays in front of McCuUough's office

which is located in the Arts Center.

Blood Drive: A Vital Success

A CCCC student at the Blood Drive

by Sarah Bradshaw

Just for one day, the upper conunons looked like a setting

for the staff of "General Hospital." On Wednesday, Oc-

tober 26, the area was hummijig with students anxiously

waiting their turn on one of the six blood donor tables set

up by the American Red Cross.

The bi-annual drive had pushed for a goal of one hundred

people to sign up, and that goal was accomplished. Andy

Robinson, Director of Student Aaivities, labeled the

drive a "success," but stated that many students weren't

taken because of the lack of Red Cross Nurses. Of the one

hundred people that signed up, eighty showed, and sixty-

five got to take their turn to donate blood.

Robinson said that the next drive, which takes place in

the spring, should be better coordinated. He hopes stu-

dents will move through the lines faster, and won't have

to leave because of limited time or conflicts with classes.

The line began at the sign-up table, where donors were

given a pamphlet entitled, "What you should know be-

fore giving blood." Next they filled out a medical history

form, had their vital signs and a type sample taken, and

then waited for a vacant table where a nurse drew their

blood. By noon, there were thirty pint sized plastic bags,

slightly bulging with that deep purple Ufe-giving liquid,

waiting to be transferred to the Red Cross inick outside.

Student Senate Vice-President, Michelle Gaumont, was

on hand to assist students.

Giving blood is an anonymous gift of life. The people

who will receive the blood given by CCCC students

won't be able to say "Thanks" in person. But one doesn't

have to hear the word, to know that the gratitude is there.

It is hoped that the success of this blood drive will be

reflected in the Spring.
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Coping with Cancer

Editor's Note: This piece was written by a student on the

campus. She requested that her name be withheld.

Here I was, a twenty-one year old single mother of a five

year old son, when I found out that I had cancer. I thought

"That's it, my life is over. My number had come up."

It all started one day in the lounge at the "1620" restau-

rant. I was wearing a low cut shirt. A friend of mine

walked up to me, and, pointing at my chest, said "Jeanne

what is that?" The first thing I did was start brushing off

my chest, thinldng that I had a spider on me. When I

looked down, I realized he was pointing at my mole. Now
mind you, I had had this mole ever since I could remember.

I had grown quite fond of it, because every few years it

would change shape. First it was a small round mole, then

it was in the shape of a heart, then it changed into a three

leaf clover. My friend proceeded to tell me that he wasn't

a doctor but it just didn't look right to him. He made me
promise that I would go to the doctor, and have it checked

out. I had absolutely no intention on going to the doctor,

but I found myself looking at it in the mirror all the time.

I also would catch myself rubbing my finger over it to see

if it felt funny. This made me think that maybe something

was wrong.

I didn't like the way this was making me feel; so self-

conscious of the fact that it was there. I was driving

myself crazy. I decided the only way I was going to ease

my mind was to go to the doctor. Of course, expecting that

he would tell me it was fine.

When I arrived at the doctor's office, I met a little old

man with a big, shiny, bald head with a thin half circle of

hair that went from one ear to the other. He also had

glasses on the tip of his nose that looked like they would

fall off at any time.

I followed the doctor into the examining room. He took

one look at my mole and said, "We need to take a piece of

this." I panicked, " What do you mean, a biopsy"?

Then the doctor said "Oh, you know what that is? Well

that's what we have to do. 1 just don't like the looks of

it." The next thing I knew he was holding this big needle

in his hand (which was not all that steady, I might add)

and he was getting ready to jab the needle in my chest.

That's all I remember. The next thing I knew the doctor

was slapping me in the face. He told me I had passed out,

and started to swing at him, so he had to get me out of it.

Well I couldn't have been that bad, because he had fin-

ished. I now had only half of my mole, and three stiches.

The doctor told me to come back in two weeks for the

results. Well I am not a superstitious person, but the date

two weeks from then was Friday the 13th. You can bet

this little fact made me nervous.

For the next two weeks I was a basket case. I had feelings

of anger, doom, loneliness, and self-pity all at once. Thank

God for friends. If they were not there, I'm not really sure

what would of happened to me.

On Friday the 13th, I walked into his office knowing

right well that he was going to tell me I had cancer. What

a negative attitude, huh? Well, I was right. The doctor

came in and hit me with the bad news. I had a malignant

melanoma, a form of skin cancer that if not treated will

kill you. I went straight to the "1620 Lounge" and pro-

ceeded to get smashed. The next day I pulled myself to-

gether as best I could (which was not great), and called the

Sidney Farber Institute to find the best cancer specialist on

the South Shore.

I ended up getting a great doctor, who helped me to

understand what was going to happen to me. He got me a

plastic surgeon who would do my surgery. The surgeiy

was to be in three weeks. Those three weeks were hell!

1 just wanted to get it over with. Why do 1 have to wait

so long? Three weeks can be an eternity. I started to look

back on my life. What did I have to show for my life?

The only thing I could come up with was my son. Don't

get me wrong, I love my son with all my heart, but that

was just not enough for me. I had not made any big accom-

plishments in my life. I had been on welfare for about four

^years already, and I didn't even have a high school di-

ploma. I'm going to die and all it's going to say on my

tombstone is "She was just a welfare bum." I decided if

the surgery went badly, or even well, I was going to do

something with my life; something that both my son and

I could be proud of.

Well, I had the surgery, and as you can see I survived.

They think they got all the cancer before it spread, but I do

have to go back every year for a check-up. I can live with

that.

This whole experience put me through hell, but I must

admit it made me realize a few things. For one, we are not

immortal beings. When our number comes up, it comes up.

That's it. So we must live our lives to the very fullest. I

also learned that some friends are priceless. You just don't

realize who your true friends are until the chips are down.

I found I have a unique bunch of friends that I will cherish

forever.

This was also a big turning point as far as finishing things

I started years ago. I went back to school, and received my

GED, I am now a junior in college, and I just bought my
first car. I am finally on the road to my independence.

I'm Living, Not Just Surviving

Editors Note: This piece was written by a freshman

student on the campus. She requested that we withhold

her name.

After a series of abusive relationships, I have finally

learned that I don't need a relationship to be h^Jpy. I

always thought I wasn't a whole person without a rela-

tionship in my life.

Instead, I've learned to appreciate the little things in

life. I appreciate sunshine and the rain to make the flowers

grow. I appreciate having a roof over my head, good trans-

portation, and the chance to attend school. Most of all, I

appreciate having two beautiful, healthy, children. This

is all I need right now, to be happy.

I've come to this state of mind because every relationship

I ever had was with an alchoholic. John was the latest. He
was handsome. Not pretty-boy handsome, but rugged-

handsome and Indian-tan. He was broad shouldered and

thick chested. He was Italian and tremendously sexy.

John had two sides to him; the sensitive, loving, generous

side, and the possessive, macho, agressive, and threatening

side.

Two significant experiences in my life brought me to my
current state of independence. John called and asked if we
could get together Saturday night. I declined, because he

said he was going out with friends for a couple of drinks

first. 1 had no intention of seeing him after he'd been

drinking, because I never knew what to expect. Friday

night he called and asked if ht could take the children and

me out to dinner. He sounded sober. I was feeling lonely,

depressed, and house bound. I said yes. We had an enjoyable

time while we were out, but on the way home he started

verbally abusing me. He sounded like a volcano erupting,

slamming his fists on the dashboard. I stopped at his house

to drop him off. He wouldn't get out of the car. There

were tears rolling down my face. I felt so helpless. I

thought to myself, "How can someone control me like

this?" I wasn't strong enough to push him out of the car!

I sat there for fifteen minutes. My daughter was in the

bade seat crying. I proceeded to drive home. I tried getting

him to go into the Mobile convenience store, so I could

leave him there, but he knew what I was up to. Upon
entering the house, I went right to my daughter's room to

sleep with her. Every five minutes he'd come into the

room with a vulgar remark. "If you were a man, I'd smash

your face in." and "You'll be lucky if you wake up alive."

His words were like a knife piercing my heart. My
daughter was hysterical. I didn't sleep all night for fear I

wouldn't wake up. At one point, I heard him going

through the drawers looking for a corkscrew. I thought

he was looking for a knife to kill me. I CQuld onty hear the

clinking of silverware echoing in my mind. The next

morning I brought him home.

Thinking the relationship was over, I was pretty re-

laxed for the next week. It was like a cloud had been

lifted.

But the following Sunday night, at almost midnight,

my daughter had a friend over, and she was awake with an

earache. It was a difficult time for all of us. I had just

gotten off the phone with a friend, asking her if she'd meet

me at out-patient, if I needed to go. The phone rang. It was

John. I hung up, and then shut off the phone. Moments

later I heard what sounded like a taxi. I was terrified. I

didn't see him at the door right away. What was he doing?

Was he looking in my windows? I could feel the emorions

Howing through my body, as I saw him standing at the

door. I was afraid if I didn't open the door he would break

it. I let him in, and he proceeded to verbally abuse me. I

was sitting in my pajamas in the rocking chair, with tears

rolling dovm my cheeks.

It seemed ironic that in this cozy room, filled with

pictures of my children, this violent scene was taking

place. At one point, he picked up my son's plastic gun and

put it to my head. He said, "Imagine what I could do with

this if it was real." He proceeded to smash it in tiny pieces.

He knew I was too embarrassed to call the police. I had

just moved to a new neighborhood, and was concerned

about what people would think of me. At another point,

he had me piimed to the counter, saying he was going to

rape me. He said, "I don't care if I go to jail, at least it

would be worth it." I knew if I didn't do the right thing,

he would. I said, "i have more faith in you than that." He
let me go. But just before he let me go he asked if I'd like

to use the knife behind him? I said, "No, I don't thiiOc like

that." He pulled on the back of my pony-tail. I could feel

excruciating pain coming from the back of my head. The
only thing that ran through my nund was, "It would be

just my luck to get raped and end up pregnant."

When he threatened me with a hammer I finally called

the police. I can still see him sitting there with the ham-

mer in his hands, pointing it at me. He said, "I could smash

you, and all the kids with this hammer." I thought first

about calling Mental Health, but I knew they wouldn't

come in the middle of the night. I went in the other room

and dialed the police. When John saw them coming he

said, "Have some respect, the blue lights are on." I

thought to myself, "I am showing respect for myself by

calling the police." The police were nice to John. He was

relaxed when they got there. They said he didn't seem too

bad. I said, "He can be the nicest guy in the world." They

even gave him a ride home. I thought to myself, "Another

chapter in my life is over." Hopefully the best part of my
life is about to b^in.

Eventually, I hope to break down this wall I've built

around myself. I seem to have built the wall to protect

myself from feeling anything. Someday I'd love to truly

laugh again. I can smile and laugh on the outside, but I

want to laugh, and feel, and be totally happy through

every inch of my body. It will take time, but eventually

I'll get there. It took me half of my life to get to the point

where I know I can live and survive on my own.

After going through such an experience I've learned a

valuable lesson. I have a right to peace and serenity, and no

one has the right to destroy that. Every human being has

dignity! The gift of life is precious!

The Inlornatlonal Sludants Club ol

Capo Cod Communily Cbllooo

invlios all

siudenia, laculiy and stall

to view slides o(

taken by Professor Broadhursi

In July 1988

Dale: TuQSda/, November 22

Time: 12:45-1:45

Place: Leciure Mall C
Science Building
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Amnesty

International

It is five o'clock when the guards come to see you. First

they question you. Next they torture you because they are

dissatisfied with your answers. If this keeps up, you will

soon die of hunger and abuse. You are a prisoner of con-

science, being put through this trauma for no other reason

than the fact that you stood up for what you beheve in.

In our free country, it is hard to imagine such a scenario.

But things like this happen daily in other places through-

out the world. People are held, beaten, tortured, and

killed simply because of their religion, sex, color, race,

ethnic origin, language, and/or beliefs. Some of these

people just disappear without a trace.

These wrong doings must stop! As human beings we
cannot allow this to go on among our own species. It is

time to let the offenders know that we know what they

are doing. There are many ways to help this cause, one is to

get invoWed with Amnesty International.

Founded in 1961 and headquartered in London, Amnesty

International works for the release of these prisoners.

They help through letters written by members world

wide, and by concerts, and protests. They will aid any

prisoners who have not used or advocated violence in their

struggle, as the organization is strongly opposed to vio-

lence.

The best defense is knowledge. Read about the organiza-

tion, there are plenty of listings under Human Rights.

Call the nearest Amnesty branch, and ask them to send

you information. Sign the Human Rights Now petition if

you are approached. There are so many ways to help with-

out spending money.

As someone once said: "We live in one world and each act

of ours affects the whole." Every act you make will do

just that, help. If you were a prisoner of conscience,

knowing that you were being held for unjust reasons, isn't

help the thing you would most want?

Beth Farrell

Letters to the Editor:

Thank you Cape Cod Community College

I would like to thank my fellow students and the fac-

ulty of Cape Cod Community College.

I am a twenty-nine year old student at Cape Cod Commu-
nity College and I am presently working on my third

semester.

On the first day of my college experience, I was scared. I

didn't think that I would fit in. I ahvays thought college

was for younger adults, not a woman my age, but boy was

I wrong. I saw quite a few students that were my age and
in the same situation,(trying to change their lives) of

course this did not alleviate the nervousness. I walked

around like a mouse in a maze, but everyone was so help-

ful, both the students and the faculty. All I had to do was
ask where a room was and they were more than willing to

direct me in the right direction. When it came to not

understanding something in class I could ask either the

teacher, or a fellow student, and they would take the time

to explain it to me until I understood it.

My adviser (Gary Seeley) was a tremendous help to me.

If it had not been for him, I probably would have throwu

in the towel. I could and, still can, just sit down and talk

to him about anything. I can rant and rave about how hard

it is to be a single mother of a teenager, a full time student,

and a part-time worker of two jobs. Sometimes all you

need is someone in your comer telling you your doing a

good job, and that you can do it.

I would just like to thank all my fellow students and,

the faculty of Cape Cod Community College for making

me feel like I belong and, I would also like to thank Gary
Seel^ for helping me over the tough times.

I will ahvays feel like I have made friendships that will

last a life time, and a career to boot.

Jearme Hunter

A new program is now being offered to continuing educa-

tion students at Cape Cod Community College that many

students are unawrare of. The program, afHliated with

Southeastern Massachusetts University, enables students

to earn their BA. degree in Business Management through

night courses at CCCC.
The program consists of rourses such as Studies in Litera-

ture I, Legal Framework of Business I, Organizational

Behavior, and Business Finance. The tuition varies depend-

ing on how many courses one is enrolled in. The cost ranges

anywhere from $197.00 to $551.00, which includes all

fees.

Upon completion of this program the student will re-

ceive a BA. degree from SMU, not CCCC. This is quite an
advantage to those students with families who can't

travel and want to earn their BA. degree. Because the

courses are offered at night, it is also an advantage to those

who are employed.

Nichole M. Emond

Excluding Non-Arts Majors is Discriminatory

In the last issue of the Mainsheet, I read a letter to the

editor which 1 found quite disturbing. The letter was on

the overcrowded art classrooms on campus and a list of

possible solutions to ease the problem, but one was a far

cry from a reasonable solution. The solution stated that

possibly the non-art majors should be excluded from the

program to make more room. I find this solution to be

nasty, even discriminating. I reahze that with the in-

creased enrollment here at the college the space has become
a little tight, but the exclusion of students from a particu-

lar block of classes is not the way to ease the problem. The
art majors here on campus also deserve the right to be

exposed to a quahty education but not at the expense of

others. I am not a music major but I take two music courses

and plan on continuing to take music courses. I feel that

even though I don't plan on pursuing music for a full-time

career, I thoroughly enjoy the challenge and experience it

offers me. A student should be allowed to enroll in any

course he or she chooses, if the prerequisite is met. Should

non-English majors be excluded from English courses?

The best solution would probably be to build a new

classroom building, something which is already needed on

campus.

Maurice Rondeau

by Meg Hunter

What is the most important thing on your mind? CCCC
students had some interesting and diverse answers.

Christina Ortelt:

*i think that the Student Senate is doing a good job. The

president of the Senate, John, is showing good leadership

with the group. Concerning the blood drive, I hope we can

readi our goal, and I think it's important to do v^at we

can to give a pint."

Laurie Gumey:

"The nursing program is a comprehensive, concentrated

field of study and I am very happy with it. It requires a lot

more time then I expected it to."

Jean Carson:

'The instructors at CCCC give the students very posi-

tive feedback. They don*t look at you like "you're too old

to learn.' The other students also accept us. They don't

think *what are you doing here you're too old.' By my

going to school, it lets the students think that age is not a

determinant to learning. 2 am one of their peers, and that is

good, positive feedbadc for me."

Craig Johnson:

"I think that there should be more parties. It is a lot

easier to

meet pe<^1e that w^."

Kimble Rhodes:

"Summer vacation. The basketball team can use some

fans. We could use some crowd support."

Carl Gonsaoves:

"Passing this semester."

Mike Rittel:

"Bom-again Christiaits and street preachers should be

gassed or nuked. The campus needs more parking ^aces."

Paul Kanellopoulos:

"Guns-n-Roscs. PersonaUy, I like the college, but it

needs dorms."

Amy Buckley:

"Basically, there is too much plastic on campus and in the

world because it is not biodegradable. I think that the

cafeteria uses too much plastic and styrofoam. I am really

concerned about our environment, and would like to do

something about it."

Doug K^es:

"I think that the college should get rid of the speed

bumps, or lower them. Th^ are way too big."

CCCC Marks High
by Comparison
by Moe Rondeau

Did you ever think about how CCCC would compare to

a four year college? This is my second semester here at

CCCC after transferring from Stonehill College. I have

found CCCC to be a diverse school with many opportuni-

ties.

Like Stonehill, I found the faculty here at CCCC to be

very friendly and interested in their students. Many times

while walking around campus, I see students and faculty

members talking together, eating together, and even par-

ticipating in sports together. At Stonehill, faculty and

student interactions outside of the classroom were little

to none. I sometimes felt as if I was bothering a professor

if I needed help with an assignment or if I had a problem

with the lecture. I even found my advisor at Stonehill to

be less than helpful; I think the advisors here are a little

more vrilling to help with the tougher decisions I have

had to make.

The classes here are very challenging, but the workload

is about the same and I fmd myself doing as much home-

work here, sometimes even more. The Ubrary here is a lot

bigger than the one at Stonehill and it usually stays at a

comfortable temperature. Unfortunately, the Stonehill

Ubrary feels like a slow roaster oven.

The only shortcomings I have found here at CCCC are

the commute and lack of residence halls. I believe that if

we had dorms on campus, the sense of community would

be stronger, and there would be more student invoNe-

ment. I found that living on campus adds much more to

college life by providing the residents with a stronger

sense of community. Some of the advantages to living on

campus are the ability to participate in activities and not

wony about the drive home, spending time with friends,

and knowing what's happening on campus.

At Stonehill, there ahvays seemed to be something

happening on campus and there always were a lot of people

there. Unfortunately, because CCCC is a commuter

school, there seem to be few people at sporting evenu and

concerts. Even within your own dorm, you could usually

».««U»»e<• p»t^ M





A Lx)ok Back in Time...
Photos by Marsha Ouimette

An Early History of Four Seas in Progress

In the aftermath of Hurricane Esther, Four Seas opened in

September 1961 to over 150 students in a building con-

structed in 1897 that, was formerly the Massachusetts

Maritime Academy and before that the Hyannis Nonnal

School. Among the first five fuU-time faculty who were

greeted each work day by a 9 1/2 by 12 foot mural of the

clipper ship Red Jacket was Douglas Mitchell. Doug had

taught at Hiram College for thirteen years. During the

summer as an extension course to the drama program

which he headed, he ran a showboat traveling the Ohio

River, putting on student produdions seven days a week,

playing in about fifty towns a summer. Here at Four Seas,

he not only taught but also served as Dean of Men. I met

Doug when I came to CCCC in 1977. A couple of years

later I had an office next to his. Doug was a great story

teller with an unbelievable range of interests. He carved

scrimshaw, built model ships, collected coins, did arche-

ological digs and was interested in everything Scottish,

owning for awhile The Purple Thistle which sold Scot-

tish imports, from bagpipes to marmalade. Doug never

had a choice concerning our friendship-I bent his ear with

the good and the bad, absorbed his every utterance and

knew my personal loss when he retired in 1986.

In the spring of this year, I received word that Doug was

critically ill with only ten per cent of his heart function-

ing. It was inappropriate for me to think of a visit, but

with the arrival of Saint Patridc's Day, a day off from

school, I headed, on my own invitation, to the Mary

Hitchcock Hospital in Dartmouth, New Hampshire.

Resolving to spend only five minutes and going over a

little bedside speech, I was totally unprepared for the

forty-five minute monologue that Doug had been rehears-

ing. His thesis was that someone must record the early

history of the college before it's forever lost. He began

his anecdotes by recalling how the students sat on the

floor in the early we^cs as there weren't enough chairs.

I was immediately interested in doing a project that I

nught dedicate to Doug as a gesture of my gratitude for his

years of tolerance. My good will had its limits. Having

previously published two books and knowing that to

write a book is to lose one's life during the process, I

vowed I wouldn't write a sentence without the promise

of publication in book form. Reluctant to give up n^ plans

for a composition text and a paper on Emily Diddnson's
poetry, 1 did some preliminary research to check available

resources in the William Brewster Nickerson Memorial
Room. I then presented the idea to President Day who not

only immediately saw its merit and guaranteed its publi-

cation but also provided a spring sabbatical that it might be
done.

I started work immediately. I had to first limit my
subject I decided on the years 1960-1965, covering three

graduating classes. I read, xeroxed, cut up and filed by

Prof. Delores Bird

subjea five years of llie Beacon, the first school new^a-

per. The years under the leadership of Admont Clark,

presently professor emeritus in English at CCCC, are

especially invaluable, since the dedication and skill that I

have personally come to recognize in Ad were evident in

1961 when he came to the new community college from

Massachusetts Maritime Academy. The school's year-

book, Foreseer, guarantees photographs for 1963, 1964

and 1965. TTie memorial room has the handbooks and

catalogs for the period, giving me technical, academic

information. There is correspondence from before the

school opened and correspondence on the forming of the

college seal with alternate sketches. Today's parking

decals came very close to having an Indian on a shield with

an underlying map of the Cape or the same map un-

demeaththe college building with an Olympic type flame

superimposed over the structure instead of our simple

lantern with flame. Although the memorial room

houses files of press releases, what really sold me on the

project was four scrapbooks totaling 276 pages of newspa-

per clippings from the Cape Cod Times, The Boston Globe,

The Vineyard Gazette, The Falmouth Enterprise, The

Barnstable Patriot, The Cape Codder, The Nantucket

Town Crier, The Boston Traveler, The New Bedford Stan-

dard Times, The Berkshire Eagle, The Springfield Union

and other newspapers. Betty Porter, who served in those

early years as bursar and secretary to the president, pre-

cedes me as college historian, daily clipping out and me-

thodically storing away a chronological and pictorial

story of the beginning of the second community college in

the Massachusetts Regional Community College system.

I spent weeks reading articles, taking notes and filing

them under subject headings. I finally despaired of com-

pleting the task, xeroxed and filed copies of the rest of the

articles.

The main part of my summer was spent working on the

aluiimi from the years 1963, 1964, and 1%5. I sent out a

questionnaire to the available addresses of all three

classes. It was like waiting for Godot. I sent out a second

letter and started making phone calls. The search was on

for "lost" alumni. I made ten calls before I finalfy located

a former graduate in a convent in California, eagerly called

the convent only to find out she was vacationing in Spain.

The tally at the end of the summer ran as follows:

76 graduates in 1963-10 lost

71 graduates in 1964-25 lost

78 graduates in 1965-27 lost

I had received re^K>nses or some kind of oirrent informa-

tion from 44 in 1963, 28 in 1964, and 24 in 1965. Having

naively plarmed to give the d^ees and careers of all the

alumni from the first three classes, I was disheartened by

onfy a partial reqwnse but delighted to find so many

outstanding people with impressive credentials and mean-

ingful contributions.

I started interviewing students. On my first interview

when I entered a bear shop, Bearly in Business in Orleans,

to interview the first student to be accepted at CCCC, I

was shodced not to find the seventeen-year-old Suzanne

Kathleen Clowry whose photograph from the Times I

had committed to memory; however, it was pleasant to

realize that I would be interviewing people of my own
age. At the end of the summer I had interviewed on tape

thirty-two students, teachers, administrators and politi-

cians with interviews ranging from one to five hours.

Added to these personal interviews were many phone

calls and letters.

I quickly realized that there was the book that couldn't be

written and the book that would be written. Everyone,

faculty, students, administrators alike, decided to let me
and President Day worry about the libel suits. They told

all, and there was plenty to tell. Along with scandal,

there were axes to grind. Believing with William Dean
Howells that the "cheap effects" serve only to obscure

the real health, success and vitality in life and more than

a little fearful of libel, I will temper my material with

discretion, promising, however, an "Animal House"

chapter as two alumni have given me permission to name

them as sources, (Creative mooning was in its hey day, and

the Key (hole?) Club made money!)

Although the chapters of the book aren't firm, the inclu-

sion of some material is apparent. I will begin with the

December 1956 Preliminary Report of the Special Com-

mission Relative to the Operation and Structure of Junior

Colleges in the Commonwealth and with the January

1958 Final Report. Senator Edward Carleton Stone, some-

times referred to as the father of the Cape Cod Community

College, worlced so tirelessly on this special commission

that many, especially constituents from the islands,

wanted to name the school after him. Ruth Nelson, his

secretary for his years in the Senate, loaned me the file

copies of these historic reports. Included will be Senator

Stone's 1953 commencement address in the Barnstable

High School of the fifty-sixth session of the Hyaimis

summer school of the State Teachers' College, Bridgewa-

ter, which develops in detail the philosophy he used to

promote a community college conc^t. It is very impor-

tant to show the massive preliminary woric that takes

place before the opening of a new institution from the

necessary community public relations, to the choosing of

a site, even the picking of a name, to the selecting of

faculty and staff, not to even mention the decisions that

must be made and later taken for granted in handbooks and

catalogs.

I have files on all the amazingly outstanding full-time

and part-time faculty from 1961-1965. I plan to include a

photograph of each, their academic backgrounds, their

philosophies of education and personalis fetches drawn

Douglas Mitchell, Dean of Men 1963

from stories and comments made by students and col-

leagues. I have been a zealot in collecting "tales to lelL"

t intend the book to be entertaining as well as enlighten-

ing.

A significant portion of the book belongs to the students.

I plan lots of pictures. I want to cover in detail the sports,

the social calendar, the clubs, and such requirements as the

Director's Hour, a concept totally foreign to students

today. How would the students of 1988-89 like to be
required to attend once a week a leaure by President Day or

his designated speaker with those who were absent being

on report to the Dean? Equally foreign to present day

students at CCCC will be the service clubs, Phi Delta Psi,

Mu Epsiion Gamma and Kappas, not only because of the

nature of their community service but also because of the

hazing and initiation rituals that were carried to elaborate

extremes. The male pledges for Phi Delta Psi participated

in Hell-Week by wearing on Monday pajamas to class, on

Tuesday clothes worn badcwards, on Wednesday Hal-

loween masks, on Thursday girls' clothes and on Friday

winter clothes. They were taken for rides to different

points and left. Some had to wear girls' clothing and wash

the side walks on Main Street, being headlined in the

Times as Mop-sters. Some wore beanies and engaged in

various rituals related to the circle in front of the college

that is today the Town Hail. One pledge had to open a bank

account with twenty-five cents. Forty pledges staged a

Twist Parade on Main Street, alarming the police and

attraaing the news media. The Kappas, among other

things, sold toilet paper in the commons.

Four Seas had its solemn moments. Everyone I talked to

remembered exactly where he or she was when the news

came that President Kennedy was shot. I even have a self-

addressed letter written by a student on that day and read

for the first time with me. Director Irving Bartiett's

Thanksgiving message at the Director's Hour following

Keimed/s death will be a highlight of the book. Two
nuns expelled from Castro's Cuba graduated from CCCC,

and reverse freedom riders (Blade people sent north by

Southerners who told them Ted Kennedy promised them

a better life in Massachusetts) lived in the college's dor-

mitory (so named from the Normal School days) until

housing could be found for them. The early history of

Cape Cod Community College is just waiting on my sab-

batical to unfold.

For now I would like to plant two seeds. There is no

evidence on this campus of CCCC's first president, Direc-

tor Irving Bartlett, who probably illsuiied in spirit for

administrative duties was unquestionably the right man

for the job. I suggest that at the least a painting of Bartlett

should be added to those of our second and third presidents.

The Stone Building, even if it's made of brick, might prove

a good name for any new structure on campus, in honor of

the father of Cape Cod Community College, Senator

Edward C. Stone.

Th« Beacon Staff

Mala Straat, Hyannla 1963
Tha first CCCC Campus
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Humanities Trip Enlightens Students
by Lisa Rondeau and Moe Rondeau

Music, stained glass, painting, churches, sculpture,

mummies; where doea one start? On Friday Oaober 21,

that was just one of the decisions that over ninety CCCC
students had to make on the semester Humanities field

trip. Professors Allan Broadhurst, Barry McPhee, and

David Still led the troops into Boston for a glimpse of not

only the arts, but also of one of the countries most historic

cities.

The first stop was at the Trinity Church in Copley

Square. Here, the group learned about the art in the church

including the stained glass windows, the architecture and

the sculptures. A concert was then given, featuring an

organ with 7,000 pipes. The Church holds a free concert

every Friday at noon; the public is encouraged to attend.

Many of the students then walked to the Museum of

Fine Arts by way of Huntington Avenue. On the way

there, the tour stopped at the Christian Science Complex

and visited the Mother Church. The organ in the church

had over 13,000 pipes made of tin, lead, copper, and zinc,

making them appear to be silver and gold. Students also

walked through the world famous Mapparium in the

Complex. This is a replica of the world, rendered in

stained glass that visitors may walk through. It is thirty

feet in diameter and is one of the great sites to see in Boston.

This exliibil was also free.

Once at the MFA, students got a firsthand look at the art

works they had been studying in classes. Greek and Roman

sculpture, paintings by Monet and Renoir, and recent art

works were viewed. A person could spend a whole day in

this awesome building and still leave something to take in

and enjoy. The many rooms in the MFA all had a different

theme and a different effect on the viewer.

After being taken in by the standard paintings and sculp-

tures, many of the students meandered their way through

the "Mummies in Magic" exhibit.

This showing will be at the MFA until December 11, and

it must be seen to be believed and appreciated. The intense

beliefs these people had and the way they honored their

dead is absolutely incredible. This ediibit is full of

breathtaking mystery.

After a dinner and a trot around Haymarket Square, we
were treated to an evening at Fanueil Hall. Here we heard

the Boston Classical Orchestra conducted by Harry Ellis

Dickson. The most impressive piece they performed was

Beethoven's Fourth Symphony.

At 10:45 p.m. the crowd from CCCC left Boston tired,

but excited. TTie most repeated conunents were, "the day

went by too fast," and "I wish we had more time."

When asked what he thought the significance of the

trip was, Professor Still replied "To rub the students'

noses in the arts!" Still also stated that "the key to the

Humanities course is to have a firsthand experience with

all of the arts."

Wanted: Ushers
The Provir.::e':c /.-. Flayers are
li;>clr.z f zr ushers for upcc.Ti:.r.7

perf rrmar.ces. Please contact Jar.us
.--a'-ers to ••-lunteer

.

"A Doll's House" A Wooden Performance
by Dean Wong

Drawn-out, over-acted, totally boring, these are just a

few words to describe the performance of Henrik Ibsen's

"A Doll's House" by the Gateway Players last Friday

night in Wareham. While most CCCC students were out

enjoying themselves in the company of friends, I was
being subjected to cramped century-old seats, poor acting,

and cold feet (the basement theatre had no source of heat).

Enduring the reflective glare of lighting opposite a stage

mirror, the whole experience lasted two and a half hours.

Included in the performance were two short intermissions

in which the audience viewed the surrealistic, if not pecu-
liar, an works of one "Hazel Smith."

The theme of the play centers on Nora Helmer, played by
Patricia Carhan. Nora, a woman living in the late eight-

eenth centuiy, is a virtual prisoner to the political" and
social problems of her time. Carhart aptly conveyed the

distress of Nora's charaaer, but lacked the range of emo-
tion needed to make her charaaer believable. Nora's hus-
band Torvald Helmer (Michael Ventura) feeds Nora's
insecurities with his self-centered egotistical attitudes

about life. He sees Nora and treats her as nothing more than
a "flittering songbird." Ventura however, lacked the
temperament or machismo that his character so desper-
ately needed.

Together, the players portrayed how one family
struggled to maintain societal normalcy in a time when
the roles of women and the rise of Women's Suffrage were
starting to be heard instead of shunned. "A Doll's House"
was a "shot heard around the worid" when it was re-

leased back in 1890. Today it is still heard because the
social injustices, political problems, and stereotyping of
women are stiU present. When Nora slammed the door on
her home, husband, and children to go and find herself, she
not only broke with the social forces that had kept her a

plaything, but also made a stand for the need for women's
equality.

There are also four minor characters that add to the

story. First, there is Dr. Rank, played by Don Thomas.
Rank, a long time friend of the Helmers', occassionally

visits to give advice. The announcement of his impending
death brings about the first conflict of the play as he
admits his passion for Nora. Thomas portrayed the with-

ering, lonely Dr. Rank with a unique maturity.

A second pivotal character, Kristine (Claudia Grey), is

Nora's only good friend. When Kristine asks Torvald for

a job, he fires Krogstad, a vengeful lawyer, and conflict

arises. Krogstad was played by Eric Strieiner. The lawyer

blackmails Nora into saving his job by threatening to tell

her husband that she had borrowed money with a forged

signature. What will happen neit? Interested parties

would be wiser to read the play than see it performed by
the Gateway Players.

Each charaaer is introduced by Aim-Marie, played by
Ingrid Loberg. The aaress's portrayal of the children's

nurse is particularly annoying and leaves much to be de-

sired. Loberg entered the stage, announced "Ma-Dam,
there is someone to see you." Each time "Ma-Dam" was
repeated became worse and worse. I found it quite incred-

ible that Lobeig could walk and chew gum at the same
time, let alone be a veteran aaress as her biography asserts.

"A DoU's House," no doubt, is a fascinating modem
drama; however, the Gateway Players made the show
less than bearable. In faa it was long-vrinded and in short,

a flop. Perhaps I wouldn't have minded freezing in a
muscle-cramping seat, if the Players weren't so unenthu-
siastic. Unfortunately, they hardty held a light to card-

board cut-outs.

Professor Broadhurst said "the field trip offers a new
awareness for students. This trip is the first time many of

the students have experienced the arts."

"The trip is one of the best experiences at CCCC and the

students will talk about it for a long time to come," stated

Professor McPhee.

All the professors agreed that the experience of the city

adds a great deal to the trip. McPhee most enjoyed the

"Mummies and Magic" portion of the trip, saying that he

was "taken in by all of the exotic art." Broadhurst and

Still enjoyed the orchestra most.

One student who was asked about the trip, Lynn
O'Harra of Dennisport said, "I wish I had more time to

experience eveiything." Wendy Orth from Plymouth is

not in a Humanities course but did take part in the day. She
recommends that "anyone who has a chance should at-

tend." Another comment was from Jack Quinlaji of Ware-

ham who said, "The trip was very enjoyable and probably

should be done more often to give everyone a chance to go,

maybe twice a year."

All in all the trip was a success "because we didn't lose

anyone," explained Still. Broadhurst, McPhee, and Still

do deserve to be congratulated for yet another great trip

and a terrific time.

Punchline Packs
a Whallop
by Martha G. McLane

"Punchline" is the "A Chorus Line" of stand-up com-

edy. As in that popular Broadway show, writer-direaor

David Seltzer gives the audience an insider's view of the

life of a stand-up comedian. Drama, excitement, love,

failure, confusion, success, all are developed within the

confines of the aspiring comics' lives. And, as in "A Cho-
rus Line," "Punchline" works!

As usual, Tom Hanks brings his exquisite sense of come-
dic timing to his role as a novice comedian. But, unexpea-

edly. Hanks exhibits dramatic depth in this pan. His edge,

confusion, anger, and sensitivity, bolstered by his comedic

ability, provide the audience with a superb performance.

The "Singing in the Rain" sequence, alone, is worth the

price of admission.

Playing opposite Hanks, Sally Field meets the comic

challenge, and holds her own. Although Field's dramatic

ability is well known, "Punchline" allows her to add
humor, frumpiness, ii^ecurity, confusion, and a little

raunchiness to her repertoire. With realism. Field por-

trays a housewife-come-comedienne. Conllias between
family obligations and personal drive are the foci of

Field's charaaer. John Goodman, as Field's husband,

gives credible support to this conflia.

Understand, "Punchline" is not without flaws. The
development of the romantic interest between Hanks and
Field seems inadequate. On occasion, the reaaions and
laughter of the comics' audiences seemed forced, stilted,

almost...caimed. And, it was easier to accept Hanks as an
over developed twelve year old (as in "Big"), than it is to

believe he is a college-aged student. Hanks is not, nor does
he appear to be, in his early twenties.

But in spite of these failings, "Punchline" brings to the

screen a poignant view of comedy. As Hanks states to

Field, "I think nothing in life is funny, that is why I am
funny!" The hard edge of reality cuts through the steady

stream of sarcasm, slapstick, sacrilege, lewdness, and ir-

reverence. And, lest you misunderstand, this movie is

funiqr! See "Punchline;" I recommend it.

If Only They Knew
When Big Joe was busied again he cursed at the cops,

while he laughed to the younger kids hovering around the
patrol car. "This is cool, man," he said. He held his head up
defiantly while he shouted to the kids; they watched
with wide eyes and open mouths. "Hey you kids - no
sweat - this U just like doing a hitch in the army." When
the black-and-white pulled away, Joe was grinning from
ear to ear. The youths could see that Big Joe wasn't afraid
of anything.

Joe went through Book-In, and was taken to the tank.
When the thick steel door opened, he strutted into the
day-room, the area where inmates gather to eat meals,
play cards, and watch television. Some of his old buddies
ran over to him and slapped some skin. They were andous

to hear the news of the street. Joe boasted that he had been
caught breaking into a liquor store, with a few bags of
Crack and three joints. "Wish you could have brought
some in here," someone hollered out. They all laughed
together, while Big Joe looked around for a bunk.

During the day, the steel bars to the cells are left open,
and Joe walked over to the one he wanted. It was occupied
by a sleeping inmate who worked at night. Joe dumped
him on the cement floor, while his buddies laughed and
cheered. "This is my bunk," he said. "Pick up your stuff
and move it." A younger and smaller man tried lo gather
up his belongings. Joe grabbed a pack of cigarettes away
before he kicked the smaller man in the ribs, pushing him
out of the cell. Joe settled in with a big smile on his face.

and his jail buddies kacv 'iig Joe could handle anything.

Next, loe o;'Ji;i».d so:.if paper and pencil. He wanted to
write some "ki;c»." That is a prison term for a note an
inmate writes v/hen he wants to see a nurse or doaor. He
wanted to see the dentist to get some teeth fixed, and he
wrote to the doaor because he wanted an old knee injuiy

checked out, possibly x-rayed. He also wrote to the nurse

for some dry skin cream. He informed everyone in the tank
that he had no intentions of doing any work. He laughed
and told his buddies, "Stick with me, I'll show you how
to work the system. I know my rights." They all said

they would stick with Big Joe.
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Older Students Break Mold

by David Wood
interviewing Edna and Andy Wayson, 68 and 79 respec-

tively was a bit of a cop out. People like the Waysons,

who have lived so long and experienced so much, gener-

ally have a great deal to say, leaving the reporter little to

do beyond simply putting pen to paper. Edna and Andy did

nothing to challenge this theory. Andy did, however,

succeed in making the task a little more challenging by

asking that this interview deal mainly with the couple's

life together, which is a relatively recent occurance.

Having both recently lost their spouses, the Waysons

met in the summer of 1975 while taking courses here at

CCCC. Both were studying foreign languages in prepara-

tion for respective trips abroad. Immediately it became
obvious that they had a great deal in common. After Ave

years of enjoying one another's company, they decided to

many in 1980.

Within the last few years, Andy has had a heart attack

and a bout with cancer, both of which he has beaten;

neither has slowed him in any way. Andy's health partly

accounts for an avid interest in exercise which he and Edna
share. Edna explained how she goes to jazzercize, and

mows the lawn of their West Chatham home three times

a week. She added that "Andy loves working in his rock

garden."

In addition to these hobbies they both enjoy hiking,

biking and cross-country skiing, though Edna adnuts that

they haven't done the latter in quite some time.

Edna and Andy Wayson

The Waysons have a great many interests aside fron.

health. Andy loves reading and exploring the many new
and used bookstores that the Cape has to offer. Among
Edna's hobbies is a particularly unusual interest in Gra-
phology, a subject which she speaks on from time to time.

She states that, "a lot can be determined about a person by
his handwriting, and that is what the science of graphol-

ogy is all about." Those who share this interest in hand-
writing analysis can hear Edna speak on the subject on
November 13th at the Lutheran church in Chatham.

Still another interest that the Waysons share is a love

for learning. They have taken courses together at CCCC

Ben & Jerry's Scoop the Competition
By Martha G. McLane

All right, I'll admit it. I think Ben and Jerry's has the

best ice cream in the Mid-Cape area. Having acknowledged

that, I will try to support that contention.

First and foremost, Ben and Jerry's ice cream tastes better

than good, it's delicious. Or maybe it tastes scrumptious,

fantastic, or delectable. Sorry, no words can describe the

Ben and Jerry's experience.

All the company advertising and literature states that

Ben and Jerry's is made of Vermont milk, cream, and eggs.

It describes the density of the ice cream; they compare the

heavy weight and volume of Ben and Jerry's to other

lightweight contenders.

But, who is thinking volume when one sits down to a

bowl of New York Super Fudge Chunk, a rich, smooth,

deep chocolate ice cream laden with large chunks of white

chocolate, semi-sweet chocolate, walnuts, pecans, and

chocolate covered almonds? I do not think of the Vermont

dairy cows at all. I only think pleasure.

Ben and Jerr/s has ice cream flavors for everyone. The
Heath Bar Crunches, in vanilla, chocolate, and coffee ice

cream varieties, contains crushed toffee and chocolate

candy combined with rich ice cream. Praline Pecan, a per-

sonal favorite, includes crunchy pralines free-floating in

french vanilla ice cream. Strawberry, Black Rasberry, and

Lemon Daiquiri are a few of the fruit-based flavors. How
about Chocolate Chunk, vanilla ice cream with LARGE
dark-chocolate pieces; or Reverse Chocolate Chunk,

chocolate ice cream with LARGE white-chocolate

pieces? Or, perhaps, Rachel's Brownies, a perfect combi-

nation of chewy, fudgey, brownie chunks and vanilla ice

cream. Cherry Garcia, enjoyed by "Dead-heads" and oth-

ers, is the ice cream equivalent of a chocolate-covered

cherry. Other flavors abound, including liquor-laced,

speciality flavors.

All right, I have tortured your cerebral tastebuds long

enough. How much does this delicacy cost?! Small cones

(single scoop) are $1.24, large cones are $2.05. How can one

afford this pleasure, and, more importantly, how can one

pick just ONE flavor to indulge in? The friendly scoopers

are more than willing to assist in sampling, as well as

divide larger cones into two flavors. At Ben and Jerry's,

one can have ice cream any way he wants it.

For those who cannot control themselves, or who must

do everything to the extreme, one can order the "Vermon-

ster" at $19.95. The "Vermonster" is 20 scoops of ice

cream plus quantities of Hot Fudge, Strawberrys,

whipped cream, nuts, candies, cookies, and brownies, will

put even the sturdiest stomach to the test.

Although the mainstay of Ben and Jerry's is their ice

cream, they also offer many ice-cream parlor sundries.

Homemade Fudge, Fudge Walnut, Chocolate Chip, and

Heath Bar Crunch Brownies can all be topped with the ice

cream of your choice. Also, Hot Fudge, Butterscotch, and

Strawberry Sundays are available at $2.24 (small) and

$2.65 (large).

I told you. I think that Ben and Jerry's has the best ice

cream in the Mid-Cape area. What I didn't tell you is that

Ben and Jerry's is also an unusual company. Mike Lyons,

proprietor of the Hyannis Main Street store, states, "The

Ben and Jerry's Company is, very committed to showing

financial support for community attivities. During the

Cape Cod Chowder Festival alone, Ben and Jerry's gave

out 2,800 ice creams." According to Lyons, many varied

community organizations are supported from "Pops by

the Sea" to a local library's "ice cream reward for reading"

program.

Proceeds from T-shirt sales, available at the shop, go to

support local events. "The 'Cherry Garcia' T-shirt is one

of the best selling shirts on Main Street", states Lyons.

New fund raising goals developed by Ben Cohen and

Jerry Greenfield (You guessed it! THE Ben and Jerry!) are

the "1% for Peace" program. One percent refers to fund

raising $3 Billion (one percent of the annual $300 billion

spent on the U.SA. military budget). Tlie "1% for Peace"

program hopes to spend this money developing peaceful

alternatives to a continued military buildup. One can enjoy

wonderful ice cream, support local activities and pro-

grams, and contemplate world peace all in one stop.

If you haven't ah-eady, take a break from studying and

try Ben and Jerry's ice cream. And, notice, that in this

entire dissertation promoting Ben and Jerry's, I did not

ONCE discuss calories. Oh, the beauty of denial!

off and on since they first met.

At this point in the interview a girl sitting at the table
behind the couple in the hectic, noisy cafeteria interupted
our discussion to ask Edna for the spelling of a word. It

was obvious thai the girl had opted to ask Edna rather
than one of her peers, assuming that she was older and
therefore wiser. Edna cheerfully obliged, not the least bit

bothered by this fact.

If it appears that Edna is the designated spokesperson for

the couple, it is because this is essentially the truth.

"Andy is reluctant to speak in ft-ont of people." Edna
offered this bit of information while Andy was off buy-

ing coffee," he is somewhat shy in spite of the faa that he
was once a vice-president with the Litton Co., for whom
he still consults." He had been with the company for over

fifty-seven years.

Both Edna and Andy have children from their previous

marriages. When adced how their kids reacted to their re-

marriage, they agreed that there was no resentment on the

part of their children. Edna often refers to Andy's chil-

dren as her"instant family".

The Waysons are pleasant people to be around. Given the

many trials that Andy has had to cope with over the past

few years, it is a wonder that both he and Edna are able to

maintain such a positive outlook. Asked what accounts

for this, Andy quoted a variation of the old saying "God
helps those who help themselves," he said "You pray to

God, but you row like hell to stay away from the rocks."

Marshland is a Must!

by Bill LaPine

If a big and delicous breakfast is what you're after, well,

lave I got a place for you: Marshland Restaurant.

Marshland is located off of route 6A in Sandwich, be-

hind the Exxon station. Although the surroundings are

none too appealing, the food is delicious.

When I got out of my car I noticed a waiting Une, but this

didn't discourage me, because the line moved quiddy.

Once inside, I noticed that the restaurant had a nice "rus-

tic" look to it, which surprisingty made it a comfortable

atmosphere for eating.

Well, time came to order and I was dumbfounded from

all the items to choose from. I finally made my decision,

the french toast, which was "a ^ecialty of the house".

While I was waiting for my breakfast, I peered back into

the menu to see what else they had to offer. If omelettes

are your game, there is a list of over nine and if you dislike

their choice of combinations, you can create your own

from their long list of ingredients.

After looking at the menu, I glanced up and noticed a huge

platter of french toast with sides of sauted fruit and ras-

berry butter in front of me. Needless to say, I enjoyed one

of the best breakfasts of my life.

If you are ever in Sandwich around breakfast time and

your stomach is growling for some good cooking, then the

Marshland Restaurant is a must!
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AIDS Victim Warns Students
by Jacqueline Duarte

"David," who was diagnosed with AIDS last year,

pleaded with students at a recent Health Seminar to think

carefully before engaging in casual sex. Ruth Karmelin-

Bice. a former CCCC student and AIDS educator, also

addressed the forum. Karmelin-Bice is employed by the

Southeastern Massachusetts Department of Public

Health. In her discussion she covered the basics of the

disease, what she referred to as "AIDS 101," and included

the state's updated information.

"It is important that you folks are here today learning

this information because, truly, there are young people

who are practicing certain sexual behaviors that are put-

ting themselves at risk. People who have AIDS are

young," she staled.

While Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS)

receives much publicity, a number of people continue to

cany on in a precarious fashion, putting not only them-

seK-es but others at risk. David, who was a guest speaker

warned the group that, "No matter what you do sexu-

ally, you should be careful. I didn't really have a lot of

sex. Usually after work, I would come home, cook dinner

and watch T.V.. Maybe once a week I might have had

sex. ..but you don't know who that person is."

AIDS is caused by a virus called the Human Immunode-

ficiency Virus (HIV). Once in the body it attacks the

immune system, leaving one susceptible to opportunist

diseases. The immunity system's T4 cells are responsible

for lunung on the sj^tem when a foreign cell invades the

body. HIV prevents T4 cells from working.

Two diseases that are characteristic of AIDS, thus re-

ferred to as marker diseases, are Pneumocystis carinii pneu-

monia and Karposi's sarcoma. The former is a lung disease

caused by a parasite. Karposi's sarcoma is a rare skin cancer

manifesting itself in the form of lesions. It also affects the

lymph nodes.

People with HIV may have no qonptoms at all or may
experience what is referred to as AIDS Related Complex,
which consists of symptoms associated with a cold or flu.

These symptoms are, however, persistent and recurring.

It is also possible that the HIV victim will develop full

blown AIDS.

The physical condition of an AIDS victim prior to con-

traction makes a difference in the development of the

disease. "I was never sick except for the two lesions

(Karposi's sarcoma) on the soles of my feet. I consider

myself lucky. Friends of mine have died in two and six

month periods. It's been a year and I feel relatively well.

I'm going to live until it kills me," said David.

Karmelin-Bice added, "We don't know exactly, right

now, how many asymptomatic infected people will go on

to develop symptoms or AIDS. Sometimes I think the

numbers are astounding in terms of the prediaions and

then on the other hand, there is a whole lot of research,

therapy, and intervention. I'm at least feeling optimistic

that wiiile the numbers will grow, the rale will start to

slow down."

The virus is primarily found in three bodily fluids:

blood, semen (a blood product), and vaginal secretions.

According to the Dept. of Public Health, research shows

that in order for the virus to pass from person to person,

the infected blood and sracual discharges must enter the

body through cuts or broken membranes. Karmelin-Bice

cited statistics from a February 1, 1988 study to illustrate

this. The largest AIDS population in the U.S. is the

homosexual/bisexual male community. Heterosexuals,

however, comprise the highest number of AIDS cases

documented in Africa. Both groups commonly engage in

anal intercourse (the Africans use anal sex as a form of

birth control) which often results in the bleeding rupture

of the lining inside of the anus.

IV drug users represent the second highest number of

U.S. AIDS cases. Part of a user's "ritual" involves shar-

iilg the needle with another. If the needle contains infected

blood, HIV is transmitted in this manner. Karmelin-Bice

warned, "You don't have to be an abuser of drugs, just a

user. It lakes onfy one time of sharing dirty needles. In

addition, the people sharing needles are not necessarily

street people addicted to heroine. Cocaine is one of the

most popular IV drugs." Karmelin-Bice also mentioned

that IV drug users often die of malnutrition or overdose

before being diagnosed, therefore, the number of docu-

mented AIDS cases for this group is low.

Unsterilized needles can also be dangerous when used for

tattooing, ear piercing, or injecting steroids. Individuals

who use needles might sterilize them with a solution of

bleach and water at a 10 to 1 ratio, thus killing the virus.

A number of myths about AIDS were discussed and

clarified. AIDS cannot be contracted from shaking hands,

hugging, swimming pools, coughs, mosquitos, using

public restrooms or eating in restaurants. People who live

with victims do not get AIDS. In fact, the Cape Cod AIDS
Council provides patients with a companion in its Buddy

Program.

The belief that mosquitos cany HIV is popular, but false

explained Karmelin-Bice. First, statistics demonstrate

that the incidents of AIDS are lowest in the southern

states where mosquitos are abundant. Second, when a

mosquito bites a person, it withdraws blood rather than

injeas il. Once the mosquito bites, it goes off to "digest"

and after about 24 hours it seeks a new person. If the virus

were present it would not survive during this period.

A blood test to screen for HIV can be obtained by visiting

the Dept. of Public Health or a physician. The presence of

HIV does not necessarily mean that person will go on to

develop symptoms or full blown AIDS. Both Karmelin-

Bice and David warned that people should pay attention to

the kinds of sexual practices they have and try to get

information about sexual partners. "When you are having

sexual relations with a person, you should both get

tested. If the test results are negative, stick together,"

suggested David.

Controlling and changing aity behavior is very difficult.

"The gay and bisexual population have educated them-

seh/es and actual transmissions are reducing in that group.

On the other hand, the number of IV drug user AIDS cases

has increased dramatically and still continues to," said

Karmelin-Bice. The use of latex condoms is recommended
for both hetero and homosexuals in an attenq)t to prevent

the disease.

AIDS is incurable at this time and only the maricer dis-

eases can be treated. A drug is used which kills HIV and
coats the T4 cells preventing further destruction. Side

effects often result from the medication. David admini-

sters injections three times a d^. When he first started, he

experienced mailced fatigue. After using the medicine for a

year, he no longer experiences this side effect and his T4
cell count has increased from 150 to 262. The normal range

is from 1,000 to 2,000 in a healthy person.

continued fh>m page 5

find something to do. There were many times when my
friends and I would just go to Boston for the nigfit, or to

Great Woods for a concert.

Finally there is the price tag, an issue which can some-
times directly affect a person's choice of college. At five

hundred dollars a semester, I believe the education and
opportunities here are equal to the benefits of Stonehill

College which costs $11 thousand every year. Even with
the lack of dorms I have met many people and have found
myself involved in school. After all, college is only
what you make of it, the opportunities and benefits you
receive do not just jump up and throttle you. I believe that

CCCC offers a quality, affordable education that can
work for anyone by making the years spent here enjoyable

and well worth the time and energy.

coDtinned from page 8

That day was his first day back in prison, and he quickly

established himself as boss of the tank. Some would give

him cigarettes, some would give him food, and no one
would ask any questions. In the evening he sat with his

buddies, playing cards and watching "Miami Vice" on the

television. Everyone knew that Big Joe had everything
under control.

Late that night there was an emergency call to the
Nurses' Station. The floor officer reported an inmate
"going off." A guard went before me, as we walked down
a long, narrow, and semi-dark catwalk. As the steel door
to the fu-st cell opened slowly, I saw a man curied up in the
middle of the floor like a baby. He was crying, twisting

his hair with his fmgers, and pulling out long strands of it

with his hands. His knuckles were bloody from banging
on the walls. His body shook with every cry; through
his sobs his voice came in short darling gasps. "I want my
mama, I want my mama, "He looked up at me through
pleading eyes. His name was Big Joe.

W^notlookmafbrsympathy.
Justsomeonetoteachuszonedelense.

Some of the most courageous, dedi-

cated athletes in Massachusetts need
your help.

They participate in the Special
Olympics, a sports program for individ-

uals with mental retardation. These ath-

letes don't lack desire. Or the will to win.
What they need are coaches People

willing to spend a few hours a week teach-

ing them the skills they need to compete at

local, state, even international le\'els. You
don't need previous coaching experience to

become a Special Olympics volunteer. Just

the patience and dedication to help our

athletes be the best they can be.

If you can't coach, we can ahvays use
help in the day-t(Miay running of the Special

Olympics. And your financial contributions

will help make sure that our teams have the

equipment and uniforms they need.

To find out more, call 617-774-1501.

They're ready to play their hearts out.

Now the ball's in your court.

IheMasswhusattS/i
SpM^Oyiqics^

Get in the garnet
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Learning to Manage Stress

Meg Hunter

"Anxiety is an unavoidable fact of life. To have anxiety
in one's life is part of the experience of living," stated Dr.
Frances "Dee" Burlin, a psychologist in private practice in
Chatham. According to Burlin, people usually equate
arodety with negative things such as illness, injury or
death. Burlin stated, however, that anxiety can be posi-
tive in such instances as falling in love or building a new
home.

Burlin explained that our ability to do well is increased
by our anxiety. However, if our level of anxiety escalates
too high, then a person declines rapidly. The pe'rson is then
forced into a mode that can be Ukened to a state of paraly-
sis. Burlin stated that the key to a good life is learning
how to manage anxiety while not becoming over-
whehned by it.

BurUn cites three sources from which anxiety stems.
The first source is the environment or the "stress source."
Examples of "stress sources" are: illness, finals, money
and relationship problems. BurUn explains that these
problems all take place "outside ourselves."

The second source is our psychology or our thoughts.
States Burlin, "our lives are largely governed by the way
we think. For example, if we wake up and feel that it is a
lousy day, it probably will be. However, if a person
wakes up with a posith-e attitude, he or she wiU be better
off in coping with the stresses of that day."

loose an inner spark and Ufe becomes "hum-drum and
drab."

Relationship time represents an "I, thou" relationship
not an "I, it" relationship. Burlin explains that it is im-
portant for a person to know someone where they can
"take off the mask" and really be able to show their true
emotions without ridicule or scorn. States Burlin, the "I,
It" relationship is when the person feels as if they are the
laundry machine, lawn mower or garbage collector. This
relationship represents only the functional. Alone time,
A third source of stress in our daily lives, accordmg to

'

Burhn, IS our bodies. The body interacts with the other
two factors causing physiological stress such as heart
palpitations, ulcers or headaches. Furthermore, these
symptoms become a stress in themselves.

BurUn invoh-ed the audience in her leaure by having the
members assess, on a piece of paper, their environmental
stress over the past year. A score of 150-199 meant a mild
Ufe crisis. 200-299, a moderate crisis. Three hundred plus
meant a major Ufe crisis. However, major health repercus-
sions can begm at a score of 250.

One way to avoid excess stress, according to BurUn, is to
learn time management. A person should learn how to
divide his or her time into four kinds: work tune, leisure
tune, relationship time, and alone time. Work time repre-
sents a person's job, schooUng or volunteering. It is im-
portant that this is meaningful to the person involved
Leisure time means "keeping that, child aUve within us"
States BurUn, when we "loose the chUd within us" we

explains BurUn, is when a person seeks soUtude or self
reflection. "Eveiyone needs, every day, a time to re-
group."

"If we don't have these four kinds of time in our Uves,"
explains BurUn, "mental and physical health repercu^
sions might ensue." Some mental health problems are
depression, extreme boredom, or an overaU feeUng of
bemg "stressed out." Some physical signs are heart dis-
ease, ulcers, headaches and possibly cancer.

According to BurUn, a typical example of a "stressed
out" person is the type A personaUty. This person is a
chrome over achiever and leaves Uttle tune for leisure or
relationships.

According to BurUn, there are three negative ways of
thinking that can cause persons to be more anxious then
they need be. The first is the "love slobism." Love slo-
bism means that a person feels that he or she has to be
approved by praaically everyone in their Ufe. If they are
not approved as a whole, they are awful. The second
negative way of thinking is "musturbation." This feeUng
refers to the peri'ectionist. If the perfectionist commits
errors, they feel that they are terrible. BurUn explains
that it is unportant that this type of person acknowledge
that aU persons are not perfea.

"Low frustration tolerance" is the third factor in nega-
tive thinking. BurUn states that seU' acceptance is the key
in fighting negative behaviors. One must have the "I can
stiU love and accept myself even though not everyone is

going to love me" attitude.

Hospice: Aiding the Living
Meg Hunter

"Hospice is a caregiving organization that deals with

terminally iU patients. It not only provides medical and
physical support, but emotional support as weU," stated

Barbara S. Fitzpatrick, Professor of Health Education.

Furthermore, hospice not only aids the dying person, but

offers a support system to all persons involved. Social

support, where a person will come into your home and aid

in household tasks such as babysitting or shoppmg is

another main ingredient. Hospice believes in the role of a

"primary caretaker" which could be a spouse or chUd
who wiU be primarily responsible for the weU being of

the patient. Other support areas that the Cape Cod Hospice
offers are financial and spiritual support.

Hospice is founded on the principle that much can be
accomplished in reducing the suffering of the patient,

while including family and friends m the patient's care.

Caring, however, must be a team effort. Furthermore,

hospice provides a professional and volunteer staff,

working in conjunction with the patient's doctor in the

coordination of care. Fitzpatrick explains that in making
the decisions of support, hospice prolongs life as long as it

is possible. However, the patient's comfort is of primaiy

importance.

In the middle ages, hospice referred to organizations of

volunteers who provided care for sick and unfortunate

travelers. According to Fitzpatrick, hospice in its modem
form originated in England in the 1960s, and was founded
by Dr. Cicely M. Saunders. The first hospice to be estab-
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Ushed in the United States was the Connecticut Hospice in

Branford in 1971. In 1980, at Branford, the first "free

standing" or in-patient facility was estabUshed. The in-

corporation of the Hospice Association of Cape Cod was
approved on July 2, 1980. In March 1981, Mary Mc-
Carthy, RJ>1., former Assistant Director of Nursing at

FaUnouth Hospital became Coordinator for Hospice. The
opening of the first office in OstervUle foUowed. In May
1981, the first volunteer training program was originated.

Today, the Hospice Association of Cape Cod is the largest

in Massachusetts.

Fitzpatrick states that there is a major difference be-

tween hospice and a sterile, medical environment such as a

nursing home. "With hospice, there is a one to one situ-

ation with the patient." Furthermore, hospital care is

seen by many as too technological. Because of this, most of

the approximately 1,200 American hospice programs care

for terminally ill patients in their own homes. Moreover,
the surviving famiUes often need professional help in

avoiding psychological and physical iUnesses caused by
stress. To reduce stress, hospice offers patient and family

support, inteiidiscipUnary care, pain control, and bereave-
ment services. Bereavement "foUow up" aids famiUes in

coping with the death of their loved one. Hospice wiU
emotionaUy help a family up to one year after the person's

death. Moreover, hospitals may be seen by many as too

structured; their poUcies too stringent.

Hospice has several goals which are an integral part of

the dying process. These are: resohring the pauent's pain-

ful symptoms, supporting the patient in maintaining con-

trol of his or her life decisions, identifying the services

needed to assist the patient, and spending quaUty time in

the home of the patient.

Fitzpatrick explains that in order for a person to become
an affiUate, he or she must go through "a very expensive,

in depth training program" dependuig upon the area in

which the person wants to specify. Fitzpatrick recom-

mends that persons interested in the hospice concept and
other related issues attend the Living With Dying in a

Caring Community lecture on November 15, in lecture

hall A. The presenters include: Rev. George WeUes,

Assistant Rector of St. Mary's Episcopal Church, and
President of the Board of the Cape Cod and Islands Alz-

heimer Chapter. Alice Foley, R.N. who works with the
"

Provincetown AIDS Support Group and LesUe Arm Feder-

son, Consultant for Education and Training of Hospice

Association of Cape Cod, Inc.

According to Fitzpatrick, it is important to remember
that "as we begm to understand death and the importance
of grieving in deaUng with death, the better we wiU
understand life."

Anyone requesting information should write: Hospice
Association of Cape Cod 923 Route 6A Yarmouthport,

MA 02675; or phone: 362-1103 or 1-800-642-2423.
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MainSheet Vetoes Senate Soccer Team Wins 4-0
by Moe Rondeau

The MainSheet voUeyball squad has once again

dominated the court, this time retiring the Student

Senate on Thursday, October 20. The Senate made a

valiant attempt to debate the issue, but lost the match

three games to one.

Initialfy, the legislators shodced the Mainsheet

staff by winning the first game 15-10 with Andy

"Mr. Intimidation" Robinson leading the scoring for

his team. At the time, who would have suspected

that this would serve only to awaken the raging beast

that is the MainSheet Volleyball Team.

The Beast recovered quickly from the unexpected

Senate success. Early in the second game, MainSheeler

Brian Sauro served a five point run to give the writers

a quick lead. However, Adam "The Hammer" Cor-

deiro had other plans for the reporters. His powerful

slams kept the Senate in the game and even helped

account for a slight lead late in the contest. But a

repeat of their first performance was not to be, as the

raging reporters, led by Tim Crowninshield, pulled

together to win the game by two points, the final

score 15-13.

The third game started predictably, with a huge

eleven point lead for the Mainsheet. The Senate

fought back against the Beast, but the outcome was

preordained. The Senate would not be consumed eas-

ily, however. They fought back in the longest and

hardest game of the match. Time after time the Beast

was prepared to close its jaws on the lawmaker's

throats, but was prevented l)y excellent defensive

play by John Crowninshield and David "Digger"

Wrightson, who also won the game's best dressed

player award. The quickly fading politicians did

manage to get eleven points, but the price they paid to

do it was too great. The Beast had worn down its pr^,

and the rabbit had nowhere left to hide. Lisa Rondeau

capped the game with a three point run. The final score

of game 3 was 15-11, bringing the reporters to within

one game of their thrill of victory.

In the fourth and fmal game of the match the Beast

roared out of its lair, consumed its prey and stalked off

the court in triumph. It was that fast. It vras that

cruel The final score was 15-4. Once again Lisa Ron-

deau had the pleasure of delivering the "coup de

grace," this time with an ace serve.

Photo by Tammy Couture

Rob Migliaccio exhibits his verticle jump as

Matt Blackburn, David Wood,

and the Senate victims look on.

by Brian Sauro

The CCCC soccer team notched it's first win of the

season in a 4-0 shutout over Bradford College at home last

Tuesday. With 15 minutes gone in the first half, Alan
Nolan came off the wing to score on a hard shot from the

right. Chris Hill^ assisted. Three minutes later, a nice

lead pass from Pedro Garcia sent Tom Burt in on goal

unmarked. He beat Bradford's keeper for the second goal of

the game, and from then on the Helmsmen nev» looked

back.

CCCC continued to dominate the action, despite good

play by Bradford's midfielders. The game had to be short-

ened to 60 minutes due to a late start, but CCCC still had

enough time to get 23 shots off and to build a big lead in

comer kicks, keeping Bradford's goalkeepers bu^.

First year goalie Jim McKenna played a strong game in

net to preserve the shutout by controlling the action in his

area, and stopping the few chances allowed by the CCCC
defense.

In the second half Steve Buckley added two more goals

to put the game away for the Helmsmen. The game was

delayed because the Bradford squad got a late start and

didn't arrive at CCCC until well after the 4 p.m., the

scheduled game time. This forced the Helmsmen to wait

out in the rain, wondering when, or if, they would play.

Given the results, noted one CCCC player, "Bradford

will probably show up on time nejrt game."

The Helmsmen's record now stands at 1-6-1.

Lisa Adamson, Anthony Lacerda, and Matt Lasorda

also played for the senate, contributing to the team's

brave fight. Other key players for the MainSheet

'

included Matt Igoe, Dave Wood, Matt Blackburn,

Rob Miggliaccio, and Tor^ DeCicco who powered

the team to their second victory in as many matches.

The Beast is already getting hungry <^ain and ea-

gerly awaits the arrival of the next rabbit, the Fac-

ulty Volleyball Team.

Exercise Craze Starts at Young Age

yy^ Sole

by Lisa Rondeau

The campus gym serves many purposes, such as holding

practices for the basketball team, housing the famous

Mainsheet volleyball team, and holding adult aerobics

classes. The gym is also available for community use other

than campus activities.

At 9:30 and 1030 a.m., on Wednesday and Thursday, one

half of the gym is used for a children's gym class. These

classes are for the children of the surrounding communi-

ties and are put together by the "YMCA".
The classes are conduaed by Diane Mothander and Laura

Ziemba and are aimed at certain age groups. The Wednesday

class at 9:30 is for three year old children and the 10:30

class is for four year olds. These classes also have some

children from Seven Seas daycare. Ziemba is the instructor

for these two sessions.

The Thursday exercise hours have a different twist to

them. The first class is for children age one year and their

mothers; the second session at 10:30 is for two year old

children and one of their parents. Mothander leads these

two groups in various exercises.

Mothander thinks the classes with the parents are most

important because "this is forty-five minutes where

there is no phone ringing, no meals to cook, and no shop-

ping to do. This is just wonderful quality time between

child and parent."

The classes are designed to increase and improve the gross

motor muscles (the large muscles) of the children. "This

is the time when no one will yell at a child for climbing,

banging, yelling, or running around," explained Mothan-

der. She continued to say "this is an hour where a child

doesn't have to hear the word 'no'."

The first few minutes of the class is free time, where the

children get used to one another and their surroundings.

After they run around for a bit, many toys and gym appa-

ratuses are available for their use. Among the many in-

struments available to the children are gym mats (set up a<

steps and cushioned with pillows for climbing,) a small

Kids Gym Class takes 5.

Phhto by Marsha Ouimette

plastic slide, a large tire tube for jumping, a balance beam to

improve coordination, and a variety of nerf balls in differ-

ent shapes and sizes, including an orange one the size of a

truck tire that the children can jump on and roll around.

After about a half hour of play, the group gathers to-

gether for songs that involve "finger play," songs like

"I'm a Little Teapot" and "Patty Cake." The children

also learn to sing songs with titles like "I am Special."

Mothander explains, "songs that involve finger play

allow affectionate touching between parent and child, and

the songs we sing have very important themes that

should be reinforced to every child, like the child being

special."

The last few minutes of class involve playing with a

large parachute which the children can help lift and run

under. "With this exercise," explains Mothander, "the

children are just about reacfy for a nap when th^ get home

and their parents can also get a few minutes rest."
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Search for Dean of Academics Continues

by Matthew Blackburn

For the second time this

year, applications have been

accepted to fill the position

of Dean of Academic Af-

fairs. The post was left va-

cant when William Young,

who held it for 16 years,

retired in August. Bruce

Bell, Division Chairman of

Mathematics and Sciences,

has taken over in the in-

terim.

The present committee for

the search is the same as last

semester, when the initial

search began. Professor Dan
McCuUough is once again

head of the search commit-

tee, which up until recently

was short of one member. A
student representative was
needed to act in full capacity

with the other members.

McCullough and Presi-

dent Day both requested

that the Student Senate find

a student capable of fulfiU-

ing the rigorous duties of the

3"

committee. Senator Julie

Fahy recently volunteered

for the position, although

most of her colleagues knew
nothing about it. McCull-

oueh was also unaware until

Prof. Dan McCullough
Registration day, Nov. 15. viewing the more than 200

Apparently the appoint- resumes received from
ment was made at some point across the country,

by Senate President John The deadline for applica-

Crowninshield. Fahy says tions was November 11, and

she has already begun re- now every member reviews

each application, and ranks

the candidate on a score

sheet. The college is looking

for someone with an ad-

vanced degree in education,

preferrably a doctorate. The
candidate should have

teaching experience at the

community college level,

and academic administrative

experience; he/she must also

be able to demonstrate com-
mitment to the philosophy

of the community college.

School officials would
also like to see a woman or

minority candidate repre-

sented in the post. Accord-

ing to a recent article in the

"Cape Cod Times," Day
said, "My preference would
be that it would be a woman;
if it's a minority woman, all

the better." He also told the

Times that the pool of four

finaUsts from the previous

search "left us dry." The
four included female and

minority candidates.

McCullough is more
interested in finding the best

candidate for the job, and he

is quoted in the Times as say-

ing, "I have not decided

ahead of time that the job

needs to be filled by a

woman or minority candi-

date." But more recently he

remarked that the commit-

tee is, "aggressively assur-

ing that women and minori-

ties are involved in the proc-

ess."

Perhaps the greatest diffi-

culty in finding a new Dean
is the tremendous impor-

tance McCullough and oth-

ers place on the position. The
Dean is the number one per-

son in the college, in charge

of classroom activities, fac-

ulty, academic planning,

hearing grievances.

McCullough feels the

"soul of the college is under

the leadership of the Aca-

demic Dean."
Panel interviews of the

candidates are expected to

begin in late January or Feb-

ruary. The Dean of Academic

Affairs is to be in place at the

start of the next fall semes-

ter.

College to Dine with Royalty

by Moe Rondeau

On the weekend of December 10, the Fine and

Performing Arts Center and the Department of

Hotel/Restaurant Management will present a

Madrigal Holiday Feast.

According to Robert Kidd, Director of the Col-

lege Music Program, this is one of the most

spectacular events the college sponsors. "It is

important to participate in a historical perform-

ance, it's not just a Halloween party where

people dress up. There are many things to be

learned by the participation on a number of levels.

The students learn about the history of music, art

and costume."

Kidd also said that the feast is an institutional

collaboration. "The entire Fine Arts department

including the theater, music, and visual arts, the

Hotel/ Restaurant Management students, and

the administration and faculty, the lord of the

manor is our own President Day, [participated].

It's something for the entire college and commu-
nity to see."

"It started out just by a type of teaching Mr.

Johnson and I did," Kidd added. "Every part of

the production was built up. We would eventually

like this to be the kind of production people from

all over the country will come to see." Among the

many props used to transform the cafeteria into

a Medieval banquet hall are banners and tapes-

tries, and a new addition this year, heraldic

shields. The costumes are constantly updated

and the music carefully selected in order to set the

stage for this glamorous event.

There are many valuable people who are con-

tributing a great deal of time and effort to this

event. Among them is Ingrid Brainer of Harvard

University who is visiting the campus to teach

some of the performers historical dances.

"She's a world class scholar, and the students

and faculty are extremely fortunate to be working

with someone like her," Kidd said. Marie Ca-

naves and her Art History classes will be making

a tapestry in Medieval style to be displayed at the

feast.

Lore DeBower, professor of French and the

Choral Club advisor is not only the lady of the

manor, but she has also done a great deal of extra

work that has contributed to the success of this

event. "She's done a large amount of behind the

scenes work which shows the dedication of all

the involved people," Kidd states. Prof. Lee

Haselton has also made many contributions to

the show. "This is a multi-media learning expe-

rience of the Elizabethan Renaissance for aU who

are involved. If we can't bring our students to

Hampton Court, then we'll bring Hampton Court

to the students."

There are many groups that will be performing

at the feast. Among them are the theater group,

the chorus, and one of the campus' premiere vocal

groups, the Chamber Choir. The Chamber Choir

is a group of ten selected singers that perform on

and off campus throughout the semester. They

will perform madrigals, motets, and other music

of the period, along with the chorus.

Kidd believes that all of the students involved

are working very hard to put together a quality

show that is well worth seeing. "The entire

student body should come. For the $22 ticket

price the students not only receive great food and

entertainment but it is an incredible learning

experience. "-

According to Kidd, tickets for the dinner will be

available on Monday November 28 at 9 a.m. in the

Arts Center box office.

A guest at the 1987 Madrigal Feast
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New Age Pianist Sparkles on Campus
by Moe Rondeau and Nancy

Willets

On Thursday November

3rd, New Age pianist Mi-

chael Jones visited the cam-

pus, met with students, and

gave a spine-tingling per-

formance.

Jones met with a small

group of interested students

the afternoon of his per-

formance. The meeting was a

casual interchange of ideas

during which the artist an-

swered questions and talked

about his background. Many
of the stories told had to do

with Jones' early years as a

musician and his influences

at the time.

New age music is often re-

ferred to as impressionistic

in style, which explains

why Jones claims that his

biggest influences were

Chopin and Debussy. "De-

bussy brought forth a sense

of imagery." Jones said

with a smile. He believes

that accompanying a modem
dance class during his col-

lege years helped bring out

his vivid awareness of na-

ture. This awareness enabled

him to mirror the sounds of

nature and allowed him to

create a new and unique style

of piano music.

Jones was not always a

professional musician, one

of the reasons he was so en-

thusiastic about coming to

CCCC was his ten year af-

fihation with a community
college in Toronto. It was

there that he was first a

psychology professor and

later moved into the coun-

seling/advising field.

A major career change came
as he moved out of the col-

lege atmosphere and into

private consulting for busi-

nesses. It was during his

management workshops

that Jones' music was first

met with an enthusiastic

audience. "Michael's mu-

sic" as friends referred to it,

was merely a form of re-

laxation for Jones and par-

ticipants in his seminars dur-

ing their breaks. After

many requests for tapes of

his Jones decided to make a

recording to give to friends

and neighbors. Thinking

that the 250 tapes he had

made would not sell he put

them in his basement. But

inside of one year, Jones'

first tape sold over 20,000

copies.

Selling his tapes turned out

to be quite a different experi-

ence for Jones. He said he felt

as if he were giving children

up for adoption. "I would

sometimes call and see how
they were doing, you know,

are they still running? How
does it sound? "Jones found

it exciting to track where

all of his tapes were sent.

Now the number two re-

cording artist under the Nar-

ada label, keeping tabs on

who buys his music is im-

possible.

When asked about the ac-

tual development and re-

cording of his music, Jones

claims that he works on a

piece each day until things

stop happening then he rec-

ords it. "No I try to have a

good memory." he stated

when asked if any of his

music was ever written

down.
While recording "After

the Rain", Jones found that

using his home instead of a

studio was much more con-

ducive to creating the sound

he was looking for. Wood-
winds were added to the re-

cording by Nancy Rumbel

who improvised while lis-

tening to the piano. The new

style worked well for Mi-

chael who claims "We fol-

lowed a candle rather than a

flashlight during the proc-

ess."

Jones hopes to paint pic-

Anne Williams, Michael Jones, Nancy Willets

tures for his audience and which is liable to knock the and entranced by his per-

take them on journeys wind right out of you. "If formance. All in all the

to wherever their mind's you were one of the 600 pianist's visit was an ina-ed-

eye will allow them to go. people in the audience on ible insight to the magical

According to one audience November 3rd, you were world of music.

member, Jones' music was probably also delighted by

"Full of intense imagery Jones' stories of his music

Students Fail to Take Precautions

Against AIDS
l^ Lisa Rondeau

For three years efforts

have been made to educate

students about the deadly

AIDS virus. According to a

recent article in the "Chron-

icle of Higher Educafion,"

many students still do not

think they are vulnerable,

and are not protecting them-

selves against the disease.

"In general, college stu-

dents have a fairly high

level of knowledge about

AIDS," said Rich

Wolitske, Director of Com-
munity and Campus Pro-

grams for the AIDS Educa-

tion Project at the Califor-

nia State University at Long
Beach. "They know how it

is transmitted and what
they can do to protect them-

selves. But in general, they

do not consider themselves

vuberable," he added. In

theory, they know It could

happen to them, "but they

don't think it will."

The Chronicle also re-

ported some startling statis-

tics, such as the 55% of sexu-

ally active students re-

sponding to a recent survey

stating that they did not use

condoms, which help pre-

vent the spread of AIDS.
94% did not consider them-

selves at high risk of con-

tracting the disease.

According to Marie Sar-

acino, an assistant professor

in Human Development at

Oregon State, "The mindset

is that AIDS happens to

other people. It happens to

the promiscuous, homo-
sexuals, intravenous drug

users, but 'not to people like

me.'"
On the CCCC campus some

students were asked ques-

tions about AIDS and the

reactions were the same as

those at California State and

Oregon State. Students at

CCCC know how AIDS can

be transmitted, and how to

protea themselves against

the disease, but a majority

feel that it cannot happen to

them.
AIDS is an incurable viral

infection that cripples the

body's immune system. The
virus is called HIV (Human
Immunodeficiency Virus),

which is transmitted by in-

timate sexual contact with

an infected partner, by shar-

ing needles with an infected

person, or by contaa with

infected blood or blood
products.

Research has shown that

for HIV infeaion to occur,

infected fluids, such as se-

men or blood must enter the

body.
AIDS is not a disease

which can be casually trans-

mitted by the common cold,

measles or chicken pox. It is

not transmitted by day-to-

day activities such as shak-

ing hands, hugging, kissing,

food preparation, drinking

from water fountains, or

using public telephones or

restrooms.

To help educate students

more effectively, David
Kagan, dean of academic af-

fairs at California State says

"If you really want to reach

students, do it on a personal

level." He also suggested

that colleges tailor differ-

ent educational programs to

different student groups,

such as athletes, club mem-
bers, and homosexual stu-

dents.

Among other suggestions

offered at a conference held

in Austin, Texas the confer-

ees were all in favor of per-

sonalizing AIDS-education

efforts:
- Offer informal discus-

sion groups to encourage stu-

dents to air their concerns.

These sessions would be

more effective than students

listening to someone lectur-

ing them.
- AIDS education should

be incorporated in the class-

room whenever possible. A
sociology class might look

at the effects that ignorance

has on society's treatment of

people with AIDS, while a

geography class may look at

the paths the virus has trav-

eled.

- Existing student organi-

zations and clubs should be

encouraged to hold meetings

and invite speakers.

Mr. Kagan slated also that

scare tactics are not effective

and should be avoided.

When it comes to talking

to students, either in groups

or in individual counseling,

several conferees said, col-

lege personnel should be

sensitive to the fact that

many students are uncom-

fortable and intimidated

about talking explicitly

about sex.

Students not only should

be talked to about AIDS but

also shown how to protect

themselves. Kagan said in

talking to students about

AIDS they should also be

shown how to use a condom.

"Many students are uncer-

tain about how to use a con-

dom and are embarrassed to

ask."
College officials at this

conference also told of some

approaches that they used

that did not work. Mr.
Kagan said "many Cal State

students had shied away
from one-day ADDS aware-

ness days for fear of being

labeled homosexual. An-
other bad approach was

showing a video about AIDS
to people waiting at the

campus health center. "This

disturbed some students, so

students are now given the

option of going into another

room to watch the video,

but are not forced to do so."

AIDS counseling is avail-

able right here on the cape.

At the Cape Cod AIDS
Council you can ask ques-

tions and get straight an-

swers. The address is P.O.

Box 465, Hyannis, MA
0260L And their telephone

number is 759-8155. There is

also a state wide AIDS Hot-

line manned by the AIDS
Action Committee and the

Massachusetts Department

of Public Health. The num-

ber here is 1-800-235-2331.

There are also pamphlets

here on campus that discuss

AIDS and they can be pidc up

in any hallway. Students

should pidt one up and re-

fresh their memories on

what a deadly disease this is

and should also be reminded

that anyone can be infected,

and every precaution should

be taken to protect them-

selves against any possib-

lity of contracting the vi-
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Results of AIDS

Testing on Campuses
by Bill LaPine

In preliminary results of studies conducted at

20 U.S. colleges, 3 out of every 1000 college

students were found to have the AIDS virus. The
College Health Association, along with the

National Centers for Disease Control (CDC) are

currently testing 1000 anonymous blood samples

from each of twenty U.S. colleges. The survey is

to help estimate the incidents of the AIDS virus

for this demographic group in the United States.

The completion of the survey will not be until

February, but of 5000 samples that have been

tested, there is a ratio of three to every one

thousand students infected with the disease.

The AIDS study has also been conducted on
prisoners. The infected rate of prisoners is 0.4%

or four of every one thousand.

The CDC believes that the nationwide infec-

tion rate is between 0.4 and 0.6% or, perhaps, 1.5

million people. The CDC has also estimated that

20 to 30% of those infected with the AIDS virus

will develop symptoms within a period of five

years.

Aids is a very deadly disease and should not be

delt with as an unimportant matter. If you would

like more information on the Aids virus, you can

obtain literature in the CCCC Health Services

Department, or call the AIDS Action Committee
Of Massachusetts at their hotline number, 1-

800-235-2331.
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Invaluable Program Aids the Elderly
by Meg Hunter

Dynamic Year Slated

for Ski Club
"Geriatrics is a medical

look at aging", states Dennis

M. Garvey, Director of the

Center for Successful Ag-

ing. It encompasses all

health aspects an elderly

person may encounter.

According to Garvey, the

elderly of today are faced

with a magnitude of prob-

lems some of which are

health care issues, lack of

transportation, and afford-

able housing. He stressed

that, from a geriatrics point

of view, it is important that

persons remember that the

generations are really not all

that different from one an-

other. The basic feelings of

love, security and trust "cut

across all age groups." The
only true difference is that

different generations have

had different ways in going

about meeting those needs.

The Center for Successful

Aging (CSA) has numerous

functions in aiding the eld-

erly, said Garvey. CSA
serves as a vehicle for in-

formed decision making re-

garding "the graying of

America." The center tries

also to use their resources to

motivate people to question

their attitudes concerning

agjng. He expressed that it is

important for people to see

how their concepts apply

"inlerpersonally and in-

tergenerationally."

An important goal of CSA

is to educate the public re-

garding the positive aspects

the elderly contribute to

society. The damaging social

stereotyping deters people
from acknowledging the

dignity, wisdom and ability

of the elderly.

The CSA program has a

variety of activities to offer

the elderly, several are open
to other people also. Garvey

"One quarter of

the people on the

Cape are over

sixty-five.
"

explains that the center of-

fers a certificate program in

gerintology. Courses are

a^ ^en to people consid-

ering a field in human serv-

ices, such as nurses, social

workers, LPN's, and pri-

vate therapists.

Another interesting aspect

offered by the center is the

Academy of Life Long
Learning. Elderly or retired

people can come here to

interact and study with

their peers. There are no

teachers in this part of the

program, the Academy is

basically a study group

where individuals can
choose a subject-matter

they are interested in and

participate in research ap^

plying to that topic.

The Geriatric Lecture se-

ries is yet another branch of

the CSA program. Sexual-

ity and health issues among
the elderly are two signifi-

cant topics that have been
discussed. According to Gar-

vey, a lecture concerning
drug use among the elderly

is scheduled for December
seventh, here at the college.

The CSA program also of-

fers a theater guild titled

"Stepping Stones", an inter-

generatjonal theater pro-

gram.
States Garvey, "one quar-

ter of the people on the Cape
are over sixty-five.*' The
large elderfy population ex-

ists because persons are liv-

ing longer. Several reasons

for this increased longevity

are, better health care, nu-

trition, decreased infant

mortality and major techno-

logical advances in medicine.

According to Garvey, the

"youth culture" of the
eighties puts an unfair bur-

den on the elderly. One need

only look at the countless

makeup counters advertis-

ing "anti-wrinkle creams"

or anchormen and women on
various T.V. stations beii^

virtually shoved aside to

make way for people
twenty years their junior to

see that the elderly have

dropped to a second class

status.

Garvey expresses that once

our culture becomes more
geared toward the aged,

people will appreciate the

skills that the elderiy have
to offer. "A re-examination

of values is in order if we are

to have a clear picture of

what life really means." He
explains that people should

be able to take a step outside

of their "perspective gen-

erations" and have a more
global view of the world.

Emphasizing the impor-

tance that students be able to

take Introduction to Aging
and feel comfortable with

the class, Garvey stated^

"The aging process is a fasci-

"There has

always been the

'promise of youth,

'

there should now be

the 'promise of

age."

nating process which hap-

pens to everyone." He
stressed that where there

has always been "the prom-

ise of youth" there should

now be "the promise of

age". People should not

look to "the promise of

youth" which is in the past,

but the promise of the pres-

ent and the future.

by Meg Hunter

How do you feel about

abortion, and does it affect

who you elect? CCCC stu-

dents have some decisive

answers to this controver-

sial question.

Brenda Holland:

"Personally, I don't be-

lieve in abortion, but I am
pro-choice due to the fact

that if a person was raped or

molested, I feel that they

should be able to get an abor-

tion. I would not vote for

Bush because on the news I

saw Bush tell a twelve year

old girl that, if she became

pregnant by her father, she

would have to have the

baby. I do not believe that

abortion should be used as a

form of birth control."

Tom Lowell:

"I support the woman's

right of choice and the con-

stitutional freedom in gen-

eral. It does affea the way I

vote, more from a state level

then a national level."

by Meg Hunter

There is an exciting year ahead for the recently

formed CCCC Ski Club. The club has already met

twice and has a membership of fourteen inter-

ested skiers.

According to Diane Grondin, Ski Club

advisor/'There was a ski club when I came here

four or five years ago,however,this year one got

started because a few skiers expressed an inter-

est in starting one up.".

Grondin expressed the importance of "getting

the word out" to other students who may be

interested in joining and may not know of the

club's existence. "The organization is a social

and recreational club, where people who like

skiing can come and talk about the sport." she

said.

The S/d Club Photo by David Wrightson

Stacey Boudrot:

"Personally, I am not for

abortion, but I believe that

it is the choice that the

woman has to make herself.

Also, the government
should not make that deci-

sion for her. I believe that it

should remain legalized for

safety reasons but not as a

form of birth control. I

would not vote for Bush
because he would treat

women as criminals."

Mike DePaolo:

"I am against it unless it is

absolutely necessary, for

instance, if the future of the

baby is in jeopardy. It does

not affect who I elect."

JoAnn Dickey:

"I am in favor of the abor-

tion law because it gives the

woman the choice whether

to have an abortion or not.

Just to have that choice. The
choice of a safe abortion."

Duane Alves:

"I am against it unless the

baby has a chance of being

brought up in a bad back-

ground. It does not affect the

way I vote. They are both

idiots."

Kristin Snyder:

"I certainly think that it is

the choice of the woman and

the government should not

be able to decide what is ap-

propriate, especially with

extenuating circumtances

such as rape. They really

shouldn't question it. Yes,

it does affect how I vote."

Julie Fahy:

"I believe that it is a per-

sonal decision of the woman
and the woman only. I don't

think it has anything to do

with the government. They

should not be able to decide.

It will affect my decision in

voting."

Jeff Hollister:

"It should be the ladies

choice. Depends on the elec-

tion. If it was a local elec-

tion, then it might affect the

way I vote."

Jason Nute:

"George Bush is stating

that even in extreme rape

cases, that it is not the

woman's choice. It has to be

the woman's choice. It is her

body and her decision."

Grondin explains that the club is trying to

incorporate skiing videos into some of their

meetings. Also to be included is a clinic from a

binding manufacturer. Planned for the club are,

evening trips to Mount Wachusetts ski area and

some weekday expeditions. People interested in

the evening trips would leave the campus at four

p.m. and return at nine or ten that night.

Notices for future meetings will appear around

campus and for those interested the sessions are

I
held in the Upper Commons.

Announcement
Re-Entry Students Wanted

Names are now being taken

in the Academic Develop-

ment Center for students

who are interested in form-

ing a Re-Entry Club. The
Club will be a social one for

students over the age of 25.

It will provide academic and

emotional support for Re-

Entry students, Members
will meet about every two

weeks.

When signing up at the

ADC, students are asked to

indicate what days and times

would be best to meet. Stu-

dents have been interested in

getting this club back to-

gether, and the sign up sheet

in the ADC is to see how
many more students would

be interested.
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In Our View

Dacum - The Classroom Disposal

The Dacum Project, which began last semes-

ter, has been detrimental to current students.

Dacum, or developing a curriculum, was designed

to beef up current college programs while imple-

menting new core requirements.

In theory, the project should enhance the col-

lege as an institution of higher learning while

providing students with a strong liberal arts

background. However, the Dacum experience for

many current students has been somewhat

souring.

Professors have been conspicuously missing

from the classroom lately. One student speaks of

how she was tested on eighteen textbook chap-

ters in one exam because the professor had been

absent too often due to Dacum obligations to

schedule smaller, more frequent exams. It is not

fair to test students on such a large bulk of

information, especially when the professor has

missed a good deal of instruction time.

A professor also remarked that he found it

difficult to renew his grasp on the spirit of each

of his classes' interaction, when he had missed

a week of school in October for the new curricu-

lum studies. Not only is the Dacum Project's

current meeting schedule damaging students, it

is also impairing the professor's ability to set a

tone for his/her classes.

The afternoon Dacum meetings are also cutting

into valuable student/teacher conference time.

Many students require counseling in order to

make decisions about dropping classes, pre-

registration, and transfer information. The ab-

sence of professors during their office hours is

invariably described by one word, "Dacum."

Dacum is necessary to the growth of the college

and its future students, but the plan of implem-

entation need not be so Machiavellian. The ends,

in this case, do not justify the means. It hardly

seems logical that a program designed to foster

a better education for CCCC students should end

up hurting them as well. The faculty and admini-

stration should reahze that, although Dacum is

necessary for the long run, it should not be

infringing on the learning opportunities of current

students.

In the future the faculty and administration

should schedule Dacum and other non-immedi-

ate academic pursuits during periods when

school is not in session. The vacation break

periods are ideal for this type of non-classroom

activity. Perhaps, the on-campus meetings could

be scheduled during the Tuesday-Thursday

activities period. Students must comply by this

rule for extracurricular meetings, it is only fair

that instructors should as well.

Post-Election Blues

by Ellen Bums

Wednesday, November 9,

1988. Sigh. It's all over. No
more ads. No more polls

(Are you voting for Bush or

the other guy?). No more

mud; it's all drying up now

on the front pages of all the

nation's newspapers. No
more campaign '88.

The end of the worst cam-

paign is finally here and now

we see, once again, just what

makes people tick.

Bumperstickers every-

where read "Stop Mike
DuTAXus." Headlines ex-

claimed financial disaster in

Massachusetts and republi-

cans asked "Do you want

that to happen nationally?"

(I guess they forgot about

the Federal deficit.) George

Bush, whose favorite topic

was liberal fiscal inade-

quacy, ran a fierce campaign

against the former Carter

administration to win

against Mike Dukakis. It's

clear that some of the more

important issues were lost

in the mudslinging. The
homeless (they can't vote).

Daycare (children can't

vote). The environment (if

only the ocean could

vote...). How important are

these issues when election

day rolls around? Not very.

To many people, every-

thing is perfectly OK as long

as their taxes aren't raised.

This was clearly demon-
strated by the defeat of my
pet issue — Question 4.

Fighting an 8.5 million

dollar campaign, grassroots

style, was next to impos-

sible. Three Mile Island and

Chernobyl are not close

enough to people to force

them into making the right

choice. But when the utili-

ties run ads exclaiming a "4

Billion Dollar Tax-Bur-

den," people's ears perk up.

They clutch their check-

books as images of a smaller

weekly paycheck begin to

haunt them.

The budget on the anti-nu-

clear side was small. It ran

about 5% of the "No"
budget (to which Boston

Edison contributed over 4

million dollars). Thousands

of individual contributions

made up our meager budget,

but no one had access to the

millions that were easily

expendable to the utilities.

So when it came down to

buying ads, the "No's" cov-

ered the papers, the radio,

and television. I heard the

"NO" ad so much that I can

recite it backwards, stand-

ing on my head, with my
hands tied behind my back,

or totally asleep. I heard

Ralph Nader's as twice. The
"No on 4 Committee"
bought full page ads in every

paper I ever picked up. We
had some invisible little

continued on page 15

Old MacDonald's Farm
is Gone with the Wind
by Sarah Bradshaw

The little song about "Old

Mac Donald's Farm," that

had a "Moo" here, and a

"Moo" there, has entirely

different connotations to-

day. At the present time, a

baljy calf is chained tightly

inside a wooden box, and six

chickens are pushed into a

living space the size of a rec-

ord album.

TTiis past eleaion day the

voting public had a chance to

change such cruel living

conditions of farm animals,

but ihey voted against it,

they voted "No" on ques-

tion two. I can only hope
that it was because they

were not well informed on

the issue.

A baby calf spends his en-

tire life chained in a wooden
box.The box measures
twenty-two inches wide by

fifty-six inches long, less

than two feet. He cannot

move, walk, or even turn

around. He is not fed

mother's milk, he is given a

formula laced with antibi-

otics, that causes anemia and

constant diarrhea. He lives

in his own excrement, chok-

ing on the stench of it. Every

day of his life is a day of

forced agony, this agony
will now endure, now that

the people have voted to al-

low this treatment to con-

tinue.

There are those who say

that it is necessary, that it is

the American way of things

now, because small farmers

are in danger of losing their

land. But this bill was not

aimed at the small farmer.

How many calves can a

"small" farmer have? The

issue of question two was

targeted against "Factory

farming," and those who
run larger farms where ani-

mal abuse is the cheapest

way to raise slaughter ani-

mals. Evidently not enough

people saw the campaign in

"Time" Magazine, and too

many saw the message on

television.

The television brought

what appeared to be a small

family farmer right into our

living rooms. He had just

the right amount of pre-

mature gray hair, while he

embraced his small son in his

arm. He made a plea to the

'Vmerican people not to take

away his farm, not to take it

away from his son. He
didn't mention anything

about mistreating animals,

or the cost of the drugs that

go into the diet of the ani-

mals we eat.

He didn't mention any-

thing about toxic veal, or

how his son might be af-

fected by watching this

daily crueUty. How can a

person have any compassion

or respect for life as an adult,

if he doesn't learn it as a

child? How would a child

hke this treat a puppy, a kit-

ten or a baby brother? But of

course this man and boy

were only actors. The only

meaning one was supposed to

get was to vote "No" on

question two, and it

worked.
The campaign in "Time"

Magazine was sponsored by

The Humane Farming Asso-

ciation. It documents the

inhumane treatment of farm

animals, and the fact that

the continuous flow of

drugs given to the animals,

will be in the meat we put on

the dinner table. The large

factory farmers are cutting

costs by filling calves full

of antibiotics, and the con-

sumer is paying the price-

both at the check-out

counter, and in poor nutri-

tion.

It is too late to change the

vote now. It was passed

with seventy-four percent

of the people voting to let

things remain as they are

now. People who are against

the results of the vote can

continue to stand by their

convictions on the issue.

They can refuse to buy veal

at the store and in

restaurantAnyone want to

join in saying "No" to the

vote, to the nutritionally

poor produrts and "No" to

the cruelity of animals?
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Welcome to the House of Fun

by Gretchen Grabau

- Step right up, Ladies and

Gentlemen, and witness

with your own eyes...

- Good morning, today on

"Phil Opraldo-Raphael"...

- the bearded lady...

- our guests are people who
used sex for survival.

- For only $1.00...

- For the next hour we will

be talking with...

- See the man with two

heads.
- Christine, a victim of sex-

ual abuse as a child. For the

last 3 years, Christine has

been living on the streets,

using sex as a means of ob-

taining food and shelter.

- Gawk at the tatooed lady.

Lydia, is almost completely

adorned in tatoos, from head

to foot.

- Our other guests are Irene,

Jim, and Susan. After being

widowed at age 25, Irene

was declared psychotic. Her

children were placed in fos-

ter homes and she has spent

the last six years battling

the courts to get them back.

Having no income, she fell

pray to lawyers, prostitut-

ing herself iii exchange for

legal services.

- Venture inside to see Peter,

the man-child, a twelve

year old boy with the body

of a sixty year old man.
- Jim spent the last four

years servicing rich women
in Hollywood with sexual

favors in exchange for food,

clothing, and an opulent

lifestyle.

- The fat lady, everyone's

favorite, sits in the tent on a

steel supported chair. She

weighs nearly eight

hundred pounds.

- Susan was also a victim of

child molestation. After

losing her job, she refused to

ask her abusive family for

help. Susan lived with

criminals, sleeping each

night in a house that the

band would break into. She

was raped and beaten repeat-

edly by the gang leader until

she found help at a women's

shelter.

- Admire the Hunger Artist,

a man who has been fasting

for fifty straight days.

- Christine, who was also a

teenage prostitute, was

stabbed once by her pimp.

She was also shot during a

drug raid at the "opium

den," where she used to

hang out between tricks...

- See the scars.. .of the man
who was almost burned

alive!

- Come in, gawk at the oddi-

ties and freaks of

humankind. ..be witness to

the degradation, humili-

ation, and degeneration of

human dignity. ..next time

on "Phil Opraldo-Ra-

phael."
Tabloivision is the carni-

val side show for the degen-

eration generation. The ce-

lebrity talk show host as

mentor, expedient, often

exorcist has replaced the

old-style "barker."

Programs of this format

are often likened to tabloid

newspapers. However, the

print version is a bit more

respeaable. Inquiring minds

read silly rumors about un-

likely couples whose "to-

gether" photos are obvi-

ously spliced. Celebrities

are rarely damaged by the

reports because of past law

suits that have set a prece-

dent to prohibit outrageous

lies appearing in print.

Tabloivision, on the other

hand, is offensive. It ex-

ploits its guests and its audi-

ence. Albeit many of the

people that appear on these

programs do have serious

problems, the format by

which they are presented is

grossly exploitative. I do

not reject the gravity of

these people's troubles; but

I do lake offense at the pro-

grams' negligence to show

any sensitivity to the

guests' disturbing situ-

ations.

The talk show hosts have

no shame. Phil Donahue re-

cently wore a skirt on his

show about cross-dressing.

And it is doubtful that there

is one person in America to-

day who has not heard about

Geraldo's broken nose.

We've crossed a thresh-

hold, reporter as subject as

reporter. They're the stars,

interviewers and inter-

viewees all in one. These

hosts will do nothing short

of shooting themselves on

camera to get ratings.

They make no qualms

about finding people with

the most bizarre personal

stories to boost their share

against the fierce competi-

tion. These programs are an

open forum for inciting

riots. Put an aryan youth

leader and a racial equality

activist in the same room and

see what happens. Violence,

that's what happens.

Morton Downey is a leader

in this "talk show as rage

fest" genre. Why is it that

there is such high interest in

watching people's blood

pressure rise?

The violence that many of

these programs promote is

not, however, the largest

problem. The people that

appear on these shows be-

cause they have been raped,

molested, beaten, battered,

and otherwise victimized

are being hurt and exploited

yet again. And we, the

viewing pubUc, are the as-

sailants.

There must be a format

where diffiozlt issues can be

discussed openly in an envi-

ronment that fosters com-

passion. But tabloivision is

not it. These programs serve

no other purpose except to

allow us to gawk at people

of "deviant" lifestyles and

peer into the private lives of

troubled individuals for no

better reason than "nosi-

ness."

Don Henley, formerly of

"The Eagles," wrote. "We

can do the operation, is the

head dead yet? You know

the boys in the news room

got a running bet, get the

widow on the set. We love

dirty laundry." Do we?

Whatever happened to eth-

ics in journalism? For that

matter, what ever happened

to ethics at all? Perhaps if

we could answer these ques-

tions, there would no longer

be an audience for sensation-

alist television.

To Sue or Not Sue

That is the Question

Discover the Wall

by Martha G. McLane

"You should sue!" How
often is that heard?

Every accident,

physician's examination,

medical procedure, hospi-

talization is viewed with a

wary eye. The patient won-

ders, "are errors, misdiag-

nosis, haphazard or incom-

plete work-ups involved in

my care?" "Am I a victim of

medical malfeasance?" Re-

luctance, caution, dissatis-

faction, heightened sensi-

tivity, and discriminating

insight color patient care

today. We are on guard.

And, the result is the state-

ment, "You should sue."

But, are we a "litigation-

happy" society? Further-

more, what price does the

"malpractice mentality"

extol? Lawsuits do more

than afford the patient retri-

bution for medical injury.

Large monetary awards cre-

ate more havoc than just

expensive malpractice in-

surance premiums. Increased

medical litigation results in

more than just an over-

whelmed judicial system.

Litigation, large monetary

awards, clogged courts all

serve one end: the slow,

steady pounding that erodes

medical care as we know it

today.

i
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In work, play, relation-

ships, parenting, school,

how many of us achieve per-

fection? In our daily lives,

are we guilty of being for-

getful, procrastinating, ir-

responsible, or tired? Do we

regret choices we make?

Does hindsight clarify that

which seemed muddled?

Are not these dilemmas,

these conflicts, these con-

frontations endemic to being

human?
Yet, continually, we cas-

tigate health care profes-

sionals for struggling with

these very issues. We, as a

society, expect medical care

to be perfect. Consequently,

we expect the people caring

for us to be perfect, too.

No one defends chronic in-

competence, poor training,

or malicious intent. There is

no excuse for sloppy, irtev-

erent, or haphazard medical

care. But, perfection is im-

possible!

As this nation's elderly

population increases, the

nurses available to care for

them decreases. Registered

Nurses are scarce, and be-

coming scarcer. Nurses are

leaving the profession,

training schools are closing,

positions are left unfilled.

The nursing shortage is real,

it is a crisis, and it will get

worse.

r=7

Many attribute the nurs-

ing shortage to long hours,

weekend work, and poor

pay. I maintain that the

threat of malpractice law-

suits is the real culprit.

In health, the human body

is both complex and unique.

In illness, an individual's

body is unpredictable.

Health care professionals

carmot be held accountable

for the physiological chaos

of ilbiess. And yet, that is

exactly what our society

demands, perfect accounta-

bility. There will be no er-

rors tolerated.

Nurses, doctors, x-ray and

lab technicians, phleboto-

mists, physical therapists

all feel the pressure of the

medical malpractice climate

of today. Lawsuits cannot

continue to be so common-

place. Litigation sugges-

tions cannot be so quickly

dispersed. We must stop and

reflect.

Before you ciy "foul", as-

sess intent, chronicity,

circumstances, and severity

of the injury. Contemplate

the profound effect that le-

gal action has on the very

fabric of our medical care. If

malpractice suits continue,

we may find there is no one

left to sue and "You should

sue" will become a moot

point.

\M^i^{

Of all the monuments that

grace the Mall in Washing-

ton D.C. perhaps the most

poignant - the most impor-

tant - is the Vietnam Memo-
rial. The vast Wall makes

no lofty speeches nor does it

boast words of praise. This

Wall holds only the names

of 58,000 men and women
who fought and died for

their country.

Although the face of the

Wall is as black as the body

bags that carried these men

and women home from war,

its front reflects all those

who sit, who cry, who
stand, who dream before the

Wall. The reflection is

sometimes harsh; it shows a

man in his prime - just gazing

- sitting in a wheel chair -

his legs his lost to the war.

Sometimes the reflection

can be destitute; a homeless

person - his eyes glazed -

unseeing, wanders silently

beside the Wall speaking to

friends long since dead.

Most often the reflection

is sorrowful, a grief

stricken mother weeps for

her child; a young man,

teerh clenched in anger,

weeps for his father. A visit

to the Wall will not leave

you with a sense of joy.

However, the journey will

leave you with some perti-

nent questions: How impor-

tant is you Ufe? Would you

sacrifice it for a cause you

only vaguely understood?

Would you trust your life in

the hands of another?

These questions, reverber-

ating off the Wall have be-

come our legacy intrusted to

us by the millions of men
and women who have died in

the name of democracy.

Please visit the Wall. Spend

time with these 58.000 men
and women. Talk to the sur-

vivors. Listen. Then ask

yourself one more question:

Can we, the builders of this

nation's future, afford an-

other Wall?

Marcia Maclnnis
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Access Denied to the Handicapped

There is a problem with our society that must

be faced before it gets worse. The problem of

people and institutions denying the handicapped

because they "don't have the facilities," or

haven't the time to "deal" with these individu-

als. Many feel that having a handicapped person

around may "slow things down" or get in the way

of other things.

Because of this many physically and mentally

handicapped are going without work, without

education, some children are even being denied

daycare. If people and organizations continue to

deny handicap persons, then they will be adding

to their handicap, and adding to their isolation

from the social world.

People can carry on by themselves for a while,

but then they need the society to help them the

rest of the way. All human beings need the same

basic services for a normal development. These

services include edijcation, vocational prepara-

tion, health services of all types, recreational

activities, job opportunities, religious services

and many more. Unfortunately, many handi-

capped persons have been denied access to

these services or have been provided with inap-

propriate services, often at exhorbitant costs to

their families. This is unfair.

President-elect George Bush has been pulling

for a more integrated America where more people

will have the chances they deserve. More will

share the opportunities that will enable them to

conquer their dreams.

Everyone has the capacity to learn, to develop

and to grow. With hope people will start seeing

the handicap as people just like themselves and

stop being so ignorant to their needs, hopes and

dreams.

Here at CCCC we are progressing in the area

of helping the handicap, with new elevators to be

installed for easy access to other floors. The

school, in compliance with section 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act of 1973, offers "support

services and reasonable accommodations on an

individual basis to physically disabled or learning

disabled students within limits of its resources."

(1988-90 Catalog).

Of course, there are certain areas that have yet

to open their doors in the area, such as the day

care center. We know of at least one student who

was denied the right to have her child enrolled

because of his handicapped status. After speak-

ing with Ginger Thauer, who is in charge of the

facility, we were told that if there were more of

a demand, then they would be able to meet the

needs of these children. All it takes is for more

people to voice their interest in the program.

Letters to the Editor

Jenifer's Raise Unfair

Recently the Massachu-

setts Board of Regents of

Higher Education granted a

pay raise to the Chancellor

of PubUc Higher Education,

Franklyn G. Jenifer. TTiis

action is unfair and wrong.

Mr. Jenifer's pay raise is an

insult to the students, fac-

ulty and adniinistrators in

the Massachusetts Public

Higher Education system.

The raise comes at a time

when students have been
forced to pay an 8.5% in-

crease in their tuition and

emergency fees have been

added at various institutions

to supplement insufficient

budgets. Many part-time

professors have been termi-

nated, their courses dropped,

and hiring freezes have been
put into effect because of the

lack of funds as Massachu-

setts faces a fiscal crisis.

The pay raise demonstrates

the insensitivity on the part

of the Board of Regents,

who in faa should set an

example for the students.

Instead, they have demon-
strated their irresponsibil-

ity and hypocrisy not only

to the students, but to the

taxpayers as well. The
$12,000 the Board so gra-

ciously gave to the Chancel-

lor would have better

served the public if it had

been put into the financial

aid account so that students

would have an opportunity

to go to college who other-

wise could not afford to at-

tend. Obviously, a credibil-

ity gap has been created by

the Board of Regents and the

Chancellor.

It is time the Chancellor

and the Board of Regents re-

alize that public education

must be accessible to every-

one. That accessibility will

never be achieved if they

continue to spend our money
on exhorbitant pay increases

for high ranking adminis-

trators. The Chancellor's

pay raise is a gross misuse of

state funds. The students

attending public institu-

tions of higher learning

want programs funded that

will benefit them, not fund-

ing salaries for high-rank-

ing administrators who are

more interested in their own
personal wealth than pro-

viding quality education.

We have had enough of the

abuse of our money.

Joseph F. Powers, President

Joseph A. Langis, Exec. Di-

rector

State Students Association

of Massachusetts

Pianist Prides

College

I would like to congratu-

late Nancy Willeis, Direc-

tor of the new Fine and Per-

forming Arts Center, and

her assistant David
Hoffman, on a job well

done. I have witnessed, first

hand, the time and effort

they have put into the new

Center and after attending

their first major event, the

Michael Jones concert, I

commend them. All the

hard work and sacrifices

have paid off. The concert

was well attended, and I felt

that Jones' performance was
well received. The opportu-

nity to meet Michael Jones

was a wonderful experience

for many and was handled

superbly. I speak for myself

and I'm sure for many oth-

ers. A new cultural experi-

ence has been offered lo the

college and community and

hopefully will continue

through the tireless efforts

of people like Nancy and
David. Thank you for a

wonderful experience, both

of you have given this col-

lege something to be proud

of!

College Needs New Add/Drop Policy Student Art Work

Stephanie Shay

Cape Cod Community

College needs a better Add-

Drop system. Three new

steps are needed to stream-

line the process. The admini-

stration, faculty, and most

of all the student body must

get involved to speed up the

system. When all three

groups agree, we can have a

much faster Add-Drop proc-

ess so we can get down to the

business of teaching, and

learning sooner.

First, the number of stu-

dents who are registered in

each class should be posted

by the registrar's office.

This needs to be done on or

before the first day of

school. The two best places

to post the new list are in the

administration building, and

the cafeteria. Students will

get a true idea of space and

time available for the

classes that they want-

Next, the number of stu-

dents wanting to add each

class should be added to the

attendance sheet. The atten-

dance sheet should then be

sent to the admission's of-

fice at the end of each class.

A student volunteer could

take the sheet over.

Lastly, a tentative drop

system for classes is needed.

The process would initiate

at the registrar's office by

dropping off one drop slip

with each class, time, and

student's name. To be fully

dropped one would have to

have his instructor's and

counselor's signatures on

the slip and bring it to the

registrar's office. The num-

ber of tentative drops and

adds should be posted every

day for a week.

The Student Senate, as the

official representative of

the student body, should get

a list of the actual number of

students registered posted.

Then, the Senate needs to

work on getting the number
of students wanting to add

each class posted. Now, the

hard part, the school should

change the drop system, if

possible. We must get down
to the business of learning as

soon as possible.

Douglas B. Brown

Appreciated

What a wonderful sur-

prize the unsuspecting li-

brary goer has on his or her

next visit to our campus li-

brary. Last week as I was

heading up the stairs to the

Western Cvv. section, I

found myself frozen mid-

step. Right before me were

some absolutely lovely

watercolors of the French

countryside.

My quick decision to post-

pone my book search al-

lowed me to take a thor-

ough, if too brief, survey of

all the beautiful paintings

displayed on the library's

main floor.

I would like to congratu-

late the artists on their ex-

hibit and also thank them
for a spectacular visual

treat.

Kathleen G. Hannan

"If you don't know where you're going . . . you'll

probably end up sonewhere else !

" Don 'c let this

happen to you! Visit the Career Planning

and Placement Office, Counseling Office,

Administration Building--Monday-Fr iday 8 : 30- A : 30.

Editor's Note:

An article entitled a "Look Back In

Time" appeared in Volume 24, Issue 5

of the MainSheet. The by-line was ac-

cidently omitted. Prof. Delores Bird of

the Humanities division wrote the piece

as a preview to her work-in-progress on

the history of CCCC.
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Commentary
Vegetarianism - The Answer to Health Problems & World Hunger
by Maureen Briggs

Vegetarianism has always been with us in

varying degrees of popularity, throughout history

as an alternative eating pattern. Such diverse

figures as Socrates and Issac Newton or

Thoreau, Ben Franklin, Albert Einstein, Christie

Brinkley, Daryl Hannah, River Phoenix, Bill

Walton, and Michael Jackson, to name a few,

have been or are vegetarians.

Today, more than ever, it appears that people

are conscious of the various and sound reasons

for adopting vegetarianism. The reasons for

opting this mode of eating generally fall into three

categories, health, world hunger, and compas-

sion for animals.

The high incidence of heart disease in affluent

societies, as well as a host of other maladies, are

increasingly cited as evidence that diets high in.

meat, dairy products, and eggs are responsible

for problems.

"Cholesterol is a fat-soluble substance sya-

thesized by the liver, intestines, and other tis-

sues, and converted to a variety of essential

steroid hormones, bile acids and provitamin DS,"

explains Dr. John A. McDougall, Assistant

Clinical Professor at the University of Hawaii

School of Medicine. "The body produces be-

tween 500 to 1000 milligrams of cholesterol per

day, which is enough to supply our needs," he

continues. "When we eat the diet commonly

consumed by people of affluent societies, we

take in an additional 500 to 1000 milligrams a day,

all of which comes from animal flesh and other

animal products. Approximately half of the

amount consumed is absorbed into the body."

"A person with a cholesterol level of 260mg %
is five times more likely to die from a heart attac);

than one with a level of 200mg %. Heart disease

is very rare in societies where people maintain

their cholesterol below 180mg % for a lifetime,"

McDougall notes.

Admittedly, beliefs, attitudes, and habits in-

culcated almost from birth are exceedingly diffi-

cult to alter. McDougall holds big business' and

the food industry's morally reprehensible acts

for deliberately fostering misconceptions in the

name of the allmighty buck. "Millions of dollars

are spent on countless hours of television com-

mercials pounding out a message with a single

purpose: to sell products regardless of the health

consequences," he charges.

According to McDougall, the food industry has

"Most of our teeth are flat

for grinding grains and vegetables.

They are not designed to tear

apart raw meat.

"

- Dr. John A. McDougall

infiltrated the educational system as well.

Learning about "good" nutrition began for most

of us in elementary school. On the classroom wall

hung a large and beautiful poster depicting "The

Four Basic Food Groups." Since this was

school, where, of course, only the truth was

taught, we all opened our minds to this colorful

instructional aid. If we had read the small print at

the bottom of the chart, we would have learned

that this poster was actually a powerful adver-

tising tool supplied by the National Dairy Coun-

cil-

Heahh problems resuhing in consumption of

meat do not come as any great surprise, McDou-

gall explains, when we note that our evolutionary

history clearly shows that humans developed

primarily as herbivores (plant eaters), not as

carnivores (meat eaters). "Most of our teeth are

flat for grinding grains and vegetables. They are

not designed to tear apart raw meat. The residual

canine teeth cited by some people to justify

eating meat are in no way comparable to the teeth

of true carnivores. Our saliva contains alpha-

amylase, and the sole purpose of this enzyme is

to digest complex carbohydrates found in plant

foods. It is not found in the saliva of carnivorous

animals. Our intestine is long like that of other

herbivores, in order to allow for the time needed

to digest the nutrients found in plants. Carni-

vores have short intestinal tracts that rapidly

digest flesh and excrete its remnants."

Especially noteworthy, in view of the choles-

"Camivores lap up water and cool

their bodies by panting.

Like other herbivores,

we sip our water and perspire to

cool our bodies.

"

- Dr. John A. McDougall

terol connection, is the fact that "carnivores also

have a great capacity to eliminate the large

amounts of cholesterol consumed in their diet.

Our liver can only process and excrete a limited

amount of cholesterol, which leaves the excess

to be deposited in our tissues."

Also of interest is McDougall's observation

that "carnivores lap up water and cool their

bodies by panting. Like other herbivores, we sip

our water and perspire to cool our bodies."

A widely held misconception is that there is a

danger of developing osteoporosis if we should

neglect to eat diary products, or consume large

quantities of calcium.

"The dairy industry attempts to sell us prod-

ucts based on our need for calcium, yet most

people in the world have diets that contain no

diary products at all," McDougall points out. "In

preindustrial Asian and African societies where

milk is rarely consumed, the people have strong

bones and sturdy teeth and escape diseases

common to people in rich societies. The African

Bantu woman provides an excellent example of

good heahh," he points out.

"Her diet is free of mUk and still provides 250

to 400 mg of calcium per day from vegetable

sources, which is one-half the amount consumed

by Western women," he stresses.

On top of this fact, McDougall adds, "Bantu

women commonly have ten babies during their

lifetimes and breastfeed each of them for about

ten months. But even with this tremendous

calcium drain and relatively low calcium intake,

osteoporosis is essentially unknown among

these women."
Lest we venture to conjecture that the Bantu

woman is somehow inherently constituted dif-

ferently than Western women, he notes that

"when relatives of these same people migrate to

affluent societies and adopt rich diets, osteopo-

rosis and diseases of the teeth become com-

mon."
In addition to nutritional reasons, many per-

sons favor vegetarianism for reasons related to

world hunger. This group considers it unethical to

consume a diet which experts point out as being

a major factor contributing to world hunger. The

U.S. constitutes only 6% of the world's popula-

tion, and yet consumes 50% of the meat produced

in the world; meat which takes enormous

amounts of perfectly edible grain to produce than

a drastically smaller amount of meat.

Brenda Boleyn, a professor of Biological Sci-

ences at CCCC, explains how Western meat

consumption contributes to world hunger. "The
real message here is that if people ate lower on
the food chain, we could stretch the productivity

of the planet much further. We could feed more
people per photosynthetic effort."

Francis Moore Lappe in her book, Diet for a

Small Planet
, has us visualize this. "Imagine

what this means in practical, everyday terms; set

yourself at a restaurant in front of an 8 ounce

steak and then imagine the room filled with 45 to

50 people with empty bowls in front of them. For

the 'feed cost' of your steak, each of their bowls

could be filled with a cup of cooked cereal grains!"

According to Lyle P. Shertz of the Department

of Agriculture, we in the developed countries use

practically as much grain as animal "feed" as

those in the poor countries eat directly as

"food."

It takes sixteen pounds of grain and soy con-

sumed by beef cattle to produce one pound of

beef. This is due to the fact, as Brenda Boleyn

explains, that "you lose 90% of the available

biomass with each rung of the food chain you

climb."

Bernard Nevel in his text book. Environmental

Science, states "Eating heavily on the third

trophic level (meat) is a luxury associated with

large amounts of waste. Given our growing

population and increasing resource shortages, it

is doubtful if we can continue to afford this luxury

much longer."

Karen Massoni, a student at CCCC, has been

a vegetarian for seven years. She has raised her

children as vegetarians, and attests to the fact

that vegetarianism is a most healthy way to live.

"/ quit eating meat and

dairy products, and have since had no

problems with pnuemonia."

- Karen Massoni

"My children and I are very healthy; but it was

not always that way. I grew up on a farm, and

consumed enormous amounts of dairy products

and meat. I always had a real problem with

pnuemonia. It got to the point where I was getting

it 8 or 9 times a year. It would begin as bacterial

pneumonia and develop into viral pneumonia. I

quit eating meat and dairy products, and have

since had no problems with pneumonia."

Massoni adds that "I'm basically on a macro-

biotic diet (a type of vegetarian diet). Modifying

your diet really changes your outlook. I think the

macrobiotic diet is the most balanced."

In addition to heahh reasons, and concerns for

the hungry of the world, many people, feel that it

is morally wrong to kill and eat animals, espe-

cially considering that it is unnecessary and

contributes to world hunger.

Peter Singer in his book, Animal Liberation,

points out that, "the portrayal of those who

protest against cruelty to animals as sentimen-

tal, emotional 'animal lovers' has had the effect

of excluding the entire issue of our treatment of

non-humans from serious political and moral

discussion."

Jeremy Bentham, the 18th Century philoso-

pher, was remarkably forward thinking when he

so poignantly summed up his view on the matter.

"The day may come when the rest of the animal

creation may acquire those rights which never

could have been withheld from them except by the

hand of tyranny... It may one day come to be

recognized that the number of legs, the villosity

of the skin, or the termination of the 'os sacrum'

are reasons equally sufficient for abandoning a

coBtiiiiKd on p««e M
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Faculty Profile:

George Hoar: A CCCC Institution
by Meg Hunter

"1 went through the Wil-

liamslown public school

system until I was sixteen,

My parents sent me out to

Williston Academy which

put me through the hoops,"

stated Professor George A.

Hoar, of the Social Science

department, when asked

about his educationai train-

ing. Williston Academy,
according to Hoar, was ex-

ceptional in the fact that "it

took" underpriviledged

boys as well as privileged

ones. After graduating from

Williston, he entered Wil-

liams College where he

graduated after three years.

Following his graduation,

Hoar entered the University

of Michigan and earned his

Masters and Ph.D..

Raised among a family of

professors and teachers (his

father was a biology profes-

sor at Williams for forty-

one years), leaching, "Just

was natural in the family."

Selecting history as his

major gave Hoar a host of

avenues from which to

choose. The foreign service,

personnel management,
government bureaucracy,

and Ubrary science were just

a few of the choices he pon-

dered before making the fi-

nal decision to teach.

Hoar began his full time,

thirty-one year teaching ca-

reer as an English tutor.

Although -he had known
about CCCC all along, he

had not previously thought

of teaching at the diminu-

tive school until a friend

suggested that he view the

campus, During 1963-64

school year, Hoar was of-

fered a summer teaching job

at CCCC. After teaching

evening courses in history

for one semester, he became a

full time history professor

in February 1966. The fresh-

ness of the college appealed

to him and the opportunity

to be an integral part of a

growing institution was not

one to pass by.

When asked about the pos-

sible changes confronting

his profession over the last

few decades, he stated sim-

ply that "proper leaching

hasn'l changed. It just uses

new machinery from time to

time." According to Hoar,

the best teaching still goes

on between "an enthusiastic

and caring teacher who is

good at communicating his

enthusiasm to the student

and who demands that the

student work very hard so

that the pupi! really will

learn." He feels, "the in-

structor should grade on a

standard that allows the

student to compare himself

to the best across the coun-

try." He explains that it

would be better if class-

rooms were not so large as to

allow for more one to one
instruction. However, this

has always been an ongoing

problem.
While the basics of good

teaching have not changed,

the American educational

system over the past

twenty or thirty years has,

Prof. George Hoar
and according to Hoar, not so

pleasantly. Part of the pub-

lic school's dilemma is the

fact that the system has felt

compelled to overextend it-

self to the point where the

educational standards have

been seriously lowered. In

regards to illiteracy and
semi-illiteracy, he states

that the system has always

failed these persons. Fur-

thermore, a contributing

factor to illiteracy is "em-
barrassed concealment."

He is blunt about the con-

sequences facing a nation

with a poor educational sys-

tem. "If we can't get a good
grasp of educational funda-

mentals across the most of

our population, we will not

be able to keep abreast of

technological develop-

ments." Hoar adds that

"educability varies with

the individual." It is impor-

tant for teachers to remem-
ber that

"Educability is everything

from an attitude to internal

maturation" or develop-
ment.

In order for the nation's

educational ^stem to im-
prove. Hoar explains that

the system must have
"stiffer standards" and
children must be ready be-

fore they enter the system.

The system, could also bene-
fit from having an increase

of special educators. These
persons are needed due to the

lack of a "low student fac-

ulty ratio."

Hoar states that if teachers

do not get to know their

students individually, there

will always be some that

will fall "between the

cracks." Special educators
need to be there to pick up

Barnstable Comedy Club's

"Fantastiks" is Fantastic
by Dean Wong

Looking for a change from the blah-blah winter

weekends on the Cape? Then try the Barnstable

Comedy Club (BCC) just a few miles down rte.

6A into Barnstable village. Last Saturday Nov.

6, the BCC presented the off-broadway produc-

tion of "The Fantastiks", a musical-comedy

about a boy, a girl, a villian, two-scheming fa-

thers and a wall. Sound interesting?"The Fan-

tastiks" is certainly a performance worth at-

tending if the monotony of the party/homework
weekend most CCCC students experience is

getting you down.

"The Fantastiks" cast is a pleasant medley of

veteran and amateur performers. The story

centers on Matt (Michael Cox) who falls in love

with Luisa (Bonnie-Jean Trueland) the fabled

girl next door. The pair, however, have been
separated by a wall erected by their two schem-

ing fathers played by Paul Mcmanaway and Joe
Hogan who appear to be fueding, but in reality

want Matt and Luisa to fall in love. Having
already planned for the existence of the wall to

bring the two together, Mcmanaway and Hogan
acquire the services of "El Gallo" (Thorn Dut-
ton), a Spanish desperado.He has been hired to

stage a mock kidnapping of Luisa so that Matt
can save her thus, the two lovebirds can live

happily ever after. But do story's ever end that

way?
In addition. El Gallo hires two more

desperado's to aid him in his dastardly deed.

One, "The Eccentric Actor" (Allan Davis)

shouts out lines from famous play's at random,
"I have but one life to give!!", the other "The
Man who Died" (David Farrell) who plays an
Indian that dies, and dies, over and over again.

The two emerge from a black magical box, con-
trolled by a mute-mime (Alexander Petrovitz),

whenever El Gallo beckons.

The Mime also sets up stage props and scenery

without interrupting the actors nor stopping the

scene. All three spice up the scenes with off-the-

wall humor fitting perfectly into the entire plot.

The mock kidnapping works superbly, how-

ever. El Gallo ends up blowing the scheme when
the fathers refuse to pay his outrageous fee.

What happens next? Don't miss "The Fantas-

tiks" to find out.

The performance was seemingly flawless.

Cox painlessly delivered his part with not a note

out of key. Trueland's soprano filled the theatre

like light fills a darkened cavern. The support of

Dutton, who also narrated, Mcmanaway and

Hogan made it possible to believe in "The
Fantastiks". And without Farrell and Davis to

intervene with slap-stick comedy once and a

while "The Fantastiks" wouldn't have been the

same.

I strongly recommend seeing "The Fantas-

tiks" if you enjoy musicals containing a flair of

humor, twist of reality, or are searching for

something to do, off the beaten path of winter, on
Cape Cod.

the "damaged ones, or the

ignored ones and lead them
back into the track of learn-

ing." He continues that

"there has to be an insistence

on the highest available

standards of achievement"

while the student is al-

lowed to express his or her

natural desire to learn. It is

important that this desire

never be squelched.

For a high school or col-

lege graduate to be able to

survive in this dog-eat-dog
world. Hoar expresses that

the student should be able to

"love other people and ex-

pect the best; although in-

telligence should not be ex-

pected unless it proves it-

self." Decency, explains

Hoar is of utmost impor-

tance as well as being able to

see one's ignorance and hav-

ing the tenacity to rectify it.

As far as academla is con-

cerned. Hoar recommends a

"thorough grounding in

standard English reading and
writing. This includes

lengthy research papers of

ten or twenty pages, and
papers that require

thought." Furthermore,
the person should have an
"in depth knowledge of al-

gebra, geometry, trigo-

nometiy and possibly begin-

ner calculus." Hoar adds, it

is best that a person know

continued on page 14

IiP.r.s rdfthrahe!

The annuel! Iigjitin5 of the

outdoor campus

Christmas Tree

will take place on

Monday evenin5, December 5th.

Please gpther ifi the cafeteria

at 6:30pm

for hot cider, cookies and caroling

Faculty, staff and students

from both day and nig/it

school are encouraged

, :1i to attend'

6potUorcd by Uic Cullura] tStUt Comtiltec

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING. M/F

Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:
206-736-7000 Ext. 533<gC
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Book Review: The Kiss of Death
by Chris Anderson

The chill of the winter season has set in; night

falls early and the days are dark and short. The
wind howls almost always, conjuring images of

frightening beasts and grotesque monsters.

Given the dreariness of November, I felt it would

be appropriate to read a horror novel to get my
blood pumping. The novel that I chose to read was

In Silence Sealed , by Katheryn Ptacek.

In Silence Sealed is not a horror novel about

vampires, zombies, ghosts, or ugly looking crea-

tures that thrive on human flesh. Instead, the

"ghouls" are two beautiful sisters that thrive on

a person's "life force." It is these two evil

creatures and their victims, intricately woven
into Ptacek's plot, that leads me to believe that

this novel contains the most unique aspect of

horror I have ever read.

When most people think of horror, they think of

creatures with scary appearances, sharp teeth,

or super human strength, which enable them to

overpower their victims; but the beasts in this

novel are different. Athina and August Kristono-

sos, the two beautiful monsters with their secret,

evil desire for human energy, do not prey on their

The process of sapping the energy from an
individual requires a certain number of encoun-
ters, which depend upon how much energy each
person has to offer. Young boys have very small

amounts of energy, and Athina looks at Percy
Shelley's boy as "a nice little snack." (223)
The concept of the evil sisters draining the life

out of their victims leads to a second, and equally

unique, aspect of this novel. Athina and August
Kristonosos' victims are all famous poets, art-

ists, writers, and their children - all creative, all

young. Amoung these famous poets and writers

are John Keats, Percy Bysshe Shelley, and
George Gordon, a.k.a. Lord Byron.

These poets and writers are famous for their

work done during the 19th century Romantic
Movement. The reason that the sisters prefer

poets, artists, and writers is stated very clearly

by August while she was talking to Mary Shelley,

author of Frankenstein and wife of Percy

Bysshe. August says, "There seems to be a

special type of energy about those who create.

Do you not find that so Mrs. Shelley?" (154)

The use of famous poets, writers, and artis's

"Despite what has happened to

my friends, despite what I know

about the sisters, I still desire them."

- Lord Byron

victims with strength. Instead they use their

beauty to captivate their victims sexual desires.

Once a male is introduced to one or both ofthem,

he becomes immediately addicted to their pres-

ence. Despite knowing that the beautiful crea-

tures are sapping away his life, he can not resist

them, much like a person addicted to cocaine.

"Despite what has happened to my friends,

despite what I know about the sisters, I still

desire them," says Lord Byron, famous poet and

victim of the two evil sisters. (267)

The way in which these evil women suck the life

out of their victims is also unique. They do not do

it by sucking their blood with fangs, but instead

by making love to them. The sisters would also

visit their victims while they slept and perform

their life draining sex upon them. The men would

awaken remembering only parts of the seduction,

and feeline weaker and older.

is unique in itself, but what heightens interest is

that the opening notes of the novel state that,

"While this is a work of fiction, many of the

events concerning Keats, Shelley, and Lord

Byron described within the pages of this book are

indeed incidents which actually occurred."

Obviously Katheryn Ptacek loves poetry, for

within each one of her 4 1 chapters lies a poem that

is directly related to the novel and the Romantic

Movement. Percy Shelley's line "Rest, rest, and

shriek not, thou gentle child" (179) relates to

chapter 21, where the two beautiful sisters visit

a victim while he sleeps and drain the last

remaining bit of life from him.

In Silence Sealed is well written with a compre-

hensively structured plot, but the unique horror

and characterization are what left me spellbound.

(I only broke away once for a late night snack.)

Once I had finished this book, I too, wanted more.

The SugarCubes Pump
Life into Progressive

Rock
by Dean Wong

Among the better groups
to emerge from the post-

punk genre of music are "The
Sugarcubes," offering their

debut album titled, "Life's

too Good," as evidence. The
Icelandic based band has been
touring the East Coast for

the past few months daz-

zling audiences with their

original sound which com-
bines all the musical fmesse

of "The Cure," the easy

dancing rhythms of "The
Velvet Underground," and a

touch of Post Punk rabble

reminiscent of "The But-

thole Surfers." The quintet

is quite possibly the 'breath

of fresh air' that progressive

music followers are looking

for, after having been burnt

out by the feeble attempts of

so many new artists.

The most notable thing

about "Life's too Good" is

vocalists' Siggi and Bjork.

On almost all of the eleven

tracks, listener's can't help

but be swooned by Slggi's

cool brand of sexuality

meshing perfectly with

Bjork's vocal gymnastics.

The pair beautifully com-

plement each other, the first

bubbling forth emotion, the

second using it to weave a

perfect mix of song and

story.

Among the most notable

tracks off the A-side are

"Motorcras.i" and "Birth-

day." In the latter Siggi's

voice rises to peak perfection

as the ultimate spastic child

gone wacko. Also notewor-
thy is "Mama," its melange
of drums and rolling bass-

beat show signs of influence
by "The Cure."

Equally likable, the B-

side includes "Blue Eyed
Op," which cranks up the

driving bass playing of Einar

Om, while Siggi and Bjork

voice lyrical innuendos
reminiscent of the B-52's.

Continuing with "Deus,"
probably the calmest song

on the album, the 'Cubes

keep it rolling right into

"Sick for Toys," where
Guitarist Thor gets to show
some of his dynamics;
whereas in much of the al-

bum he stays low-key

knowing that the proper

timing, usage, and style of

playing is far more impor-

tant to the success of the

song than the meanest of

Hendrix-style solos.

Among the most peculiar

of the songs is "Take some
Petrol Darling" an uniform,

very short and confusing

song that begins and ends

with a growl. This track is

definitely the most unusual

if not the most unintelli-

gible song of their's to date.

So, if you're looking for

something new in music,

"The Sugarcubes" just may
be the jumpstart your ears

have been yearning for.
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New Bands Take Back to Basics Approach
by David Wood

In an age when countless "techno-pop" bands

dominate the rock air waves, it can become

virtually impossible to distinguish one from

another. For all too many of these new perform-

ers, inserting a floppy disk or programming a

drum machine is the extent of their musical

ability. Few contemporary rock bands have any

concept of musicianship, and fewer still under-

stand "soul".

However, just as things had begun to look bleak

for fans of "roots-rock," a refreshing trend

seems to be on the rise. An increasing number of

new bands have adopted a "back-to-basics"

approach, free of the theatrics and automated

sound so predominant in today's music.

Two such bands recently appeared at The

Livingroom in Providence and while their styles

differ greatly, they have in common a no-non-

sense mentality. Neither the Irish band Hot-

house Flowers, nor the New Jersey based

Feelies are household names just yet, however

both are currently enjoying a rise in popularity.

Hothouse Flowers incorporate a number of

influences into their unique style. They derive

much from their Irish heritage, however tradi-

tional blues and even a hint of gospel can be heard

in their music. Couple this with the force of a

straight-ahead rock group and what results is an

extremely versitile band. The Flowers' Livin-

groom show did nothing to disprove this fact.

Their show followed an inspirational, but all too

short solo acoustic set by a fellow Irishman, Luka

Bloom.

The Flowers covered everything from their

upbeat semi-hit "Don't Go" to beautiful sing-

a-long ballads such as "The Older We Get".

Both songs, as well as everything in between,

were done with an equal amount of conviction,

leaving one to ponder which they do best, ballads

or "rockers." Of those coming out of the show,

the consensus was that this band is going places

and most in attendance were happy to have seen

them in the intimate setting of The Livingroom.

The Feelies, while not quite as versatile, also

fashion their style from numerous influences.

They combine a basic folk theme with distorted

"acid" rock. They then put forth the finished

product with all the intensity of a hardcore metal

band. This band has a basic formula which they

seldom abandon. Each of their songs start off

slow and mellow then gradually builds in inten-

sity until it appears that co-guitarists Bill Million

and Glenn Mercer are assaulting one another

with their weapons of choice.

Audience watching alone is well worth the price

of admission to a Feelies show. Take for example

the song "Slipping (Into Something)." There is

virtual indifferce on the part of the crowd as the

song softly begins. But soon, as it builds in

intensity this indifferce gives way to restless,

uneasy swaying. Finally, unable to contain

themselves a minute longer, the crowd has a

collective seizure on the club floor. This process

is generally repeated 8 to 10 times during the

course of a Feelies show, making for a very

exhausting evening.
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Exam Schedule

FALL 1938 - FINAL EXAMINATIONS: DECQIBER 19,20,21,22,23

Courses are listed by Divislor\. The day and period key is as follows:

DAYS. I MONDAY DECEl-lBER 19 TIME PERIOD S:

II TUESDAY 20 1 8 30 - 10:30 a.m.

III WEDNESDAY 21 2 11 00 - 1:00 p.m.

IV THURSDAY 22 3 2 00 - 4:00 p. m.

V FRIDAY 23 EXAMPLE - IV-2 WOULD BE THURSDAY , DEC. 22 (3 11 a.ip.

Any student with three exams on one d ay may reques t one of the [nstructors to provide a make-up on another day. Report any

conflicts to your INSTRUCTORS IMMEDIATELY AND NOT TO THE REG I ST LAR! !

HUllANITIES

Course
No. /Sec.

EDlOl-1

ED102-1

Title
Elements Thtr.

Elmts. Play Prod.

Time
III-l

III-3

Rm.

NG8

N104

Proctor
Wills
Wills

Course
No". /Sec.
EBlOl-12

16

Title
Read. & Study

Time
V-1
V-1

Rm.
NiUb
N104

Proctor
Babner, P

Kuniholm

ED113-1,2,
EI)120-1

ED125-1
ED131-1
EDU2-1
E1I102-1

2

3 Reh. i Perform.

Modern Dance

Stage Movement
Radio Broadcstng.

TV Directing
Humanities

II-

IV-

II-

III-

I-

III-

HI-

-2

-2

-3

-3

-2

-2

-2

Stu Thtr
Tlitr

Thtr
N105

TV Stu
N104

N105

Wills
Galium
Galium
Lumsden
Lumsden
Broadhurst
McPhee

EB103-I,2
3,5
A, 16

6,18
7.8

9

10,11

Found. in Writ.

1 II

IV-3

IV-3
IV-3
IV-3
IV-

3

IV-3
IV-3

Thtr
Thtr
Thtr
Ttitr

Tlitr

N105
Thtr

Shapiro
McGraw
McPhee
Brennan
Grotz
Dickert
Clark

3

Emi8-1
E11121-1

Em23-1
E11127-1

2

EH128-1
EH129-1
EII131-1,2

,t III--2 N106 Still 12,13
II t 1 II IV-3 NG6 Gregory

Visual Fund.

Studio Art I

Design I

Drawing I

II-

I-

IV-

I-

I-

-2

-3

2

3

2

Stu B

Stu A
Stu A

Stu B

Stu B

Canaves
McDonald
McDonald
Oilman
Oilman

14,15
17

19

ELlOl-1,2
EL105-1,3

II It II

II n II

II 11 II

Elem. French

Elem. Spanish

IV-3
lV-3

lV-3
Il-l
1-3

NO 7

NG8

NG9

N117
N115

Johnson
Kornliiser

Helfen
De Bower
Miller

Painting I

Graphic Design
Hist, of Art I

III-

III-

11-

3

3

1

Stu A
Stu B

Lee A

McDonald
Kelsey
Canaves

2

EL201-1
EL205-1

II 11

Inter. French
Inter. Spanish

V-2
1-3

IV-3

N105
N104
N104

Schering
DeBower
Seller ing

Franklin
Gillespie
Heines
Babner
Bird
Gallagher

EH139-1
EH140-1
EHUl-l
EH143-1
L1123U-1

Mod. Art Hist.

Music Apprec.
Elein. Music Thry,

Music Hist. I

Watercolor I

II-

III-

IV-

V-

II-

3

3

3

2

3

Lee C

NG5
NG5
NG5

Stu B

Canaves
Kelly
Kidd
Kldd
Kelsey

ENlOl-1,11 English Comp. I

2 " "

3,6,10
4 II 11

5.8
7 II II

X-1

I-I
I-l
I-l
1-1

I-l

Thtr
Thtr
Thtr
N114
Thtr
N106

EBlOl-1,5 Read. & Study V- 1 NG7 Grover /

Yosgandes
2,13 V- 1 Thtr Panitz 9,17

11 11 I-l Thtr

3
„ i. .. V- 1 NG5 Lee 12

II II I-l N105 O'Connell

'i.S
n n 11 V- 1 N115 Dubay 13

II 11 I-l N104 McGraw

6,7
II II It V- 1 Thtr Gallagher 14,15

ti 11 I-l Lee A Haselton

8,17 18 " " " V- 1 Thtr MacDonald 16
11 II I-l N103 Davidson

8,11 14 V- 1 Tlitr Crocker 18,19
11 II I-l N117 Yasuna

10 n II II V- 1 N106 O'Connor
Elil02-1,2, 8 English Comp. II I-l Lee B,C Martin BD102-1 App. Pr. Dev. II IV-i sru5 smith, V.

3,^ II M
I-l Thtr Gillespie BD205-1,3,4 Micro. App. Sftwr. II-3 Lee A Bernardin

5.6 II II

I-l Lee A Haselton 2
11 11 11 II-2 S106 Smith, V.

7 II II

I-l NG6 Pollto BEllO-1 Fund, of Econ. 1-2 S105 Moniz
EKi03-l,2, 3 Oral Conun. V-3 Tlitr Vachon BElll-1,3 Economics I V-2 Thtr Smith, H.

^,6 V-3 Thtr Still 2,4 " V-2 Thtr Cronin
5 v-3 NG8 Bird 5

11 III-3 N118 Smith, V.
7'

V-3 NG9 Grotz BE112-1,2 Economics II 1-2 N104 Smith, H.
8,13 ,1A V-3 Lee A Hoffman BG103-1 Supervision V-1 S105 Malenky
9 V-3 NG7 Lee BG104-1,2 Management IV-3 N117 • Souther

10,11 .15 V-3 Thtr Brock 3
II IV-2 NG7 Burrill

*17 12
Lelou 16

V-3 NG6 Lumsden BM103-1 Advcrtisiiig 1-3 S106 Cntoline
I It

V-3 NG5 Wills BM104-1 Prod. Analysis II-3 S106 Rand
EHlOA-1 Inter. Comm. V-2 NG7 Broadhurst BM105-1,2 Marketing III-3 Lee B.C Cronin
EU105-1 Mass Comin. IV-

2

N106 Lumsden 3
" III-2 3106 Catollne

EN108-1 Critical Read. II-3 N105 Babner BM108-1,2 Retailing II-2 N117 Rand
2 n II II-3 SC103 O'Connor BM109-1 Retail Buying IV-l S106 Lafler
3,4 II n

II-3 N117 Polito BSllO-1,2 Word Proc, Cone, II-l S1I7 Bramley
EN 11 6-1 Perauaalve Speak, II-3 NG8 Wlllets BS113-1 Word Proc. Appl, JII-2 3117 Bramley
EtU22-l Cone. West. Rellg. IV-

2

NC5 McCul lough BS230-1 Sec, Transcrptn. II-2 3117 Hoyer
EN131-1 Tech. Writing III-3 SI 06 HcCullough BS250-1 Med. Sec. Trng. IV-3 S116 Hoyer
EN135-1 Short Story II-3 N106 Deutsch BS270-1 Legal Trng. 1-3 S117 Beale
Elil61-1 Journalism IV-2 N105 Babner ,W BHllO-1 Hosp. Sanlt. II-2 Lee B Witkoski
EN201-1 Lit. Masterpcs. V-2 N106 Heines BH140-1 Intro. Hosp. Mgt. 1-2 KG8,9 Johnson, R.
EN203-1 Eng. Lit. Thru 18 IV-

3

N106 Polito BH150-1,2 Fund. Prof. Cook. lV-3 Lee B McCormick
EM205-1 Amer. Lit. to 1890 1-2 S106 Bird BH160-1 D.Rin. i Bev. Oper. II-3 N104 Johnson, T.
EN208-1 Modern Novel 1-3 N106 Babner BH208-1 Hospitality Law IV-1 Nil 5 Witkoski
EN209-1 Creative Writ.
Eia03-17 Oral Comm.
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGIES

V--3^ NfJP^ MiW BH212-1
BH215-1

Quant. Food Prep.

Lodging Oper.
II-3
1-3

N103
NG7

McCormick
Witkoski

BAlOl-1 Accounting I IV-1 N118 Merrill NURSING
2,5 "

1-3 NI03,118 Botvin NUlOO-1,2 Piiarmacology Calc. V-2 Thtr Staff
3,4 "

II-2 N103,113 Malenky NUlOI-1 Fund, of Nursing 1-2 Lee A Staff
6 "

1-2 N118 Ward NU201-1 Phys. 6, Mntl. Hlth II-3 NG5,6 Staff
7

"
II-2 SG8 Labouliere TH200-1 Pharmacology IV-1 NG5,6 Smith, P.

BA102-1,2 Accounting H I I-l N118 Cole
BA105-1 Mang. Acct. V-2 N103 Ward

HISTORY i SOCIAL SCIENCES

BA201-1 Inter. Acct. IV-3 N118 Botvin
GElOO-1 Intro Gerontology III-2 N103 Larson

BA205-1 Cost Acct. 1-3 N103 Cole
HBlOl-1 Gen. Psych. III-l N117 Dimitrl

BBlOO-1 Intro Business 1-2 SC8 Burrill
2,9,13 III-l Lee A Baker

BE120-1 Business Law 1-2 N116 Seder
3,8,12 Ill-l .Thtr Gaboon

2

BDlOO-1

n II

Int.Comp.B. Syst.

III-2

IV-1
N116
SG8

Conley
Bernardin

5,10
6,7,11

III-l
lll-l

Thtr
Thtr

Hatton
Douglas

14 III-l N115 McHale
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HISTORY 6. SOCIAL SCIENCES (Cont.)
jucse

No. /Sec.

HB106-1
4

HB107-1
I1BII6-1

EH138-1
ilB201-l

HB202-1
Un207-I
HB2I0-I
HB212-1
HE215-1
HB219-1
licm-l
HHlOl-1

2

HH103-1
2

HH104-1
2

11II206-1

HPlOO-1
HP130-1
HP131-1
HP140-1
HY104-1
HLlOl-1

2

11L103-3

HL105-1
HL106-1
HL1I5-1

2

3

HL220-1

,2

.4

,3

,2

Title
Prin. Sociology

M H

Intro. Anthro.
Teh. Pre-Schl.
Art Pre-Schl.
Child Psych.
Adol. Psych.
Abnormal Psycli.

Marr. & Family
Human Sexualty
Social Prob.
Psych, of Women
Ainer. Govt.
Hist. West. Civ.

II M II

Hist, of U.S. I
II M II It n

Hist, of U.S. II
II II II It II

Ancient Hist.

Values & Dec. Mk.

Intro Phllos.

Logic
Hist. West. Phil.

Geog; Culture
Crlm. Law I

II II

Crim. Just. Supr.

Criminology
Prin. Invest.

Intro. C. J.

Sem. C. J.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PE102-1,2
PE103-1.2
PE105-1,2
PEllO-1
PE135-1

MC103-1
I1C106-1

MC109-1
MC201-1
MC203-1
ESlOO-1
ESlOl-1
ES200-1
TE177-1
TE178-1
TE201-1
TE206-1
TE210-1

First Aid
Personal Fitness
Drugs in Society
Advent. Cone.

Swim. & Lifesvg.

Physics

Surv. of Chem.

Chem. Hlth. Sci.

Organic Cliem.

Pliysics III

Engr. Graphics

Engr. Prin. Or.

Engr. Mech.

DC Circuits
Fabrication
Elect. Msuremt.
Microprocessors
Assembly Lang.

Time
III-3:

III-3
V-1

III-3
1-2

1-2

II-3
IV-

2

IH-2
III-3
IV-2
HI-2
Il-l
1-2

II-l

III-3
V-1

III-3
II-l
1-3

III-3
II-2

V-1
II-3
IV-2
1-3
1-2

V-1

II-2

II-3
IV-3
1-3

V-1
Il-l

1-2

II-l
Il-l
1-3

11-3

1 1-2

IV-3

IV-2
III-2

V-2

III-2
II-l
IV-3

IV-

1

1-3

III-2
II-2
IV-3

Rm.

Lee A
Thtr
N117
N106
N103

Lee B

N114
Nil 5

N117
N117

NG6
SG8

Thtr
N114
N115
K114

Lee A

NG7
Thtr
N114
NG8

N104
S106
NG9

NH4
Lee A
N117
NG6,

NG6,7

NG7
Nil 5

NG5

N114
N106

SC103
N114
NG7

Gym B

Gym B

Lee C

SC103
Lee A

SC103
SC103

NG5

N104
SClOl
SC103
SC112
N107
NG5

N103

Proctor
Lortie
Fallovjs
Mulcahy
Thauer
Rendlna
Schulenburg
Hatton
Douglas
Fallows
Cahoon
Lortie
Goolisliian

McKey
Fisk
Hoar

Fisk
Bartlett
Bartlett
McKey
Hoar
Hatton
McCullough
McCullough
Hoar
Fisk
Dempsey
Long
Gumbleton
Seeley
Fletcher
Seeley
Smith
Gumbleton
Smith

Larson
Foster
Fitzpatrick
Foster
Foster
Shaw
Johnson,
Moran
Scofield
Shaw
Panitz
Panitz
Panitz
Capuano
Capuano
Capuano
Perron
Perron

E.

LAST CHANCE TO REGISTER
FOR SPRING 1989 CLASSES

/fyou were nol abJe to reetster for a// t/ie

courses you wanted to take
OR

/fyou have not yet ree/sicred
OR

/fany ofyour c/asses were cance/Iecf

THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE!!

To be ab/e to register do t/ie fo/Jowtng:

1) On December 5 obtain a revised
schedule and set of directions from
the Registrar's Office.

2) See your advisor, if you need
assistance in deciding on which
courses to take.

3) On Thursday. December 8. from 12:30
to 2:00 p.m.. pick up cards for the

courses you wish to take in the
Upper Student Commons.

BUDGET CUTBACKS MAY SEVERELY LIMIT
THE CLASSES THAT CAN BE OFFERED

THIS SPRING—REGISTER NOWl!

Elem. Algebra

Course
No. /Sec. Title
MATJI. SCIENCE7EMJINEERING
DE051-1 Basic Arlth Skis.

2,6,11
3

4,10

5

7,9

DE060-I
2

3,8
4

5

6,9
10

DE061-1

2,4

3

5

t'IA102-l

2

MA103-1
2

3

MA106-1,2
MA107-1
MAI 08-1

2

MA109-1
MAI 30-1

MA201-1
tlA202-l

MA203-1
MA236-1
MBlOl-1
MB102-1

2

MB107-1
2

MB108-1
MB109-1
MB131-1

MB132-1
MClOl-l

Inter. Algebra

It II

II II

Finite Math
II II

Business Math

Statistics
Gale. Bus. & SS

Precalculus I
M

Precalculus II

Basic W/Teeh, App.

Calculus I

Calculus II

Calculus III

Assembling
Surv. Hum. Anat.

Man & Environ.
II It II

Hum. A 6 P 1
II It It It It

Hum. A 4 P 11

Microbiology
Cone, in Biol. I

Cone, in Biol. II

Gen. Chem.

Time

IV-1

IV-1

IV-1

IV-1

IV-1

IV-I
lV-1

IV-I

IV-1

IV-1
IV-1
IV-1

IV-1

III-2
III-2

III-2
I1I-2

II-2
111-3

IV-1

III-2
IV-2

IV-1

III-2
IV-3
1-2

V-2
1-2

1-3

IV-1
1-3

II-3
1-3

II-2
II-2
1-3
1-3

II-2

II-2
V-2

II-2

IV-3

Rm.

Lee B

Thtr
Thtr

N116,117
N105

Lee A

Thtr
Lee B

Thtr
N104
NI06

Lee C

Lee A
N118

N115,116
SG8

Lee B

NU5
N115

NG9

N115
N117

NG7,8
NG6

N114
NG6

N104

SC114

MG6
N103
SC103
N107
N117

Lee A
Lee A
Lee B

Lee C

N106
Lee,

A

Lee A
SC103

Lee A

Proctor

Getchell
Yohai
Wagner
Popp

Boland
Evans
Wagner
Getchell
Leonardt
Panitz
Marshall
Dock
Evans

Popp

Gugliotta
Marshall
Parsons
Pelrce
Belzer
Pelrce
Leonhardt
Belzer
Leonard
Leonard
Young
Guillani
Pelrce

Volpicelli
Gugliotta
Young
Young
Moynlhan
Downey
Swardstrom
Goranson
Kahler
Moran
Kahler
Swardstrom
Boleyn

Downey
Scofield

leisonalreconi.Ihelpedhimsetapeisoiialre^
HwasatimenineverfoigeL

The Speda) 0!>Tnpics has a way of

givingnew meaning to peopled lives.

Fettle like yoursell.

That^becau3ev.-hiJe the Special

Olympics IS a sports [migrani for individ-

uals with menla] retardsbon, often tmtes

itfe tfie vohmlecrs-the coaches who

work 90 dosely with these courageous

athktes- who benefit just as much.

And right now the Special Olympics

needs coaches. Pb^ 'villing to spend a

(whouisa week teaching these athletes

the skills they need lo LOTipcte at local,

state, and even international le^-els.

You don't need previous coaching

experience to become a Speoai Olym-

pics viAmteer- just the patience and

dedicatwn to help our athletes be the

best tbey cm be.

And ifyou cantcoach, we can

al>*'3)-s use otter wJunteer help both in

terms of time and monei".

PleasfcaD 617-774-1501 for more

informaticsi.

ThBlteMdMajMS
i^

S|KBlO|in|ics '!! ^
Get in die garnet
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Foreign Exchange

Chinese change Student Reflects on Life of Travel

by David Wood

CCCC student Patrick Mok has already been

more places and experienced more exotic things

than most people could hope to in an entire

lifetime. Originally from Hong Kong, Patrick first

came to the U.S. about a decade ago to study for

a year at Williams College in Williamstown, MA.

Apparently, he liked the states enough to come

back and make a home here.

Before the actual interview had begun Mok
asked that he be given the opportunity to disspell

any misconceptions about his homeland.

"At this point. Hong Kong remains a British

colony," says Mok, "sort of the last jewel of the

British crown. However, after 1997 possession

we'll be turned over to the Chinese, who will

allow the island to govern itself through an

unprecedented two party system: part socialist,

part capitalist." Mok went on to say that most

people he has encountered outside of Hong Kong

are under the impression that the island is merely

a part of China, this is not the case.

Mok is a second semester Accounting major

here at CCCC. When asked how the educational

system in the U.S. compares to that of his native

country, he stated that Hong Kong's system was

much more competitive by virtue of the fact that

the ratio of people seeking openings in college to

available openings is much greater.

This is largely due to the population of Hong
Kong. Two public universities, a small number of

vocational schools, and a handful of private

schools service the island's 5.5 million people.

Unlike the U.S., public universities in Hong Kong
are far superior to the private schools, because

the government provides more funds to the public

schools. This can only add to the fierce competi-

tiveness, and as a result, many students resort

to leaving the country in order to further their

education.

Mok has had a number of interesting jobs both

in his native country and here in the U.S.. Among
these was a job in the Chinese trade market

which allowed him to travel extensively through-

out the country. He also served as a hospital

administrator in Hong Kong for four years.

Of his various careers, perhaps the most inter-

esting was his work with the Independent

Commission Against Corruption. Unique to

Hong Kong, this organization investigates all

cases involving corruption in both the public and

private sectors.

The ICAC answers directly to the governor of

Hong Kong, and as an officer, Mok had complete

power of arrest. Given that a good many of the

cases dealt with corrupt civil servants, it was not

at all unusual for a member of the police force to

be arrested in certain instances.

The commission also investigated many pri-

vate citizens who used bribes or payoffs as a

means to obtain contracts. Mok said that "the

United States would certainly benefit from such

an organization".

When he first arrived in the U.S., Mok took on

a career that was in direct contrast to his job with

the corruption commission. Commuting daily

from his West Yarmouth home, Mok served as

a counselor in Boston's Asian community. Now,

rather than prosecute criminals, Mok tried to help

underpriviledged people who resorted to crime as

a means for survival, escape prosecution and

begin a new life.

As one might expect this profession proved to

be challenging, sometimes frustrating, and al-

most always rewarding. Mok spoke of one in-

stance when a convicted heroin dealer received

a lesser sentence as a result of a letter that Mok
wrote to the court explaining the man's unfortu-

nate past. A short while later Mok received a

handcrafted cup with his name and the well

wishes of the man who he had helped printed on
it. "This was very rewarding for me," he said.

Mok's hobbies include biking, hiking, reading

and travel. He attributes his love for travel to an

opportunity he had as a youth to participate in an
international youth conference in Japan. Twenty-

four countries participated in the conference and

as a delegate Mok experienced life in a Japanese

household for one month.

"I was able to get a better appreciation of other

cultures, which sparked my interest in travel," he
said. This interest has brought him many places;

he has travelled a great deal throughout Europe
and Asia. Mok said he especially enjoyed treck

ing through the Western Himalayas because this

enabled him to practice another one of his hobbies

at the same time, hiking.

Of all the places he has seen in his travels, Mok
said that he enjoyed Nepal most of all. Asked
why, he responded "their culture has not been
exposed to outside influence; the country has

managed to preserve its distinct heritage." Mok
went on to say that, "walking through the capital

city of Katmandu, I felt as though I was walking

in a time scale back four hundred years ago." He
added that it was not uncommon to see people

gathered in town to "chat and exchange wishes

while clad in traditional costumes."

According to Mok, the country also offered

much in the way of wildlife. While in Nepal he saw
many exotic animals such as Bengal tigers and
Rhinos.

Presently Mok is working part time at a Chi-

nese restaraunt in Orleans and tutoring students

here at CCCC. He likes his work at the restaurant

because it enables him to meet many interesting

people, but admits that the many hours he put in

over the summer began to catch up with him.

Mok said that he is amazed at how underaged
people go to such great extremes to get a drink

at his restaraunt. He has encountered countless

fake I.D.'s, and adds that the young people

appear to be "desperate for liquor." Another
thing that perplexed Mok was the American
ritual of stealing Scorpian bowls. This has be-

come such a chronic problem at the restaraunt

where Patrick works that they actually began
selling the bowls rather than having people slip

them luider their jackets.

Generally Mok seems happy with life on the

Cape, though he admits that many things that

natives take for granted foreigners must be told.

Things such as antifreeze, storm windows, and
winter clothing are all very new to Mok. The
summer traffic doesn't stir Mok; according to

him. Cape traffic at its absolute worst doesn't

begin to rival the everyday hustle and bustle of

Hong Kong.

Origins gallery

tribal & folk art • ethnic jewelry

UNIQUE GIFTS FROM AROUND

THE WORLD

Gift Certificates

Available

The Galleria 62 Rte. 6A

Orleans

Mon . - Sat. 10-6 Sun. 11-5

255-8660

10% Discount with student i.d.
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Corrida de Torros

by Michelle Kirby

Editor's Note: Michelle Kirby is a special corre-

spondent to the MainSheet. She is a junior at

North Adams State College, majoring in commu-
nications. Currently, she is studying at the Sev-

ille in Spain.

The stadium is full. The crowd is buzzing with

excitement, and the matador is ready. Suddenly,

gates at the far end of the ring are opened, and a

raging bull with a knife protruding from his back,

blood trickling down his sides, and frenzy gleem-

ing in his eyes, storms into the arena. This is the

beginning of a "corrida de Torros," a Spanish

buUfight.

Spain is well known for brave matadors and

fierce bulls. Bullfighting is as much a national

past time in Spain as baseball is in the U.S.. Every

weekend, especially during summer, thousands

of Spaniards and tourists crowd into the "Plaza

de Torros," modeled like an ancient Roman
Circus, and cheer "Ole" as daring matadors

dodge raging bulls. For Spaniards, this is the

perfect way to spend a Sunday afternoon.

Non-Spaniards, or tourists, seem to have a

different attitude towards bullfighting. "I

thought a bullfight would be a battle of wills - one

man against one bull," explains Clark Davie, a

junior political science major from the University

of Georgia. "I was surprised to see three other

men (jeslers) distracting the bull when the

»
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Ei^
The Cathedral of Seville (on right)

and the Torre de Oro."

A bullfight in Seville

matador was in trouble. And besides that, the bull

was stabbed before he even entered the ring!"

"It wasn't fair" seems to be the general

consensus of students after experiencing a bull

fight for the first time. Debbie Mehnert, a sopho-

more pre-law student from Hofstra University in

New York adds, "It was great when the matador
waved his cape and dodged the bull, that was fine.

But then, men on armored horses (picadors)
entered the ring, stabbed the buU with spears a
few times, and left. The bull was pretty weak
after being stabbed, so the matador's job of
stabbing the bull to death was made easier. I

guess I just didn't know what to expect. I'm just

a naive American!"

Kelly Dolan, a senior communications major at

UMASS Amherst, knew that she also was a

naive American and decided to learn a bit about
bullfighting before heading to the ring. She picked
up a book which explained the sport, and when
she headed for the fight, she knew what to

expect. "I liked it," replies Dolan. "Or maybe I

should say, I appreciated it as an art. Because I

read up on the fights before hand, I knew how they
were judged, what the matadors had to do, and
most importantly, what to expect. I still felt sorry

for the bull, but it's a cultural event, not a

grostesque sacrifice."

Every American student interviewed ex-

pressed pity for the bull. Spaniards, however,
have a different attitude. "The bull is lucky,"

remarks Juho Manzaneque Gomez, a physics

major at the University of Seville. "Bulls used for

fighting are five years old. Regular cattle bulls are

slaughtered when they are full grown. Besides,

I think the bulls have fun! It's like a dog playing

fetch!" Gomez has lived in Spain aU his life,

therefore a bullfight is as much a part of his hfe

as is a soccer game.

Although a picture is said to be worth a thou-

sand words, no picture, or story, or article can

captivate the energy, excitement, and eccentrici-

ties of a Spanish bullfight. One must physically

experience it to appreciate it fully. So, next time

you're in Spain, be sure to reserve tickets to the

next "Corrida de Torros."

CCCC Student Gains Second Culture in England
by Dean Wong '

Pubs, Paris, and new people have been a way

of life this semester for, CCCC exchange stu-

dent. Heather Davis. Davis, who is studying

Criminal Justice and Art, is attending Ealing

College in England through the CCCC Interna-

tional Studies Program. Because of the College

Consortium for International Studies (CCIS),

Davis will receive comparable credit in England

for a normal semester here, while gaining an

experience to last a lifetime. Having already been

sightseeing in Scotland, and planning a trip to

Paris with friends, Davis is eager to talk about

her experience in England.

A normal day begins with waking up in the home
of the Lee family, with whom she is staying. After

a quick breakfast, Davis is out the door and

running to catch "The Tube," or subway, for a

short ride to the college. Classes usually run, on

the average, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. with every

Friday off Having the last day in the week off,

allows students to travel, especially helpful is

the attainment of a "Eurorail pass;" anywhere

in Europe becomes accessible for one fee.

Travelling is further encouraged by Davis'

teachers, who put more emphasis on cultural

learning than on textbooks. "There's no real

attendance, but they're especially concerned

"Everyone stands on the street

waiting to get into the pubs, holding

big mugs of beer."

Heather Davis

about assignments," she says. In fact Ealing

College, has a culture all its own. "The campus

is made up of students from all over the world,"

Davis explains, adding that she had met people

from Africa, Arabia, and Israel already in the

short time she's been in England.

"The English people effect me the most," she

attests, refering to their even-tempered manner

and friendliness. "You can be standing on the

street when people recognize you're a foreigner

and they'll just start talking to you." She also

notes that this occurs at the many pubs where

there is no drinking age and the beer is served

warm. "Everyone stands on the street waiting to

get into the pubs, holding big mugs of beer," she

states. Davis also mentions that England is an

open society, and says it "shows they're liberal

to personal needs and habits."

When not frequenting the pubs or sightseeing,

Davis takes long walks in the many parks,

admires the rolling landscapes, or watches the

many shepherds that often spot the pastures and

surrounding hills. Even though these sights are

entertaining, just like at home, boredom often

strikes. It is then that she welcomes an escape

from the "spacious school grounds" of Ealing

College.

Much like an over abundance of anything in life,

the monotony of even a foreign country can get

you down. Davis will return to the U.S. in Decem-

ber, and she is notably looking forward to

"sleeping in my own bed." Having experienced

a culture, unlike any other, in her opinion is a

memory that will last a lifetime.
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Expert Targets Roots of Dysfunctional Families

by Maureen Briggs

Few people would say that they grew up in a

perfect "Brady Bunch" type family. All of our

lives we have been bombarded by the media with

this ideal of the perfect, always harmonious

family; and inevitably, we fall short.

Dr. Jane McNally, who lectured at the college

on October 18, about Dysfunctional Families,

points out that, "That's OK, no family is perfect.

They aren't supposed to be; but as long as you got

enough of the good stuff, enough of the time, then

your family was functional."

The good stuff, according to Dr. McNally, is

consistency, continuity, and rules that mirror

positive regard. "There are always going to be

failures, frustrations, betrayals, and inadequa-

cies," she stressed, "but, the key difference is

that in a functional family, these problems get

worked through; in a dysfunctional family, they

do not."

In order to be able to recognize whether the

family you grew up in is dysfunctional, you must

be able to recognize a functional family. Dr.

McNally noted five characteristics of functional

families. They are attributed to Dr. Virginia Satir,

late pioneer of family therapy. The characteris-

tics are referred to as the five freedoms, and each

must be present in a family in order to produce

healthy, fully-functioning individuals.

"These five freedoms are the haUmark of

functional families," McNally emphasized.

"The first is the freedom to see and hear what is

here and now, rather than what was, will be, or

should be. This kind of healthy acceptance of

reality is essential, according to McNally. Prob-

lems are looked at, not shoved under the carpet,

with family members expected to pretend they

don't exist.

"The freedom to feel what one feels, rather

than what one 'should' feel is the second of these

essential freedoms," she reiterated. "Func-

tional families are in touch with reality in regards

to what they want, feel and see."

"The freedom to think what one thinks rather

than what one 'should' think is the third freedom.

The fourth is the freedom to want, to desire what

one chooses to want, not what one 'should' want.

The fifth freedom is the natural culmination of the

first four; the freedom to imagine one's own self-

actualization, as opposed to playing a rigid role,

or always playing it safe.

"Functional families are in touch

with reality in regards to

what they want, feel, and see."

In short, as the buoyant and often irreverent

McNally summed up, "Functional family mem-
bers may be encouraged to see, think, and feel

what they choose, but that does not make it a

free-for-all. The rules in a functional family are

validating. They are affirming; they are rules that

mirror positive regard. The rules in a dysfunc-

tional family are invalidating; they demean,

shame, and blame." she explained.

But, why is one family functional, and another

dysfunctional? McNally targeted the cause as

multi-generational losses that have never been

grieved." She noted that chief among these is

immigration, families were uprooted, and depos-

ited in a totally foreign land. McNally asked for

a show of hands of second and third generation

descendants of immigrants. There proved to be

a sizable number in the audience.

Other ungrieved losses which she holds ac-

countable for the high incidents of dysfunctional

families may be still births, infant deaths, war,

the Depression, and being a member of a minority

group; be it Irish, Italian, Afro-American or

another. A couple of generations ago, people in

these circumstances felt it necessary to operate

on the survival strategy, McNally sated. Family

rules became rigid, outsiders were excluded. The
family became a jail, rather than a safe place to

try out one's ideas.

"The rules developed out of an intensified

need," McNally explamed. "It became not all

right 10 talk about problems. This absolutely

characterized dysfunctional families," she

notec'.. She added that members of dysfunctional

families often have fo* close friends. Rather,

they tend to be er.meshed with extended family

members, thereby, keeping the denial going.

"They don't address issues or relationship

problems directly. They are displaced on every-

one else, the old kick-the-dog syndrome," she

explained. "And above all, in a dysfunctional

family, you must always be strong, good, and

perfect - keep a stiff upper lip, 'you want to cry,

i'U give you something to cry about!' In a family

such as this, it is the appearance to outsiders that

is of supreme importance. 'Calmness is health,

stability at all costs, don't rock the boat,'" these

are the unspoken needs according to McNally.

The intensified need felt by these families,

multi-generationally, also prompts other undis-

"It became not allright to talk

about problems. This absolutely

characterizes dysfunctional families.
"

puted rules to go unchecked. These include:

Don't be selfish, it is not OK to play, and don't

talk about sex. These were perceived by such

families to be capable of dissolving the mortar of

the family structure in their irrational "them

against us" mentality.

McNally summed up her prescription for the

basis of a functional family with the maxim,

"Peace is not the absence of war." It's never too

late. "The chain must be broken; go to them and

tell them what you feel. They're not too old.

Family members may tell you to let them live their

final years in peace; no, break the chain!"

What is Good Enough?
by Martha G. McLane

Families do not fall into categories: perfect or

flawed. Rather, family health falls on a contin-

uum. "Most people understand functional fami-

lies as 'perfect,' and dysfunctional families as

'bad'," stated Jane McNally, Ph.D and practicing

therapist. "But, for our purposes, we will under-

stand the functional family as 'good enough.'

There is enough consistency, continuity, and

'good stuff to go around," she said.

Approximately fifty people attended the Octo-

ber 18 Health Forum. McNally presented her

"Functional families don't 'should'

all over each other!"

understanding of dysfunctioncil families. She

emphasized that there are defects, failures, and

deficits in both types of families, but that the

dysfunctional family is more heavily weiglued in

difficulties.

"Functional families don't 'should' all over

each other!" McNally declared. Accordingly,

good enough" families are in touch with the

here and now, their feelings, their wants, and
reality. Demeaning, shaming, or blaming atti-

tudes hallmark a "not good enough" family.

Dysfunctional families result from "multi-

generational" losses that have never been

grieved. McNally sights immigration, the Great

Depression, and personal losses as areas that

may not have been fuUy grieved by families

today. She believes that this insufficient grief

results in a "loss of safety, security, and inten-

sified needs, feelings, or wants."

McNally lists many rules that underlie the

dysfunctional family's relationships. These
tenets include: "It's not OK to talk about your

problems.. .[or] to express feelings. Don't ad-

dress issues or problems in relationships di-

rectly." She states that not dealing directly with

interpersonal difficulties results in displaced

anger. "Always be strong, good, and perfect.

Don't be selfish. Do as I say, not as I do. And,

it's not OK to play," are additional rules that

characterize dysfunctional families.

"The defects and the deficits in a functional

family get worked through," emphasized Mc-
Nally. But, she generahzed, that in a dysfunc-

tional family, problems tend to continue from

generation to generation.

continned (h>m page 8

one foreign language well.

As far as trade school is

concerned, the pupil should

still have a secure knowl-

edge of the basics, such as

reading and writing. He
would also like to see the

trade school students learn

elementary algebra as well

as computer fundamentals.

The most important crite-

ria a student could possess in

Hoar's estimation is for he

or she to always tiy their

best. "Your best, the best. If

you fall down from that

without giving it at least

your best effort, then you

try again."

According to Hoar, the

biggest national and interna-

tional crisis we are facing

today is creativity. He

states that "all of our prob-

lems require the courage to

seek fresh solutions." Na-

tional and global problems

require concentrated think-

ing. He explains that if more

people had thought about

the consequences of their

actions, most of the world's

history would not have oc-

curred. Historically, there

were periods of greater crea-

tivity then others. "So far

we have come up with solu-

tions, frequently, just

barely in time."

continued tram page 1

sensitive being to the caprice of a tormentor.

What else is it that should trace the insufferable

line? It is the faculty of reason, or perhaps the

faculty of discourse? But a fuU grown horse or dog

is beyond comparison on more rational, we well

as a more conversable animal, than an infant, of

a day or a week or even a month, old. The question

is not, can they 'reason'? Nor can they 'talk'? But,

'Can they suffer'?"

And so it appears, that the condemnation of the

kiQing of animals solely on an emotional level is

not the issue here; rather, that the intuitive

feelings of many vegetarians that it is wrong,

may indeed, have a logical basis contrary to the

proper and natural scheme of things in the uni-

verse. It is seen as an aberration of the normal

functioning and interplay of the species.
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Menopause: A Cessational/Sensational Period
by Jacqueline A. Duarte

On November 3, the Director of Health Serv-

ices, Esther Landry, arranged for two guest

speakers to visit CCCC and discuss menopause.

The lecture, "The Gift of Menopause," was free

and open to the public. The subject of menopause
was approached by guest speakers Nancy
Buchanan, Director of Health Services at Green-

field Community College, and Joan Wilson, Di-

rector of Nursing Services at the Franklin County

Mental Health Center, in an unconventional or

positive manner.

Landry, Buchanan, and Wilson are 50 years and

older; all have experienced menopause, which

occurs in the average female between the ages

45 and 55. The women explained that the major

factor which determines the age a woman starts

menopause is the age that her mother had it.

Determinants which tend to start the process

early are pelvic surgery, a thin body frame,

excesssive radiation, and smoking.

What is menopause? Images of hot flashes,

mood swings, depression, weight gain, and other

negative symptoms automatically enter the

"Society treats menopause

negatively and that effects the way

women feel about themselves.

When I turned 30, I can remember

crying.
"

- Esther Landry

mind. Landry explains, "We chose this topic

because there is a lot of misunderstanding and

confusion about it. Society treats menopause

negatively and thus affects the way woman feel

about themselves. "When I turned 30 years old,

I can remember crying that day."

The word "menopause" is derived from the

Greek word "menses" which means monthly

(periods) and "pause" which is defined as

stopping; hence, the translation is "the cessa-

tion of menstrual periods." The speakers lec-

tured that women undergo physical changes

involving their hormone cycles during both pre-

menopausal and menopausal stages. The key

hormones in each stage are estrogen and proges-

terone. During menopause the production of the

hormones is altered. Estrogen levels lessen and
progesterone is not produced at all. The result is

"Menopause is the age of

freedom.. .For me, it's one of the best

times of my life.

"

Esther Landry

a gradual cessation of menstruation.

Middle age brings about sobering thoughts for

many women. Buchanan said, "You find yourself

unable to make and set goals because after this

stage is the end." Additionally, woman may
become depressed due to their children leaving;

although studies show that menopausal women
are no more depressed than non-menopausal

women.
While psychological and physical aspects oi

menopause may be less than desirable, the

women suggest concentrating on the positive.

"Menopause is the age of freedom. Women
going through menopause today are not totally

home centered as they were in the past. There are

more options now. Your children have grown up

and you are free to do as you please. For me, it's

one of the best times in my life," said Landry.

Buchanan added, "How you feel about it makes

a difference. I'm more physically active then

when I was young. I'm having a good time and I'm

not alone." One woman in the audience com-
mented, "You don't have periods anymore and
that's a plus."

Reading good books and discussing meno-
pause with other women was advised. Wilson
said, "Doctors do not treat menopausal women
properly. The textbooks say one thing, but every-

one has a different story. It is very individual,"

Buchanan said. "If you discuss your symptoms
in a small group setting, you have more of a

feeling of control."

The speakers furnished a bibliography of rec-

ommended books on menopause. The list in-

cluded the funny "How Did I Get To Be 40 &
Other Atrocities" by Judith Viorst, "Meno-
pause, A Positive Approach" by Rosetta Reitz,

and "Menopause, Naturally" by Sadja Green-
wood. The last book deals with the controversy

of taking estrogen to treat symptoms of meno-
pause.

"Today women are more empowered to make
decisions for themselves...more informed deci-

sions," said Buchanan. With the aid of the above

books and positive thinking, women can take

control of their lives and enjoy each stage and all

they encompass.
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squares that appeared at the

bottom of the obituary page

(how appropriate).

And as far as television

goes—ha—they had it all

sewn up there, too. An im-

age of Yankee Rowe, "one of

the best run plants in the

country," set in a beautiful

landscape of trees, flowers,

and a glimmering lake, aired

constantly ("what a beauti-

ful nuclear facility!" Aunt

Mabel exclaimed to Uncle

George). Our ads, depicting

the not-so-gorgeous reahty

of nuclear disaster, were re-

fused by two major Boston

T.V. stations. "Too emo-
tional," they told us. And

ACROSS

1. Part of RCA:
abbr.

5. Buddy
8. Throw over

12. Arab noble

13. Onassis,

familiarly

14. Stabilizing

agent

15. Popular 1950s
TV series

17. Lisa

18. Pencil part

19. Atomic or solar

21. Common prep.

22. Collections of

anecdotes

23. Opera song

26. Port, coin

27. Last queen of

Spain

30. (With "The")

Popular 1970s
TV series: 2

wds.

34. Tuition or

lawyer's

35. Ms. Gardner

36. Legend
37. Lady Jane
38. W/ire sen/ice:

Intt.

39. With 8D, star of

15A and 30A
42. Cavalry attack

46. Butter

sut)strtute

47. Camera assoc.

with 39A
49. Rich soil

50. Stir

51. Painted metaJ

52. Printer's

instruction

53. Still

54. Getz or Laurel

DOWN

1. Arrived

2. Mr. Sharif

3. Ridge

(1972 Dert)y

winner)

4. Prepare for the

washer
5. Duo
6. Spotlight

7. Compared
8. See39A
9. Stravinsky

10. "Auld

Syne"

11. Large plate

16. Sports official,

for short

20. Artless one
22. Finery

23. Sandy's sound,

in the comics

24. Caviar

25. Cap or cream
starter

27. Eng. cathedral

city

28. The twtlom line

29. Hardwood
31. Homophone for

fair

32. Remit too much
33. Communicates
37. Folklore

creature

38. Exclam. of

triumph

39. Ft Knox Item

40. LMy genus
41. Actual

42. Clump
43. Turnip, e.g.

44. monster

45. Paradise

48. Lyric poem

CROSSWORD
THIS WEEK'S MYSTERY GUEST

He's an accomplished TV and film actor who has

starred in detective and western series. Who is he?

Solve this week's puzzle, and you will find out.
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SO it goes.

The day after the election,

I mentioned to some people

that it took ten years for the

Long Island anti-nuclear

movement to take effect. I

said we had another nine

years to go in Massachu-

setts. Someone said it would

take that long for the lies to

set in.

Lies! I would have laughed

but. it was so sad; so incredu-

lous. I think about the util-

ity claims that keeping our

nuclear plants open will

stop the Greenhouse Effect.

I think about the Boston

Edison stockholders with

their dividends at stake. I

think about the woman in

my group who was nursing

her new baby as the sad re-

sults came in. I think about

the people who put so much

of their time, energy, and

personal resources into stop-

ping this nuclear treadmill.

I think about the millions of

dollars paid by the owners

of Three Mile Island to keep

victims quiet. And I think

about Ues. Lies?

As I write this, every-

thing is becoming clear to

me. If you have money, you

must be telling the truth. If

not, you're just a compul-

sive liar. This is capitalism

at its best. This is America.

This is humanity. On Elec-

tion Day, 1988, our country

demonstrated its real, hon-

est-to-goodness values. I

pray I never have to say "I

told you so" to anyone about

the presidency, and espe-

cially, about nuclear dan-

gers.

fi[r):Si^fcr cm -p^;^ '?
-EaUml by Ptm Fimu
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Basketball Team Elects Captain

By Tim Crowninshield

Mike Herrick, Sophomore Liberal Arts major,

has been elected captain of the 1988-89 Men's

Basketbcdl team. He was a near unanimous

choice in a secret ballot election held by his

teammates at a recent practice.

Herrick has extensive experience and honors in

his sport. He played for four years at Dennis-

Yarmouth High School, three of them as a varsity

starter. In his senior year he also served as

captain of that team.

Herrick has prior college basketball experience

as well, having spent a season with Dean Junior

College in 1986-87. While attending Dean he

was selected to the All New England 1st Team
and was the seventh leading scorer among New
England junior college players with 220 points.

At 6-5, 210 lbs., Herrick brings speed and

power to the point guard position. He empha-

sizes, however, that basketball is a team sport

and that success depends on all elements of the

team working together. "We have to concentrate

on our defense right now. If we play to our full

potential we will have a very good year. I expect

this team to make it to the year-end tourna-

ment."
The Helmsmen Basketball Team Photo by David Wrightson

A Modem Proposal
Editors Note: David Gillespie is a part-time

professor of English at the College. His satire,

"A Modern Proposal," is a take-off on Jonathan

Swift's essay, "A Modest Proposal," which

urged the Irish to eat their own babies to end the

starvation problems in the country.

by D. G. Gillespie

Ladies and gentlemen, look around you. You
see society's inevitable fringe: poverty, pesti-

lence, prisions. They are all as old as Eve's apple,

but today these woes seem magnified-by a

growing population perhaps; by the media mon-
ster that, like Big Brother, sees all evil, speaks

all evil. Look around you-rarely has the need to

survive been so close to the surface of existence.

America's streets have become battlelines.

Old Age fears to walk them, for it may be mugged,

murdered, even molested. Middle Age looks

back at them, and shakes its head-these

streets were different when they were young.

Coming of Age shakes them off; it wants nothing

to do with these streets-chains are hard to carry

to the top. And then there is Youth, who knows
these streets, who squats on them, who has

drawn the map, pulled taut the strings, tightened

the noose, stepped into it, drawn the map...

The generation gap has become a gorge, so

deep and so wide that it is amazing that no
entrepreneur has laid claim and sold tickets.

While the old, the middle age, and many of those

arriving are Americans, many of the young are

Dragons, War Lords, Black Stripes, West Side

Gories. These angry young men (and women!)
are not out to change the world with Heaven-
bound bubble words; they seek change with

violence, with muscle, and blade, and gun (per-

haps they are historians?). Infact, gracious la-

dies, honorable gentlemen, some would argue

that America's foundation is being broken by its

youth, that the concrete now has holes because

of them.

"If America's youth went to war,

then the rest of us

would like them again."

-David Gillespie

Certainly, the world is too mulch, but how do we
smooth it? How do we get America back to the

Good Old Days, when people could sit on their

porches without fear of rocks or gunfire, and pat

dogs on the head without fear of teeth, and eat

aspirin without fear of losing our lives along with

our headaches? Actually, there is a way back, a

very simple walk, one that the 20th century

knows as well as any other time: America must

start a war.

First, look what a war would accomplish: why,

if we lowered the admission standards a bit, we
could empty the city streets of Youth, which

instead of holding handguns, could now sport

M16's (or for the rich poor who already had illegal

oozies, they could now have legal ones). If

America's youth Went to war, then the rest of us

would like them again. Fine boys and girls they

would be, when they charged for Uncle Sam. And
when they came home, we would throw confetti

on their coffins. We would praise them in

speeches. We would wipe away tears, and store

them for the next batch. The generation gap

would slurp shut; the ugly would would be gone

from sight.

Of course, we could not march our misguided

youth into such potential glory without leaders-

experienced men (and women!) must be placed

at the fore. And who better experienced in Hell

than those prisoners who inhabit it? Empty our

prisions, fair ladies, fine gentlemen, and give

Youth the leadership it needs to do its deeds. Just

think of the pride and accomplishment that these

prisoners will feel upon leading Youth for Amer-
ica into Victory-that, my friends, is rehabilita-

tion.

Such a simple solution to a plague-we turn our

criminals into heroes, our youth into adults.

Distinguished ladies, esteemed gentlemen, you

must agree: these are the times to fry men's

souls.
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State Colleges Face Loss of $9 Million

by Matthew Blackburn

In an attempt to stem the tide

ofthe State's deficit, in excess of

S500 million, Governor

Dukakis has proposed a 3%
return of all public colleges'

budgets for fiscal year 1989,

which began in July. The 3%
reduction, which means schools

must give back monies already

allocated for this year, would

save $19 million for the State.

The Governor is also consider-

ing a more severe alternative, a

5% reduction ofFY '89 budgets

to save $29 million for the State.

At present, the State is only

interested in finding how a re-

duction would affect campuses.

President Day indicated that he

thinks cuts are, "very definitely

likely," and that administrators

across the State are resolved to

revert 3%, minimally, of their

budgets.

If the cuts go into effect,

CCCC would be forced to remit

over $200 thousand for a 3%
reduction, or perhaps as much

as $320 thousand for the 5%
option, The University of Mas-

sachusetts at Amherst, which

carries the largest budget in the

state, would lose over $5 mil-

lion.

The cuts are based on total

allowances for the whole year,

but would come from money

left over for only the remaining

half of the year. Of the $4.3

million left in CCCC's purse,

over $4 million must go to fac-

ulty salaries; the school will be

left with $222 thousand. Sub-

tracting the estimated cost to

keep the campus open for the

rest oftheyear, there will bejust

over $81 thousand left, far be-

low the State's request.

According to an Impact

Statement filed by President

Day to the Board of Regents,

any reduction of the CCCC
budget would 'Svipe out"

spending for instructional

equipment. It would eliminate

basic maintenance and repair,

such as snow removal.

The school may already have

to halt spring admissions to

CCCC. Approximately 150

apphcants have been sent let-

ters of commitment, and will be

allowed to enroll. Any other

applicants must wait until the

semester begins to choose from

the remaining vacancies in

available courses. If the 3%
scenario goes into effect,

CCCC would have to violate its

open door policy for admis-

sions.

The 3% scenario would also

call for significant reductions in

part-time staff, and therefore

fewer classes would be offered.

The students' all-purpose fee

will be raised from the current

$171 to $201. This proposal is to

generate $50 thousand which

would be retained on the

CCCC campus, and used by the

Board of Trustees on recom-

mendation by President Day.

A 5% reduction, if called for

by the State, would mean an

enrollment cap at 1800 stu-

dents, and possible reductions

in regular faculty positions.

Day and the administration

of this and other public schools

are acting through the Board of

Regents to communicate to the

Governor what affect such cuts

would have on slate-run higher

education. All of the more than

30 public institutions have filed

impact statements detailing

what the cuts would mean, and

in what areas they would affect

each campus.

effect, all colleges will face

similarly severe reductions in

services, programs, mainte-

nance, student body, and all

levels of staffing.

Community colleges this year

accepted an 8.5% increase in

tuition. In a program known as

Pres. Philip Day

Student Trustee Tim Crown-

inshield has been in communi-

cation with student leaders at

many public schools, and the

resounding response he gets is

that ifthe3% scenario goes into

Tuition Retention, devised by

the Chancellor's staff and col-

lege presidents, revenues raised

by increased tuition stay on

college campuses. In theoiy,

student fees would remain fro-

zen at 30% of tuition; instead

there is an increase of $30 at

CCCC, which is still well below

the state average of $226.

Underfunding of the entire sys-

tem means some schools will

raise student fees by 70%. Of
the increase in student fees,

Crowninshield comments, "We
are woefully underfunded now,

and have been fortunate to

have maintained costs so far."

CCCC faces further difficulty

in meeting its basic operating

costs. Despite an average ex-

penditure of $255 thousand

dollars for heating and lighting

the campus each year for the

past five years, the state alloca-

tion for heating and lighting this

year is merely $140 thousand.

Of primary concern to

Crowninshield is the State's

pattern of reduction. With con-

tinued decreases in state alloca-

tions, problems on this campus

could escalate in the near fu-

ture, "Prospects for improve-

ments in 1990 are poor indeed,"

Crowninshield said. He pre-

dicts that next fall there will be

another tuition hike.

Crowninshield ab^eady plans

to send a letter to Governor

Dukakis to air his grievances

with the3% scenario. He thinks

that Dukakis initiated high

profile programs in the state,

when he should have focused

on the basics of education.

These sentiments echo a back-

to-basics approach suggested

by Chancellor Franklyn Jenifer

in an interview he gave this fall.

The degree to which Crown-

inshield is disturbed by the

proposed cuts is evident in

remarks he made last week,

"It's bad enough that they

didn't give us enough to start

with, but it'sridiculous that they

would want to renege on that

insufficient sum."

Crowninshield feels it is im-

portant for students in Massa-

chusetts to unite in displeasure

over the current situation

There will be lobtjying attempts

on Beacon Hill, demonstra-

tions and protests to express

students' dissatisfaction, rather

than their apathy. Crowninsh-

ield fears the State finds it too

easy to sacrifice its public

higher education, and it is up to

students to prevent this from

happening, and ensure quality

at our colleges and universities.

Day concurred that depend-

ing on the situation, students,

state-wide, need to mobilize.

He also added that students

should concern themselveswith

the quality of higher education,

more than just tuition in-

creases. There has been a pat-

tern of cuts over recent years he

deems reprehensible.

Top administrators at every

stale college are doing all they

can to minimize damage to

their campuses. Day and other

college presidents will meet

soon to submit a legislative ac-

tion plan that will outline ways

for students, faculty, and ad-

ministrators to channel their

energy for more positive sup-

port from the government. Day

will also meet with the local

delegation of legislators on

campus.

Tuition Breaks for rsp Students
by Stephanie Shay

CCCC students graduating

this year, may be able to join

70,000 otherisludents in saving

up to $2,200 in college tuition.

Graduates of two-yearlstate

institutions, who wish to obtain

a Bachelor's degree, can con-

tinue atlstate colleges and uni-

versities at the most affordable

tuition costs today. The prob-

lem that sometimes arises,

however, is that those institu-

tions maylnot offer all majors a

student may be interested in

pursuing.

Through the New England

Regional Student Program

(RSP), public collegesland uni-

versities in Connecticut, Maine,

Massachusetts, New Hamp-
shire, Rhode Island and Ver-

mont offer students, who may
not be from that

parti cularlstate but are New
England residents, the oppor-

tunity to study certainlfields for

"nearly in-state tuition."

According to Kenneth M.
Connolly, Program Coordina-

tor for RSP, ai: public colleges

and universities in the six states

are involved. "Together,lthey

offer more than 1 , 1 00 programs

of high demand." Some of

these fieldslinclude, banking

and finance, _ computer pro-

gramming technology, hotel

andltravel administration,

communications, public health

and human services.

Connolly explained that "if

you apply to a college or univer-

sity throughlRSP. you may also

receive admissions preference

over other out-of-

statelapplicants."

Any CCCC students planning

to transfer after receiving their

AssodateslDegree, and who

are interested in the program,

should mark off the RSP boxlon

their appHcations. If there is no

reference to RSP on the

application.Iconiaa the New
England Board of Higher Edu-

cation at 45 Temple

Place.iBoston, Ma. 02111.
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High School Collaborative Expands Programs

GmyGetcheU

by Moe Rondeau

On December 10 the 1988-89 high school col-

laborative program will start for this academic year

otily this time with a few improvements.

According to Gary Getchell, director of the col-

laborative students who enroll in the program will

be able to earn up to six credits (three credits per

class) toward their bachelor's degree upon comple-

tion from high school. In the past, students could

only earn four credits (two per class), but now with

the increased number of credits it js possible for a

student to fill some of the requirements needed to

graduate from college. When the program first

started three years ago the only off-cape schools

involved were Bourne and Wareham, now twenty

three high schools make up the ranks including

Silver-Lake and Old Rochester High school. With

the increasing number of students there was more
conflict in the best time to hold the collaborative

without interfering with the students' activities.

Finally a winter semester was decided on hopefully

to ease the conflicts between high school activities

and the collaborative. The courses for this year

include English Composition I, Fundamentals of

Economics, Principles of Sociology, American
Government, Man and Environment, Elementary

Chinese, Japanese, and even Russian. According to
Getchell, the foreign languages offered in the pro-

gram will follow syllabi from the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. "The program will

enable the students to have a first-hand view of

college and it will even provide for an easier tran-

sition between high school and college." Getchell

said.

Getchell claims that this program is geared for

high achieving students who can not only partici-

pate in activities in high school and keep good
grades, but also will be able to do well in a full-

fledged college course. Because of the time frame

this year, students who participate in sports and
other seasonal activities will now be able to attend

the collaborative. Getchell anticipates the program
will expose the students to the rigorous academic

environment that CCCC offers.

"Right now this is the tip of the iceberg for

outreach programs to high schools," Getchell said
"

it started by crawling, eventually it will progress to

a walk, and hopefully the program will run."

The lineforpre-registration—

A sign ofthings to come?

Bank Revives High School Collaborative

by Tim Crowninshield

Gerald G. Shuck, President of Sentry Federal
Savings Bank, announced a $ 10,000 company dona-
tion to restart the college's High School Collabora-
tive Program. The private sector donation is neces-
sary because a three year state commitment to fund
the program has expired, according to CCCC's
President Phil Day. The funds will be used to help
discontinued classes start again in December.
In accepting the gift. Day said that Sentry Bank,

as a principle benefactor, demonstrates "how a

community-minded institution can step in to sup-
port a project to encourage and promote educa-
tional excellence." Shuck, also a director of the
college's Educational Foundation, feels that "to a
great extent the future of Cape Cod rests on the
shoulders of today's youth. We're delighted to play
a key role in providing our area high school stu-
dents with an opportunity like this."

The collaborative provides college level ad-
vanced courses for area high school juniors and
seniors who are considered high achievers. Stu-
dents accepted into the program attend classes on
Saturday mornings. They are offered a wide variety
of courses ranging from Economics and English to
Elementary Japanese and Russian languages. Suc-
cessful completion of any course earns the student
three college credits at most colleges and universi-
ties.

The collaborative is being offered to 23 area high
schools. The schools notify students within their
system who are eligible to apply.

I

While outside support will help the program
restart, students will also be responsible for tuition,

fees and transportation arrangements. Selected

school districts will provide financial assistance to

the students to help defray some of these costs. The
total cost covering tuition and fees for one three-

credit course will be $171. This is comparable to

rates for regular evening courses. Professor Gary
A. Getchell, who in recent years has served as a
mathematics instructor and an administrator of

CCCC'sAcademic Development Center, will serve
as the new Director of the program.

In conclusion, Shuck stated that "it's a great
program and it will give many students an opportu-
nity to have an early college-level experience
making their chances for success, once they go to

college, that much greater."

Student Senate Serves

Many Functions
by Moe Rondeau

The student senate is one of the most influential
student organizations on campus, but how many of
us know what they do?
According to senate president John Crowninsh-

idd the senate is not only the group for organizing
activities on and off campus, but it is also the
student body's connection to the administration.

The senate not only sits on all the college's commit-
tees, but it also has the power to vote on all of the
issues that come up in the eleven committees. "In
high school, the student government did some
activities, but in college we're a link between the
college and it's community," Crowninshield said.

He believes that the student senate is here not only
to get the students represented, but also to make
student life better on and off campus. The senate
would also hke to get the entire student body as
involved as possible in all the various activities on
campus. With increased involvement Crowninsh-
ield claims "the students whole perspective on
college can change."

One of the student senate's biggest functions is to

allocate money to the many clubs on campus every
semester. This year the senate had over seventy
thousand dollars to distribute. The senate distrib-

utes the money to the organizations based on need
and tries to be as fair as possible. Not only does the
senate contribute funds to the already existing

clubs, it also gives the money needed to start new
organizations on campus.
The student senate has many possibilities for the

upcoming semester. Some of these include a dinner
dance geared for the entire college community, a
student-faculty talent show, and a comedy night.

Crowninshield hopes that these events will get the
student body involved, increase the student aware-
ness, and even improve student-faculty relations.

Another plan is a complaint-reply box. Crowninsh-
ield said "it should be more than just a box in the
cafeteria, it will help to open up relations between
the student body and the senate." According to

Crowninshield there is almost always a senator in

the senate office (located in the Upper Commons;
willing to hear any suggestions from the student
body.
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Madrigal Dinner: A Jolly Good Time

The Madrigal Choir The Lady and Lord ofthe Manor Merry making at the Madrigal
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DFfe
by Meg Hunter

^-
What are your feelings about Shawn Fitzpalrick Alex Fenton

the holiday season and are you

doing anything special? With "Basically, I am going to work 'Tm going to party down in

the holiday spirit now upon us, and save that money so I can go Florida for two weeks. I'm also

CCCC students volunteered south, somewhere warm, and going to make my first trip to

some exciting and diverse re- get a tan." Disney World."

pUes.

Todd Brown Kim Snow
Sondra Vanlare and Jean

Kourafas "I'm generally pretty happy "I'm spending Christmas with

about it. I'm not doing anything my fanuly and my boyfriend."

"We are going to Virginia spscial."

Beach. We're also going to
John DePalma

Mount Snow in Vermont to do

some skiing." Allen Sylvester "I'll be staying at home."

Carolyn Ripley "I am looking forward to it. I

am not going to do anything
John Govoni

"Being a student, it's difficult
special. I'm just going to stay at "I think the Christmas season

to find the time to go out and my house and have my relatives
is great. It is a time to get to-

Christmas shop because you're come over." gether with your family and ail

home studying. At the end of
of your relatives. It is a good

the semester, you have all of Marcy Nieves time to bring back memories.
your research projects and oral

This Christmas. I'm going
projects due. never mind the

"I'm going to spend Christ-
skiing with Kelly, mygirifriend,

finals. Its convenient to get your mas with my family. Then I'm at Wildcat Lodge in New
Christmas shopping done

going to San Diego with a friend Hampshire."
through the Avon lady. I'll be

to do some severe surfing. I'm

spending this Christmas with coming back with a massive

my husband's grandparents."
tan."

Cultural Affairs

Committee Sponsors

Christmas Party
by Meg Hunter

Good Cheer, song, the lighting of the campus

Christmas tree, and Santa Claus highlighted the

third annual CCCC Christmas Carol Party on

December fifth.

The event, sponsored by the Cultural Affairs

Committee began at six thirty p.m. in the cafeteria.

Approximately two hundred students wound their

way through the science building, North and South

Halls, and the library singing festive Christmas

carols to the night school students. At the end of the

journey, the campus Christmas tree, located out-

side the Commons building, was lit.

Following the hghting of the tree, delicious hot

cider was served along with delectable cookies in

the cafeteria. Furthermore, Santa Claus distrib-

uted candy canes to all the good little girls and boys.

Many the faculty members and the Student Sena-

tors were pleased at the turn out. When asked

about attendance, Del Wills replied "I was pleased,

I'm glad we had this many people, and I hope we get

to do this again." Dr. Robert Kidd stated "I think

that it was a great idea for the Cultural Affairs

Committee to sponsor the festivities. It worked out

wonderfully well."

According to Nancy Willits and Marie Canavas,

the Christmas Party originated so that the night

and day school students could enjoy the Christmas

spirit together.

Student Senators Michelle Gaumont and Wendi

Bordonaro were delighted that the college could

"pull together and have a great Christmas spirit."

w '^A-^^^^
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Editorial/Opinion

A Brush with Death - A Recommittment to Life
by Marcia Maclnnis

As I stand on the other side of death, I am rocked

to the core ofmy existence; life as I understood it is

lost forever. All of the beliefs that I held true aweek

ago no longer seem important. Beheving that living

was something I could take for granted, while

focusing my energy on the really important things,

nearly cost me my Hfe.

Most of my energy was spent on worrying about

how clean my house was, how goodmy grades were,

how much money I could make, and how strong I

could appear in the face of all adversity. Amazingly

enough, I believed that what happened outside of

me was more important than my health, my well

being. In essence I was using the world as a yard

stick, measuring the vaUdity ofmy existence by how

others experienced me, instead of seeking to

understand how I experience myself.

In retrospect, I can see the flaw in this kind of

thinking. If I am always looking outside for the

answer, then it is hard to hear the warning signals

that my body sends when it is in danger of being

overloaded. This time the danger sign was an

asthma attack. Although I have lived with asthma

for a number of years, I knew from the intensity of

this altack that something was wrong. In minutes

my lungs began to shut down--breathing was no

longer involuntary. The only thing I can equate the

feeling to is trying to suck an extra thick milk shack

through an ultra skinny straw. After ten minutes I

became exausted. Living or dying no longer

seemed important. 1 only wanted rest.

"Marcia! Stay with us." From somewhere outside

myself I heard a familiar voice. Forcing air into my
lungs, I opened my eyes. Ifound myselflookinginto

the face of Glen, a trusted friend and local Emer-

gency Medical Technician. More than anything I

wanted to tell him I wasn't leaving, that this was

some awful mistake. I could only stare and gasp as

his face faded into darkness.

"Marcia! Listen, you have to breathe."

"I am breathing. At least, I think I'm breathing. I

must be breathing; I can hear what your saying.

Wait! This is an ambulance! Hey! You guys don't

think I going to die, do you? Can't anyone hear

what I'm saying?

"All right. Start an I.V. with D5W."
"Priority One. Transfer when ready."

"Let's rock boys!"

"Marcia! Come on, hon, we know you're tired;

don't give in, just a few more minutes and we'll get

you some help!"

"I'm not giving in. Please. Let me rest."

"She's going! She's going!"

"Three milligrams eppeniphrin!"

"Wait, you guys, my heart feels like it's going to

explode! I sure hope to hell you know what you're

doing . . .

."

It's Tuesday again, and I'm standing on campus in

the cold rain. I feel fragUe though strengthened

having seen inside myself; I am awed, though

somehow uninspired having glimpsed death. The
fog seems to have settled inside my head. My body

aches as if someone has beaten me about the chest

and shoulders. The aching causes me to move
slower which is a lesson I most need to learn.

Today, I can take nothing for granted, neither the

beating ofmy heart nor the expanding ofmy lungs.

I understand that I am alive, not only because of the

skill of some talented, compassionate people, but

because I choose to live. I realize now that every

moment is separate-every aspect of myself is per-

fect.

And most importantly, that if I am to be healthy

and strong then my first priority must be to care for

this body. Who I am in this moment is exactly who
I have chosen to be.

Twenty-five Years Later,

America Still Searches
by Matthew M. Igoe

Tlie assassination of

John F. Kennedy left its mark

on many of us, and even today,

his memory and his message

continue to affect us. Twenty-

five years have past since his

untimely death, and America

still searches for a President

with as much integrity and lead-

ership ability.

Five men have held power

since Kennedy, and each will be

forever remembered for a scan-

dal or mistake in judgement

that history will not look upon

kindly. Lyndon Johnson will be

remembered for escalating the

VietNam War. Richard Nixon's

accomplishments will forever

by overshadowedby the Water-

gate scandal.

Gerald Ford is best known for

his lack of balance and for par-

doning of Nixon. The hostage

crisis doomed Jimmy -Carter.

Ronald Reagan's biggest scar

is, of course, the Iran-Contra

affair; but history surely will

paint him as the "deficit presi-

dent."

Kennedy, in a sense, was the

last president considered a

hero. Yes, the Bay of Pigs inva-

sion did hurt the young presi-

dent, but the Kennedyyears will

always be looked bade on as a

time of optimism and hope in

the United States.

George Bush will become the

sixth man to reside in the White

House since Kennedy, and al-

ready Bush's integrity and lead-

ership qualities are in question

Bush will not be a hero; al-

though his decisions in the next

fouryears will seem heroic as he

untangles the knots left behind

from the Reagan years. As for

leadership, this year's presiden-

tial campaign showed all of us

that there is a serious lack of

inspirational leadership in this

country. More voters were out

to stop a candidate more than

promote one.

It has been a quarter century

since the days of Camelot.

Sadly, no one can bring those

days back to us. Bobby never

did make it out of California,

and he might have brought that

hope and optimism back.

George Herbert Walker Bush

did make it all the way to Penn-

sylvania Avenue, and America

continues it's search.

Skinhead MentaUty
by Rob Migliaccio

pupping through television

stations and magazine pages

recently, I have come across the

latest fad for our ever growing

population of misguided,

spoon-fed, people. They call

themselves the "Skinheads."

They are a group of white su-

premacists who, with the help

of crew-cut "soldiers," are out

to "create the ultimate race," or

to "separate people into cate-

gories," orto "bring violence to

lesser people."

Actually, I forget exaaly what

it is they are trying to do. Sorry

about that. What I do know is

that a group of people such as

the Skinheads has ah-eady re-

ceived way too much pubUcity,

(I'm just as guilty for writing

this article), because this is

America, right? And they

couldn't stand a chance, right?

Well, who knows any more.

The very fact that a group like

this exists in the Eighties is

because people think that Civil

Rights and "equality for all" are

fundamentally established.

They are not. Equality is some-

thing that must be constantly

fought for and maintained.

People must continually be told

that we are all human beings;

that we are all equal. Let's say it

again people. "We are all

equal!" Even Morton Downey

Jr. was a bit wrong in saying,

"We are all Americans." Yes,

we are, but does that make us

better?

One thing that can be said

about the Skinheads is that they

are opportunistic. They know

that our country at this time is

divided between couch pota-

toes, party animals, yuppies,

homeless, AIDS victims, and

coked and cracked-out junkies,

and has Uttle time to devote any

energy to stopping them.

In fact, our self-absorbed

society is the perfea breeding

ground for any group that puUs

at the vuhierable, heartstrings

of people who are looking to

conform. Emotional cries of

"we are better!" sound appeal-

ing. One might then say to

themselves, "I belong to a

group!" Wee! Wee! Wee!

My question is: "What has

happened to personal integ-

rity?" Also, on the other hand,

are people really threatened by

variety? by color? by culture?

They might be, if they are told

to be. It's happening again.

Racism. I don't care how many

people tell me that it never left.

It was changing for the better.

People were starting to get

along for a while. Yes, ofcourse

there were pockets of people

who still were proud of being

bigots, but a lot of them were

also uneducated.

Now we have educated

people expounding and glorify-

ing racism. These are ugly

words from ugly people. These

are also old, tiring thoughts that

arejusl stupid. Come on. Grow

up. Stop blaming other people

and races for your own prob-

lems in life. I might be making a

generalization right now, but

most of the Skinheads I've seen,

who complain about minorities

taking their jobs away, don't

look as if they could hold a job

as a newspaper boy, let alone

worrying about regular employ-

ment.

So you see, these people can

or\ly go as far as we let them.

That sounds easy enough but

given the current absence of a

socially conscious nation, that

might already be too far.
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Swimming to Class,

and Other Troubles ofOur Time

by Gretchen M. Grabau

Why is it tliat the college did not have enough

money to keep the Library open during theThanks-

giving Break, but the Helmsmen baseball team can

go to St. Petersberg, Florida for spring training?

Why do none of the typewriters in the Library

work?

For that matter, must one have a degree in

electrical engineering in order to run the microfilm

viewers? Is a doctorate in that field required to

make copies from the microfilm?

Is the Administration going to issue life jackets to

students with classes in the lecture haUs ifwe have

another rain storm like the one on Monday, No-
vember 28?

Should the chemical waste leaking from the ceil-

ing in the MainSheet office, located behind the

green house, also be dubbed the "Green House
Effect?"

Thanks to the new smoking policy, CCCC can no

longer be called "just a high school with ashtrays."

Everyone still smokes, but there are no longer any

ashtrays.

Will people stop parking on the grass after the

new lots are put in?

Will there be a need for new lots after the State's

budget reduction policy goes into effect?

Is the fact that the campus is "one way" signifi-

cant at all?

composition after one bite?

Why was the first pre-registration such a con-

fused, disorganized, chaotic mess? Is this an indica-

tion of things to come? If so, will anyCCCC student

set a precedent and actually graduate from here in

two years?

Can anyone actually understand what is being

said over the P.A. system in the cafeteria?

Does Dean Sullivan have a dark side?

Students of state colleges in Massachusetts have

experienced an 8.5% tuition increase this year,

while Chancellor of Higher Education, Franklyn P.

Jenifer, received a $ 12,000 raise in salary. Does the

Board of Regents have any ethics at all?

Does WKKL have its signal turned on? Has
anyone ever heard WKKL while not in the studio?

Does treasure hunter Barry Clifford actually

think that there will be tea in Boston Harbor after

215 years of steeping in sludge?

What exactly are they constructing behind the

Science building?And why do theworkmen behave

stealthly, as if on a secret mission for the CIA?

Does anyone who parks in the handicapped spots

behind the Commons building actually have a dis-

ability?

Is it possible to walk from parking lot 2 to the

Library without feeling as though one's lungs will

collapse?

Why does a "quick chick" lose its entire structural And finally, who cares? It's almost Christmas.

Exercising My Right Not to Vote

by David Wood

Let it be known from the outset that I am

in no way encouraging people not to vote. I believe

that the right tovote is every bit as sacred as citizens

and poUticians claim. However, as the wording

suggests, the right to vote is just that, a right, not an

.
obligation.

It is the general consensus of the people around

me that my optingnot to vote is in some way an act

of rebellion, or a resuh of no social consciousness.

I will defend my action by saying that I have an

overwhehning sense of social awareness and this, in

part, accounts for my decision not to vote.

Most will admit that this time around the alterna-

tives were: weak and weaker. This fact was re-

enforced daily during the campaign in the decision

of the candidates to criticize one another rather

than addressing difficult issues. Certainly this tactic

is anythingbut new, however itwould appear "issue

dodging" reached new extremes in the campaign of

'88. Consequently neither candidate's speeches

offered anything of substance, merely vicious ver-

bal attacks.

Another consideration in my decision not to vote

was the fact that neither candidate proved himself

to be entirely trustworthy. Admittedly, this is

largely due to my upbringing, which conditioned

me to distrust all politicians and to disbelieve eve-

rything they say. There is no question that I should

make every attempt to not be blinded by these

feelings, however, the manner in which both candi-

dates willfully and continually nriislead the pubUc

did Uttle to convince me otherwise.

Again I must state that my intent in writing this

letter is not to convince people not to vote. I am

merely defending myself and people like myself

who do not take their right to vote lightly and who

are in no way unpatriotic. I simply do not wish to be

a part of a process that in my opinion, has become

a bit of a farce.

Letters to the Editor

Dacum Team Responds

Your editorial of 1 December

regarding "The Dacum Proj-

ect" has (a) touched upon a

concern which is under aaive

discussion at this time, and (b)

made some suggestions which

we very much appreciate.

As faculty members who have

given some time and effort to

DACUM work during the past

two semesters, we wish to re-

spond.

Faculty and students should

be assured that we are working

to reduce the competition be-

tween DACUM requirements

and class time.DACUM panels

must consume a 2-day and a 1-

day time allotment respectively.

They could be scheduled "when

school is not in session," as you

have suggested. This is an op-

tion, but itwould sharply curtail

the opportunity for others to

participate in and/or observe

the process - a process which

we'd like to keep as open as

possible.

The DACUM process is a

systematic group work process

that encourages the infusion of

new ideas to be used for cur-

riculum review and develop-

ment within the college.

Our experience today with

the process indicates while

considerable time is spent ini-

tially, the results generated are

of superior quality and will

enhance our ability as an insti-

tution to provide the highest

quality educational experience

for our students.

In common with any new

venture, a 'shake-down' period

is inevitable, during which the

rough spots are smoothed out.

It is in this spirit that we look

forward lo better coordination

as we 'learn the ropes.' There

will always be some constraints

impofcd and some compro-

mises needed, but we are confi-

dent thatDACUM work can be

included among our college

efforts and that it can be a 'good

fit' as well.

Brenda Boleyn

Bill Babner

Allan Broadhurst

Barbara Fitzpatrick

Dennis Garvey

Eben Johnson

Gail McCormick

Ted Panitz

Richard Rand

Andy Robinson

Stealth Bomber Bombed

The Stealth Bomber can be

seen,' regardless of the self-

interest of the Air Force and the

Bush Administration's an-

nouncing of the non-vuhiera-

bility of the Stealth Bomber. In

fact the Stealth Bomber has the

same chances as any other

bomber. Our President must

believe in the premise that it

will never be used. Why spend

bigbucks for a regularbomber?

Every foot of this plane is on

military computer files. Using

this information as a screened

out background, every Stealth

plane will be seen as a moving

hole in the radar reflection.

This is most hkely how the

United States mihtary tracks

this plane in action.

The Stealth Bomber works on

the idea that if no radar is re-

flected, it can't be seen. But,

have the Russians thought

about looking for holes in the

reflections of earth's patterns?

Using the existing radar hook-

ups with a simple program any

hacker could make, the Rus-

sians will see every Stealth

plane in the air. With existing

satellite radar and high flying

planes hooked up to main

frame computers with that

simple screened out program,

any industrial nation would be

able to see the Stealth plane for

low cost.

President elect Bush wants to

spend sixty-six million dollars

on one-hundred thirty-two

Stealth Bombers. Almost five-

hundred million dollars on a

plane-that shouldn't cost any

more than one-hundred million

dollars because the Stealth

Bomber can be seen. How

many countries doesthe United

States need to bomb that don't

have satelhtes. radar, and Main

frames to watch out for the over

priced bombers. In the name of

defense, this is one of the big-

gest aas of stealing from the

U.S. tax payers, in our nation's

history.

Send copies ofthis article and

your own comments to your

Congressman. Don't allow this

theft to happen.

Douglas B. Brown

MainSheet Letters Policy

Lx:llcrs liv Ihc Edilur arc Solh wcltonicd an(-' .cquc^led.

Names wilhhdd by requeit only.

Please sign your tellers .inJ include telephone number

for verification.
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Mother Captured

"The best part of the Mother experience was the

enthusiasm and camaraderie of the people in-

volved in its production. We really believed, some-
what naively, in the honesty of the written media
and in the positive, unifying effectwe could have on
campus life," states Peter Ouimette, former Fea-

ture Editor of the CCCC newsi'>aper Mother , and
husband of MainSheet Photo Director Marsha
Ouimette.

Mother , under the guidance of Prof. Bill Babner,

was the voice of the campus from the Fall of 1972

until MainSheet took the hehn in 1976. Prof. Bob
McDonald came to the college in 1973 and de-

scribes Mother , as "still being run like in the 60's. It

focussed on social and political issues, and gener-

ally took a pretty strong stand."

The front page of the November 27, 1973 issue

states, "As the Fall semester draws to a close,

student activism has reached a new high. There are

plans in the air for a student evaluation of faculty

and an impeachment rally." Mother reflected and
examined a broad range of societal problems
through editorials dealing with topics like the war
in Viet Nam, racism on campus, and the impor-

tance of student activism. The Mother staff was
firmly resolved to bringing the spirit of the times to

CCCC.
McDonald states, "Students today are like the

'youth for Reagan.' Back then [in the 1970's], they

appeared to be more liberal. The newspaper re-

flected that."

Motljer was not exclusively concerned with issues

of a national nature; it sought to bring the spirit of

activism and the urgent need for change to a local

and personal front. The May 21, 1974 issue of

Mother states, "The Teacher as Fire Hydrant for

Various and Sundry Dogs." It is apparent that

Mother's editorial staff had no qualm with balking

the administration of this or any other institution.

Prof. Bill Babner describes the Mother experi-
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the Spirit ofthe Times
ence as more relaxed and friendly than the paper

appears to be now. "Mother was staffed by club

members, volunteers, who got neither credit nor

money for their participation. Because ofthat there

was more of a spirit of fun in getting out the paper.

I can remember bringing a gallon of wine to the

layout session at someone's house.

"Sometimes a dozen students would be working

on the paper, sipping wine and exchanging ideas.

We were all learning together."

Babner explains the transition in ideology as a

movefrom the Hght-hearted to the serious. "It's far

more difficult in the 80's to get students to partici-

pate in co-curricular activities. Most are working as

well as going to college, and few have the time or

inclination to spend timeon campus unless they are

getting credit or pay.

"Students working on MainSheet for credit are

much more serious than the Mother crowd." Bab-

ner states. "Serious striving for grades has replaced

the fun and camaraderie of a decade ago."

McDonald echoed a similar sentiment. He states

that MainSheet "needs to be more whimsical.

There is definite call for greater self-expression in

the paper."

McDonald does feel that the more serious Jour-

nalism in MainSheet is a plus. "The faculty profiles

are very interesting. Many faculty members don't

seem to know eachother; the profiles provide a

means for gaining insights about them," states

McDonald. "They also help students get a better

idea of professors as people."

Peter Ouimette is in agreement.
"MainSheet is

more respectable, mainstream, and better written

than Mother." he states. "It is a more mature work

and its writing reflects a conservative, and older,

student population. Mother was the direct reflec-

tion of a generation ofyoung people still heady with

the political radicalism and emotional madness of

the Viet Nam era. Different times, different

people, different motivations."

"Mother was the direct

reflection of a generation of

youngpeople still heady with

the political radicalism and

emotional madness of the

Viet Nam era.

"

Peter Ouimette
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Chinese Restaurant Brings Subtlety to Cape Cod Palates

by Martha G. McLane

Lam's Restaurant in West Yarmouth has been

discovered. A small, filled non-smoking area, and a

five-minute wait to be seated in the smoking-area

greeted our arrival.

Fortunately, it was well worth the wait. As is often

true, lines, waits, and compromised seatingbecome
the norm when a worthwhile restaurant is "discov-

ered" by Cape Cod dining patrons. Customers

continued to pour in as we savored our dishes.

As we had two, not-too-adventuresome ten-year-

olds with us, appetizers included chicken-wings,

beef teriyaki, and the menu debut of "Chinese

pizza."

The chicken wings were golden-brown-skinned,

crunchy, and ginger flavored. They were well done,

but lacked that tiny bit of sweetness intrinsic to my
ideal chicken wing. Thick, tender, delicately mari-

nated beef, covered with a spicy, sweet-salty sauce,

insured that the Beef Teriyaki did not get a chance

to go home in a box.

"Chinese Pizza," a misnomer really, was a round,

crunchy, flaky, deep-fried dough; the dough in-

cluded diced Chinese peppers and spices, and was
served with a delicately flavored "ginger sauce."

We dipped, crunched, and savored until that too

was gone.

Peking Ravioh, a mainstay of our Chinese dining

habits, was comprised of six large dumplings.

Ground pork, vegetables, and spices stuff these

succulent pasta treats. Warm, delicate, ginger-

flavored juice exudes from the Ravioli as you cut

them. Peking Ravioli are also served with, and
complemented by, the same ginger sauce as "Chi-

nese Pizza."

After devouring the aforementioned dishes, we
were full; but, we managed to enjoy a few bites of

the Lam's Fried Rice, and the evening's special,

"Velvet Chicken."

White rice, ham, shrimp, beef, chicken, pork,

sliced pea pods, water chestnuts, and bamboo
shoots were combined, in a well-balanced way, to

create Lam'sFried Rice. Theoverallflavor is briny,

and rich with subtle Chinese spices.

"Velvet Chicken" lived up to it's name. Bright-

green, crispy, broccoli stalks, pea pods, water chest-

nuts, Chinese mushrooms, and large, numerous,

perfectly-tender chicken chunks: all were sur-

rounded with "Lam's Special Sauce." An exqui-

sitely seasoned, perfectly cooked combination of

vegetables, chicken, and sauce.

Prices were more reasonable than I had antici-

pated. Our meal costs were from $2.50 for the

"Chinese Pizza," to $7.50 for the "Velvet Chicken."

Our total bill, sans drinks, was $32.00.

PuPu Platters, a popular mainstay of Chinese

food patrons, were evident everywhere. They
seemed bountiful, and reasonably priced at $ 12.50

for two.

Lam's Restaurant has an extensive menu. It of-

fers 19 luncheon specials, as well as dinner specials

for individuals through a party of eight.

Many unusual dishes, such as Crispy Chicken-

U2 - "Rattle and Hum"

orange flavor (a spicy combination ofchicken sau-

teed with scorched red peppers and tangerine

peel), and Kan Boa Beef (a Szechuan-style dish of

beef, red pepper, scallion, celery, carrots, and pea-

nuts) insure that I will definitely return.

Service was very slow, and, although friendly,

seemed harried. From seating to fortune cookies,

our meal lasted an hour and a half.

The restaurants decor is simple. Pine paneling,

mirrors, ferns, carpet, and recessed lighting com-

prise the ambience. White dishes, linen tablecloths

and napkins add an element of class not usually

found in Chinese restaurants.

If you enjoy a Chinese restaurant that offers

drinks with parasols, flaming bowls of booze with

straws, and alcoholic beverages served in glass,

"Bhudda" tumblers, don't go to Lam's.

If you prefer bright-red Chinese-garish decor,

paper placemats with Chinese proverbs and for-

tunes, and making loud, crass comments to the

waiters in pigeon-Chinese, avoid Lam's.

But, if you desire delicately seasoned, expertly

prepared Chinese food at a reasonable price, waste

no time! Join the rest of us at Lam's, Route 28,

West Yarmouth.

Courage Measured in

"The Accused"

by Bruce Schell

After hearing the band of the 80's latest album for

the first time, the listener is faced with this ques-

tion; can the Irish foursome possibly top this? It is

the same question that was raised after the band's

'87 critically acclaimed album, "The Joshua Tree."

It was hard to imagine that the quality ofthat album

could be surpassed. With "Rattle and Hum," how-

ever, it has been matched, if not surpassed. "Rattle

and Hum" is both the name of the new album and

of the concert movie. This gives the impression that

the album is a live soundtrack and contains previ-

ous recordings. However, only six of the songs are

live.

Of those six, only "Bullet the Blue Sky," and the

U2 anthems "Pride (in the Name of Love)" and "I

Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For" have

been previously released. Of the remaining nine

songs, two are covers and the other seven are

original material.

It is a double album packed with some 70 minutes
of very powerful music. The band enlisted some
considerable talent to help make "Rattle and
Hum" a blend of different musical styles. The
legendary guitarist B.B. King joins Bono on the

sizzling tune"When Love Comes toTown," and the

result is a jam that would make any bluesman
proud. Bob Dylan wears a few different hats in

helping out. He plays the organ on the pulsating

love song, "Hawk Moon 209 " He also sings back-

up vocals on a song co-written with Bono called

"Love Rescue Me."
"Angel of Harlem," which is dedicated to Billie

Holliday, is an upbeat and lifting song. John Len-
non also gets a tribute in the scorching Bono-at-his-

best number "God Part II." Bono takes a jab at

Albert Goldman, author of the heavily criticized

biography of the late Beatle, which makes the song.

"Van Diemen's Land" is a rare treat because the

band's guitarist. The Edge, sings it.

The album seems to contain many songs about

love, the best ofwhich is "All I Need Is You," a slow,

sultry song delivered with typical Bono passion.

"Heartland" is another song which Bono emotes

well. The short but intense "Desire" is the first

single off the album and it gives the listener an

appetite for more.

Of the live songs, "I Still Haven't Found What I'm

Looking For" is perhaps the highlight. Recorded at

Madison Square Garden when the "Voices of

Freedom," a Harlem-based Gospel group, joined

Bono for a deeply religious version of the hit.

"Silver and Gold," a song about South Africa, is

very moving, as is U2's tribute to Martin Luther

King, "Pride (in the Name of Love)." "Bullet the

Blue Sky" delivers a clear message as it deals with

an air raid in San Salvador. U2's covers of the

Beatle's "Helter Skelter" and Dylan's "All Along
the Watchtower" are exceptionally well done.

This album yields all the heart and soul that is

U2's trademark, and is a worthy follow-up to "The
Joshua Tree." Now the question arises again; how
can U2 top this?

by Lisa Rondeau

"The Accused," written by

TomTopor (Nuts) and direaed

by Jonathan Kaplan, is one of

the better movies I've seen this

season. This movie seems to

attempt to answer some ques-

tions raised t)y the "Big Daji

Rape" case. This feat is not

accompUshed well, but the act-

ing accompanying the script is

superb.

Here, like in the New
Bedford incident, a young

woman is gang raped while a

crowd of patrons look on,

cheering and applauding. Jodi

Foster plays the victim, Sara

Tobias, who shows more cour-

age than one could think pos-

sible after such a tragedy. She is

robbed of telling the world her

"side of the story" because the

prosecuting attorney (Kelly

McGillis) does not think she

would make a believable wit-

ness for the prosecution.
,

McGillis makes a deal with the

lawyers of the three attackers

and the case never goes to trial.

The men are put away for

"reckless endangerment" not

rape.

After being confronted by

Foster, McGillis realizes she

took the wrong route the first

time, and owes the victim at

least the chance to tell her story.

McGiUis then brings charges

against three other men in the

bar who were cheering on the

rape. A victory on the victim's

side ahvays makes the audience

feel good about the story.

The movie does not delve

into the intricate world of the

justice system or try to explore

how, where, or why a woman
gets raped. But this is a very

intense movie playing on the

emotionsoftheaudience andin

the end accomphshing "justice

for all."
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Local Artist Spearheads New Genre

Steve Whittlesey

by David Wood

Local artist Steve Whittlesey

is somewhat of a pioneer in the

field of "Art Furniture." As the

name suggests, this is the mar-

riage of furniture making and

artistic creativity. While this

artform is still in its infancy,

Whittlesey has already man-

aged to create a stir with his

innovative pieces. Born and

raised in nearby Norwood,MA,
Whittlesey was originally

trained as a sculptor and

painter at Columbia University.

He has since all but abandoned

these talents to concentrate

strictly on furniture making.

Where Whittlesey's creations

differ from mere pieces of fur-

niture is in the fact that he

generally uses old, worn wood

with unique characteristics. As

a result, each piece has its own

distinct appeal which is impos-

sible to duplicate.

Another way in which he adds

character to his creations is to

leave them largely unfinished.

Whether it be a patch left un-

sanded or a nail head partially

exposed, Whittlesey's pieces

possess a human quality not

by Michelle Kirby

often seen in ordinary furni-

ture.

When asked whether some

pieces ofwood are unworkable,

Whittlesey said that a particular

piece is apt to stay around his

shop for months or even years

without him having a use for it.

Then one day that same piece

might inspire him to create

something.

Much of the material that

Whittlesey uses comes from old

homes that are being refur-

bished. However, among some

of the other objects being con-

sidered for use are an old out-

house cover and a huge sailboat

that has seen better days.

When asked what originally

possessed him to work with old

pieces of wood, seemingly use-

less to those not as imaginative

as he, Whittlesey responded,

"My upbringing taught me not

to waste things and to do as

much as I could with the means

provided me."

Whittlesey attributes this fru-

gality largely to his father, who

built the family's Cape vacation

home entirely out of salvaged

wood, including pallets from a

local printing company.

His carpentry talents are also

a product of his childhood.

"Carpentry was a necessity in

the rural farm country where I

was brought up," Whittlesey

stated. "I was constantly build-

ing something." He added that

building lean-to's out in the

woodswas always a big favorite.

The building process is very

involved. Before he can begin a

wood into nis homemade
piece Whittlesey must place the

"cooker" which will rid the

wood of worms and other in-

sects. The cooker can reach a

temperature of 160 degrees and

Whittlesey made a point to note

that it does thejobjust as well as

the harsh chemicals that other

people opt to use.

Once the wood has been

cooked, the actual building

procedure is set to begin. Often,

Whittlesey will trace the

roughly finished piece on a wall

in his shop. This enables him to

work out much of the intricate

detail beforehand.

Within the past few years

Whittlesey's work has begun to

catch the eye of many celebri-

ties, including "The Cosby

Show's" Lisa Bonet, actor

Dudley Moore and Jackie

Onassis, all three ofwhom have

bought one or more of his

works. He adds that at one

point, a while back, actress

Bette Midler expressed an

interest in one of his pieces;

though he is not sure if she ever

did purchase it.

Aside from his furniture busi-

ness, Whittlesey occasionally

puts his carpentry skills to work

building homes, He has re-

cently done work on a number

of houses in the West Yar-

mouth area.

Anyone wishing to view

Mr.Whittlesey's work is en-

couraged to visit his studio

located just off of Route 6A on

Route 149 in West Barnstable.

There's Nothing Sweeter

Than a Beemer

Bill UPine

I have ridden many types of

motorcycles, but the one that

has impressed me most is the

BMW, R-80. It was mid-Octo-

ber when I experienced my first

ride on a BMW. My roommate

Mike came in one Friday after-

noon and asked me what I was

doing for the weekend. He
asked if I wanted to take a trip

down to Willimantic, Connecti-

cut, and visit some friends? I

was skeptical at first, lazy I

guess you could say, but then he

said we would be taking his

motorcycle and my skepticism

turned to excitement.

Being a rider, BMW's have

always intrigued me, so this ride

was special to me.

I packed my bag and got on

my leather jacket and helmet

and proceeded to the bike

where Mike was waiting with

the engine running. The air was

crisp and cool that day, perfect

riding weather.

The time came to leave and

we both agreed the way to go

was Interstate 195, then picking

up Route 44 in Providence R.I.

Well, the Beemer traveled

down the bumpy interstate with

the greatest of ease, while pass-

ing cars marveled at the op-

posed piston machine.

As every biker knows, on a

long trip there comes a time to

open up your machine and boy,

did Mike ever. The shaft driven

R-80 took off like a bat out of

hell and it was our turn to pass

the slower traffic.

Interstate 195 ran out for us in

Providence, so our little jour-

ney proceeded on to Route 44

which brought us right into

Cormecticut. The change of the

roads for this motorcycle was

like common nature, it handled

the curves and hills of Con-

necticut like a true European

driving machine.

The BMW R-80 surprised me
in many ways, from its handling

and performance to its overall

construction. The BMW is a

quality machine andyou pay the

price for it when you buy one,

but it is well worth it.

The design of the BMW op-

posed piston engine hasn't

changed since 1923, as opposed

to the Japanese "Techno-Rice-

Rockets," that change engines

and body frames every year, as

if in a fashion show.

Well the time came to give

ourselves a break, so we pulled

over in Pomfret for a little cof-

fee. When we came out of the

coffee shopwe noticedwe had a

couple of biker fans admiring

the Beemer. The two admirers

turned out to be Connecticut
'

State Troopers on their Ka-

wasaki KZrBOO Police Spe-

cials. We ended up talking to

them for a while about the usual

"motorcycle stuff," but it came

time for us to go, so we bid them

farewell and headed off for

Willimantic.

The rest of the ride was

breathtaking; winding roads,

old farms, and foliage at its

peak; we could not have asked

for a better ride.

We finally made it and our

friends were surprised to see

we'd ridden. My friend Kevin

asked me why I had decided to

come down on the bike. I re-

plied, "Well Kev, if it had been

any other bike, I wouldn't have

come. But hey! There's nothing

sweeter than a ride on a

Beemer."

An Adventure into Morocco

"Be careful, I hear they kidnap tourists with

blonde hair.. .don't trust anyone, they get you lost

and then demand money to show you the way

home...My friend wao thrown in the slammer for

two weekswhen he visited Morocco." Tliese horror

stories eclioed throughout everyone's mind as we

cruised along the mountainous countryside in a

taxi, headed to the city of Tetuan, Morocco.

Despite numerous warnings and stories of other

misadventures, a group of wary studen ts decided to

experience Morocco, Africa for themselves. And
what an experience it was!

Upon arrival in Teiuan, everyone experienced a

strong cultural shock. Bob Holzweiss, a Junior

History major from St. Bonaventure University,

NY, explains how he felt. "Everything around me
was so different, men in hooded robes, women with

veils covering their faces, even the bathrooms were

unlike any I'd seen before!" (A Moroccan toilet is

a round hole in the floor no bigger than 6 inches in

"At one little standyou could

buy goat heads. And they

looked like they were freshly

cut.

"

diameter.) "I couldn't believe people actually lived

this way!" admits Mr. Holzweiss.

Delinda Clark,- a Junior International Affairs

major from Eastern Washington Universitj' in

Washington, was also a bit jolted by Morocco, and

especially by the "old city" or in Aiab tongue, the

'Medina'. "I just couldn't believe my eyes! People

dressed in robes eveywhere; tiny, dirty children

tugging on your sleeves pleading tor money. And 1

was shocked by some of the things they sold here."

continues Clark, "...at one little stand you could buy

goat heads, and it looked like they were freshly cut.

While we were walking through the maze-like

streets, a man wheeling a cart passed by us- and on

the cart was a freshly skinned cow or pig. You could

see it's insides jiggling around as it was wheeled by

us. It was disgusting!"

Luckily, Moroccan merchandise consists of much

more than just the goods sold in the 'Medina'. This

is the tamed land of cheap leather goods, and

beautiful handcrafts. Just outside the 'Medina', we

stumbled onto a Berber craftschool. Here students

learn the ancient crafts of Berber tribesmen, the

first inhabitants of Morocco. At the craftschool,

artists displayed their work while we sat and en-

joyed a complimentary glass of mint tea. When we

were interested in a particular thing; a rug, leather

jacket, sandals or whatever, the Berber's put it

aside. After finishing our tea, we all learned how to

play the Moroccan 'game' of bargaining.

"We were taken, individually, into a separate

room and all the things we were interested in were

laid out in front of us." explains Clark. "From then

on it was just a battle of prices, you'd haggle and

haggle until you reached an okay price."

That was the key, and 'okay' price. "Some people

got great deals because they knew how much they

were willing to pay, and refused to go any higher-

and in the end, got a great deal." admits Ann

McDonald. On the otherhand, I paid three times as

much for my Persian rug as another student did. I

guess I just wasen't a very good bargainer. But the

way I look at it, I could never get a rug like this in the

States for the price I paid here. So I'm happy.

Not only was it possible to bargain for merchan-

dise, but also to barter for something as well. For

example, I struck up a deal with our taxi-driver an.d

traded a tattered Mickey Mouse T-shirt for a cas-

sette of moroccan music and a straw hat. The taxi

driver was enthusiastic, and I couldn't have been

happier with the swap!

Overall, our trip to Morocco was vety successful.

Not only did we return to Spain with some great

bargains, but with a taste of yet another different

culture as well. Don't let the horror stories scare

you, Morocco is a great place to visit. And when or

ifyoudo head to Morocco, don't forget to packyour

Mickey Mouse T-shirts.
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Student Survey
by Dan Hennessey

What do you think of the State budget cuts in

education, including their effects here, i.e. closing

the library to save energy and funding cuts from

school sports?

Kimble Rhodes:

I think that student sports and use of the library

is important to the learning experience in college.

What's school without sports and study?

John Fialkowski and Kim Kology

Mike DePaolo:

I think it is awful. We pay so much, we should be

entitled to use the library and play sports as well.

fGmble Rhodes

John Fialkowski and Kim Kology:

We feel it is ridiculous to close the library and cut

our college sports because not only is the library

essential in our learning experience but is an acces-

sible place to study. Cutting out school sports would
cause a lot of students to also lose interest in

studies.

Mike DePaolo

Andra Chopelas

We pay enough, nobody has a right shut down our

facilities.

AN EVENING
OF STUDENT

CHOREOGRAPHY...

8:00PM
DECEMBER 15

ARTS CEIsrrER

CAPE COD COMMUNITY
COLLEGE

Under Milk Wood
a play by Dylan Thomas

will be held in the

MAIN THEATRE
ARTS CENTER

CAPE COD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Friday, December 16, 6;00-9:00pm

Saturday, December 17, 1:00-3:00pm and 6:00-9;p0pm

Sunday, December 18, 6:00-9:00pm

Actors, technicians, and musicians

(especially a bagpiper)

needed.

Students, staff and community members
All Welcome!

Reheasals will begin in February,

3 Nights per week

Four Performances in April

admission:
$5.00 general

$3.00 with student i.d.

box office: 362 6925

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING. M/F

Summer & Career Oppcrtunities

(V\/ill Train), Excellent pay plus

world travel. Hawaii, Batiamas,

Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:
206-736-7000 Ext. 353gC

Locks and towels should be returned

by Wednesday December 14 to the

equipment office.

Grades and transcripts will be

withheld until equipment is returned.
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Battle Stress by Taking Charge

by Jacqueline A. Duarte

Professor Richard Cahoon was the featured

speaker at a lecture on how to combat stress which
took place on Nov. 17 in lecture hall A. In his

discussion, Cahoon explained the ill-effects of

stress on the body and what can be done to manage
it. He said, "Stress is life. Without it you're dead."

It is an accepted fact that the mind and body are

directly linked. Unfortunately, too much stress can

physically harm an individual. Cahoon said, "stud-

ies have shown that probably as much as 85% of

illnesses that a G.P. sees coming through the door
are related to stress response." The mind, defined

by Cahoon as "awordwe have adopted to represent

a physiological state meaning things like thinking,

emotions, and awholewrap-up ofthe psychological

process", interacts with bodily functions, in particu-

lar the autonomic nervous system. "A change of

mind creates a definite change in the nerve im-

pulses that go to the organs of the body," said

Cahoon.
The nervous system is connected to the immune

system and this can prove to be a problem. Cahoon
added, "We know that immune function is reduced

when we are under stress and thus, we are unable to

resist whatever happens to be around." The results

are headaches, stomach problems, irritable bowel

syndrome, etc..

Cahoon explained that people usually encounter

these ailments during their 30's when the body has

learned a pattern of stress responses throughout

the 20's. "You may seem as though you are adjust-

ing very well, but what happens is you get used to

these symptoms," said Cahoon. Not only do people

get used to these maladies, but they accept them as

a normal part of their lives!

There are two approaches to stress management:

long-term and short-term. Long-term involves

slowly retraining the mind and body, whereas

short-term offers immediate relief, treating the

symptoms rather than the cause. Both approaches

aim at decreasing arousal of the nervous system.

Short-term "fixes" include exercise, massage,

talking, laughing, crying, and added Cahoon, "If I

may dare say, have an orgasm." Keep in mind that

talking about the problem with friends or family is

not the same as obsessing. The idea is to use social

support and not to be embarassed to ask for help.

"Exercise is very beneficial in treating depression

as well," said Cahoon.
Requiring a life-long commitment, the long-term

approach retrains the mind. "Retraining the mind
is the single most important thing you can do for

long term benefits," Cahoon said. During the lec-

ture, he demonstrated a technique called Biofeed-

back and Progressive Muscle Relaxation.

Biofeedback occurs when the biological reactions

of individuals are measured and afterwards this

information is fed back to the person so that he/she

knows what is going on inside. The biological reac-

tions are changes in moisture on the skin or in brain

wave patterns. The information is communicated
back to the person via lights, dials, or sound.

"People are able to put themselves in a psychologi-

cal state to change their brainwaves," said Cahoon.
Cahoon called a volunteer from the audience and

then proceeded to conduct biofeedback on him.

The biofeedback apparatus consisted of a small

meter-like machine from which wires ran to the

subject. A small velcro strap was fastened around

two of the volunteer's fingers. This machine meas-

ured any change in moisture on the fingers and

communicated this information back to the subject

by movement of the needle and emitting a change

in the tone's pitch simultaneously. Cahoon started,

"Now, think back to last Saturday night." Immedi-

ately, the pitch grew louder, the needle having

moved. "The tone is stressful in itself," concluded

Cahoon. Biofeedback has been used effectively

when treating severe epileptic patients in which

medicine was not working.

Progressive Muscle Relaxation was conducted on

the whole audience. This technique entails going

through the major muscle groups and alternately

tightening and relaxing muscles and breathing

deep, "Yoga" breaths. When practicing this

method on patients, Cahoon usually incorporates a

narration describing a tranquil, nature setting. If

practiced diligently. Progressive Muscle Relaxa-

tion produces marked results. According to Ca-

hoon, "After a month you will definitely feel a

positive difference."
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Undoing the Damage
ofSubstanceAbuse
in the Workplace

by Martha G. McLane

"The total cost of alcohol abuse to American
society is 100 Billion dollars," estimates John
Wallace, Ph.D. The director ofTreatment Edgehill

further states, "Today's grave reduction in United
Stated productivity is due to an unprecedented
epidemic of alcoholism."

Alcohol and drug abuse is in the workplace. It

affects the individual's and the company's produc-
tivity; and there are waysto intervene so as to affect

positive changes for both employee and company
profits. Approximately eighty people heard these

messages at a day-long forum.

On November 17, the United Way of Cape Cod
addressed the problem of "Substance Abuse in the

Workplace." Presented were: characteristics of

addiction, affect of substance abuse on job per-

formance, management's responsibilty to the

employee, and means available to assist the ad-

dicted person.

Wallace suggests that supervisors evaluate job

performance carefully. "Look for financial prob-

lems, absenteeism, tardiness, mood swings, and
shoddy work," he stated. Hindered job perform-

ance must then be carefully documented; all speak-

ers emphasized documentation and confidentially.

"Those people with a drinking problem will never

get well by themselves," states John Demello,

Barnstable County Sheriff. He recommends that

employers facilitate, with professional help, an

"intervention." An "intervention" consists of care-

fully documented grievances and misbehaviors;

these problems are then presented in a caringway.

"Interventions" serve to minimize the abuser's

denial, and with hope to precipitate treatment.

One way in which a company can have ready-

made treatment available is to utilize an Employee
Assistance Program (EAP). Angle Bernhardt of

Cape Cod Hospital, and JosepTi O'Sullivan of

ComEnergy Services spoke regarding the success-

ful Employee Assistance Programs of their respec-

tive facilities.

An E.A.P. consists of mental health and sub-

• stance abuse professionals available to assist the

employee in recovery. E.A.P, services may be in-

house in a large corporation, or offered by outside

agencies on a contract basis.

Cost to employers for E.A.P's in Massachusetts

range from $ 12-$28 per employee per year. Many

E.A.P. agencies offer workers seminars and work-

shops, as well as counseling services.

60% of Cape Cod companies, responding to a

United Way Questionnaire, stated that they had

employees with drug and alcohol problems. Yet,

only one-third of those which responded referred

employees to agencies for assessment and treat-

ment.

Seemingly, a correlation is needed between iden-

tifying the abusing employee, and facilitating treat-

ment.

As one audience member pointed out, "The cost

to the employer for replacing an employee ranges

between $500 and $1500." Helping the substance

abuser can minimize turnover and increase pro-

ductivity. And offering assistance to the addicted

worker makes possible untold human rewards.
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Sports

In this Corner
Tony DeCicco

Pat's Kick Themselves Out of

Playoffs

The New England Patriot's

all but eliminated themselves

from the playoff picture on

Sunday Nov. 27. Jason

Stavrousky missed two key field

goals that would have changed

the score from 24-21 Colts to

27-24 Patriots. The first miss

was from 46 yards out andStau-

rousky really can't be blamed

for missing that one. But, the

second miss came with only

seconds remaining in the most

important game of the season.

What did Staurousky do, but

miss from 27 yards out, a virtual

extra point.

I know anyone can have a bad

day, but he was supposed to be

the savior of the Patriot kicking

game. He can't be blamed for

thiswhole ordeal though, Irving

Fryar's dropped punt was also

crucial in the loss. Fiyar,

though, is a Pro-Bowl receiver

so you can't blame him for one

bad punt reception.

The playoff picture has be-

come quite bleak, whereas be-

fore the Pat's controlled their

own destiny. Tliey must now
hope for a loss by Indianapolis

and Cleveland which is quite

possible since th^ both have

tough games to close the sea-

son. So now just cross your fin-

gers and hope for the best.

Celtics Demise

The early season returns from

the Celtic's aren't very promis-

ingwith Larry Bird out for three

to four months with bone spurs

in his foot. This may provi^ to be

more beneficial in the long run,

because the younger players

will be given more playing time

and valuable experience. The

problem is that K.C. Jones

never developed r.iuny players

beyond the starting five or six.

New Celric coach Jimmy Ro-

gers is now taking the blame for

Jones' poor planning. This year

looks to be £ lough one for the

Celtics, but this early season

adversity could prove to be a

blessing by the end of the sea-

son. Again cross your fingers

and iiops for the best.

Bruins

Tlic results of the early season

look quite good. The B's have

one of the best records in the

NHL and look to be improving

each outting, sans some recent

losses. This may be the only

active New England team that

we can depend on. The only

problem is the Montreal Cana-

dians are once again the main

thorn in the Bruins side. So

once again cross your fingers

and hope for the best.

And Finally

The return of Sugar Ray
Leonard was indeed quite

sweet. He proved a lot in his

fight with Donny Lalonde, I had

thought that he would just run

and hold like he did with

Hagler. But, Sugar absorbed

some haymaker rights and

came back with enough of his

own shots, to stop the one di-

mensional Lalonde in the ninth

round. Now let's see Ray face

real challenge like Michael

Nunn.

As for Mike Tyson, I don't

really even want t(i talk about

him. The latest reports I've

heard is that he is weighing in at

over 250 lbs. The last time he

fought (The Spinks Fight) he

weighed 218 lbs.

These next few months are

going to prove to be important

for Iron Mike. With all the

personal problems that have

plagued him these past few

months and his new found fat-

ness, he could prove to be more

a Hash in the pan champion

than an all-time great.

That's it for this year. Have

a Merry Christmas and a safe

and happy New Year.

Ring Named New
Baseball Coach
by Matthew M. Igoe

Athletic Director Alan Goodyear has made yet

another positive move to bring a winning sports

program to the college. Steve Ring, a former Cape
League Manager of the Year, has been named to

head this Spring's baseball squad. Ring replaces

Chatham High Athletic Director Bill Cheslock,

who resigned earlier in the year.

Ring brings with him a full resume of experience,

including a stint in the Detroit Tigers farm system.

His coaching career began after a back injury side-

lined his pro career in the Boston Intercity League.

There he won two titles in the early seventies.

Ring then decided to relocate his family on the

Cape and started a food business. He returned to

coaching in the now defunct Cranberry League,

and most recently coached in the prestigious Cape
League. While coaching the Harwich Mariners he
won two League championships and Manager of

the Year honors twice.

Dean Richard Sullivan, a former Cape League
President, called Ring "a proven motivator and
winner, who has exceptional recruiting skills. For-

mer Coach Bill Cheslock made an excellent start in

revitalizing baseball here as a competitive sport

and we feel Steve can enhance that momentum."
The Spring Semester BaseballTeam plans a week

of Spring training in St. Petersburg, Florida. The
trip is scheduled for late March and Ring has met
aU the players planning to go to discuss the financ-

ing of the trip. The players will have to cover some
of the costs with the rest coming from fundraising

events.

An
African

Safari

by David Woods

The newCCCC International

Students Club presented a

sUdeshow entitled "An African

Safari," on Tuesday the 22nd.

The photos were taken by Prof.

Allan Broadhurst while in

Kenya last summer.

A three-quarter full lecture

hall Cwas treated to pictures of

stunning landscapes and exotic

wildlife. The highlight of which

was a cheetah kill photo-

graphed at fairly close range.

Broadhurst stated that most

groups feel privileged to wit-

ness one such kill during the

course of their safari, his group

was fortunate enough to see

four.

Other noteworthy parts of the

hour-long presentation in-

cluded a number of aerial shots

taken from a hot-air balloon, as

well as some pictures of one of

the jungle resorts where the

group stayed. The resort was

named "The Ark" and accord-

ing to Prof. Broadhurst the ori-

gin of that name was no mys-

tery. Wild animals were so

abundant in that area that visi-

torswere not permitted to roam

the grounds without being ac-

companied by a guard.

All in all the show seemed to

be quite a success, a surprisingly

good turnout, coupled with a

fascinating series of pictures,

made this agood way to spend a

Tuesday afternoon.

Origins gaUery

tribal & folk art . ethnic jewelry

UNIQUE GIFTS FROM AROUND

THE WORLD

Gift Certificates

Available

The Galleria 62 Rte. 6A

Orleanr.

Mon. - Sat. 10-6 Sun. 11-5

255-8660

10% Discount with student i.d-


